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CatchWords State Wage Order – Commission’s own motion – Minimum Wage for employees under Minimum 
Conditions of Employment Act 1993 – Industrial Relations Act 1979 s.50A; Labour Relations 
Legislation Amendment Act 2006 s.22 

Result State Wage Order issued 
Representation Mr J Nicholas on behalf of Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia 

Ms J Gardner and with her Mr M Hammond on behalf of the Minister for Consumer and Employment 
Protection 
Mr P Robertson on behalf of Australian Mines and Metals Association Inc 
Mr D Jones on behalf of Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia 

 

Reasons for Decision 

1 This is an application on the Commission’s own motion pursuant to section 50A of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 ("the 
Act") to determine rates of pay for the purposes of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 1993.  Section 50A was 
inserted into the Act by section 14 of the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act, 2006 which was assented to on 4 July 
2006.   

2 This is the first matter heard under section 50A of the Act.  It follows the decision of the Commission in Court Session in the 
2006 General Order Wage Case (application 957 of 2005 (2006) 86 WAIG 1633; [2006 WAIRC 04608], 26 June 2006) which 
determined minimum wages for employees employed under awards of the Commission.  For that reason, this matter deals only 
with the minimum weekly rate of pay applicable under sections 12, 14 and 15 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment 
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Act, 1993 to employees who have reached 21 years of age and who are not apprentices or trainees, to apprentices and to 
trainees respectively, in accordance with the transitional provisions in section 22 of the Labour Relations Legislation 
Amendment Act, 2006, and in particular section 22(5).   

3 The application before the Commission also includes determining the minimum wage payable to adult apprentices under the 
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 1993.  When the minimum wage for adult apprentices under awards was dealt with 
by the Commission in Court Session in the 2006 General Order Wage Case, the increase to be applied to the minimum wage 
for adult apprentices under awards was not able to be agreed.  The Commission awarded to adult apprentices only the 
appropriate percentage of the $20.00 increase to the adult minimum wage.  In this application the minimum wage for adult 
apprentices once again was not agreed.  As it was the only matter not agreed, the Commission divided the application in order 
to enquire into and deal with, by consent, all matters other than the minimum wage for adult apprentices.  That matter will be 
dealt with at a later date and is application B66 of 2006.   

4 The Commission in Court Session proceeded in the following manner.  Notice of these proceedings was placed in the local 
newspaper, on the Commission’s website and also published in the Industrial Gazette.  No persons sought to appear in these 
proceedings as a result of the advertisements.  The Registrar received two written submissions from individuals who sought a 
determination of the minimum rate applicable to them in their workplace.  The Commission has directed the Registrar to 
respond to those persons informing them of the nature of the matter before the Commission. 

5 The Trades and Labor Council ("TLC"), the State Minister and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry (WA) ("CCIWA") all 
appeared in the proceedings and adopted the extensive written submissions and evidence given by them during the 2006 
General Order Wage Case proceedings.  Australian Mines and Metals Association ("AMMA"), which had withdrawn from 
those proceedings, appeared and put brief submissions.   

6 All persons appearing agreed that the economic evidence, material and the submissions placed before the Commission in the 
2006 General Order Wage Case were still relevant and, given that the Commission in Court Session had considered it all as 
recently as 26 June 2006, submitted that it would lead the Commission to the same conclusion, namely that the minimum wage 
for adult employees under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 1993 should be increased by $20.00 per week. 

7 After hearing from the parties the Commission adjourned briefly and then announced its decision.  The Commission agreed 
with the submissions made to it that the minimum wage for adult employees under the Minimum Conditions of Employment 
Act, 1993 should be increased by $20.00, with proportionate increases to apprentices and trainees.  The increase is to operate 
on and from the commencement of the first pay period on or after 1 September 2006.  The Commission indicated that it would 
publish its Reasons for Decision subsequently.  These are those Reasons for Decision.   

8 Section 50A(3) provides as follows: 

  In making an order under this section, the Commission shall take into consideration —  

 (a) the need to —  

 (i) ensure that Western Australians have a system of fair wages and conditions of 
employment; 

 (ii) meet the needs of the low paid; 

 (iii) provide fair wage standards in the context of living standards generally prevailing in the 
community; 

 (iv) contribute to improved living standards for employees; 

 (v) protect employees who may be unable to reach an industrial agreement; 

 (vi) encourage ongoing skills development; and 

 (vii) provide equal remuneration for men and women for work of equal or comparable value; 

 (b) the state of the economy of Western Australia and the likely effect of its decision on that economy 
and, in particular, on the level of employment, inflation and productivity in Western Australia; 

 (c) to the extent that it is relevant, the state of the national economy; 

 (d) to the extent that it is relevant, the capacity of employers as a whole to bear the costs of increased 
wages, salaries, allowances and other remuneration; 

 (e) for the purposes of subsection (1)(b) and (c), the need to ensure that the Western Australian award 
framework represents a system of fair wages and conditions of employment; 

 (f) relevant decisions of other industrial courts and tribunals; and 

(g)  any other matters the Commission considers relevant. 

9 As the parties observed before us, the matters the Commission is to take into consideration are not exactly the same as the 
considerations under section 26(1)(d) of the Act that the Commission in Court Session was obliged to take into consideration 
in the 2006 General Order Wage Case.  There is, necessarily some overlap.  There are however some matters that are 
expressed differently or are new matters.   

10 In our consideration of the matters in section 50A(3)(a) we found as follows: 

s.50A(3)(a)(i) The determination of the Commission in Court Session in the 2006 General Order Wage Case 
was that an increase in the minimum wage to $504.40 was fair.  We are of the view on this 
occasion that to set an adult minimum wage under the Minimum Conditions of Employment 
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Act, 1993 at $504.40 is a positive consideration in ensuring that Western Australians have a 
system of fair wages.  The Commission in Court Session does not have any matter before it in 
this transitional hearing regarding the conditions of employment mentioned in section 
50A(3)(a)(i) and we do not consider it further. 

s.50A(3)(a)(ii) The Commission in Court Session in the 2006 General Order Wage Case heard extensive 
evidence in relation to the low paid and persons who are said to constitute an emerging class of 
"working poor".  The Commission in Court Session reached the conclusion then, as we do now, 
that an increase in the minimum wage of $20.00 meets the needs of the low paid. 

s.50A(3)(a)(iii) The living standards generally prevailing in the community were the subject of evidence before 
the Commission in Court Session in the 2006 General Order Wage Case.  The Commission in 
Court Session noted the movements of wages generally over the twelve months since the last 
increase to award minimum wages and took into account the evidence before it of wage rates 
being paid to Western Australians in the present booming economic conditions.  We conclude 
on this occasion that a minimum wage of $504.40 provides a fair wage in the context of those 
living standards generally. 

s.50A(3)(a)(iv)  For the reasons given above, on the evidence before us we also conclude that the increase we 
have decided to award improves living standards for employees. 

s.50A(3)(a)(v) In the 2006 General Order Wage Case the Commission recognised that there are those 
employees in the community who are unable to effectively bargain for a wage increase.  The 
Commission recognised that enterprise bargaining is an essential feature of the present wages 
system.  The Commission in Court Session concluded then, and we conclude now on the same 
evidence, that the increase we propose will not discourage employers, employees and 
organisations from reaching agreements appropriate to the needs of the enterprise.  
Correspondingly, the increase we propose will also protect those employees who may be unable 
to reach an industrial agreement.  To that end, we noted that the increase represented a 
movement slightly less than the movement in the Consumer Price Index for Perth and less than 
the State’s Wage Price Index forecast of 4.5% in 2005-06.   

s.50A(3)(a)(vi) The need to encourage ongoing skills development was not a matter specifically dealt with in 
the 2006 General Order Wage Case.  We agree with the submissions made to us that this 
consideration brings into question the wage rates to be paid to apprentices and trainees.  In order 
to encourage skills development it is necessary to strike an appropriate balance between the 
need to ensure that apprentices receive a fair and appropriate wage for the training they are 
undergoing, a wage which is high enough to make an apprenticeship or a traineeship an 
attractive proposition to young employees while not increasing apprentice and trainee wages so 
beyond the value of their work to their employer that it acts as a disincentive for employers to 
engage apprentices or trainees.  Finding this balance is problematic and may involve balancing 
considerations peculiar to particular apprenticeships or particular traineeships that may not apply 
generally.   

In these proceedings, no party sought to suggest that the increase awarded to apprentices’ and 
trainees’ rates in the 2006 General Order Wage Case resulted in an imbalance.  On the contrary, 
all of the parties before the Commission urged the application to apprenticeship and trainee rates 
of the appropriate percentages of the increase to the adult minimum wage which have 
consistently been applied in the last few years by the Commission.  Accordingly, on the 
evidence before us on this occasion, we consider that the increase to the adult minimum wage 
applied to apprenticeship and trainee rates is not inconsistent with the need to encourage 
ongoing skills development. 

s.50A(3)(a)(vii) The Commission in Court Session in the 2006 General Order Wage Case noted that the Act 
then, as now, has as a principal object in section 6(ac) the promotion of equal remuneration for 
men and women for work of equal value.  This consideration was raised during submissions in 
the 2006 General Order Wage Case.  We again pay heed to those submissions. 

11 We also take into account the matters set out in section 50A(3)(b)–(g).  The state of economy of WA as extensively and 
competently dealt with in the evidence in the 2006 General Order Wage Case.  The fact that it was examined so recently by the 
Commission in Court Session on that occasion suggests to this Commission in Court Session that there is not a need to repeat 
that exercise.  We agree with the submissions of all who appeared before us that in economic terms, the material in the 2006 
General Order Wage Case is appropriate for the consideration by the Commission in Court Session on this occasion.  The 
evidence before the Commission in Court Session in the 2006 General Order Wage Case was that the $20.00 increase awarded 
on that occasion was economically insignificant and would have little, if any, effect upon employment, inflation and 
productivity in Western Australia because of the state of the economy.  We also take into account the Plowman report which 
was before the Commission in Court Session on that earlier occasion.  The Plowman report was written specifically with the 
adult minimum wage under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act in mind.  We find that report relevant on this 
occasion. 

12 Taking into account the evidence of the state of the national economy which was before the Commission in Court Session on 
that earlier occasion does not cause us to reach any different a conclusion on this occasion.   
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13 The requirement on the Commission in Court Session is to consider the capacity of employers as a whole, and not of an 
individual employer, to bear the cost of increased wages, salaries, allowances and other remuneration.  The evidence before the 
Commission in Court Session addressed precisely this requirement and we take it, and the conclusions, into account on this 
occasion. 

14 We also take into account that section 50A provides for the minimum wage rates under awards of the Commission and under 
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 1993 to be considered at the same time.  This will ensure fairness and equity as 
between the two parallel systems of award and non-award employment in the WA workforce which remains in the State 
jurisdiction.  We are lead to the conclusion that the increase awarded in the 2006 General Order Wage Case should be applied 
here. 

15 Further, we take into account that the minimum wage payable in this State to employees employed under the Workplace 
Relations Act, 1996 is $484.40 which has not increased since it was delivered in May 2005.  It is anticipated that it will 
increase upon a decision being made by the Australian Fair Pay Commission.  Correspondingly in the other States of Australia 
employees covered by State jurisdictions have the following minimum wages: 

State: Minimum Wage Operative date 

New South Wales: $504.40,  26th June 2006  

South Australia: $501.40 at the minimum 
wage level, $502.40 at trade 
level and above,  

5th July 2006  

Queensland:  $503.80,  27th July 2006  

Tasmania: $504.40, 27th July 2006  

16 In the context of the minimum wage received by State covered employees in other States, and also the $504.40 minimum wage 
paid in this State to award covered employees and the understanding that employees in this State in the federal jurisdiction are 
likely to receive an increase shortly to the minimum wage, we consider in the context of this State’s economic performance 
that an increase of $20.00 to the adult minimum wage under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 1993 is both fair and 
justifiable.  For the above reasons we decided that the adult minimum wage under the Minimum Conditions of Employment 
Act, 1993 should be increased by $20.00 to $504.40 per week with proportionate increases to apprentices and trainees in the 
manner that it was applied to apprentices and trainees covered by awards in the 2006 General Order Wage Case. 

17 We also decided that the new minimum wages will operate on and from the commencement of the first pay period on or after 1 
September 2006.  We do so to recognise the desirability of allowing a period of time for all persons, particularly employers 
affected by the Order to issue, to be informed of it.  This was recognised in the 2006 General Order Wage Case where the 
decision of the Commission in Court Session was delivered in advance of the date of operation. 

18 Two other matters remain.  The Commission in Court Session has been asked by the CCIWA to give some guidance to the 
parties regarding rounding of trainee rates of pay in 11 awards.  We are advised that the rounding which has occurred on some 
occasions in the past may either have been on the understanding that calculations would be rounded up to the next dollar, or 
alternatively rounded to the nearest dollar.  In the former case, a calculation of, for example, $12.19 would be rounded up to 
$13.00.  In the latter case, using that example, it would be rounded to $12.00.  We agree that it is appropriate that this 
Commission in Court Session indicate a method by which rounding is to be applied.  It is understood that all parties in the 
matter before us agree that rounding up should be on the basis of working in whole dollar amounts and we offer the following 
guidance on that understanding.   

19 If rounding is to occur to achieve whole dollar amounts we consider the latter case, rounding to the nearest dollar, to be 
appropriate.  We also understand that rounding of trainee rates in the Australian Industrial Relations Commission, the New 
South Wales Industrial Relations Commission, the Queensland Industrial Relations Commission and the Industrial Relations 
Commission of South Australia is to the nearest dollar.  (We do not have information before us regarding trainee rates in the 
Tasmanian Industrial Commission.)  Even though the trainee rates in this jurisdiction do not equal the trainee rates in those 
other jurisdictions, there is some merit in adopting a consistent approach to rounding of trainee rates across jurisdictions unless 
there is good reason consistent with the Act not to do so.  No-one sought to persuade us on this occasion that such good reason 
exists. 

20 Our considered view is as follows: 

(1) Where the calculation results in an amount between 10¢ and 49¢, the amount should be rounded down.  That is, if 
the calculation results in a figure of $12.19, it will be rounded to $12.00. 

(2) If the calculation results in a figure between 50¢ and 99¢, it should be rounded up.  That is, if the calculation results 
in an amount of $12.60, it will be rounded to $13.00. 

21 Secondly, an issue arose regarding the identification of traineeship schemes.  We agree, having regard to the lists attached to 
General Orders in the past, that the traineeship schemes identified are generic traineeship schemes and not traineeship schemes 
which are peculiar to an individual employer or which are "in-house" traineeship schemes. 

22 Decision accordingly. 
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2006 WAIRC 05320 
STATE WAGE ORDER PURSUANT TO SECTION 50A(1)(A) OF THE ACT (OTHER THAN FOR ADULT 

APPRENTICE RATES) 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES (COMMISSION'S OWN MOTION) 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
MINISTER FOR CONSUMER AND EMPLOYMENT PROTECTION, TRADES AND LABOR 
COUNCIL OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIAN MINES & METALS ASSOCIATION 
INC, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM CHIEF COMMISSIONER A R BEECH 
 SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
 COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE TUESDAY, 22 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO APPLA 66 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05320 
 

Result State Wage Order issued 
Representation Mr J Nicholas on behalf of Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia 

Ms J Gardner and with her Mr M Hammond on behalf of the Minister for Consumer and Employment 
Protection 
Mr P Robertson on behalf of Australian Mines and Metals Association Inc 
Mr D Jones on behalf of Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia 

 

State Wage Order 
THE COMMISSION IN COURT SESSION constituted for the purpose of section 50A of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 ("the 
Act") and having regard to the provisions of section 22 of the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act, 2006; 
AND HAVING reviewed minimum weekly rates under section 50A(1)(a)(i), (ii) and (iii) of the Act in accordance with the 
requirements of section 50A of the Act and section 22 of the Labour Relations Legislation Amendment Act, 2006; 
NOW THEREFORE the Commission in Court Session pursuant to section 50A(1)(a) of the Act hereby makes the following 
Orders:  

1. THAT the Order which issued in matter No. 576 of 2005 that established the Minimum Weekly Rate of Pay 
under section 12 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 1993 applicable to an employee who has 
reached 21 years of age and who is not an apprentice or trainee is rescinded with effect on and from the 
commencement of the first pay period on or after 1 September 2006. 

2. THAT the Minimum Weekly Rate of Pay applicable under section 12 of the Minimum Conditions of 
Employment Act, 1993 to an employee: 

 (a) who has reached 21 years of age; and 
 (b) who is not an apprentice or trainee, 
 shall be $504.40 per week on and from the commencement of the first pay period on or after 1 September 2006. 
3. THAT the Order which issued in matter No. 576 of 2005 that established Minimum Weekly Rates of Pay under 

sections 14 and 15 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 1993 to apprentices and trainees is rescinded 
with effect on and from the commencement of the first pay period on or after 1 September 2006. 

Apprentices 
4. THAT the Minimum Weekly Rate of Pay applicable under section 14 of the Minimum Conditions of 

Employment Act, 1993 to apprentices shall be: 
(a) in relation to that class of apprentice to whom an award or a relevant award applies where an 

employer-employee agreement is in force, the minimum weekly rate of pay shall be the rate of pay 
that applies to that class of apprentice under the award where the award applies or the relevant award 
where an employer-employee agreement is in force. 

(b) In relation to that class of apprentice to whom an award does not apply and to whom there is no 
relevant award to apply if an employer-employee agreement is in force or is subsequently entered into, 
the minimum weekly rate of pay shall be the rate of pay determined by reference to apprentices’ rates 
of pay in the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 which operate on and from the commencement of 
the first pay period on or after 1 September 2006: 
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 Total Rate per Week 
Four Year Term  
First year $251.24 
Second year $329.01 
Three year $448.65 
Fourth year $526.42 
Three and a Half Year Term  
First six months $251.24 
Next year $329.01 
Next year $448.65 
Final year $526.42 
Three Year Term  
First year $329.01 
Second year $448.65 
Third year $526.42 

Trainees 
5. THAT the Minimum Weekly Rate of Pay applicable under section 15 of the Minimum Conditions of 

Employment Act, 1993 to trainees shall be: 
(a) in relation to that class of trainee to whom an award applies or a relevant award applies where an 

employer-employee agreement is in force, the minimum weekly rate of pay shall be the rate of pay 
that applies to that class of trainee under the award where an award applies or the relevant award 
where an employer-employee agreement is in force. 

(b) In relation to that class of trainee to whom an award does not apply and to whom there is no relevant 
award to apply if an employer-employee agreement is in force or is subsequently entered into, the 
minimum weekly rate of pay at the relevant Industry/Skill level as determined by reference to 
Attachment A hereunder, shall be the rate of pay based on the Metal Trades (General) Award 1966 
contained in Table 1 as follows: 

Table 1 
The following rates of pay apply on and from the commencement of the first pay period on or after 1 September 
2006. 

Industry/Skill Level A 
School Leaver Year 10 

$ 
Year 11 

$ 
Year 12 

$ 
 173.00 206.00 254.00 

Plus 1 year out of school 206.00 254.00 294.00 
Plus 2 years 254.00 294.00 342.00 
Plus 3 years 294.00 342.00 392.00 
Plus 4 years 342.00 392.00  
Plus 5 years or more 392.00   

Industry/Skill Level B 
School Leaver Year 10 

$ 
Year 11 

$ 
Year 12 

$ 
 173.00 206.00 244.00 

Plus 1 year out of school 206.00 244.00 279.00 
Plus 2 years 244.00 279.00 327.00 
Plus 3 years 279.00 327.00 374.00 
Plus 4 years 327.00 374.00  
Plus 5 years or more 374.00   

Industry/Skill Level C 
School Leaver Year 10 

$ 
Year 11 

$ 
Year 12 

$ 
 173.00 206.00 232.00 

Plus 1 year out of school 206.00 232.00 261.00 
Plus 2 years 232.00 261.00 293.00 
Plus 3 years 261.00 293.00 329.00 
Plus 4 years 293.00 329.00  
Plus 5 years or more 329.00   

 (c) For any class of trainees under this subclause undertaking a traineeship that is not provided for in 
Attachment A, the minimum weekly rate of pay shall be the rate of pay in Industry/Skill Level C. 

Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) 

(d) For a trainee in this class undertaking an AQF4 traineeship the minimum weekly rate of pay shall be 
the weekly wage rate for an AQF3 trainee at Industry/Skill Levels A, B or C as applicable with the 
addition of 3.8 per cent of that wage rate. 
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Part-time and School Based Trainees 
(e) This provision shall apply to trainees who undertake a traineeship on a part-time basis, or as a School 

Based trainee, by working less than full-time hours and by undertaking the approved training at the 
same or lesser training time than a full-time trainee. 
(i) School Based trainees will receive the relevant wage rate at Skill/Industry Levels A, B and 

C as applicable, as for School Leavers. 
(ii) The minimum weekly rate of pay for part-time and School Based trainees shall be calculated 

by taking full-time rates expressed above multiplied by 1.25.  This minimum weekly rate of 
pay for part-time School Based trainees is then divided by 38 in accordance with section 10 
of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 1993 to produce a minimum hourly rate of 
pay. 

(f) In relation to that class of trainee to whom an award applies or a relevant award applies where an 
employer-employee agreement is in force and who has reached 21 years of age, the minimum weekly 
rate of pay is the rate of pay that applies to that class of trainee determined by reference to the highest 
weekly wage rate for the skill level relevant to the traineeship under the award or under the relevant 
award where an employer-employee agreement is in force. 

(g) In relation to that class of trainee to whom an award does not apply and to whom there is no relevant 
award to apply if an employer-employee agreement is in force or is entered in to and who has reached 
21 years of age, the minimum weekly rate of pay shall be that determined by reference to the highest 
weekly wage rate for the skill level relevant to the traineeship set out below: 
 On and from the commencement of the first pay period on or after 1 September 2006 - 

 Industry/Skill Level A $392.00 per week 
 Industry/Skill Level B $374.00 per week 
 Industry/Skill Level C $329.00 per week 

 (Sgd.)  A R BEECH, 
[L.S.] Commission In Court Session. 

 

SCHEDULE 
ATTACHMENT A 

INDUSTRY / SKILL   LEVEL   A 

TRAINEESHIP CERTIFICATE 
LEVEL 

Administration/Business Services  
Local Government (Governance & Administration) II & III & IV 
Business Administration III & IV 
Business II & III & IV 
Business (Legal Administration/Services) III & IV 
Business (Recordkeeping) III & IV 
Business (Marketing) IV 
Business (Human Resources) IV 
Business (Small Business Management) IV 
Business (Medical Administration) III 
Workplace Readiness I 
Beauty  
Beauty Services III 
Beauty Therapy IV 
Civil Construction  
Civil Engineering IV 
Plant Operations III 
Pipelaying III 
Road Construction and Maintenance III 
Bridge Construction & Maintenance III 
Trenchless Technology III 
Tunnel Construction III 
Foundation Work III 
Railway Construction and Maintenance III 
Community Services  
Career Development Officer  III & IV 
Community Care Work III 
Community Services (Aged Care Worker) III & IV 
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TRAINEESHIP CERTIFICATE 

LEVEL 
Community Services—continued  
Community Services (Children’s Services) III  
Community Services (Youth Work) III 
Community Services Work II & III & IV 
Bi-Lingual/Bi-Cultural Community Services Work II & III 
Disability Work III & IV 
Out of School Hours Care Work IV 
Social Housing Work III & IV 
Aboriginal Islander Education Worker III & IV 
Aboriginal Child Care Work III 
Community Services Contact Work II 
Community Services Support Work II 
Youth Work IV 
Correctional Services  
Correctional Practice (Custodial) III & IV 
Correctional Practice III & IV 
Financial Services  
Financial Services III & IV 
Financial Services (Accounts Clerical) III 
Financial Services (Financial Practice Support) IV 
Financial Services (Accounting) IV 
Insurance Services  III & IV 
Floristry  
Floristry III 
Food Processing  
Food Processing  III 
Food Processing (Wine) III 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing III 
Gas Industry  
Gas Operations III & IV 
Hospitality  
Hospitality – (Accommodation Services) III 
Hospitality – (Food & Beverage) III 
Hospitality – (Operations) III 
Hospitality - Supervision IV 
Information Technology  
Information Technology II 
Information Technology (Applications) II 
Information Technology (General)  III 
Information Technology (Network Administration) III 
Information Technology (Software Application) III 
Information Technology (Network Management) IV 
Information Technology (Website Design) IV 
Information Technology (Database Administration) IV 
Information Technology (Multimedia) IV 
Information Technology (Technical Support) IV 
Information Technology (Systems Analysis & Design) IV 
Information Technology & Telecommunication Services II 
Laboratory Operations  
Laboratory Skills III 
Laboratory Techniques IV 
Metal and Engineering  
Engineering Technician III 
Draftsperson V 
Production Systems (Surface Finishing) III 
Engineering – Higher Engineering Trade IV 
Production Systems (Foundry) III 
Museum and Library/Information Services  
Library and Information Services II & III & IV 
Museum Practice II & III 
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TRAINEESHIP CERTIFICATE 

LEVEL 
Plastics, Rubber and Cablemaking/Process Manufacturing  
Plastics III 
Process Manufacturing III 
Polymer Technology IV 
Plastics – Film III 
Plastics – Blow Moulding III 
Plastics – Extrusion III 
Plastics – Fabrication III 
Plastics – Injection Moulding III 
Plastics – Thermoforming III 
Plastics – Rotational Moulding III 
Plastics – Polystrene III 
Rubber III 
Rubber - Injection Moulding III 
Rubber - Belt Splicing III 
Rubber – Rubber Lining III 
Process Manufactured Mineral Products III & IV 
Process Plant Operations III 
Process Plant Technology IV 
Process Support III 
Public Services/Public Safety  
Policing III 
Firefighting Operations III 
Government II & III & IV 
Government – Fraud Control Investigation IV 
Government – Fraud Control Prevention/Detection IV 
Retail  
Retail Operations III 
Retail Supervision III 
Community Pharmacy III 
Telecommunications  
Telecommunications II & III  
Telecommunications Cabling II  
Telecommunications (Access Network) II 
Telecommunications (Cabling & Customer Premises Equipment) III  
Customer Contact III & IV 
Textile Clothing and Footwear  
Textile Fabrication III 
Textile Production III 
Laundry Operations III 
Clothing Production III & IV 
Dry Cleaning Operations III 
Early Stage Wool Processing III 
Hide Skin Leather Processing III 
Footwear Repair III 
Tourism  
International Retail Travel Sales III 
Tourism (Attractions and Theme Parks) II 
Tourism (Guiding) II & III & IV 
Tourism (Sales/Office Operations) II 
Tourism (Visitor Information Services) III 
Transport and Distribution  
Integrated Rating III 
Transport Administration III 
Transport and Distribution (Cash in Transit) III 
Transport and Distribution (Marine Engine Driving) III 
Transport and Distribution (Maritime Operations) III 
Transport and Distribution (Mobile Cranes) III 
Transport and Distribution (Rail Civil Infrastructure) III 
Transport and Distribution (Rail Operations) III & IV 
Transport and Distribution (Road Transport) III & IV 
Transport and Distribution (Stevedoring) III 
Transport and Distribution (Warehousing) III & IV 
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TRAINEESHIP CERTIFICATE 

LEVEL 
Transport and Distribution—continued  
Transport and Distribution (Aviation Flight Operations) III 
Transport and Distribution (Aviation Ground Operations) III 
Water Industry  
Water Operations III & IV 
Wholesale Training Package  
Wholesale Operations III 
Other   
Client/Patient Support Services II & III 
Allied Health Assistance III 
Health Support Services III 
Health Service Assistance (Client Patient Services) III 
Health Service Assistance (Sterilisation Services) III 
Soft Furnishing III 
General Construction II 
General Construction (Demolition) III 
Concreting III 
Dogging III 
Scaffolding III 
Rigging III 
Steel fixing III 
Aboriginal Environmental Health II & III 
Property Management IV 

INDUSTRY / SKILL   LEVEL   B 

TRAINEESHIP CERTIFICATE 
LEVEL 

Aeroskills Industry  
Aeroskills (Aircraft Mechanical) II 
Asset Maintenance  
Asset Maintenance (Cleaning Operations) II & III 
Asset Maintenance (Waste Management) II & III 
Asset Security  
Technical Security II & III 
Automotive Industry/Retail Service and Repair  
Automotive (Administration) II 
Automotive Electrical Technology II 
Automotive (Mechanical) II 
Automotive (Sales) II & III 
Automotive (Vehicle Body) II 
Automotive Aftermarket Warehousing Distribution Ops II & III 
Bicycles Services II 
Marine II 
Outdoor Power Equipment II 
Vehicle Servicing II 
Beauty  
Make-Up Services II 
Nail Technology II 
Retail Cosmetic Services II 
Caravan Industry  
Caravan Park Operations II & III 
Civil Construction  
Civil Construction II & III 
Entertainment/Film TV Radio & Multimedia  
Broadcasting (Radio) II & III & IV 
Broadcasting (Remote Area Operations) III 
Broadcasting (Television) III & IV 
Costume for Performance IV 
Entertainment (Front of House) II 
Live Production Theatre & Events II   
Live Production Theatre & Events (Lighting) III & IV 
Live Production Theatre & Events (Vision Systems) III & IV 
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TRAINEESHIP CERTIFICATE 

LEVEL 
Entertainment/Film TV Radio & Multimedia—continued  
Live Production Theatre & Events (Audio) III & IV 
Screen IV 
Multimedia II & III & IV 
Extractive Industries/Metalliferous  
Drillers Assistant II 
Driller III 
Metalliferous Mining Operations (Open Cut) II & III & IV 
Metalliferous Mining Operations (Processing) II & III & IV 
Metalliferous Mining Operations (Underground) II & III & IV 
Extractive Industries Operator II & III 
Floristry  
Floristry II 
Food Processing Industry  
Food Processing II 
Food Processing (Wine) II 
Forest and Forest Products Industry  
Forest and Forest Products (Forest Growing and Management) II & III 
Forest and Forest Products (Harvesting) II & III 
Forest and Forest Products (Sawmilling and Processing) II & III 
Forest and Forest Products (Timber Manufactured Products) II & III 
Forest and Forest Products (Timber Merchandising) II & III 
Forest and Forest Products (Wool Panel Products) II & III 
Gas Industry  
Gas Operations II 
Hospitality Industry  
Hospitality – (Asian Cookery) II 
Hospitality – (Catering Operations) II 
Hospitality – (Commercial Cookery) II 
Hospitality – (Patisserie) II 
Hospitality – (Operations) II 
Laboratory Operations  
Sampling and Measurement II 
Meat  
Meat Processing (Abattoirs) II 
Meat Processing (Boning) III 
Meat Processing (Food Services) II 
Meat Processing (General) III 
Meat Processing (Rendering) III 
Meat Processing (Smallgoods) II & III 
Meat Processing (Slaughtering) III 
Meat Processing (Quality Assurance) IV 
Metal and Engineering  
Engineering – Production II 
Aluminium Windows and Frames Manufacturing II 
Outdoor Recreation/Community Recreation  
Outdoor Recreation III & IV 
Community Recreation II & III 
Plastics, Rubber and Cablemaking/Process Manufacturing  
Process Manufacturing II 
Process Manufacturing (Cablemaking) II 
Plastics II 
Plastics – Film II 
Plastics – Blow Moulding II 
Plastics – Composites II 
Plastics – Extrusion II 
Plastics – Fabrication II 
Plastics – Injection Moulding II 
Plastics – Thermoforming II 
Plastics – Rotational Moulding II 
Plastics – Polystyrene II 
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TRAINEESHIP CERTIFICATE 

LEVEL 
Plastics, Rubber and Cablemaking/Process Manufacturing—continued  
Rubber II 
Rubber – Rubber Lining II 
Rubber – Injection Moulding II 
Rubber - Belt Splicing II 
Process Manufactured Mineral Products II 
Process Plant Operations II 
Process Support II 
Printing and Graphic Arts  
Desktop Publishing II 
Print Production Support II 
Screen Printing II 
Small Offset Printing II 
Printing and Graphic Arts (Multimedia) III & IV 
Printing and Graphic Arts (Printing) IV 
Public Safety  
Public Safety – ATSI Police Liaison II 
Public Safety – ATSI Community Policing II 
Retail  
Retail Operations II 
Community Pharmacy II 
Sport Industry  
Fitness III & IV 
Career Orientated Participation II &III 
Sport and Recreation II & III & IV 
Textile, Clothing and Footwear  
Textile Production (Complex or Multiple Processes) II 
Dry Cleaning Operations II  
Laundry Operations II  
Footwear Repair II 
Transport and Distribution  
Transport Administration II 
Transport and Distribution (Aviation Flight Operations) II 
Transport and Distribution (Aviation Ground Operations) II 
Transport and Distribution (Marine Engine Driving II 
Transport and Distribution (Maritime Operations) II 
Transport and Distribution (Rail Civil Infrastructure) II 
Transport and Distribution (Rail Operations) II 
Transport and Distribution (Road Transport) II 
Transport and Distribution – Stevedoring II 
Transport and Distribution (Warehousing) II 
Water Industry  
Water Operations II 
Veterinary Nursing  
Veterinary Nursing IV 
Wholesale Training  
Wholesale Operations II 
Other  
Conservation and Land Management II & III & IV 
Drainage II 
Paving II 
Animal Studies II 
Animal Technology III 
Captive Animals III 
Companion Animal Services III & IV 
Animal Control and Regulation IV 
Electrotechnology Data Communications II & III 
Electrotechnology Servicing II 
Electrotechnology Communications III & IV 
Electrotechnology Apparatus Servicing IV 
Electrotechnology Computer Systems IV 
Electrotechnology Entertainment and Servicing IV 
Electrotechnology Instrumentation IV 
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TRAINEESHIP CERTIFICATE 

LEVEL 
Other—continued  
Electrotechnology Refrigeration and Air Conditioning IV 
Electrotechnology Systems Electrician IV 
Electrotechnology Contracting IV 
Electrotechnology Explosion Protection IV 
Electrotechnology Radar Systems IV 
Furnishing (Flooring) II 
Furnishing (Polishing) II 
Furnishing (Upholstery) II 
Furniture Making II 
Picture Framing III 
Soft Furnishing II 
Glass and Glazing II 
Electrotechnology Remote Essential Services Operations II 
ESI Generation (Operations) III & IV 
ESI Generation (Mechanical) III & IV 
ESI Generation (Electrical/Electronic) IV 
ESI Generation (Fabrication) III 
ESI Generation (Systems Operations) IV 
ESI Distribution (Powerline) III 

INDUSTRY / SKILL   LEVEL   C 

TRAINEESHIP CERTIFICATE 
LEVEL 

Agriculture/Rural  
Agriculture II & III & IV 
Agriculture (Beef Cattle Production)  III & IV 
Agriculture (Dairy)  III  
Agriculture (Goat Production)  III 
Agriculture (Grain Production) III 
Agriculture (Horse Breeding) III 
Agriculture (Horticulture Production) II & III 
Agriculture (Pig Production) III  
Agriculture (Sheep and Wool)  III 
Agriculture (Rural Merchandising) III 
Advanced Wool Handling III 
Irrigation II & III & IV 
Shearing II & III & IV 
Wool Handling II 
Wool Clip Preparation III 
Wool Classing IV 
Horticulture  
Horticulture II & III & IV 
Horticulture (Arboriculture) II & III & IV 
Horticulture (Floriculture) II & III & IV 
Horticulture (Landscape) II &  IV 
Horticulture (Retail Nursery) II & III & IV 
Horticulture (Wholesale Nursery) II & IV 
Horticulture (Parks and Gardens) II & IV 
Horticulture (Turf) II & IV 
Rural Operations II & III 
Music  
Music III & IV 
Music Industry (Foundation) II 
Music Industry (Technical Production) III & IV 
Music Industry (Business) III 
Racing Industry  
Racing - Stablehand II 
Racing - Advanced Stablehand  III 
Racing - Trackrider III 
Racing - Jockey IV 
Racing - Harness Driver III 
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TRAINEESHIP CERTIFICATE 

LEVEL 
Seafood Industry  
Seafood Processing (Operations) II & III 
Seafood Processing (Seafood Sales and Distribution) II & III 
Seafood (Aquaculture) II & III & IV 
Seafood (Fishing Operations) II & III 
Seafood (Fisheries Compliance) III 
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1 STEYTLER J (PRESIDING JUDGE):  I agree with Wheeler J, for the reasons that she has given, that the appeal 
should be dismissed. 

2 WHEELER J:  In order to understand how this appeal arises, and why it should be dismissed, it is necessary to deal in 
some little detail with the way in which the dispute arose, the way in which it was framed before the Commission at first 
instance, certain observations which were made during the hearing at first instance, and the way in which the appellant 
then ran its case before the Full Bench. 
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The dispute 

3  In July 2002, an award made by the Commission, and extending to the locomotive drivers the subject of this 
appeal, prescribed annual leave for locomotive drivers who were required to work shift work at a rate of 288.8 hours per 
annum.  The shifts which the drivers were required to work were 10-hourly shifts.   

4  The award said nothing expressly about the rate at which those hours were to be acquitted.  That is, the award did 
not in terms state that the entitlement to annual leave was to be reduced by one hour for every hour not worked by a 
driver.  One would normally expect that, where an award prescribes for a certain number of "hours" of annual leave, the 
leave would be acquitted in the way I have described.  However, it appears that, between July 2002 and September 2004, 
every 10 hours of leave taken by a driver was calculated to result in a 7.6-hour reduction in the driver's entitlement to 
annual leave.  That resulted in the equivalent of 7.6 weeks of annual leave, a figure which apparently had an historic 
basis.  There seems to have been no dispute between the appellant and the respondents about this calculation. 

5  On 1 September 2004, the award was varied so as to prescribe 12-hourly shifts.  The amount of leave remained 
288.8 hours.  For a little over a month, it seems that the appellant then calculated leave entitlements on the basis that 
every 12 hours not worked by a driver would result in a 9.5-hour reduction in annual leave entitlement, a calculation 
which retained the former practice of 7.6 weeks of annual leave.  On 3 October 2004, the appellant altered its calculations 
so that for every 12 hours not worked, there was a reduction of 11.55 hours in the entitlement to annual leave.  The 
respondents objected to that change in practice, and a dispute arose as a result.  That dispute was the subject of a number 
of applications.  They were applications 1324 of 2004, 569 of 2005, and 570 of 2005.  It is important to note that 
Commissioner Wood at first instance dealt with all of them (AB 280 - 281).   

The applications 

6  Application 1324 of 2004 was first in time and was made on 13 October 2004 by the CFMEU, one of the present 
respondents.  The ground of the application was expressed to be that "the subject award is unclear in a number of respects 
or provision is necessary for situations which are not presently dealt with in the award".  One of the variations to the 
award sought by that application was to vary cl 12, by adding the words "when leave is taken it shall be calculated at the 
rate of 9.5 hours per shift".  That application was the subject of a conference, and there are directions relating to 
particulars and relating to further discussions.   

7  By letter dated 26 April 2005, the applicant union amended its application to delete the claim for leave at the 
9.5-hourly rate.  The letter amending the application explained the reason for seeking that deletion as "leave is currently 
accrued and taken at the rate of 7.6 hours in accordance with long standing practice.  As it is not open to the respondent 
[BHPB] to unilaterally change this and, as the respondent opposes the claim for the rate to be 9.5 hours, the applicant's 
claim is redundant".   

8  The application came on for hearing in May 2005, but was adjourned.  It appears that, at that time, the application 
to delete the claim relating to annual leave was mentioned, and that an interim order preserving what it considered to be 
that status quo was sought by the applicant union.  The Commissioner summarises BHPB's position at that hearing at [10] 
of his reasons (AB 285) as being " ... that they would make an application within 7 days to amend the award to include a 
divisor for annual leave of 11.55".   

9  Within the 7-day period mentioned, the present appellant filed two applications.  Those applications relevantly 
read as follows: 

"Application 569 of 2005  

1. The applicant seeks an interpretation of clauses 12(5) and 15(1) of the Iron Ore Production and 
Processing (BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd) Award 2002 (No A2 of 2001) (Award). 

... 

3. The applicant claims a declaration that on the proper construction of clause 12(5): 

(a) locomotive drivers are entitled to annual leave at the rate of 288.8 hours per annum; 
and 

(b) that annual leave is to be deducted at the rate of 11.55 hours per shift of leave taken. 

... 

5. The applicant seeks to have this application heard and determined in conjunction with 
application 1324 of 2004. 

Application 570 of 2005 

1 The applicant has sought an interpretation of clauses 12(5) and 15(1) of the Iron Ore Production 
and Processing (BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd) Award 2002 (No. A2 of 2001) (Award). 

2 In the event that the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission declares that on the 
proper construction of 

(a) clause 12(5): 

(i) locomotive drivers are not entitled to annual leave at the rate of 
288.8 hours per annum; and/or 
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(ii) that annual leave is not to be deducted at the rate of 11.55 hours per shift 
of leave taken, 

... 

the applicant seeks to vary the Award as follows. 

3 In relation to clause 12(5) of the Award by inserting the following underlined words: 

Locomotive drivers required to work shiftwork shall be entitled to annual leave at the rate of 
288.8 hours per annum.  Annual leave will be deducted for locomotive drivers from their annual 
leave entitlement at the rate of 11.55 hours for each shift of annual leave taken. 

... 

5. The applicant seeks to have this application heard and determined in conjunction with 
application 1324 of 2004." 

Those applications also dealt with a similar issue in relation to sick leave.  It is not clear why any interpretation was 
sought in relation to the 288.8 hours of leave, as that figure seems never to have been in dispute. 

10  The answers filed by the respondent unions in applications 569 and 670 of 2005 were as follows: 

"Application 569 of 2005 

The respondents say on the proper interpretation of the Award it does not prescribe the rate per shift of 
leave taken at which annual or sick leave shall be deducted." 

Application 570 of 2005 

In relation to paragraphs 3 and 4 of Schedule 2 of the application the respondents agree that those 
provisions should be inserted but, in each case, substituting 9.5 for 11.55.  The respondents say that the 
figure of 9.5 is that which maintains the amount of leave at the same level, both absolute and relative, as 
those entitlements existed prior to the applicant's unilateral alteration from 7.6 to 11.55.  The figure of 
11.55 results in a reduction, both absolute and relative, in the amount of leave to which the employees in 
question would receive." 

The issues at first instance 

11  The scope of the dispute appears from the applications to have two aspects.  First, BHPB asserted that the proper 
construction of the award is that it provides that annual leave is to be deducted at the rate of 11.55 hours per shift.  
Second, it asserted that if the award does not so provide, it should be varied so as to insert provision for deduction at that 
rate.  So far as the union was concerned, its position seems to have been that the award did not in terms make any 
provision for the rate at which hours not worked should be deducted from the leave entitlement and that, if it was 
appropriate to vary the award by making provision for a rate of deduction, the rate should be 9.5 hours.   

12  The two live questions, more colloquially put, were:  "What, if anything, does the award say about the way annual 
leave is acquitted?", and "What, as a matter of equity and good conscience, should the award say about the rate at which 
annual leave is acquitted".  Not surprisingly, the transcript of the hearing before the Commissioner demonstrates that both 
parties dealt with both of these questions.  We do not have the whole of the transcript before us.  However, the way in 
which the matter was fought sufficiently emerges from the materials which we do have.   

13  For example, on 9 August 2005, Mr Lucev, in what appear to be his opening submissions on behalf of BHPB 
submitted, no doubt correctly, "annual leave provisions need to be interpreted, Commissioner, according to their 
terms ... " (AB 210 - 211).  However, he did not only refer to the terms of the award.  He went on to refer to the way in 
which the figure for which the union contended was consistent or inconsistent with the conditions of locomotive drivers 
"as a package", the position in relation to locomotive drivers who were on AWAs rather than on the award, and he 
referred in general terms to his understanding of the objectives of the Commission in Court Session in making the award.   

14  In closing on 10 August 2005, Mr Lucev analysed the evidence relating to the history of the drivers' leave 
entitlements.  He then made a submission that the Commission could stage the implementation of a rate of 11.55 hours, 
saying (AB 254): 

"If, for example, the Commission takes the view that the implementation of the 11.55 divisor might 
adversely affect current employees, for example, some suggestion of a negative leave balance for some of 
the employees, it might be that that can be avoided by a future implementation date of the divisor so that 
employees know exactly where they presently stand, and where they will stand in the future. 

In the alternative, if the Commission doesn't wish to 'disadvantage' the present drivers, and I say 
'disadvantage' in quotation marks in that sense, Commissioner, because we say they're not, but there's 
obviously an argument that they are, then in old-fashioned public service terms there's no reason why they 
can't be red lined, that is, that all new drivers on the award after the operative date of this provision can go 
on the same leave arrangements with the same divisor as everybody else leaving the current drivers where 
they are." 

15  What was plainly the subject of those submissions was a variation, rather than an interpretation of the award.  The 
award had effect from 1 September 2004, and any interpretation would obviously apply from that time.  Only a variation 
could be the subject of some "future implementation".   
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16  Having considered the history of leave both in relation to this class of drivers and other drivers, Mr Lucev also 
said (AB 255): 

"So we say that as a matter of good conscience which the Commission's required to exercise, that that 
entitlement on the basis of that divisor [the divisor which previously applied] could not stand in 
perpetuity, and as a matter of equity versus the remainder of the workforce, both award and AWA, that 
the divisor ought to be and is 11.55." 

The orders and reasons at first instance 

17  The orders actually made by the Commissioner were as follows.  He dismissed application 570 of 2005, on the 
basis that it was redundant as a result of the orders made in 569 of 2005.  The relevant parts of those orders were: 

"NOW THEREFORE having heard Mr A D Lucev, of counsel on behalf of the applicant and 
Mr D H Schapper, of counsel, on behalf of the respondents, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under section 46 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby: 

1) DECLARES that the true interpretation of the entitlement of locomotive drivers under the Iron 
Ore Production & Processing (BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd) Award 2002 (the Award) is: 

a) Annual Leave under Clause 12(5) of the Award is to be reduced at the rate of 
9.5 hours for each 12 hour shift of Annual Leave taken; and 

b) Sick Leave under Clause 15(1) of the Award is to be reduced at tire rate of 9.5 hours 
for each 12 hour shift of sick leave taken. 

2) ORDERS that to give fuller effect to the Award, the Award be varied in accordance with the 
attached schedule with effect on and from 3 October 2004. 

SCHEDULE 

1. Clause 12 - Annual Leave:  Delete subclause (5) of this Clause and insert in lieu thereof the 
following: 

(5) Locomotive drivers required to work shiftwork shall be entitled to annual leave at 
the rate of 288.8 hours per annum.  Annual leave will be deducted for locomotive 
drivers from their annual leave entitlement at the rate of 9.5 hours for each shift of 
annual leave taken." 

18  These orders were plainly expressed as an interpretation, rather than a variation, of the award.  To the extent that 
there is a variation, it is expressed to be only to give "fuller effect" to that interpretation.  It is from that characterisation of 
the Commissioner's findings and orders as an "interpretation", that the present appeal arises. 

19  In the Commissioner's reasons for making his order (BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd v The Australian Workers' 
Union, Western Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers & Ors [2005] WAIRC 02796), he recited, 
at [39] - [46], and [53] - [59] (AB 294 - 299) the respective submissions of the present appellant and the respondent.  It is 
clear that those submissions ranged over matters relevant to a variation, including the history of annual leave entitlements, 
the way in which leave had previously been acquitted, the way in which leave was taken by other similar employees, and 
the reasons given by the Commission for granting the previous application for 12-hour shifts, which resulted in the award 
of 1 September 2004. 

20  The Commissioner's reasons for making the order are set out at [90] - [92] of his reasons for decision (AB 306).  
They read as follows: 

"90 The award of course is expressed in hours per annum (i.e. 288.8 hours) and provides a quantum 
for locomotive drivers which are different from that of other employees.  This is not a matter of 
interpretation whereby the terms expressed in the award can be interpreted without resort to the 
practice that has been adopted in the workplace, and indeed without resorting to the history of 
the change.  The provision on its face may appear clear and unambiguous, but equally obvious 
from the evidence is how that translates in effect is not clear and unambiguous. 

91 The difficulty I have with the position adopted by the company is that whilst I understand the 
logic [the witness] Mr Ritchie has applied, it is the case that the quantum of annual leave for 
engine drivers under the award was never a claim before the Commission in application 1246 of 
2003 and never considered by the Commission.  This does not of itself mean that the 
Commission could not consider such a claim.  Section 26(2) of the Act provides the 
Commission with a broader power or scope than the specific claim.  However, no evidence was 
led in that matter that would or could have alerted the Commission to a reduction in effect of 
1.5 weeks in leave entitlement; or the effect 12 hour shifts had generally on annual leave. It is 
not sufficient to argue, as Mr Lucev has on behalf of the respondent, that the entitlement is 
granted in terms of available hours.  Mr Schapper submitted that the hours provision was 
inserted by consent.  The evidence makes it clear that the hours mean different amounts of leave 
in weeks depending on the divisor.  Hence the claim now to insert a divisor, be that 11.55 or 9.5.  
In other words the divisor, will, in the minds of the parties, provide clarity to the award 
provision. 
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92 There were several aspects of annual leave conditions claimed in application 1246 of 2003.  
Each claim was specifically dealt with by the Commission and the claim was either disallowed 
or an amendment was made to the award.  The quantum of annual leave for engine drivers was 
understandably not given such treatment.  The matter should be seen in that context.  In simple 
terms then the wording in paragraphs 185 to 189 of the Commission in Court's decision, of 
which I was part, cannot be taken to mean that the annual leave available to engine drivers under 
the award should be equated to AWA drivers.  If the passages in that decision which I have 
highlighted earlier have misled the company then that is unfortunate and regrettable.  But I 
cannot say in all good conscience that those passages, taken in the context of the decision, lead 
one to conclude that the Commission considered and decided to amend the annual leave 
provision for engine drivers and reduce it in effect by 1.5 weeks per annum.  Having weighed 
the evidence and arguments presented by the parties I consider the divisor for annual leave for 
engine drivers should be 9.5 as per the applicant's submission." 

21  There is, it seems to me, some confusion in these passages.  It is not clear to me whether the Commissioner is in 
those paragraphs acknowledging that his task is not one of interpretation, but of variation, or whether he is purporting 
simply to interpret the award, as the terms of the order which he ultimately made would suggest.  Both parties referred to 
an exchange between the Commissioner and counsel on 10 August 2005, which appears at pages 247 - 248 of the appeal 
book, as an aid to understanding the way in which the Commissioner approached his task.  It appears from those passages 
that the Commissioner was acutely aware that the controversy between the parties related to the question of whether leave 
should be acquitted at the rate of 11.55 or 9.5 hours for every 12-hour shift not worked.  That is, he appreciated, in my 
view correctly, that so far as the parties were concerned, nether party contended that the award either did or should 
require that the hours of leave be acquitted at the rate of one hour for every hour not worked.  It also appears from that 
exchange that he understood his primary task to be one of interpretation.  That emerges particularly from the 
Commissioner's reference (AB 247) to s 46 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), which is concerned with 
interpretation.  Section 40 would confer upon the Commissioner power to alter the terms of the award. 

22  Both from the exchange to which I have referred, and from the terms of the order, then, it does appear that the 
Commissioner purported to interpret the award as requiring of acquittal of annual leave at a rate of 9.5 hours for every 
12-hour shift not worked.  

Interpretation - principles 

23  The principles governing the interpretation of awards are not really in dispute.  They are the same as are applied 
in courts of law for construction of statutes.  That is, the words of the award are to be understood in their ordinary sense, 
in the context in which they appear.   

24  If there is no unambiguous ordinary meaning, or if the words, so read, would appear to lead to an absurd result, 
then there are a variety of interpretative techniques which may be used.  Extrinsic evidence may be resorted to, but only 
where the words themselves are not clear.  Further, evidence of the actual intention of the parties is not admissible, and it 
is not the task of the Commission, or of the Court, to rewrite the award under the guise of interpreting it.   

25  It is not necessary to cite authority for any of these propositions, since the respondents do not dispute them; rather, 
the respondents' position as I understand it is that, as submitted to the Commissioner, the award does not, on its face, 
provide for the rate at which annual leave is to be acquitted, or, alternatively, if it should be understood as requiring that 
annual leave be acquitted for one hour for every hour not worked, that result is unfair.  However, the respondents submit 
that it was open to the Commissioner, having regard to the evidence before him, to reach the view that as a matter of 
equity and good conscience the award ought to provide for acquittal at a rate of 9.5 hours, and that he did so, although 
perhaps mistakenly viewing his task as one of "interpretation".   

The Full Bench 

26  Before I deal with those submissions, it is convenient to turn to the way in which the Full Bench dealt with the 
appeal.  Although the grounds of appeal are somewhat confused and repetitive, the thrust of the appeal to the Full Bench 
was essentially the same as the thrust of the appeal from the Full Bench to this Court.  That is, it was asserted by BHPB 
that the Commissioner erred in interpreting the award, in that "the Commission did not interpret the Award, but simply 
determined to vary the Award" (ground 1 of appeal to the Full Bench).  That, so far as it goes, appears to be correct.  
Further, the grounds of appeal submitted that the Commissioner erred in interpreting the award by failing to give the 
words of the award their ordinary meaning, by having resort to extrinsic materials, by having regard to the history of the 
award and the other dealings between the parties.  That, too, appears to be correct.   

27  However, the appellant argued before the Full Bench, as it argued before us, that all that was sought from the 
Commissioner was an interpretation, rather than a variation, of the award.  It argued that it was therefore not open to the 
Commissioner to have regard to the extrinsic materials and history at all.   

28  That approach seems to have caused the Full Bench some difficulty.  It is not surprising that it did so, since it was, 
as a matter of fact, based on a misconception or a misrepresentation of the dispute, the applications, and the proceedings 
before the Commissioner.  It is plain from the history which I have recounted, that the Commissioner had before him two 
questions, one relating to interpretation and the other relating to whether there should be a variation.  His error lay in 
answering the second question in substance, while purporting to answer the first.   

29  The transcript of argument (AB 131 - 150) reveals that the Full Bench was acutely aware of the fact that the 
appellant had gone into evidence in relation to matters which could only affect the merits of any variation of the award, 
not confining itself to questions of interpretation.  The Full Bench put to then counsel for the appellant that the 
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Commissioner's error, if any, may well have been only in dealing with application 569 (which sought an interpretation) 
rather than with application 570, which on its face sought a variation of the award.  Counsel for the appellant was asked 
why it would not be open to the Full Bench to form the view that the Commissioner's decision was correct as a matter of 
substance, but wrong in form, in that it should never have been framed as an interpretation.  The appellant was invited to 
make written submissions directed to the question of what additional matters it might have referred to by way of 
submission if it had clearly understood that the Commissioner would deal with the merits as well as or instead of the 
question of interpretation.  That invitation assumed, charitably, that there had been some misunderstanding on the 
appellant's part.  Although the appellant accepted the Full Bench's invitation to make further written submissions directed 
to that question, those written submissions simply asserted that, since application 570 had been dismissed, it was not open 
to the Full Bench to deal with the question of variation of the award, and that the appellant "therefore does not propose to 
address what issues the appellant might have been denied the opportunity to argue".   

30  In his reasons, the Acting President acknowledged that the Commissioner "did not approach the task of 
interpreting the relevant clauses in an orthodox fashion" ([68]).  The Acting President did not uphold the appeal, however, 
because of the way in which the appellant conducted its case before the Commissioner.  There is, I accept, some 
confusion in the reasoning of the Acting President.  There are passages in which he appears to assert that the 
Commissioner's approach may well have been correct as a matter of interpretation (eg [81] and [82]).  However, other 
paragraphs (such as [84] and [85]) suggest that the Acting President's real reason for dismissing the appeal was that the 
appellant had asked for a determination on the merits as to what the award ought to say, and had received such a 
determination, although the determination was made in the wrong application and was wrongly expressed to be an 
interpretation.  Chief Commissioner Beech agreed with the Acting President.  Commissioner Scott took a slightly 
different approach.  She more directly went to the question of the way in which the parties had conducted the case.  She 
noted that the parties, in effect, sought to roll all three applications into the one determination ([136]).  She identified the 
issue for the parties as " ... an answer to what the divisor should be, not what it was according to a strict interpretation" 
([138]).  She acknowledged that the Commissioner did not apply "the traditional and well established approach to 
interpretation" ([138]).  She considered that the error of the Commissioner was, in effect, choosing the wrong vehicle for 
making a determination which he had been asked by both parties to make. 

This appeal 

31  In my view, this is a clear case for the application of s 90(3a) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA).  That 
provides: 

"If any ground of the appeal is made out but the Court is satisfied that no injustice has been suffered by 
the appellant or a person who is a member of or represented by the appellant, the Court shall confirm the 
decision the subject of appeal unless it considers that there is good reason not to do so." 

32  The appellant sought, by two applications, both an interpretation of the award and a variation of it so as to result 
in acquittal of leave at the rate of 11.55 hours for every 12 hours not worked.  The respondent union sought a variation for 
acquittal at the rate of 9.5 hours.  Both parties called evidence directed to the question of whether, as a matter of equity 
and good conscience, acquittal should be at the rate of 11.55 or 9.5 hours.   

33  It is possible that the exchange between the Commissioner and the parties on 10 August 2005 (AB 246 to 248) led 
the appellant to believe that the Commissioner would engage only in an interpretation of the award.  That seems unlikely, 
having regard to the course which the proceedings had taken to that time, but I accept for the purpose of argument that it 
may have done so.  Even if it did, it was an indication made after the close of evidence and during closing submissions.  It 
can therefore have deprived the appellant of, at the most, the opportunity to advance submissions directed to the question 
of what would, as a matter of merit, be an appropriate variation.   

34  Before the Full Bench, the appellant was invited to identify any submissions which it might have made going to 
that issue.  It declined to do so.  The appellant did not identify to us any submissions which it might have made if it had 
clearly understood that the Commissioner would deal with the application as a matter of variation on the merits.  Further, 
we invited the appellant to tell us what difference it would have made to the Commissioner's approach if he had first 
carried out a correct interpretation exercise, and then turned to the question of merit.  The appellant declined to do so, 
preferring to rest its argument solely on the basis that, as the appellant's counsel put it, " ... we were entitled in this case to 
have it dealt with in the context of a proper and true interpretation and we didn't get that.  We got something different and 
we didn't ask for that".   

35  As a matter of interpretation, it seems reasonably clear that the application of proper principles would have 
resulted in either the conclusion that the award was silent as to the rate of acquittal of annual leave, or that, because the 
entitlement was framed in terms of "hours" of annual leave, that it was to be acquitted at a rate of one hour for every hour 
of leave taken.  If that view had been reached, it would then, however, have been necessary for the Commissioner to turn 
to the question of what the award should provide, in order to determine application 570.  In doing so, he would have 
referred, as he did in his reasons for decision, to the evidence adduced by the parties which related to that question and 
would have evaluated that evidence, as he did in his reasons for decision.  There is no reason advanced by the appellant 
for believing that, if he had undertaken that exercise, he would have arrived at any conclusion other than that the acquittal 
should be at the rate of 9.5 hours.  I would therefore dismiss the appeal. 

36 PULLIN J:  I have read the draft reasons prepared by Wheeler J.  I agree with those reasons and have nothing to add. 
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Appellant Mr F Parry SC and Ms C A Fitz Gibbon of Counsel 
Respondent Mr D H Schapper of Counsel 
 

Order 
HAVING HEARD Mr F Parry SC and Ms C A Fitz Gibbon (of Counsel) for the Appellant and Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel) for 
the Respondents, the Court hereby Orders that : 

The Appeal is dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  J A SPURLING, 

[L.S.] Clerk of Court. 
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CatchWords Remittal from Industrial Appeal Court - Amendment of orders of Full Bench 
Decision Amendment of order of Full Bench 
Appearances 
Appellant Mr D Schapper (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Ms G Archer (of Counsel), by leave 
 

Reasons for Decision (Extempore, Revised from the Transcript) 
THE FULL BENCH: 

1 This matter was remitted from the Industrial Appeal Court which upheld ground 2 of the appeal to it which related to grounds 
4.1 to 4.4 of the appeal to the Full Bench.  The final paragraph of the reasons for decision of the Industrial Appeal Court which 
were delivered by Pullin J was that the case must be remitted to the Full Bench for it to reconsider grounds 4.1 to 4.4 of the 
respondent’s appeal to the Full Bench in light of these reasons for decision.  

2 The respondent moves the Full Bench for an order that grounds 4.1 to 4.4 of the appeal be dismissed on the basis of the reasons 
for decision of Industrial Appeal Court to the effect that superannuation and bonus payments are to be considered as part of the 
appropriate remuneration rates comparisons between train controllers and other employee classifications.  The appellants are 
content for appeal grounds 4.1 to 4.4 to be dismissed on the basis that when the matter is reconsidered by the Commission 
upon remittal, the Commission takes into account superannuation and bonus payments consistent with the reasons for decision 
of the Industrial Appeal Court. 

3 We have heard and considered the matter and submissions of the parties and we are of the view that the following is the 
appropriate course to adopt in light of the reasons for decision of the Industrial Appeal Court.  We have had regard in particular 
to paragraphs [41] to [43] of the reasons for decision of Pullin J. We also note that there is a measure of agreement between the 
parties as reflected in the summary of their positions we have noted.  We are of the view that order 2 of the orders made by the 
Full Bench on 3 March 2006 ought to be altered by the deletion of the figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.  This leaves intact the order 
we made with respect to appeal ground 4.7(a) which was not under appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court.  

4 Appeal ground 4.7(a) was that the Commission failed or refused to make any judgment as the case required it to do about the 
fairness of the salary and other remuneration of train controllers compared to the salaries and other remuneration or all other 
roles not limited to locomotive drivers within the rail department.  In our view, when the Commission reconsiders the matter in 
relation to this ground of appeal it will be obliged to take into account superannuation and bonus payments in accordance with 
the reasons for decision of the Industrial Appeal Court.  

5 In our view, ground 4.7(a) is not to be read narrowly.  Accordingly the exercise on remittal will include a comparison with 
remuneration rates of all other employee classifications including level 5 train drivers.  An order will therefore issue in the 
terms outlined. 
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UNION OF WORKERS, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH; THE CONSTRUCTION, 
FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS; THE COMMUNICATIONS, 
ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, INFORMATION, POSTAL, PLUMBING AND ALLIED 
WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING AND ELECTRICAL DIVISION, WA 
BRANCH;  THE AUSTRALIAN WORKERS' UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH, 
INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS AND THE TRANSPORT WORKERS' UNION OF 
AUSTRALIA, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 

APPELLANTS 
-and- 
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RESPONDENT 
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COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 

DATE TUESDAY, 1 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO/S FBA 19 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05183 
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Decision Amendment of order of Full Bench 
Appearances 
Appellants Mr D Schapper (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Ms G Archer (of Counsel), by leave 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 1 August 2006, after being remitted from the Industrial Appeal 
Court, and having heard Mr D Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellants, and Ms G Archer (of Counsel), by 
leave, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench having heard and determined the matter, and the reasons for decision having 
been delivered orally, it is this day, 1 August 2006, ordered as follows:- 

(1) Order (2) of the orders made by the Full Bench on 3 March 2006 is amended by the deletion of 
the figures “4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4”. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

2006 WAIRC 04279 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES INTEGRATED GROUP LIMITED T/AS INTEGRATED WORKFORCE 
APPELLANT 

-and- 
CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS AND 
SKILLED RAIL SERVICES PTY LTD 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 

DATE TUESDAY, 2 MAY 2006 
FILE NO/S FBA 7 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 04279 
 

Decision Orders and directions 
Appearances 
Appellant Mr N D Ellery (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondents Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy 

Union of Workers 
 Mr J B Blackburn (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of Skilled Rail Services Pty Ltd 
 

Order and Directions 

This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 2 May 2006, and having heard Mr N D Ellery (of Counsel), by 
leave, on behalf of the appellant, Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave on behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of Workers, and Mr J B Blackburn (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of Skilled Rail Services Pty Ltd, it is this day, 
2 May 2006, ordered that:- 

(1) The hearing of the appeal be adjourned. 

(2) The appellant shall, within seven (7) days of the date of this order, serve on the Attorneys-
General of the Commonwealth and of the States, notices pursuant to s78B of the Judiciary Act 
1903 (Cth), with the notices to request that the Attorneys-General advise the Full Bench within 
14 days of the date of service of the notices whether they wish to intervene in the appeal. 

By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 
[L.S.] Acting President. 
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2006 WAIRC 04280 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES SKILLED RAIL SERVICES PTY LTD 
APPELLANT 

-and- 
CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS AND 
INTEGRATED GROUP LIMITED 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 

DATE TUESDAY, 2 MAY 2006 
FILE NO/S FBA 8 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 04280 
 
Decision Orders and directions 
Appearances 
Appellant Mr J B Blackburn (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant 
Respondents Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy 

Union of Workers 
   Mr N D Ellery (of Counsel), by leave on behalf of Integrated Group Limited 
 

Order and Directions  
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 2 May 2006, and having heard Mr J B Blackburn (of Counsel), by 
leave, on behalf of the appellant, Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave on behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of Workers, and Mr N D Ellery (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of Integrated Group Limited, it is this day, 2 May 
2006, ordered that:- 

(1) The hearing of the appeal be adjourned. 
(2) The appellant shall, within seven (7) days of the date of this order, serve on the Attorneys-

General of the Commonwealth and of the States, notices pursuant to s78B of the Judiciary Act 
1903 (Cth), with the notices to request that the Attorneys-General advise the Full Bench within 
14 days of the date of service of the notices whether they wish to intervene in the appeal. 

By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 
[L.S.] Acting President. 
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES INTEGRATED GROUP LIMITED T/AS INTEGRATED WORKFORCE 
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-and- 
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SKILLED RAIL SERVICES PTY LTD 

RESPONDENTS 
FILE NO. FBA 7 OF 2006 
PARTIES SKILLED RAIL SERVICES PTY LTD 

APPELLANT 
-and- 
CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS AND 
INTEGRATED GROUP LIMITED 

RESPONDENTS 
FILE NO. FBA 8 OF 2006 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 

HEARD FRIDAY, 24 MARCH 2006, TUESDAY, 2 MAY 2006, MONDAY, 24 JULY 2006, THURSDAY, 
24 AUGUST 2006 

DELIVERED FRIDAY, 1 SEPTEMBER 2006  
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05366 
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CatchWords Industrial Law (WA) - Appeals against decision of Commission - Application for new award - 
Whether in public interest to make award - Impact of Workplace Relations Amendment (Work 
Choices) Act 2005 (Cth) - Issues relating to duty of Commission to conciliate under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 (WA) (as amended) - Publishing of scope clause of award - Whether necessary to 
publish amended scope clause - Wage Fixing Principles - Whether error not to apply - Whether 
Structural Efficiency Principle part of Wage Fixing Principles - Contents of Structural Efficiency 
Principle - Appropriateness of adoption of BHP Billiton Award Wage Rates - Disposition of appeals 
given Workplace Relations Regulations 2006 - Appeals allowed - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) 
(as amended), s26(2), s27(1)(l), (p), (q), s29A(1a), (1b), (2), s32, s32A, s36A, s49, s49(6a), s51(2)(b) 
- Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005 (Cth), Schedule 1 - Workplace Relations 
Regulations 2006, r4.55(1), (2) 

Decision Appeals allowed, order made by the Commission suspended, matter remitted to the Commission for 
further hearing and determination 

Appearances 
 Mr N D Ellery (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of Integrated Group Limited t/a Integrated Workforce 
 Mr J B Blackburn (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of Skilled Rail Services Pty Ltd 
 Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy 

Union of Workers 
 

Reasons for Decision 
THE FULL BENCH: 
The Appeals 
1 Before the Full Bench are two appeals which have been instituted under s49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (as 

amended) (the Act).  For ease of reference we will generally in these reasons refer to the appellant in FBA 7 of 2006 as 
“Integrated” and the appellant in FBA 8 of 2006 as “Skilled”.  We will refer to the first named respondent to each appeal as 
“the CFMEU”.  Both appeals are against an order made by the Commission on 27 February 2006. 

2 The order of the Commission was that the Iron Ore Production and Processing (Locomotive Drivers) Award 2006 (the award) 
be made in accordance with a schedule attached to the order.  It was ordered the award would have effect from the beginning 
of the first pay period commencing on or after the date of the order. 

The Hearing of the Appeals 
3 The hearing of these appeals has had a somewhat unfortunate history.  The appeals were first listed for hearing on 24 March 

2006.  They were listed for hearing on that date because the appeals were linked to appeals FBA 20 and 24 of 2005 which had 
already been so listed.  Appeals FBA 20 and 24 of 2005 were instituted by Skilled against decisions made by the Commission 
during the course of the hearing of the application which led to the making of the award. 

4 The grounds of appeal which Skilled still wished to argue in appeals FBA 20 and/or 24 of 2005 became subsumed in the 
grounds of appeal in appeal FBA 8 of 2006.  Accordingly, after some discussion with the parties, on 24 March 2006 it was 
decided that appeals FBA 20 and 24 of 2005 should be dismissed.  During the balance of the hearing on 24 March 2006, 
counsel for Skilled made submissions to the Full Bench.  At the completion of that day, the appeals were adjourned to a date to 
be fixed. 

5 After the adjournment, the Acting President’s associate wrote to the parties to bring to their attention our concerns that, given 
the way in which at least some of the grounds of appeal were being argued, it was necessary to issue notices to the Attorneys 
General of the Commonwealth, States and Territories pursuant to s78B of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth).  No such notices were 
issued prior to 2 May 2006, the date set for the resumption of the hearing of the appeals.  On that date, after hearing 
submissions on the issue, we decided it was necessary for notices to be issued pursuant to s78B of the Judiciary Act.  We also 
decided it would be appropriate to adjourn the further hearing of the appeals until such time as this had occurred and allowing 
a reasonable time for the Attorneys General to respond.  Notices pursuant to s78B of the Judiciary Act were then issued by 
Integrated and Skilled.  None of the Attorneys General responded that they wished to participate in the hearing of the appeals. 

6 The appeals were then listed for hearing on 24 July 2006.  Prior to that date counsel for the CFMEU advised that they wished 
the hearing to be adjourned.  Due to the unavailability of members of the Full Bench, an application to adjourn could not be 
heard until the date of the hearing.  Accordingly, on the morning of the hearing, counsel for the CFMEU sought an 
adjournment.  This was because the Full Bench had on 29 June 2006 reserved its decision in another appeal which involved a 
number of similar issues to those raised in the present appeals.  This appeal was Skilled Rail Services Pty Ltd v Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers [2006] WAIRC 05199; (2006) 86 WAIG 2509 (Skilled No 1).  Counsel for the 
CFMEU argued that once Skilled No 1 was decided, that decision would determine or at least substantially decrease the issues 
in dispute in the present appeals.  Accordingly, it was argued that overall there would be a saving of time and money for the 
parties if the adjournment was granted.  The application to adjourn was opposed by both Integrated and Skilled.  We were of 
the view however that it was appropriate to grant an adjournment. 

7 The reasons for decision of the Full Bench in Skilled No 1 were published on 3 August 2006.  Following this the Acting 
President’s associate enquired of the parties as to the way in which they wished to proceed with the present appeals.  The 
parties agreed that the appeals should be listed for a further day of hearing.  Arrangements were made for this to occur.  The 
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appeals were then listed for hearing on 24 August 2006, which was the first mutually convenient date for the members of the 
Full Bench and the parties. 

The Hearing and Determination of the Award Application 
8 The application for the award was made by the CFMEU on 29 March 2005.  The application was heard and determined by the 

Commission at first instance in stages.  After four days of hearing the Commission, on 2 November 2005, published reasons 
which rejected submissions made by Integrated and Skilled that it was not in the public interest to make the award sought (the 
November reasons).  The November reasons also considered the terms of the award which had been applied for.  The 
Commission decided that it was not appropriate at that time to make an award but made some observations in the reasons 
about the terms of the proposed award.  The November reasons concluded by saying the parties were to consult over the 
appropriate terms of the award, given the comments made.  After the publication of the November reasons an amended 
application was filed by the CFMEU on 4 November 2005. 

9 The parties were unable to resolve the issue of the terms of the award and there were two days of further hearing on 19 and 
20 December 2005.  On 24 January 2006 the Commission published further reasons for decision (the January reasons).  The 
January reasons concluded that an award should issue in terms which were published as a minute of proposed order on the 
same date. 

10 Following this a further hearing occurred on 8 February 2006.  The purpose of this hearing was so that the parties could 
address some issues which had been specifically raised by the Commission in the January reasons.  Additionally, the parties 
made submissions about the terms of the award as contained in the minute.  Skilled also sought, unsuccessfully, to reopen the 
proceedings.  The Commission published further reasons for decision on 27 February 2006 (the February reasons).  As stated 
earlier, the order making the award was issued on the same date. 

The Award 
11 The area and scope clause of the award was in the following terms:- 

“1.3 AREA AND SCOPE 
This award shall apply to all locomotive drivers working on the BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd railroad 
who are employed by any person or company other than BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd and to all 
employers employing such persons.” 

12 The named parties to the award were set out in clause 8 as being Integrated, Skilled and the CFMEU. 
13 Clause 2 of the award set out the rates of pay.  This clause is set out below, other than clause 2.4 which contained the 

Commission’s standard minimum adult award wage clause:- 
“2. RATES OF PAY 
2.1 WAGES 
Employees shall be employed in the appropriate classification and level as set out in Clause 2.3 of this 
Award. 

The minimum hourly rate of wage for work performed by employees shall be: 

 $ 
Level 1 16.09 
Level 2 30.11 
Level 3 36.94 
Level 4 45.39 
Level 5 57.79 
Employees shall receive the wage rate appropriate to the work they perform in any shift.  A loading of 
20% of the hourly rate shall be paid for each hour worked by a casual employee. 
2.2 Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustments 

Increases to salaries, wages and allowances arising from arbitrated safety net adjustments 
determined by the Commission are to be absorbed into the salaries and allowances 
prescribed by this award. 

2.3 CLASSIFICATIONS 
2.3.1 CFMEU Loco Level 1 

A person at this level shall undertake basic training in all railroad operations functions and 
procedures. 
Duties: 
Classroom tuition and on-job training. 
On completion of the above the trainee shall undergo a theory and practical assessment 
and a pass out competency assessment.  If successful shall be issued with a restricted 
Drivers certificate to operate in Locomotive Prep areas. 

2.3.2 CFMEU Loco Level 2 
A person at this level will have completed a level one (1) training course and shall be 
competent to perform duties in locomotive preparation and gain further experience in yard 
duties under supervision. 
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Duties: 
(a) Cleaning and preparation of locomotives 
(b) Cleaning and housekeeping of work area and equipment 
(c) Servicing of locomotives 
(d) Shunting of locomotives - preparation of locomotives, multi unit locomotive 

consists and locotrol consists within locomotive prep/service facilities  
(e) Safety audits/checks of work area, lock up Prep facilities for shut downs 
(f) Clean railroad vehicles 
(g) Demonstrate proficiencies and instruct employees in training 
(h) Develop competency to level three (3) Driver certification standard 
(i) Operate road vehicles. 
On completion of the above the trainee shall undergo a theory and practical assessment 
and a pass out competency assessment.  If successful shall be issued with a certificate of 
competency to drive/operate locomotives (not trains). 

2.3.3 CFMEU Loco Level 3 
A person at this level will have completed a level two (2) competency pass out and shall 
perform duties operating locomotives on a limited basis, all aspects of shunting within 
Yards and work as a second person on trains as required. 
(a) Work at a lower level as required 
(b) Work as a second person on trains on mainlines/yards as required 
(c) Operate locomotives into and out of traffic/workshops 
(d) Conduct safety checks on locomotives 
(e) Set up locomotive consists/locotrol units 
(f) Prepare and stable locomotives/rolling stock as, when and where required 
(g) Make and break trains in Yards (ground work) 
(h) Shunt in and around all workshops 
(i) Replace defective equipment 
(j) Perform all shunting/switching aspects within all Yards 
(k) Demonstrate proficiencies in instructing and assisting employees in lower levels  
(l) Develop competency to level four (4) Drivers certification standard 
(m) Operate road/rail vehicles. 
On completion of the above the trainee shall undergo a theory and practical assessment 
and a pass out competency assessment. If successful shall be issued with a certificate for 
this level and a Progressional Drivers Log. 

2.3.4 CFMEU Loco Level 4 
A person at this level will have completed a level three (3) competency pass out and shall be 
qualified to operate head end powered trains under Driver Only Operation over the BHP 
Iron Ore Pilbara District Railroad and shall operate locotrol trains under supervision. 
Duties: 
(a) Work in lower level/s as required 
(b) Work in all aspects of the Yards in accordance with Yard operations 
(c) Operate all head end powered trains on the BHP Iron Ore Pilbara District 

Railroad 
(d) Operate mainline locotrol ore trains under instruction of a level 5 Driver 
(e) Operate all trains within the Jimblebar Junction are (Jimblebar Junction/ 

Newman/ Jimblebar Mine/Ore Body 18/Ore Body 23-25) 
(f) Shall be required to demonstrate proficiency and instruct/assist employees in 

lower levels 
(g) Develop competency to level five (5) Drivers certification standard 
(h) Operate road/rail vehicles. 
On completion of the above the trainee shall undergo a theory and practical assessment 
and a pass out competency assessment.  If successful shall be issued with a certificate for 
this level. 
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2.3.5 CFMEU Loco Level 5 
A person at this level will have completed a level four (4) competency pass out and shall be 
qualified to operate all trains including Locotrol trains under Driver Only Operation over 
the BHP Iron Ore Pilbara District Railroad. 
Duties: 
(a) Work at lower levels as required 
(b) Perform duties of all levels as required 
(c) Operate all trains as Driver Only Operation 
(d) Operate all trains over the BHP Iron Ore Pilbara District Railroad 
(e) Demonstrate proficiency and instruct employees in lower levels in all aspects of 

the operation.” 
14 Clause 3 of the award dealt with hours of duty.  Clause 3.1 specified that ordinary hours of work shall not exceed an average 

of 48 per week over each roster cycle.  Clause 3.2 provided for overtime for any hours worked in excess of 48 per week at an 
hourly rate which was determined on the basis of whether the employee was a Level 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5.  Clause 3.2 also specified 
that a loading of 20% “of the above rate” would be paid for each hour of overtime worked by a casual employee. 

15 Clause 4 of the award dealt with leave.  Clause 4.1 provided that five weeks paid annual leave should be allowed for each year 
worked.  It also specified that an additional week of annual leave will be paid to employees who are required to work 
continuous shift work.  The clause specified that it did not apply to casual employees. 

16 Clause 5 dealt with allowances and facilities.  Clause 5.1 provided that the employer shall provide for travel between Perth 
Airport and site, to and from the site and to and from the workplace.  It also specified that the employer shall provide for the 
employee’s accommodation whilst at site and the meals of the employee.  The clause stated it was to “apply only to Fly in/Fly 
out employees”. 

17 Clause 9.1 of the award gave any party to the award “liberty to apply to the Commission to vary the rate for overtime for 
Level 2 expressed in clause 3.2” of the award.  This issue was discussed in the February reasons. 

The Notices of Appeal 
18 The notice of appeal in FBA 7 of 2006 contained 5 grounds.  The notice of appeal in FBA 8 of 2006 contained 12 grounds 

although ground 3 was withdrawn by Skilled at the hearing of the appeals.  There was considerable overlap between the 
grounds and Integrated, to a large extent supported and relied upon the submissions made by Skilled.  It is convenient to 
consider the grounds of appeal by topic. 

The Work Choices Act 
19 This topic covers ground 2 in FBA 7 of 2006 and grounds 1 and 2 in FBA 8 of 2006.  
20 The thrust of these grounds was that the Commission erred in its assessment of whether it was in the public interest to make the 

award, by failing to give sufficient weight to the impact of the legislative changes resulting from the proclamation of 
Schedule 1 of the Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005 (Cth) (the Work Choices Act).  It was argued that 
if the Commission had given adequate weight to this factor, the application for the award would have been dismissed. 

21 At the time of the making of the award, the Work Choices Act had been enacted but not proclaimed.  The Commonwealth 
Government had however announced its intention to proclaim the Act in March 2006.  Submissions about the impact of the 
Work Choices Act were made to the Commission during the December 2005 hearing.  The submissions were addressed by the 
Commission in the January reasons at paragraphs [11]-[12].  The Commission took into account the submissions made, 
principally by Skilled, about the impact of the Work Choices Act but declined to find that it was not in the public interest to 
make the award.  (See s36A of the Act). 

22 The way in which these grounds were particularised and argued by Integrated and Skilled, was substantially similar to grounds 
of appeal 1 and 2 in Skilled No 1.  In the reasons for decision in Skilled No 1 at paragraphs [15]-[31], the Full Bench set out the 
relevant arguments and a consideration and determination of the issues.  The Full Bench concluded that the grounds were not 
made out.  For the reasons expressed in Skilled No 1 at paragraph [30] we are not persuaded that the impact of the Work 
Choices Act was such that the Commission erred in assessing its weight in determining whether it was in the public interest to 
make the award.  Indeed, counsel for Skilled conceded that these grounds were indistinguishable from the grounds argued in 
Skilled No 1.  Counsel for Integrated did not indicate any disagreement with this submission.  For these reasons we are of the 
opinion that these grounds have not been established.  

Conciliation 
23 This topic covers ground 4 in FBA 8 of 2006.  The ground asserts the Commission acted contrary to s32 of the Act by 

proceeding to arbitrate the application without being satisfied, or in circumstances where it could not properly have been 
satisfied, that the resolution of the matter would not be assisted by conciliation.  This ground to a large extent is in the same 
terms as ground 3 in Skilled No 1.  In the reasons for decision in Skilled No 1 at paragraphs [33]-[48], the Full Bench 
considered and determined the relevant issues.  The ground was not upheld.  We adopt what was said in these paragraphs about 
the nature and content of s32 of the Act and the consequences of any failure by the Commission to comply with it.   

24 In the present case, as stated earlier, the Commission concluded the November reasons by saying the parties should consult 
over the terms of the award.  The Commission also invited the parties to utilise the assistance of the Commission if required.  
As stated earlier, the parties did not resolve their differences and the December 2005 hearing occurred.  In the January reasons 
at paragraph [55], the Commission addressed the issue of conciliation as follows:- 
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“Skilled made the submission that the Commission needed to conciliate the matter, after the 
Commission had determined the jurisdictional point and the further issue as to public interest.  Skilled 
also complained that the Commission had negated some of the ground for conciliation by the earlier 
comments as to pay rates.  I will deal with the matter of conciliation further.  It is the case that prior to 
the first hearing of this matter Skilled had not had a full opportunity to negotiate the application.  Their 
circumstance changed during the course of the hearing and they secured a contract with BHPB.  Both 
respondents urged the Commission to hear first the public interests arguments separate to the merits of 
the claim.  I have given my reasons for not acceding to this request.  In my view the parties have had 
ample opportunity to discuss the claim throughout these protracted proceedings.  They have had ample 
time to ask the Commission to convene a conference.  Conferences were conducted early in the life of 
this application.  There was ample time since the August hearing, the November decision and since the 
December hearing to seek to settle the matter.  It has not occurred.  The respondents were aware of my 
decisions on the further public interest issue and the jurisdictional point.  These issues could not have 
presented a continuing barrier to discussion.  One has to conclude that the parties are simply opposed 
in this matter.” 

25 In our opinion the conclusion of the Commission was in effect a finding that the resolution of the application would not be 
assisted by conciliation.  There was, accordingly, no failure to comply with s32 of the Act. 

26 The third particular to the ground asserts in part that the Commission acted contrary to s32 of the Act in “determining” in the 
November reasons “that the BHPB rates were appropriate and should be used as the benchmark for rates in the new award”, 
as it effectively removed the ground for conciliation.  (The reference to the BHPB rates was a reference to the rates of pay for 
locomotive drivers contained in the Iron Ore Production and Processing (BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd) Award 2002.  As is 
set out later in these reasons the award adopted these rates of pay).  This particular does not establish in our opinion any breach 
of the requirements of s32 of the Act, particularly in the light of the total history of the application as recounted in 
paragraph [55] of the January reasons just quoted. 

27 The Commission clearly did endeavour to resolve the application by conciliation.  Any statement it made in the November 
reasons about the applicability of the BHPB award rates, was not contrary to the obligations contained in s32 of the Act.  In the 
November reasons the Commission did not make any final determination that the BHPB award rates were the applicable rates 
for the employees to be covered by the award. 

28 Counsel for Skilled also drew to the attention of the Full Bench the contents of the November reasons as follows 
(paragraph [14]):- 

“As for the issue of dealing with the question of public interest first there is no need or requirement to 
do so in my mind.  There is a requirement to conciliate.  It was apparent from the first conference and 
the second conference that Integrated were not minded to settle on terms of an award in advance of the 
Commission determining whether an award should not be made.  Skilled were not involved in the 
second conference, and at that time and at the commencement of hearing, did not employ any person 
who would be covered by the award.  The public interest issue is separate to the terms of the award.  
However, the two matters cannot be separated completely.  In my view, it was better to hear all the 
details of both issues at the one time.  Bearing in mind that s.32A of the Act does not prevent 
conciliation at any time, even though a matter is being or may have been arbitrated.” 

29 It was submitted that the Commission did not at this point act in accordance with s32 but rather decided that the arbitration of 
the application should take place because it was convenient to do so.  In our opinion even if the Commission was thereby not 
acting in accordance with s32 of the Act, no appealable error is made out.  This is because of the clear terms of s32A of the Act.  
This section in part provides that the arbitration function of the Commission “may be performed at any time … [when] … 
performance is necessary or expedient …” and is “not limited by any other provision of this Act”.   

30 For all of these reasons we are of the opinion that this ground has not been established. 
Site Inspection 
31 This topic covers ground of appeal 8 in FBA 8 of 2006.   
32 The ground asserted that there was denial of procedural fairness by the rejection by the Commission of the request by Skilled 

for site inspections.  In the particulars to the ground it was contended that Skilled had requested site inspections of the work 
performed by Integrated and Skilled employees and of work of a similar nature performed by employees at other locations for 
the purpose of comparing the work with work performed under other awards and determining an appropriate minimum rate 
and appropriate external relativities in accordance with the “Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle”.  It was contended the 
Commission denied this request on the basis that it had familiarity with the nature of the work performed on the BHPB line.  It 
was submitted that in doing so the Commission denied Integrated and Skilled the opportunity of adducing evidence of the work 
performed by locomotive drivers at other locations with whom they wished to draw comparisons.   

33 The power of the Commission to make site inspections is a discretionary power provided by s27(1)(p) and (q) of the Act.  For 
there to be an appealable error, it must be established that in exercising this discretion, the Commission acted in a way as 
described by the High Court in House v The King (1936) 55 CLR 499 at 504-505. 

34 The reasons for not engaging in the site inspections were expressed by the Commission in paragraph [53] of the January 
reasons in the following way:- 

“As for inspections, I do not consider they are necessary.  The evidence of Mr Thomas and Mr Butler 
makes it clear as to what work is being done by the Skilled employees.  The same is true of the 
Integrated employees; the evidence is clear that those employees fill slots on the BHPB roster.  I have 
some familiarity with the work of locomotive drivers on the mainline and in the yard.  I do not consider 
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that inspections will add much to what has already been provided in evidence and by way of 
submissions.” 

35 During the hearing of the appeal, counsel for Skilled was asked what was said to be different about the work of locomotive 
drivers at other locations.  Counsel answered that it was “suggested to be the same” by Mr Butler, who gave evidence for 
Skilled.  (T81).  When then asked, in effect, why one would conduct an inspection to see work which was the same, when the 
Commissioner expressed he had knowledge of how the work operated on the BHPB lines, counsel said that the work was not 
exactly the same but the skill level involved in the work at BHPB was no higher than that at the other locations which Skilled 
wished the Commissioner to go to.  (T81). 

36 Although this reason for the application to make site inspections was not referred to in the reasons of the Commission, we are 
not satisfied that any appealable error was committed.  The Commission was quite able to take into account the submission that 
there were no different skills being utilised by the locomotive drivers employed by Integrated and Skilled on the BHPB railway 
line, without conducting site inspections.  The Commission did not decide the award application on the basis that there were 
some different skills utilised, on the BHPB railway line, as opposed to other lines. 

37 In all of the circumstances we would not uphold this ground of appeal.  It has not been demonstrated that there was any denial 
of natural justice or other appealable error. 

The Scope Clause and Advertisement of the Scope Clause 
38 This topic covers ground of appeal 1 in FBA 7 of 2006 and grounds 9-11 in FBA 8 of 2006.   
39 At the hearing of the appeals, Integrated obtained the leave of the Full Bench to amend ground 1 to read:- 

 “The area and scope clause of the proposed award was amended, following the earlier findings of the 
Commission issued on 2 November 2005 (2005) WAIRC 02950.  The Commission erred in deciding that 
it was not necessary, for the application, as amended, to be re-advertised pursuant to s29A(1b) and (2) 
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA).” 

40 The same point was reflected in ground 10 of FBA 8 of 2006.   
41 The area and scope clause in the proposed award, which was a schedule to the application to the Commission, differed from 

the area and scope clause contained in the award.  This was in the following ways.  Firstly, in the proposed award the words 
“shall apply throughout the State of Western Australia and” were inserted prior to the word “shall” in the first line of the 
clause.  Secondly, the word “engine” appeared in the proposed award instead of the word “locomotive”, which appears in the 
area and scope clause of the award. 

42 It is common ground that the scope clause of the proposed award was published in the manner required by s29A of the Act and 
the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 2005.  It is also common ground that there was no publication in this manner 
of the area and scope clause containing the amendments to the proposed award referred to immediately above.   

43 Section 29A(1a), (1b) and (2) of the Act are in the following terms:- 
 “29A.  Service of claims and applications  
 (1a) In this section —  
   “area and scope provisions” means the parts of an award or industrial agreement that 

relate to the area of operation and scope of the award or industrial agreement. 
 (1b) Subject to subsection (2a) —  
   (a) area and scope provisions of a proposed award or industrial agreement; and 
   (b) proposed variations to the area and scope provisions of an existing award or 

industrial agreement, 
 shall be published in the required manner. 
 (2) Subject to any direction given under subsection (2a), if the reference of an industrial 

matter to the Commission seeks the issuance of an award or the registration of an 
industrial agreement, or the variation of the area and scope provisions of an existing 
award or agreement, the Commission shall not hear the claim or application until the 
area and scope provisions of the proposed award or industrial agreement have, or the 
proposed variation has, been published in the required manner and a copy of the claim 
or application has been served —  

   (a) in the case of a proposed award or variation of an award, on —  
 (i) the Council, the Chamber, the Mines and Metals Association and the 

Minister; and 
 (ii) such organisations, associations and employers as the Commission may 

direct being, in the case of employers, such employers as constitute, in the 
opinion of the Commission, a sufficient number of employers who are 
reasonably representative of the employers who would be bound by the 
proposed award or the award as proposed to be varied, as the case may 
be; 

   (b) in the case of the proposed registration or variation of an industrial agreement, 
on the Council, the Chamber, the Mines and Metals Association and the 
Minister.” 
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44 In the November reasons at paragraph [121] the Commission made some reference to submissions which had been made about 
the breadth of the proposed scope clause.  The Commission stated that if an amendment was made which did not broaden but 
would more precisely define and limit the area and scope of the award, the clause would not have to be re-advertised. 

45 The issue was referred to again in paragraphs [6]-[9] of the January reasons.  These paragraphs of the January reasons refer to 
submissions made by Skilled that the scope clause required amendment and would therefore be required to be published again 
in accordance with s29A of the Act.  It was submitted that the Commission did not have jurisdiction to determine the 
application unless such a re-publication occurred.  In making this submission, Skilled relied on Australasian Meat Industry 
Employees Union, Industrial Union of Workers, West Australian Branch v Stewart Butchering Company Pty Ltd (1993) 
73 WAIG 1196 and Airlite Cleaning Pty Ltd v The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Western 
Australian Branch (2001) 81 WAIG 769.  The Commission did not accept these submissions, reiterating that it would require 
re-publication only if the amendment had the potential to broaden the application.  The Commission stated at paragraph [9] of 
the January reasons that the logical conclusion from the submission made by Skilled would be that if a very minor change was 
required for correctness, for example to change an “a” to “an”, then the whole application would have to be delayed and re-
advertised to achieve this change.  The Commission said that s26(2) and s27(1)(l) of the Act permitted the Commission to 
make the change required and in the circumstances of the current application there would be no non-compliance in s29A by 
not re-advertising.  In paragraph [37] of the January reasons the Commission referred to the amendments to the proposed scope 
clause in the award which we have referred to earlier.  Essentially the Commission accepted that making the amendments we 
have referred to would more precisely describe the scope of the award.   

46 In our opinion the Stewart Butchering and Airlite Cleaning decisions of the Full Bench and Industrial Appeal Court 
respectively are clearly distinguishable.  In both of these cases there had not been any advertisement of the scope clause of the 
award as required by s29A of the Act.  In Stewart Butchering the application was to amend an award to remove a named 
respondent from its scope.  In Airlite Cleaning the application was to amend an award to add respondents as named 
respondents to a non common rule award.  In the present case, as stated, the scope clause of the proposed award was 
advertised.   

47 In our opinion there was no failure by the Commission to ensure that s29A was complied with.  Both s29A(1b) and 29A(2) of 
the Act refer to the area and scope provisions of the “proposed award” being published.  In this instance, that occurred.  The 
subsections do not apply to a situation where the Commission has decided to amend the area and scope provisions of a 
proposed award.  Furthermore s29A(2) applies to a situation where an application has not as yet been heard by the 
Commission.  It does not apply to a situation where, after the hearing, the Commission has decided, upon submissions made to 
it by the parties, that it is preferable to amend the area and scope clause of the proposed award. 

48 In our opinion these grounds have not been established. 
49 Grounds 9 and 11 of FBA 8 of 2006 assert error in the contents of the scope clause.  
50 In essence, ground 9 asserts that the Commission erred in making an award which was not limited to the labour hire industry in 

circumstances where the parties and the Commission proceeded on the premise that the award was to apply to labour hire only.  
51 It is common ground that the award was intended to apply to labour hire employees engaged to work as locomotive drivers on 

the BHPB railway.  This was expressed by the Commission in the November reasons at paragraph [120] and in the January 
reasons at paragraph [9].  The complaint of this ground is that the scope clause of the award does not either expressly or 
impliedly limit the award to labour hire. 

52 The point was made by Skilled in the December hearings and considered by the Commission in the January reasons.  At 
paragraph [5] of the January reasons the Commission stated that the application to date had been premised on the basis of the 
industry being the labour hire industry.  The Commission then referred to a draft declaration by the National Competition 
Council concerning access to the BHPB railroad.  The submission was made that if the outcome suggested in the draft 
declaration came into operation, the area and scope of the proposed award would encompass other iron ore companies and 
specifically the Fortescue Metals Group Ltd (FMG).  The Commission referred to the argument that the scope clause therefore 
required amendment. 

53 At paragraph [6] of the January reasons the Commission said it was not persuaded by the submissions.  The Commission said:- 
“It is proper for the Commission to take account of the possible effect of an application on parties other 
than those before the Commission, and indeed on the community generally.  However, the argument 
here is about a company, FMG who sought access to the BHPB railway and has cleared the first hurdle 
of a draft declaration by the NCC.  FMG as far as I am aware from newspapers, and the NCC 
judgement, intends to mine, transport and export iron ore.  FMG wish to use the BHPB railway system 
to transport the iron ore.  I am not aware, and it appears unlikely at this stage, that they have engaged 
any engine drivers to transport their ore.  FMG at this stage do not have a final declaration or any 
negotiated or determined access regime.  In short, I am asked to apply a future, potential scenario to 
the present application and demand that the applicant amend the application to encompass this and 
then advertise the application again.  If they refuse to do so I am asked, by Skilled and Integrated, to 
dismiss the application.  This is a wrong approach in my view.  It is the case that if the plans of FMG 
come to fruition, if the declaration is given force and access arrangements are settled between FMG 
and the BHPB railway joint venturers, then the Award as sought will have impact on FMG if they hire 
locomotive drivers.  I am sure that once that stage has been reached FMG, if required, can make 
application about such matters.  For now these are simply developments which in my view are not to be 
entertained further by the Commission.” 

54 Counsel for Skilled criticised the reference in this paragraph to FMG being able to make an application about the award’s 
coverage.  It was submitted that this statement by the Commission overlooked the limits which would be placed upon the 
jurisdiction of the Commission following the proclamation of the Work Choices Act.  We accept this criticism of the 
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Commission’s reasoning.  This does not of itself mean that the Commission committed an appealable error in making the order 
for the award with the scope clause as it was.  As the Commission explained in paragraph [6] of the January reasons quoted 
above, the prospect that the award may cover future employees of FMG was somewhat speculative.  For this to occur FMG 
would need to gain access to the BHPB railway, commence productive mining, employ locomotive drivers and have them 
operating on the BHPB railway.  There was no degree of certainty that this would occur in the short to medium term future, if 
at all.  In our opinion the Commission was not inaccurate to describe the situation as a “future, potential scenario”.   

55 In our opinion whilst it may have been preferable to have had a scope clause more narrowly confined, no appealable error has 
been demonstrated.  In our opinion in making the award with the scope clause as it was, the Commission’s discretion did not 
miscarry.  Accordingly ground 9 of FBA 8 of 2006 has not been established. 

56 Ground 11 of FBA 8 of 2006 is that the Commission erred in making an award with a scope clause that is at best ambiguous.  
As particularised, the complaint is about the expression “BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd railroad”, in the scope clause, to 
describe the railroad.  The particulars to the ground assert that BHP Billiton entities have a controlling interest in two railroads 
in the Pilbara, namely:- 

(a) The Mt Newman Railway – from the mine at Mt Whaleback to the port facilities at Port Hedland; and 
(b) The Mt Goldsworthy Railway – from Mt Goldsworthy to Port Hedland. 

57 It is asserted there is nothing to indicate in the award which railroad the award is intended to apply to or whether it is intended 
to apply to both.  It was also particularised and submitted that neither railroad is all owned by BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd in 
any event.  The Mt Newman line was said to be owned by the Mt Newman Joint Venture Participants comprising BHP Billiton 
Minerals Pty Ltd (85%) Mitsui-Itouchu Iron Ore Pty Ltd (10%) and Itouchu Minerals and Energy of Australia Pty Ltd (5%).  
The Mt Goldsworthy line was said to be owned by the Mt Goldsworthy Joint Venture Participants in which BHP Billiton (not 
BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd) has an 85% controlling interest.   

58 The issue was raised with the Commission at first instance and dealt with in the January reasons.  At paragraph [7] the 
Commission said:- 

“In my view, the issue raised is not about whether all parties are dealing with the correct railway 
system.  It is about the description of that railway system and its ownership.  I am not persuaded by this 
point.  The description in the application is commonly understood and used.  I see no need to change 
the description and confuse everyone or to specify the rail by description of the company ownership.” 

59 It was not submitted, on appeal, that the Commission had erred in stating that the description in the scope clause of the 
application was “commonly understood and used”.  It seems clear that the parties understood the award was intended to cover 
both railroads referred to above.  We are not persuaded that there was a lack of clarity in the scope clause of the award such as 
to demonstrate appealable error.  If, at some later point in time, it becomes necessary for an Industrial Commission/Court to 
construe the scope clause and the Commission/Court is satisfied there is some ambiguity about this aspect of the scope clause, 
then reference may be had to the reasons of the Commission in making the award.  Reference to these reasons will resolve the 
ambiguity to the effect that the intention was the award would apply to both railroads referred to above.  In our opinion this 
ground has not been established. 

Rates of Pay 
60 This topic covers grounds of appeal 4 and 5.1, set out as paragraphs 5 and 6.1 in the notice of appeal in FBA 7 of 2006 and 

grounds 5 and 6 in FBA 8 of 2006.  This was the topic upon which most of the written and oral and submissions were directed.  
On behalf of the appellant, most of the submissions on this topic were made by Skilled and adopted by Integrated. 

61 The rates of pay which were contained in the award have been earlier set out.  These rates of pay were significantly higher than 
the rates being paid to existing Integrated and Skilled employees, pursuant to the Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs) 
under which they were engaged.  The rate of pay for Skilled locomotive drivers was $44.00 per hour when working on the 
BHPB railroad (January reasons at [26]).  There were three rates of pay for Integrated locomotive drivers employed on the 
BHPB railroad.  As described in paragraph [22] of the November reasons, there were different rates for yard operators, work 
train operators and Boodarie line operators and a third rate for main line heavy haulage work.  The rates were $50.25 per hour 
for main line work, $46.50 per hour for Boodarie and work train work, and $37.50 per hour for yard work.  As stated in the 
award, a loading of 20% of the hourly rate is to be paid to casual employees.  It was the evidence before the Commission that 
each of the relevant employees engaged by Integrated and Skilled were casual employees. 

62 The rates of pay which were made in the award were the same as those which applied to locomotive drivers under the Iron Ore 
Production and Processing (BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd) Award 2002 (No A 2 of 2001) (the BHPB award).  Providing for 
these rates of pay was consistent with the aim of the application.  This was described by the Commission in paragraph [1] of 
the November reasons as being to protect the conditions of engine drivers employed by BHPB, and to provide a pay increase 
for engine drivers who worked at BHPB and are employed by labour hire companies. 

63 Grounds 4 and 5.1 of FBA 7 of 2006 were in the following terms:- 
 “5 Ground 4: Error in declining to perform a minimum rates exercise 
5.1 The Commission was invited to perform a minimum rates exercise.  It declined to do so on the 

basis that the appropriate rates for the work in question has already been “properly valued and 
expressed in the BHPB Award” (2006 WAIRC 03555, at paragraph  59). 

5.2 This was in serious error, as: 
(a) it fails to comply with the Wage Fixing Principles; specifically Principle 11(a) — 

Statement of Principles — July 2006, (2005 WAIRC 01956); 
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(b) it assumed that the work performed by Integrated and Skilled employees was relevantly 
the same as that performed by BHPB employees; 

(c) it assumed that the BHPB award rates were the result of arbitrated assessments of work 
value, rather than the settlement bf industrial disputes of lengthy and complex history; 
and 

(d) there was no evidence on which to make such a finding. 
6 Ground 5: Error in awarding BHPBillton Award rates and other Employment Conditions 

Rates 
6.1 Rates 

(a) The Commission adopted the Iron Ore Production & Processing (BHPBilliton Iron Ore 
Pty Ltd) Award (BHPB award) rates as an appropriate measure. 

(b) This was in error for the same reasons as identified above at 5.2. 
(c) This also fails to: 

(i) have regard to the needs of the specific enterprise and industry; and 
(ii) apply structural efficiency considerations, 
(see Wage Fixing Principle 11(a)). 

(d) The Commission has sought to translate the BHPB “aggregate rate” to an “hourly 
rate” for A3/O5.  In doing this it provides a windfall for Integrated employees.  This is 
because the BHPB aggregate rate is premised on a 8 on/6 off 48 hours/week roster.  By 
contrast, Integrated employees work various rosters, the typical one being a 12 on/10 
off 46 hours/week roster. 

(e) Accordingly, there is no “like for like” comparison being made, and Integrated 
employees in effect will receive a higher hourly rate than BHPB employees.” 

64 Grounds 5 and 6 of FBA 8 of 2006 were in the following terms:- 
“Decision to award BHPB Rates 
5. The Commission erred in deciding to adopt and award the rates taken from the BHPB award: 

(a) In awarding the BHPB rates the Commission failed to properly apply the Wage Fixing 
Principles and, in particular, the Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle. 

PARTICULARS 
(1) The Commission failed to recognise that the rates in the BHPB Award were not 

properly fixed minimum rates and that in the making of a First Award he was 
required to apply Structural Efficiency Considerations which included the 
Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle. 

(2) The Commission erred in concluding that there was no necessity to apply the 
minimum rates adjustment principle because the award was limited to work on 
the BHPB rail system. 

(3) The complete disregard of the Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle was 
nowhere better emphasised than in the Commission’s decision to award the 
BHPB aggregate rate, without any consideration or evidence as to the 
composition of that aggregate rate, so that it is now impossible to know 
(because the Commission does not know) what is the base minimum rate that 
the Commission has awarded. 

(b) In awarding the BHPB rates the Commission failed to recognise or give sufficient 
weight to the fact that the rates in the BHPB Award were the product of the almost 
unique circumstances of that case including the enterprise nature of that award, the 
nature of the history of industrial regulation at BHPB over many decades and BHPB’s 
refusal to bargain collectively and could not simply be transposed to a common rule 
first award applying to labour hire employers in different factual circumstances. 

(c) In awarding the BHPB rates, which are aggregate rates, the Commission acted without 
evidence in that there was no evidence before him to indicate the composition of the 
BHPB aggregate rates, how those rates had been arrived at or the particular penalties, 
allowances and disabilities for which they represented compensation.  The absence of 
any such evidence manifested itself in the Commission’s inability, alternatively, refusal 
to identify in the award made those matters for which the rate awarded was intended to 
include compensation, the failure to do so being itself an error.  Alternatively, if the 
Commission was aware of the composition of the BHPB aggregate rates, it failed to 
make its views known to the parties and to afford the parties the opportunity of being 
heard in relation thereto. 

(d) In awarding the BHPB aggregate rate, which is intended to compensate BHPB 
employees for, among other things, the inconveniences and disabilities of their 
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particular shift roster, the Commission awarded a rate premised on an 8 shifts on/6 
shifts off 48 hour week roster (and incorporating overtime and shift payments 
appropriate to that roster) to employees who, on the evidence, worked different rosters 
averaging 35, 42 and 46  hours a week.  The result was not to establish parity with 
BHPB drivers but to award the respondents’ drivers, who worked different rosters, 
rates which were intrinsically much higher (in Skilled’s case at least 11- 20% higher) 
than those applying to BHPB drivers. 

(e) In awarding the BHPB aggregate rate, premised on an 8 shifts on/6 shifts off 48 hour 
week roster the Commission: 
(i) failed to have regard to the evidence which indicated that the respondents 

worked varying rosters (all of which involved averages of less than 48 hours a 
week); 

(ii) failed to allow for or accommodate other rosters, which was not consistent with 
the need to facilitate the efficient organisation and performance of work 
according to the needs of an industry and enterprises within it or with the 
structural efficiency principle. 

(f) (i) Because there was no evidence before the Commission as to the composition of 
the BHPB award rates, which in any event did not apply to BHPB’s fly in-fly 
out (FIFO) employees, the Commission could not have had, and did not have, 
proper regard to the appropriateness of those rates to the respondents’ 
employees all of whom were engaged on FIFO rosters. 

(ii) Further there was no evidence or insufficient evidence to enable a proper 
comparison of the relative disabilities incurred by residential and FIFO drivers. 

(iii) Further the Commission erred in concluding that some BHPB FIFO drivers 
were paid rates in excess of the BHPB award rates when there was no evidence 
to that effect nor any consideration given to the particular rates paid to BHPB 
FIFO drivers. 

(g) By awarding the BHPB rates, the Commission awarded a level 5 locomotive driver 
$2635 for a 38 hour week ($57.79 x 120% x 38 hours) and in doing so failed in its 
obligation to make a “safety net” award. 

(h) In awarding the BHPB rates, which rates are effectively “actual rates” arbitrated in the 
context of, among other things, BHPB’s refusal to bargain, the Commission failed to 
have regard to the need to encourage employers and employees to reach enterprise 
appropriate agreements and effectively removed the incentive and ground for such 
agreements. 

(i) In awarding the BHPB rates the Commission had regard to an irrelevant consideration, 
namely, that the respondents paid their employees different rates of pay according to 
their place of work. 

6. (a) Further and in the alternative, the Commission, having adopted the BHPB aggregate 
rates, erred in failing to identify in the award that the rates awarded were aggregate 
rates and the particular penalties, allowances and other disabilities for which the rates 
were compensation. 

(b) Alternatively to (a), if the Commission intended to award the BHPB aggregate rates as 
true minimum rates to which shift penalties, weekend penalties and other penalties and 
allowances may in future be applied, the rates awarded were intrinsically much higher 
than the BHPB rates and not supported by any evidence, submissions or reasons.” 

65 To analyse these grounds of appeal it is necessary to consider the reasoning of the Commission in setting the rates of pay. 
66 In the November reasons the Commission did not set any rate of pay but made observations as to the way in which the rates of 

pay should be assessed.  In the application which was made to the Commission and which the Commission considered in the 
November reasons, the CFMEU sought a single rate of pay being that applicable to a Level 5 engine driver to whose 
employment the BHPB award applied.  The Commission said in the November reasons that it would be inappropriate for the 
award to apply to a single level of classification. 

67 At paragraph [119] of the November reasons the Commission said the key issue to be determined was whether the pay rates 
applicable to engine drivers employed by BHPB can also be applied to engine drivers employed by Integrated and Skilled who 
work at BHPB.  The Commission then made reference to Wage Fixing Principle 11(a).  This was a reference to the 2005 Wage 
Fixing Principles of the Commission.  These principles were schedule 2 to the General Order made by the Commission in 
Court Session on 4 July 2005.  (See (2005) 85 WAIG 2101). 

68 On appeal, there was no dispute that the present application was an application for a new award and therefore principle 11 of 
the Wage Fixing Principles applied.  Principle 11 is in the following terms:- 

“11. New Awards (including interim Awards) and Extensions to an existing Award  
The following shall apply to the making of a new award (including an interim award) and an 
extension to an existing award: 
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(a) In the making of a new award, the main consideration shall be that the award meets the 
needs of the particular industry or enterprise while ensuring that employees' interests 
are also properly taken into account.  Structural efficiency considerations shall apply in 
the making of such an award. 

(b) Subject to section 36A(3) in the making of an interim award the Commission shall 
ensure that the award meets the needs of the particular industry or enterprise while 
ensuring that employees' interests are also properly taken into account. Structural 
efficiency considerations shall apply in the making of such an award. 

(c) A new award (including and interim award) shall have a clause providing for the 
minimum award wage [see Clause 9 of this Section] included in its terms. 

(d) In the extension of an existing award to new work or to award-free work the rates 
applicable to such work will be assessed by reference to the value of work already 
covered by the award, providing structural efficiency considerations including the 
minimum rates adjustment provisions where relevant have been applied to the award.” 

69 In paragraph [128] of the November reasons the Commission said the following about the making of the BHPB award:- 
“If one reads the decisions of the Commission relating to the making of the BHPB Award and more 
recently application 1246 of 2003, it is evident that the BHPB Award was made and adjusted with 
several key factors in mind.  It is to be a minimalist award, it redresses the history of extensive 
regulation in the working environment, it provided significant pay increases for the significant 
flexibilities and productivity improvements sponsored by the BHPB Award, it had regard to the need 
for BHPB Award drivers to perform the full range of work which was performed by AWAs’ drivers at 
BHPB; in terms of pay it had regard to the different flexibilities which BHPB said the AWA drivers 
offered over Award drivers.  The BHPB Award applies to a stable workforce employed by BHPB and 
resident in the North-West.  I have condensed, by my comments, many of the essential elements of the 
BHPB Award and subsequent amendments.  These comments do not of course cover all the essential 
features of that award.  What is plain is that in setting the pay rates in that award, the history of the pay 
rates importantly had regard to the previous rigidities or practices in the workplace and had regard to 
the work performed by AWA drivers, and their entitlements, and the work performed by Award drivers, 
and their entitlements.” 

70 At paragraph [130] of the November reasons the Commission referred to the conditions applying to the employees of 
Integrated and Skilled.  It was stated that they operate on a fly in/fly out basis.  It was said that Integrated’s drivers work an 
average of 46 to 48 hours per week, whereas BHPB drivers work on a 48 hour week, 12 hours per shift basis.  There was also 
reference to evidence on behalf of Skilled that their locomotive drivers were paid at different rates depending upon which 
client they were working for and that BHPB rates for drivers were the highest. It was stated however that when Skilled’s 
drivers worked for BHPB their rates were not set having regard to those paid to BHPB employees, but that of BHPB’s 
“competitor”, potentially covered by the “Hamersley Award”. 

71 At paragraph [131], having reviewed the relevant evidence and issues, the Commission said that “it is not inappropriate to use 
the Level 5 driver rate of BHPB as a benchmark when a driver is working the mainline at BHPB.  This does not mean that the 
Level 5 rate is the rate to be struck unless a like with like comparison can be made with the hours and quality of work”.  In the 
same paragraph the Commission also said that “if the contractual requirement is for a 46 hour week, or even less, then is it 
difficult to compare the precise rate for a Level 5 driver on a 48 hour, 12 hour shift basis.  The pay rate must be struck to 
accommodate the difference”. 

72 In paragraph [132] of the November reasons the Commission said the evidence before it did not give sufficient attention to the 
needs of the industry and the relevant employees.  The Commission said however that it saw the rate of pay in a different light, 
because the Commission has established the BHPB rate and due to the evidence as to how the industry treats the rates paid to 
employees depending upon where they work.  After making an observation about casual employees, the Commission 
concluded the November reasons in the manner we have earlier outlined. 

73 In the January reasons at paragraphs [13]-[19] the Commission summarised the very limited additional evidence which was 
provided to it by Mr Thomas.  Mr Thomas was a witness called by the CFMEU who had given evidence at the hearings prior 
to the November reasons.  Mr Thomas was a locomotive driver employed by BHPB and a member of the CFMEU.  The 
January reasons also summarised in detail the submissions made by the parties. 

74 At paragraphs [35]-[61] the Commission set out its conclusions.  At paragraph [35] it stated that the relevant Wage Fixing 
Principle which guided the making of a new award was principle 11 which was quoted. 

75 After discussing other issues, the Commission turned to the question of pay rates at paragraph [56] of the January reasons.  The 
Commission said it did not repeat its earlier reasons as to favouring, whilst not determining, the use of the Level 5 driver rates 
in the BHPB award as a benchmark for work on the mainline.  The Commission said that it was still “struck by the notion that 
the employers change the rates having regard to their client’s rates, but in this case, they had regard to the rates of the client’s 
competitor.”  The Commission then said:- 

“I must look at the needs of the industry and balance this with the needs of employees.  In my mind the 
answer falls to an adoption of the BHPB award rates and the overtime rates.  I have heard no evidence 
regarding the effect of adopting the 20% casual rate, in addition to the normal hourly rate of pay, as 
would be usual.  The rates of pay in the BHPB Award have been properly valued for work value, and 
then adjusted, by successive Commission in Court decisions.  I see no reason why the rates proposed in 
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the award, derived from the BHPB award, based on the evidence in this matter, should not be adopted.  
Those provisions and the casual rates will be incorporated into the award.” 

76 The Commission then referred to the submission of Integrated and Skilled that a “minimum rates exercise” was necessary.  As 
to this issue, the Commission repeated its view that “the work under consideration has already been properly valued and 
expressed in the BHPB award”.  The Commission also rejected a submission that in a first award, the existing rates and 
conditions of employees should be applied.  The Commission rejected this contention by reference to principle 11 of the Wage 
Fixing Principles.  The award, in the terms which the Commission proposed to make, was then set out. 

77 The rates of pay set out in the award were not affected by the February reasons. 
78 A key issue in these grounds of appeal is whether the Commission had committed an appealable error by failing to act in 

accordance with Wage Fixing Principle 11.  Specifically, it was submitted that the Commission had not acted in accordance 
with the Structural Efficiency Principle and determined the rates of pay by engaging in a minimum rates adjustment exercise. 

79 The issue of whether the Structural Efficiency Principle is engaged and required to be applied by principle 11 was considered 
by the Full Bench in Skilled No 1.  For the reasons set out by the Full Bench in Skilled No 1 at paragraphs [72]-[75], in our 
opinion, the reference to “structural efficiency considerations” in Wage Fixing Principle 11(a) is a reference to the Structural 
Efficiency Principle.  The reasons of the Full Bench in Skilled No 1 also set out the submissions made by the parties on this 
issue which were to a large extent repeated in these appeals. 

80 In Skilled No 1, the Full Bench at paragraphs [52] and [53] decided that the Commission was obliged to apply the Wage Fixing 
Principles, to the extent that a failure to do so would constitute error.  This conclusion was based upon the judgment of the 
Industrial Appeal Court in RRIA v AMWU and Others (1993) 73 WAIG 1993; and specifically the reasons of Nicholson J (with 
whom the other members of the Industrial Appeal Court agreed) at page 1999.  A relevant passage was quoted.  Given a 
submission made by the CFMEU, which will be referred to shortly, it is relevant to set out this passage again, as follows:- 

“Where a General Order is made pursuant to [subsection 51(2) of the Act] it is made for the purpose of 
“giving effect to that National Wage Decision”.  The words “giving effect to” seem to me to indicate a 
legislative intention that the General Order is to be applied; that is, that it is to be given effect to.  The 
making of a General Order therefore requires more than that the Commission act consistently with the 
Principles; it requires that the Commission apply those principles.  … 
The position is, therefore, that the application before the Commissioner was only to be resolved by 
reference to the Principles.” 

81 The CFMEU submitted that given amendments to the contents of s51(2) of the Act between the statement made by Nicholson J 
in RRIA, to the time when the award was made, it did not now follow that a failure to apply the Wage Fixing Principles would 
constitute an appealable error.  This argument was not raised in Skilled No 1. 

82 The contents of s51(2) of the Act at the time of the judgment of Nicholson J in RRIA was set out by His Honour at page 1999 
and is in the following terms:- 

“(2) Subject to section 50(10), when and as often as a National Wage Decision is made after the 
coming into operation of this section the Commission shall of its own motion consider that 
decision and, unless it is satisfied that there are good reasons not to do so, shall make a 
General Order giving effect to that National Wage Decision in such manner and subject to such 
conditions as the Commission considers appropriate in awards and industrial agreements in 
force under this Act.” 

83 Section 51(2) in the terms in which it stood at the time of the making of the award was as follows:- 
“(2) Subject to section 50(10), when and as often as a National Wage Decision is made after the 

coming into operation of this section the Commission shall of its own motion consider that 
decision and – 
(a) unless it is satisfied that there are good reasons not to do so, shall make a General 

Order to adjust, by the amount of any change in the rate of wages under that decision, 
rates of wages paid under awards; and 

(b) may make a General Order to adopt in whole or in part and with or without 
modification any principle, guideline, condition or other matter having effect under that 
decision.” 

84 Section 51 has subsequently been repealed and a different legislative arrangement enacted by the Labour Relations Legislation 
Amendment Act 2006. 

85 Counsel for the CFMEU submitted that the words “giving effect to”, emphasised by Nicholson J in the passage which we have 
quoted, were no longer part of s51(2) of the Act at the time when the award was made.  This submission is correct in that the 
relevant s51(2)(b) referred to the making of a General Order “to adopt”, “any principle, guideline, condition or other matter 
having effect under” the National Wage Decision.  Nicholson J was of the view that the words contained in s51(2) of the Act as 
it then stood indicated a legislative intention that the General Order is to be applied.  In our opinion the change of wording to 
the relevant s51(2) at the time when the award was made does not have a different impact.  In our opinion it remains the 
position that s51(2), when the award was made, contained a legislative intention that a General Order, including any Wage 
Fixing Principles, was to be applied by the Commission when making awards.  Accordingly we adhere to the view expressed 
by the Full Bench in Skilled No 1 that a failure to apply the Wage Fixing Principles in making an award will involve appealable 
error. 
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86 In Skilled No 1, the Full Bench decided the Commission had erred in failing to apply the Structural Efficiency Principle in the 
making of a first award.  (See paragraphs [78], [81] and [82]). 

87 It was submitted by the CFMEU that the conclusions of the Full Bench in Skilled No 1 on this issue were of limited import in 
the present appeals.  This was because the Full Bench found in Skilled No 1 that the Commission had erred in setting only a 
single rate of pay to be paid to locomotive drivers, as opposed to providing for different rates depending upon skill level 
classifications.  It was submitted by the CFMEU that the present award did not have such a deficiency because there was the 
same classification levels from 1 to 5 as contained in the BHPB award. 

88 We do not accept that the impact of the decision of the Full Bench in Skilled No 1 is as limited as submitted by the CFMEU.  
The error which the Full Bench identified as having been made by the Commission in Skilled No 1 was that it failed to act in 
accordance with Wage Fixing Principle 11, including the application of the Structural Efficiency Principle in the making of a 
first award.  The non establishment of classification based pay levels within the award was simply a manifestation of that error. 

89 In the present matter, the Commission did not purport to be applying the Structural Efficiency Principle in the making of the 
award and the setting of the pay rates contained within the award.  In our respectful opinion, the Commission thereby erred. 

90 In Skilled No 1, the Full Bench expressed its view that the process involved in the application of the Structural Efficiency 
Principle was accurately described in paragraphs [21]-[28] of the reasons of Scott C in The Independent Schools Salaried 
Officers Association of Western Australia, Industrial Union of Workers v Anglican Schools Commission (Inc) and Others 
(2000) 80 WAIG 3198 (the ISSOA case).  These paragraphs were quoted in the reasons of the Full Bench in Skilled No 1 and it 
is unnecessary to set them out again. 

91 Counsel for the CFMEU pointed out that to some extent the contents of paragraph [27] of the reasons of Scott C in the ISSOA 
case has been legislatively overtaken by s36A of the Act.  This is correct insofar as s36A refers to the onus being on a party 
opposing the making of a new award to show that it would not be in the public interest to do so.  This does not mean however 
that it is not for the applicant for the making of a new award to establish what the terms in the award should be. 

92 Counsel for the CFMEU also submitted that the award made by the Commission complied with each of the dot points quoted 
by Scott C in paragraph [22] of her reasons in the ISSOA case.  We do not accept this submission.  This is because, at least, the 
Commission did not comply with the fifth dot point because, in our opinion, it did not set “properly fixed minimum rates”. 

93 Paragraph [24] of the reasons of Scott C in the ISSOA case describes how this should be done.  As stated by Scott C, guidance 
should be obtained from other awards and agreements for the purpose of properly establishing rates and conditions.  
Additionally in paragraph [28] Scott C refers to awards which contain rates of pay which have been properly set through the 
minimum rates adjustment process, which have been properly assessed according to the appropriate criteria, and forming an 
objective basis being useful for the Commission to consider. 

94 In the present case, the Commission focussed upon the rates set in the BHPB award.  For reasons which will be elaborated 
upon later, the Commission was, with respect, in error in doing this.  In addition, there were a number of other awards before 
the Commission.  These awards were set out in an attachment to the written submissions of Skilled on the appeal.  They were 
The ARG Employment Pty Ltd Interim Award 2003, The Locomotive Operations Award 2002, The Building Construction 
Industry (NT) Award, The Manildra Group – Rail, Tram and Bus Union Rail Operations Award 2001, The AWU (Victorian 
Public Sector) Award 2001, The Western Australian Civil Contracting Award 1998, The AWU Construction and Maintenance 
Award 2002, The West Coast Wilderness Railway Award 2004, and The Locomotive Enginemen’s New South Wales Award 
2002.  In our opinion the Commission ought to have but did not adequately consider the applicability of these awards in the 
setting of the pay rates in the present award.  These awards should have been considered by the Commission in the manner 
discussed by Scott C in paragraphs [24] and [28] of her reasons in the ISSOA case, to determine the appropriate rates for the 
skill levels being engaged in by the employees to be covered by the award.  In our respectful opinion the Commission at first 
instance erred by engaging in a type of comparative wage justice which was not appropriate for the reasons explained by 
Scott C in paragraph [24] of her reasons in the ISSOA case. 

95 In our opinion therefore ground 5(a) of FBA 8 of 2006 has been established.  This is because the Commission failed to 
properly apply the Wage Fixing Principles.  In particular in setting the rates of pay it did not adopt the process required by the 
Structural Efficiency Principle as we have earlier described. 

96 Also, the Commission was in error in paragraph [59] of the January reasons in saying that the work under consideration had 
been properly valued and expressed in the BHPB award.  This is because the BHPB award did not contain rates which were 
assessed in accordance with the Structural Efficiency Principle, required by Wage Fixing Principle 11.  This is because it was 
arbitrated pursuant to Wage Fixing Principle 10 as being applicable to a single enterprise award.  (See AFMEPKIU v BHP 
Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd (2002) 82 WAIG 2033 at [95]; CFMEU v BHP Billiton Iron Ore (2004) 84 WAIG 3219 at [110]). 

97 Additionally, in our opinion, the BHPB award rates were of limited use because of the particular facts, circumstances and 
history which led to the making of the BHPB award.  (For example see AFMEPKIU v BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd (2002) 
82 WAIG 2033 at [74], [127](f); CFMEU v BHP Billiton Iron Ore (2004) 84 WAIG 3219 at [45]-[50], [93]-[96], [106]).  As 
quoted earlier, the Commission referred to this in the November reasons, but in our opinion the issue was ignored to an 
impermissible level in the January reasons and in the setting of the rates in the award.  In Dampier Salt Ltd v AWU (2004) 
84 WAIG 2780 at [53] the Commission in Court Session properly in our respectful opinion observed the limitations of the use 
of the BHPB award given that it “turned upon its specific facts and the nature of the history of industrial regulation at the 
relevant employer’s operation over many decades”. 

98 We also accept the submission made by Skilled that the arbitration leading to the BHPB award was influenced by the 
enterprise nature of that award, BHPB’s refusal to negotiate a collective agreement, the worth of the work being assessed by 
reference to other employees engaged under AWAs, and productivity improvements which had been achieved and would be 
likely to be achieved in the future by BHPB. 

99 For these reasons ground of appeal 5(b) in FBA 8 of 2006 has also been established. 
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100 Ground 5(c) of appeal FBA 8 of 2006 asserts that another reason the BHPB rates constituted inappropriate rates for the award 
was that the BHPB rates were aggregate rates and there was no evidence before the Commission as to how those rates had 
been arrived at or the particular penalties, allowances and disabilities for which they represented compensation. 

101 It was the agreed position of the parties before the Commission at first instance that there was no evidence as to how the BHPB 
aggregate rates were comprised.  (See for example T445-446).  During the course of the hearing of the appeal however counsel 
for the CFMEU referred to an exhibit which was before the Commission at first instance which gave some insight into the 
composition of the rates.  This exhibit was the BHP Iron Ore Enterprise Bargaining Agreement of May 1993.  It was submitted 
that this EBA and other EBAs which followed, established a system of the payment of aggregate rates which was followed into 
the making of the BHPB award.  It was submitted that because the May 1993 EBA set out items which were comprised within 
the aggregate rates, it provided some evidence of the composition of the aggregate rate within the award.  Whilst this may be 
so, reference to the May 1993 EBA does not provide any clarity as to how the aggregate rates in the award, made some nine 
years after the EBA, were comprised.  The history of the EBAs prior to the making of the BHPB award again highlights in our 
opinion the particular history of employee relations at BHPB which were relevant to the making of the BHPB award but 
provide a reason why it was unsafe for the Commission to adopt the BHPB award rates.  A lack of clarity as to the composition 
of the BHPB award rates was a reason why, in our respectful opinion, the Commission ought not to have given the weight it 
did to the rates of pay in the BHPB award. 

102 To this extent, ground of appeal 5(c) of FBA 8 of 2006 has also been established. 
103 To some extent the foregoing discussion also covers grounds of appeal 5(d) and (e) of FBA 8 of 2006.  Ground 5(d) referred to 

the inappropriateness of the Commission awarding a rate premised on the shifts for BHPB employees of 8 shifts on/6 shifts off 
for a 48 hour week roster to the employees of Integrated and Skilled who on the evidence worked different rosters averaging 
35, 42 or 46 hours a week.  It was submitted that the result was not to establish parity with BHPB drivers, but to award the 
Integrated and Skilled drivers who worked different rosters, rates which were higher than those applying to the BHPB drivers.  
Ground 5(e) covered much the same point. 

104 In its written submissions, Skilled endeavoured to demonstrate, by reference to an attached table, that it was in error to obtain 
an hourly rate for the Integrated and Skilled drivers, as the Commission had in effect done, by obtaining the mathematical 
equivalent of an hourly rate for the hours worked by the Integrated and Skilled drivers as compared to the 48 hour week 
worked by the BHPB locomotive drivers.  (See the January reasons at [38] and [56]).  This was because, it was assumed, 
payment for the 48 hour week included an amount for overtime, for time worked in excess of 38 hours per week which did not 
apply to the same extent to the hours worked by the Integrated or Skilled employees.   

105 The CFMEU objected to the Full Bench receiving the table.  This was on the basis that the document was sought to be 
tendered by Skilled at the application to reopen the proceedings before the Commission on 8 February 2006, and the 
Commission decided not to receive it.  It was also submitted by the CFMEU that the document contained assumptions.  The 
Full Bench informed the parties that they should make whatever submissions they wished to about the table, and the Full 
Bench would determine as part of its final reasons whether the table would be received by it.  In our opinion the table can be 
received by the Full Bench.  This is because it contains, in tabular form, information which was in evidence before the 
Commission at first instance.  To the extent that the conclusions in the table are based on assumptions, this effects the weight 
of the table but not whether the Full Bench should receive it. 

106 The difficulty with the table however, as conceded by counsel for Skilled, is that it does contain assumptions because the basis 
upon which the aggregate rates were contained in the BHPB award is not known.  Whilst in our opinion this means that the 
table is not as cogent as it might otherwise have been, it again highlights the difficulty of the Commission applying the BHPB 
award rates to the different rosters and shifts worked by the employees of Integrated and Skilled.   

107 The issue is also highlighted when one has regard to the lesser night shifts, weekends and public holidays which Integrated and 
Skilled employees will work as opposed to BHPB employees, due to their different shift rosters.  For example, Skilled 
submitted a Skilled employee who works a two weeks on two weeks off 42 hour roster (and so works 182 days of the year) 
will work fewer night shifts, weekends and public holidays than a BHPB employee who works 8 shifts on/6 shifts off over a 
48 hour roster (and so works 208 days of the year).  This serves to demonstrate the lack of parity by using the BHPB aggregate 
rates to Integrated and Skilled employees. 

108 For these reasons and to the extent mentioned therefore grounds 5(d) and (e) of FBA 8 of 2006 have been established. 
109 Ground 5(f) of FBA 8 of 2006 in general terms asserts that there was an error in adopting the award rates from the BHPB 

award when the employees of Integrated and Skilled were fly in/fly out employees.  Ground 5(f)(i) asserted that the BHPB 
award did not apply to BHPB’s fly in/fly out employees.  It was conceded by counsel for Skilled that this assertion was no 
longer appropriate in light of the Full Bench decision, affirmed by the Industrial Appeal Court of AFMPKIU and Others v BHP 
Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd.  (See (2006) 86 WAIG 613; (2006) 86 WAIG 1477).  Counsel contended that this did not affect the 
thrust of ground 5(f)(i) that the Commission did not have proper regard to the appropriateness of rates which were to apply to 
employees engaged on fly in/fly out rosters. 

110 In our opinion, the applicability of the BHPB award rates to employees engaged on a fly in/fly out basis was not adequately 
considered by the Commission at first instance. 

111 At paragraph [59] of the January reasons the Commission referred to a submission made that the rates in the BHPB award 
applied only to workers who resided in the North-West.  The Commission stated that BHPB employ fly in/fly out workers in a 
number of roles, and some of those drivers were paid rates above those being considered in the present application.  The 
Commission did not identify the material upon which this statement was based.  It does not appear that this was the subject of 
evidence before the Commission in these proceedings.  The Commission may have been referring to information acquired in 
other proceedings.  If so, however, the Commission ought to have complied with s26(3) of the Act and notified the parties of 
this information and provided them with the opportunity to make submissions about it. 
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112 Grounds 5(g) and (h) of FBA 8 of 2006, which have been set out in full above, do not need detailed consideration in our 
opinion.  Ground 5(g) asserts that the Commission failed in its obligation to make a “safety net” award.  It is correct that a 
purpose of making an award is to provide an appropriate safety net of pay rates and conditions.  In our opinion this safety net 
would have been established if the Commission had engaged in the making of a first award in accordance with Wage Fixing 
Principle 11, as referred to earlier. 

113 Ground 5(h) makes reference to the BHPB rates being “actual rates”, as opposed to “minimum rates” in an award.  In our 
opinion this involves something of a misconception.  Both the BHPB award and the award which was established by the 
Commission at first instance are both “minimum rates” awards in that it is permissible for and open to an employer to pay 
above the pay rates set out in the award.  We do not think it is necessary to say anything more about these grounds. 

114 Ground 5(i) of FBA 8 of 2006 asserted the Commission had regard to an irrelevant consideration in considering that Integrated 
and Skilled paid their employees different rates of pay according to their place of work. 

115 The Commission clearly took this factor into consideration as the above review of the reasons of the Commission 
demonstrates.  It was a matter upon which the Commission placed some significance.  As stated earlier, in our opinion the 
Commission ought to have assessed the pay rates in the award by engaging in the process required by Wage Fixing 
Principle 11.  In engaging in this process the Commission was required, as stated by Scott C in the ISSOA case at 
paragraph [28], to consider all of the circumstances.  This will include, as stated in paragraph [24] of the reasons of Scott C, the 
employees’ duties and responsibilities and the circumstances under which their work is done.  In our opinion the Commission 
in considering all the circumstances of the case may include a consideration of the basis upon which rates of pay are 
determined by employers within the industry to be covered by the award.  To this extent it would not be an error for the 
Commission to take into account the way in which Integrated and Skilled set their rates of pay.  In our opinion therefore it was 
not an “irrelevant consideration” as stated in the ground of appeal.  In our respectful opinion however in awarding the BHPB 
award rates in large part because Integrated and Skilled adjusted their rates of pay depending upon who their client was, the 
Commission placed too much weight on this factor.   

116 Grounds of appeal 6(a) and (b) of FBA 8 of 2006 again refer to the aggregate nature of the BHPB award rates.  In our opinion 
the grounds do not raise any additional issues to grounds of appeal 5(c), (d) and (e) and need not be separately considered. 

117 For the reasons we have set out above, we are also of the view that grounds of appeal 4 and 5.1 of FBA 7 of 2006 have also 
been established. 

Casual Employees and Rates 
118 This topic covers ground of appeal 5.2 and 5.3 of FBA 7 of 2006 as set out in paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 of the notice of appeal.  

These grounds assert the Commission erred in determining that casual employees should receive a 20% loading for overtime 
worked.  It was submitted there was no sound basis or evidence led on which to make such a finding.  In particular, it was said 
the norm is for casual employees to receive the casual loading in lieu of all other benefits including any overtime penalty rates.  
It was also submitted the Commission failed to specify whether casual employees received some, all or none of the additional 
conditions provided by the award, such as travel and accommodation benefits. 

119 As to the latter point, clause 5.1 of the award provides that the fly in/fly out travel and accommodation allowances are for fly 
in/fly out employees only.  This appears to be the only restriction placed upon the allowance and accordingly as a matter of 
construction it would apply to casual employees.  Accordingly, we do not consider that paragraph 6.3 of the notice of appeal 
has been established. 

120 As to casual employees receiving a 20% loading for overtime worked, the Commission dealt with this issue at paragraph [38] 
of the January reasons in the following way:- 

“As for the submission that overtime does not apply to casual employees, I reject this submission.  The 
term ‘casual’ refers to an employment status or a type of employment contract.  Typically, it 
differentiates an employee from full-time or part-time employment and engagement is by the hour.  The 
work pattern of casuals may be very different, however, the employment is said not to be regular and 
ongoing.  Casuals typically receive a loading to the normal hourly rate of pay to accommodate the lack 
of certain entitlements.  That loading may differ, but 20% is common in awards of this Commission and 
awards of the federal Commission.  The items covered by the loading are often specified as exclusions 
from casual employment.  Awards, may specify a number of exclusions and conditions for casuals (eg. 
Transport Workers (General) Award, Clause 2.4), however, often only annual leave and sick leave are 
specified.  In short, an employee who is employed as a casual receives his/her normal rate of pay which 
includes a loading.  Penalty rates are paid in addition to the normal rate of pay.  The same applies to 
shift work in the case of casuals.  Their normal rate of pay includes the 20% loading and shiftwork is 
added to the normal rate (see Metal, Engineering and Associated Industries Award, 1998 110 IR 247; 
Polyservice (WA) Pty Ltd v The Cleaning, Security and Allied Employees Union 62 WAIG 7@8; CCH 
Australian Employment Law Guide @ 38 – 120).  I would add that I do not consider it necessary to 
specify that casuals are excluded from annual leave and sick leave.  This is generally understood.  
Casuals of course are also excluded from other types of leave.” 

121 In our opinion it has not been shown there was any error in this reasoning of the Commission and the ground contained in 
paragraph 6.2 of the notice of appeal in FBA 7 of 2006 is not established. 

Overtime 
122 This topic covers appeal ground 5.4 of FBA 7 of 2006 which is set out in paragraph 6.4 of the notice of appeal.  The ground 

asserts the Commission erred in simply adopting in full the BHPB rates for overtime without regard to what were the 
appropriate conditions for employees to be covered by the award. 
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123 As set out earlier, the award contained overtime rates as set out in clause 3.2.  As stated in paragraph [38] of the January 
reasons of the Commission, the proposed rates were adopted from the BHPB award.  The Commission does not seem to have 
covered the overtime issue in any depth.  In paragraph [56] of the January reasons, which we have earlier quoted, the 
Commission referred to the “answer” as to pay rates falling for “adoption of the BHPB award rates and the overtime rates”.  
As the overtime rates were based on the BHPB award rates, this ground of appeal is established.  This is because, for the 
reasons set out earlier, the Commission erred in the way in which it relied upon the BHPB award rates to establish the pay rates 
in the award. 

Annual Leave 
124 This topic covers ground 5.5 set out in paragraph 6.5 of the notice of appeal in FBA 7 of 2006 and ground 7 of FBA 8 of 2006. 
125 In FBA 7 of 2006 it is complained that the Commission had regard to various awards of the Commission and the Australian 

Industrial Relations Commission, applicable to employees who resided and worked in the North-West, that provided for leave 
in addition to the four weeks per annum standard.  On the basis of these awards, the Commission determined that a minimum 
of five weeks annual leave, with an additional week for continuous shift workers, would be provided.  It was submitted the 
Commission erred in taking these awards into account, as the employees subject to the award worked on an entirely different 
basis, as they would not reside in the North-West but work on a fly in/fly out roster from Perth.  Additionally it was reiterated 
that the Integrated employees worked on an entirely casual basis. 

126 As to the last point, this was taken into account as clause 4.1 specifies the annual leave clause does not apply to casual 
employees. 

127 Appeal ground 7 of FBA 8 of 2006 asserted the Commission erred in awarding five weeks annual leave and an additional week 
for shift workers, on the basis that the three enterprise specific awards relied on by the Commission apply to iron ore 
employers, when the award made was to apply to labour hire employees and the standard of the Commission is four weeks and 
an additional week for shift workers. 

128 The CFMEU, with respect to these grounds of appeal, asserted the standard for shift workers in the iron ore industry is six 
weeks leave as evidenced by the awards referred to in paragraphs [40]-[46] of the January reasons of the Commission.  It was 
submitted that on this basis the annual leave awarded was reasonably open to the Commission.  It was also submitted that the 
quantum of annual leave should not be affected by whether an employee is a fly in/fly out employee and the award was to 
apply to residential as well as fly in/fly out employees. 

129 In paragraphs [41]-[45] of the January reasons of the Commission it referred to the annual leave conditions contained in The 
Iron Ore Production and Processing (Hamersley Iron Pty Limited) Award 1987, The Mining Industry – Rio Tinto Iron Ore 
Award 2004, The AWU Mining (Iron Ore Contracting) (WA) Award 2003, The Dampier Salt Award 2004, and The Transport 
Workers’ (North West Passenger Vehicles) Award 1988.  Having reviewed these awards, the Commission at paragraph [46] 
stated that it favoured the submission of the CFMEU that awards in Western Australia typically provide an extra week 
annually for shift workers and that workers in the iron ore industry in the North-West typically get an additional week and 
awards provide for this. 

130 This issue was also considered in Skilled No 1 at paragraphs [93]-[94]. 
131 In our opinion, for reasons similar to those expressed in Skilled No 1, it was open to the Commission to reach the conclusion it 

did with respect to annual leave.  As the award and the Commission’s reasons made clear, however, the annual leave clause did 
not apply to the fly in/fly out casual employees of Integrated and Skilled.  To some extent this undermines the relevance of the 
reference to fly in/fly out employees in these grounds of appeal in FBA 7 of 2006. 

132 For these reasons, in our opinion, these grounds of appeal have not been established. 
Proof of Claim 
133 This topic covers ground of appeal 3 in FBA 7 of 2006 which is contained in paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 of the notice of appeal. 
134 With respect to paragraph 4.2, it is said that the Commission disregarded or failed to put any weight on evidence that the 

making of the award would lead to the loss of employment for current employees of Integrated.  The Commission referred to 
the relevant evidence in its November reasons.  At paragraph [27] of the November reasons the Commission referred to the 
evidence given by Mr Hudson, the National Manager of Mining and Resources for Integrated.  The evidence was that Mr 
Hudson said he was told by Mr Ritchie of BHPB that they probably would not engage people through Integrated, if Integrated 
was to pass on the increased costs, if the award was made.  This evidence was referred to again in paragraph [117] of the 
November reasons and the Commission said it did “not attach much weight to this second hand evidence”.  There was no 
additional evidence brought on this issue by any of the parties at the December 2005 hearing.  In our opinion it was open to the 
Commission to not attach much weight to the evidence for the reason given by the Commission.  We would not uphold this 
ground of appeal. 

135 The ground contained in paragraph 4.1 of the notice of appeal in FBA 7 of 2006, asserts the Commission made findings in 
favour of an award in the absence of substantive proof from the CFMEU in support of its claim.  It was contended the onus 
was put on Integrated and Skilled to refute the claims advanced by the CFMEU. 

136 As drafted, it is unclear whether the ground is referring to the making of an award at all or the making of an award in the terms 
which were made.  With respect to the former, the Commission had regard to s36A of the Act which we have referred to 
earlier.  In essence, the Commission concluded that the absence of an award safety net to cover the relevant employees was a 
sufficient justification for the making of an award.  In our opinion, it cannot be shown that the Commission was in error in so 
finding. 

137 As argued in the written submissions of Integrated however it appears this ground was directed to the making of an award “in 
the terms as sought by” the CFMEU, in the absence of any substantive evidence on behalf of the CFMEU as to why the 
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particular terms should be made.  The written submissions again attack the use of the BHPB award terms and conditions to the 
employees to be covered by the award. 

138 The written submissions also refer to the limited evidence presented on behalf of the CFMEU in the form of that from 
Mr Thomas.  It was submitted that there “simply was not sufficient evidence before the Commission to reach any conclusions 
on the various matters of detail as it did”. 

139 As set out earlier, we are of the opinion that the Commission did err in the way in which it applied the BHPB award rates.  In 
ordinary circumstances, this would lead to the appeal being allowed and the matter being remitted to the Commission for 
further consideration.  In a case where the Full Bench was satisfied there was no evidence before the Commission which could 
lead to the establishment of the terms of an award, then it might be appropriate to simply dismiss the application, on appeal.  
We are not satisfied however in this case that this has been established.  The written submissions of Integrated do not refer to 
the other evidence which was before the Commission in the form of the other awards which we have set out earlier as 
contained in an attachment to the written submissions of Skilled.  In our view it has not been demonstrated that there was no 
evidence before the Commission which would entitle it to determine the rates to be contained in the award and therefore we do 
not think this ground of appeal has been established. 

Disposition of Appeals 
140 As stated, ordinarily in our opinion it would be appropriate to order that these appeals be allowed, the order of the Commission 

suspended, and the matter remitted to the Commission at first instance for further hearing and determination.  This is because 
the essential reason why the appeals have been allowed is that the Commission erred in its assessment of the appropriate pay 
rates to be included in the award.  The assessment of these pay rates is a matter which a single Commissioner is best equipped 
to deal with, as opposed to the Full Bench.  There is therefore a “good reason” to remit the matter to the Commission in 
accordance with s49(6a) of the Act. 

141 The issue is complicated however by the restrictions on the jurisdiction of the Commission imposed as a result of the passing 
of the Work Choices Act and the Workplace Relations Regulations 2006.  Regulation 4.55(1) of Chapter 7 of the Workplace 
Relations Regulations, relevant to the present appeals, confirms in effect that the Full Bench retains the jurisdiction to hear and 
determine them.  Regulation 4.55(2) provides that subregulation (1) ceases to apply six months after the “reform 
commencement”.  The “reform commencement”, from s4 of the Workplace Relations Act 1996, means the commencement of 
Schedule 1 of the Work Choices Act.  This occurred on 27 March 2006. 

142 The Industrial Appeal Court in BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd v CFMEU [2006] WASCA 49 in effect held that at least until six 
months from 27 March 2006, matters involving constitutional corporations and the making of an award, subject to appeal, may 
still be remitted to the Commission at first instance for reconsideration.  Integrated and Skilled accept that the Full Bench is 
bound to follow this decision.  Accordingly they accept that the Full Bench is bound to follow the Industrial Appeal Court 
decision to the extent that there is presently jurisdiction to remit the matter to the Commission at first instance for 
reconsideration. 

143 It is submitted however by Integrated and Skilled that the Full Bench should not take this course in these appeals.  This is 
because if the matter was remitted, the Commission would need to rehear and determine the application by 26 September 2006.  
It was submitted that in all of the circumstances it would not be possible for the matter to be disposed of fairly within that 
period of time. 

144 In our opinion, this is not a conclusion which the Full Bench can reach.  It is a matter for the Commission upon remittal to 
decide whether the application can be fairly heard and determined within the relevant time constraints.  This is because the 
Commission will be best placed to assess this in light of the cases which the parties wish to make upon remittal, including the 
evidence and submissions which the parties may then wish to adduce and make. 

145 In our opinion both appeals should be allowed, the order made by the Commission suspended, and the matter remitted to the 
Commission for further hearing and determination. A minute of proposed orders will issue in these terms. 
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Decision Appeal allowed, order made by the Commission suspended, matter remitted to the Commission for 
further hearing and determination 

Appearances 
Appellant Mr N D Ellery (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondents Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy 

Union of Workers 
 Mr J B Blackburn (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of Skilled Rail Services Pty Ltd 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 24 March 2006, 2 May 2006, 24 July 2006, and 24 August 2006, 
and having heard Mr N D Ellery (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant, Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on 
behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers, and Mr J B Blackburn (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf 
of Skilled Rail Services Pty Ltd, and reasons for decision having been delivered on 1 September 2006, it is this day, 5 September 
2006, ordered as follows:- 

1. The appeal is allowed. 
2. The order made by the Commission on 27 February 2006 is suspended. 
3. The matter is remitted to the Commission at first instance for further hearing and determination. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 
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Decision Appeal allowed, order made by the Commission suspended, matter remitted to the Commission for 
further hearing and determination 

Appearances 
Appellant Mr J B Blackburn (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondents Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy 

Union of Workers 
Mr N D Ellery (of Counsel), by leave on behalf of Integrated Group Limited 

 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 24 March 2006, 2 May 2006, 24 July 2006, and 24 August 2006, 
and having heard Mr J B Blackburn (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the appellant, Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on 
behalf of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers, and Mr N D Ellery (of Counsel), by leave on behalf of 
Integrated Group Limited, and reasons for decision having been delivered on 1 September 2006, it is this day, 5 September 2006, 
ordered as follows:- 

1. The appeal is allowed. 
2. The order made by the Commission on 27 February 2006 is suspended. 
3. The matter is remitted to the Commission at first instance for further hearing and determination. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 
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Decision Appeal allowed, order at first instance set aside, and matter remitted to Commission for further 
hearing and determination 

Appearances 
Appellant Mr G McCorry, as agent 
Respondent Mr A Cameron, as agent 
 

Reasons for Decision 
THE ACTING PRESIDENT: 
The Appeal 
1 This is an appeal instituted under s49 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (as amended) (the Act).  The appeal is against 

an order made by the Commission on 1 May 2006.  The order made by the Commission was to dismiss the application which 
had been made to it.  The application to the Commission, filed on 7 December 2005, sought an order of reinstatement or 
compensation in respect of the alleged harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal of the appellant. 

2 The application was made pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act and sought a remedy under s23A of the Act.  The application was 
made in respect of the appellant’s dismissal from the employment of the respondent which occurred on 11 November 2005. 

The Jurisdictional Issue 
3 The basis upon which the application was dismissed was that the Commission did not have jurisdiction to determine the 

application.  This was because of the contents of s29AA(3) of the Act.  The jurisdictional issue had been raised by the 
respondent in their notice of answer filed on 15 December 2005.  It is appropriate to set out the terms of s29AA of the Act in 
full:- 

“29AA. Certain claims not to be determined 
(1) Subject to subsection (2), the Commission must not determine a claim of harsh, oppressive or 

unfair dismissal from employment if the dismissed employee has lodged an application with the 
Australian Commission for relief in respect of the termination of that employment. 

(2) Despite subsection (1) the Commission may determine the claim if the application to the 
Australian Commission is —  
(a) withdrawn; or 
(b) rejected or dismissed on the ground that it is not within the jurisdiction of the 

Australian Commission to determine the application. 
(3) The Commission must not determine a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal from 

employment if —  
(a) an industrial instrument does not apply to the employment of the employee; and 
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(b) the employee’s contract of employment provides for a salary exceeding the prescribed 
amount. 

(4) The Commission must not determine a claim that an employee has not been allowed by his or 
her employer a benefit to which the employee is entitled under a contract of employment if —  
(a) an industrial instrument does not apply to the employment of the employee; and 
(b) the employee’s contract of employment provides for a salary exceeding the prescribed 

amount. 
(5) In this section —  

“industrial instrument” means —  
(a) an award; 
(b) an order of the Commission under this Act that is not an order prescribed by 

regulations made by the Governor for the purposes of this section; 
(c) an industrial agreement; or 
(d) an employer-employee agreement; 
“prescribed amount” means —  
(a) $90 000 per annum; or 
(b) the salary specified, or worked out in a manner specified, in regulations made by the 

Governor for the purposes of this section.” 
4 The decision of the Commission to dismiss the application was made on the basis of written submissions made to it; most of 

the salient facts not being in dispute. 
5 It was common ground between the parties at first instance that the appellant was employed by the respondent as a shift 

supervisor with an annual salary of $127,280.00.  It was also common ground that this amount of salary exceeded the 
prescribed amount pursuant to s29AA(3) of the Act. 

6 The regulations prescribed pursuant to s29AA(3) of the Act are contained in the Industrial Relations (General) Regulation 
1997 (the General Regulations).  Regulations 5 and 6 of the General Regulations provide for a prescribed amount of 
$90,000.00 which is indexed in accordance with a formula set out in regulation 6.  The figure applicable from 1 July 2005 was 
calculated by the Registrar to be $104,800.00.  (As from 1 July 2006 the amount has been calculated to be $108,500.00). 

7 The contention of the appellant at first instance was that although his salary exceeded the prescribed amount, the Commission 
was not prevented from determining his claim because an “industrial instrument” applied to his employment.  Therefore, both 
of the preconditions necessary for the Commission to be prevented from determining the claim, pursuant to s29AA(3) of the 
Act, were not present.  The Commission accordingly had jurisdiction to determine the claim. 

8 The respondent did not dispute that both of the preconditions set out in s29AA(3)(a) and (b) of the Act had to apply to an 
employee before the Commission was prevented from determining their claim for harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal.  The 
respondent argued however that, in terms of s29AA(3)(a), an industrial instrument did not apply to the employment of the 
appellant. 

9 As can be seen from s29AA(5) of the Act quoted above, the expression “industrial instrument” has been defined.  Its meaning 
includes “an order of the Commission under this Act that is not an order prescribed by regulations made by the Governor for 
the purposes of this section”.  The industrial instrument which the appellant argued applied to his employment was the General 
Order on Termination, Change and Redundancy issued by the Commission in Court Session on 1 June 2005, to take effect on 
1 August 2005 (the General Order; see (2005) 85 WAIG 1681).  To determine the appeal it is necessary to consider the terms 
of the General Order, which are set out in the Schedule attached to the General Order. 

The General Order 
10 Clause 1.1 of the Schedule provides that the General Order applies to each employee as defined in s7(1) of the Act, throughout 

the State of Western Australia. 
11 Clause 1.2 of the Schedule provides that the General Order does not apply to any employee who holds an office for which 

remuneration payable is determined or recommended pursuant to the Salaries and Allowances Act 1975 (WA). 
12 Clause 1.3 of the Schedule provides that:- 

“Any provisions relating to termination of employment, introduction of changes in production, 
program, organisation, structure or technology that are likely to have significant effects on employees 
or redundancy applying to an employee which are inconsistent with and provide more favourable 
conditions to an employee than those set out in this General Order whether by way of award, order or 
agreement of this Commission or by legislation or otherwise will apply to those employees to the extent 
of any such inconsistency.” 

13 It was not in dispute that the appellant was an employee for the purposes of clause 1.1 of the Schedule and was not excluded 
from the operation of the General Order pursuant to clause 1.2 of the Schedule.  It was also not argued by the respondent that 
clause 1.3 of the Schedule applied to the employment of the appellant to the extent that the General Order did not apply to the 
appellant’s employment by the respondent.  Accordingly, it was common ground that the appellant’s employment with the 
respondent was bound by the terms of the General Order in the sense that it operated upon the terms and conditions of the 
appellant’s employment. 
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14 The obligations created by the General Order are set out in clauses 2, 3 and 4 of the Schedule.  Clause 2 is headed 
“Termination of Employment”, clause 3 “Introduction of Change”, and clause 4 “Redundancy”. 

15 Clause 2.1 of the Schedule provides that an “employer shall, in the event of termination of employment, provide upon request 
to the employee who has been terminated a written statement specifying the period of employment and the classification or 
type of work performed by the employee”. 

16 Clause 2.2 of the Schedule provides in clause (a) that during “the period of notice of termination given by the employer an 
employee shall be allowed up to one day’s time off without loss of pay during each week of notice for the purpose of seeking 
other employment.  The time off shall be taken at times that are convenient to the employee after consultation with the 
employer”. 

17 Clause 2.2(b) of the Schedule provides that “if the employee has been allowed paid leave for more than one day during the 
notice period for the purpose of seeking other employment, the employee shall, at the request of the employer, be required to 
produce proof of attendance at an interview or he or she will not receive payment for the time absent”. 

18 Clause 3.1(a) of the Schedule provides that where “an employer decides to introduce changes in production, program, 
organisation, structure or technology, that are likely to have significant effects on employees, the employer shall notify the 
employees who may be affected by the proposed changes and, if an employee nominates a union to represent him or her, the 
union nominated by the employee”. 

19 Clause 3.1(b) of the Schedule provides for an inclusive definition of “significant effects”. 
20 Clause 3.2(a) of the Schedule provides for a duty of an employer to consult over change.  The duty is upon the employer to 

consult with employees affected and, if an employee nominates a union to represent them, the union nominated by the 
employee.  The consultation is to be “about the introduction of the changes, the effects the changes are likely to have on 
employees (including the number and categories of employees likely to be dismissed, and the time when, or the period over 
which, the employer intends to carry out the dismissals), and the ways to avoid or minimise the effects of the changes (e.g. by 
finding alternate employment)”. 

21 Clause 3.2(b) of the Schedule provides that the consultation shall commence as soon as practicable after making the decision 
referred to in the “Employer’s Duty to Notify” clause. 

22 Clause 3.2(c) of the Schedule provides an obligation upon the employer to provide certain information in writing for the 
purposes of the consultation. 

23 Clause 4.1 of the Schedule provides for definitions relevant to clause 4. 
24 Clause 4.2(a) of the Schedule provides that where “an employer decides that the employer no longer wishes the job the 

employee has been doing to be done by anyone and that decision may lead to termination of employment, the employer shall 
consult the employee directly affected and if an employee nominates a union to represent him or her, the union nominated by 
the employee”. 

25 Clauses 4.2(b) and (c) of the Schedule provide for the timing and the contents of the consultation including the provision of 
some information in writing. 

26 Clause 4.3 of the Schedule generally provides that an employee who is transferred to lower paid duties by reason of 
redundancy is entitled to the same period of notice of transfer as they would have been entitled to if their employment had been 
terminated.  Alternatively, at the employer’s option they may make a payment in lieu thereof of an amount equal to the 
difference between the former amounts the employer would have been liable to pay and the new lower amount the employer is 
liable to pay the employee for the number of weeks of notice still owing. 

27 Clause 4.4 of the Schedule provides that in “addition to the period of notice prescribed for ordinary termination, an employee 
whose employment is terminated by reason of redundancy must be paid, subject to further order of the Commission” the 
amount of severance pay in respect of a continuous period of service as set out in a table contained in the Schedule. 

28 Clause 4.5 of the Schedule provides that an employee whose employment is terminated by reason of redundancy may 
terminate their employment during the period of notice and, if so, will be entitled to the same benefits and payments under 
clause 4 as if they had remained with the employer until the expiry of the notice. 

29 Clause 4.6(a) of the Schedule generally provides that an employer in a redundancy case “may make application to the 
Commission to have the severance payment prescribed varied if the employer obtains acceptable alternative employment for 
an employee”. 

30 Clause 4.6(b) of the Schedule provides that subclause 4.6(a) “does not apply in circumstances involving transmission of 
business as set out in clause 4.7”. 

31 Clause 4.7 of the Schedule provides that the provisions of clause 4 are not applicable where a business is transmitted from one 
employer to another in certain circumstances. 

32 Clause 4.7(b) of the Schedule provides that the effects of clause 4.7(a)(ii) may be varied by the Commission if satisfied it 
would operate unfairly in a particular case. 

33 Clause 4.8 of the Schedule provides that where “a decision has been made to terminate employees in the circumstances 
outlined in the “Consultation Before Terminations” clause, the employer shall notify Centrelink as soon as possible giving all 
relevant information about the proposed terminations, including a written statement of the reasons for the terminations, the 
number and categories of the employees likely to be affected, the number of employees normally employed and the period 
over which the terminations are intended to be carried out”. 
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34 Clause 4.9 of the Schedule provides that certain employees are exempted from the provisions of clause 4.  This includes where 
employment is terminated as a consequence of serious misconduct justifying dismissal without notice; except for clause 4.2, to 
employees with less than one year’s service; except for clause 4.2, to probationary employees; to apprentices, trainees and 
casual employees; and except for clause 4.2, to employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a specified task or tasks. 

35 Clause 4.10 of the Schedule provides that subject to an order of the Commission, in a particular redundancy case, clause 4.4 
does not apply to employers who employ less than 15 employees. 

36 Clause 4.11 of the Schedule provides that an “employer or a group of employers, in a particular redundancy case, may make 
application to the Commission to have the severance payment prescribed varied on the basis of the employer’s incapacity to 
pay”. 

37 Clause 4.11 is the final subclause of the General Order. 
38 Accordingly, it may be seen that with respect to those employers to whom the General Order applies, it provides for, in the 

circumstances described, obligations to provide a statement of employment, certain paid leave, duties to notify and consult, 
severance pay and to provide a notice to Centrelink. 

39 It was common ground between the parties that in this case no circumstances had arisen which would enliven the respondent’s 
obligation to act in accordance with the General Order.  That is, for example, the termination of the appellant’s employment 
had not been on the basis of redundancy thereby giving rise to the obligation to pay severance pay pursuant to clause 4.4 of the 
Schedule to the General Order. 

40 It was also common ground that the General Order has not been “prescribed by regulations made by the Governor” for the 
purposes of s29AA(5) of the Act, so that it did not on this basis fit within the definition of an “industrial instrument”. 

The Reasons of the Commission 
41 The Commission published reasons for decision on 1 May 2006.  These reasons set out the nature of the issue before the 

Commission and summarised the written submissions made by both the appellant and the respondent.  It is not necessary for 
present purposes to detail these submissions. 

42 The Commission then considered and determined the jurisdictional issue under the heading “Findings and Conclusions”.  In 
this section of the reasons the Commission referred to s23(1) and quoted s29(1)(b)(i) and s29AA of the Act. 

43 In paragraph [23] the Commission said it was not in dispute and the Commission therefore found that at the time the appellant 
was terminated his salary was in excess of the prescribed amount and his employment was not covered by the terms of a State 
award, industrial agreement or employer-employee agreement.  In the same paragraph the Commission found that the terms of 
the General Order “covered” the appellant at the time he ceased employment with the respondent.  The Commission then said 
the question to be determined was whether “the General Order is an industrial instrument for the purposes of s29AA(3) and 
(5)(b) under the heading of industrial instrument, of the Act”. 

44 In paragraph [25] of the Commission’s reasons the finding was made that the Commission was precluded from dealing further 
with the application.  The reasons for reaching this conclusion were expressed in the following way in paragraphs [26]-[28] of 
the reasons of the Commission:- 

“26 Section 29AA(3) of the Act provides that the Commission is unable to deal with an employee’s 
claim for unfair termination if that employee is earning in excess of the prescribed amount at 
termination and an industrial instrument does not apply to the employment of the employee.  I 
find that on a plain reading of s29AA of the Act the reference in s29AA(3)(a) to an industrial 
instrument which applies to the employment of the employee within the context of identifying 
which claims are not to be determined by the Commission means an instrument detailing an 
employee’s terms and conditions of employment and I find that the provisions of s29AA(5)(b) 
should be read within this context. 

27 It is my view that the General Order is not an industrial instrument applying to the 
‘employment of the employee’ as contemplated in s29AA(3)(a) of the Act as it is not an 
instrument specifying an employee’s employment conditions.  The General Order, which took 
effect on 1 August 2005 applies to the applicant and concerns issues relevant to an employee’s 
termination, the introduction of change at a workplace and an employee’s entitlement when an 
employee is made redundant.  As the General Order does not detail an employee’s terms and 
conditions of employment as an industrial instrument normally would I find that the General 
Order is not an industrial instrument as contemplated and defined in s29AA(5)(b) of the Act. 

28 I find that it is appropriate to interpret the provisions of s29AA(3) and (5)(b) of the Act in this 
way as to do otherwise and read s29AA in the manner argued by the applicant would effectively 
make s29AA(3) of the Act redundant, given that any order issuing under s50(3) of the Act can 
apply to all employees as defined in s7(1) of the Act whether or not they are employed under 
and subject to an award or industrial agreement.  Furthermore, I take into account that when 
s29AA was inserted into the Act on 1 August 2002 the Commission had the power under s50(3) 
of the Act to make general orders applying to all employees as defined in s7(1) of the Act.” 

45 In paragraph [29] of its reasons the Commission referred to s19 of the Interpretation Act 1984 (WA) (as amended) and the 
circumstances in which extrinsic aids may be looked at to assist in the interpretation of an Act.  Section 19 of the Interpretation 
Act 1984 (WA) (as amended) was then quoted. 

46 In paragraph [31] of its reasons the Commission quoted from the second reading speech of the then Honourable Minister for 
Consumer and Employment Protection, Mr Kobelke, reported in Hansard on 19 February 2002 at page 7520 as follows:- 
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“Upon proclamation of the Act, employees whose basic wage is in excess of $90,000 per annum will be 
excluded from lodging a claim for denied contractual benefits or unfair dismissal unless their 
employment is covered by an award, enterprise agreement, enterprise order or employee-employer 
agreement.  The prescribed amount of $90,000 will be indexed annually by regulation.” 

47 The Commission said that this clarification by the Minister confirmed that “an industrial instrument as defined in s29AA(5)(b) 
does not contemplate the General Order as an industrial instrument for the purposes of s29AA(3) of the Act”. 

48 The Commission then concluded that as no industrial instrument applied to the appellant’s employment and as the appellant’s 
salary was in excess of the prescribed amount for the purposes of s29AA of the Act, the Commission did not have jurisdiction 
to deal with the application.  The Commission said an order of dismissal would issue. 

The Grounds of Appeal 

49 The grounds of appeal are in the following terms:- 

“The learned Commissioner erred in fact and in law in finding that the Commission General Order on 
Termination Change and Redundancy was not an industrial instrument for the purpose of section 29AA 
of the Act, in that ― 

1) the learned Commissioner failed to find that the General Order is- 

a) an order of the Commission; 

b) not an order prescribed by regulations made by the Governor for the purposes of 
section 29AA of the Act; and 

c) thus by definition an industrial instrument. 

2) the learned Commissioner found that an industrial instrument is an instrument detailing an 
employee’s terms and conditions of employment, whereas on a proper construction of the Act, 
the learned Commissioner should have found that an industrial instrument is an instrument 
made by the Commission and having the force of law, that is binding on an employer or class of 
employers and an employee or class of employees or an organisation of employers or 
employees or relates to any industrial matter or is for the purpose of preventing or resolving 
industrial disputes; disagreements or questions relating thereto and the General Order is such 
an instrument; 

3) the learned Commission had resort to extrinsic aids to construction of the provisions which is 
only permissible where the provision of an Act is obscure or ambiguous and the provisions of 
section 29AA are neither obscure nor ambiguous.” 

50 Despite the terms of the grounds, the central issue argued on the appeal was whether the Commission had erred in failing to 
determine that the General Order did “apply to the employment” of the appellant, in the terms of s29AA(3)(a) of the Act. 

51 Both parties to the appeal made written submissions which were adopted during the hearing of the appeal and elaborated upon 
by oral submissions.  These submissions as well as the written submissions made at first instance have all been carefully 
considered. 

The Process of Construction of the Act 

52 In determining the present appeal, the Full Bench must engage in the process of construing the phrase “apply to the 
employment of the employee” in s29AA(3) of the Act. 

53 The process involved in by courts when engaged in the construction of legislation was considered in my reasons in Thiess Pty 
Ltd and Others v AFMEPKU and Others (2006) WAIRC 04715, 6 July 2006, at paragraphs [54]-[57] in the following terms 
(Smith and Harrison CC agreeing):- 

“54 In Wilson v Anderson (2002) 213 CLR 401, Gleeson CJ said at [8]:- 

“In the construction or interpretation of a statute, the object of a court is to ascertain, 
and give effect to, the will of parliament.  Courts commonly refer to the “intention of the 
legislature”.  This has been described as a “very slippery phrase”, (Salomon v 
Salomon & Co Ltd [1897] AC 22 at 38, per Lord Watson) but it reflects the 
constitutional relationship between the legislature and the judiciary… Parliament 
manifests its intention by the use of language, and it is by determining the meaning of 
that language, in accordance with principles of construction established by the common 
law and statute, that courts give effect to the legislative will.”  

55 In Attorney General (Qld) v Australian Industrial Relations Commission (2002) 213 CLR 485 
at [113], Kirby J reiterated that it is necessary when engaging in the exercise of statutory 
construction to focus attention “upon the crucial language of the relevant provisions before 
other aids to construction are considered”. 

56 In Project Blue Sky Inc v Australian Broadcasting Authority (1998) 194 CLR 355, McHugh, 
Gummow, Kirby and Hayne JJ at [69] quoted from the reasons of Mason and Wilson JJ in 
Cooper Brookes (Wollongong) Pty Ltd v FCT (1981) 147 CLR 297 at 320, the effect that the 
meaning of a statutory provision must be determined “by reference to the language of the 
instrument viewed as a whole”. 
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57 Although the focus must be on the meaning of the language used in the statute, s18 of the 
Interpretation Act, requires that in “the interpretation of a provision of a written law, a 
construction that would promote the purpose or object underlying the written law (whether that 
purpose or object is expressly stated in the written law or not) shall be preferred to a 
construction that would not promote that purpose or object”.  As stated however by the Full 
Federal Court in R v L (1994) 122 ALR 464 at 468/9, the command contained in provisions like 
s18 of the Interpretation Act “can have meaning only where two constructions are otherwise 
open”, and the section “is not a warrant for redrafting legislation nearer to an assumed desire 
of the legislature”.” 

Analysis 

54 In my opinion, the General Order is clearly an industrial instrument as defined in s29AA(5)(b) of the Act.  It is plainly an order 
of the Commission made under the Act.  Also it is an order of the Commission made under the Act, that has not been 
prescribed by regulations made by the Governor, for the purpose of declaring that the General Order not be “an industrial 
instrument” for the purposes of s29AA of the Act. 

55 The more pertinent question is as to whether the General Order did “apply to the employment” of the appellant with the 
respondent.  As can be seen from the reasons of the Commission quoted above, the Commission decided that the General 
Order was not an “industrial instrument” because it did not detail the terms and conditions of employment of the appellant.  
Additionally, the Commission said that if it accepted the appellant’s argument it would effectively make s29AA(3) of the Act 
redundant, given that any order issued under s50(3) of the Act can apply to all employees whether or not they are employed 
under and subject to some other award or industrial instrument. 

56 In my opinion, with respect, the Commission erred when stating that to come within the description in s29AA(3)(a) of the Act 
an industrial instrument must detail an employee’s terms and conditions of employment.  In my opinion, this is a description of 
a notion which is narrower than and different from that conveyed by the statutory language used, which is “apply to the 
employment”. 

57 In my opinion, an industrial instrument will apply to the employment of an employee if it affects the terms and conditions of 
employment of the employee.  An instrument would fit this description if it set out or impacted upon the terms and conditions 
of employment, including by the creation of particular obligations upon an employer or employee.  Such obligations could 
apply generally or in particular circumstances such as those described in the Schedule to the General Order.  In my opinion, the 
General Order did apply to the employment of the appellant as it affected the terms and conditions of employment of the 
appellant.  The respondent could not, because of the terms of the General Order, lawfully act in relation to the appellant, with 
respect to his employment, in a way which was contrary to the terms of the General Order.  It therefore applied to the 
employment. 

58 This construction fits within one of the dictionary definitions of “apply” as meaning “to have a bearing or reference; be 
pertinent”.  (See The Macquarie Dictionary, Second Edition). 

59 Also, with respect, I do not agree with the Commission at first instance that s29AA(3) of the Act would be redundant if the 
General Order was accepted as being an industrial instrument that applied to the employment of the appellant.  This is because 
the analysis by the Commission at first instance does not refer to the prospect of regulatory prescription of an industrial 
instrument as set out in s29AA(5)(b) of the Act. 

60 I agree with the tenor of the reasons of the Commission at first instance that the purpose of s29AA(3) of the Act was to 
generally provide a limit upon those claims for unfair dismissal the Commission could determine.  This limit was generally but 
not exclusively dependent upon the amount of salary earned by an employee.  The other necessary condition was that an 
“industrial instrument” did not apply to their employment.  The definition of “industrial instrument” was provided in 
s29AA(5) of the Act.  This included the broad category of an order of the Commission, as set out in s29AA(5)(b) of the Act.  
By allowing for the possibility of an order being prescribed to not be an industrial instrument for the purposes of s29AA, it 
may be taken that the legislature understood that, absent such prescription, a General Order of the Commission could apply to 
the employment of an employee whose salary exceeded the prescribed amount and which therefore had the potential to 
undermine the policy of the limit upon claims being determined by the Commission enacted by s29AA(3) of the Act.  The real 
“problem” in this instance, in my opinion, arises because for whatever reason, the General Order has not been prescribed by 
regulations made under s29AA(5)(b) of the Act. 

61 It is in error, in my opinion, to consider the statutory scheme of placing a limit upon the claims which may be determined by 
the Commission, without reference to the administrative mechanism contained in s29AA(5)(b) of the Act.  The fact that the 
administrative mechanism exists under s29AA(5)(b) enhances, in my opinion, the argument that “apply to the employment of 
the employee” should be construed in the manner I have set out above.  This is because, the breadth of this description gave 
rise to the need for the possibility of prescription under s29AA(5)(b), to preserve the integrity of the policy of only certain 
claims being determined by the Commission. 

62 Additionally, with respect, I do not think that the Commission’s reliance upon the quoted part of the second reading speech of 
the Minister is sound.  Firstly, this is because the quoted part of the second reading speech does not attempt to be exhaustive in 
describing the scheme of limiting claims which was enacted by s29AA of the Act.  Secondly, the description of the relevant 
industrial instruments referred to by the Minister as being an “award, enterprise agreement, enterprise order or employee-
employer agreement” is not coincident with the definition of “industrial instrument” contained in s29AA(5).  Thirdly, the 
words of the second reading speech cannot be substituted for the meaning of the words of, in this instance, s29AA(3) of the 
Act.  (See, for example, Attorney General (Qld) and Another v Australian Industrial Relations Commission and Others (2002) 
213 CLR 485 per Kirby J at [113]). 
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63 It is open, of course, for the General Order to now be prescribed for the purposes of s29AA(5) of the Act.  If this occurs then it 
may well be that the Commission is prevented from determining the present claim under s29AA(3).  This issue need not 
however be further considered in this appeal. 

64 The respondent argued during the hearing that the expression “apply to the employment of the employee” should be construed 
to mean the work of the employee, as a subset of the whole employment relationship between the employer and the employee.  
Therefore it was argued that the General Order did not apply to the employment of the appellant as it did not affect his work 
with the respondent.  In my opinion, this argument cannot be accepted.  The statutory words used are “the employment of”, not 
some other, different, descriptor, such as “work” or similar. 

65 It was also argued by the respondent that the General Order did not have any “practical application” to the employment of the 
appellant and therefore did not fit the relevant statutory description.  Again, in my opinion, this is not determinative of whether 
the General Order did “apply to the employment”.  What is determinative is whether the General Order affected the terms and 
conditions of employment in the way discussed earlier.  This does not, as argued by the respondent, confuse the words “apply” 
and “bind”.  What it does, in my opinion, is simply provide a content to the expression “apply to the employment of” which is 
correct in all of the circumstances. 

66 The respondent also argued that the subject matter of the General Order, being termination, introduction of change and 
redundancy, is by its very nature incapable of having any application “to the employment of an employee per se”.  I do not 
accept this contention.  The subject matter of the General Order is, as discussed earlier, to provide for certain obligations which 
affect the terms and conditions of employment of the appellant.  In this sense therefore they apply to the employment of the 
appellant as an employee.  The mere fact that the termination and redundancy aspects generally have application when there is 
a cessation of employment does not mean that they do not apply to it.  The General Order affects the way in which termination 
and in particular termination of employment based on redundancy can be lawfully implemented.  In this way they “apply to” 
employment. 

67 The respondent also referred to the web site of the Commission with respect to the making of unfair dismissal claims and in 
particular a section on “Who can make a claim”.  This part of the web site refers to the salary cap for lodging claims of unfair 
dismissal contained in regulations 5 and 6 of the General Regulations.  It was argued that because the web site did not refer to 
the General Order then this should be taken as a decision by the Commission that the General Order did not have the effect 
argued by the appellant.  In my opinion, there is no basis for the respondent to make this assertion.  In any event the Full Bench 
is hardly bound by the contents of the Commission’s web site. 

68 In their written submissions to the Commission at first instance the respondent argued at [22] that “no less an authority than 
Parliament itself has prescribed how this issue must be resolved.  The Commission is without jurisdiction and it must so find.  
To do otherwise would be tantamount to open defiance of the Parliament”.  This was because, it was argued, the Parliament 
had clearly indicated its intention to prevent employees earning greater than a prescribed salary to have a claim for unfair 
dismissal determined by the Commission.  This argument has been answered above.  It should be repeated however that to 
decide the Commission may presently determine the appellant’s claim for unfair dismissal does not defy the will of Parliament.  
The conclusions reached above follow from what is, in my opinion, a proper understanding of the intention of Parliament as 
indicated by the words used in the Act.  Further, the Parliamentary intention includes, as set out earlier, the prospect that orders 
may by regulation be excluded from being an “industrial instrument” for the purposes of s29AA of the Act.  This 
administrative action has not occurred with respect to the General Order.  If the legislative purpose is unfulfilled in the absence 
of the relevant regulatory prescription, then this is curable by the General Order being prescribed for the purposes of s29AA.  
The fact that this has not occurred does not mean that the Full Bench, in construing the legislation in the way I have suggested 
above, has defied the will of Parliament. 

69 It is of course appropriate to consider the consequences of a particular construction of legislation for the purpose of 
determining its proper meaning.  (See, for example, Statutory Interpretation in Australia, 6th Edition, D C Pearce and 
R S Geddes, at [2.34] ff).  In my opinion, the construction of the legislation which I have set out above has the effect that a 
larger number of former employees than might otherwise be the case may have claims for unfair dismissal determined by the 
Commission.  This effect however is capable of cure as contemplated by the legislation, by the prescribing of the General 
Order as referred to earlier.  I do not think it proper to construe s29AA(3) of the Act in some strained or artificial way to try 
and avoid the “problem” which the present appeal presents. 

Conclusion 

70 In my opinion, the appeal must be allowed, the order of the Commission at first instance set aside, and the matter remitted to 
the Commission for further hearing and determination.  A minute of proposed orders should issue in these terms. 

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: 

71 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the Acting President.  I agree and have nothing to add. 

COMMISSIONER S WOOD: 

72 I have had the benefit of reading the reasons for decision of His Honour, the Acting President.  I agree with those reasons and 
have nothing to add. 
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 Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 27 July 2006, and having heard Mr G McCorry, as agent, on 
behalf of the appellant, and Mr A Cameron, as agent, on behalf of the respondent, and reasons for decision having been delivered 
on 7 August 2006, it is this day, 10 August 2006, ordered as follows:- 

1. The appeal is allowed. 
2. The order of the Commission in application No U 260 of 2005 is set aside. 
3. The matter is remitted to the Commission for further hearing and determination. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 
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CatchWords Industrial Law (WA) - Appeal against order of Industrial Magistrate's Court - Alleged contravention 
by employer of Clerks (Commercial, Social and Professional Services) Award No 14 of 1972 and 
underpayment under Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA) - Whether Court erred in 
failing to consider documents - Whether employer operated within industries specified in award - 
Whether employee within classification covered by award - Principles applicable to interpretation of 
an award - Appeal dismissed - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (as amended), s7, s37(1), s83(1), 
s84(2), s105 - Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA), s7 - Industrial Relations 
Commission Regulations 2005, r102(2), (13) 

Decision Appeal dismissed 
Appearances 
Appellant Ms A M Morris 
Respondent Mr M Richards 
 

Reasons for Decision 
THE ACTING PRESIDENT: 
The Appeal 
1 This appeal before the Full Bench was instituted under s84(2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (as amended) (the 

Act).  The appeal is against an order of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court made on 19 April 2006.  The order of the court was 
that the appellant’s claim was dismissed.  Reasons for decision were published by the court on the same date. 

The Application 
2 The application which was before the court was made pursuant to s83(1) of the Act and s7 of the Minimum Conditions of 

Employment Act 1993 (WA).  Essentially, the application claimed that the respondent had contravened the Clerks 
(Commercial, Social and Professional Services) Award No 14 of 1972 (the Award) because it had not paid the appellant in 
accordance with the Award whilst she was an employee.  Alternatively, the application claimed the appellant had not been paid 
the appropriate minimum wage rate under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act. 

3 The appellant was employed by the respondent for a short period from either 6 or 7 June to 24 June 2005.  On that date the 
parties agreed that the employment relationship should come to an end.  The position in which the appellant was employed was 
described by her in her evidence as an “Admin Maintenance Co-ordinator” (T13).  In the advertisement for the position, which 
was an exhibit at the hearing of the application, the position was described as a “Customer Service, Admin Clerk, Maintenance 
Scheduler”. 

4 As explained in the reasons for decision, the documents filed by the appellant did not clearly set out what the claimed 
underpayment was.  At the hearing, the appellant informed the court that her claim was for $480 plus her annual leave and 
superannuation entitlements.  The Industrial Magistrate said in his reasons that he understood the claim for $480 to be 
comprised of $261.61 as particularised below, with the balance being for “untaken meal breaks”. 

5 The amount of $261.61 was particularised as follows: 
(a) Unpaid public holiday on 6 June 2005 in the sum of $102.31. 
(b) Payment for Monday, 20 June 2005 in the sum of $90.03. 
(c) Payment for the sum of $72 because of an underpayment for ordinary hours worked calculated in the 

following manner: hours worked (76.25) x rate of pay ($16 per hour) = total payable ($1,220), less than 
actually paid ($1,148) = total underpayment ($72). 

6 The claim made did not with any clarity relate these amounts to alleged underpayments in contravention of specific clauses of 
the Award or the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.  

7 The hearing of the application occurred on 13 April 2006.  At the hearing the appellant represented herself.  The appellant gave 
evidence in support of her application but did not call any other witnesses.  Mr Paul Evett and Ms Michelle Markovic gave 
evidence for the respondent.  Mr Evett was the Production Planning Manager of the respondent and Ms Markovic a Purchasing 
Officer. 

8 As stated, the order of the court was to wholly dismiss the application.  
The Industrial Magistrate’s Reasons 
9 As stated in the Industrial Magistrate’s reason for decision, one of the primary issues to be determined was whether the 

respondent was bound by the Award.  (Page 6).  The reasons recorded the appellant’s contention that the respondent, although 
not a named party to the Award, was bound by it because of the scope clause of the Award and the “common rule”. 

10 Clause 4 of the Award is the scope clause.  This was quoted by the Industrial Magistrate at pages 6-7 of his reasons and is as 
follows:- 

“4. – SCOPE 
This award shall apply to all workers employed in the clerical callings mentioned herein (including 
telephone attendants and messengers where such worker does clerical work) by those employers named 
and engaged in the industry set out in Schedule “A” hereto, provided that it shall not apply to workers 
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employed in the callings of Dental Assistant and or Dental Receptionist under the Dental Technicians' 
and Attendant/Receptionists' Award 1982.” 

11 The Industrial Magistrate then set out 13 of the industries which were included in Schedule A of the Award as follows:- 

• Architects and Draftsmen and/or Technical Consultants. 

• Builders and/or Contractors. 

• Business Consultants and/or Industrial and/or Management. 

• Calculating Services and/or Contractors. 

• Contractors (Earthmoving and/or Clearing). 

• Contractors (Administration). 

• Contractors (Paving and/or Road Making and/or Surfacing). 

• Electrical Contractors and/or Installers. 

• Engineers and/or Designing. 

• Engineers Civil and/or Consulting and/or Construction. 

• Hotel, Business Brokers and/or Agents. 

• Painters, Decorators and/or Contractors. 

• Secretarial Services and/or Contractors. 
12 At page 7 of his reasons the Industrial Magistrate said that the scope clause of the Award was of the type considered in 

R J Donovan and Associates Pty Ltd v The Federated Clerks Union of Australia, WA Branch (1977) 57 WAIG 1317.  The 
Industrial Magistrate said, in my opinion correctly, that applying Donovan, an employer was bound by the Award if their 
business could “properly be held to answer to the description of an industry specified in the Schedule “A””. 

13 The Industrial Magistrate said the appellant had asserted the respondent operated within all of the 13 industries which had been 
listed.  The Industrial Magistrate rejected this argument.  The Industrial Magistrate also said:- 

“However the reality is that I do not have any evidence of the industry within which the Respondent 
operates.  Indeed I was not told, with any degree of clarity or objectivity, precisely what it is that the 
Respondent does.  I know from the job advertisement (exhibit 1) and from the evidence given by Mr 
Evett and the Claimant that the Respondent manufactures demountable homes but whether such brings 
the Claimant within the “Builders and/or Contactors” industry or any other industry mentioned in the 
Schedule to the Award is not self evident.  The closest industry mentioned within the Schedule which in 
my mind could be said to apply is that of “Builders and/or Contractors”.   Having said that I do not 
know what the process of “manufacturing” demountable homes entails and whether such involves the 
same or similar methods used by builders and/ or contractors.  It is important to note that a builder 
may construct any structure not limited to homes.  Whether the “manufacture” of demountable homes 
can be said to come within the “Builders and/or Contractors” is unclear in my mind.”  (Pages 7-8). 

14 The Industrial Magistrate then said that the appellant had not proved on the balance of probabilities that the respondent 
operated within an industry set out in Schedule A of the Award. 

15 The Industrial Magistrate also said that in any event the appellant “has failed to establish that she comes within one of the 
classifications within the Award.  Her evidence concerning her duties were so imprecise and so difficult to follow as to be 
incapable of establishing on the balance of probabilities that she was employed within the ‘Grade 4 – Clerical Officer’ 
classification contained in the award as she asserted at trial.”  (Page 8). 

16 The Industrial Magistrate concluded that the appellant’s claim, insofar as it was based on breach of the Award, could not 
succeed. 

17 The Industrial Magistrate then said that the claim based on the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act could not succeed 
either.  The Industrial Magistrate said the appellant had not established that the respondent had “failed to pay her the 
appropriate minimum wage rate”. 

18 With respect to the claim for non-payment on 20 June 2005 the Industrial Magistrate said he accepted the evidence of 
Ms Markovic who testified that the appellant did not work on that day.  The Industrial Magistrate therefore rejected the 
appellant’s evidence that she worked on 20 June 2005 and said that “given that her absence remains otherwise unexplained, 
she cannot succeed in her claim for payment for that day”.  (Page 9). 

19 The Industrial Magistrate also said the appellant could not succeed in her claim for payment for the public holiday on 6 June 
2005.  The Industrial Magistrate said he accepted there had been an agreed variation to the commencement date of 
employment from 6 June 2005 to 7 June 2005.  Accordingly, the appellant was not entitled to payment for the public holiday.  
Related to this finding was the Industrial Magistrate’s narrative about the appellant’s commencement of employment set out at 
page 3 of his reasons.  The Industrial Magistrate said that on 3 June 2005 the appellant was notified that she had been 
successful in her application for the position with the respondent.  She was told that she was to start work at 8:30am 
commencing on Monday, 6 June 2005.  On Saturday, 4 June 2005 the appellant attended at the respondent’s office and 
enquired whether it was the respondent’s intention that she start work on the Monday because it was a public holiday.  The 
respondent’s receptionist, to whom the enquiry had been directed, made enquiries with the Manager and told the appellant she 
was not required to work on the Monday.  The appellant was instructed to commence work on the following day being 
Tuesday, 7 June 2005.  The Industrial Magistrate held this was therefore the first day of the appellant’s employment. 
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The Notice of Appeal 
20 A notice of appeal was filed on 4 May 2006.  The notice of appeal did not comply with Regulations 102(2) and (13) of the 

Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 2005 in that it did not “clearly and concisely set out the grounds of appeal”.  
Instead, attached to the notice of appeal was a letter to the clerk of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court dated 4 May 2006.  This 
letter set out 15 numbered points (although there was no number 5).  These points were a combination of complaints about the 
decision of the Industrial Magistrate, statements about the evidence or other evidence which the appellant could present and 
comments on what the appellant had done or was proposing to do in proceeding with the appeal.  The 15 points are as follows, 
with minor spelling errors corrected: 

“1. Most of the evidence released to the court and respondent/s was not referred to. 
2. Records of employment as required under the Minimum Conditions of employment not 

available. 
3. The evidence of Ms Markovic I claim is faulty and that Wayne was at work on that day.  She did 

state that no records were kept of any work done nor hours worked. 
4. Evidence of the respondents continued activity in the sale of, rental of and development of 

residential properties has become further available (project engineering).  L.J. Hooker was 
cited by me as an industry area respondent and not listed by the Magistrate. 

6. Further evidence is that my skills/knowledge/qualification level called on by the employer are 
actually above the award cited or a combination of concurrent capacities at best. 

7. The employer has accepted the evidence of the Award cited and apparently also operating 
within at least one of the industry coverage areas, common rule. 

8. Records of payroll advice and of acceptance by the Financial Controller/Paymaster 
demonstrate I was employed as an employee. 

9. The advertisement indicates the indecision in regard to the range or amount of work available, 
reinforced by P. Evett on oath statement of such and his lack of knowledge on the work I 
undertook. 

10. I present also a range of common rule awards for some of my skills wage. 
11. The employer admitted that some form of training to heighten my qualification level had been 

an expectation of the employment. 
12. The employment was part-time under the award, minimum conditions and is agreed was 

partially sold to another company, thus indeed being of a short term nature, not advised at 
employment stage. 

13. I enclose a copy of the reasons for decision, comments in dispute marked with annotation, 
9 pages attached. 

14. I will also seek to utilise the evidence of my letters and Statutory Declarations received by you, 
at trial. 

15. All unused unconsidered documents listed in 13th April trial.” 
Analysis of the Appeal 
21 As listed above the first point in the letter to the clerk of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court is that most of the evidence released 

to the court was not referred to in the reasons for decision.  During the hearing of the appeal, the appellant elaborated that this 
referred to approximately 400 pages of documents which were filed by the appellant either with her application to the court or 
prior to the hearing before the court.  The Industrial Magistrate in his reasons did not refer to these documents other than to say 
that voluminous “copies of correspondence passing between the Claimant and the Department of Consumer and Employment 
Protection, together with other documents, were attached to the Originating Claim Form”.  The appellant argued that to not 
otherwise refer to these documents showed the Industrial Magistrate had made an error in reaching the decision he did. 

22 These documents were not however received into evidence at the hearing before the Industrial Magistrate.  There was only one 
exhibit which was received by the court.  This was the advertisement for the position which the appellant applied for with the 
respondent.  Additionally, the appellant did not either during her evidence or submissions to the Industrial Magistrate make 
any relevant reference to these documents and indicate how they assisted her claim.   

23 In my opinion, the Industrial Magistrate did not make any error of law or procedure in failing to make any additional reference 
to these documents.  Also the appellant was unable to explain to the Full Bench with any persuasiveness how reference to these 
documents would have established her claim before the Industrial Magistrate. 

24 At the commencement of the hearing, the Industrial Magistrate explained to the parties the procedure which would apply.  This 
included the following:- 

“The claimant will go first in this matter.  The claimant is entitled to give evidence herself and call any 
witnesses that she may have in relation to the matter.  The claimant will make her way to the witness-
box; take the oath or the affirmation as the case may be and she can all [sic] the relevant evidence that 
she wants to give in relation to the matter.”  (T6). 

25 The Industrial Magistrate then explained procedures relevant to cross-examination, the presentation of the respondent’s case 
and the making of submissions. 
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26 The Industrial Magistrate then explained to the appellant that because she was alleging in part a breach of the Award “she has 
certain onuses resting upon her”.  (T7).  The Industrial Magistrate said that these were the establishment of the existence of the 
Award, the employer being bound by the Award, that she was employed in a classification under the Award and that she was a 
person who is an employee within the meaning of s7(1) of the Act.  The Industrial Magistrate said he was mentioning this so 
the appellant was “aware of the things in part that she needs to prove in relation to the claim”.  (T7).  The Industrial 
Magistrate made a few other comments on what the appellant needed to prove and then asked whether either party had any 
question about the “process or the procedure before I commence the hearing”.  The parties indicated that they did not.  (T8). 

27 The Industrial Magistrate then obtained confirmation from the appellant that she wished to give evidence and asked her to 
make her way to the witness box.  The appellant then commenced making submissions.  It seems that this was from the bar 
table.  The Industrial Magistrate explained to the appellant that she could make submissions later but at the present point in 
time “you need to call evidence or give evidence in this matter which would establish your claim.  The evidence that I will 
receive is that given under oath or affirmation”.  (T8).  The Industrial Magistrate explained that what was said at the bar table 
was not evidence and could not be taken into account in consideration of the matter.  The Industrial Magistrate asked whether 
the appellant understood and she replied “Yes. I think so”.  (T8).  The appellant then said that she had been told certain things 
by “Wage Line”.  The Industrial Magistrate said that he could not receive comments concerning what the appellant may have 
been told by a third party.  (T8).  There was some discussion about this and the Industrial Magistrate said all he could “do is 
explain to you the process and the procedure”. (T9). The Industrial Magistrate said: “The rest is up to you”. (T9).  The 
appellant then said: “Well I - - I don’t understand what it is I have to do now”. (T9). The Industrial Magistrate said he could not 
be her lawyer and “tell you what evidence you should be giving in relation to this matter”. The Industrial Magistrate reiterated 
that he could just explain the process. The appellant then proceeded to provide information about the position which had been 
advertised and her alleged non payment. This prompted another discussion with the Industrial Magistrate about his role and 
that it was up to the appellant to give evidence to support her case.  

28 After some further discussion about the appellant’s claim the Industrial Magistrate confirmed that the appellant wished to give 
evidence and she was then requested to make her way to the witness box.  The appellant asked, “do I need all my bits and 
pieces”.  (T12).  This was apparently a reference to at least some of the documents, copies of which had been filed with the 
court.  The Industrial Magistrate said that the appellant should “take whatever you feel is necessary”.  (T12). 

29 At the commencement of her evidence, the appellant referred to the job advertisement.  She referred to this as being her “folio 
69”.  (T13).  The Industrial Magistrate clarified the appellant’s evidence about the advertisement and then asked whether she 
had a copy of it.  The appellant answered affirmatively and the Industrial Magistrate asked whether she wished to produce it.  
The appellant answered “yes” and then provided a copy of the document to the court.  The Industrial Magistrate then said that 
he would mark the document as exhibit 1.  (T13).  As stated earlier, this was the only exhibit received by the court during this 
hearing. 

30 Later, during the appellant’s evidence in chief, there was discussion between the appellant and the Industrial Magistrate about 
the Award.  The appellant did not have a complete copy of the Award available to tender.  There was discussion, which also 
involved the representative of the respondent, about whether the existence of the Award was disputed.  At one point the 
Industrial Magistrate said that the “claimant is required to produce a copy of the Award to prove its existence”.  (T21).  After 
further discussions, the respondent’s representative said that he would not dispute the existence of the Award.  Accordingly, 
the Industrial Magistrate returned the copy of extracts of the Award which had been given to him by the appellant and noted 
the concession of the existence of the Award.  (T23). 

31 At the conclusion of the evidence in chief which the appellant gave, the Industrial Magistrate asked her whether there was “any 
other evidence that you believe is relevant to this case or any aspect of it that you want to give that has not been mentioned so 
far”.  The appellant said, “I don’t think so.  No”.  (T28).  The appellant was then cross-examined by the respondent’s 
representative.  

32 During her cross-examination, the respondent’s representative asked the appellant about the contents of a letter which had been 
written by the respondent’s “payroll mistress”.  (T33).  Although this questioning was permitted, the Industrial Magistrate 
returned the letter to the respondent’s representative saying that “unless the author of that letter is here to give evidence 
concerning it, it can’t be introduced into evidence”.  (T34). 

33 There was no other relevant reference to documents during the course of the hearing.  In my opinion, on the basis of what 
happened at the hearing, it ought to have been plain to the appellant if she wished the Industrial Magistrate to take into account 
documents which she thought were relevant, they had to be tendered as exhibits.  This did not occur with respect to the 
approximately 400 pages of documents which the appellant referred to during the hearing of the appeal.  At one point during 
the hearing of the appeal the appellant accepted that she had in effect acted upon the mistaken assumption that these documents 
would be taken into account by the Industrial Magistrate.   

34 In my opinion, as stated, it has not been established that there was any error made by the Industrial Magistrate in failing to 
refer to these documents, other than the extent to which he did in his reasons.   

35 A number of the points made in the letter to the clerk of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court which accompanied the notice of 
appeal simply contain assertions or statements which could not lead to the appeal succeeding.  The points numbered 2, 6, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 are of this character. 

36 The point numbered 3 is about the evidence of Ms Markovic.  As set out earlier, the Industrial Magistrate accepted her 
evidence with respect to the appellant not being at work 20 June 2005.  The Industrial Magistrate said in his reasons that 
“Ms Markovic was a credible and reliable witness who was able to explain with a degree of particularity why it is why she 
recalls the particular day.  Indeed her evidence is consistent with Mr Evett relating to his absence on that day”.  (Page 9).  In 
my opinion, the Industrial Magistrate was entitled to make these observations about the evidence of Ms Markovic and accept 
her evidence on the basis indicated.  In my opinion, no appealable error has been shown. 
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37 Point 4 relates to evidence of the respondent’s activities becoming “further available”.  As explained to the appellant during 
the course of the hearing of the appeal, the Full Bench cannot ordinarily receive evidence of this type which has come into 
existence after the hearing.  In part this is because the evidence is not relevant to establish what the appellant was doing in June 
2005. 

38 Point 4 also refers to the appellant saying at trial that “LJ Hooker” was an “industry” similar to that which the respondent was 
engaged in.  “LJ Hooker” was mentioned by the appellant during her evidence at the hearing.  (T24).  It was presumably 
mentioned because LJ Hooker Ltd appears as a named respondent to the Award under the heading “Hotel, Business Brokers 
and/or Agents”.  The Industrial Magistrate referred in general terms to the evidence of the appellant that the respondent could 
be said to operate within any one of the industries which he listed in his reasons.  However the Industrial Magistrate said he did 
not accept this evidence.  In my opinion, there was no error committed by the Industrial Magistrate in not further referring to 
the evidence of the respondent about LJ Hooker Ltd.  There was no evidence which would support a conclusion that the 
respondent engaged in the industry of Hotel, Business Brokers and/or Agents.  

39 Point 7 asserts the employer accepted the existence of the Award and also that it operated within one of the industry coverage 
areas.  Whilst the first assertion contained in this point is correct, the second is not.  At no time during the hearing did the 
respondent accept that it was bound by the Award on the basis that it engaged in one of the industries covered by the Award. 

40 Point 8 of the letter relates to an assertion made by the appellant, during the hearing of the appeal, that the Industrial Magistrate 
had not found that she was employed as an employee by the respondent.  As discussed with the appellant during the hearing of 
the appeal, this involved a mistaken understanding of the reasons of the Industrial Magistrate.  The Industrial Magistrate did 
find the appellant was employed by the respondent but did not accept that the evidence established the Award applied to her 
employment. 

41 The remaining points made in the letter to the clerk of the Industrial Magistrate’s Court accompanying the notice of appeal 
have been covered in what I have stated earlier.   

42 During the hearing of the appeal, the appellant made a number of other points indicating she was aggrieved with the reasons 
for decision of the Industrial Magistrate, the evidence given on behalf of the respondent and her employment with the 
respondent generally.  None of these points made establish any appealable error having been made by the Industrial Magistrate 
in dismissing the application.  For example, the appellant asserted the respondent had not made payments to her for meal 
breaks in accordance with the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.  This Act does not however prescribe any requirement 
for an employer to make such payments.   

43 I have also reviewed the basis upon which the Industrial Magistrate found it had not been established that the appellant’s 
employment was bound by the Award. 

44 It is correct, as noted by the Industrial Magistrate, that there was a lack of evidence about the industry in which the respondent 
operated.  In my respectful opinion, the Industrial Magistrate was correct in saying there was no evidence which explained 
with any degree of clarity or objectivity, what the respondent did.  The Industrial Magistrate referred to the job advertisement 
and the evidence given by the appellant and Mr Evett that the respondent “manufactures demountable homes”.  As set out 
earlier, the Industrial Magistrate considered whether this evidence established the respondent was engaged in the industry of 
“Builders and/or Contractors”. 

45 The appellant gave evidence that the respondent was “constructing dwellings, moving dwellings and readying land for the 
construction upon it”.  (T23).  The appellant also said the respondent was engaged in the Building and/or Contractors industry 
“on the basis that I was told that the employees were in fact tradesmen and building tradesmen and they were providing the 
service for them as in work and clients. And putting them onto organisations that needed to maintain the dwellings of the 
tenants”. (T24). 

46 In Mr Evett’s evidence he said that the appellant’s role “was to take the warranty or maintenance calls and then jot them down 
…”.  Mr Evett then said that on this basis he would co-ordinate the maintenance people to do the appropriate work.  During his 
cross-examination Mr Evett said that, “we specialise in building park homes”.  (T43).  Later Mr Evett explained that part of the 
work which the appellant was engaged to do was to allow him to organise “maintenance guys” to go to people’s houses and 
“do that appropriate work”.  (T47).  In cross-examination Mr Evett was also asked whether the appellant was employed to be 
“involved in re-organising the actual building of the houses”.  Mr Evett answered “no, not re-organising the building of the 
houses”.  (T49).  His answer seems to contain an admission that the respondent was “building houses”.  Later Mr Evett again 
referred to houses being built and that the respondent did “3 month and 12 months’ maintenance as pretty much what you do in 
the basic building industry”.  (T50) 

47 In my opinion, this evidence, taken together provides some evidence that the respondent was engaged in the building industry.  
This is despite the fact that as noted by the Industrial Magistrate and already referred to, there was limited evidence of the 
industry within which the respondent operated.  It may be that the Industrial Magistrate was in error in not deciding that the 
evidence established the respondent was engaged within the “Builders and/or Contractors” industry covered by the Award.  In 
my opinion, however, it is not necessary to finally determine this issue.  This is because even if the evidence established the 
respondent was engaged within an industry set out in the schedule to the Award, the evidence before the Industrial Magistrate 
did not establish the appellant was employed in one of the clerical callings specified in the Award. 

48 As stated in clause 4, the Award only applied to workers “employed in the clerical callings” mentioned in the Award. 
49 During her submissions on the appeal, the appellant emphasised her qualifications.  However, as the Full Bench endeavoured 

to explain during the hearing, what mattered was not simply the qualifications and experience the appellant possessed but the 
way in which those qualifications and experience were used in the role she was working for the respondent.  As to this, as the 
Industrial Magistrate correctly identified, there was no evidence of any clarity.  From reading the transcript it appears that the 
appellant during her work with the respondent did some typing, received telephone calls from people requiring maintenance 
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and entered those details on a computer spread sheet and did some filing.  The nature of the typing and filing which the 
appellant did was not further elaborated on.   

50 Clause 11 of the Award sets out the “clerical callings” for the purpose of clause 4 of the Award.  Clause 11 sets out a 
classification structure involving a grading, with grade descriptors being set out.  Clause 11.1.1(a) provides that employees 
covered by the Award should be graded according to the grading structure set out in the clause.  Clause 11.1.1(b) provides that 
employees shall be graded at a level where the principal functions of their employment, as determined by the employer, 
requires the exercise of any one or more of the skill levels set out in the grade descriptors.  Clause 11.1.2 provides for a grading 
dispute settlement mechanism.  There is then set out classifications and wage rates varying from a grade 1 clerical assistant to a 
grade 6 administrative officer.  It was the appellant’s evidence was that she was employed “predominantly” as a grade 4.  
(T25). 

51 With respect to a Grade 4 clerical officer the Award in Clause 11.2.4 sets out the following descriptors: 
“11.2.4 (a) Employees in this grade perform clerical and office tasks using a more extensive 

range of skills and knowledge at a level higher than required in Grade 3. They are 
responsible and accountable for their own work, and exercise discretion and 
initiative in the organisation of work within prescribed limits. Supervision is 
limited. 

11.2.4 (b) Keyboard typing - skill level 3 
Format complex documents including technical data, technical language, tables, 
graphs, text design, indexing, variable type face; produce documents requiring 
specified form or to comply with regulations or standards. 

11.2.4 (c) Computer - skill level 3 
Apply knowledge of intermediate functions to manipulate data, i.e. modify fields of 
information, develop new basic databases or spreadsheet models; spreadsheet, 
perform reconciliation.  

11.2.4 (d) Word processing - skill level 2 
Use one or more software packages to apply advanced functions such as text 
columns, money columns, tables, e.g. to produce financial statements, printed 
forms, sorting, boxes, create displays of charts or graphs in report format, select 
style sheets appropriate to final presentation. 

11.2.4 (e) Secretarial - skill level 2 
Take shorthand notes at 100 words per minute and transcribe at 95% accuracy; 
manage executive appointments; respond to invitations; organise internal meetings 
on behalf of executive; establish and maintain reference lists/personal contact 
systems for executives. 

11.2.4(f) Enterprise/industry, specialist skills - skill level 4 
Provide detailed advice and information on the organisation's products and 
services; respond to client/public/supplier and internal organisation inquiries, 
within own function area, using such techniques as personal interview and liaison; 
explain organisation's viewpoint to clients and appropriate persons; using 
knowledge of internal/external regulatory requirements related to own function 
area. Acquire and use specialist vocabulary, i.e. technical/medical/legal within the 
scope of this grade. 

11.2.4 (g) Information handling skills - skill level 4 
Create new forms of files and records as required using computer-based records 
systems; e.g. customer/client/supplier and subscription lists.  Access, identify, and 
extract information as required from external sources, e.g. databases, libraries, 
local authorities. 

11.2.4 (h) Business/financial skills - skill level 3 
Prepare cash payment summaries and banking reports; apply purchasing and 
inventory control requirements; reconcile debtors, creditors and general ledger 
accounts to balance; follow-up unpaid accounts by telephone liaison/interview, 
prepare documentation on overdue accounts for senior officers or referral to debt 
recovery processes; calculate wage and salary requirements including tax, 
superannuation and other deductions and transfer payments for authorisation; 
calculate stock valuations; prepare bank reconciliation; calculate costing using 
established formulae for all inputs and margins. 

11.2.4 (i)  Supervisory - skill level 1 
Allocate work tasks to individuals, check work progress and correct errors.” 

52 There was no evidence before the Industrial Magistrate which established that the appellant was engaged in any of these 
capacities.  In general terms a level 4 clerical officer involves a fairly high level of clerical duties, responsibilities and 
proficiency.  The evidence did not establish the appellant was a grade 4 clerical officer when employed by the respondent.   
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53 In my opinion, for this reason the Industrial Magistrate was correct to dismiss the claim before him insofar as it was based 
upon an alleged breach of the Award. 

54 Furthermore, it should be noted that as at the time when the appellant was employed by the respondent, a grade 4 clerical 
officer had an award rate of $589 per week.  This was for a 38 hour week (clause 7 of the Award).  This would provide an 
hourly rate for a grade 4 clerical officer of $15.50.  The evidence of both the appellant and the respondent was that the 
appellant was to be paid at the rate of $16 per hour when employed by the respondent.  (T18, 36).  Payment at this rate would 
therefore have been above the Award in any event. 

55 I have also considered the reasons of the Industrial Magistrate in dismissing the appellant’s claim for non-payment on 6 June 
2005.  In my opinion, no appealable error is present in the Industrial Magistrate’s reasoning and conclusion on this issue.  The 
same is so with respect to the claim based on the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.   

Conclusion 
56 In my opinion it has not been established that the Industrial Magistrate made any error in dismissing the application which 

ought to lead to the appeal being allowed.  Accordingly, the appeal should be dismissed. 
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER: 
57 The appellant appeals pursuant to s 84 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) against a decision of the Industrial 

Magistrate's Court dismissing her complaints that the respondent had failed to comply with the Clerks (Commercial, Social 
and Professional Services) Award No 14 of 1972 (“the Award”) and the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (“the 
MCE Act”).  The learned Industrial Magistrate dismissed the appellant's complaints in relation to the Award on the basis that 
the appellant had not proved that the respondent was bound by it and nor had the appellant in any event, established she was 
employed in a classification contained in it.  The appellant's claim under the MCE Act failed because the learned Industrial 
Magistrate was not satisfied that she had established any failure to comply with that legislation.  There was a further complaint 
that the appellant had not been paid for a particular day's work on 20 June 2005, which complaint also failed because the 
learned Industrial Magistrate accepted the respondent's evidence over that of the appellant. 

58 The appellant's notice of appeal contained some 15 short paragraphs which did not comply with the requirements for the 
lodgement of appeals to the Full Bench under the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 2005.  Despite this, from the 
submissions made by the appellant to the Full Bench on the hearing of the appeal, I understood the appellant's complaints to 
fall within three broad strands.  The first was that the learned Industrial Magistrate should have had regard to a volume of 
documents that the appellant filed with the Industrial Magistrate's Court in connection with the commencement of the 
proceedings at first instance.  The second strand of argument was directed to the application of the Award to the respondent's 
business and the appellant's employment in particular.  The third strand to the appellant's submissions appeared to be related to 
her complaint that she should have been paid for the day of 20 June 2005 and that the respondent's evidence on this matter 
should not have been accepted. 

The Documents 
59 The appellant in her oral submissions and in par 1 of what purported to be a notice of appeal, referred to a complaint that “Most 

of the evidence released to the court and respondent/s was NOT referred to.”  I understand this to relate to a large volume of 
documents that were filed at various times in the proceedings at first instance.  It seemed from the appellant’s submissions that 
she assumed, in retrospect erroneously, that the filing of the documents with the Industrial Magistrate's Court meant that all of 
those documents would be in evidence in the proceedings and upon which reliance could be placed by the appellant.  As the 
record reflects, only one document, that being the initial advertisement for the position the appellant obtained with the 
respondent, was formally tendered in evidence. 

60 For the following reasons, I am not persuaded that the appellant's complaints in this regard are made out. 
61 As both the appellant and the respondent were unrepresented in the proceedings at first instance, the learned Industrial 

Magistrate at T6-7 set out at some length, the procedure the court would adopt in hearing the appellant's claims.  Additionally, 
at T7, the learned Industrial Magistrate advised the appellant what she was required to prove on the balance of probabilities, in 
order to make good her claims.  In particular, at T8, 9, 10, 12 and 13, the learned Industrial Magistrate, at various stages of 
exchanges between himself and the appellant, emphasised that it was for her to call whatever evidence she wished to call to 
establish her claims including taking whatever she felt was necessary with her into the witness box for this purpose. 

62 It is trite to observe that it was not for the learned Industrial Magistrate to prove the appellant's claims for her.  He could 
properly do no more than advise both parties of the procedure that he proposed to adopt and to invite any questions which in 
this case there were none.  The learned Industrial Magistrate, in my opinion, within the bounds of giving whatever procedural 
assistance he could to unrepresented parties, afforded the appellant every opportunity of putting her case as she saw fit.  It was 
for her to familiarise herself with what she was required to establish to make out her case.   I am not persuaded that there was 
any appealable error at first instance in this regard. 

Did the Award Apply? 
63 The decision from which the appellant appeals, was not a discretionary decision in the terms of House v R (1936) 55 CLR 499.  

It was necessary for the appellant to establish as a matter of fact, a number of elements in order for her complaints to succeed.  
Indeed, as noted above, the learned Industrial Magistrate at T7-8 explained to the appellant what she was required to establish 
in this regard.  That was that the applicant was an employee for the purposes of s 7 of the Act; that the respondent was bound 
by the Award; and that the applicant was employed in a classification contained within the Award.  I would add that of course 
having established these matters, it would then be necessary for the appellant to establish that the contraventions or failures to 
comply with the Award were made out.  It was also incumbent on the appellant to establish that the respondent had breached 
the MCE Act in the manner complained of. 
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64 In this case, the appellant's case at first instance fell at the first hurdle.  The learned Industrial Magistrate was not satisfied that 
the appellant had established that the respondent was bound by the Award and alternatively even if it was, then the appellant 
had failed to establish she was employed in a classification covered by the Award. 

65 It was clear at first instance that whilst the respondent was prepared to concede the existence of the Award, as opposed to 
formally proving it, by, for example, producing a copy of the Award as published in the Western Australian Industrial Gazette 
(see s 105 Act), no concession was made by the respondent that it was bound by the Award.  Therefore, the onus fell on the 
appellant to establish this on the balance of probabilities.  By s 37(1) of the Act, an award has effect according to its terms, but 
will otherwise bind employees employed in classifications mentioned in an award in the industry or industries to which the 
award applies.  Furthermore, an award will apply to all employers employing such employees by “common rule”.   

66 In this case it was necessary for the appellant to establish the industry to which the Award applies and that the respondent was 
engaged in it.  The resolution of that issue generally depends upon the type of scope clause in the relevant award under 
consideration.  In this case, the Award by clause 4 - Scope provides that it “shall apply to all workers employed in the clerical 
callings mentioned herein (including telephone attendants and messengers where such worker does clerical work) by those 
employers named and engaged in the industry set out in Schedule “A” hereto...”   

67 This is a case where the relevant award specifies the actual industry or industries to which it applies.  Therefore, the 
observations of the Industrial Appeal Court in R J Donovan and Associates Pty Ltd v FCU (1977) 57 WAIG 1317 have 
application.  In this case, Burt CJ said at 1318: 

“The Award in my opinion relates to each of the industries “set out” by description in the schedule.  
Hence for present purposes the question simply was whether the appellant employed the named worker 
in the “Business Consultants and/or Industrial and/or Management” industry.  The named employers 
under each industry as described in the schedule are no doubt intended to be within and perhaps to be 
fairly representative of that industry but in my opinion the industry to which the Award relates is to be 
ascertained by the words used to describe it and not by entering upon an inquiry as to the common 
object in the sense of Parker’s case sought to be attained by any named respondent and the workers 
employed by it.”  

68 Furthermore, it is also well settled that in interpreting an award, the principles applicable generally to the interpretation of 
written instruments have application, that being to consider the language of the award, read in its ordinary and natural sense: 
Norwest Beef Industries Ltd v WA Branch, Australasian Meat Industry Employee's Union (1980) 64 WAIG 2124. 

69 The learned Industrial Magistrate concluded at first instance that of the 13 industries suggested by the appellant as being 
applicable to the respondent, the industry of “Builders and/or Contractors” would be the most apposite.  However, he was not 
satisfied on what was before him, given the nature of the evidence as to what the respondent's business was, that it fell within 
this industry description.  The learned Industrial Magistrate concluded that from evidence given by the appellant and by Mr 
Evett of the respondent, the respondent was engaged in the business of manufacturing demountable homes.   His Honour was 
not able to conclude with any certainty however whether that type of work fell within the industry of “Builders and/or 
Contractors”. 

70 At T43, 49 and 50 there was evidence to the effect that the respondent specialises in building park homes and also it seems, 
performs periodic maintenance work on them once constructed.  As the learned Industrial Magistrate concluded, the evidence 
on this issue was indeed brief.  However, although brief, in my opinion, for the following reasons, such evidence was sufficient 
to establish that the respondent was engaged in the industry of “Builders and/or Contractors” for the purposes of the Award. 

71 This industry description in the Award requires a consideration of the ordinary and natural meaning of these words as 
descriptive of an industry.  I consider reference to “Contractors”, given other such references in Schedule A to the Award, 
should be read as being confined to those providing contractor services to the industry of “Builders”.  By s 7 of the Act, 
“industry” is defined to include relevantly any “business, trade, manufacture, undertaking, or calling of employers;...any 
calling, service, employment, handicraft, or occupation or location of employees.” 

72 According to the Shorter Oxford Dictionary “Builder” is defined to include “One who builds”.  Similarly, “Build” is defined to 
include “1.To construct for a dwelling. Hence, To erect, construct; whence, To construct by fitting together of separate parts.  
2. To erect a building or buildings...” 

73 In my opinion, on the evidence at first instance, it was open to conclude that the respondent did build structures which would 
include ordinarily that described as a “building” and the respondent therefore is engaged in the industry of “Builders”.  The 
fact that a building once fabricated is not a permanent structure and may be moved is not fatal to its description as a “building”: 
The Australian Builders Labourers Federated Union of Workers Western Australian Branch v Heyring Pty Ltd (1988) 68 
WAIG 683. 

74 Even though the Award should have been held to apply to the respondent's business, the learned Industrial Magistrate correctly 
concluded in my view, that the appellant had failed to establish that her duties performed for the respondent brought her within 
a classification covered by the Award.  Whilst it was not clear, it appeared that at first instance the appellant argued that she 
was classified as either a Grade 4 - Clerical Officer or a Grade 5 - Clerical Officer under the Award.  The advertisement 
tendered in evidence described the position advertised by the respondent as “Admin Maintenance Coord” and described the 
position variously in terms of “customer service, admin clerk, maintenance scheduler...” 

75 By clause 11.1 employees covered by the Award are to be graded according to the classification structure set out.  In order to 
be graded at a particular level, the principal functions of an employee's employment require the exercise of any one or more of 
the various skill levels set out in the grade descriptions.  The relevant grade level Grade 4 requires a person to be responsible 
and accountable in their work and to exercise discretion and initiative with limited supervision.  The skills required to 
particular levels set out include keyboard typing; computer skills; word processing; secretarial; enterprise/industry specialist 
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skills; information handling skills; business/financial skills; and supervisory.  Therefore, the appellant was required to establish 
on the balance of probabilities that she performed one or more of these skills in her position.   

76 The learned Industrial Magistrate concluded that the appellant's evidence concerning what she was required to do as a part of 
her job was difficult to discern.  On a fair reading of the transcript such a conclusion was reasonably open in my view.  Much 
of the appellant's evidence at first instance and indeed her submissions on this appeal, tended to focus on what she considered 
she could do and her qualifications, rather than on the work she actually performed for the respondent.  The only direct 
evidence from the appellant as to what she actually did whilst employed at the respondent appears to be at T25 when she 
referred to “Its fluctuated all over the place, from carrying boxes of files down to the back of the factory to supporting the 
manager in his work and answering his emails.”  There was also some evidence from Mr Evett in cross-examination that the 
appellant was engaged in some filing work and some data entry work on the computer but the respondent considered the 
appellant's computing skills were not particularly strong.  Otherwise there was very little evidence and what evidence there 
was, did not on balance, establish that the appellant was engaged as either a Grade 4 or Grade 5 Clerical Officer under the 
Award. 

Other Matters 
77 The appellant complained that the learned Industrial Magistrate erred in accepting evidence on behalf of the respondent, to the 

effect that the appellant was not present at work on 20 June 2005.  The learned Industrial Magistrate found Ms Markovic, who 
gave evidence on this issue, to be a credible and reliable witness who was able to explain in some detail her memory of the 
events on that day.  Her evidence was also consistent with that of Mr Evett on the same issue.  The appellant has not 
established any error in His Honour’s acceptance of Ms Markovic's evidence on this issue and her complaint in this regard 
cannot succeed. 

78 Finally, as to the allegations of a breach of the MCE Act, there was nothing before the learned Industrial Magistrate to 
establish any breach of this legislation and the appellant's claims in this regard are not made out either. 

79 For the foregoing reasons the appeal should be dismissed.  
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN: 
80 I have had the advantage of reading in draft form the reasons for decision of His Honour the Acting President.  I agree with 

him in the conclusions he has reached and have nothing further to add. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05333 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES ANN MARY MORRIS 
APPELLANT 

-and- 
FLEETWOOD DURABUILT PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 

DATE WEDNESDAY, 23 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO/S FBA 13 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05333 
 
Decision Appeal dismissed 
Appearances 
Appellant Ms A M Morris 
Respondent Mr M Richards 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 15 August 2006, and having heard Ms A M Morris on her own 
behalf, and Mr M Richards on behalf of the respondent, and reasons for decision having been delivered on 23 August 2006, it is this 
day, 23 August 2006, ordered that appeal No FBA 13 of 2006 is dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 
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FULL BENCH—Procedural Directions and Orders— 

2005 WAIRC 02705 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES MARY ABBOTT-ETHERINGTON 
APPELLANT 

-and- 
AUTO GROUP AUCTIONS (WA) PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER A R BEECH 
COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 

DATE THURSDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER 2005 
FILE NO/S FBA 5 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 02705 
 
Decision Appeal adjourned. 
Appearances 
Appellant Dealt with on the papers 
Respondent Dealt with on the papers 
 

Order 
The Notice of Hearing of the appeal herein having been forwarded to the parties on the 19th day of July 2005 giving notice of 
hearing of the appeal for the 10th day of October 2005, and the Full Bench on its own motion, having proposed the vacating of the 
said hearing date due to the likelihood that a Full Bench would not be available to sit on that date in a letter forwarded to both the 
above-named appellant and respondent dated 14th day of September 2005, and the matter having been determined on the papers, it 
is this day, the 22nd September 2005, ordered as follows:- 

THAT the 10th day of October 2005, the date listed as the hearing date of the appeal, be and is hereby 
vacated and the appeal is adjourned to a date to be fixed thereafter by the Full Bench when the same is able 
to be constituted. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

2005 WAIRC 03337 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES MARY ABBOTT-ETHERINGTON 
APPELLANT 

-v- 
AUTO GROUP AUCTIONS (WA) PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 

DATE FRIDAY, 16 DECEMBER 2005 
FILE NO/S FBA 5 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 03337 
 
Decision Appeal adjourned. 
Appearances 
Appellant Ms M Abbott-Etherington 
Respondent Ms K Reid (of Counsel), by leave 
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Order 
This appeal having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 16 December 2005, and having heard Ms M Abbott-Etherington 
on her own behalf, and Ms K Reid (of Counsel), by leave on behalf of the respondent, it is this day, 16 December 2005, ordered 
that the hearing and determination of the appeal herein be adjourned to a date to be fixed. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

2006 WAIRC 03992 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES MARY ABBOTT-ETHERINGTON 
APPELLANT 

-and- 
AUTO GROUP AUCTIONS (WA) PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 

DATE MONDAY, 20 MARCH 2006 
FILE NO/S FBA 5 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03992 
 

Decision Appeal adjourned sine die 
 

Order 
This matter having been listed for hearing before the Full Bench on 21 March 2006 and having received letters dated 17 March 
2006 from Mr L Margaretic (of Counsel) on behalf of the appellant and 20 March 2006 from Mr S J Parbery and Mr M J Robinson, 
joint administrators, for the respondent, it is this day, 20 March 2006, ordered that appeal No FBA 5 of 2005 be adjourned sine die. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

2006 WAIRC 04057 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES SKILLED RAIL SERVICES PTY LTD 
APPELLANT 

-and- 
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 

DATE MONDAY, 27 MARCH 2006 
FILE NO/S FBA 20 OF 2005, FBA 24 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 04057 
 

Decision  Appeals dismissed 
Appearances 
Appellant Mr J Blackburn (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave 
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Order 
These matters having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 24 March 2006, and having heard Mr J Blackburn (of Counsel), 
by leave, on behalf of the appellant, and Mr D H Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, and having given 
reasons for decision at the hearing, it is this day, 27 March 2006, ordered that appeal Nos FBA 20 and 24 of 2005 are dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05303 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES JOHN MICHAEL UDALL 
APPELLANT 

-and- 
SHARON ANN FAULKNER AND BASIL HECTOR FAULKNER T/A AAC PROCESS 
SERVERS AND AS BOUVARD COLLECTION AGENTS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 

DATE MONDAY, 21 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO/S FBA 12 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05303 
 
Decision Appeal dismissed 
Appearances 
Appellant Mr R Bower (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Mr D Howlett (of Counsel), by leave 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 21 August 2006, and having heard Mr R Bower (of Counsel), by 
leave, on behalf of the appellant, and Mr D Howlett (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, it is this day, 21 August 
2006, ordered that appeal No FBA 12 of 2006 is dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

PRESIDENT—Matters dealt with— 

2006 WAIRC 05360 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES LOVES BUS AND TAXI SERVICE 
APPLICANT 

-and- 
LEO VICTOR ZUCCHIATTI 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
HEARD FRIDAY, 4 AUGUST 2006 
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 30 AUGUST 2006  
FILE NO. PRES 6 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05360 
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CatchWords Industrial Law (WA) – Application to stay operation of an order made by Commission – Stay of 
Order principles – Opposition to stay by respondent – Circumstances supporting not granting a stay – 
Application dismissed – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (as amended), s49(11), s49 

Decision Application dismissed 
Appearances 
Applicant Mr R Gifford, as agent 
Respondent Mr L Zucchiatti 
 

Reasons for Decision 
(Ex tempore, edited from the transcript) 

THE ACTING PRESIDENT: 
1 Before me today is an application which is brought pursuant to s49(11) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (as 

amended) (the Act).  This subsection provides that at any time after an appeal to the Full Bench has been instituted under this 
section, a person who has sufficient interest may apply to the Commission for an order that the operation of the decision 
appealed against be stayed wholly or in part pending the hearing and determination of the appeal. 

2  In this matter, the applicant is the appellant in an appeal which has been filed with the Commission, which has been given 
number FBA 25 of 2006.  The appellant, who is the applicant in the stay proceedings, was the respondent to an application to 
the Commission at first instance, which was numbered application 816 of 2005.  

3 In those proceedings the Commission, by order dated 28 June 2006, made three orders and it is the third of those orders which 
causes concern to the applicant today.  The third of those orders was that the present applicant “do pay within seven days, as 
and by way of compensation, the amount of $11,739.91 to the present respondent, less any taxation that may be payable to the 
Commissioner of Taxation.”  

4 As stated, an appeal has been filed against that order, and that was on 19 July 2006.  The present stay application was filed on 
25 July 2006.  

5 I note in relation to the order against which a stay is sought that the amount was required to be paid within seven days.  I also 
take it from the discussion with the respondent today and the representative of the applicant that that money has not been paid.  
There may be an issue as to whether one has the power to order the stay of an order where the time within which that order 
needs to be complied with has passed, but for present purposes I will assume that I retain the jurisdiction to order a stay of the 
order under s49(11) of the Act.  

6 The requirements of s49(11) are first of all that an appeal must be instituted to the Full Bench under s49.  I am satisfied that 
has occurred. I have already made mention of the appeal which has been filed.  Secondly, the stay application must be filed by 
a person who has a sufficient interest to make the application.  Again, I am satisfied in this instance that the applicant, as the 
party against whom the order to pay was made, has sufficient interest to make the application for the stay.  

7 One then turns to the issue as to whether a stay ought to be granted or not.  It is recognised that the grant of a stay is a 
discretionary decision depending upon various principles which have been expressed in cases which I will make reference to in 
a moment.  

8 A schedule to the application for the stay sets out the grounds in support of the granting of the stay.  The first of those grounds, 
in summary, is that the grounds of appeal when properly considered have a fair prospect of success.  The second ground in 
support of the stay asserts that the balance of convenience favours the granting of the stay.  

9 There are two reasons set out for this.  The first is that the respondent employee has demonstrated a capacity to continue to 
financially sustain himself, from conducting his own handyman business and from continuing to utilise Centrelink during 
certain periods as necessary.  

10 Secondly, ground two states:- 
“In the event of the monies being paid to the respondent, then followed by the appeal being upheld 
requiring the payment of the monies: (1) there is a genuine risk that the monies would not be repaid by 
the respondent; (2) the monies actually paid to the Australian Taxation Office as also required by the 
order may be difficult to recover by the appellant with the respondent no longer an employee.” 

11 The grounds for granting the stay state as a third matter that:- 
“In the alternative, the applicant proposes that the monies be paid into a trust fund capable of enabling 
the funds to be drawn upon by both parties.” 

12 The application and the schedule were served upon the respondent.  He provided an answer to the schedule in the form of a 
letter directed to my chambers and dated the 2 August 2006.  This letter was also served upon the applicant to these 
proceedings.  The letter confirmed that the respondent opposes the application for the stay.  Then the letter states the following: 
- 

“I can financially sustain myself. I have worked all of my life since the age of 14, but the loss of income 
from Loves Bus Services due to no fault of my own has placed a heavy burden on my ability to look 
after my family.  In 2005 I had earned $29,970 working for Loves Bus Services.  This year my earnings 
were a mere $12,297 with mortgage payments of $700 per month.  I disagree with Mr Gifford, [who is 
the applicant’s agent] if the stay is rejected the compensation monies would not disappear.  I would use 
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this money sparingly and only when needed.  There is no risk at all regarding monies to be repaid to 
the applicant if they succeed with the appeal.  Commissioner Wood did state that he would believe my 
testimony.” 

13 The balance of the letter questions whether and why monies would need to be paid to the Australian Taxation Office, and also 
opposes the monies being paid into a trust fund since, as the respondent states, Commissioner Wood found that he had been 
harshly dismissed.  

14 The letter in answer to the application concludes that it would be proper if the monies were paid directly to him as he is the one 
who is required to be compensated by the order of Commissioner Wood.  

15 There was no evidence put before the Commission today by way of affidavit or other evidence of that type.  
16 In relation to the principles in relation to the making of an order of a stay, I have made some reference to that earlier.  I gave 

greater consideration to that issue in the decision of John Holland Group Pty Ltd v Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy 
Union of Workers (2005) 85 WAIG 3918.  That decision was referred to by Mr Gifford in his submissions to me and it was not 
suggested that I apply any different principles in considering the application today.  

17 In the John Holland decision I set out the relevant principles in paragraphs [32] to [38] of the reasons for decision.  I do not 
propose to repeat those principles today, but it is those principles which I intend to apply in deciding this application.  The first 
point I would make about an application for a stay is that ordinarily a successful party at first instance is entitled to enjoy the 
fruits of their litigation.  In this instance that includes, of course, the compensation order that was made by the Commission at 
first instance.  

18 Secondly, in deciding whether to grant a stay, in my opinion the primary focus is upon the consequences of a stay being 
granted or not granted.  Where, for example, the absence of a stay would render the appeal nugatory or futile, special 
circumstances warranting the grant of a stay might well exist and it would then be necessary to consider matters such as the 
arguability of the appeal and the balance of convenience.  

19 In relation to the arguability of the appeal, Mr Gifford made some submissions on that issue.  However, I indicated to him that 
having read the notice of appeal and the reasons for decision of the Commission at first instance, I was prepared to assume, for 
the purposes of the present application, that the grounds of appeal were reasonably arguable and that if there was otherwise 
grounds supporting the stay then the arguability of the appeal would factor into that in a way which would support the 
applicant’s application.  

20 I would also emphasise, however, that ordinarily it is not appropriate to consider too closely the strength of the grounds of 
appeal.  The reasons for that I articulated in the John Holland decision.  Those reasons include the interlocutory nature of an 
application of this type, but also the fact that the appeal, when it is to be heard, will be heard by a Full Bench comprised of two 
other Commissioners and not just myself.  

21 In relation to the issue as to whether the appeal might be rendered nugatory if successful for the applicant, this focuses 
attention upon the matters referred to earlier in paragraph 2 of the schedule of the application.  The first of those is the fact that 
the applicant asserts the respondent has demonstrated a capacity to continue to financially sustain himself.  This point is agreed 
to by the respondent.   In relation to the present application it is not a matter which, in my opinion, would of itself support the 
granting of a stay, and this is because, as I have said, ordinarily the successful party at first instance is entitled to enjoy the 
fruits of that litigation.  

22 To obtain a stay an applicant has to do more than show that there would be some particular disadvantage for the respondent to 
the stay so that they are not to be given the fruits of their litigation at first instance.  

23 The second matter referred to in ground 2 to the schedule gets more to the point of the matter, in my opinion.  It refers to 
whether there is a genuine risk that the monies would not be repaid by the respondent.  In dealing with this matter, Mr Gifford 
frankly said that there was a concern expressed by the applicant in relation to these proceedings, but he indicated that he could 
not put it higher than a concern that the monies might not be repaid.  As Mr Gifford said, there is no specific evidence that 
provides greater information or knowledge to the applicant that there will be a risk that the monies will not be repaid.  

24 There was also some reference to the letter provided by the respondent, which I have referred to earlier, which provided, as Mr 
Gifford submitted, some measure of comfort to the applicant in relation to the respondent understanding his obligations if the 
appeal was successful and he was ordered to repay the money.  

25 Mr Gifford also explained that there was a concern of the applicant, particularly given the breakdown in the nature of the 
relationship between the respondent and the applicant, as evidenced at the trial at first instance, that the respondent may not 
have the proper interests of the applicant at heart and therefore not be inclined to repay the monies if the appeal was successful 
and that order was made by the Full Bench.  However, as indicated earlier, Mr Gifford said that the letter provided by the 
respondent in these stay proceedings did provide some measure of reassurance.  

26 In my opinion the position is as follows.  I think that the evidence before me does not establish that there is a sufficient 
likelihood of the appeal being rendered nugatory if the application is not granted.  There is insufficient evidence that the money 
will not be repaid so as to make nugatory the benefit of any appeal which may succeed on behalf of the applicant to these 
proceedings.  

27 I say this having regard to the lack of evidence of the respondent not being in a position to repay, and also the stated position of 
the respondent that he will be in a position to repay and he will repay those monies if required to do so by order of the Full 
Bench.  I take into account that the letter from the respondent is not evidence on oath, but also take into account that he is a 
man acting for himself and may not have appreciated that there could be some difference in the strength of evidence in terms 
of a letter provided to the Commission as opposed to an affidavit.  
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28 The next matter raised in ground 2 is with respect to the payment of monies to the Australian Taxation Office.  Mr Gifford’s 
submission on that was also expressed in the nature of a concern by the applicant.  The concern of the applicant is that an 
arrangement exists with the Australian Taxation Office for the recouping of income tax paid with respect to existing 
employees, but that Mr Gifford’s client is not aware of any system of repayment with respect to non-existing employees.  

29 There was no further evidence before me on this issue, and in particular no evidence of any inquiries of the Australian 
Taxation Office as to their position and as to how that money might be recovered if it was paid.  Accordingly, in relation to 
that matter I do not think it is an issue of sufficient strength to deny the respondent the fruits of the litigation which occurred at 
first instance.  

30 For these reasons therefore, I am not satisfied that it is appropriate to grant a stay to the applicant in this case.  The schedule to 
the application refers in paragraph 3, as I have mentioned, to the possibility of monies being paid into a trust fund.  In relation 
to that matter, as agreed by Mr Gifford, I would have to be first satisfied that it would be appropriate to order the stay and then 
I could consider the issue of ordering the stay on conditions which could include the setting up of some trust fund or other bank 
account.  In my opinion, however, as it has not been established that it is appropriate to order a stay, I need not further consider 
the alternative suggested in paragraph 3 of the schedule.  

31 Accordingly, for these reasons, in my opinion it is not appropriate to grant the stay application on the evidence before me, and 
the application will be dismissed.  

 

2006 WAIRC 05208 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES LOVES BUS AND TAXI SERVICE 
APPLICANT 

-and- 
LEO VICTOR ZUCCHIATTI 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
DATE MONDAY, 7 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO/S PRES 6 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05208 
 

Decision Application dismissed 
Appearances 
Applicant Mr R Gifford, as agent 
Respondent Mr L Zucchiatti 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before me on 4 August 2006, and having heard Mr R Gifford, as agent, on behalf of the 
applicant, and Mr L Zucchiatti, on his own behalf, and reasons for decision having been given orally, it is this day, 7 August 2006, 
ordered that application No PRES 6 of 2006 be dismissed. 

(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 
[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

PRESIDENT—Unions—Matters dealt with under Section 66— 

2006 WAIRC 04591 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES STEPHEN DARROW STACEY 
APPLICANT 

-and- 
CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
DATE THURSDAY, 22 JUNE 2006 
FILE NO/S PRES 5 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 04591 
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Decision Orders and directions. 
Appearances 
Applicant Mr D Howlett (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Mr P Fraser (of Counsel), by leave 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for a directions hearing before me on 22 June 2006, and having heard Mr D Howlett (of Counsel), by 
leave, on behalf of the applicant and Mr P Fraser (of Counsel), by leave on behalf of the respondent, it is, this day, 22 June 2006, 
ordered and directed as follows:- 

1. The applicant and respondent file and serve a list of all relevant documents (including notes, 
internal memoranda, minutes or other documents including documents created and/or stored on 
computer or electronic storage devices or transmitted by internet or e-mail by 14 July 2006. 

2. The parties do file any Statement of Agreed Facts by no later than 28 July 2006. 
3. The directions hearing be otherwise adjourned to 10.00 am on Friday, 4 August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 
[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05209 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES STEPHEN DARROW STACEY 
APPLICANT 

-and- 
THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
DATE MONDAY, 7 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO/S PRES 5 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05209 
 
Decision Order and directions 
Appearances 
Applicant Mr D Howlett (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Mr P Fraser (of Counsel), by leave 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for a directions hearing before me on 4 August 2006, and having heard Mr D Howlett (of Counsel), by 
leave, on behalf of the applicant, and Mr P Fraser (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, it is this day, 7 August 2006, 
ordered and directed as follows:- 

1. The directions hearing be adjourned to 10.00am on Friday, 1 September 2006. 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05375 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES STEPHEN DARROW STACEY 
APPLICANT 

-and- 
THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
DATE TUESDAY, 5 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO/S PRES 5 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05375 
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Decision Orders and directions 
Appearances 
Applicant Mr D Howlett (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Mr P Fraser (of Counsel), by leave 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before me on 1 September 2006, and having heard Mr D Howlett (of Counsel), by leave, on 
behalf of the applicant, and Mr P Fraser (of Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the respondent, it is this day, 5 September 2006, 
ordered and directed as follows:- 

1. Except where there is a summons to a person to appear and give evidence, evidence in chief is to be given 
by each witness providing a signed witness statement. 

2. The parties shall file and serve a list of proposed witnesses by 30 September 2006. 
3. Any person summonsed to give evidence shall give evidence viva voce. 
4. The applicant shall file and serve all witness statements on the respondent no later than 10 business days 

before the hearing. 
5. The respondent shall file and serve all witness statements on the applicant no later than five business days 

before the hearing. 
6. The parties shall file and serve on each other an outline of submissions, and a list of authorities, legislation 

or other materials to be referred to at the hearing by no later than five business days before the hearing. 
7. The parties are no later than five days before the hearing to file three copies of an agreed bundle of any 

documents which either party may wish to adduce. 
8. There be liberty to apply upon 48 hours notice. 
9. The hearing be listed for three days on dates to be fixed. 

(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 
[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR—Awards/Agreements—Variation of— 

2006 WAIRC 05287 
COUNTRY HIGH SCHOOL HOSTELS AUTHORITY RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE SUPERVISORY STAFF AWARD 

2005 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO P 19 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05287 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on behalf of the respondent, 
and by consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the Country High School Hostels Authority Residential College Supervisory Staff Award 2005 (No. PSAA 1 of 
2005) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of 
the first pay period commencing on or after the 15th day of August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 
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SCHEDULE 
Clause 24. – Removal Allowance: 

A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(1) When an employee is transferred to a new locality in the interests of the employer, or in the ordinary course of promotion 

or transfer, or on account of illness due to causes over which the employee has no control, the employee shall be 
reimbursed:  
(a) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance for the employee and dependants. 
(b) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an employee's household furniture effects and 

appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be approved by the 
employer in special cases. 

(c) An allowance of $525.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an employee is required to transport furniture, effects and appliances.  
Provided that the employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by 
the employee is at least $3,143.00. 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $167.00. 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the employee or the employee’s 
dependants for the purpose of household enjoyment. 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals or equine animals. 

B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Where an employee is transferred to Government owned or private rental accommodation, where furniture is provided, 

and as a consequence the employee is obliged to store furniture, the employee shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such 
storage up to a maximum allowance of $975.00 per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate 
insurance coverage of the value of the furniture stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period 
in excess of four (4) years without the approval of the employer.  

 

2006 WAIRC 05284 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT MINISTERIAL OFFICERS SALARIES ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 

1983 NO 5 OF 1983 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO P 16 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05284 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on behalf of the respondent, 
and by consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the Education Department Ministerial Officers Salaries Allowances and Conditions Award 1983, No. 5 of 1983 be 
varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after the 15th day of August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 
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SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 40. – Relieving Allowance:  Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(4) If an officer whose normal duties do not involve camp accommodation is required to relieve or perform special duty 

resulting in a stay at a camp, the officer shall be paid camping allowance for the duration of the period spent in camp, and 
in addition, shall be paid a lump sum of $157.00 to cover incidental personal expenses: Provided that an officer shall 
receive no more than one lump sum of $157.00 in any one period of three (3) years. 

2. Clause 41. – Removal Allowance:   
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(1) When an officer is transferred in the public interest, or in the ordinary course of promotion or transfer, or on account of 
illness due to causes over which the officer has no control, the officer shall be reimbursed:- 
(a) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance of the officer and dependants. 
(b) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an officer's household furniture effects and 

appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be approved by the 
Employer in special cases. 

(c) An allowance of $525.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an officer is required to transport his or her furniture, effects and appliances 
provided that the Employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by 
the officer is at least $3,143.00. 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $167.00. 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the officer or the officer's dependents for 
the purpose of household enjoyment. 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals or equine animals. 

B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Where an officer is transferred to government owned or private rental accommodation, where furniture is provided, and as 

a consequence the officer is obliged to store furniture, the officer shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage up to 
a maximum allowance of $975.00 per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate insurance 
coverage for the value of the furniture stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period in excess 
of four years without the approval of the employer. 

3. Schedule G - Overtime Allowance:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
PART I - OUT OF HOURS CONTACT  

Standby $6.89 per hour 
On Call $3.45 per hour 
Availability $1.72 per hour 

PART II - MEALS 
(Operative from first pay period commencing on and from 15 August 2006) 

Breakfast $8.60 per meal 
Lunch $10.60 per meal 
Evening Meal $12.70 per meal 
Supper $8.60 per meal 

 

2006 WAIRC 05286 
ELECTORATE OFFICERS AWARD 1986 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
THE HONOURABLE SPEAKER OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY AND ANOTHER 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO P 18 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05286 
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Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the Electorate Officers Award 1986 (No. A 18 of 1986) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and 
that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 15th day of 
August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
Clause 38. – Removal Allowance:  Delete subclause (1)(d) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $167.00. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05281 
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES, ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 1989 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
ANIMAL RESOURCES AUTHORITY AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO P 12 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05281 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award 1989 (No. PSAA 3 of 1989) be varied in 
accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after the 15th day of August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 49. – Relieving Allowance:  Delete subclause (1)(d) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(d) If an officer whose normal duties do not involve camp accommodation is required to relieve or perform special 
duty resulting in a stay at a camp, the officer shall be paid camping allowance for the duration of the period 
spent in camp, and in addition, shall be paid a lump sum of $157.00 to cover incidental personal expenses: 
Provided that an officer shall receive no more than one lump sum of $157.00 in any one period of three (3) 
years. 
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2. Clause 50. – Removal Allowance:   

A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(1) When an officer is transferred to a new locality in the interests of the employer, or in the ordinary course of promotion or 
transfer, or on account of illness due to causes over which the officer has no control, the officer shall be reimbursed: 

(a) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance for the officer and dependants. 

(b) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an officer's household furniture effects and 
appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be approved by the 
employer in special cases. 

(c) An allowance of $525.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an officer is required to transport furniture, effects and appliances.  Provided 
that the employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by the officer 
is at least $3,143.00. 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $167.00. 

Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the officer or the officer's dependents for 
the purpose of household enjoyment. 

Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals nor equine animals. 

B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(6) Where an officer is transferred to Government owned or private rental accommodation, where furniture is provided, and 
as a consequence the officer is obliged to store furniture, the officer shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage up 
to a maximum allowance of $975.00 per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate insurance 
coverage of the value of the furniture stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period in excess of 
four years without the approval of the employer. 

3. Schedule I Clause 22. - Overtime:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

PART I - OUT OF HOURS CONTACT  

(Operative on and from 23 August 2004) 

Standby $6.89 per hour 
On Call $3.45 per hour 
Availability $1.72 per hour 

Clause 64(2) of the award defines salary for calculation purposes. 
PART II - MEALS 
(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from 15 August 2006) 

Breakfast $8.60 per meal 
Lunch $10.60 per meal 
Evening Meal $12.70 per meal 

4. Schedule O Annual Interstate Allowance Rates:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
ANNUAL INTERSTATE ALLOWANCE RATES  
(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from 15 August 2006) 

 Single With Dependents 
 $ $ 
Adelaide 2,429 3,310 
Brisbane 2,613 3,486 
Melbourne 2,708 4,003 
Sydney 4,169 4,980 
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2006 WAIRC 05162 
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS SALARIES, ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 1989 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES ANIMAL RESOURCES AUTHORITY AND OTHERS 

-and- 
THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE FRIDAY, 28 JULY 2006 
FILE NO P 25 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05162 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr T Boronovskis and with him Mr G Wibrow on behalf of the Animal Resources Authority and Others and Mr M 
Finnegan and with him Ms L Jacobson on behalf of the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated, and by 
consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Government Officers Salaries, Allowances and Conditions Award 1989 (No. PSA A 3 of 1989) be varied in 
accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after the 26th day of July 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 2. – Arrangement:  Delete 13.  Purchased Leave - 48/52 Salary Arrangement and insert the following in lieu 

thereof: 
13. Purchased Leave - 44/52 Salary Arrangement 
2. Clause 6. – Definitions:  Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
"Board of Reference" means a Board of Reference established under the provisions of Section 48 of the Industrial Relations Act 
1979.   
"casual officer" means an officer engaged by the hour for a period not exceeding one calendar month in any period of engagement, 
or any officer employed as a casual on an hourly rate of pay by agreement between the Association and the Employer. 
"de facto partner" means a relationship (other than a legal marriage) between two persons who live together in a 'marriage-like' 
relationship and includes same sex partners. 
"employer" means a Respondent listed in Schedule A. 
"fixed term officer" means an officer who is employed on a full time or part-time basis on a contract of service of specified 
duration. 
"headquarters" means the place in which the principal work of an officer is carried out, as defined by the employer. 
"metropolitan area" means that area within a radius of 50 kilometres from the Perth city railway station. 
"officer" means a Government officer within the meaning of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. 
"one working day" shall be equated to seven hours and 30 minutes. 
"partner" means either spouse or de facto partner. 
"part-time employment" means regular and continuing employment of less than 37.5 hours per week. 
"spouse" means a person who is lawfully married to that person. 
“Union” means the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated (the Association). 
3. Clause 10. – Casual Employment:  Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(1) Salary 

(a) A casual officer shall be paid for each hour worked at the appropriate classification contained in Clause 11. - 
Salaries or Clause 12. - Salaries Specified Callings of this Award in accordance with the following formula: 
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Fortnightly Salary 

75 
With the addition of twenty percent in lieu of annual leave, sick leave, long service leave and payment for 
public holidays. 

(2) Conditions of Employment 
(a) Conditions of employment, leave and allowances provided under the provisions of this Award shall not apply to 

a casual employee with the exception of bereavement and carer’s leave.  However, where expenses are directly 
and necessarily incurred by a casual employee in the ordinary performance of their duties, he/she shall be 
entitled to reimbursement in accordance with the provisions of this Award. 

(b) Nothing in this clause shall confer "permanent" or "fixed term contract" officer status to a casual officer. 
(c) The employment of a casual officer may be terminated at any time by the casual officer or the employer giving 

to the other, one hour's prior notice.  In the event of an employer or casual officer failing to give the required 
notice, one hour's salary shall be paid or forfeited. 

(d) The provision of Clause 22. - Overtime of this Award does not apply to casual officers who are paid by the hour 
for each hour worked.  Additional hours are paid at the normal casual rate. 

(e) A casual officer shall be informed that their employment is casual and that they have no entitlement to paid 
leave, with the exception of bereavement leave before they are engaged. 

(3)  Caring Responsibilities 
(a) Subject to the evidentiary and notice requirements in clause 27 – Carers Leave a casual employee shall be 

entitled to not be available to attend work or to leave work if they need to care for members of their immediate 
family or household who are sick and require care and support, or who require care due to an unexpected 
emergency, or the birth of a child. 

(b) The employer and the casual employee shall agree on the period for which the casual employee will be entitled 
to not be available to attend work.  In the absence of agreement, the employee is entitled to not be available to 
attend work for up to 48 hours (ie two days) per occasion.  The casual employee is not entitled to any payment 
for the period of non-attendance. 

(c) An employer must not fail to re-engage a casual employee because the casual employee accessed the 
entitlements provided for in this subclause.  The rights of an employer to engage or not engage a casual 
employee are otherwise not affected. 

4. Clause 13. – Purchased Leave - 48/52 Salary Arrangement:  Delete the number, title and clause and insert the new 
number, title and clause as follows: 

13.  –  PURCHASED LEAVE – 44/52 SALARY ARRANGEMENT 
(1) The employer and an employee may agree to enter into an arrangement whereby the employee can purchase up to eight 

(8) weeks additional leave.   
(2) The employer will assess each application for a 44/52 salary arrangement on its merits and give consideration to the 

personal circumstances of the employee seeking the arrangement. 
(3) Where an employee is applying for purchased leave of between five (5) and eight (8) weeks the employer will give 

priority access to those employees with carer responsibilities. 
(4) Access to this entitlement will be subject to the employee having satisfied the agency’s accrued leave management policy. 
(5) The employee can agree to take a reduced salary spread over the 52 weeks of the year and receive the following amounts 

of purchased leave: 

Number of Weeks’ Salary 
Spread Over 52 Weeks 

Number of Weeks’  
Purchased Leave 

44 weeks 8 weeks 

45 weeks 7 weeks 

46 weeks 6 weeks 

47 weeks 5 weeks 

48 weeks 4 weeks 

49 weeks 3 weeks 

50 weeks 2 weeks 

51 weeks 1 week 

(6) The purchased leave will not be able to be accrued.  The employee is to be entitled to pay in lieu of the purchased leave 
not taken.  In the event that the employee is unable to take such purchased leave, his/her salary will be adjusted on the last 
pay period in January to take account of the fact that time worked during the year was not included in the salary.  
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(7) Where an employee who is in receipt of an allowance provided for in clause 19 - Higher Duties Allowance of the Award 
proceeds on any period of purchased leave the employee shall not be entitled to receive payment of the allowance for any 
period of purchased leave.  

(8) In the event that a part time employee’s ordinary working hours are varied during the year, the salary paid for such leave 
taken will be adjusted on the last pay in January to take into account any variations to the employee’s ordinary working 
hours during the previous year. 

5. Clause 14. - Purchased Leave - Deferred Salary Arrangement:  After subclause (6) of this clause insert new 
heading and subclause (7) as follows: 

Variation of the Arrangements 
(7) As an alternative to subclause (5) of this clause, and only by mutual agreement of the employer and the employee, the 

provisions of the deferred arrangement may be varied subject to the following: 
(a) the term of the arrangement will not extend beyond that contemplated by this clause, 
(b) the variation will not result in any consequential monetary or related gain or loss to either the employer or the 

employee, and 
(c) the percentage of salary to apply during the 12 months leave as specified in subclause 3 of this clause will be 

calculated as 80% of the average ordinary prescribed hours worked over the previous four years. 
6. Clause 23. – Annual Leave:  
 A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof:  
(1) (a) Except as provided in subclause (10) of this clause, each officer is entitled to four weeks' leave on full pay for 

each year of service.  Annual leave shall be calculated on a calendar year basis commencing on January 1 in 
each year. 

(b) An officer may take annual leave during the calendar year in which it accrues, but the time during which the 
leave may be taken is subject to the approval of the employer. 

(c) An officer who is first appointed after January 1 is entitled to pro-rata annual leave for that year in accordance 
with the formula contained in subclause (2) of this clause. 

(d) To assist employees in balancing their work and family responsibilities, an employee may elect, with the 
consent of the employer, to accrue and carry forward a maximum of two years annual leave from the date of the 
entitlement. 

 B. Delete subclause (13) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof:  
(13) Notwithstanding the foregoing, but subject to paragraph (1)(d) of this clause, the employer may direct an employee to 

take accrued annual leave and may determine the date on which such leave shall commence.  Should the employee not 
comply with the direction, disciplinary action may be taken against the employee. 

7. Clause 25. – Long Service Leave: 
 A. Delete subclause (3) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof:  
(3) (a) A long service leave entitlement which fell due prior to March 16, 1988 amounted to three months.  A long 

service leave entitlement which falls due on or after that date shall amount to 13 weeks. 
(b) Subject to the employer's convenience, an employer may approve an employee's application to take a complete 

entitlement of long service leave on full pay or half pay for double the period accrued, or may allow an 
employee to take the leave in minimum periods of one (1) day, provided in the case of long service leave which 
fell due prior to march 16, 1988, the portion of long service leave being taken on full or half pay shall be one 
complete month's entitlement or a multiple thereof. 

(c) In these circumstances the leave actually taken is 50 percent of the accrued entitlement assessed. 
(d) Where employees proceed on long service leave on double pay in accordance with this subclause, the 

entitlement accessed is excised for the purpose of continuous service in accordance with subclause (4). 
 B. After subclause (13) of this clause insert new subclauses (14) and (15) as follows:  
(14) Long Service Leave on Double Pay 

(a) Employees may by agreement with their employer, access any portion of an accrued entitlement to long service 
leave on double pay for half the period accrued.  In these circumstances the leave actually taken is 50 percent of 
the accrued entitlement accessed. 

(b) Where employees proceed on long service leave on double pay in accordance with this subclause, the 
entitlement accessed is excised for the purpose of continuous service in accordance with subclause (4) of this 
clause.  

(15) Cash Out of Accrued Long Service Leave Entitlement 
(a) Employees may by agreement with their employer, cash out any portion of an accrued entitlement to long 

service leave, provided the employee proceeds on a minimum of ten (10) days annual leave in that calendar 
year. 
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(b) Where employees cash out any portion of an accrued entitlement to long service leave in accordance with this 
subclause, the entitlement accessed is excised for the purpose of continuous service in accordance with 
subclause (4) of this clause. 

8. Clause 28. – Parental Leave:  Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(1)  Definitions 

"Employee" includes full time, part time, permanent and fixed term contract officers. 
"Partner" means a person who is a spouse or de facto partner. 
"Primary Care Giver" is the employee who will assume the principal role for the care and attention of a child/children. 
The employer may require confirmation of primary care giver status. 
"Public sector" means an employing authority as defined in Section 5 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994. 
"Replacement Employee" is an employee specifically engaged to replace an employee proceeding on parental leave. 

(2) Entitlement to Parental and Partner Leave 
(a)  An employee is entitled to a period of up to 52 weeks unpaid parental leave in respect of the: 

(i)  birth of a child to the employee or the employee's partner; or 
(ii)  adoption of a child who is not the child or the stepchild of the employee or the employee's partner; is 

under the age of five (5); and has not lived continuously with the employee for six (6) months or 
longer. 

(b)  An employee identified as the primary care giver of a child and who has completed twelve months continuous 
service in the Western Australian public sector shall be entitled to the following amounts of paid parental leave 
which will form part of the 52 week entitlement provided in paragraph (2) (a) of this clause: 
(i) eight (8) weeks paid parental leave until 30 June 2006; 
(ii) ten (10) weeks paid parental leave from 1 July 2006;  
(iii twelve (12) weeks paid parental leave from 1 July 2007; and 
(iv) fourteen (14) weeks paid parental leave from 1 July 2008.  

(c) An employee may take the paid parental leave specified in paragraph (2)(b) at half pay for a period equal to 
twice the period to which the employee would otherwise be entitled  

(d)  A pregnant employee can commence the period of paid parental leave any time up to six (6) weeks before the 
expected date of birth and no later than four (4) weeks after the birth.  Any other primary care giver can 
commence the period of paid parental leave from the birth date or for the purposes of adoption from the 
placement of the child but no later than four (4) weeks after the birth or placement of the child. 

(e)  Paid parental leave for primary care purposes for any one birth or adoption shall not exceed the period specified 
in paragraphs (2)(b) and (2)(c) above. 

(f)  The paid and unpaid parental leave entitlement up to a maximum of 52 weeks may be shared between partners 
assuming the role of primary care giver. 

(g)  Parental leave may only be taken concurrently by an employee and his or her partner as provided for in 
subclause (3) or under special circumstances with the approval of the employer. 

(h) Where less than the standard parental leave is taken the unused portion of the period of paid or unpaid leave 
cannot be preserved in any way. 

(i)  An employee may elect to receive pay in advance for the period of paid parental leave at the time the parental 
leave commences, or may elect to be paid the entitlement on a fortnightly basis over the period of the paid 
parental leave. 

(j)  An employee is eligible, without resuming duty, for subsequent periods of parental leave in accordance with the 
provisions of this clause. 

(3) Partner Leave 
(a) An employee who is not a primary care giver shall be entitled to a period of unpaid partner leave of up to one 

(1) weeks at the time of the birth of a child/children to his or her partner.  In the case of adoption of a child this 
period shall be increased to up to three (3) weeks unpaid leave. 

(b) The employee may request to extend the period of unpaid partner leave up to a maximum of eight weeks.  
(4) Birth of a child 

(a)  An employee shall provide the employer with a medical certificate from a registered medical practitioner 
naming the employee, or the employee's partner confirming the pregnancy and the estimated date of birth. 

(b)  If the pregnancy results in other than a live child or the child dies in the six weeks immediately after the birth, 
the entitlement to paid parental leave remains intact. 

(5) Adoption of a child 
(a) An employee seeking to adopt a child shall be entitled to two (2) days unpaid leave to attend interviews or 

examinations required for the adoption procedure.  Employees working or residing outside the Perth 
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metropolitan area are entitled to an additional day’s unpaid leave.  The employee may take any paid leave 
entitlement in lieu of this leave. 

(b) If an application for parental leave has been granted for the adoption of a child, which does not eventuate, then 
the period of paid or unpaid parental leave is terminated.  Employees may take any other paid leave entitlement 
in lieu of the terminated parental leave or return to work. 

(6)  Other leave entitlements 
(a)  An employee proceeding on unpaid parental leave may elect to substitute any part of that leave with accrued 

annual leave or long service leave for the whole or part of the period of unpaid parental leave. 
(b)  Subject to all other leave entitlements being exhausted an employee shall be entitled to apply for leave without 

pay following parental leave to extend their leave by up to two (2) years.  
(c) The employer shall only refuse such a request on reasonable grounds related to the effect on the workplace or 

the employer’s business.  Such grounds might include: 
(i) cost; 
(ii) lack of adequate replacement staff; 
(iii) loss of efficiency; and 
(iv) the impact on customer service. 

(d)  Any period of leave without pay must be applied for and approved in advance and will be granted on a year-by-
year basis.  Where both partners work for the employer the total combined period of leave without pay 
following parental leave will not exceed two (2) years. 

(e)  An employee on parental leave is not entitled to paid sick leave and other paid absences other than as specified 
in paragraphs (6)(a) and (6)(f). 

(f)  Should the birth or adoption result in other than the arrival of a living child, the employee shall be entitled to 
such period of paid sick leave or unpaid leave for a period certified as necessary by a registered medical 
practitioner.  Such paid sick leave cannot be taken concurrently with paid parental leave. 

(g)  Where a pregnant employee not on parental leave suffers illness related to the pregnancy or is required to 
undergo a pregnancy related medical procedure the employee may take any paid sick leave to which the 
employee is entitled or unpaid leave for a period as certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner. 

(7)  Notice and Variation 
(a)  An employee shall give not less than four (4) weeks notice in writing to the employer of the date the employee 

proposes to commence paid or unpaid parental leave stating the period of leave to be taken. 
(b)  An employee seeking to adopt a child shall not be in breach of paragraph (7)(a) by failing to give the required 

period of notice if such failure is due to the requirement of the adoption agency to accept earlier or later 
placement of a child, or other compelling circumstances. 

(c)  An employee proceeding on parental leave may elect to take a shorter period of parental leave and may at any 
time during that period elect to reduce or extend the period stated in the original application, provided four (4) 
weeks written notice is provided. 

(8) Transfer to a Safe Job 
Where illness or risks arising out of pregnancy or hazards connected with the work assigned to the pregnant employee 
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue in her present duties, the duties shall be modified or the employee may 
be transferred to a safe position at the same classification level until the commencement of parental leave. 

(9) Communication during Parental Leave 
(a) Where an employee is on parental leave and a definite decision has been made to introduce significant change at 

the workplace, the employer shall take reasonable steps to: 
(i) make information available in relation to any significant effect the change will have on the status or 

responsibility level of the position the employee held before commencing parental leave; and 
(ii) provide an opportunity for the employee to discuss any significant effect the change will have on the 

status or responsibility level of the position the employee held before commencing parental leave. 
(b) The employee shall take reasonable steps to inform the employer about any significant matter that will affect the 

employee’s decision regarding the duration of parental leave to be taken, whether the employee intends to return 
to work and whether the employee intends to return to work on a part-time basis. 

(c) The employee shall also notify the employer of changes of address or other contact details which might affect 
the employer’s capacity to comply with paragraph (9)(a). 

(10) Replacement Employee 
Prior to engaging a replacement employee the employer shall inform the person of the temporary nature of the 
employment and the entitlements relating to the return to work of the employee on parental leave. 

(11)  Return to Work 
(a)  An employee shall confirm the intention to return to work by notice in writing to the employer not less than four 

(4) weeks prior to the expiration of parental leave. 
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(b) An employee on return to work from parental leave will be entitled to the same position or a position equivalent 
in pay, conditions and status and commensurate with the employee’s skill and abilities as the substantive 
position held immediately prior to proceeding on parental leave.  Where the employee was transferred to a safe 
job the employee is entitled to return to the position occupied immediately prior to transfer. 

(c) An employee may return on a part time or job-share basis to the substantive position occupied prior to the 
commencement of leave or to a different position at the same classification level in accordance with clause 9. – 
Part-Time Employment of this Award. 

(d) Employees who return to work on a part time basis have access to the right of reversion provisions of clause 9. 
– Part-Time Employment of this Award. 

(12)  Effect of Parental Leave on the Contract of Employment 
(a)  An employee employed for a fixed term contract shall have the same entitlement to parental leave, however the 

period of leave granted shall not extend beyond the term of that contract. 
(b)  Paid parental leave will count as qualifying service for all purposes of this Award.  During paid parental leave at 

half pay all entitlements will accrue as if the employee had taken the entitlement to paid parental leave at full 
pay. 

(c) Absence on unpaid parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of employees but shall not be taken 
into account in calculating the period of service for any purpose of this Award. 

(d)  An employee on parental leave may terminate employment at any time during the period of leave by written 
notice in accordance with subclause (3) of clause 8. – Contract of Service of this Award. 

(e)  An employer shall not terminate the employment of an employee on the grounds of the employee’s application 
for parental leave or absence on parental leave but otherwise the rights of the employer in respect of termination 
of employment are not affected. 

9. Clause 29. – Leave Without Pay:  Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(1)  Subject to the provisions of subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause, the employer may grant an employee leave without pay 

for any period and is responsible for that employee on their return. 
(2)  Subject to the provisions of subclause (3) every application for leave without pay will be considered on its merits and may 

be granted provided that the following conditions are met: 
(a)  The work of the department is not inconvenienced; and 
(b)  All other leave credits of the employee are exhausted. 

(3) An employee shall, upon request be entitled to two days unpaid personal (caring) leave. 
(4) An employee on a fixed term contract may not be granted leave without pay for any period beyond that employee’s 

approved period of engagement. 
(5) Any period that exceeds two weeks during which an employee is on leave of absence without pay shall not, for any 

purpose, be regarded as part of the period of service of that employee. 
10. Clause 33. – Cultural/Ceremonial Leave:  Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu 

thereof: 
(6) Cultural/ceremonial leave may be taken as whole or part days off.  Each day or part thereof, shall be deducted from: 

(a) the employee’s annual leave entitlements 
(b) the employee’s accrued long service leave entitlements, but in full days only. 
(c) accrued days off or time in lieu; or 
(d) short leave when entitlements under subclauses (a), (b) and (c) have been fully exhausted.” 

11. Schedule P – Expired General Agreement Salaries:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof:  
SALARIES 

Classification Level Annual Salary at the beginning of the first 
pay period on or after 26 February 2005)  
(Not to be subject to arbitrated safety net 

adjustments) 

LEVELS 
$ 

Per Annum 
Level 1  
Under 17 yrs 15,361 
17 yrs 17,952 
18 yrs 20,940 
19 yrs 24,238 
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Classification Level Annual Salary at the beginning of the first pay 

period on or after 26 February 2005)  
(Not to be subject to arbitrated safety net 

adjustments) 

LEVELS 
$ 

Per Annum 
Level 1—continued  
20 yrs 27,219 
1.1 29,901 
1.2 30,821 
1.3 31,741 
1.4 32,655 
1.5 33,575 
1.6 34,495 
1.7 35,552 
1.8 36,284 
1.9 37,366 
LEVEL 2.1 38,661 
2.2 39,655 
2.3 40,699 
2.4 41,803 
2.5 42,957 
LEVEL 3.1 44,543 
3.2 45,780 
3.3 47,054 
3.4 48,362 
LEVEL 4.1 50,156 
4.2 51,562 
4.3 53,008 
LEVEL 5.1 55,795 
5.2 57,677 
5.3 59,633 
5.4 61,664 
LEVEL 6.1 64,928 
6.2 67,148 
6.3 69,445 
6.4 71,898 
LEVEL 7.1 75,659 
7.2 78,260 
7.3 81,092 
LEVEL 8.1 85,693 
8.2 88,989 
8.3 93,076 
LEVEL 9.1 98,180 
9.2 101,628 
9.3 105,561 
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Classification Level Annual Salary at the beginning of the first pay 

period on or after 26 February 2005)  
(Not to be subject to arbitrated safety net 

adjustments) 

LEVELS—continued 
$ 

Per Annum 
CLASS 1 111,509 
CLASS 2 117,458 
CLASS 3 123,402 
CLASS 4 129,350 

SALARIES – SPECIFIED CALLINGS 

Classification Level Annual Salary at the beginning of the first pay 
period on or after 26 February 2005)  

(Not to be subject to arbitrated safety net 
adjustments) 

LEVELS 
$ 

Per Annum 

LEVEL 2/4  
1st year 38,661 
2nd year 40,699 
3rd year 42,957 
4th year 45,780 
5th year 50,156 
6th year 53,008 

   
LEVEL 5.1 55,795 
5.2 57,677 
5.3 59,633 
5.4 61,664 

   
LEVEL 6.1 64,928 
6.2 67,148 
6.3 69,445 
6.4 71,898 

   
LEVEL 7.1 75,659 
7.2 78,260 
7.3 81,092 
LEVEL 8.1 85,693 
8.2 88,989 
8.3 93,076 

   
LEVEL 9.1 98,180 
9.2 101,628 
9.3 105,561 

   
CLASS 1 111,509 
CLASS 2 117,458 
CLASS 3 123,402 
CLASS 4 129,350 
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2006 WAIRC 05280 
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS (SOCIAL TRAINERS) AWARD 1988 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
DISABILITY SERVICES COMMISSION 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO P 11 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05280 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on behalf of the respondent, 
and by consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the Government Officers (Social Trainers) Award 1988 (No. PSAA 20 of 1985) be varied in accordance with the 
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 15th day of August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 45. – Relieving Allowance:  Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(4) If an employee whose normal duties do not involve camp accommodation is required to relieve or perform special duty 

resulting in a stay at a camp, the employee shall be paid camping allowance for the duration of the period spent in camp, 
and in addition, shall be paid a lump sum of $157.00 to cover incidental personal expenses: Provided that an employee 
shall receive no more than one lump sum of $157.00 in any one period of three (3) years. 

2. Clause 46. – Removal Allowance:   
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(1) When an employee is transferred in the public interest, or in the ordinary course of promotion or transfer, or on account of 
illness due to causes over which the employee has no control, the employee shall be reimbursed: 
(a) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance of the employee and dependants. 
(b) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an employee's household furniture effects and 

appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be approved by the 
Employer in special cases. 

(c) An allowance of $525.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an employee is required to transport his or her furniture, effects and appliances 
provided that the Employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by 
the employee is at least $3,143.00. 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $167.00. 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the employee or the employee's 
dependents for the purpose of household enjoyment. 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals or equine animals. 

B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Where an employee is transferred to government owned or private rental accommodation, where furniture is provided, 

and as a consequence the employee is obliged to store furniture, the employee shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such 
storage up to a maximum allowance of $975.00 per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate 
insurance coverage for the value of the furniture stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period 
in excess of four years without the approval of the Employer. 
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3. Schedule E. – Overtime Allowance:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
PART I - OUT OF HOURS CONTACT 

Standby $6.32 per hour 
On Call $3.16 per hour 
Availability $1.58 per hour 

PART II - MEALS 
(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from 15 August 2006) 

Breakfast $8.60 per meal 
Lunch $10.60 per meal 
Evening Meal $12.70 per meal 

 

2006 WAIRC 05285 
GOVERNMENT OFFICERS (STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION) AWARD, 1987 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
THE INSURANCE COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO P 17 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05285 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on behalf of the respondent, 
and by consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the Government Officers (State Government Insurance Commission) Award, 1987 (No. PSAA 21 of 1986) be varied 
in accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the 15th day of August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
Schedule C – Overtime Allowance:  Delete this Schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

PART I - OUT OF HOURS CONTACT 

Standby $6.89 per hour 
On Call $3.45 per hour 
Availability $1.72 per hour 

PART II - MEALS 

(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from 15 August 2006)  

Breakfast $8.60 per meal 
Lunch $10.60 per meal 
Evening Meal $12.70 per meal 
Supper $8.60 per meal 
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2006 WAIRC 05283 
GRAYLANDS SELBY-LEMNOS AND SPECIAL CARE HEALTH SERVICES AWARD 1999 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
THE METROPOLITAN HEALTH SERVICE BOARD AND ANOTHER 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO P 15 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05283 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant, Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on behalf of The Metropolitan 
Health Service Board and Mr G Bucknall on behalf of the Health Services Union of Western Australia (Union of Workers), and by 
consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Graylands Selby-Lemnos and Special Care Health Services Award 1999 (No. PSAA 1 of 1999) be varied in 
accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after the 15th day of August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 38. – Relieving Allowance:  Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(4) If an officer whose normal duties do not involve camp accommodation is required to relieve or perform special duty 

resulting in a stay at a camp, the officer shall be paid camping allowance for the duration of the period spent in camp, and 
in addition, shall be paid a lump sum of $157.00 to cover incidental personal expenses: Provided that an officer shall 
receive no more than one lump sum of $157.00 in any one period of three (3) years. 

2. Clause 39. – Removal Allowance:   
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(1) When an officer is transferred in the public interest, or in the ordinary course of promotion or transfer, or on account of 
illness due to causes over which the officer has no control, the officer shall be reimbursed:- 
(a) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance of the officer and dependants. 
(b) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an officer's household furniture effects and 

appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be approved by the 
Employer in special cases. 

(c) An allowance of $525.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an officer is required to transport his or her furniture, effects and appliances 
provided that the Employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by 
the officer is at least $3,143.00 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $167.00. 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the officer or the officer's dependants for 
the purpose of household enjoyment. 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals nor equine animals. 

B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Where an officer is transferred to government owned or private rental accommodation, where furniture is provided, and as 

a consequence the officer is obliged to store furniture, the officer shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage up to 
a maximum allowance of $975.00 per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate insurance 
coverage for the value of the furniture stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period in excess 
of four years without the approval of the employer. 
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3. Schedule H. - Overtime:  Delete this scheduled and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

PART 1 - OUT OF HOURS CONTACT  

(Operative from the first pay period on or after 15th day of October 2004) 

Standby $6.51 per hour 
On Call $3.25 per hour 
Availability $1.63 per hour 

PART II - MEALS  

(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from 15 August 2006) 

Breakfast $8.60 per meal 
Lunch $10.60 per meal 
Evening Meal $12.70 per meal 
Supper $8.60 per meal 

The allowances prescribed in this schedule shall apply from the dates indicated and shall be varied in accordance with any 
movement in the equivalent allowances in the Public Service Award 1992. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05282 
INSTITUTION OFFICERS ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 1977, NO. 3 OF 1977 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
THE HONOURABLE MINISTER FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND ANOTHER 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO P 13 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05282 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Minutes of Proposed Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the Institution Officers Allowances and Conditions Award 1977, No. 3 of 1977 be varied in accordance with the 
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 15th day of August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 40. – Relieving Allowance:  Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(4) If an officer whose normal duties do not involve camp accommodation is required to relieve or perform special duty 

resulting in a stay at a camp, the officer shall be paid camping allowance for the duration of the period spent in camp, and 
in addition, shall be paid a lump sum of $157.00 to cover incidental personal expenses: Provided that an officer shall 
receive no more than one lump sum of $157.00 in any one period of three (3) years. 

2. Clause 41. – Removal Allowance:   
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(1) When an officer is transferred in the public interest, or in the ordinary course of promotion or transfer, or on account of 
illness due to causes over which the officer has no control, the officer shall be reimbursed: 
(a) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance of the officer and dependants. 
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(b) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an officer's household furniture effects and 
appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be approved by the 
Employer in special cases. 

(c) An allowance of $525.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an officer is required to transport his or her furniture, effects and appliances 
provided that the Employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by 
the officer is at least $3,143.00. 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $167.00. 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the officer or the officer’s dependants for 
the purpose of household enjoyment. 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals or equine animals. 

B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Where an officer is transferred to government owned or private rental accommodation, where furniture is provided, and as 

a consequence the officer is obliged to store furniture, the officer shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage up to 
a maximum allowance of $975.00 per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate insurance 
coverage for the value of the furniture stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period in excess 
of four years without the approval of the Employer. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05347 
INSTITUTION OFFICERS ALLOWANCES AND CONDITIONS AWARD 1977, NO. 3 OF 1977 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
THE HONOURABLE MINISTER FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, ATTORNEY 
GENERAL 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE FRIDAY, 25 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO/S P 13 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05347 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the Institution Officers Allowances and Conditions Award 1977, No. 3 of 1977 be varied in accordance with the 
following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 15th day of August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 40. – Relieving Allowance:  Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(4) If an officer whose normal duties do not involve camp accommodation is required to relieve or perform special duty 

resulting in a stay at a camp, the officer shall be paid camping allowance for the duration of the period spent in camp, and 
in addition, shall be paid a lump sum of $157.00 to cover incidental personal expenses: Provided that an officer shall 
receive no more than one lump sum of $157.00 in any one period of three (3) years. 

2. Clause 41. – Removal Allowance:   
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(1) When an officer is transferred in the public interest, or in the ordinary course of promotion or transfer, or on account of 
illness due to causes over which the officer has no control, the officer shall be reimbursed: 
(a) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance of the officer and dependants. 
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(b) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an officer's household furniture effects and 
appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be approved by the 
Employer in special cases. 

(c) An allowance of $525.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an officer is required to transport his or her furniture, effects and appliances 
provided that the Employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by 
the officer is at least $3,143.00. 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $167.00. 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the officer or the officer’s dependants for 
the purpose of household enjoyment. 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals or equine animals. 

B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Where an officer is transferred to government owned or private rental accommodation, where furniture is provided, and as 

a consequence the officer is obliged to store furniture, the officer shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage up to 
a maximum allowance of $975.00 per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate insurance 
coverage for the value of the furniture stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period in excess 
of four years without the approval of the Employer. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05279 
PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD 1992 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
DEPARTMENT OF INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO P 10 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05279 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of the applicant and Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the Public Service Award 1992 (No. PSAA 4 of 1989) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 15th day of August 
2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 50. – Relieving Allowance:  Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(4) If an officer whose normal duties do not involve camp accommodation is required to relieve or perform special duty 

resulting in a stay at a camp, the officer shall be paid camping allowance for the duration of the period spent in camp, and 
in addition, shall be paid a lump sum of $157.00 to cover incidental personal expenses: Provided that an officer shall 
receive no more than one lump sum of $157.00 in any one period of three (3) years. 

2. Clause 51. – Removal Allowance:   
A. Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

(1) When an officer is transferred in the public interest, or in the ordinary course of promotion or transfer, or on account of 
illness due to causes over which the officer has no control, the officer shall be reimbursed:  
(a) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance of the officer and dependants. 
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(b) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an officer's household furniture effects and 
appliances up to a maximum volume of 35 cubic metres, provided that a larger volume may be approved by the 
Employer in special cases. 

(c) An allowance of $525.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an officer is required to transport his or her furniture, effects and appliances 
provided that the Employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by 
the officer is at least $3,143.00. 

(d) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a maximum 
amount of $167.00. 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the officer or the officer's dependants for 
the purpose of household enjoyment. 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals or equine animals. 

B. Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Where an officer is transferred to government owned or private rental accommodation, where furniture is provided, and as 

a consequence the officer is obliged to store furniture, the officer shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage up to 
a maximum allowance of $975.00 per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate insurance 
coverage for the value of the furniture stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period in excess 
of four years without the approval of the employer. 

3. Schedule H. – Overtime Allowance:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

PART I - OUT OF HOURS CONTACT 

(Operative on and from 30 July 2004) 

Standby $6.89 per hour 
On Call $3.45 per hour 
Availability $1.72 per hour 

Clause 65(2) of the award defines salary for calculation purposes. 

PART II - MEALS 

(Operative from the first pay period commencing on or from 15 August 2006) 

Breakfast $8.60 per meal 
Lunch $10.60 per meal 
Evening Meal $12.70 per meal 
Supper $8.60 per meal 

 

2006 WAIRC 05352 
WA HEALTH - HSU AWARD 2006 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES HEALTH SERVICES UNION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF WORKERS) 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF HEALTH IN RIGHT OF THE MINISTER FOR HEALTH AS THE 
METROPOLITAN HEALTH SERVICE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE MONDAY, 28 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO/S P 22 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05352 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr G Bucknall on behalf of the applicant and Ms C Osnain on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the Public 
Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 
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THAT the WA Health – HSU Award 2006 (PSAA 2 of 2005) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 28th day of August 
2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 13. – Meal Money:  Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(1) An employee required to work overtime before or after the employee’s ordinary working hours on any day shall, when 

such additional duty necessitates taking a meal away from the employee’s usual place of residence, be supplied by the 
employer with any meal required or be reimbursed for each meal purchased at the rate of $8.60 for breakfast, $10.60 for 
the midday meal, and $12.70 for the evening meal:  Provided that the overtime worked before or after the meal break 
totals not less than two (2) hours.  Such reimbursement shall be in addition to any payment for overtime to which the 
employee is entitled. 

2. Clause 25. – Removal Allowance:   
A. Delete subclause (1)(c) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(c) The employee shall be reimbursed by the new employer: 

(i) The actual reasonable cost of conveyance for the employee and dependants; 
(ii) The actual cost (including insurance) of the conveyance of an employee's household furniture, effects 

and appliances up to a maximum volume of thirty five (35) cubic metres, provided that a larger 
volume may be approved by the employer in special cases; 

(iii) An allowance of $525.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, effects and 
appliances for each occasion that an employee is required to transport furniture, effects and 
appliances:  Provided that the employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and 
appliances moved by the employee is at least $3,143.00; 

(iv) Reimbursement of reasonable expenses in kennelling and transporting of domestic pet or pets up to a 
maximum amount of $163.00; 
Pets are defined as dogs, cats, birds or other domestic animals kept by the employee or the employee’s 
dependents for the purpose of household enjoyment; 
Pets do not include domesticated livestock, native animals or equine animals. 

B Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Where an employee occupies hospital accommodation where furniture is provided and as a consequence is obliged to 

store furniture, the employee shall be reimbursed the actual cost of such storage up to a maximum allowance of $975.00 
per annum.  Actual cost is deemed to include the premium for adequate insurance coverage of the value of the furniture 
stored.  An allowance under this subclause shall not be paid for a period in excess of four (4) years without the approval 
of the employer. 

 

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Variation of— 

2006 WAIRC 05343 
CHILDREN'S SERVICES (PRIVATE) AWARD (NO A 10 OF 1990) 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
JAY BEE DAY CARE CENTRE AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
HEARD THURSDAY, 23 MARCH 2006 
DELIVERED FRIDAY, 25 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO. APPL 944 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05343 
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Catchwords Award - Award variation - Work Value - Wages and Classification structure - Child Care industry - 
Whether leave should be granted to intervenor to intervene in proceedings - Principles applied - 
Leave granted in part - State Wage Case Principles applied -  Award varied - Industrial Relations Act 
1979 (WA) s 40 

Result Varied 
Representation  
Applicant Mr J Nicholas 
Respondent Ms S Laferla appeared as agent on behalf of respondent members of the Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry of Western Australia for whom warrants were filed 
 Ms K Reed of counsel appeared on behalf of respondents for whom warrants were filed 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 On 14 October 2005 the Liquor Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union, Western Australian Branch (“the applicant”) lodged an 

application in the Commission to vary the Children’s Services (Private) Award (No A10 of 1990) (“the Award”) and the 
applicant filed an amended schedule in relation to this application on 23 January 2006.  The application sought to vary the 
Award clauses relating to definitions, wages and classifications of employees subject to the Award.  Ms Sue Laferla, 
representing a number of respondents to the Award, objected to this application being heard as the finalisation of a similar 
application before the Australian Industrial Relations Commission (“the AIRC”) was imminent (application C 2005/1249 - an 
application to vary the Child Care (Long Day Care) WA Award 2003 [“the Long Day Care Award”]). 

2 At a conference held at the applicant’s request on 23 February 2006 the applicant, Ms Laferla and Ms Kathy Reid of counsel 
representing the Australian Childcare Centres Association (“ACCA”) were in attendance.  Arising out of this conference 
Ms Reid was asked to file a Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal and this Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal filed on 
9 March 2006 objected to the variations being incorporated into the Award. 

3 On 20 March 2006 the applicant sought an urgent listing of the application and lodged a further amended schedule on this date. 
4 As this application sought to vary the Award’s safety net it had to be progressed in accordance with Principle 10 of the 

Statement of Principles – July 2005 of the State Wage Case (85 WAIG 2083). 
Principle 10 reads as follows: 

“Making or Varying an Award or issuing an Order (other than an Enterprise Order under section 42I of the Act) which 
has the effect of varying wages or conditions above or below the safety net  
An application or reference for a variation in wages or conditions above or below the safety net will be referred to the 
Chief Commissioner for him to determine whether the matter should be dealt with by a Commission in Court Session or 
by a single Commissioner. 
Provided that where parties to a single enterprise specific award apply to vary the award by consent or consent to a 
replacement award to give effect to structural efficiency initiatives or productivity based arrangements the Chief 
Commissioner may allocate the matter to a single Commissioner.” 

5 As the requirements of Principle 10 applied to this application it was referred back to the Chief Commissioner on 20 March 
2006 for his consideration.  In the event the Chief Commissioner determined that this application be allocated to the 
Commission as constituted for hearing and determination. 

6 The matter was set down for hearing on 23 March 2006 and after hearing from the parties on that date and considering the 
submissions of the applicant, Ms Laferla and Ms Reid the Award was varied largely in the terms of the application and the 
parties were advised that reasons for decision would issue at a later date.  A summary of the parties’ submissions and my 
reasons for decision now follow. 
Background 

7 The interim decision issued by Commissioner Smith in the AIRC on 9 February 2006 with respect to the Long Day Care 
Award is as follows (application C 2005/1249): 

“INTERIM DECISION 
[1] By application dated 28 September 2005, the Liquor Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers’ Union (LHMU) 
sought to vary the Child Care (Long Day Care) WA Award 2003 [AW826564] (the award). 
[2] The matter was listed for hearing on 20 October 2005. The LHMU appeared, as did representatives of the 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia (CCI-WA), the Western Australian Local Government 
Association, and Workplace Relations and Management Consultants Pty Ltd. Livingstones Australia sought leave to 
appear as agent for the Australian Childcare Centres Association (ACCA). 
[3] The way in which the appearance was announced for the ACCA led me to believe that the ACCA was bound by 
the award. Whilst it is a registered organisation, it is not bound by the award. This may have been inadvertent but it has 
subsequently become relevant and it is a matter to which I shall return later. 
[4] At that hearing, an application pursuant to s.107 of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (the Act) was made. The 
President decided that he was not of the opinion that it is in the public interest that the matter be referred to a Full Bench. 
The application was refused. However, during the hearing on 20 October the LHMU submitted that the parties should 
confer with a view to seeing if agreement could be reached. I agreed with that course. 
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[5] The matter returned to the Commission for report back on 22 December 2005. 
[6] At that time a further draft order was submitted which reflected that state of negotiations. It was clear that, with 
the exception of the ACCA, agreement was very close with all other respondents to the award. 
[7] During that hearing it was made clear that the Commission was always available to chair conferences. The 
parties were advised that if agreement was reached then it would be expected that a statement of agreed facts would be 
produced. 
[8] When the matter returned on 25 January 2006 all parties, again with the exception of the ACCA, announced 
that agreement had been reached. An application was then made (and leave was granted) to amend the proposed variation 
to reflect the agreement reached. A statement of agreed facts was also tendered. This is attached to this decision. With the 
exception of ACCA, all parties asked the Commission to accept the changes agreed to and vary the award in accordance 
with the draft order. 
[9] It was submitted: 

“In the course of those negotiations the parties have given detailed consideration to the history of the award 
and the basis upon which wage rates were fixed in predecessor awards in the West Australian Industrial 
Relations Commission in the period 1992 to 1993. In addition the parties have given detailed considerations to 
the three decisions of the Full Bench which related to the Children's Services Awards applicable in the 
Australia Capital Territory and in Victoria, and further decisions of the South Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission involving the Childcare Award in the state Commission, and the proceedings involving 
Commissioner Lawson and the Childcare Industry Northern Territory Award to which Mr Maloney has referred 
The purpose of those examinations was to determine whether agreement could be reached, the basis upon which 
the Full Bench agreed to set new properly fixed minimum rates for the Victorian and ACT awards applied in 
Western Australia. And the parties referred to at page 3 of the statement of agreed facts, it's my understanding, 
have agreed that there is a basis - that there is a relationship relevant to the wage fixing principles and that the 
decisions of the Full Bench in the ACT and Victorian cases are applicable or can be applied to the 
circumstances in Western Australia having regard to the nature of the industrial, the nature of the qualifications 
and the historical wage fixation that's applied in the WA award. 

[10] ACCA submitted that it did not agree with what were said to be agreed facts between the other parties. Given 
the objection of members of the ACCA, it was submitted by the LHMU that the variation could be made with the 
exclusion of ACCA members. 
[11] The other employer parties indicated that it was their preference to have the award varied for all parties at the 
same time but that they would consider the matter and advise the Commission. Advice has been received from the CCI-
WA that it did not object to the course proposed by the LHMU. Other employers have not advised of any continued 
objection to the course proposed by the LHMU. 
[12] Given that ACCA continued its objection, a Direction was issued which required it to deal firstly, with its 
standing in the proceedings and secondly, the areas of disagreement with the statement of agreed facts tendered by the 
other parties to the award. 
[13] Having considered the submissions of ACCA I am satisfied that it has members who are entitled to be heard. 
However, those members do not wish to be identified and therefore seek to have ACCA intervene on their behalf. I am 
prepared to grant leave to ACCA to intervene. There may be some difficulties should ACCA seek to rely upon 
submissions going to costs in circumstances where direct evidence is not called from employers who would be bound by 
the order, but that is a matter for ACCA. 
[14] The issue for consideration is whether or not an intervenor should hold up an agreement between employers and 
employees who seek to ensure that there is an up-to-date safety net of wages and classification structures. The matters 
which are agreed do not appear to be superficial and are to be seen in the context of a series of cases, some determined by 
Full Benches of this Commission. 
[15] However, that does not mean that a single submission may not expose flaws which could lead to a conclusion 
that the agreement should be refused. It has long been stated that it is the merit of a position, not necessarily who, or the 
number of people, that advance a particular course of action. 
[16] There is a need to balance these interests. 
[17] I propose to make an interim variation to the award for the parties in agreement. That agreement is, in my view, 
one which has been reached following extensive negotiations and proper reflection. On the other hand, it appears that 
ACCA has not sought to reach agreement with the LHMU as it has not availed itself of opportunities presented by LHMU 
to meet and discuss the application. This failure to engage is a factor in favour of providing the protections sought by a 
significant number of parties. 
[18] This does not mean that ACCA should not be heard. Because of the interim nature of this decision, should 
ACCA persuade the Commission that there is no merit in the Agreement of the other parties the variation will be set 
aside. The reverse is also true. To this end the variation will not apply to employers who are members of ACCA as at 
today. ACCA will provide a list of its members in Western Australia to the Commission. The names will not be made 
public unless a decision is made to that effect by a member of the Commission. 
[19] The further conduct of the proceedings will be as follows: 

1. ACCA will serve on all of the parties, and file in the Australian Industry Registry, its witness evidence 
and submissions on or before 1 March 2006. 
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2.  Should the other parties to the award wish to respond to the witness statements and submissions this 
should be done on or before 24 March 2006. 

3. Brief oral submissions on whether or not inspections are needed will take place on 27 March 2006. This 
will take place in Melbourne and other states via video-conference. 

4. If inspections are determined to be necessary this will take place during that week in Perth as will the 
final submissions. 

[20] The order arising from this decision will have effect from today and be in accordance with the draft order 
submitted on 25 January.” 

8 The following statement of agreed facts was tendered by the applicant and the respondents represented by Ms Laferla: 
“1. Award History 
1.1 The classification structure in the Children’s Services (Private) Award No A10 of 1990 (the Children’s Services 
(Private) Award) was inserted by the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission in 1993 (73 WAIG 1807). 
Child Care (Long Day Care) WA Award 2003 (the WA Award) 
1.2 The Child Care (Long Day Care) WA Award 2003 (the Long Day Care Award), an Award of the Australian 
Industrial Relations Commission was made on 30 July 2003 by consent following applications pursuant to s113 of the 
Workplace Relations Act 1996 and review under Item 51 of the Workplace Relations and Other Legislation Amendment 
Act 1996 in relation to the Western Australian Children’s Services (Interim) Award 1996. 
1.3 The Long Day Care Award adopted the classification structure as contained in the Children’s Services (Private) 
Award. 
2. The ACT/Victoria Decisions 
2.1 The consenting parties to the Award have been informed by the three recent decisions of the Full Bench of the 
AIRC1 in relation to applications to vary the Child Care Industry (Australian Capital Territory) Award 1986 and the 
Children’s Services (Victoria) Award 1998. These decisions resulted in a new, common classification structure based on 
properly fixed minimum rates of pay adjusted by reference to Minimum Rates Adjustment Principles.  That structure has 
since been adopted in the Long Day Care Award by order per Smith C PR969192 following the interim decision in that 
matter dated 9 February 2006 PR968525. It has previously been implemented largely by consent in the Northern Territory 
(per Lawson C) and in South Australia (per Dangerfield C). 
2.2 The Full Bench made findings (sic) a series of findings on detailed evidence concerning child care services in 
Victoria and the ACT, and also on trends and changes relevant to wage fixing principles that had occurred in those two 
geographical areas and nationally.  The key findings were set out by the Full Bench para [364] of its 13 January 2005 
decision PR 954938 (see Appendix A).  The relevant key findings are summarized as follows: 

• There has been significant growth in the children’s services sector since 1999 in particular and the average number 
of children per service has increased markedly. 

• Changes to utilisation patterns of long day care have occurred over time, including the increase in part time 
enrolments. This change in utilisation patterns has increased the workload of child care workers. 

• The introduction of the AQF system training packages has incorporated on the job training and assessment and has 
increased the work of child care workers who supervise other employees undertaking further study. 

• Changes in programming and observation requirements have increased workload, accountability and responsibility. 

• There has been an increase in enrolments of children from culturally diverse backgrounds, which creates its own set 
of challenges for child care workers. 

• There has been an increase in numbers of children with special needs or “at risk” children, which has impacted on 
the work of child care employees. 

• The conceptualisation of children’s services has changed over time from the notion of child minding to one of early 
child development, learning, care and education. 

• Recent neuroscience research into brain development supports the fundamental influence of the early years of 
children’s development, which in turn supports the proposition that there are clear links between the provision of 
early childhood programmes and children’s subsequent achievement. 

• The quality of child care and outcomes for children is positively related to the level of staff qualifications. 

• Accreditation has not only increased the workloads of child care workers, but also increased their accountabilities 
and responsibilities. 

• Child care workers generally demonstrate a strong commitment to continuing professional development. 

• There have been significant changes to the structure and content of children’s services courses since 1990. 

• There is a general preference in the industry for employing qualified staff undertaking further study, and the 
evidence supports a finding that undertaking further training in children’s services has a positive impact on work 
value. 

                                                                 
1 PR 954938 (13 January 2005); PR957259 (13 April 2005) and PR 957914 (10 May 2005) 
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• The child care sector faces a critical shortage of qualified staff, which impacts upon the ability of child care services 
to meet minimum legal and quality standards. The shortage of qualified staff potentially jeopardises the future of 
quality care. 

• Limited career paths and low pay contribute to the current recruitment and retention problems. 
2.3 The LHMU has been engaged in a series of direct negotiations in recent months with representatives of 
employer respondents to both the Children’s Services (Private) Award and the Long Day Care Award. As a result of these 
discussions, a consent variation to the award consistent with the final decision of the Full Bench in relation to the 
Victorian and ACT child care awards has been agreed. The consent draft order has been filed with the Commission. The 
Western Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry have advised the LHMU of their consent to the amended draft 
order. 
2.3(sic)The LHMU has been in discussion directly and electronically with Livingstones Australia and Freehills, 
representatives of the Australian Child Care Association, but at 21 March 2006, the ACCA had not indicated its consent 
to the proposed award variation. As far as the LHMU is aware, the employer interests represented by ACCA are the only 
relevant interest not to have consented to the revised draft order or otherwise made any objection. 
2.4 The consenting parties have agreed on the following: 

• The findings of the AIRC in respect of the work value changes in the ACT and Victoria (outlined above) are 
applicable to the award setting in Western Australia. 

• The new classification structure proposed for the Children’s Services (Private) Award has been significantly 
informed by the AIRC full bench proceedings in the ACT and Victoria, tailored to the Western Australian 
context. 

• The history of the Children’s Services (Private) Award represents a similar stage and datum point for the 
determination of “work value” changes. 

• The introduction of AQF level qualifications as an indicator for classification structures is common across 
Australia and is applicable in Western Australia. 

• A Certificate III Level qualification applicable in the ACT and Victoria is the same as in Western Australia. 
Similarly, an AQF Diploma Level is the same in the ACT, Victoria and Western Australia. The proposed 
Certificate IV Level is the same as agreed for qualified South Australian and Northern Territory child care 
employees. 

• The employer interests have conceded the case for significant wage increases and have agreed to them, subject 
to the agreed timetable for phasing in the increases and translating employees to the proposed new classification 
structure. 

• The translation timetable follows the timeframes determined by the Full Bench in relation to Victorian and ACT 
workers.  

• The agreement reached by the parties in the course of their negotiations and with the assistance of the 
Commission is justified on the merits. The new classification structure and rates of pay are warranted, having 
regard to the requirements (sic) the Statement of Principles. 

• There is no relevant reason why the Commission should not vary the award in the manner set out in the revised 
draft order.” 

(Exhibit A1) 
Leave to Intervene 

9 At the commencement of the hearing on 23 March 2006 Ms Reid sought leave to intervene in the proceedings pursuant to 
s27(1)(k) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) on behalf of 76  child care centres operated by 21 employers which 
are members of the ACCA and for whom warrants had been filed in relation to these proceedings.  Mr Reid claimed that these 
employers were bound by the Award by common rule.  Ms Reid also sought leave for ACCA to intervene on behalf of a 
number of unidentified existing and potential members of ACCA which Ms Reid claimed were bound by the Award.  Ms Reid 
maintained that as these employers would be directly affected by the proposed variation they had a right to be represented by 
ACCA and be heard in relation to this application.  After hearing from the parties I indicated that leave would be granted for 
Ms Reid to represent those employers which had filed warrants for Ms Reid to represent them, however, I declined to grant 
leave for Ms Reid, on behalf of the ACCA, to intervene on behalf of a number of unspecified employers which Ms Reid 
claimed were bound by the Award by common rule.  Following are my reasons for reaching this view. 

10 In support of its application for leave to intervene in these proceedings Ms Reid submitted that the ACCA had been involved 
either directly or as an intervenor in applications seeking to vary a number of Federal child care awards including work value 
cases in Victoria, the Australian Capital Territory (“the ACT”), South Australia, Northern Territory, Queensland and New 
South Wales and Ms Reid stated that the AIRC recently granted the ACCA leave to intervene on behalf of a number of 
employers in proceedings brought by the applicant to vary the Long Day Care Award. 

11 The ACCA relied on the following arguments for intervention: 

• ACCA has the capacity and entitlement to represent those employers affected by the proceedings; 

• the interests of ACCA’s existing and potential members (including those affected by the proposed variation and 
those affected by any flow-on to the WA common rule award) will be directly affected by any order made by the 
Commission; 
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• it would be a denial of natural justice for ACCA not to be heard; 

• it is in the public interest for ACCA to be heard, given ACCA’s involvement in the child care work value cases 
which either have been decided or are in the process of being heard in other States. 

(see Outline of Submissions of ACCA dated 23 March 2006) 
12 The ACCA is not a registered organisation for the purposes of the Act nor is it a respondent nor party to the Award.  The 

applicant did not dispute that the employers represented by Ms Reid on whose behalf warrants had been filed were bound by 
the Award by common rule and as I had no reason to doubt that these employers were bound by the Award by common rule I 
was therefore satisfied that given the nature of this application the employers which had lodged warrants for Ms Reid to appear 
on their behalf had a sufficient interest in these proceedings.  As the Commission has the power under s27(1)(k) of the Act to 
permit the intervention of any person or persons who in the opinion of the Commission has a sufficient interest in the matter I 
therefore decided that the 21 employers which had lodged warrants should be granted leave to intervene.  As Ms Reid declined 
the opportunity to identify the other entities on whose behalf ACCA was seeking leave to intervene it was unclear whether or 
not these employers that ACCA claimed it represented had any interest in this application.  Further, I was not made aware of 
any compelling reasons why ACCA in its own right should be granted leave to intervene in these proceedings.  In the 
circumstances I determined that Ms Reid’s application for ACCA to be granted leave to intervene on behalf of a number of 
unspecified existing and potential members should be refused. 
Submissions 
Applicant’s submissions 

13 At the outset of the proceedings the applicant detailed a number of amendments to the amended schedule filed in the 
Commission on 23 January 2006 and these amendments, which were typographical in nature, were agreed to by both 
Ms Laferla and Ms Reid (on a without prejudice basis). 

14 The applicant argued that the proposed amendments to the Award should apply to all employers bound by the Award and in 
the alternative argued that if the Commission did not believe that this course of action was appropriate then this application 
should still apply to those entities represented by Ms Reid on whose behalf warrants had been filed until a further hearing was 
held to determine whether or not the proposed variations should apply to these employers. 

15 The applicant stated that after this application was lodged the applicant and Ms Laferla considered the history of the Award 
and the basis upon which wage rates had been fixed by the Commission in predecessor awards in 1992 and 1993.  The 
applicant stated in addition to reaching agreement about the recent consent variations to the Long Day Care Award they also 
considered three recent AIRC Full Bench decisions dealing with variations to the Child Care Industry (Australian Capital 
Territory) Award 1998 and the Children’s Services (Victoria) Award 1998 (“the Victoria and ACT Awards”) (see PR 954938, 
13 January 2005; PR 957259, 13 April 2005; PR 957914, 10 May 2005). 

16 The applicant argues that the circumstances which eventuated in the recent wage increases for employees covered by the 
Victoria and ACT Awards can be applied to those employers and employees operating in the child care industry in Western 
Australia which are subject to this application and the applicant stated that the details of the classification structure proposed to 
be incorporated into the Award was based on information before the AIRC Full Bench proceedings when the Victoria and 
ACT Awards were varied.  Additionally, the applicant stated that the work value changes considered by the AIRC in these 
applications arose from changes to work undertaken which occurred after work value considerations were reviewed by the 
Commission in June 1993 when the Award’s classifications were reviewed (see Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of 
Australia, WA Branch v Bassendean Day Care Centre and Others [1993] 73 WAIG 1807). 

17 The applicant maintains that the common Australian Qualifications Framework (“the AQF”) levels and qualifications which 
are incorporated into this application apply to employees working in the child care industry across Australia and should 
therefore be incorporated into the Award to provide nationwide consistency for employees and employers in this industry.  The 
applicant relies on the fact that a significant number of employers in the child care industry in Western Australia have 
conceded the case for significant wage increases for their employees and have agreed to the increases based on an agreed 
timetable for phasing in the wage increases and translating employees to the proposed new classification structure.  The 
applicant stated that this application mirrors the same time frames determined by the AIRC in the Victoria and ACT Awards. 

18 The applicant stated that the internal relativities for the first two pay levels in the Award have not been changed because the 
calculation used in the Victoria and ACT Awards for these levels resulted in lower wages levels for these classifications in the 
Award.  The applicant confirmed that the proposed Levels 3, 4, 5 and 6 have the same rates and classification structure that 
apply in the Victoria and ACT Awards and argued that having the same rates was necessary for consistency within the national 
qualification structure for the child care industry across Australia.  The applicant stated that the appropriate base rate for 
Level 3 employees or equivalent is that of a C10 employee under the metal trades award and Level 4 and above employees 
who have an AQF diploma or equivalent rate is equivalent to a metal trades C5 employee.  The applicant also confirmed that 
the internal relativities for pre-school teachers in the application have not changed. 

19 The applicant understood that approximately 650 respondents in Western Australia are bound by the Long Day Care Award 
and that Ms Laferla represented approximately 40 of these respondents. 

20 The applicant argues that the variation to the Award complies with the State Wage Case principles and that the new 
classification structure and rates of pay are warranted having regard to these principles.  The applicant also argues that the 
agreed facts are sufficient to satisfy the Commission that the Award should be varied in the terms sought. 
Respondents’ submissions 

21 Ms Laferla concurred with the applicant’s submissions and relies on the statement of agreed facts submitted in support of this 
application.  Ms Laferla stated that her discussions with the applicant with respect to changes to the Long Day Care Award was 
predicated on the agreed changes to that award applying to the Award via this application.  The respondent stated that some 
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respondents to the Long Day Care Award also ran child care centres which were bound by the Award and she stated that the 
employers she represented wanted consistency between the terms and conditions applying under the Long Day Care Award 
and the Award and she also claimed that the respondents wanted a level playing field.  Ms Laferla argued that in the 
circumstances all employers should be bound by the proposed variation. 

22 Ms Reid opposes the Award being varied in the manner sought by the applicant and the employers represented by Ms Laferla.  
Ms Reid submitted that a substantial number of employers bound by the Award oppose the proposed variations and maintains 
that it is undesirable to vary the Award in a way which affects the Award’s respondents differently. 

23 Ms Reid stated that the variation to the Long Day Care Award was an interim decision and has not been finally disposed of and 
the decision excluded members of the ACCA which were bound by that award because they did not consent to the variation 
and that as a result the ACCA was in a position to have its objections heard at a later date.  Ms Reid argued that the order being 
sought in this application is a final order and Ms Reid argued that as all parties to the Award do not consent to the variation the 
Commission has no power to make a final order in the absence of proper evidence.  The employers represented by Ms Reid do 
not agree with the statement of agreed facts and Ms Reid foreshadowed that at a further hearing of this application they 
intended to lead evidence that the child care industry in Western Australia is different to the child care industry in other states 
and that these differences impact on work value considerations. 

24 Ms Reid also submitted the following in relation to the proposed orders: 

• the operative date should be no earlier than 1 July 2006; 

• the increase in wage rates should be phased in over three to five years; 

• the magnitude of proposed wage rate increases are not fair and reasonable in all the circumstances, particularly for 
E workers and Directors, and would create a distortion in the profile of workers employed in child care centres; 

• the Commission has previously found that it is not appropriate to link the classifications and pay rates of child care 
workers in Western Australia to those which apply to metal trades workers, as is sought by the applicant in these 
proceedings; 

• the scale of the proposed wage increase will have significant adverse effects on licensed child care services and that 
these effects have already occurred in the ACT and Victoria. 

25 Ms Reid stated that the following evidence was filed in the AIRC in the application to vary the Long Day Care Award in 
support of the assertions made above.  This included: 

• evidence from an expert economist, Dr Brian Martin to the effect that the child care industry in Western Australia is 
significantly different to the other states; 

• evidence from the Manager of Training and Consulting, Australian Industry Group, Mr David Tiller to the effect 
that metal trades classifications are not suitable for use in other industries; 

• evidence from a childcare operator in the ACT, Ms Gwynneth Bridge to the effect that initial increases in child care 
wages arising from the wage case in Victoria/ACT have already had adverse effects on centres and families in the 
ACT; 

• evidence from a childcare operator in Victoria and President of the Child Care Centres Association of Victoria, 
Mr Frank Cusmano to the effect that initial increases in child care wages arising from the wage case in 
Victoria/ACT have already had adverse effects on centres and families in Victoria; 

• evidence from Dr Martin estimating that the wage increases sought by the applicant in the Long Day Care Award 
(and which are the same as in these proceedings) will result in: 
 an increase in out of pocket expenses for families with children in care of 18.4 per cent; 
 some 6,000 children in Western Australia being withdrawn from childcare; and 
 an associated reduction in the workforce participation of women in Western Australia, to the order of 2,000 

women leaving the workforce. 
26 Ms Reid argued that the applicant has not demonstrated that the proposed increases are warranted and the statement of agreed 

facts contains no evidence, does not explain how the monetary amounts were determined and how the adjustments to the 
classifications were made and does not address the relativities as required by Principle 6. 

27 In summary Ms Reid maintained that the Commission should dismiss this application or list this application for further hearing 
and determination. 
Findings and conclusions 

28 This application seeks to vary the definitions, wages and classifications of employees subject to the Award under Principle 6 of 
the Statement of Principles – July 2005 of the State Wage Case.  Principle 6 reads as follows: 

“Work Value Changes 
(a) Changes in work value may arise from changes in the nature of the work, skill and responsibility required or the 

conditions under which work is performed.  Changes in work by themselves may not lead to a change in wage rates.  
The strict test for an alteration in wage rates is that the change in the nature of the work should constitute such a 
significant net addition to work requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification or upgrading to a 
higher classification. 
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In addition to meeting this test a party making a work value application will need to justify any change to wage 
relativities that might result not only within the relevant internal award classifications structure but also against 
external classifications to which that structure is related.  There must be no likelihood of wage "leapfrogging" 
arising out of changes in relative position. 
These are the only circumstances in which rates may be altered on the ground of work value and the altered rates 
may be applied only to employees whose work has changed in accordance with this provision. 
In applying the Work Value Changes Principle, the Commission will have regard to the need for any alterations to 
wage relativities between awards to be based on skill, responsibility and the conditions under which work is 
performed. 

(b) Where new or changed work justifying a higher rate is performed only from time to time by persons covered by a 
particular classification or where it is performed only by some of the persons covered by the classification, such 
new or changed work should be compensated by a special allowance which is payable only when the new or 
changed work is performed by a particular employee and not by increasing the rate for the classification as a whole. 

(c) The time from which work value changes in an award should be measured is the date of operation of the second 
structural efficiency adjustment allowable under the September 1989 State Wage Decision ((1989) 69 WAIG 2917). 

(d) Care should be exercised to ensure that changes which were or should have been taken into account in any previous 
work value adjustments or in a structural efficiency exercise are not included in any work evaluation under this 
provision. 

(e) Where the tests specified in (a) are met, an assessment will have to be made as to how that alteration should be 
measured in money terms.  Such assessment should normally be based on the previous work and the nature and 
extent of the change in work. 

(f) The expression "the conditions under which the work is performed" relates to the environment in which the work is 
done. 

(g) The Commission should guard against contrived classifications and over-classification of jobs. 
(h) Any changes in the nature of the work, skill and responsibility required or the conditions under which the work is 

performed, taken into account in assessing an increase under any other provision of this Statement of Principles, 
shall not be taken into account in any claim under this provision.” 

29 As already stated, at the conclusion of the hearing on 23 March 2006 I informed the parties that it was my view that the Award 
should be varied in the manner proposed by the applicant and the respondents to the Award represented by Ms Laferla and that 
these variations would apply to all employers and employees bound by the Award, excluding those employers represented by 
Ms Reid by warrant and an order to this effect issued on 24 March 2006. 

30 In my view the Award should be varied in the terms of the amended schedule for a number of reasons.  I find that it is fair and 
equitable to incorporate the proposed changes to employees’ wages and the classification structure into the Award, that the 
requirements of Principle 6. – Work Value Changes of the State Wage Case Principles have been met in relation to this 
application and it is my view in granting this application a number of the objects of the Act are satisfied in particular objects 
s6(ac), (af) and (ca).  In reaching the view that the proposed variations should be incorporated into the Award I have also taken 
into account that the consenting parties to this application agreed on the following contentions which they maintain are 
relevant to an assessment of changes to the value of work currently undertaken by employees in the child care industry in 
Western Australia who are the subject of this application: 

• The findings of the AIRC in respect of the work value changes in the ACT and Victoria are applicable to the award 
setting in Western Australia. 

• The new classification structure proposed for the Award has been significantly informed (sic) by the AIRC full 
bench proceedings in the Victoria and ACT Awards, tailored to the Western Australian context. 

• The history of the Award represents a similar stage and datum point for the determination of “work value” changes. 

• The introduction of AQF level qualifications as an indicator for classification structures is common across Australia 
and is applicable in Western Australia. 

• A Certificate III Level qualification applicable in the ACT and Victoria is the same as in Western Australia. 
Similarly, an AQF Diploma Level is the same in the ACT, Victoria and Western Australia. The proposed Certificate 
IV Level is the same as agreed for qualified South Australian and Northern Territory child care employees. 

• The employer interests have conceded the case for significant wage increases and have agreed to them, subject to 
the agreed timetable for phasing in the increases and translating employees to the proposed new classification 
structure. 

• The translation timetable follows the timeframes determined by the Full Bench in relation to Victorian and ACT 
workers. 

• The agreement reached by the parties in the course of their negotiations and with the assistance of the Commission 
is justified on the merits. The new classification structure and rates of pay are warranted, having regard to the 
requirements under the Statement of Principles. 

31 I have reviewed the summary of evidence given to the Full Bench of the AIRC and the findings it made about the child care 
industry in general when the Victoria and ACT Awards were varied to incorporate variations similar to this application (see 
PR954938, PR957259 and PR957914).  In this application the Full Bench found that there had been a significant growth in the 
provision of child care places in Australia since 1999 and in the average number of children placed in child care centres, the 
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workload of child care workers had increased due to changing enrolment patterns, child care workers are now undertaking 
additional duties due to the introduction of the AQF system at workplaces and programming and documentation requirements 
have increased the workloads, accountability and responsibility expected of child care workers.  The Full Bench found that 
child care workers are dealing with increasing numbers of children from culturally diverse backgrounds and with special 
needs, more emphasis is placed on early childhood development, learning and education in child care centres, accreditation has 
increased the workload and accountability and responsibilities of child care workers, there are critical shortages of qualified 
staff in the child care industry and limited career paths and that low pay rates for employees have contributed to current 
recruitment and retention problems in the child care industry. 

32 When reaching its conclusions about changes to the value of the work undertaken by child care workers the AIRC Full Bench 
took into account the following factors: 

• Qualifications necessary for the job 

• Training period required 

• Attributes required for the performance of the work 

• Responsibilities for the work, material and equipment and for the safety of the plant and other employees 

• Conditions under which the work is performed such as heat, cold, dirt, wetness, noise, necessity to wear protective 
equipment etc 

• Quality of work attributable to, and required of, the employee 

• Versatility and adaptability: for example, performing a multiplicity of functions 

• Skill exercised 

• Acquired knowledge of plant and process 

• Supervision over others or necessity to work without supervision and 

• Importance of the work to the overall operations of the plant 
(see PR954938) 

When evaluating the increased net addition to work requirements for child care workers the Full Bench concluded that the 
range of changes to the nature of the work undertaken by child care workers and the extent of these changes constituted a 
significant net addition to the work required of child care workers within the meaning of the work value principle in the 
Statement of Principles of the National Wage Case, which is in the same terms as Principle 6 of the 2005 State Wage 
Principles. 

33 I accept the applicant’s argument, as endorsed by Ms Laferla, that the conclusions reached by the Full Bench about the 
increased duties and the extensive changes to the nature of the work undertaken by child care workers are applicable to the 
duties undertaken by workers in the child care industry in Western Australia and no evidence to the contrary was tendered at 
the hearing to dispute this claim.  On this basis I am of the view that the findings and conclusions reached by the Full Bench as 
detailed above are relevant to this application and should be applied to the work undertaken by employees working in the child 
care industry in Western Australia.  Additionally, no evidence was given at the hearing that the child care industry in Western 
Australia operates in a significantly different way to the way in which the child care industry operates in other states and 
territories, including Victoria and the ACT, and in my view the submissions made by Ms Reid about this issue at the hearing 
does not alter this view.  Furthermore, no evidence was given at the hearing contesting the proposition that the child care 
industry in Western Australia has undergone similar changes to other states in the way in which it operates and the 
expectations on employees working in this industry.  In the circumstances I accept the argument by the applicant and the 
respondents represented by Ms Laferla that there has been a significant net addition to the value of the work and range of 
duties undertaken by employees working in the child care industry in Western Australia since 1993. 

34 Based on equity and fairness and when taking into account the relevant objects of the Act as already identified I am of the view 
that the increases in the value of work undertaken by child care workers in Western Australia warrants the payment of the 
wage increases sought by the applicant and I am satisfied that the new classification structure has been properly fixed taking 
into account the Minimum Rates Adjustment Principle.  Even though the re-alignment of the classifications in the Award will 
result in significant wage increases for most employees covered by the Award I find that these increases deliver fair minimum 
wages to child care workers.  I also take into account that no evidence was put before me at the hearing about the incapacity of 
employers to pay the proposed wage increases or that these increases and the implementation of a new classifications structure 
would present difficulties for employers, nor was there any issue raised about the timeframe for implementing these increases.  
Whilst I accept that Ms Reid raised this as an issue on behalf of the employers she represented, they are not bound by this 
order. 

35 Based on equity considerations I am of the view that this application should be granted as it is my view that it is appropriate 
that there be consistency between rates of pay and classifications of child care workers nationally.  I find that employees in this 
industry should have their qualifications valued and remunerated consistent with like employees across Australia including 
child care workers in the ACT, Victoria, the Northern Territory and South Australia where child care workers are undertaking 
similar work to child care workers in Western Australia and are currently subject to the same or similar wages and 
classifications as contemplated by this application.  I have considered the evidence put to the AIRC Full Bench in relation to 
this issue and I accept their conclusions that the classification structure as detailed in this application should be based on the 
AQF Diploma level being linked to the C5 level in the Metal, Engineering and Associated Industries Award, 1998 – Part 1 
(“the metal industry award”) and that there should be a nexus between the Child Care Worker Level 3 on commencement 
classification and the C10 level in the metal industry award using the method for determining a properly fixed rate arising out 
of the Clerks (Breweries) Consolidated Award, 1985 case (Print R9120, 14 September 1999).  The Full Bench based this on 
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the proposition that the C10 comparator should be the CCW Level 3 on commencement and it decided that the CCW Level 4 
(that is the AQF Diploma level) should be set at the same rate as Level C5 in the metal industry award.  I also accept that in 
reaching this decision the Full Bench took into account the competency levels and qualifications required of these levels.  In 
my view these links are appropriate to apply to the proposed classifications as this will ensure consistency within the child care 
industry in Australia and provide a common base line for future reviews of these classifications.  I am also satisfied that the 
internal and external relativities in the proposed new classification and wage structure for the Award are justified on the basis 
that the current internal relativities essentially remain intact and that the minor variations to the current internal relativities 
included in this application arise from the necessity to ensure that the Award classification levels are consistent with the AQF 
relativities which now apply throughout Australia in the child care industry.  I am aware that currently a trained child care 
giver’s rate of pay is benchmarked as a percentage of Step 4 of the Independent School Teacher’s Salary rate (see Federated 
Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, WA Branch v Bassendean Day Care Centre and Others [1992] 73 WAIG 101 at 
114) and that untrained child care support employees are benchmarked against the Metal Tradesperson’s base rate (see 
Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, WA Branch v Bassendean Day Care Centre and Others [1993] 73 
WAIG 1807).  However, to ensure consistency between classifications it is my view that it is appropriate that the benchmark 
for the relativities of the classifications contained in this application should be benchmarked against the relevant classifications 
in the metal trades award. 

36 I am of the view that there should be consistency in the terms and conditions of employment for all employers and employees 
operating within the child care industry in Western Australia and this is achieved to a large extent by the granting of this 
application.  I accept that Ms Laferla represented a significant number of respondents in proceedings related to the 
incorporation of a new classification structure and wage rates into the Long Day Care Award and that this award has been 
varied, albeit on an interim bases in the same terms as this application and approximately 650 employers in Western Australia 
are bound by this award out of approximately 738 licensed child care centres operating in Western Australia and that the 
variations as proposed currently apply to these employers, except for those employers represented by ACCA (see Print 
PR968525 dated 9 February 2006). 

37 In the circumstances it was my view that the Award should be varied in the terms sought by the applicant. 

Editor’s note:  Order No. Appl 944 of 2005 (2006WAIRC04049) issued on 24 March 2006 was published in the April WAIG, 
Vol. 86, Part 1, Subpart 5 at page 713 

 

2005 WAIRC 03342 
GRAIN HANDLING MAINTENANCE WORKERS AWARD C477 OF 1979 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES (COMMISSION'S OWN MOTION) 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, 
PLUMBING AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING AND 
ELECTRICAL DIVISION, WA BRANCH and OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE FRIDAY, 16 DECEMBER 2005 
FILE NO/S APPL 1244 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 03342 
 

Result Award varied 
Representation 
Respondents Mr L Edmonds (of Counsel) on behalf of the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, 

Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical 
Division, WA Branch and on behalf of The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & 
Kindred Industries Union of Workers - Western Australian Branch 
Ms C Brown of Australian Mines and Metals Association on behalf of Co-operative Bulk Handling 
Limited and BulkWest Engineering Pty Ltd 
No appearance of the Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western 
Australian Branch 
No appearance of Construction Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers 

 

Order 
Having heard Mr Edmonds of Counsel on behalf of the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, 
Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, WA Branch and on behalf of The 
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Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union of Workers - Western Australian Branch and 
Ms Brown of Australian Mines and Metals Association on behalf of Co-operative Bulk Handling Limited and BulkWest 
Engineering Pty Ltd; and no appearance of Transport Workers’ Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western 
Australian Branch or of The Construction Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers; and by consent, the Commission 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders – 
 to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders – 

THAT the Grain Handling Maintenance Workers Award No. C477 of 1979 be varied in accordance with the following 
schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
6 December 2005. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Delete the entire Award and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

1. – AWARD STRUCTURE 

1.1 - TITLE 
This award shall be known as the "Grain Handling Maintenance Workers Award" and shall replace the Metal Trades (General) 
Award No. 13 of 1965, the Sheetmetal Workers Award No. 10 of 1973, the Building Trades Award No. 31 of 1966 and the 
Transport Workers (General) Award No. 10 of 1961 to the extent that each such award applies to maintenance workers employed 
by Co-operative Bulk Handling Limited or BulkWest Engineering Pty Ltd. 

1.2 - ARRANGEMENT 
1. AWARD STRUCTURE 
1.1 Title  
1.2 Arrangement 
1.3 Area and Scope 
1.4 Term 
1.5 Definitions 
2. CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT 
2.1 Contract of Service 
2.2 Apprentices 
3. HOURS OF WORK 
3.1 Hours 
3.2 Overtime 
4. RATES OF PAY 
4.1 Minimum Adult Award Wage 
4.2 Wages 
4.3 Classification Structure 
4.4 Supported Wage System 
4.5 Payment of Wages 
5. ALLOWANCES AND FACILITIES 
5.1 Shift Work 
5.2 Special Rates and Provisions 
5.3 Car Allowance 
5.4 Fares and Travelling Time 
5.5 Distant Work 
5.6 Location Allowance 
6. LEAVE 
6.1 Public Holidays 
6.2 Annual Leave 
6.3 Sick Leave 
6.4 Bereavement Leave 
6.5 Parental Leave 
6.6 Long Service Leave 
6.7 Carer's Leave 
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7. DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE 
7.1 Dispute Settlement Procedure 
8. SAFETY AND TRAINING 
8.1 Safety Code 
9. REGISTERED ORGANISATION MATTERS 
9.1 Right of Entry to Investigate Breaches 
9.2 Right of Entry for Discussions with Employees 
9.3 Posting of Award and Union Notices 
9.4 Trade Union Courses 
10. KEEPING OF RECORDS 
10.1 Time and Wages Record 
10.2 Inspection of Records 
11. APPENDICES 
11.1 Classification Structure and Definitions – Transitional Arrangements 
12. NAMED PARTIES AND RESPONDENTS 
12.1 Named Parties to the Award 

1.3 – AREA AND SCOPE 
This award relates to all work done by maintenance employees employed by Co-operative Bulk Handling Limited or BulkWest 
Engineering Pty Ltd in the State of Western Australia in any calling mentioned in –4.2 of this award. 

1.4 – TERM 
The term of this award shall be for a period of eighteen months from the beginning of the first pay period to commence on or after 
the 15th day of November, 1979. 

1.5 – DEFINITIONS 
"Casual Employee" means an employee engaged and paid as such in accordance with 2.1.6. 
"Commission" means the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission. 
"Union" means the relevant employee organisation(s) named in 12.1 "Named Parties and Respondents", dependent on 
the appropriate membership and union coverage of the individual employee concerned. 

2. – CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT 
2.1 – CONTRACT OF SERVICE 

2.1.1 A contract of service to which this award applies may be terminated in accordance with the provisions of this 
clause and not otherwise, but this subclause does not operate so as to prevent any party to such a contract 
from giving a greater period of notice than is hereinafter prescribed, nor to affect the employer's right to 
dismiss an employee without notice for serious misconduct and an employee so dismissed shall be paid 
wages for the time worked up to the time of dismissal only. 

2.1.2 Subject to the provisions of this clause, a party to the contract of employment may on any day give to the 
other party the appropriate period of notice of termination of the contract prescribed in 2.1.5 and the contract 
terminates when that period expires. 

2.1.3 In lieu of giving the notice referred to in 2.1.2, an employer may pay the employee concerned ordinary wages 
for the period of notice to which the employee would otherwise be entitled. 

2.1.4 (a) Where an employee leaves the employment: 
(i) Without giving the notice referred to in 2.1.2;  or 
(ii) Having given such notice, before the notice expires, 
the employee forfeits their entitlement to any moneys owing to the employee under this award 
except to the extent that those moneys exceed the ordinary wages for the period of notice which 
should have been given. 

(b) In a case to which paragraph (a) of this subclause applies: 
(i) The contract of service shall, for the purposes of this award, be deemed to have terminated 

at the time at which the employee was last ready, willing and available for work during 
ordinary hours under the contract;  and 

(ii) The provisions of 2.1.2 shall be deemed to have been complied with if the employee pays to 
the employer, whether by forfeiture or otherwise, an amount equivalent to the employee's 
ordinary wages for the period of notice which should have been given. 

2.1.5 The period of notice referred to in 2.1.2 of this clause is - 
(a) In the case of a casual employee, one hour; 
(b) An employee (other than a casual employee) 
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(i) Period of Continuous Service  Period of Notice 
 During the first month  1 day 
 More than 1 month but less than 1 year  1 week 
 More than 1 year but less than 3 years  2 weeks 
 More than 3 years but less than 5 years  3 weeks 
 5 years and over  4 weeks 
(ii) An employee who at the time of being given notice is over 45 years of age and who at the 

date of termination has completed two years' continuous service with the employer, shall be 
entitled to one week's notice in addition to the notice prescribed in placitum (i) of this 
paragraph. 

(c) Where under paragraph (b) hereof the notice of termination is given at or before the employee's 
normal starting time on any day, that day shall count for the purpose of notice. 

2.1.6 (a) Prior to engagement an employee shall be notified by the employer or by the employer's 
representative whether the duration of the employment is expected to exceed one month and, if the 
employee is hired as a casual employee, the employee shall be advised: 
(i) The employment is casual; and 
(ii) There is no entitlement to paid leave (except bereavement leave). 

(b) An employee shall, for the purposes of this award, be deemed to be a casual employee - 
(i) If the expected duration of the employment is less than one month; or 
(ii) If the notification referred to in paragraph (a) of this subclause is not given and the 

employee is dismissed through no fault of the employee within one month of commencing 
employment. 

2.1.7 The employer shall be under no obligation to pay for any day not worked upon which the employee is 
required to present themselves for duty, except when such absence from work is due to illness and comes 
within the provisions of 6.3 – Sick Leave or such absence meets the requirements for other paid leave to 
which the employee is entitled under the provisions of this award. 

2.1.8 (a) The employer is entitled to deduct payment for any day upon which an employee (including an 
apprentice) cannot be usefully employed because of a strike by any of the unions party to this award 
or by any other association or union. 

(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause also apply where the employee cannot be usefully 
employed through any cause which the employer could not reasonably have prevented but only if, 
and to the extent that the employer and the Union or Unions concerned so agree or, in the event of 
disagreement, the Commission so determines. 

(c) Where the stoppage of work has resulted from a breakdown of the employer's machinery the 
Commission in determining a dispute under paragraph (b) of this subclause, shall have regard for the 
duration of the stoppage and the endeavours made by the employer to repair the breakdown. 

2.2 - APPRENTICES 
Apprentices may be taken in the ratio of one apprentice for every two or fraction of two (the fraction being not less than one) 
tradespersons and shall not be taken in excess of that ratio unless - 

(a) The Union or Unions concerned so agree; or 
(b) The Commission so determines after receiving a report from the appropriate Apprenticeship 

Advisory Board or otherwise. 
3. – HOURS OF WORK 

3.1 - HOURS 
3.1.1 (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the ordinary working hours shall not exceed forty in any 

week nor eight in any day, Monday to Friday, inclusive, and, except in the case of shift employees, 
shall be worked between the hours of 7.00 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. 

(b) Where the first night shift in any week commences on Monday night, the night shift commencing on 
Friday and finishing not later than 8.00 a.m. on Saturday of that week, shall be deemed to have been 
worked in ordinary working hours. 

(c) Starting or finishing times outside those prescribed in paragraph (a) of this subclause may, in any 
particular case, be fixed by agreement between the employer and the Union or Unions concerned. 

3.1.2 The ordinary working hours shall be consecutive except for a meal interval which shall not exceed one hour. 
3.1.3 (a) Subject to the provisions of this paragraph, a rest period of ten minutes from the time of ceasing to 

the time of resumption of work shall be allowed each morning. 
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(b) The rest period shall be counted as time off duty without deduction of pay and shall be arranged at a 
time and in a manner to suit the convenience of the employer. 

(c) Refreshments may be taken by employees during the rest period but the period of ten minutes shall 
not be exceeded under any circumstances. 

(d) An employer who satisfies the Commission that any employee has breached any condition expressed 
or implied in this subclause may be exempted from liability to allow the rest period. 

(e) In an establishment in which the majority of employees are not subject to this Award, the rovisions 
of this subclause do not apply but any employee to whom this Award applies shall be entitled to the 
rest period, if any, which may be allowed to the aforesaid majority. 

3.2 – OVERTIME 
3.2.1 Subject to the provisions of this subclause, all work done beyond the ordinary working hours on any day, 

Monday to Friday, inclusive, shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half for the first two hours and 
double time thereafter provided that where work continues after the recognised meal break an employee shall 
be paid for at least two hours at overtime rates. 

3.2.2 (a) Work done on Saturdays or on Sundays shall be paid for at the rate of double time with payment for 
at least four hours at that rate. 

(b) Work done on any day prescribed as a holiday under this award shall be paid for at the rate of double 
time and a half with payment for at least four hours at that rate but this subclause does not apply in a 
case to which paragraph (b) of 3.1.1 applies. 

3.2.3 When an employee is required for duty during the usual meal time and the employee's meal time is thereby 
postponed for more than half an hour, the employee shall be paid at overtime rates until the employee gets the 
meal. 

3.2.4 In computing overtime each day shall stand alone but when an employee works overtime which continues 
beyond midnight on any day, the time worked after midnight shall be deemed to be part of the previous day's 
work for the purpose of this clause. 

3.2.5 Overtime on shift work shall be based on the rate prescribed in 4.2 - Wages. 
3.2.6 (a) When overtime work is necessary, it shall wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that 

employees have at least ten consecutive hours off duty between the work of successive days. 
(b) An employee (other than a casual employee) who works so much overtime between the termination 

of the employee's ordinary work on one day and the commencement of the employee's ordinary 
work on the next day that the employee has not had at least ten consecutive hours off duty between 
those times shall, subject to this paragraph, be released after completion of such overtime until the 
employee has had ten consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time 
occurring during such absence. 

(c) If, on the instruction of the employer, such an employee resumes or continues work without having 
had such ten consecutive hours off duty the employee shall be paid at double rates until released 
from duty for such period and then shall be entitled to be absent until the employee has had ten 
consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time occurring during such 
absence. 

(d) Where an employee (other than a casual employee) is called into work on a Sunday or public holiday 
preceding an ordinary working day the employee shall, wherever reasonably practicable, be given 
ten consecutive hours off duty before the employee's usual starting time of the next day. 
If this is not practicable then the provisions of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subclause shall apply. 
Provided that overtime worked as a result of a recall shall not be regarded as overtime for the 
purpose of this subclause when the actual time worked is less than three hours on such recall or on 
each of such recalls. 

(e) The provisions of this subclause shall apply in the case of shift employees who rotate from one shift 
to another, as if eight hours were substituted for ten hours when overtime is worked : 
(i) For the purpose of changing shift rosters; or 
(ii) Where a shift employee does not report for duty; or 
(iii) Where a shift is worked by arrangement between the employees themselves. 

(f) When an employee is recalled to work after leaving the job - 
(i) The employee shall be paid for at least three hours at overtime rates; and 
(ii) Time reasonably spent in getting to and from work shall be counted as time worked. 

3.2.7 When an employee is required to hold themselves in readiness for a call to work after ordinary hours, the 
employee shall be paid at ordinary rates for the time the employee so holds themselves in readiness. 
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3.2.8 An employee shall not be compelled to work for more than five hours without a break for a meal. 
3.2.9 An employee required to work overtime for more than two hours shall be supplied with a meal by the 

employer or be paid $9.15 for a meal, and, if owing to the amount of overtime worked, a second or 
subsequent meal is required, the employee shall be supplied with each such meal by the employer or be paid 
$7.30 for each meal so required. 
This clause shall only apply to overtime worked Monday to Friday inclusive except in respect of any other 
period of overtime for which the employee has not been notified on the previous day or earlier. 

3.2.10 (a) The employer may require any employee to work reasonable overtime at overtime rates, and such 
employee shall work overtime in accordance with such requirement. 

(b) No Union or association party to this Award, or employee or employees covered by this Award, 
shall in any way, whether directly or indirectly, be a party to or concerned in any ban, limitation, or 
restriction upon the working of overtime in accordance with the requirements of this subclause. 

3.2.11 The provisions of this subclause do not operate so as to require payment of more than double time rates, or 
double time and a half on a holiday prescribed under this Award, for any work except and to the extent that 
the provisions of 5.2 - Special Rates and Provisions, of this Award apply to that work. 

4. – RATES OF PAY 
4.1. – MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE 

4.1.1 No adult employee shall be paid less than the Minimum Adult Wage unless otherwise provided by this 
clause. 

4.1.2 The Minimum Adult Award Wage for full time adult employees is $484.40 per week payable on and from 7th 
July 2005. 

4.1.3 The Minimum Adult Award Wage of $484.40 per week is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net 
adjustments from State Wage Case decisions. 

4.1.4 Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casuals, part time employees or pieceworkers or 
employees who are remunerated wholly on the basis of payment by result shall not be paid less than pro rata 
the Minimum Adult Award Wage according to the hours worked. 

4.1.5 Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior 
rates provision of the Minimum Adult Award Wage of $484.40 per week. 

4.1.6 (a) The Minimum Adult Award Wage shall not apply to apprentices, employees engaged on 
Traineeships or Jobskill placements or employed under the Commonwealth Government Supported 
Wage System or to other categories of employees who by prescription are paid less than the 
minimum award rate. 

(b) Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special categories of employees not included here or 
otherwise in relation to the application of the Minimum Adult Award Wage. 

4.1.7 Subject to this clause the Minimum Adult Award Wage shall - 
(a) Apply to all work in ordinary hours. 
(b) Apply to the calculation of overtime and all other penalty rates, superannuation, payments during 

any period of paid leave and for all purposes of this award. 
4.1.8 Minimum Adult Award Wage  

The rates of pay in this Award include the minimum weekly wage for adult employees payable under the 
2005 State Wage Case Decision.  Any increase arising from the insertion of the minimum adult award wage 
will be offset against any equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages and 
conditions of employment are regulated by this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the 
award.  Such above award payments include wages payable pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent 
awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over award arrangements. Absorption 
which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required. 
Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting 
those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset the minimum adult award wage. 

4.1.9 Adult Apprentices 
(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an apprentice, 21 years of age or over, shall not be 

paid less than $406.70 per week. 
(b) The rate paid in paragraph (a) above is payable on superannuation and during any period of paid 

leave prescribed by this Award. 
(c) Where in this award an additional rate is expressed as a percentage, fraction, multiple of the ordinary 

rate of pay, it shall be calculated upon the rate prescribed in this Award for the actual year of 
apprenticeship. 
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(d) Nothing in this clause shall operate to reduce the rate of pay fixed by the award for an adult 
apprentice in force immediately prior to 5th June 2003. 

4.2 - WAGES 
4.2.1 (a) The rate of wages payable weekly to adult employees covered by this Award shall be as follows:- 

Classification Relativity 
 
 

% 

Wage 
Rate 

 
$ 

Arbitrated 
Safety Net 
Adjustment 

$ 

Total 
Rate 

 
 

$ 
Tradesperson Level 4 115.0 524.40 159.00 683.40 
Tradesperson Level 3 110.0 501.60 159.00 660.60 
Tradesperson Level 2 105.0 478.80 159.00 637.80 
Tradesperson Level 1 100.0 456.00 161.00 617.00 
Maintenance Employee Level 4 92.4 421.40 161.00 582.40 
Maintenance Employee Level 3 88.0 401.30 159.00 560.30 
Maintenance Employee Level 2 84.0 383.00 159.00 542.00 
Maintenance Employee Level 1 79.2 361.20 159.00 520.20 
Driver Articulated Vehicle exceeding 20 tonne capacity 98.44 448.90 161.00 609.90 
Driver Motor Vehicle exceeding 7 tonne capacity 94.76 432.10 161.00 593.10 

(b) The rates of pay in this award include arbitrated safety net adjustments available since December 
1993, under the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle.  These arbitrated safety net adjustments 
may be offset against any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received by employees since 
1 November 1991 above the rate prescribed in the Award, except where such absorption is contrary 
to the terms of an industrial agreement.  Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State 
Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to 
offset arbitrated safety net adjustments. 

4.2.2 In Charge Allowance 
(a) In addition to the appropriate total rate prescribed in 4.2.1 an employee shall be paid: 

(i) If placed in charge of one to ten employees $22.20 
(ii) If placed in charge of not less than 11 and not 

more than 20 other employees $33.90 
(iii) If appointed by the Company as a Senior 

Tradesperson at a Grain Handling Terminal or if 
placed in charge of more than 20 other employees $35.00 

(b) For the purpose of calculating authorised paid leave and overtime payments only, any in charge 
allowance paid pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be included in, and form part of, the 
ordinary weekly wage prescribed in the award. 

4.2.3 Apprentices 

Percentage of the Tradesperson's Level 1 rate per week - 
 

 

(a) Four Year Term  
 4th year 88% 
 3rd year 75% 
 2nd year 55% 
 1st year 42% 
(b) Three & A Half Year Term  
 Final year 88% 
 Next year 75% 
 Next year 55% 
 First six months 42% 
(c) Three Year Term  
 3rd Year 88% 
 2nd Year 75% 
 1st Year 55% 
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4.2.4 Tool Allowance: 

(a) Where the employer does not provide a tradesperson or apprentice with the tools ordinarily required 
by that tradesperson or apprentice in the performance of their work as a tradesperson or as an 
apprentice the employer shall pay a tool allowance of - 

(i) $12.60 per week to such tradesperson; or  

(ii) In the case of an apprentice a percentage of $12.60 being the percentage which appears 
against the year of apprenticeship in 4.2.3, 

for the purpose of such tradesperson or apprentice supplying and maintaining tools ordinarily 
required in the performance of their work as a tradesperson or apprentice. 

(b) Any tool allowance paid pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be included in, and form 
part of, the ordinary weekly wage prescribed in this clause. 

4.2.5 Where two or more mobile cranes or forklifts are engaged on any one lift the driver thereof shall be paid an 
additional amount for the time occupied at the rate of $3.80 per week. 

4.2.6 A casual employee shall be paid 20% of the ordinary rate in addition to the ordinary rate for the classification 
in which they are employed. 

4.2.7 Reclassification will be according to the following principles - 

(a) Reclassification to any higher level shall be in accordance with 4.3 – Classification Structure and 
contingent upon such additional work being available and required to be performed by the employer. 

(b) In the event that there is a claim for reclassification by an existing employee to a higher level under 
the new structure on the ground that the employee possesses equivalent skill and knowledge gained 
through on-the-job experience or on any ground the following principles apply - 

(i) The parties agree that the existing award disputes avoidance procedure shall be followed. 

(ii) Agreed competency standards shall be established by the parties in conjunction with TAFE 
(and SESDA when operative) for all levels in the new classification structure before any 
claims for reclassification are processed and shall be incorporated in the Implementation 
Manual as they become available. 

(iii) The Implementation Manual shall lay down procedures for testing the validity of an 
employee's claim for reclassification.  These procedures shall be undertaken by an 
independent third party recognised by SESDA (when established) and/or the National 
Training Board, e.g. TAFE. 

4.2.8 (a) Notwithstanding the above, employees will be able to enter into negotiations with the employer with 
respect to an individual salary package. 

(b) For the purposes of this award "salary packaging" shall mean an arrangement whereby the wage or 
salary benefit arising under a contract of employment is reduced, with another or other benefits to 
the value of the replaced salary being substituted and due to the employee. 

(c) An employer and employee bound by this award may enter into a salary packaging arrangement 
subject to the following – 

(i) The employer shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that any salary package complies 
with taxation and other relevant laws. 

(ii) The employer shall record the arrangement at the time it is entered into, and provide a copy 
to the employee before the arrangement comes into effect. 

(d) The record shall include details of the employee's classification and salary level applying 
immediately prior to the salary packaging, coming into effect, and the details of the package. 

(e) The value of any agreed package, viewed objectively, shall not be less than the value of entitlements 
under this award which would otherwise apply. 

(f) The value of any agreed salary package, viewed objectively, shall not be greater than the value of the 
contractual benefits which would otherwise be due to the employee. 

(g) Salary packaging arrangements will be done in accordance with the CBH Salary packaging Policy, 
which will be consistent with the requirements of this clause. 
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(h) If an employee negotiates an individual salary package, they will be required to enter into a separate 
agreement with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions applying to the provision of their 
salary/wages and fringe benefits. 

4.3. – CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE 

4.3.1 MAINTENANCE EMPLOYEE LEVEL 1 79.2% 

A Maintenance Employee Level 1 means an employee who will complete the Company's induction training, 
demonstrate an ability to provide positive assistance to any tradesperson and work under a tradesperson's 
direct supervision.  This employee must also demonstrate an ability in engineering potential with a common 
sense approach to personal and environmental safety. 

An employee at this level performs routine duties essentially of a manual nature and to their level of training: 

(a) Performs general labouring and cleaning duties; 

(b) Exercises minimal judgement; and 

(c) Works under direct supervision. 

4.3.2 MAINTENANCE EMPLOYEE LEVEL 2 84.0% 

A Maintenance Employee Level 2 means an employee who has completed up to three months' structured 
training so as to enable the employee to perform work within the scope of this level. 

At this level an employee performs work above and beyond the skills of an employee at Maintenance 
Employee Level 1 and to the level of their training - 

(a) Works under direct supervision, either individually or in a team environment. 

(b) Understands and undertakes basic quality control/assurance procedures including the ability to 
recognise basic quality deviations and faults. 

(c) Understands and utilises basic statistical process control procedures. 

Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may perform are the following - 

* Repetitive work on automatic, semi-automatic or single purpose machines or equipment. 

* Assembles components using basic written, spoken and/or diagrammatic instructions in an assembly 
environment. 

* Basic soldering or butt and spot welding skills or cutting scrap with oxy-acetylene blow pipe. 

* Uses selected hand tools. 

* Cleans boilers. 

* Maintains simple records. 

* Uses hand trolleys and pallet trucks. 

* Assists in the provision of on the job training in conjunction with tradespersons and 
supervisors/trainers. 

4.3.3 MAINTENANCE EMPLOYEE LEVEL 3 88.0% 

Maintenance Employee Level 3 means an employee who has successfully completed a 
Production/Engineering Certificate I or equivalent training so as to enable the employee to perform work 
within the scope of this level. 

An employee at this level performs work above and beyond the skills of an employee at Maintenance 
Employee Level 2 and to the level of their training, under direct or intermediate supervision of a 
Tradesperson - 
(a) Is responsible for the quality of their own work subject to routine supervision. 
(b) Works under routine supervision either individually or in a team environment. 
(c) Exercises discretion within their level of skills and training. 
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may perform are the following: 
* Operates machinery and equipment requiring the exercise of basic skills knowledge and safety. 
* Non-trade engineering skills. 
* Basic tracing and sketching skills. 
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* Receiving, dispatching, distributing, sorting, checking, packing (other than repetitive packing in 
standard container or containers in which such goods are ordinarily sold), documenting and 
recording of goods, materials and components. 

* Basic keyboard skills. 
* Advanced soldering techniques. 
* Boiler plant attendant. 
* Operation of mobile equipment including forklifts, hand trolleys, pallet trucks, overhead cranes and 

winch operation. 
* Ability to measure accurately using precision hand tools. 
* Assists one or more tradesperson(s). 
* Welding which required the exercise of basic knowledge and safety. 
* Has a knowledge of workplace, hand tool and machinery safety. 
* Has a knowledge of danger out of service and isolation tags regulations used on the work site. 
* Identify toxic and hazardous materials and their correct handling. 
* Able to demonstrate competency in skills to the standards prescribed in the proposed Company 

Standards Manual. 
* Employees shall perform tasks incidental or peripheral to their primary tasks. 
* Assists in the provision of on-the-job training in conjunction with tradespersons and 

supervisor/trainers. 
To reach the level of Maintenance Employee Level 3 the employee will have gained a minimum of six (6) 
months' experience as a Maintenance Employee Level 2 and demonstrated the required competency standard 
as stated in the Company Standards Manual (to be developed by the parties). 

4.3.4 MAINTENANCE EMPLOYEE LEVEL 4 92.4% 
Maintenance Employee Level 4 means an employee who has successfully completed a 
Production/Engineering Certificate II or equivalent training so as to enable the employee to perform work 
within the scope of this level. 
An employee at this level performs work above and beyond the skills of a Maintenance Employee Level 3 
and to the level of their training, under general supervision of the tradesperson: 
(a) Works from complex instructions and procedures. 
(b) Assists in the provision of on the job training to a limited degree. 
(c) Co-ordinates work in a team environment or works individually under general supervision. 
(d) Is responsible for assuring the quality of their own work. 
Indicative of the tasks which an employee at this level may perform are the following: 
* Uses precision measuring instruments. 
* Machine setting, loading and operation. 
* Rigging (Certified). 
* Responsible for the operations and co-ordination of a store. 
* Inventory and store control including computer use. 
* Intermediate keyboard skills. 
* Basic engineering and fault finding skills. 
* Perform basic quality checks on the work of others. 
* Licensed and certified for forklift, engine driving and crane driving operations or other special 

vehicles. 
* Has a knowledge of the employer's operation as it relates to operational processes. 
* Has a knowledge of safety regulations - codes, rules, laws and regulations which govern safe 

working practices. 
* Has a knowledge of workplace safety - hazards which are potential in the workplace environment 

and to be able to take action to eliminate hazardous or unsafe situations and conditions. 
* Has a knowledge of harmful or toxic materials and substances used in any occupational situation. 
* Knowledge of danger, out of service and isolation tags regulations used on the work site. 
* Identify toxic and hazardous materials and their correct handling. 
* An employee classified as a Maintenance Employee Grade 4  will be able to demonstrate their skills 

to the standards prescribed in  the proposed Company Standards Manual. 
* Employees shall perform tasks incidental/peripheral to their primary tasks. 
* Assists in the provision of on-the-job training in conjunction with tradespersons and 

supervisor/trainers. 
To reach the level of Maintenance Employee Level 4 the employee will have gained a minimum of twelve 
(12) months' experience as a Maintenance Employee Level 3 and demonstrated the required competency 
standard as stated. 
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4.3.5 TRADESPERSON LEVEL 1  100.0% 
Tradesperson Level 1 means an employee who holds a Trade Certificate or Tradespersons Rights Certificate 
and demonstrates appropriate trade skills.  Trades are as appropriate to company operational requirements. 
A Maintenance Employee Level 4 could expect to gain this grade through: 
(a) Successful completion of an indentured apprenticeship or 
(b) Under future planning, demonstration or competency in both theoretical and practical requirements 

pertaining to set training standards. 
Employees shall perform non trade tasks incidental/peripheral to their work. 

4.3.6 TRADESPERSON LEVEL 2 105% 
Tradesperson Level 2 means an employee who has successfully completed 33% of the modules towards a 
appropriate post trade Certificate OR equivalent accreditation of an Advanced Certificate or Associate 
Diploma of a relevant trade or discipline to which the employee is employed, including successful completion 
of enterprise specific skills. 
Employees shall perform non trade tasks incidental/peripheral to their work. 

4.3.7 TRADESPERSON LEVEL 3 110% 
Tradesperson Level 3 means an employee who has successfully completed 66% of the modules towards an 
appropriate post trade Certificate OR equivalent accreditation of an Advanced Certificate or Associate 
Diploma of a relevant trade or discipline to which the employee is employed, including successful completion 
of enterprise specific skills. 
Employees shall perform non trade tasks incidental/peripheral to their work. 

4.3.8 TRADESPERSON LEVEL 4 115% 
Tradesperson Level 4 means an  employee who has successfully completed an accredited post trade 
Certificate OR equivalent accreditation of an Advanced Certificate or Associate Diploma of a relevant trade 
or discipline to which the employee is employed, including successful completion of enterprise specific skills. 
Employees shall perform non trade tasks incidental/peripheral to their work. 

4.4 – SUPPORTED WAGE SYSTEM 
4.4.1  This clause defines the conditions which will apply to employees who because of the effects of a disability are eligible for 

a supported wage under the terms of this Award.  In the context of this clause, the following definitions will apply: 
(a) 'Supported Wage System' means the Commonwealth Government system to promote employment for people 

who cannot work at full Award wages because of a disability as documented in "Supported Wages 
System: Guidelines and Assessment Process". 

(b) 'Accredited Assessor' means a person accredited by the management unit established by the Commonwealth 
under the Supported Wage System to perform assessments of an individual's productive capacity within the 
Supported Wage System. 

(c) 'Disability Support Pension' means the Commonwealth pension scheme to provide income security for persons 
with a disability as provided under the Social Security Act 1991, as amended from time to time, or any 
successor to that scheme. 

 (d) 'Assessment instrument' means the form provided for under the Supported Wage System that records the 
assessment of the productive capacity of the person to be employed under the Supported Wage System. 

4.4.2 Eligibility Criteria 
(a) Employees covered by this clause will be those who are unable to perform the range of duties to the competence 

level required within the class of work for which the employee is engaged under this Award, because of the 
effects of a disability on their productive capacity and who meet the impairment criteria for receipt of a 
Disability Support Pension.   

(b) The clause does not apply to any existing employee who has a claim against the employer that is subject to the 
provisions of workers' compensation legislation or any provision of this Award relating to the rehabilitation of 
employees who are injured in the course of their current employment. 

(c) The clause also does not apply to employers in respect of their facility, program, undertaking, services or the 
like which receives funding under the Disability Services Act 1986 and fulfils the dual role of service provider 
and sheltered employer to people with disabilities who are in receipt of or are eligible for a disability support 
pension, except with respect to an organisation which has received recognition under s10 or s12A of the Act, or 
if a part of the organisation has received recognition, that part. 

4.4.3 Supported Wage Rates 
Employees to whom this clause applies shall be paid the applicable percentage of the minimum rate of pay prescribed by 
this Award for the class of work which the person is performing according to the following schedule: 
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Assessed Capacity (subclause 4.4.4) % of Prescribed Award Rate 

10%* 10% 
20% 20% 
30% 30% 
40% 40% 
50% 50% 
60% 60% 
70% 70% 
80% 80% 
90% 90% 

(Provided that the minimum amount payable shall be not less than $61.00 per week). 
* Where a person's assessed capacity is 10%, they shall receive a high degree of assistance and support. 

4.4.4 Assessment of Capacity 
For the purpose of establishing the percentage of the Award rate to be paid to an employee under this Award, the 
productive capacity of the employee will be assessed in accordance with the Supported Wage System and documented in 
an assessment instrument by either: 
(a) The employer and the union in consultation with the employee or, if desired by any of these; or 
(b) The employer and an accredited Assessor from a panel agreed by the parties to the Award and the employee. 

4.4.5 Lodgement of Assessment Instrument 
(a) All assessment instruments under the conditions of this clause, including the appropriate percentage of the 

Award wage to be paid to the employee, shall be lodged by the employer with the Registrar of the Commission. 
(b) All assessment instruments shall be agreed and signed by the parties to the assessment, provided that where a 

Union which is party to the Award, is not a party to the assessment, it shall be referred by the Registrar to the 
Union by certified mail and shall take effect unless an objection is notified to the Registrar within 10 working 
days. 

4.4.6 Review of Assessment 
The assessment of the applicable percentage should be subject to annual review or earlier on the basis of a reasonable 
request for such a review.  The process of review shall be in accordance with the procedures for assessing capacity under 
the Supported Wage System. 

4.4.7 Other Terms and Conditions of Employment 
Where an assessment has been made, the applicable percentage shall apply to the wage rate only.  Employees covered by 
the provisions of the clause will be entitled to the same terms and conditions of employment as all other employees 
covered by this Award paid on a pro-rata basis. 

4.4.8 Workplace Adjustment 
An employer wishing to employ a person under the provisions of this clause shall take reasonable steps to make changes 
in the workplace to enhance the employee's capacity to do the job.  Changes may involve re-design of job duties, working 
time arrangements and work organisation in consultation with other employees in the area. 

4.4.9 Trial Period 
(a) In order for an adequate assessment of the employee's capacity to be made, an employer may employ a person 

under the provisions of this clause for a trial period not exceeding 12 weeks, except that in some cases 
additional work adjustment time (not exceeding 4 weeks) may be needed. 

(b) During the trial period the assessment of capacity shall be undertaken and the proposed wage rate for a 
continuing employment relationship shall be determined. 

(c) The minimum amount payable to the employee during the trial period shall be no less than $61.00 per week or 
such greater amount as is agreed from time to time between the parties (taking into account the Centrelink 
income test free areas for earnings) and inserted into this Award. 

(d) Work trials should include induction or training as appropriate to the job being trialled. 
(e) Where the employer and employee wish to establish a continuing employment relationship following the 

completion of the trial period, a further contract of employment shall be entered into based on the outcome of 
assessment under 4.4.4. 

4.4.10 The conditions of employment, as agreed, to apply during a trial period or in a continuing employment relationship shall 
be documented, a copy of which shall be provided by the employer to the employee in accordance with this Clause. 

4.5 - PAYMENT OF WAGES 
4.5.1 Each employee shall be paid the appropriate rate shown in 4.2 - Wages of this Award.  Payment shall be pro 

rata where less than the full week is worked. 
4.5.2 The method of payment shall be transfer of funds by electronic means into an employee's nominated bank or 

building society account. 
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4.5.3 Where an employee requests the employer to state in writing with respect of each week's wages the amount of 
wages to which the employee is entitled, the amount of deductions made therefrom, the net amount being 
paid to the employee, and the number of hours worked, the employer shall do so not less than two hours 
before the employee is paid. 

4.5.4 An employee who lawfully leaves the employment or is dismissed for reasons other than misconduct shall be 
paid all moneys due to the employee at the termination of the employee's service with the employer. 

5. – ALLOWANCES AND FACILITIES 
5.1 - SHIFT WORK 

5.1.1 The employer may work the establishment on shifts but before doing so shall give notice of intention to the 
Union or Unions concerned and of the intended starting and finishing times of ordinary working hours of the 
respective shifts. 

5.1.2 (a) Where any particular process is carried out on shifts other than day shift, and less than five 
consecutive afternoon or five consecutive night shifts are worked on that process, then employees 
employed on such afternoon or night shifts shall be paid at overtime rates. 

(b) The sequence of work shall not be deemed to be broken under the preceding paragraph by reason of 
the fact that work on the process is not carried out on a Saturday or Sunday or on any holiday. 

5.1.3 Where a shift commences at or after 10 p.m. on any day, the whole of that shift shall be deemed, for the 
purposes of this Award, to have been worked on the following day. Provided that, in an establishment where 
the majority of employees are not subject to this Award, the shift commencement time shall be the same as 
the aforesaid majority. 

5.1.4 A shift employee when on afternoon shift or night shift, shall be paid, for such shift, 25% more than the 
ordinary rate prescribed by this Award.  Provided that, when an employee works sporadic afternoon shifts or 
sporadic night shifts in an establishment in which the majority of employees working such shifts are not 
subject to this Award, the provisions of this subclause do not apply and any employee to whom this Award 
applies shall be entitled to the shift loading, if any, which may be prescribed for the aforesaid majority. 

5.2 - SPECIAL RATES AND PROVISIONS 
5.2.1 (a) An employee engaged on work at a locality where grain is stored, shall be paid an allowance of 73 

cents per hour.  This allowance is paid in lieu of any special rate or disability payment or for work 
around or involving the use and application of chemicals and insecticides. 

(b) An employee engaged on work at any other locality shall be paid an allowance of 28 cents per hour.  
This allowance is paid in lieu of any special rate or disability payment. 

5.2.2 An employee who is required to work from a ladder shall be provided with an assistant on the ground where 
it is reasonably necessary for the employee's safety. 

5.2.3 The work of an electrical fitter shall not be tested by an employee of a lower grade. 
5.2.4 Protective Equipment: 

(a) The employer shall have available a sufficient supply of protective equipment (as, for example, 
goggles (including anti-flash goggles), glasses, gloves, mitts, aprons, sleeves, leggings, gumboots, 
ear protectors, helmets or other efficient substitutes thereof) for use by the employees when engaged 
on work for which some protective equipment is reasonably necessary. 

(b) An employee shall sign an acknowledgement when the employee receives any article of protective 
equipment and shall return that article to the employer when the employee is finished using it or on 
leaving the employment. 

(c) An employee to whom an article of protective equipment has been issued shall not lend the article to 
another employee and if the employee does both employees shall be responsible for its cost in the 
event it is not returned. 

(d) An article of protective equipment which has been used by an employee shall not be issued by the 
employer to another employee until it has been effectively sterilised but this paragraph only applies 
where sterilisation of the article is practicable and is reasonably necessary. 

(e) Adequate safety gear (including insulating gloves, mats and/or shields where necessary) shall be 
provided by employers for employees required to work on live electrical equipment. 

5.2.5 An employee, holding a Third Year First Aid Medallion of the St. John Ambulance Association, appointed by 
the employer to perform first aid duties shall be paid $6.30 per week in addition to their ordinary rate. 

5.2.6 An electrical tradesperson level 1 to level 4 who holds and in the course of employment may be required to 
use a current 'A' Grade or 'B' Grade Licence issued pursuant to the relevant regulation in force on the 28th 
day of February, 1979 under the Electricity Act 1945, shall be paid an allowance of $17.60 per week.   

5.2.7 Any dispute under this Clause may be determined by the Commission. 
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5.3 - CAR ALLOWANCE 
5.3.1 Where an employee is required and authorised to use their own motor vehicle in the course of the employee's 

duties the employee shall be paid an allowance not less than that provided for in Clause 15.4 of the Western 
Australian Grain Industry Award 1999.  Notwithstanding anything contained in this subclause the employer 
and the employee may make any other arrangement as to car allowance not less favourable to the employee. 

5.4 - FARES AND TRAVELLING TIME 
5.4.1 (a) An employee, who, on any day, or from day to day is required to work at a job away from the 

employee's accustomed workshop or depot shall, at the direction of the employer, be present for 
work at such job at the usual starting time. 

(b) An employee to whom paragraph (a) of this subclause applies shall be paid at ordinary rates for time 
spent in travelling between the home and the job and shall be reimbursed for any fares incurred in 
such travelling, but only to the extent that the time so spent and the fares so incurred exceed the time 
normally spent and the fares normally incurred in travelling between the employee's home and the 
employee's accustomed workshop or depot. 

(c) An employee who with the approval of the employer uses their own means of transport for travelling 
to or from outside jobs shall be paid the amount of excess fares and travelling time which the 
employee would have incurred in using public transport unless the employee has an arrangement 
with the employer for a regular allowance. 

5.4.2 For travelling during working hours from and to the employer's place of business or from one job to another, 
an employee shall be paid by the employer at ordinary rates.  The employer shall pay all fares and reasonable 
expenses in connection with such travelling. 

5.5 - DISTANT WORK 
5.5.1 Where an employee is directed by the employer to proceed to work at such a distance that the employee 

cannot return home each night and the employee does so, the employer shall provide the employee with 
suitable board and lodging or shall pay the expenses reasonably incurred by the employee for board and 
lodging. 

5.5.2 The provisions of 5.5.1 do not apply with respect to any period during which the employee is absent from 
work without reasonable excuse and in such a case, where the board and lodging is supplied by the employer, 
the employer may deduct from moneys owing or which may become owing to the employee an amount 
equivalent to the value of that board and lodging for the period of the absence. 

5.6 - LOCATION ALLOWANCE 
5.6.1 In addition to the wages prescribed in 4.2 - Wages of this Award, employees employed at isolated receival 

points shall be paid a location allowance in accordance with Clause 15.5 - Location Allowance of the 
Western Australia Grain Industry Award 1999. 

6. - LEAVE 
6.1 – PUBLIC HOLIDAYS  

6.1.1 (a) The following days or the days observed in lieu shall, subject to this subclause and to 3.2.2 - 
Overtime of this Award, be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, namely - 

New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, 
Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day. 

Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu of 
any of the days named in this subclause. 

(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) hereof falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the holiday 
shall be observed on the next succeeding Monday and when Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a 
Monday the holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding Tuesday.  In each case the substituted 
day shall be a holiday without deduction of pay and the day for which it is substituted shall not be a 
holiday. 

6.1.2 On any public holiday not prescribed as a holiday under this Award, the employer's establishment or place of 
business may be closed, in which case an employee need not be present for duty and payment may be 
deducted but if work be done, ordinary rates of pay shall apply. 

6.2 – ANNUAL LEAVE 
6.2.1 (a) Except as hereinafter provided a period of four consecutive weeks' leave with payment of ordinary 

wages, as prescribed in paragraph (b), shall be allowed annually to an employee by the employer 
accrued pro rata on a weekly basis. 

(b) (i) An employee before going on leave shall be paid wages the employee would have received 
in respect of the ordinary time the employee would have worked had the employee not been 
on leave during the relevant period. 
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(ii) Subject to paragraph (c) hereof, an employee shall, where applicable, have the amount of 
wages to be received for annual leave calculated by including the following where 
applicable. 
(aa) The rate applicable to the employee as prescribed in 4.2 - Wages of this Award; 

and 
(bb) Subject to paragraph (c)(ii) hereof the rate prescribed for work in ordinary time by 

5.1 - Shift Work, of the Award according to the employee's roster or projected 
roster.  

(cc) Any other rate to which the employee is entitled in accordance with the contract of 
employment for ordinary hours of work; provided that this provision shall not 
operate so as to include any payment which is of similar nature to or is paid for the 
same reasons as or is paid in lieu of those payments prescribed by 3.2 - Overtime 
and 5.2 - Special Rates and Provisions, 5.3 - Car Allowance or 5.4 - Fares and 
Travelling Time of this Award, nor any payment which might have become 
payable to the employee as reimbursement for expenses incurred. 

(c) During this period of annual leave an employee shall receive a loading calculated on the rate of wage 
prescribed by paragraph (b) hereof.  This loading shall be as follows: 
(i) Day employees - An employee who would have worked on day work had the employee not 

been on leave - a loading of 17.5 per cent. 
(ii) Shift employees - An employee who would have worked on shift work had the employee 

not been on leave - a loading of 17.5 per cent. 
Provided that where the employee would have received shift loadings prescribed by 5.1 - Shift 
Work, had the employee not been on leave during the relevant period and such loadings would have 
entitled the employee to a greater amount than the loading of 17.5 per cent, then the shift loadings 
shall be added to the rate of wage prescribed by paragraph (b)(ii)(aa) hereof in lieu of the 17.5 per 
cent loading. 
Provided further, that if the shift loadings would have entitled the employee to a lesser amount than 
the loading of 17.5 per cent then such loading of 17.5 per cent shall be added to the rate of wage 
prescribed by paragraph (b) but not including paragraph (b)(ii)(bb) hereof in lieu of shift loadings. 
The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not apply to proportionate leave on termination. 

6.2.2 If any award holiday falls within an employee's period of annual leave and is observed on a day which in the 
case of that employee would have been an ordinary working day there shall be added to that period one day 
being an ordinary working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid. 

6.2.3 (a) An employee whose employment terminates and who has not been allowed the leave prescribed 
under this Clause (the entitlement to annual leave accrues weekly) shall be given payment in lieu of 
that leave or, in a case to which 6.2.6, 6.2.7 or 6.2.8 applies, in lieu of so much of that leave as has 
not been allowed unless:- 
(i) The employee has been justifiably dismissed for serious misconduct; and 
(ii) The misconduct relates to a year of service that was completed after this misconduct 

occurred.. 
(b) If an employee lawfully leaves the employment or the employment is terminated by the employer 

through no fault of the employee, the employee shall be paid 3.08 hours' pay at the rate of wage 
prescribed by paragraph (b) of 6.1 of this clause in respect of each completed week of continuous 
service. 

6.2.4 Any unpaid leave shall not count for the purpose of determining the employee's right to annual leave. 
6.2.5 In the event of an employee being employed by an employer for portion only of a year, the employee shall 

only be entitled subject to 6.2.3, to such leave on full pay as is proportionate to the employee's length of 
service during that period with such employer, and if such leave is not equal to the leave given to the other 
employees the employee shall not be entitled to work or pay whilst the other employees of such employer are 
on leave on full pay. 

6.2.6 Annual leave shall be given and taken in one or two continuous periods.  If the annual leave is given in two 
continuous periods then one of those two periods must be at least three consecutive weeks.  Provided that if 
the employer and  employee so agree, then the employee's annual leave entitlement may be given and taken 
in two separate periods, neither of which is of at least three consecutive weeks, or in three separate periods. 

6.2.7 Where the employer closes down the business, or a section or sections thereof, for the purpose of allowing 
annual leave to all or bulk of the employees in the business, or section or sections concerned, the following 
provisions shall apply:- 
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(a) The employer may by giving not less than one month's notice of intention so to do, stand off for the 
duration of the close down all employees in the business or section or sections concerned. 

(b) The employer may close down the business for one or two separate periods for the purpose of 
granting annual leave in accordance with this subclause.  If the employer closes down the business in 
two separate periods one of those periods shall be for a period of at least three consecutive weeks.  
Provided that where the majority of the employees in the business or section or sections concerned 
agree, the employer may close down the business in accordance with this subclause in two separate 
periods neither of which is of at least three consecutive weeks, or in three separate periods.  In such 
cases the employer shall advise the employees concerned of the proposed date of each close-down 
before asking them for their agreement. 

6.2.8 (a) The employer may close down the business or a section or sections thereof for a period of at least 
three consecutive weeks and grant the balance of the annual leave due to an employee in one 
continuous period in accordance with a roster. 

(b) The employer may close down the business, or a section or sections thereof for a period of less than 
three consecutive weeks and allow the balance of the annual leave due to an employee in one or two 
continuous periods, either of which may be in accordance with a roster.  In such a case the granting 
and taking of annual leave shall be subject to the agreement of the employer and the majority of the 
employees in the business, or a section thereof respectively and before asking the employees 
concerned for their agreement, the employer shall advise them of the proposed date of the close-
down or close-downs and the details of the annual leave roster. 

6.2.9 The provisions of this Clause shall not apply to casual employees. 
6.2.10 Where an employee's leave has accrued for more than 12 months and the employer and employee have not 

agreed when the employee is to take their annual leave, where the employee gives at least two weeks' notice 
of the period during which they intend to take their leave, the employer is not to refuse the employee taking 
their leave at any time suitable to the employee. 

6.3 – SICK LEAVE 
6.3.1 An employee who is unable to attend or remain at their place of employment during the ordinary hours of 

work by reason of personal ill-health or injury shall be entitled to payment during such absence in accordance 
with the following provisions. 

6.3.2 An employee is entitled to payment pursuant to this Clause for the number of hours ordinarily worked in a 
two week period, up to 80 hours per annum accrued pro rata on a weekly basis. 

6.3.3 If in the first or successive years of service with the employer an employee is absent on the ground of 
personal ill health or injury for a period longer than the employee's entitlement to paid sick leave, payment 
may be adjusted at the end of that year of service, or at the time the employee's services terminate, if before 
the end of that year of service, to the extent that the employee has become entitled to further paid sick leave 
during that year of service. 

6.3.4 This clause shall not apply where the employee is entitled to compensation under the Workers' Compensation 
and Injury Management Act 1981 nor to employees whose injury or illness is the result of the employee's 
own serious and wilful misconduct or gross and wilful neglect. 

6.3.5 The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick leave in any one year shall accumulate from year to year 
and subject to this clause may be claimed by the employee if the absence by reason of personal ill health or 
injury exceeds the period for which entitlement has accrued during the year at the time of the absence.  
Provided that an employee shall not be entitled to claim payment for any period exceeding ten weeks in any 
one year of service. 

6.3.6 An employee claiming entitlement under this Clause must provide to the employer evidence that would 
satisfy a reasonable person of the entitlement, provided that the employee shall not be required to produce a 
certificate from a medical practitioner or evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person with respect of 
absences of two days or less. 

6.3.7 An employee shall as soon as reasonably practicable advise the employer of their inability to attend for work, 
the nature of their illness or injury and the estimated duration of the absence. 

6.3.8 Notwithstanding the provisions of 6.3.6 an employee who is absent through sickness for one day only or less 
shall not be entitled to payment for non-attendance on the ground of personal ill-health if in the year the 
employee has already been allowed sick leave on more than one occasion for one day only or less unless the 
employee produces to the employer, if requested so to do, evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person 
that the employee was unable to attend for work on that day by reason of sickness. 

6.3.9 (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to an employee who 
suffers personal ill health during the time when the employee is absent on annual leave and an 
employee may apply for and the employer shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave. 
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(b) Application for replacement shall be made within seven days of resuming work and then only if the 
employee was confined to the employee's place of residence or a hospital as a result of the 
employee's personal ill health or injury for a period of five consecutive days or more and the 
employee produces a certificate from a registered medical practitioner that the employee was so 
confined.  Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee of the 
obligation to advise the employer in accordance with 6.3.7 if the employee is unable to attend for 
work on the working day next following the employee's annual leave. 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to 
which the employee was entitled at the time the employee proceeded on annual leave and shall not 
be made with respect to fractions of a day. 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and 
(c) of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby 
replaced by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave may be taken at another time mutually 
agreed to by the employer and the employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to the employee's 
next period of annual leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with the 
provisions of 6.2 - Annual Leave. 

(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is 
subsequently taken provided that the annual leave loading prescribed in 6.2 - Annual Leave shall be 
deemed to have been paid with respect to the replaced annual leave. 

6.3.10 Where a business has been transmitted from one employer to another and the employee's service has been 
deemed continuous in accordance with paragraph (3) of subclause 2 of  the Long Service Leave General 
Order published each year in Part 1 of the January volume of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette, the 
paid sick leave standing to the credit of the employee at the date of transmission from service with the 
transmittor shall stand to the credit of the employee at the commencement of service with the transmittee and 
may be claimed in accordance with the provisions of this clause. 

6.3.11 The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual employees. 
6.4 – BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 

6.4.1 An employee shall on the death of: 
(a) Spouse or de facto partner; 
(b) Child, or step-child or child-in-law; 
(c) Parent, step-parent or parent-in-law; 
(d) Sibling, step-sibling or sibling-in-law; 
(e) Any person, who immediately before that person's death, lived with the employee as a member of 

the employee's family 
is entitled to paid bereavement leave of up to two days, which do not have to be consecutive. 

6.4.2 If requested by the employer, evidence of entitlement to bereavement leave that would satisfy a reasonable 
person is to be furnished to the employer. 

6.4.3 Bereavement leave is not to be taken during a period of any other kind of leave. 
6.4.4 For the purpose of this clause the pay of an employee employed on shift work shall be deemed to include any 

usual shift allowance. 
6.5 – PARENTAL LEAVE 

6.5.1 Basic Entitlements  
(a) An employee, other than a casual employee, and their spouse are entitled to unpaid parental leave totalling 52 

weeks in respect of: 
(i) The birth of a child; or 
(ii) The placement of a child with the view to the adoption of the child by the employee. 

(b) To obtain parental leave, an employee must satisfy the following basic requirements:  
(i) The employee has, before the expected date of birth or placement, completed at least 12 months' 

continuous service with the employer;    
(ii) The employee has given the employer at least ten weeks' written notice of their intention to take the 

leave, unless due to circumstances it is impractical or unreasonable to do so; 
(iii) Complied with paragraph (c) of this subclause.  

(c) Except for a period of one week at the time of the birth or placement, an employee and their spouse must take 
parental leave at different times.  
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(d) The entitlement to parental leave is reduced by any period of parental leave taken by the employee's spouse in 
relation to the same child, except for the period of one week's leave referred to in paragraph (c) of this 
subclause. 

(e) An employee may take other leave (for example, annual leave) in conjunction with parental leave, but this will 
reduce the amount of parental leave they may take in accordance with 6.5.6.  

(f) An employee who takes parental leave is, in most circumstances, entitled to return to the position which they 
held before the leave was taken.  

(g) The absence of an employee on parental leave shall not break the continuity of service of an employee but shall 
not be taken into account in calculating the period of service for any purpose in terms of this award. 

6.5.2 Definitions  
''Adoption'' in relation to a child, is a reference to a child who: 
(a) Is not the natural child or the step-child of the employee or the employee's spouse; 
(b) Is less than 5 years of age; 
(c)  Has not lived continuously with the employee for six months or longer. 
''Employee''   includes a part-time employee, but not a casual or seasonal employee;  
''Continuous service'' means service (otherwise than as a casual or seasonal employee) under an unbroken contract of 
employment, and includes a period of leave, or a period of absence, authorised:  

(a) By the employer; or  
(b) By an award or order of a court or tribunal or a workplace agreement certified by such a body; or    
(c) By a contract of employment.   
''Expected date of birth'' means the day certified by a medical practitioner to be the day on which the medical practitioner 
expects the employee or the employee's spouse, as the case may be, to give birth to a child. 
''Medical certificate'' means a certificate signed by a registered medical practitioner. 
''Placement'' means the placement, by an adoption agency, of a child with an employee for adoption. 
''Spouse'' includes a de facto partner. 

6.5.3 Notice Requirements 
The written notice required in 6.5.1(b)(ii)  shall include: 
(a) A specification of the first and last days of the period of leave, provided that a female employee who has given 

notice of her intention to take parental leave, other than for adoption, is to start the leave six weeks before the 
expected date of birth unless in respect of any period closer to the expected date of birth a medical practitioner 
has certified that the employee is fit to work;  

(b) In the case where parental leave is taken for the birth of a child, the employee must give to the employer: 
(i) A medical certificate that states that the employee or the employee's spouse is pregnant and specifies 

the estimated date of birth; 
(iii) A statutory declaration that: 

(aa) Supports the particulars notified; 
(bb) The employee will be the child's primary care-giver throughout the period of parental leave; 

and   
(cc) That the employee will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with their contract of 

employment while on parental leave. 
(c) In the case where parental leave is taken for the adoption of a child, the employee must give to the employer:  

(i) A statement from the adoption agency of the proposed date of placement of the child; and   
(ii) A statutory declaration that: 

(aa) The child will be at the proposed date of the placement, or was, at the date of the placement, 
as the case requires, under the age of 5 years;    

(bb) Is not a child or step-child of the employee or the employee's spouse; 
(cc) Will not have, at the proposed date of the placement, or had not, at the date of the 

placement, as the case requires, previously lived with the employee for a continuous period 
of 6 months or more; 

(dd) The employee will be the child's primary care-giver throughout the period of parental leave; 
and 

(ee) Will not engage in any conduct inconsistent with the employee's contract of employment 
while on adoption leave.   
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(d) An employee who has given notice of their intention to take parental leave is to notify the employer, in the form 
of a statutory declaration, of particulars of any period of parental leave taken or to be taken by the employee's 
spouse in relation to the same child. 

(e) An employee who is taking parental leave is to notify the employer of any change to the date on which the 
employee wishes to start or finish the leave. 

(f) The starting and finishing dates of a period of parental leave is, subject to this subclause, to be agreed between 
the employer and employee. 

6.5.4 Transfer to Safe Job 
(a) Where, in the opinion of a registered medical practitioner, illness or risks arising out of the pregnancy or 

hazards connected with the work assigned to the employee make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at 
her present work, the employee shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be transferred to a safe job at the rate 
and on the conditions attaching to that job until the commencement of the parental leave.  

(b) Where the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the employee may, or the employer may require the 
employee to, take leave for such period as is certified necessary by a registered medical practitioner. Such leave 
shall be treated as parental leave for purposes of this section. 

6.5.5 Special Parental Leave 
(a) Where an employee is not yet on parental leave and her pregnancy terminates after 28 weeks other than by the 

birth of a living child, the employee shall be entitled to: 
(i) Such period of unpaid leave as a registered medical practitioner certifies as necessary before her 

return to work; and/or  
(ii) For illness other than the normal consequences of confinement, paid sick leave to which she is 

entitled and which a registered medical practitioner certifies as necessary for her return to work. 
(b) The aggregate of parental leave, special parental leave and sick leave shall not exceed the period of leave 

granted under 6.5.6. 

6.5.6 Period of Entitlement 
 An employee who qualifies for parental leave under this subclause, is entitled to a period of 52 weeks unpaid 

leave, less the total of:  
(a) Each period of unpaid leave, or paid sick leave, other than parental leave, that the employer has already granted 

to the employee in respect of the same pregnancy; and   
(b) Each period of annual leave, or long service leave, that the employee has applied for instead of, or in 

conjunction with, parental leave in respect of the pregnancy; and    
(c) Each period of special parental leave; and 
(d) Each period of parental leave taken by the employee's spouse and specified in paragraph (d) of 6.5.3.  

6.5.7 Effect on Parental Leave of Failure to Complete 12 Months' Continuous Service  
If parental leave has been granted on the basis that it is reasonable to expect that the employee will complete a period of 
at least 12 months' continuous service with the employer on a particular day, the employer may cancel the leave if the 
employee does not complete such a period on that day.  

6.5.8 Effect on Parental Leave in Certain Circumstances 
(a) This subclause applies if an employer has granted parental leave to an employee and:  

(i) The pregnancy terminates otherwise than by the birth of a living child; or  
(ii) The employee gives birth to a living child but the child later dies; or 
(iii) The adoption of a child does not take place; or 
(iv) The adoption of a child takes place but does not continue. 

(b) The employer may cancel the parental leave at any time before it begins.  
(c) If the parental leave has begun, the employee may notify the employer in writing that the employee wishes to 

return to work.  
(d) If the employee does so, the employer must notify them in writing of the day on which they are to return to 

work. That day must be within four weeks after the employer received the notice under 6.5.3. 
(e) If the parental leave has begun, the employer may notify the employee in writing that they must return to work 

on a specified day that is not less than four weeks after the notice is given.  
(f) If the employee returns to work, the employer must cancel the rest of the parental leave.  

6.5.9 Effect on Parental Leave if Employee Ceases to be Primary Care-giver of Child 
(a) This subclause applies if: 

(i) For a substantial period beginning on or after the beginning of an employee's parental leave, the 
employee is not the child's primary care-giver; and  
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(ii) Having regard to the length of that period and to any other relevant circumstances, it is reasonable to 
expect that the employee will not again become the child's primary care-giver within a reasonable 
period.  

(b) The employer may notify the employee in writing that they must return to work on a specified day that is not 
less than four weeks after the notice is given.  

(c) If the employee returns to work, the employer must cancel the rest of the leave. 

6.5.10 Return to Work After Parental Leave 
(a) This subclause applies when an employee returns to work after a period of parental leave.  
(b) The employer must employ the employee in the position they held immediately before starting parental leave, 

provided that in the case of a female employee: 
(i) If she was transferred to a safe job because of her pregnancy, the position shall be the one 

immediately before the transfer; or    
(ii) If she began working part-time because of the pregnancy, the position shall be the one immediately 

before she so began. 
(c) If that position no longer exists but the employee is qualified for, and can perform the duties of, other positions 

in the employer's employment, the employer must employ the employee in whichever of those positions is 
nearest in status and remuneration to the position referred to in paragraph (b) of this subclause. 

6.5.11 Replacement Employee  
An employer must not employ a person:  
(a) To replace an employee while they are on parental leave; or 
(b) To replace an employee who, while another employee is on parental leave, is to perform the duties of the 

position held by the other employee; 
Unless the employer has informed the person: 
(c) That their employment is only temporary; and 
(d) About the rights of the employee who is on parental leave. 

6.5.12 Termination of Employment 
(a) An employee on parental leave may terminate their employment at any time during the period of leave by 

notice given in accordance with this award. 
(b) An employer shall not terminate the employment of an employee on the ground of her pregnancy or of their 

absence on parental leave, but otherwise the rights of the employer in relation to termination of employment are 
not hereby affected. 

6.5.13 Part-time Work 
(a) This subclause only applies where the employer and employee have reached agreement that an employee may 

work part-time under the circumstances and according to the conditions contained in this subclause. 
(b) With the agreement of the employer: 

(i) An employee may work part-time in one or more periods at any time from the date of birth of their 
child until its second birthday or, in relation to adoption, from the date of placement of the child until 
the second anniversary of the placement. 

(ii) A female employee may work part-time in one or more periods while she is pregnant where part-time 
work is, because of the pregnancy, necessary or desirable. 

(c) An employee, who has had at least 12 months' continuous employment with an employer immediately before 
commencing part-time work under this subclause, has at the expiration of the period of such part-time 
employment the right to return to their former position. 

(d) Subject to the provisions of this subclause part-time employment shall be in accordance with the provisions of 
this award which shall apply pro-rata. 

(e) Before commencing a period of part-time employment under this subclause the employee and the employer 
shall agree: 
(i) That the employee may work part-time; 
(ii) Upon the hours to be worked by the employee, the days upon which they will be worked and 

commencing times for the work; 
(iii) Upon the classification applying to the work to be performed; and 
(iv) Upon the period of part-time employment. 

(f) The terms of the agreement referred to in paragraph (d) of this subclause may be varied by consent. 
(g) The terms of this agreement or any variation to it shall be reduced to writing and retained by the employer. A 

copy of the agreement and any variation to it shall be provided to the employee by the employer. 
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(h) (i) The employment of a part-time employee under this subclause, may be terminated in accordance with 
the provisions of this award but may not be terminated by the employer because the employee has 
exercised or proposes to exercise any rights arising under this subclause or has enjoyed or proposes to 
enjoy any benefits arising under this subclause. 

(ii) Any termination entitlements payable to an employee whose employment is terminated while 
working part-time under this subclause, or while working full-time after transferring from part-time 
work under this subclause, shall be calculated by reference to the full-time rate of pay at the time of 
termination and by regarding all service as a full-time employee as qualifying for a termination 
entitlement based on the period of full-time employment and all service as a part-time employee on a 
pro rata basis. 

(i) An employer may request, but not require, an employee working part-time under this subclause to work outside 
or in excess of the employee's ordinary hours of duty provided for in accordance with paragraph (e) of this 
subclause. 

(j) The work to be performed part-time need not be the work performed by the employee in their former position 
but shall be worked otherwise performed under this award. 

6.6 - LONG SERVICE LEAVE 
Except for the substituted subclause 3. - Period of Leave. - employees covered by this Award will be entitled to Long 
Service Leave in accordance with the Long Service Leave General Order published each year in Part 1 of the January 
volume of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette. 
3. Period of Leave 
(1) The leave to which an employee shall be entitled or deemed to be entitled shall be as provided in this 

subclause. 
(2) Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (5) and (6) of this subclause, where an employee has completed at 

least 10 years' service the amount of leave shall be - 
(a) In respect of 10 years' service so completed - 13 weeks leave; 
(b) In respect of the next 10 years' service - 13 weeks leave; 
(c) In respect of each seven years' service completed after such 20 years - 13 weeks leave; 
(d) On the termination of the employee's employment- 

(i) By their death; 
(ii) In any circumstances otherwise than by the employer for serious misconduct; in respect of 

the number of years' service with the employer completed since they last became entitled to 
an amount of long service leave, a proportionate amount on the basis of 13 weeks' leave for 
10 years' service unless the employee has already become entitled to two periods of leave 
since they became entitled to that second period of leave shall be on the basis of 13 weeks' 
for seven years' service. 

(3) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (6) of this subclause, where an employee has completed at least seven 
years' service but less than 10 years' service since its commencement and their employment is terminated - 
(a) By the employee's death; or 
(b) In any circumstances, otherwise than by the employer for serious misconduct; 
the amount of the leave shall be such proportion of 13 weeks' leave as the number of completed years of such 
service bears to 10 years. 

(4) In the cases to which paragraphs (2)(d) and (3) of this subclause apply the employee shall be deemed to have 
been entitled to and to have commenced leave immediately prior to such termination. 

(5) An employee whose service with an employer commenced before 1st November, 1979, and whose service 
would entitle them to long service leave under this clause shall be entitled to leave calculated on the 
following basis: 
(a) For each completed year of service commencing before the 1st October, 1964, an amount of leave 

calculated on the basis of 13 weeks' leave for 20 years' service; 
(b) For each completed year of service commencing on or after the 1st November, 1979, an amount of 

leave calculated on the basis of 13 weeks' leave for 15 years' service; and 
(c) For each completed year of service commencing on or after the 1st November, 1979 an amount of 

leave calculated on the basis of 13 weeks' leave for 10 years' or, as the case may be, seven years' 
service. 
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Provided that such employee shall not be entitled to long service leave until their completed years of service entitle them 
to the amount of long service leave prescribed in either paragraph (2)(a) or paragraph (2)(b) or paragraph (2)(c) of this 
subclause as the case may be. 

(6) An employee to whom paragraphs (2)(d) and (3) of this subclause apply whose service with an employer commenced 
before 1st November, 1979, shall be entitled to an amount of long service leave calculated on the following basis:- 

(a) For each completed year of service commencing before the 1st October, 1964, an amount of leave calculated on 
the basis of 13 weeks' leave for 20 years' service; 

(b) For each completed year of service commencing on or after 1st November, 1979, an amount of leave calculated 
on the basis of 13 weeks' leave for 15 years'; and 

(c) For each completed year of service commencing on or after the 1st November, 1979 an amount of leave 
calculated on the basis of 13 weeks' leave for 10 years' or, as the case may be, seven years' service. 

6.7 – CARER'S LEAVE 

6.7.1 Use of Sick Leave 

(a) An employee with responsibilities in relation to either members of their immediate family or members of their 
household who need their care and support shall be entitled to use, in accordance with this subclause, any sick 
leave entitlement for absences to provide care and support for such persons when they are ill or injured.  Such 
leave shall not exceed five days in any year and is not cumulative. 

(b) The employee shall, if required, provide to the employer evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person of the 
entitlement. 

(c) The entitlement to use sick leave is subject to: 

(i) The employee being responsible for the primary care of the person concerned;  and 

(ii) The person concerned being either a member of the employee's immediate family or a member of the 
employee's household; 

(iii) The "immediate family" includes: 

(aa) A spouse or de factor partner of the employee; and 

(bb) A child or an adult child (including an adopted child, a step child or an ex nuptial child), 
parent, grandparent, grandchild or sibling of the employee. 

(d) The employee shall, wherever practicable, give the employer notice prior to the absence of the intention to take 
leave, the name of the person requiring care and their relationship to the employee, the reasons for taking such 
leave and the estimated length of absence.  If it is not practicable for the employee to give prior notice of 
absence, the employee shall notify the employer by telephone of such absence at the first opportunity on the day 
of absence. 

6.7.2 Use of Unpaid Leave 

An employee may elect, with the consent of the employer, to take unpaid leave for the purpose of providing care to a 
family member who is ill or injured. 

7. – DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE 

7.1 – DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURE 

The Company and the employees are committed to a prompt and fair resolution of all grievances, problems or issues that may arise 
in the workplace.  The parties acknowledge the importance of providing an uninterrupted service to customers, shareholders and 
clients and agree that any dispute should be able to be resolved without recourse to industrial action and within an informal 
framework. 

Accordingly the parties agree that should any question, dispute or difficulty arise work should continue as normal while the matter 
is being resolved and be handled in accordance with the following procedure. 

7.1.1 Where a question, dispute or difficulty arises including any question, dispute or difficulty arising under this award, the 
matter should be initially discussed and resolved between the employee and employee's immediate supervisor.  If the 
employee so desires, the employee may involve their workforce representative.  This does not restrict a Union 
Representative from raising the matter in the first instance. 

7.1.2 If a question, dispute or difficulty remains unresolved after the process described in 7.1.1 has been followed, the Union 
should discuss and attempt to resolve the dispute with the on Site Manager of the employer. 

7.1.3 If the matter remains unresolved, it shall be referred to a senior management representative of the employer and the 
appropriate Union official.  The parties shall then initiate steps to resolve the question, dispute or difficulty as soon as 
possible. 

7.1.4 While the steps outlined in 7.1.1, 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 are being followed, no industrial action should be taken.  A minimum of 
seven (7) working days is allowed for discussions in step 7.1.3 above to solve any dispute. 
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7.1.5 If, after step 7.1.3, the question, dispute or difficulty is still not resolved, either party may refer the matter to the 
Commission which has the power to settle the question, dispute or difficulty by conciliation and if necessary, arbitration. 

7.1.6 Either party will give the earliest possible notice to the other party of any issue or problem which has the potential to give 
rise to a question, dispute or difficulty.  All relevant facts will be recorded and clearly identified throughout. 

7.1.7 While all the above steps are being taken, no bans or limitations are to be placed on the performance of work subject to 
this Award.  While these steps are being undertaken the status quo will continue to apply on the basis of the work 
practices applying immediately prior to the question, dispute or difficulty arising.  No party shall be prejudiced simply by 
the fact that work continued while the process is being followed  and all work shall be in accordance with Safe Working 
Practice and consistent with established customs and practices at the work site. 

8. – SAFETY AND TRAINING 
8.1 - SAFETY CODE 

The employer and employees shall undertake to adhere to the provisions prescribed in the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 
and Regulations. 

9. – REGISTERED ORGANISATION MATTERS 
9.1 – RIGHT OF ENTRY TO INVESTIGATE BREACHES 

9.1.1 An authorised representative of an organisation may enter, during working hours, any premises where relevant employees 
work, for the purpose of investigating any suspected breach of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, the Long Service Leave 
Act 1958, the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993, the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984, the Mines 
Safety and Inspection Act 1994 or an award, order, industrial agreement or employer-employee agreement that applies to 
any such employee. 

9.1.2 'Authorised representative' in this clause has the same meaning as 9.2.2 – Right of Entry for Discussions with Employees. 

9.1.3 For the purpose of investigating any breach, the authorised representative may – 
(a) Subject to 9.1.5, require the employer to produce for the representative's inspection, during working hours at the 

employer's premises or at any mutually convenient time and place, any employment records of employees or 
other documents, other than workplace agreements or employer-employee agreements, kept by the employer 
that are related to the suspected breach; 

(b) Make copies of the entries in the employment records or documents related to the suspected breach; and 
(c) During working hours, inspect or view any work, material, machinery, or appliance that is relevant to the 

suspected breach. 
9.1.4 The employer is not required to produce an employment record of an employee if the employee is a party to an employer-

employee agreement and has made a written request to the employer that the record not be available for inspection by an 
authorized representative. 

9.1.5 An authorised representative is not allowed to enter premises where relevant employees work for the purposes of 
investigating a suspected breach of an employer-employee agreement to which a relevant employee is a party unless the 
authorized representative is authorised in writing by that relevant employee to carry out the investigation. 

9.1.6 An authorised representative is not entitled to require the production of employment records or other documents unless, 
before exercising the power, the authorised representative has given the employer concerned: 
(a) If the records or other documents are kept on the employers premises, at least 24 hours' written notice; or 
(b) If the records or other documents are kept elsewhere, at least 48 hours' written notice. 

9.1.7 An authorised representative shall, upon request of the occupier of the premises, show their authority before entering the 
premises. 

9.2 – RIGHT OF ENTRY FOR DISCUSSIONS WITH EMPLOYEES 
9.2.1 An authorised representative of an organisation may enter, during working hours, any premises where relevant 

employees work, for the purpose of holding discussions at the premises with any relevant employees who wish to 
participate in those discussions. 

9.2.2 An 'authorised representative' means a person who holds an authority in force under Division 2G of Part II of the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended). 

9.2.3 A 'relevant employee' means an employee who is a member of an organisation or who is eligible to become a member of 
the organisation. 

9.2.4 The authorised representative shall give at least 24 hours' notice to the employer. 
9.2.5 Notwithstanding 9.2.4 of this clause, the Union may apply to waive the requirement to give the employer concerned 

notice of an intended exercise of a power if the Commission is satisfied that to give such notice would defeat the purpose 
for which the power is intended to be exercised. 

9.3 - POSTING OF AWARD AND UNION NOTICES 
The employer shall keep a copy of this award in a convenient place in the workshop and shall also provide a notice board for the 
posting of union notices. 
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9.4 - TRADE UNION COURSES 

9.4.1 Upon application to the employer by an accredited Union representative a total of five employee days per 
calendar year may be allowed without loss of ordinary hours of pay for the purpose of Union members 
attending approved training courses or seminars. 

9.4.2 The total of five employee days applies as a combined allocation to all Unions party to this Award. 
10. – KEEPING OF RECORDS 

10.1 - TIME AND WAGES RECORD 
10.1.1 Each employer shall keep employment records containing: 

(a) The employee's name, and if the employee is under 21 years of age, their date of birth. 

(b) Any industrial instrument that applies. 
(c) The date on which the employee commenced employment with the employer. 
(d) For each day – 

(i) The time at which the employee started and finished work; 
(ii) The period or periods for which the employee was paid; 
(iii) Details of work breaks, including meal breaks. 

(e) For each pay period – 
(i) The employee's designation; 
(ii) The gross and net amounts paid to the employee under the industrial agreement; 
(iii) All deductions and reasons for them. 

(f) All leave taken by the employee, whether paid, partly paid or unpaid. 
(g) The information necessary for the calculation of the entitlement to, and payment for long service leave under the 

Long Service Leave Act 1958 or the industrial instrument. 
10.1.2 Industrial Instrument means: 

(a) This Award; 
(b) An Order of the Commission; and 
(c) An Industrial Agreement. 

10.1.3 An employer must ensure that records are kept in accordance with the Industrial Relations (General) 
Regulations 1997. 

10.2 - INSPECTION OF RECORDS 
10.2.1 The employer shall on the written request by a relevant person: 

(a) Produce to the person the employment records relating to the employee; 
(b) Let the person inspect the employment records; 
(c) Let the relevant person enter the premises of the employer for the purpose of inspecting the records; and 
(d) Let the relevant person take copies of or extracts from the records. 

10.2.2 A "relevant person" means: 
(a) The employee concerned; 
(b) If the employee is a represented person, their representative; 
(c) A person authorised in writing by the employee; and 
(d) An officer referred to in s 93 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) authorised in writing by the 

Registrar. 
10.2.3 An employer shall comply with a written request under 10.2.1 not later than: 

(a) At the end of the next pay period after the request is received; or 
(b) The seventh day after the day on which the request was made to the employer. 

11. - APPENDICES 
11.1 - CLASSIFICATION STRUCTURE & DEFINITIONS - TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

11.1.1 Overview 
It is agreed by the parties to this Award that the classifications specify skill and training standards and broad 
areas of work.  The definitions as prescribed in 4.3 – Classification Structure of the Award recognise both 
enterprise specific requirements and national qualifications outlined by the Australian Council of Tertiary 
Awards and the standards set down by the National Metals and Engineering Skills Training Board on behalf 
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of the National Training Board and recognised and accredited in Western Australia by the appropriate State 
Training Authority (i.e. SESDA, ITAC and TAFE). 
Classifications are based on the progressive acquisition of modules of skill and/or training and form the 
career path which determines the pay rate structure.  Through the NMESTB (or SESDA when operative) and 
the training providers, appropriate credits or exemptions will be given for training already completed, or 
experience and skills already obtained. 
The structure recognises that credit for skill and formal training is transferable from one classification to the 
next.  Reclassification on the basis of skills obtained through means other than training accredited by the 
National Training Board (or SESDA when operative) will be subject to testing and competency standards as 
determined by the NMESTB and recognised in Western Australia by the appropriate State Training 
Authority. 

11.1.2 Transition/Implementation Period and Arrangements - 
(a) It is agreed between the parties that a transition/implementation period shall operate from the first 

pay period to commence on or after 11 October 1991 until the first pay period beginning on or after 
11 January 1992. 

(b) From the first pay period commencing on or after 11 October 1991 an employee's new wage group 
shall be in accordance with 4.2 - Wages of the Award and 11.1.3. 

(c) Upon transition to the new classification structure, employees will perform work in accordance with 
the new classification and definitions set out in 4.3 – Classification Structure of this Award. 

(d) Transfer to the new classification structure shall occur in two stages: 
(i) The initial transfer shall occur on the basis of "lining up" the old classifications with the 

new. 
(ii) Employees can then seek reclassification to a higher level on the ground that the employee 

possesses equivalent skill and knowledge gained through on-the-job experience or any other 
ground; subject to such additional work being available. 

11.1.3 The "lining up" referred to in 11.1.2(d)(i) will occur as follows: 

(a) New Classification Old Classifications 
 Tradesperson Level 4 No comparable classification 
 Tradesperson Level 3 Electrician Special Class 

 Mechanical Tradesperson Special Class 
 Tradesperson Level 2 Senior Tradesperson 

 Territory Tradesperson (In Charge) 
 Territory Tradesperson 
 Transfer Depot Tradesperson 

 Tradesperson Level 1 Mechanical Tradesperson 
 Electrical Tradesperson 
 Sheetmetal Tradesperson 
 Painter 

 Maintenance Employee  
 Level 4 

Forklift Driver 

 Maintenance Employee 
 Level 3 

2nd Class Machinist 
Tool & Material Storeperson 
Terminal Maintenance Employee 

 Maintenance Employee  
 Level 2 

Tradesperson's Assistant 

 Maintenance Employee 
 Level 1 

No comparable classification 

(b) Employees previously employed in the classifications of Senior Tradesperson, Territory 
Tradesperson (In Charge), Territory Tradesperson and Transfer Depot Tradesperson who do not 
meet the skill requirements of Tradesperson Level 2 will be required to undertake training to reach 
the skill levels stipulated for that classification.  Any dispute in relation to this requirement will be 
addressed through the consultative mechanism as provided in 11.1.5. 

(c) Senior Tradespeople, in addition to their classification rate shall receive an in charge allowance as 
provided in 4.2.2(a)(iii) - Wages of this Award. 

(d) Territory Tradespeople (In Charge) in addition to their classification rate shall receive an in charge 
allowance as provided in paragraph (a) of subclause 4.2.2. 

11.1.4 Notwithstanding 4.2.8, claims for reclassification to a higher level, within the transition period outlined in 
11.1.2, will be based on the following procedure: 
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(a) The Company will assess each employee covered by this award to determine whether an employee 
should be reclassified or not. 

(b) Employees will notify the Company of any claim to be reclassified. 
(c) Claims for reclassification by employees and proposals for reclassification  of employees by the 

Company shall be assessed through a consultative committee formulated in accordance with 
subclause 11.1.5 hereof. 

(d) Where the consultative committee cannot reach agreement the disputes procedure as prescribed in 
7.1 – Dispute Settlement Procedure shall be followed. 

(e) Claims for reclassification shall be assessed within the three (3) month transition period. Employees 
who are reclassified within this period shall be paid the wage rate for the Level to which they have 
been reclassified from 11 October 1991. 

11.1.5 Consultation 
(a) The parties are committed to dealing with all matters relating to reclassification, implementation of 

the new classification structure, training and workplace flexibilities through a consultative 
mechanism. 

(b) This mechanism shall be appropriate to 
(i) the issues involved; and 
(ii) the workplace or workplaces concerned. 

(c) The establishment or convening of a consultative committee shall be at the reasonable request of 
either party. 

(d) The consultative mechanism shall operate on the principles of 
(i) Equal representation of Company and employee representatives; 
(ii) Representation, where appropriate, which takes account of the regional composition of the 

Company's operations; 
(iii) Concensus decision making; and 
(iv) Utilisation of the disputes procedure outlined in 7.1 – Dispute Settlement Procedure where 

agreement cannot be reached. 
(e) The parties resolve to formulate an award provision relating to consultation and to finalise this 

within the transition period. 
11.1.6 Training 

The parties acknowledge that the issue of training requires further discussion and resolution. Specifically, 
issues of training relating to the skill requirements, the development of a training plan and selection of 
employees for training, paid training leave and payment for incidental expenses related to training. 
The parties agree that resolution of these issues will take place through consultation in accordance with 
11.1.5. 
The parties further agree that until training arrangements have been finalised, training, in the interim, shall be 
co-ordinated by the Company Training and Development Section. 
The parties undertake to resolve issues of training and to formulate an award provision within the transition 
period prescribed in 11.1.2(a). 

11.1.7 Liberty to Apply 
Leave is reserved to the Unions to seek classification levels above the Tradesperson Level 4 classification. 

12. – NAMED PARTIES AND RESPONDENTS 
12.1 - NAMED PARTIES TO THE AWARD 

Unions Party 
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of 
Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, Western Australian Branch 
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers - Western 
Australian Branch 
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers 
Transport Workers' Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch 

Companies Party 
Co-operative Bulk Handling Limited 
BulkWest Engineering Pty Ltd 
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2006 WAIRC 05288 
PARLIAMENTARY EMPLOYEES AWARD 1989 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
THE GOVERNOR OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA IN COUNCIL AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO P 20 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05288 
 

Result Award Varied 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Sims on behalf of The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated and the Liquor, 
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers’ Union, Western Australian Branch and Mr A Harper and with him Mr C Harrison on 
behalf of the respondents, and by consent, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Parliamentary Employees Award 1989 (Nos. A 15 of 1987, A 4 of 1988, A 7 of 1988 and A 7 of 1989) be varied 
in accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the 15th day of August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
Clause 9. – Meal Allowance:  Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(1) An employee who is required to work overtime under Clause 7 of this Award and where such overtime extends beyond 

5.00 p.m., a meal allowance shall be paid in accordance with the provisions of the Public Service Overtime Award No. 10 
of 1978 Clause 8 as amended.  Provided that where such overtime extends beyond 6.00 a.m. the following day, an 
allowance of $12.70 or the amount charged by the House, whichever is the higher, for such a three course meal shall be 
paid. 

 

NOTICES—Award/Agreement matters— 

2006 WAIRC 05414 
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

Application No. AG 67 of 2006 
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT TITLED “AMBER CONSULTING 

AND THE CFMEUW BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 2005 - 
2008” 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made by The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers under 
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for registration of the above Agreement. 
As far as relevant, those parts of the Agreement that relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder. 

1.  DEFINITIONS 
“Award” means the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987, as amended from time to time; 
“Employer” means, subject to clause3, Amber Consulting ; ABN; 72 458 962 241 
“Parties” means the Employer, the Employees and the Union; 
“Union” means The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers. 
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3.  PARTIES AND PERSONS BOUND 
3.1 The Parties to this Agreement are the Employer, the Union and all employees of the Employer whose 

employment is, at any time when this Agreement is in operation, subject to the Agreement. 
3.2 This agreement is binding on the Employer and any successor assignee, transmittee (whether immediate or 

not) to or of the business or any part of the Business of the Employer.  
5.  SCOPE & APPLICATION 
This Agreement applies in the state of Western Australia to: 
a) The Employer respect  to all of its employees engaged in building and construction work as defined by the 

Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987 for the Employer; 
b) Employees of the Employer who are engaged in any of the occupations, callings or industries specified in 

the Award; and 
c) The Union. 
7.  RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD 

a) The provisions of the Award which are set out in  
Appendix D of this Agreement are incorporated into and form part of this Agreement 
(“Incorporated Terms”). 

b) The express terms of this Agreement are supplementary to, and shall be read and interpreted 
wholly in conjunction with the Incorporated Terms provided that where an express term of this 
Agreement is inconsistent with an Incorporated Term, the express term will prevail to the 
extent of any inconsistency. 

A copy of the Agreement may be inspected at my office at 111 St George’s Terrace, Perth. 
(Sgd.)  J.A. SPURLING, 

 Registrar. 
5 September 2006 

 

2006 WAIRC 05441 
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

Application No. PSA AG 16 of 2006 
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT TITLED “DEPARTMENT OF 

CORRECTIVE SERVICES JUVENILE CUSTODIAL OFFICERS’ GENERAL AGREEMENT 2006” 
NOTICE is given that an application has been made by the Commissioner of the Department of Corrective Services and the Civil 
Service Association of Western Australian Incorporated under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for registration of the above 
Agreement. 
As far as relevant, those parts of the Agreement that relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder. 
3. DEFINITIONS 
The following terms will have the following meanings when used in this Agreement: 
… 
“Award” means the Institution Officers Allowances and Conditions Award 1977, No. 3 of 1977; 
… 
“Employer” means the Commissioner of Corrective Services; 
“Juvenile Custodial Officer” has the same definition as that given in the Juvenile Custodial Rule 103 made pursuant to Section 
181(1) of the Young Offenders Act 1994 (previously known as Groupworker). 
“General Agreement” means the Department of Corrective Services Juvenile Custodial Officers’ General Agreement 2006; 
… 
“Senior Officer” has the same definition as that given in the Juvenile Custodial Rule 103 made pursuant to Section 181(1) of the 
Young Offenders Act 1994. 
“Unit Manager” has the same definition as that given in the Juvenile Custodial Rule 103 made pursuant to Section 181(1) of the 
Young Offenders Act 1994. 
“Union” means the Civil Service Association of Western Australian Incorporated (the Association). 
5. APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND 
The parties bound by this General Agreement are the Commissioner of Corrective Services and the Union. 
This General Agreement shall apply to all Juvenile Custodial Officers, Unit Managers and Senior Officers employed by the 
Commissioner for Corrective Services who are, or are eligible to become, members of the Union.  As at the date of registration the 
approximate number of employees bound by this General Agreement is 180. 
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This General Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Award.  Where the provisions of the Award and this General 
Agreement are inconsistent, the provisions of this General Agreement shall prevail. 
A copy of the Agreement may be inspected at my office at 111 St George’s Terrace, Perth. 

(Sgd.)  J.A. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 
18 September 2006 

 

POLICE ACT 1892—APPEAL—Matters Pertaining To— 

2006 WAIRC 05410 
AGAINST RESPONDENT'S DECISION TO RECOMMEND THE APPELLANT'S REMOVAL FROM THE POLICE 

SERVICE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA. 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES CHRISTOPHER JAMES SANDFORD 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, MR K O'CALLAGHAN 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
DATE MONDAY, 11 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO/S APPL 973 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05410 
 

Result Discontinued 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 6 December 2005 the appellant lodged an appeal in the Commission pursuant to section 33P of the Police Act 1892; 
and 
WHEREAS a conference was convened before the Commission on 30 January 2006; and 
WHEREAS on 31 January 2006 the appellant’s representative advised the Commission that the parties had reached an agreement in 
principle in respect of the application; and 
WHEREAS the Commission contacted the appellant on a number of occasions about the status of the matter; and 
WHEREAS a further conference was set down by the Commission for 31 August 2006 however the conference was vacated at the 
request of the parties; and 
WHEREAS a Notice of Discontinuance was filed in the Commission on 5 September 2006; 
NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders 
– 

THAT the appeal be and is hereby discontinued. 
(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

UNFAIR DISMISSAL/CONTRACTUAL ENTITLEMENTS— 

2006 WAIRC 05231 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES KARL HEEMI ALLEN 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
DIRECT TRADES SUPPLY 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD 
HEARD TUESDAY, 4 JULY 2006 
DELIVERED TUESDAY, 8 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO. U 193 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05231 
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CatchWords Termination of employment - Unfair dismissal - Absence of warning - Summary dismissal - 
Reinstatement impracticable - Compensation awarded 

Result Dismissal unfair; compensation awarded 
Representation  
Applicant Mr K Allen 
Respondent Mr J Stein 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 This is an application made pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”). Mr Allen worked as a 

sales representative for the respondent, Direct Trades Supply for the period 20 February to 3 March 2006.  He says in his 
application: 

“I feel I was unfairly dismissed as two weeks after I was employed by the company I was advised by a director that my 
employment was to be terminated immediately and without notice.  During my employment I was not: 
I) Provided with any formal warnings 
II) Given any specific reason for my termination 
III) Given any opportunity to respond to or, address any issues which the company may have had with my 

performance.” 
2 The applicant does not seek reinstatement as he says the relationship has been damaged beyond repair and he no longer trusts 

the directors of the respondent.  He seeks 6 months compensation and compensation for suffering and humiliation caused by 
the respondent. 

3 The respondent in their Notice of Answer and Counterproposal says as follows: 
“Karl was employed on a 3 month probationary basis.  Karl lied during the interview process and gained the position 
under false pretences. 
Formal warnings were issued on more than three occasions outlining his mistakes and how to improve.  Unfortunately his 
performance deteriorated further.  Warnings were issued for the following – 
1. Not paying attention to customer requests, ie following up quotes/phone calls.  This is an integral part of the 

job. 
2. Raising his voice and showing dissent to company directors. 
3. Karl told us he had a clean criminal record – this was a lie. 
4. Leaving customers unattended in the shop while he was outside organizing his girlfriend’s problems. 
5. There were many other issues which we will discuss in court. 
Overall Karl lied to get the job, couldn’t do the job and when counselled his performance went down even further.  Karl 
was dismissed in his probationary period and still we are paying for his deceit.” 

4 It is common ground that the respondent approached Mr Allen to work for them.  He had previously been a sales representative 
for Makita and in that role serviced the respondent as a customer.  Mr Stein says that they purchased a large amount of Makita 
stock, were expanding and wanted Mr Allen to sell that stock. 

5 Mr Allen says of his dismissal that Mr Stein at noon on 3 March 2006 told him that he needed to see him later.  At 4.15 pm Mr 
Allen approached Mr Stein who said, “It’s not working out.  I need you to finish up now”.  Mr Stein took Mr Allen’s keys and 
mobile telephone.  Mr Allen challenged his dismissal and said that he now had no job, income or car.  Mr Stein said he could 
probably give him some money for a taxi.  Mr Allen telephoned his fiancée to come and pick him up.    

6 Mr Allen gave evidence about a range of minor incidents which occurred during his limited employment whereby he was 
accused or treated as not being a member of the team, or treated unfairly.  On the morning of the day he was dismissed he says 
that he received a message that he needed to contact the Ministry of Justice in New Zealand.  He contacted them on a toll free 
number and was rebuked by Mr Stein for doing so in work time.  Mr Allen says that he said, “I didn’t leave Makita to come 
here and be treated like this”.  He says that Mr Stein replied, “Well, you shouldn’t have left Makita”.  He says that later he 
apologised to Mr Stein for being on the telephone.   

7 Mr Allen says that he rang the respondent on 6 March 2006 and spoke to Shane, the other director.  He says that he asked for 
his separation certificate.  During the conversation he says that Shane said that he had been on a trial period.  Mr Allen 
challenged this and stated that this had never been mentioned or put in writing.  He says that Shane replied, “It doesn’t matter 
because everyone knows that there is a 3 month trial period”.  Mr Allen later visited the respondent’s premises and received his 
final cheque from Mr Stein, but not his separation certificate. 

8 Mr Allen says he served customers properly and worked diligently for the respondent.  He denies that there was any discussion 
about a criminal record during his recruitment and denies that he has a criminal record.  He tendered a police clearance in 
support of this.  He says that he received no formal warnings during his employment.  He did not receive a written contract 
even though he asked for one on three separate occasions.  He says that his vehicle and telephone were for business use 
(Transcript p.13).  The odd occasional personal use was “okay”. 
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9 Under cross-examination Mr Allen denied that a three month probationary period was ever discussed.  He denied also that Mr 
Stein ever sat down with him and discussed where he was going wrong, or that he needed to change things at work. 

10 Mr Allen says that he started new employment as a sales representative with Advanced Pollution Control on 6 June 2006.  He 
receives an annual salary of $50,000.  He worked for this company for three weeks prior to this, through an employment 
agency, on a trial basis.  During this time he was paid $515 net per week.  Mr Allen complained that the respondent, by their 
actions, frustrated his search for new employment. 

11 Mr Stein gave evidence that he asked Mr Allen twice to come and work for the respondent.  He offered a salary of around 
$60,000 and a vehicle.  Mr Allen said finally that he was interested and then they had two interviews.  Mr Stein says that Mr 
Allen told some lies in the interview process that, “affected the outcome of the interview” (Transcript p.19).   Mr Stein says 
that Mr Allen said: 

“He was financially stable and that he was sound, he was building a house with his fiancée and everything was rosy.  He 
also told he was a store manager at Glenfords which we found out later to be incorrect.  He also told us he was a non-
smoker which, in the first week when he came, he started to smoke, and he started to smoke in our company car.  He also 
told us he had a clean criminal record which he admitted earlier that he’d been done for drink driving.  He also told me 
that he’d been done for assault from New Zealand and had to flee because he was scared of people, Maoris going to bash 
him I think his words were. He also told us if he didn’t pay some fines he was going to have a warrant for his arrest. He 
also told us that he could get us crystal methamphetamines, speed and drugs, through his girlfriend, which that started to 
worry me. This was all in the first - - the first 2 or 3 days.” (Transcript pp 19, 20) 

12 Mr Stein says that in the first few days Mr Allen was very disinterested.  He says that formal warnings were issued on more 
than three occasions.  Mr Allen’s performance deteriorated even further.  He was a totally different person to what they had 
seen when he worked as a sales representative for Makita.  Mr Allen was tired, disinterested and did not pay attention to 
customers.  Mr Stein says that Mr Allen yelled at him on a couple of occasions and showed dissent in front of other people in 
the business.  He left the sales counter unattended a couple of times.  Mr Allen yelled at his supervisor, Shane Powell.   

13 Under cross-examination Mr Stein says that the first interview was about two weeks before Mr Allen started and the second 
one was one week later.  Mr Stein says that the first warning was for not paying attention to customers’ requests, the second 
was for leaving customers unattended in the shop, the third warning was for yelling back at Mr Stein and the fourth warning 
was for not doing the job properly.  He says that they (the respondent) were, within two weeks of Mr Allen commencing, 
flabbergasted that he could perform like he did.  He complained that Mr Allen’s mind was not on his job and that he was 
distracted at work by his girlfriend.  He says that prior to Mr Allen joining the business he viewed Mr Allen as keen and a good 
employee, but he says that he was wrong.   

14 Mr Stein says that he made the decision to fire Mr Allen when Mr Allen yelled at him and he had already counselled him about 
that (Transcript p.30).  He says that customers and staff heard Mr Allen yell at him.  Mr Stein says that Mr Allen had yelled out 
that he had to attend to his warrant for his arrest in New Zealand.   
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS 

15 There is a dispute as to whether Mr Allen’s employment was subject to a probationary period.  There is a dispute as to whether 
Mr Allen was warned about his performance; and then there is a dispute as to whether the dismissal was unfair.  On these 
matters the parties are clearly at odds.  The determination of this matter relies heavily on the credibility of the witnesses.   

16 On the issue of credibility I unreservedly accept the evidence of Mr Allen over that of Mr Stein.  Mr Stein was at best 
unconvincing in giving evidence.  

17 It is possible to accept that Mr Allen raised his voice towards Mr Stein (Transcript p.16).  Mr Allen acknowledges this 
exchange; albeit the two witnesses gave somewhat varying accounts of what was said during this exchange.  It is also possible 
to accept that Mr Allen asked for time off to go and see his fiancée (Transcript p.8 and 16).  Neither of these matters is of such 
severity that they would be grounds for a dismissal.  Mr Stein does not suggest that they are, but he relies on a series of actions 
by the applicant.  Whilst the two incidents may have bearing on how Mr Allen was viewed and whether he was suitable for 
further employment, if in fact he had been on probation, I doubt that the two matters would have warranted anything more than 
apprising Mr Allen of the standards of work that were required.        

18 It is the case that the respondent was keen to employ Mr Allen.  Mr Allen was approached and at first refused the offer of 
employment.  They disagree as to whether they had one interview or two.  Given that the respondent was clearly keen to 
employ Mr Allen, and had pursued him over some months, I am left with some doubt as to why a second interview would have 
been necessary.  Mr Stein knew Mr Allen and they were, at least in the sense of customer relations, on good terms.  Mr Stein 
gave evidence to this effect.  The respondent offered Mr Allen an attractive salary with a motor vehicle.  Mr Stein says 
however that he cannot believe how Mr Allen’s attitude changed after they employed him.  Mr Stein says that the question of 
probation was covered in both interviews.  I doubt this greatly.  I consider this to be an invention after the dismissal.  Mr Allen 
does not recall two interviews and is emphatic that the issue of probation was never raised.  The result of the selection process 
was never put on paper in the form of a contract.  Even though Mr Allen complains that he asked for one several times.  Mr 
Allen also says that the first mention of probation was after he had been dismissed.  

19 Mr Stein says that Mr Allen misled them at interview.  The respondent’s Notice of Answer and Counterproposal and Mr Stein 
in his evidence raise a number of accusations about Mr Allen which go to support the allegation that they were misled at 
interview.  The issue seems to relate to whether Mr Allen was a smoker and had a criminal record.  Mr Stein refers to a drink 
driving charge, but also goes into other more serious allegations.  It is clear from the exchange between the two men when Mr 
Stein was under cross-examination that these accusations have little substance.  I am confident that they are raised in an 
attempt to discredit Mr Allen and colour the Commission’s perception of him.  Mr Allen gave a plausible explanation as to 
why he had contacted the Justice Department in New Zealand.    
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20 The evidence of the respondent is that Mr Allen was warned at least four times.  The fourth time being for not doing his job 
properly.  It would appear that Mr Allen was dismissed on the day Mr Stein complains that Mr Allen yelled at him (Transcript 
p.22).  This is said by Mr Stein to be the subject of the third warning.  If Mr Stein’s evidence is to be accepted on its face then 
he would have warned Mr Allen after his dismissal.  The respondent expressed also a concern that Mr Allen had not attended 
to customers and had left the counter.  Mr Allen took particular offence to these allegations whilst Mr Stein was giving 
evidence.  Mr Allen challenged Mr Stein as to his (Mr Allen’s) sales record.  Mr Stein professed to have little knowledge of 
this.  He did not deny that Mr Allen performed reasonably in selling.  The prime requirement of the job must have been to sell 
goods. 

21 In summary, I do not consider that the evidence on behalf of the respondent is credible.  I do not consider that Mr Allen was 
employed on probation.  I do not consider that Mr Allen was warned regularly during his short employment with the 
respondent.  I do not consider that there was a proper basis for dismissing Mr Allen.  Mr Allen was dismissed soon after 
starting with the respondent.  He had left a secure job with Makita to work for the respondent after they had pursued him to 
work for them.  Each of the alleged warnings were for non application to the job.  Even if I accept that they were in fact given, 
and I do not, I consider that the proper course would have been to give Mr Allen a larger period to prove he could achieve the 
required standards.  If Mr Allen continued to fail to do so, then he should have been advised that his job was in jeopardy if his 
attitude and work did not improve.  However, I do not consider that Mr Allen was, in fact, warned at all.  If I apply the 
principle in Undercliffe Nursing Home –v- Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and 
Miscellaneous, WA Branch 65 WAIG 385 of a fair go all round then I find that Mr Allen has been dismissed unfairly.  In fact, 
even though it is not argued, it would appear more likely that the dismissal was summary in nature.  The allegations made 
against the applicant by the respondent, even if they were true, would certainly not have justified a summary dismissal.   

22 Reinstatement is not practicable.  Neither party could re-establish an effective working relationship.  The issue of mitigation is 
not challenged by the respondent.  Mr Allen says that he sought employment as a sales representative through the Seek website 
and with his previous employer, Makita.  He says that the respondent’s directors badmouthed him with Makita, where he 
sought to be re-employed.  

23 I turn to the question of compensation and calculate it in accordance with the principles enunciated in Ramsay Bogunovich –v- 
Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd 79 WAIG 8.  Mr Allen was dismissed on 3 March 2006.  He did not obtain a new position 
until 6 June 2006.  For three weeks prior to 6 June 2006 Mr Allen worked at his new employer’s premises for $515 net per 
week.  This means that Mr Allen was unemployed and without income for 10 weeks.  There was no evidence that Mr Allen 
was paid notice.  Mr Allen in closing said he was due one week’s notice.  The period of notice would be absorbed within the 
10 week period.  The period of unemployment is calculated as $60,000 reduced to a weekly gross equals $1150.15, and then 
multiplied by 10.  This equals an amount of $11,501.50. 

24 For the three week trial period Mr Allen earned $515 net per week.  This equates to a gross figure of $625 per week.  Mr Allen 
previously earned $60,000 per annum.  This equates to a gross figure of $1,150.15 per week.  Therefore, for the three week 
trial period Mr Allen suffered a total loss of $1,575.45.  From 6 June 2006 to the date of hearing Mr Allen was employed but 
paid $10,000 per annum less than his previous earnings.  This calculates at $10,000 by 4 weeks divided by 52, which equates 
to $769.23.  The total loss therefore is $11,501.50 plus $1,575.45 plus $769.23.  The sum of total loss is $13,846.18.  I would 
issue an order awarding compensation in the amount of $13,846.18. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05298 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES KARL HEEMI ALLEN 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
DIRECT TRADES SUPPLY 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD 
DATE FRIDAY, 18 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO U 193 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05298 
 
Result Dismissal unfair; compensation awarded 
Representation 
Applicant Mr K Allen 
Respondent Mr J Stein 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr K Allen on his own behalf and Mr J Stein on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby: 

(1) DECLARES that the applicant, Karl Heemi Allen, was dismissed unfairly by the respondent on 3 March 2006; 
(2) DECLARES that reinstatement is impracticable; 
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(3) ORDERS that the said respondent do hereby pay within 7 days of this order, as and by way of compensation the 
amount of $13,846.18 to Karl Heemi Allen, less any taxation that may be payable to the Commissioner of 
Taxation. 

(Sgd.)  S WOOD, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05363 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES PAUL LEO IAN FINDLAY 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
THE SECRETARY, LORD FORREST NOMINEES TRADING AS QUALITY HOTEL LORD 
FORREST 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
HEARD TUESDAY, 18 JULY 2006 
DELIVERED FRIDAY, 1 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO. U 303 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05363 
 
Catchwords Termination of employment - Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal - Acceptance of referral out of 

time - Application referred outside of 28 day time limit - Relevant principles to be applied - 
Commission satisfied applying principles that discretion should be exercised - Acceptance referral out 
of time granted - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 29(1)(b)(i), (2) and (3) 

Result Granted 
Representation  
Applicant Mr J Verhoeven (of counsel) 
Respondent Mr G Lilleyman (as agent) 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 On 28 February 2006 Paul Leo Ian Findlay (“the applicant”) lodged an application in the Commission pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) 

of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) claiming that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the 
Secretary, Lord Forrest Nominees Trading as Quality Hotel Lord Forrest (“the respondent”).  As the application had been 
lodged on the wrong form and no payment accompanied the application the applicant was advised of this omission and a 
further application was then lodged in the Commission on 30 March 2006 and the appropriate payment was made on 5 April 
2006. 

2 Section 29(2) of the Act requires that applications pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act be lodged within 28 days after the date on 
which an employee is terminated.  As this application was lodged on 28 February 2006 it is 235 days out of the required 
timeframe for lodging a claim of this nature. 

3 The matter was listed for hearing to allow the parties to put submissions and give evidence as to whether or not this application 
should be accepted under s29(3) of the Act.  Section 29(3) of the Act reads as follows: 

“(3) The Commission may accept a referral by an employee under subsection (1)(b)(i) that is out of time if the 
Commission considers that it would be unfair not to do so.” 

4 In reaching a decision in this matter as to whether it would be unfair not to accept this application out of time I take into 
account the relevant factors outlined in the Industrial Appeal Court decision in Malik v Paul Albert, Director General, 
Department of Education of Western Australia (2004) 84 WAIG 683 at 686, as follows: 

"1. Special circumstances are not necessary but the Court must be positively satisfied that the prescribed period 
should be extended.  The prima facie position is that the time limit should be complied with unless there is an 
acceptable explanation of the delay which makes it equitable to so extend. 

2. Action taken by the applicant to contest the termination, other than applying under the Act will be relevant.  It 
will show that the decision to terminate is actively contested.  It may favour the granting of an extension of 
time. 

3. Prejudice to the respondent including prejudice caused by delay will go against the granting of an extension of 
time. 

4. The mere absence of prejudice to the respondent is an insufficient basis to grant an extension of time. 
5. The merits of the substantive application may be taken into account in determining whether to grant an 

extension of time. 
6. Consideration of fairness as between the applicant and other persons in a like position are relevant to the 

exercise of the Court's discretion." 
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5 When considering the issue of fairness, Heenan J further observed in Malik v Paul Albert, Director General, Department of 
Education of Western Australia (op cit) the following:  

"I accept that the concept of fairness is central to a decision whether or not to accept an application under s 29 which is 
out of time but, with all respect, I cannot accept the submission which was put in this case that it is fairness to the 
applicant which is either the sole or principal concern. Fairness in this situation involves fairness to all, obviously to the 
applicant and to his or her former employer, but also to the public interest and to the due and efficient administration of 
the jurisdiction of the Commission which should not be burdened with unmeritorious stale claims." 

6 In applying these guidelines I am mindful that there is a 28 day timeframe to lodge an application and the Commission’s 
discretion in relation to a matter of this nature should not be exercised unless it would be unfair not to do so. 
Background 

7 There was no dispute that on or about 3 June 2005 the applicant relocated from Moe in Victoria to Bunbury in Western 
Australia to take up a position as Venue and Promotions Manager at the respondent’s Quality Hotel Lord Forrest (“the Hotel”) 
and that the applicant left the Hotel and Bunbury on or about 9 June 2005.  The respondent maintains that the applicant did not 
commence employment with the respondent as he did not undertake any duties during this period and in the alternative the 
respondent argues that if the applicant did commence employment with the respondent he resigned of his own accord. 
Applicant’s evidence 

8 The applicant gave evidence that he became aware through the internet that a position as Venue Manager was available at the 
Hotel.  The applicant stated that after he came to Western Australia to be interviewed for this position and was not the 
successful candidate for this position he was contacted by the respondent after he returned to Victoria and offered a position as 
Venue and Promotions Manager.  The applicant stated that various emails were then exchanged between the parties and the 
respondent sent him an offer of employment on or about 24 May 2005 which the applicant accepted, signed and returned (see 
Exhibit A1).  The applicant stated that the respondent’s General Manager Mr David Beamish advised him that he would be 
reimbursed for relocation costs and travel expenses incurred by him when relocating to Western Australia. 

9 The applicant stated the day after he arrived in Western Australia, which was on or about 3 June 2005, he commenced 
employment with the respondent.  The applicant stated that his direct manager Mr Andrew Carpenter asked him to MC a male 
revue and the applicant stated he was happy to undertake this role however when the group arrived at the Hotel for this 
function they had their own MC.  The applicant stated that he was therefore not required to MC this function.  The applicant 
stated that the next day he helped to set up the nightclub at the Hotel for that evening.  The applicant gave evidence that after a 
couple of days of working in this job he discovered that the position he understood he had been appointed to was not the role 
that the respondent required him to undertake.  The applicant stated that when this became apparent to him he then had a 
discussion with Mr Beamish who advised him that he had changed his mind about the duties he wanted the applicant to 
undertake and the applicant responded by stating that as his duties had changed he would not continue his employment with 
the respondent.  Mr Beamish then stated that he could stay on but he had to undertake different duties including disc jockey 
work plus some promotional work and the applicant stated that he told him that this new position did not have the same 
remuneration as his existing position.  The applicant stated that Mr Carpenter advised him that the new position would be 
$15,000 to $20,000 less than his contracted salary.  The applicant stated that he then packed up his belongings, paid his 
telephone bill and returned to Moe in Victoria and the applicant stated that he told Mr Beamish when he left that he would be 
seeking legal advice about his contract. 

10 When the applicant returned to Victoria he contacted his current representative Mr John Verhoeven, of counsel, about his 
situation.  The applicant gave evidence that he spent the next few months looking for work and that as he had lost confidence 
because of his experience in Western Australia it was difficult to find alternative employment. 

11 The applicant stated that he was aware that Mr Verhoeven wrote to Mr Beamish on two occasions in July 2005 about alleged 
breaches of his contract and outstanding monies he believed he was owed and the applicant stated that between September and 
December 2005 he had many conversations with Mr Verhoeven about his claim.  The applicant stated that he was unable to 
have a meeting with Mr Verhoeven until December 2005 because he was working in Melbourne which was a significant 
distance from Moe. 

12 Under cross-examination the applicant stated that when he raised the issue of not being happy with the duties he was required 
to undertake he was told by Mr Beamish to sort the issue out with Mr Carpenter.  The applicant reiterated that he did not refuse 
to MC an event nor did he refuse to distribute promotional material and review other venues and the applicant disagreed that he 
refused to undertake disc jockey duties one evening. 

13 Mr Verhoeven stated that after corresponding with the respondent twice in July 2005 and not making any progress in settling 
the applicant’s claim he wrote to Marks & Sands Lawyers in Western Australia on or about 6 September 2005 with a view to 
having them represent the applicant and he stated that on 12 September 2005 Marks & Sands Lawyers advised him that the 
applicant should lodge a claim for unfair dismissal and that there was a timeframe for lodging this application which had since 
expired.  Mr Verhoeven stated that he obtained the forms to lodge a claim from the internet and he stated that there was a delay 
lodging the forms as he was unable to meet the applicant to sign the forms as he was working in Melbourne some distance 
away.  Mr Verhoeven stated that this contributed to the delay in lodging this application.  Mr Verhoeven stated that when he 
sent the first application to the Commission on 24 February 2006 he also wrote to the respondent that day to say that the 
applicant was proceeding with his claim.  Mr Verhoeven was then contacted by the Commission to advise that a filing fee was 
to be paid and he was advised that a further form was required to be completed.  Mr Verhoeven stated that it was his 
responsibility to lodge this application. 
Respondent’s evidence 

14 Mr Beamish stated that as the Hotel’s Venue and Promotions Manager the applicant was to oversee the promotion of three bars 
at the Hotel by advertising and marketing these venues.  Mr Beamish stated that he did not have any discussions with the 
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applicant about costs associated with relocating to Perth nor did he give any undertaking to the applicant to reimburse 
relocation expenses incurred during his move from Victoria to Western Australia. 

15 Mr Beamish stated that the applicant reported to Mr Carpenter and the respondent’s Operations Manager Ms Melissa Abreu.  
Mr Beamish stated that as the applicant did not undertake the normal induction process it was his view that the applicant had 
not commenced employment with the respondent.  Mr Beamish stated that he did not have any discussions with the applicant 
about any changes to his duties and Mr Beamish stated that Mr Carpenter told him that the applicant was a bit odd and that he 
did not know what he was doing and Mr Carpenter told him that he felt he could not work with the applicant.  Mr Beamish 
stated that he only spoke to the applicant just before he left the Hotel and he was advised then by the applicant that he was not 
taking up the position because ‘he didn’t feel it was the right position for him’(transcript page 29). 

16 Mr Beamish stated that some of the employees working for the respondent at the time the applicant was at the Hotel had since 
left and he stated that he is unable to contact all of them.  Mr Beamish also stated that as he did not receive any further 
correspondence from the applicant after the end of July 2005 he believed that any issues the applicant had with the respondent 
had been finalised. 

17 Under cross-examination Mr Beamish stated that he did not receive a second letter from Mr Verhoeven, dated 28 July 2005, 
about monies the applicant claimed he was owed by the respondent.  Mr Beamish maintained that there was never any change 
to the job the applicant was offered nor was any change made to the remuneration to be paid to the applicant. 

18 Mr Beamish stated that when the applicant arrived in Bunbury to work at the Hotel he refused to undertake the tasks allocated 
to him and Mr Beamish stated that he was aware of difficulties between the applicant and Ms Abreu and Mr Carpenter and he 
stated that the applicant was described to him as a “nobhead and didn’t know what he was doing” (transcript page 35).  
Mr Beamish stated that Mr Carpenter and Ms Abreu were experienced employees who were in a good position to assess the 
applicant. 

19 Mr Beamish maintained that the offer of employment signed by the applicant did not constitute a contract between the 
applicant and the respondent because it was his view that it was only valid after it was signed by Mr Beamish.  Mr Beamish 
stated that Mr Carpenter was no longer employed by the respondent as he had to leave the Hotel due to his partner’s illness.  
Mr Beamish maintained that the applicant did not commence in his position as he did not undertake any work during the time 
he was at the Hotel. 

20 Ms Abreu is the respondent’s Operations Manager.  Ms Abreu stated that the applicant’s role as the Venue and Promotions 
Manager was to generate promotional fliers and to ensure that events ran as directed.  Ms Abreu stated that the applicant 
reported directly to Mr Carpenter and if the issue involved money, to herself.  Ms Abreu stated that Mr Carpenter told her that 
he was having difficulties getting the applicant to do anything, that he would not undertake MC work nor distribute fliers and 
that he would not undertake disc jockey duties.  Ms Abreu then intervened and asked the applicant when he was starting work 
and the applicant told her that he was reviewing other venues.  When told not to do this as Mr Carpenter had already completed 
this task Ms Abreu stated that the applicant still reviewed these venues.  Ms Abreu also stated that the applicant refused to 
distribute fliers.  Ms Abreu stated that the applicant then advised her that he was leaving.  Ms Abreu gave evidence that the 
applicant’s role did not change and that he was only asked to undertake work within the scope of his duties. 

21 Under cross-examination Ms Abreu stated that the letter of offer to the applicant did not constitute a binding contract as 
employees only commenced employment with the respondent after signing a document undertaking to abide by the 
respondent’s policies and procedures and terms and conditions of employment.  Ms Abreu also maintained that the applicant 
did not commence employment with the respondent because he did not do the tasks that he was asked to undertake.  Ms Abreu 
was unaware if the applicant had prepared any fliers for distribution and when asked if Mr Carpenter had asked the applicant to 
review other venues Ms Abreu stated that she was aware that the applicant visited other venues to find out about betting and 
she stated that the applicant told her that a TAB could be installed in one of the Hotel’s venues.  Ms Abreu stated that she was 
not sure how this could be seen as a benefit for the respondent as claimed by the applicant as the Hotel was a family venue.  
Ms Abreu denied that the applicant discussed any issues with her about re-badging one of the Hotel’s bars as a ‘sports bar’ and 
Ms Abreu stated that Mr Carpenter told her that an alternative MC for the male revue was organised after the applicant refused 
to undertake this role.  Ms Abreu stated that she was unaware if the applicant had undertaken disc jockey duties whilst at the 
Hotel. 
Submissions 
Applicant 

22 The applicant submits that the late lodgement of this application does not result in any prejudice to the respondent and claims 
that the respondent was on notice that the applicant intended to pursue a claim against the respondent as the applicant’s 
representative twice wrote to the respondent on the applicant’s behalf in July 2005 as the applicant wanted to resolve 
outstanding issues directly with the respondent.  The applicant argues that the only prejudice raised by the respondent is the 
alleged non-receipt of correspondence dated 28 July 2005.  The applicant also argues that there is considerable merit to his 
application given the existence of his written conditions of employment and job description. 

23 In September 2005 the applicant sought to engage a representative in Western Australia and once Mr Verhoeven was advised 
to lodge an application in the Commission he took steps to obtain the necessary documentation.  Even though there was a 
significant delay in sending this application to the Commission the applicant maintains that this was due to the applicant 
moving to Melbourne for work, the need for the applicant to sign the application and as the application was incomplete, further 
forms having to be lodged.  The applicant argues that to the extent that this delay was due to his representative he should not be 
held responsible for the delay (see Anestopouloo and Quality Bakers Australia Limited C No 37382 of 1999 – Australian 
Industrial Relations Commission – Melbourne).  The applicant maintains that his relocation from Moe to Melbourne to obtain 
employment also impacted on the timeframe for lodging this application.  The applicant submits that he should not be 
penalised for the delay occasioned by the remoteness of the jurisdiction to where he was residing nor the delay caused by his 
representative given the apparent desire to proceed with his claim as set out in correspondence to the respondent.  The 
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applicant also argues that the wish to negotiate directly with the respondent to resolve this matter prior to making a claim is 
within the spirit of the Act. 
Respondent 

24 The respondent argues that this application has been lodged an inordinate length of time after the required timeframe and 
claims that such a delay is not justified.  The applicant sought legal advice within the required timeframe for filing this 
application and it was not in dispute that in September 2005 the applicant through his representative was advised that an 
application should have already been filed in the Commission.  Notwithstanding this advice this application was not lodged 
until nearly six months later. 

25 The respondent argues that the applicant sought advice and either knew or should have known to lodge an application sooner 
than he did and his reasons for not acting promptly are not sufficient to grant an extension.  Additionally, the only 
correspondence received by the respondent from the applicant prior to 5 April 2006 related to an alleged breach of contract and 
not an unfair dismissal.  The respondent argues therefore that the applicant did not contest his termination until this application 
was lodged. 

26 The respondent argues that it has suffered a general prejudice by the length of the delay in lodging this application.  The 
recollection of witnesses after a period of 12 to 14 months has elapsed is not as clear as it would have been if the matter had 
commenced sooner and a number of potential witnesses are no longer employed by the respondent and it is not known if they 
can be located.  The respondent also argues that it has suffered a specific prejudice as the last known address of a staff member 
critical to the applicant’s relationship with the respondent is unclear (Mr Carpenter) and it is unknown if he will be able to 
attend any hearing and his evidence would be vital in establishing the course of conduct of the applicant. 

27 The respondent argues there is little merit to the substantive application as the applicant failed to carry out the duties required 
of him.  The respondent also maintains that the applicant resigned of his own volition and even if the applicant was found to 
have been dismissed the respondent argues that the dismissal was not unfair as the applicant failed to follow lawful 
instructions. 

28 The respondent argues that when considering fairness in this instance, if an extension of time was allowed to file this 
application this would mean that the rights of the applicant have been given substantially more weight than the right of the 
respondent to defend the matter. 

29 The respondent argues that no evidence was adduced at the hearing to establish that the applicant’s representative was entirely 
at fault for the delay in lodging this application and the applicant failed to make regular contact with his representative and did 
not provide an adequate explanation for this.  The respondent therefore argues that the applicant must take some of the blame 
for the delay in filing the application.  The respondent therefore submits that the application to extend time within which to file 
the application should be dismissed. 
Findings and conclusions 

30 There was a conflict in the evidence as to whether or not the applicant was employed by the respondent and in relation to the 
duties the applicant was required to undertake.  On the evidence currently before me it could well be the case that there is 
substance to the applicant’s claim that he worked as an employee of the respondent between 3 June 2005 and 9 June 2005 and 
that he was asked to undertake duties outside of his job description.  The applicant was offered and accepted employment with 
the respondent, he relocated to Western Australia to take up his position and he was at the Hotel for approximately six days 
(see Exhibit A1).  The applicant gave evidence that he undertook some duties during this period and Ms Abreu stated that the 
applicant made suggestions to her about how the Hotel’s venues could be marketed and there was evidence that the applicant 
was asked to undertake disc jockey duties which was not part of his job description.  In the circumstances it is my view that 
there could be merit to the applicant’s claim that he was an employee of the respondent and that he had no option but to resign.  
Even though I have no firm views about this issue it is appropriate to hear further evidence about the duties undertaken by the 
applicant during the relevant period and whether or not the applicant’s duties changed from that of his role as detailed in the 
attachment to his offer of employment. 

31 I am concerned that this application, which was filed in the Commission on 28 February 2006, is 235 days out of the required 
timeframe, which is a very lengthy period, and that Mr Verhoeven conceded that he was aware in September 2005 that there 
was a specified period for lodging this application which had since passed.  I accept that soon after the applicant ceased 
employment with the respondent he sought legal advice about his situation and relied on his representative to take carriage of 
his claim and that two letters were written to the respondent on the applicant’s behalf in July 2005 by Mr Verhoeven in order to 
press his claims against the respondent.  I accept that the applicant was unhappy about his treatment and the losses he had 
sustained by relocating to Western Australia to take up a position at the Hotel, however, it does not appear that the issue of the 
applicant’s termination was raised at this point by Mr Verhoeven when he wrote to the respondent on behalf of the applicant in 
July 2005.  I accept that Mr Verhoeven then sought the assistance of a law firm in Western Australia and was told in 
September 2005 that the most appropriate course of action was to file a claim alleging unfair dismissal in the Commission and 
the applicant was advised of this and instructed Mr Verhoeven to proceed with lodging this application.  The applicant stated 
that he had some contact with Mr Verhoeven between September 2005 and February 2006 however I accept that the applicant 
had difficulties communicating with Mr Verhoeven during this period because he was living some distance from Moe where 
Mr Verhoeven is based as he had to relocate to obtain alternative employment and I accept that the applicant was unable to 
meet face to face with Mr Verhoeven until December 2005 to sign relevant documents.  It was also the case that Mr Verhoeven 
did not then lodge this application until 28 February 2006. 

32 Having considered the submissions I am satisfied that the reason for the late lodgement of this application was due to 
representative error.  I accept that the applicant relied on Mr Verhoeven to take carriage of his claim for unfair dismissal and I 
find that in this instance the applicant’s representative failed to fulfil his professional obligations to the applicant to lodge this 
application in a timely manner.  I find that the delay in lodging this application was attributed to Mr Verhoeven’s tardiness and 
on the basis of the authority contained in Prem Singh Malik v Paul Albert, Director General, Department of Education of 
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Western Australia (2003) 83 WAIG 3065 I am satisfied that representative error provides an acceptable explanation for the 
delay in lodging this application.  As I accept that the applicant took reasonable steps to pursue his application I therefore find 
that the applicant should not be disadvantaged due to his representative’s error. 

33 It is clear that the applicant indicated to the respondent that he intended to seek redress from the respondent in July 2005 
however I accept that this correspondence did not relate to the applicant’s termination.  I find that the respondent was not 
aware until February 2006 that this application was to be lodged and it was not served on the respondent until April 2006.  I 
accept that this delay does cause the respondent some difficulty as some staff have since left the respondent’s employment 
including Mr Carpenter, however the respondent did not give specific evidence at the hearing that Mr Carpenter, whose 
evidence is critical to this case, would not be available to give evidence if this matter goes further. 

34 Whilst I accept that there is a clear disadvantage to the respondent in meeting this application given the effluxion of time 
between the applicant leaving the Hotel and the respondent being notified that the applicant was claiming that he was unfairly 
terminated and I accept that there is an issue about the availability of some witnesses it is my view that the applicant would 
also be disadvantaged if this application does not continue as he would be unable to contest his termination which I have found 
may well have merit and was lodged late due to circumstances not of his own making. 

35 When balancing the above findings and taking into account the relevant factors to consider in an application of this nature and 
when taking into account fairness to both parties it is with some reluctance that I find that it would be unfair not to accept this 
application.  In reaching this view I take into account that there was an acceptable reason for the delay in lodging this 
application and there is sufficient to establish that the applicant has an arguable case.  It is also my view that the respondent 
will not be substantially prejudiced if this application is allowed.  I therefore find that in all of the circumstances it would be 
unfair for the Commission not to exercise its discretion to grant an extension of time within which to file this application.  For 
these reasons an extension of time in order to lodge this application is granted. 

36 An order will issue to that effect. 
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Result Granted 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr J Verhoeven of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr G Lilleyman as agent on behalf of the respondent the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT application U 303 of 2006 be and is hereby accepted out of time. 
(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Catchwords Industrial law - Termination of employment - Harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal - Principles 

applied - Applicant summarily dismissed - Lack of procedural fairness - Applicant harshly, 
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Reasons for Decision 
(Ex tempore) 

1 The present application made on 20 March 2006 is by Christopher James Long against Mechanic on the Move as it is 
described, by which it alleges that on or about 6 January 2006 the applicant was dismissed harshly, oppressively and 
unfairly from his employment as a qualified mechanic on or about 21 February 2006. The Commission has already ruled 
that it will proceed to hear and determine this matter in the absence of the respondent for the reasons previously given.  

2 The background facts of this matter are relatively simple as given by the applicant in his own evidence. The applicant 
informed the Commission that he commenced employment with the respondent as a qualified mechanic to be engaged in 
various duties including the mechanical repair and service of motor vehicles and light trucks, and the supervision of 
trainees and unqualified workshop employees. The applicant testified that he was employed on a full-time basis and he 
was to receive annual leave and sick leave accordingly. His evidence was that he was paid some $21.00 per hour and 
worked between 30 and 40 hours per week. The applicant also indicated that his employment was covered by the Metal 
Trades (General) Award No. 13 of 1966.  

3 The Commission has already indicated that application B361 of 2006, which was an application brought by the applicant 
for the recovery of certain alleged contractual benefits, is beyond the jurisdiction of this Commission as that claim 
involves the attempted recovery of award benefits.  That matter has been discontinued by order.  

4 The applicant testified that he commenced employment duly on 6 January 2006 and worked thereafter without any 
concern as to his work performance.  Over the course of his employment the applicant testified that he was paid various 
sums of wages in the period from 6 January 2006 up until 21 February 2006.  On the basis of the applicant's evidence the 
Commission's calculations are to the effect that the applicant was paid an average amount of $602.00 gross per week.  The 
applicant testified that he was, as I have indicated, employed in accordance with the terms of exhibit A3, being his tax file 
declaration documents, on a full-time basis.  

5 Some time after the commencement of his employment on or about 16 February 2006 the applicant took part, along 
presumably with other employees of the respondent, in activities at a work-related function. Those activities included go-
karting, according to the applicant.  As a result of that activity the applicant suffered a back injury from an incident. As a 
result of that incident the applicant subsequently lodged a workers compensation claim on or about 15 March 2006, which 
claim was accepted by the respondent's insurer on or about 12 April 2006.  

6 Despite the initial injury, the applicant testified he continued to work at the respondent's premises and first attended on his 
general practitioner on 18 February 2006, and subsequently on 21 February 2006, obtained and presented a medical 
certificate which was tendered as exhibit A1 from a Dr Lifshen. That certificate certifies that the applicant attended the 
Rockingham-Kwinana Hospital on 18 February 2006 and it was recommended that as a consequence of the applicant's 
injury he be engaged on lighter duties from 20 February 2006 to 5 March 2006, and he refrain from prolonged bending or 
heavy lifting.  

7 The applicant's evidence was that up until the time that he informed his employer of this and passed the medical 
certificate to him, there had been no concern expressed whatsoever about the quality of his work performance.   
According to the applicant, he testified that later in the evening, of 21 February at approximately 8.00 pm, he received a 
telephone call from Mr Reinhold, who the Commission understands is the principal of the respondent's business.  The 
applicant said that Mr Reinhold informed him summarily, it seems, that his employment was terminated and hung up the 
telephone before the applicant could even explore with the respondent the reason for his dismissal.  

8 The applicant has not heard any further from the respondent save for the notice of answer and counter proposal filed in 
these proceedings on 5 April 2006, as to the alleged reasons for his dismissal. I simply note in passing at this stage that 
the answer filed by the respondent alleges certain deficiencies in the applicant's work performance which the applicant, in 
his sworn testimony, denies.  

9 The applicant has informed the Commission also that during the course of his employment, contrary to the assertions of 
the employer in the notice of answer, that he received only praise as to his working performance and also gave evidence 
that the respondent promised him ongoing work, and in that respect, assisted the applicant to attend TAFE to obtain a 
further qualification in relation to gas work which the respondent, according to the applicant, was intending to expand its 
business into. The applicant's evidence was that the events of the evening of 21 February 2006 came as a complete shock 
to him.  

10 As a consequence of the applicant’s dismissal he has suffered financially and both he and his partner have had to make 
adjustments to their lifestyle and also borrow money from family to assist with mortgage commitments. The applicant 
also testified that since his dismissal he has not been and remains unfit for work as a mechanic, but as a consequence of 
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taking part in a return to work program arranged by the respondent's insurer as of about the end of June 2006, obtained a 
new position at a motor vehicle dealership as a service adviser. The applicant is now earning some $600.00 gross plus 
bonuses and incentives.  

11 The applicant says that he believes he has been dismissed unfairly and that he has been discriminated against on the basis 
of the injury he sustained at the work-related function. Whilst the applicant has been in receipt of workers’ compensation 
payments, according to the schedule to which he referred in his evidence that being for the first 13 weeks, the applicant 
was to be paid some $803.18 gross per week and thereafter some $682.70 per week gross.   In fact, the respondent, whilst 
he has received payments from the insurer, has only passed on some of those amounts to the applicant, despite the 
respondent having received some $10,665.99 as set out in the terms of exhibit A2 tendered before the Commission.   
Therefore the applicant says that he claims compensation for the loss that he has sustained and the payments that, in 
effect, he has not received by the respondent.   As I have indicated earlier, the applicant has informed the Commission in 
his evidence that he has yet to be cleared by his doctor to be fully fit to resume his full duties as a mechanic.  

12 Those are the background facts to the matter. In the absence of the respondent having given evidence in this matter by 
reason of its absence from the proceedings and its failure to appear, the Commission is bound to accept the applicant's 
testimony unless I find it to be inherently incredible, which I do not.  Indeed, I find the applicant to be a credible witness 
and I accept his evidence in toto.  

13 In dealing with this matter the Commission is required to consider whether, in dismissing the applicant, the respondent 
has abused its lawful right to terminate the employment as set out in the decision of Undercliffe Nursing Home v FMWU 
(1985) 75 WAIG 385. Without hesitation, on the evidence before the Commission, I conclude that the applicant's 
dismissal has been harsh, oppressive and unfair.  I am satisfied on the evidence, and I find, that the applicant was 
dismissed without warning and pre-emptively over the telephone on the evening of 21 February 2006 for reasons which 
were unstated by the respondent employer.  

14 The Commission also accepts on the evidence that there was no indication given to the applicant that his work 
performance was inadequate and, indeed, on the evidence I am satisfied that the applicant had a legitimate expectation of 
ongoing employment. I also accept that the only intervening event of significance in the applicant's employment 
relationship with the respondent was the applicant's accident at the work-related function on 16 February 2006 and the 
subsequent provision of a medical certificate by the applicant as exhibit A1 to the respondent on or about 21 February 
2006.  

15 In my view, therefore, on the evidence it is open to infer, and indeed I do infer, that this was the reason for the applicant's 
dismissal, that is the occurrence of the incident and the subsequent furnishing of the medical certificate to the respondent 
by the applicant.  In my view, on the evidence, this discloses a complete lack of consideration of the applicant's 
circumstances by the respondent and it is clear on the evidence that there was no investigation of the applicant's 
circumstances, his future prognosis or prospect for ongoing employment in terms of reduction of duties or rehabilitation 
or any other relevant consideration by the employer.  

16 In my opinion also, on the evidence, the applicant's dismissal was also unlawful as the applicant was not provided with 
notice or payment in lieu of notice as required by the Metal Trades (General) Award No. 13 of 1966.   Additionally, in my 
opinion, prima facie, at least, it would appear that the applicant's dismissal was a breach of s 84AA of the Workers’ 
Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981 which requires an employer to hold a position open for an injured 
employee if that employee obtains total or partial capacity to perform work within a period of 12 months from receipt of 
workers' compensation payments, which is the case in this matter.  

17 Having considered and concluded that the applicant was dismissed both unlawfully and unfairly, the issue for the 
Commission to consider is the remedy which should be awarded pursuant to s 23A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
(“the Act”).   Section 23A of the Act empowers the Commission to make certain orders when it finds a dismissal to have 
been harsh, oppressive or unfair.  By s 23A(3) the Commission is empowered to order an employer to reinstate an 
employee if it finds that that is practicable.   Additionally, by s 23A(4), the Commission is empowered to order re-
employment to an employee unfairly dismissed, again, if that position is available or suitable.  

18 In the alternative, the Commission is empowered under ss 23A(6) and (7) of the Act, in the event that reinstatement or re-
employment is impracticable, to make an order of compensation for loss or injury caused by the dismissal.  However, in 
the present circumstances before the Commission, two considerations are relevant to the Commission in making orders of 
that kind.  The first consideration is that on the evidence the applicant has not been fit for work as a mechanic since the 
accident which occurred in February 2006 and to date and secondly, the applicant has been in receipt of workers' 
compensation payments, but only some of those, of course, have been paid by the respondent to the applicant on the 
evidence.  

19 On the basis of the evidence before the Commission, there is no indication that the respondent may have been able to have 
employed the applicant on light duties or some other basis on an ongoing basis.  Also, the workers' compensation 
payments which the insurer has paid on behalf of the applicant, but which the applicant has yet to receive all of, are paid, 
certainly at least to equate to the average earnings of the applicant over his period of employment with the respondent, 
although, as I have mentioned, the respondent appears on the evidence to have deliberately withheld a number of those 
payments which, in my opinion, is quite an appalling state of affairs in terms of employer’s conduct in the present 
circumstances.   However, the fact remains that those payments are intended to compensate the applicant for loss of 
earnings which he otherwise may have earned had his employment continued on but for the injury which the employee 
sustained. Therefore, regrettably, the Commission, because of those two factors, and not without some considerable 
sympathy for the applicant, is not able to make orders for compensation for loss in this case.  
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20 Whilst, as I have said, the Commission has considerable sympathy for the applicant's position, the Commission is 
compelled to conclude that the applicant will have to look to civil remedies to recover his workers' compensation 
payments paid by the insurer to the respondent but not yet received by him. What the Commission will therefore do in the 
circumstances is make a declaration to the effect that the applicant was on or about 21 February 2006, harshly, 
oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his position as a mechanic at the respondent.   
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Order 
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and there having been no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby –  

1. ORDERS that application B 361 of 2006 be and is hereby discontinued by leave. 
2. DECLARES that the applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment by the 

respondent as a Mechanic on or about 21 February 2006. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 This is an application made pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”).  The applicant, 

Mr Milan Mall was employed by the respondent, Saybolt Australasia Pty Ltd as a Marine Consultant, and commenced 
employment on 5 April 2002.  He resided in Karratha and performed surveying and pilotage of ships in Dampier and Onslow.  
Mr Mall was dismissed summarily on 28 February 2005.  A key aspect of the matter is an alleged telephone conversation on 26 
February 2005 between Mr Mall and Mr Thompson, the Managing Director of the respondent.  The respondent’s business 
provides personnel for pilotage and surveying on vessels.   

2 The applicant in his application says as follows: 
“For past 4 months company fabricating stories for dismissal.  Racial discrimination and abusive behaviour of 
Management.  Dismissal based on false allegations and without warning. 
I have worked very hard and with complete sincerity, had excellent appraisal, through hard work in past 3 years made the 
organisation very successful, was given a increment of $10,000 in August 2004, but was dismissed without any prior 
warning and on the basis of false allegations of shouting, asking to sack, and refusing to go to work.  Colleagues and 
clients are willing to testify and support against these false allegations and are shocked at such accusations.” 

And 
“In the past one year more than 8 employees of the company have left or resigned.  Management is completely abusive 
towards employees, have shown racial discrimination, favouritism, false accusations and allegations.  Working towards 
blaming employees.  Non caring attitude towards health & safety of the employees.  Threatening employees and asking 
them to resign & seek job in their own country.  MD was very abusive on the phone when termination of employment 
was served to me on the 28/2/2005 at 1800 hrs, hence do not want to work for such employer.” 

3 The applicant claims also, “any contractual entitlements and the compensation/damages”.  At hearing, this claim was specified 
as including 30 days unpaid annual leave and four weeks notice payment under the contract. 

4 The respondent in their Notice of answer and counterproposal states as follows: 
“2.1 The Applicant was employed in the role of a Marine Consultant and subject to a detailed contract of employment 

dated 8 April 2002. 
2.2 No awards were binding upon the employment relationship between the parties. 
2.3 A term of that contract allows either party to terminate upon one month’s notice or salary in lieu. 
2.4 The Respondent refutes each and every allegation made by the Applicant. 
2.5 The Respondent states that the working relationship between the parties had, by 28 February 2005, deteriorated to 

the point that the Managing Director had to write to the Applicant to reprimand him for his abusive behaviour on 
the telephone towards the Managing Director. 

2.6 The Applicant, for whatever reason, has over several previous occasions abused a supervisor and demanded that 
he (the Applicant) be dismissed. 

2.7 In addition, the Applicant had on four separate occasions in the month preceding his dismissal, threatened to 
withdraw his services to the Respondent. 

2.8 On Saturday 28 February 2005 the Applicant again threatened the Respondent with the withdrawal of his services, 
unless the Respondent acceded to a number of the Applicant’s demands: one of which included a demand that the 
Managing Director fly to Karratha on 1 March or else he would not perform his duties. 

2.9 This conduct by an employee could not be tolerated by the Respondent and amounted to a repudiation of the 
Applicant’s contract of employment. 

2.10 The Respondent accepted the repudiation of the Applicant’s contact and terminated the employment effective 28 
February 2005.” 

THE EVIDENCE 
5 Mr Milan Mall says that prior to joining the respondent he was employed by SGS, a marine company, and after a month and a 

half he was offered a job with the respondent.  He was based in Karratha and worked approximately 70 hours per week, his 
annual salary was $73,000 with an additional $6,570 for superannuation.  He was provided with a motor vehicle, a telephone 
allowance of $1,500 and a rental allowance of $22,154 per annum.  All utilities were reimbursed by the company following 
production of bills.  Of the telephone allowance Mr Mall says that he would pay for all personal calls and the respondent would 
pay for business calls. 

6 On the evening of 28 February, Mr Craymond, an agent for the respondent, delivered a letter of dismissal to Mr Mall at his 
home in Karratha.  Mr Mall was surprised by the letter.  He was required to return company property and, as he had personal 
information on the computer, he asked Mr Craymond for some time to take off the information.  Mr Craymond contacted 
Mr Thompson and Mr Mall then spoke to Mr Thompson regarding his request.  Mr Thompson began to shout and abuse 
Mr Mall and said that he would get the police involved.  Mr Mall says that Mr Thompson said: 

“You fucking shithead. You bloody Indian. I will – I’ve got you where I wanted you” (Transcript p.11) 
As a result of that call Mr Mall did not give the items to Mr Craymond.  Mr Craymond allowed Mr Mall to take his personal 
numbers out of the phone and Mr Mall then attended at Mr Craymond’s home, with a CD, and took personal information off 
the computer.   Mr Craymond advised him that he could remain in the company’s property for one month.  Mr Mall remained 
in Karratha until the end of March after which he relocated to Perth.  This involved a $1,500.00 expense to relocate his 
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belongings and an airfare to Perth.  At termination he was not paid annual leave or pay in lieu of notice, he says that he was 
owed 30 days annual leave.   

7 Mr Mall says that he previously resigned his employment following racial abuse from Mr Thompson.  He was later asked to 
withdraw his resignation.  Mr Mall under re-examination says that in relation to his earlier resignation, an incident had 
occurred with Mr Machado.  He raised this issue with Mr Thompson who had said to him, “Now onwards, you will follow 
what I - - I tell you and he - - he just started, you know, going racial and he started saying, "You bloody Indians, you - - you do 
not know how to work properly". And when - - when he started abusing me, I had no recourse but to resign.”   

8 In relation to the conversation with Mr Thompson on 26 February 2005, Mr Mall says that he was not shouting.  He has never 
abused Mr Thompson.  Mr Thompson falsely accused him.  He says that the conversation is too far back and he does not 
remember what Mr Thompson talked about.  Mr Mall says that during his employment he was abused by Mr Silic, at one time 
his manager.  He sent an email to Mr Thompson [Exhibit A3] advising him of this.  Following this Mr Thompson replied 
[Exhibit A4] advising that Mr Silic was being removed from the position of General Manager, but would remain a pilot.  As to 
the allegation that he pleaded to be sacked on 26 February, Mr Mall says that it is all false. 

9 Mr Mall denies that he yelled at Mr Woollams, his then manager, and challenged Mr Woollams to sack him.  In the weeks 
prior to his termination he denies that he threatened to withdraw his services.  He says that he was planning to take 4 weeks 
leave from 28 March 2005.  In regards to the allegation that he had made demands on Mr Thompson he says:  

“We haven’t any demands sir. We only requested for a company meeting, that’s all.” (Transcript p.19) 
10 Mr Mall says that all employees, i.e. Mr Dayo, Mr Lucero and Mr Pinto, had asked Mr Thompson for a meeting.  Since the 

company had been formed in 2002 there had not been meetings to address their concerns.  He denies that he demanded Mr 
Thompson attend Karratha on 1 March.  He says that, “we only requested him” (Transcript p.20).  He rejects Mr Thompson’s 
statement that he would not undertake duties until Mr Thompson attended in Karratha.   

11 Mr Mall says he spoke with Mr Downham, a client, on 28 February 2005 in regards to the weather conditions and he said he 
would be coming to Onslow by the evening of 28 February.  He would board the vessel in the early hours of 1 March.  He says 
that later on 28 February he received a call from Shaun, an employee of the respondent, in regards to a new vessel nomination, 
during the course of that conversation he advised Shaun that he had not departed for Onslow as he was awaiting a letter from 
Mr Thompson.  He says that he received a call from Mr Thompson at about 11:20am advising that he was sending a letter, to 
have a read of it and then respond.  As his email and fax were not working Mr Thompson faxed the letter to Mr Craymond who 
hand delivered it to him.  He says that he received a call from Mr Dayo at about 3:00 pm saying the respondent had asked him 
to attend Onslow with Mr Amaral.  In other words to assist with the vessel instead of Mr Mall.  He says that [Exhibit A8] 
details a meeting that occurred on 24 February regarding the employees concerns over health and safety and working 
conditions.  The employees in the letter were all present on 26 February during his discussion with Mr Thompson.  He says 
that he did not shout at Mr Thompson.  They were also present during his earlier discussion with Mr Downham.   

12 Mr Mall says that he worked with Mr Dayo for 14 months.  Mr Dayo prepared a letter [Exhibit A9] in which he describes Mr 
Mall as non abusive and completely professional.  He says that he worked with Mr Lucero for about 6 months.  He says that 
Mr Silic telephoned him and told him “You fucking shithead, go fuck yourself”.  He says that Mr Lucero prepared a statement 
[Exhibit A10] in regards to this incident as he was standing next to Mr Silic when he called Mr Mall.  He says that he was 
trained by Mr Hairsine who sent a letter to the harbourmaster re his pilotage [Exhibit A11]. 

13 In relation to mitigation he obtained some casual employment with SGS Australia Pty Ltd and ITS Pty Ltd as a Marine 
surveyor.  He earned $1,320 gross with SGS and $1,000 with ITS.  He submitted a number of job applications [Exhibit A14].  
He obtained full time fly in fly out employment with Holt & Co Pty Ltd [Exhibit A15] performing marine surveyor and 
shipping officer roles on a 4 on 4 off basis.  His salary is $96,000 per annum.  He says that he does not seek reinstatement 
because of the racial discrimination and abuse from Mr Thompson and Mr Silic. 

14 Under cross examination Mr Mall agrees that he was responsible for training trainee pilots.  He never had any difficulty in that 
role.  He does not know of a minimum number of voyages that have to be performed for training.  Onslow is a very tricky port 
and unless a person is completely sure of what they are doing pilots are not approved.  In regards to Mr Machado, the company 
did not ask for him to be trained.  Mr Machado threatened to hit him and the company advised that they would keep Mr 
Machado away from him.  He did work on vessels with Mr Machado in Onslow.  Following the threat of assault the company 
did not tell him to take Mr Machado with him.  He worked also with Mr Machado in Dampier and Mr Machado’s role was that 
of marine surveyor.  Following the threat he did refuse to travel with Mr Machado.  The company asked him to train Mr 
Machado as a surveyor.  He tried to teach him the company policies and how they work in Dampier.  Mr Machado argued with 
him and threatened to hurt him.  He accepts under questioning that the incident actually arose from a dispute over breaks 
between shifts (Transcript p.38).  He says that they had to plan the job so that they could both get rest, however, after working 
a few hours Mr Machado called him when he had just got home.  He denies that he was the protagonist in the dispute.  He says 
that he had discussions with Mr Thompson over the issue.  He denies that he demanded that Mr Machado be dismissed.  In 
August 2004 Mr Thompson told him that he wanted to dismiss Mr Machado.  He told Mr Thompson that Mr Machado was 
doing a good job.  Mr Mall says that Mr Thompson was trying to sack Mr Machado to please him.  Mr Mall says that he was 
not impressed.  He reiterated that he resigned his employment as a result of the abuse and racial remarks from Mr Thompson.  
He says that Mr Thompson said:  

“You fucking Indians, you – you do not know how to work.  And so whatever I ask you, you will be doing.  You are 
behaving like a bunch of idiots and kids and I cannot tolerate this” (Transcript p.40). 

15 He does not recall the conversation with Mr Thompson on 26 February 2005.  He says that he did not say what is alleged in Mr 
Thompson’s letter.  In relation to his resignation he denies demanding Mr Thompson sack Mr Machado or that he told Mr 
Thompson to fuck off when he would not dismiss Mr Machado.  As to his reasons for resignation he says: 

“Sir, the treatment has always been at me from the company. To press it down, I can't really remember the incident 
what caused that, but it was valid enough for me to actually resign at that time because there was - - if I remember, they 
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had differentiation in the employment contract between me and the other parties, something like that, sir. But I do not 
remember it exactly” (Transcript p.43). 

16 He says that instead of investigating his allegations against Mr Machado, Mr Thompson simply sided with Mr Machado and 
started to abuse him (Mr Mall).  Of the “Leptre Galaxy/Sea Luck” incident he says that he did not refuse to attend the vessel.  
He was simply following company policy which required a pilot to be on the vessel at all times.  He denies that he abused Ms 
Nicol in a subsequent telephone conversation.  He denies the allegation that he would not work the AQIS job unless he himself 
received the money  

17 Mr Mall says that he never refused to train Mr Dayo.  It was not up to him to have Mr Dayo gazetted.  He was simply to train 
Mr Dayo and it was for the company to pursue the gazettal, as they had done with him.  He agrees that it takes about four ins 
and three outs of vessels at Onslow port to gain the relevant experience.  He trained Mr Silic who had previous pilotage 
experience and he qualified as a pilot within a month.  About one month prior to his termination he says that he contacted Mr 
Thompson to advise him that Mr Dayo was now performing berthing and unberthings.  When he qualified to be a pilot he 
performed a number of berthings and unberthings, and following Mr Hairsine’s approval he continued under his supervision 
for 5 months and in total it took him almost 10 months.  He denies making a statement to Mr Thompson that pilotage came 
from the heart, and if it took him 10 months it would take someone else 2 years.  He says that Mr Thompson offered him 
money to approve Mr Dayo as a pilot but he could not do this as Mr Dayo had to do the pilotage right.  He says that you cannot 
speed up the training; you simply show the trainee what you are doing.  He says that if Mr Silic found Mr Dayo to be 
competent then he must have been.  He found Mr Dayo competent in bringing the vessels in and out of the channel. 

18 Mr Mall had an accident driving between Karratha and Onslow in the evening involving a kangaroo.  There have been at least 
two to three serious accidents involving Saybolt employees driving from Karratha to Onslow, Mr Amaral had an accident 
involving a kangaroo which cost the company thousands of dollars as he was driving a hire car.  He has on many occasions 
taken the trip earlier in the day and stayed overnight in the motel provided by the company.  He denies that he approached Mr 
Johnson with allegations of paint peeling off his vehicle.  He says that it is a fabrication.  In relation to the request for the 
indemnity, he says that the company was forcing him to do something that was not ethical, he says: 

“I have to approve of him as a pilot only upon his doing all the operations to my and his own satisfaction. He himself 
was - - he had conveyed to me that he wanted some more time to do the pilotage before he can do it on his own. And 
because I'm a professional I will not force anybody into something that they - - they don't know what to do” (Transcript 
p.60).  

19 He says that Mr Silic requested that he take annual leave on 18 November and to be absent for a week after the birth of the 
child.  He did not take the leave.  The company were forcing him to take leave while there was no work in Karratha.  He denies 
telling Mr Silic that he would leave the vessel to attend the birth of his child.  He requested that the company have a back up 
pilot in place in case an emergency arose.  He received a call from the company on 2 December requesting that he pilot a ship 
as Mr Silic was sick.  He told the company that his wife had delivered the child and he would attend the vessel.  The company 
however arranged for another pilot.  The company hired a helicopter to fly Mr Silic from Onslow.  In the three years with the 
company he says that he has never refused a job. 

20 In regards to the AQIS job he said that they approached him to do the job personally.  He refused the job and he explained to 
them that they would have to contact Saybolt as he was an employee.  He agrees that he refused to relocate to Onslow.  Mr 
Mall says that the pilot is required to be on the ship the whole time that it is at berth.  This is company policy and he was acting 
in accordance with the company’s policy of not leaving the ship unattended.  He was advised by Mr Thompson or Mr Silic that 
ships in Onslow can never be left without a pilot.  He says that in a case of emergency the pilot has to be there.  He advised the 
company of the same when they requested he carry out a survey on the Sea Luck/Leptre Galaxy.  He told them to send another 
surveyor who was in Karratha.  He then says that it was the company’s decision, not his, he never told them to send another 
surveyor.  He agrees that to bring a vessel in to port takes 3 hours and to take it out is 2 hours. He says that the pilot has 
additional duties such as assisting the wharfing master move the ship along the wharf with the use of ropes. 

21 Mr Mall says that the company at times made false allegations against him.  He denies that he abused Ms Nicol, or that he has 
never spoken to Mr Silic in regards to the company giving preferential treatment to Filipinos.  Of Mr Silic’s email in regards to 
the preferential treatment comment, he says those were Mr Silic’s words.  When he received emails he would respond to them 
as he knew what the company was planning.  He agrees that he asked the company to fly him down to Onslow or pay for a 
taxi.  He did not wish to relocate to Onslow as it would disrupt his family.  The issue of driving to and from Onslow was a 
health and safety concern of the employees.  This was why a meeting was required. 

22 They are generally aware of a vessel arriving seven days in advance and they plan accordingly.  He agrees this would allow 
him to travel during the day and stay overnight in a motel.  He denies that in a calendar month he would have 20 rostered days 
off.  He says that when there was no work they would simply wait for jobs.  They were not given the time off and it was up to 
the company to provide them with work.  Between the arrival and departure of the vessel they perform custom papers, agents 
work, trimming of the vessel and inspection of the holds.  It is company policy that they sleep on the ships and they never 
stayed in the motel.  He recalls an email from Mr Silic on 20 December 2004, in regards to hours worked by him and the 
wharfing master.  He says that sometimes it had to be done for the safety of the vessel.  He notes Mr Silic’s comment in his 
email about the standard practices, but he says that they were doing the job and if it required them to both be there then so be 
it.   

23 Mr Mall says that he has always trained Mr Dayo.  By 20 December 2004 Mr Dayo had only done one shift.  He was not 
always with Mr Dayo as the company would take Mr Dayo from him to perform other duties.  Of the incident when Mr Silic 
abused him, he says that he received a call from Mr Woollams requesting that he attend at Onslow on 11 January 2005.  He 
had just come back on 9 January and as he had just finished back to back shifts so he needed rest.  He told Mr Woollams 
reluctantly that he would attend on 12 January to sail the vessel the next day.  Following this call he received a call from Mr 
Silic demanding he attend in Onslow the next day.  He says that Mr Silic used the phrase ‘go fuck yourself, you fucking 
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shithead’ and ‘fucking Indians’.  He recalls the second statement as he had heard the same thing from Mr Thompson a few 
years earlier.  He says that Mr Lucero said that he was standing next to Mr Silic during the telephone discussion.  He does not 
know why Mr Lucero’s statement does not have the phrase “fucking Indians” in it.  He received an apology from Mr Silic in 
regards to his outburst [Exhibit R13] and a further apology from the company [Exhibit A5].  He is not sure what occurred 
between 16 and 26 February 2005 to cause his termination.  He does not recall a telephone call with Mr Thompson on 26 
February 2005.  As to the contents of the telephone call on that day, that he requested a $20,000 pay increase, reassignment to 
Perth and $10,000 pay increase for the other workers he says: 

“No wonder he's saying like this because I've never said anything like this; never said anything like this. This is the 
biggest lie I have heard after all their allegations” (Transcript p.85).  

24 To the further allegation that he told Mr Thompson if he did not attend by 1 March that the workers would withdraw their 
labour he says that it is an absolute lie.  He says that there may have been a telephone call on that day but what he is alleged to 
have said never occurred.  He was contacted by Mr Thompson on 28 February and advised that a letter was coming to him.  
His computer and fax were not working so it was arranged for Mr Craymond to deliver the letter.  Mr Thompson did not tell 
him in their telephone conversation what the contents of the letter were.  After reading the letter his impression was that the 
company had been fabricating this for a long time.  He says that he cannot recall the telephone conversation of 26 February as 
nothing significant occurred. 

25 He denies that in relation to the Machado incident that he told Mr Thompson to “fuck off”.  He did not wish for Mr Machado 
to be sacked.  He simply wanted to receive an apology.  He says that Mr Thompson was abusing him.  He denies that he ever 
asked the company to sack him.  He says that his discussion with Shaun, from the respondent, and a discussion with the client 
proves that he did not say to Mr Thompson that he would be withdrawing his labour.  Of his leave he says that he spoke to Mr 
Thompson in December 2004 and it was agreed that he could use his sick leave for 7 days to care for some one.   

26 Under re examination he says that he was scared following the incident with Mr Machado.  He attempted to contact Mr 
Amaral, could not reach him, and so contacted Mr Thompson.  Mr Thompson said that he would look into it and get back to 
him.  Mr Thompson then contacted him and said that the fault lies with everyone and began to abuse him saying, “now 
onwards you will follow what I tell you” and, “you bloody Indians you do not know how to work properly”.  As a result of this 
he resigned but following a discussion with Mr Amaral and his assurances he withdrew the resignation. 

27 In relation to the training of Mr Dayo he taught him all that he needed to do in the Port but he did not want to push him into 
something he was not comfortable with.  He agrees that before Mr Dayo could be gazetted as a pilot he needed to be satisfied 
that he was competent to do so and he would then issue a letter to that effect in similar terms to the letter he received from 
Mr Hairsine [Exhibit A11].   

28 Alan Peter Downham, Production Manager, Onslow Salt Pty Ltd gave evidence that part of his duties involved liaising with 
Saybolt in regards to berthing and unberthing.  In the period July 2004 to February 2005 he liaised with Mr Mall, who was the 
pilot for the majority of the vessels.  He dealt with Mr Mall regarding about 35 vessels.  He says that Mr Mall conducted 
himself in an extremely professional manner.   

29 He says that he contacted Mr Mall on the morning of 28 February 2005 in relation to the weather conditions.  A ship, the 
“Asian Phoenix”, was due to come in on the following day.  He expected to see Mr Mall on 1 March as at the conclusion of 
their discussion Mr Mall said, “I’ll see you tomorrow morning”.  He says that Mr Amaral attended the vessel on 1 March.  
Under cross examination he says that weather forecasts come in at about 9:15 am.  He then contacts the pilots to discuss them.  
He thinks it more likely that he spoke to Mr Mall at about 9:30 am. 

30 Mr Gary Johnson, General Manager, Finance, gave evidence that a few weeks prior to Mr Mall’s termination he received a call 
from Mr Mall.  Mr Mall was excited about paint flaking from the bonnet of the car he was using.  Mr Mall indicated it was a 
safety issue and that it had been raised by a client.  Mr Johnson says that when he asked Mr Mall for the client’s name, Mr 
Mall advised that there was no client and he himself was concerned about the issue.  Mr Johnson instructed Mr Mall to obtain a 
quote for repairs but none was forthcoming.  He says that during the conversation Mr Mall was agitated.  He is sure about the 
conversation as it stuck in his mind as being absurd.  Management at times discussed Mr Mall’s lack of training of his 
colleagues, his non attendance when Mr Silic was ill and his refusal to drive in the dark.  He says that Mr Mall was due no 
more than 8 days pro rata annual leave but due to the nature of the dismissal and the advice he received no leave or notice was 
paid to Mr Mall. 

31 Under cross-examination Mr Johnson says that Mr Mall had some leave in November/December but he never saw a request 
form from Mr Mall.  He says that the company requested Mr Mall to fill out the form but he declined, and subsequently the 
leave was deducted from his balance.  He re-asserted that the conversation concerning the paint flaking took place. 

32 Mr Craig Thompson is the Managing Director and Owner of the Company.  His evidence is that Mr Mall was responsible for 
training Mr Dayo to qualify to pilot ships at Onslow.  Prior to Mr Dayo leaving the respondent, Mr Dayo had completed 30 to 
40 voyages and yet not qualified.  Mr Thompson says this figure was exorbitant.  Mr Dayo left the company in March 2005 as 
he was fed up.  Mr Dayo called him regularly between June and March complaining of the treatment he was receiving from Mr 
Mall and Mr Amaral.  Mr Dayo explained that Mr Mall was difficult to deal with and would not allow him to take on any role 
apart from observation.  The only thing he was allowed to do was stand and observe Mr Mall piloting.  Mr Dayo was sent to 
the Australian Maritime College in Launceston for training some time between June and August 2004.  For someone of Mr 
Dayo’s experience, having undertaken that number of voyages, not being gazetted is unusual.   

33 Mr Thompson’s business partnership with Mr Amaral dissolved in August 2004.  Mr Woollams was General Manager and Mr 
Silic was General Manager Operations.  Mr Silic joined the company in August 2004.  Mr Silic was gazetted as a pilot in 
Onslow in about a month or six weeks.  As part of the company’s contractual obligation to Onslow Salt there had to be a 
minimum of two pilots at all times.  Therefore, it was imperative that the respondent have another gazetted pilot.  During Mr 
Mall’s performance appraisal in June/July 2004 the issue of Mr Dayo’s training was raised.  Mr Mall indicated that things were 
progressing nicely.  Following this meeting Mr Mall, at dinner, made a comment that pilotage came from the heart and not the 
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number of voyages.  Mr Thompson found this comment to be ludicrous.  Arising from this appraisal Mr Mall’s salary was 
increased by $10,000.  This was because Mr Mall had attained the rank of pilot and had been performing that role for some 
time.  It was also as an incentive for Mr Mall to finish Mr Dayo’s training.  Once Mr Dayo was a pilot Mr Mall would receive 
an additional $5,000 bonus.  Mr Dayo never qualified as a pilot but was trained for 9 or 10 months. 

34 Prior to Mr Dayo, the trainee pilot was Mr Machado.  Mr Thompson says that in June 2003 he received a call from Mr Mall in 
which he was very agitated and demanded that Mr Machado be dismissed immediately.  During the conversation he advised 
Mr Mall that he would look into the matter and get back to him.  Mr Mall told him to fuck off.  Following this there was an 
exchange of emails and Mr Mall’s resignation was happily accepted.  The resignation was withdrawn after discussions 
between Mr Mall and Mr Amaral.  Mr Thompson accepted Mr Amaral’s advice on the matter.   

35 Company policy on travel is that personnel can travel a day early and stay at the motel to avoid driving at night.  Once the 
vessel has sailed they can stay at the motel if it is not appropriate to drive back.  The only accident that he is aware of involved 
Mr Amaral’s hire car being hit by a kangaroo.  Mr Thompson does not believe that Mr Mall took up the offer to stay overnight 
on many occasions.   

36 Mr Thompson says that following an incident in June 2003, Mr Machado and Mr Mall would not speak to each other.  Mr Mall 
refused to travel in the same vehicle as Mr Machado to and from Onslow.  The company then had two vehicles doing the same 
trip.  The issue was discussed with both men.  Mr Mall indicated that he would not travel in the same vehicle but would 
continue to undertake Mr Machado’s training.  After a short period of time it became clear that Mr Mall had no intention of 
training or even talking to Mr Machado.  The issue of sending two cars went on for about 1 to 3 months. 

37 Mr Thompson was questioned as to whether fatigue was a problem in the work at Onslow.  He says that it was more an issue 
of boredom rather than fatigue.  As to the allegation that Mr Silic abused Mr Mall, Mr Thompson says that on receipt of 
Mr Mall’s email [Exhibit A3] he contacted Mr Silic.  Mr Silic agreed that words were exchanged but denied making any 
comments in regards to race.  Mr Silic agreed that he had said words to the effect “go fuck yourself, you fucking shithead”.  Mr 
Silic was reprimanded.  Mr Thompson pointed out that the company did not support racial vilification and Mr Silic again 
denied that that had occurred.  Mr Thompson says that he had quite a heated discussion with Mr Silic.  Mr Silic told him that in 
his 25 year career he had never had to deal with such a recalcitrant character as Mr Mall.  Mr Thompson after his investigation 
was not satisfied as to the racial vilification allegations but removed Mr Silic from contact with Mr Mall.  He says that Mr Silic 
advised him that Mr Mall was the most difficult person he had to deal with and that he, Mr Thompson, was weak for not 
terminating him.  An email of 15 February 2005 [Exhibit A4] was circulated indicating that Mr Silic was no longer the General 
Manager and that he would head up the pilotage and training business.  Trainee pilots were not being trained quickly enough 
and Mr Silic would now focus on this.  Mr Woollams took up Mr Silic’s previous administrative duties. 

38 Mr Thompson says that he received a call from Mr Mall advising that he was not satisfied with the apology he received from 
Mr Silic.  Mr Thompson sent an additional email on 16 February 2005 [Exhibit A5] to strengthen the apology.  He did this as 
Mr Mall said that without a further apology he would withdraw his labour.  The email states: 

“As you well know this company is committed to a harmonious workforce wherein mutual respect is paramount.  Please 
therefore accept the company’s sincere apology for this incident and be assured that we have taken the necessary steps 
to ensure a similar situation will not arise in the future………….. I look forward to your response re this most serious 
matter” 

He received an email response from Mr Mall indicating that he was looking forward to a more harmonious workforce. 
39 Mr Thompson says that he received a call from Mr Mall on 26 February 2005 advising that he spoke on behalf of the other 

employees and that they wanted to see Mr Thompson on 1 March to discuss some issues.  Mr Thompson queried this and was 
advised that Mr Mall required a salary increase of $20,000 immediately and to be relocated to Perth by the end of the year.  
Mr Mall said that he wanted $10,000 for the other two men.  Mr Thompson advised Mr Mall that this did not sound fair.  The 
business was marginal.  Mr Thompson says he told Mr Mall that he would get up to Karratha as soon as possible.  He proposed 
9 March as the date for a meeting.  Mr Mall responded that if Mr Thompson was not there on 1 March, none of them would be 
going to work.  Mr Thompson told Mr Mall that that was not how things work.  He would get up there as soon as possible.  He 
was unable to attend any sooner as he had other commitments.  Mr Thompson says that Mr Mall’s denial that that conversation 
ever occurred is a complete lie.  The telephone bill for Mr Mall [Exhibit R14] indicates that Mr Mall made a call to Mr 
Thompson’s mobile phone on 26 February 2005 at 10:42 am.   

40 Mr Thompson says this exchange was the catalyst for him to give up; he had had a “guts full”.  Mr Thompson says that 
following Mr Amaral’s departure, Mr Mall was the employee from hell.  He was two faced, treacherous and blackmailed Mr 
Thompson.  He says that he put up with a lot of grief but did so as a result of the contract with Onslow Salt.  Without a pilot 
the respondent would be responsible for the cost if vessels were held up.  Mr Thompson says that finally he had had enough 
regardless of the consequences.  Mr Thompson refutes Mr Mall’s claim that he did not have a working fax machine or email 
for a number of months.  Mr Mall sent an email in February regarding the harmonious workforce.  Mr Thompson contacted 
Mr Dayo, who advised him that Mr Mall had said he could get them more money and everything would be okay.  Following 
the conversation Mr Thompson determined that the matter was irretrievable and Mr Mall would be terminated.  Mr Thompson 
then attempted to send the termination letter to Mr Mall [Exhibit A2] but Mr Mall claimed his email and fax were not working.  
He faxed the letter to the Branch Manager, Mr Craymond, who hand delivered it to Mr Mall.  He gave Mr Craymond 
instructions to collect the company’s mobile, fax and motor vehicle.  Mr Mall was permitted to stay in the company home for 
one month.  He agrees that the dismissal was summary in nature. 

41 Mr Thompson says that on one occasion Mr Mall had pleaded with him to be sacked.  Mr Woollams had advised Mr 
Thompson on at least three occasions that Mr Mall had pleaded on the telephone with him to be given the sack stating, “if you 
don’t like it, sack me”.  Mr Mall was very difficult to deal with, would say that he would not do certain ships/surveys and 
requested taxis or flights to transport him.  Mr Mall’s attitude was one of doing what he wanted.  Prior to the termination Mr 
Thompson says that there were a number of occasions when Mr Mall would threaten that he was not going to turn up to work.  
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Mr Thompson would make arrangements to cover Mr Mall, thus doubling up on costs.  Mr Thompson says this was necessary 
as he did not know whether he would turn up or not.  

42 Mr Thompson was asked in cross examination whether Mr Woollams could have gone to see Mr Mall on 1 March 2005.  Mr 
Thompson says that Mr Mall demanded that he, Mr Thompson, attend.  He does not recall putting forward Mr Woollams to Mr 
Mall as an alternative.  He says that he spoke to Mr Dayo and Mr Dayo confirmed Mr Mall was speaking on all the men’s 
behalf and that he wanted a $10,000 increase and a meeting with Mr Thompson.  He does not believe that that would have 
been appropriate for Mr Silic or Mr Woollams to go up to speak to the employees.  Mr Thompson says that towards the end Mr 
Mall would shout at him every second time that he called.  He found this to be offensive.  He says that the telephone 
conversation on 26 February was the straw that broke the camel’s back.  He says that Mr Machado was terminated for abusive 
action towards shiploaders.  Of the conversation on 26 February 2005 he says that after he advised Mr Mall that he would not 
be blackmailed, and it was not appropriate.  Mr Mall advised him, “well, if you don’t like it, sack me”.  He says that Mr Mall 
refused to do surveys which resulted in another surveyor coming from Karratha to do the survey.  On a number of occasions 
they had to use a contractor as Mr Mall declared that he was unable to work on some vessels.  He believes that the appropriate 
people, Mr Silic or Ms Nicol, would have discussed the issue of non attendance with Mr Mall but he personally did not do this.  
He says that there is no letter or email to Mr Mall stating that failure to attend a ship is unacceptable. 

43 In relation to the taxi issue, Mr Thompson says that there was a discussion between Mr Mall and Ms Nicol, the respondent’s 
administrator, in which Mr Mall advised that if the company did not provide a taxi or a plane he would not go to Onslow.  He 
says that this discussion occurred in late 2004, early 2005.  He is not aware as to whether Mr Mall attended at Onslow.  Mr 
Thompson says that Mr Mall’s attitude became more recalcitrant following his appointment as a marine pilot.  He agrees that 
the termination was summary, that no notice was paid even though the contract states one month and no annual leave was paid.  
He says that he asked Mr Johnson to check what their obligation was in relation to entitlements to Mr Mall and it was 
ascertained that Mr Mall could be terminated with no benefits. 

44 In relation to Mr Mall’s refusal to carry out a survey Mr Thompson disagrees that it is the pilot’s decision whether it is safe to 
leave a vessel or not.  He says that once the vessel is berthed there is no further role for the pilot.  The pilot’s role 
recommences 2 hours after the vessel completes loading.  There are no pilotage duties whilst the ship is at berth, but he can 
assist the Warping Master.  Mr Thompson agrees that the Sunny Success was in port loading and Mr Mall was requested to 
carry out a survey on the Sea Luck.  This involved Mr Mall leaving the Sunny Success and going on a pilot boat to the Sea 
Luck, conducting the survey, getting back on the pilot boat and returning to the Sunny Success.  Mr Thompson says that 
Mr Mall was the load master for the Sunny Success but that this is a liaison role in which he and the captain work out a load 
plan before the loading commences.  Mr Mall is not required to hang around giving advice.  Mr Thompson says that a marine 
survey takes about 30 minutes.  It requires opening the holds, walking around and having a look.  For a ship loading in 
Onslow, Mr Thompson says that in total it should take 30 hours.  The pilot’s role is about 6 hours, 3 at the start, 2 at the finish, 
with 24 hours in the middle where he has nothing to do, except help out with the warping depending on the time of day and 
what duties had to be done.  The pilot’s role is to assist in the safe berthing and unberthing of the vessel. 

45 Mr Thompson says that Mr Silic and Mr Amaral were to look after the pilotage requirements on 1 March.  He made no inquiry 
of Mr Mall on 28 February as to whether he would work on 1 March.  He agrees that on that date he spoke to Mr Mall and 
requested that all company property be returned or the police would be called.  

46 Under re-examination Mr Thompson says that their contract with Onslow Salt meant that the availability of a pilot had to be 
guaranteed.  The respondent could not take the economic risk or risk to their reputation if there was no pilot available.  The 
respondent’s Onslow contract was not renewed and Mr Thompson believes it was as a result of the uncertainty generated by 
Mr Mall.  He says that Mr Johnson advised him that 6.3 or 6.5 days of annual leave were owed.  As to the AQIS issue Mr 
Thompson says that Mr Mall contacted him to advise that he had been approached by AQIS to undertake a survey.  He was to 
be paid directly and he wished to do the job.  Mr Thompson explained to Mr Mall that any work had to be through the 
company and that he (Mr Mall) had been complaining about the workload.  He told Mr Mall that if he was making more 
money that he would look at increasing his remuneration.  He says that in response Mr Mall said that if that was the case he 
would not do the AQIS job.  Mr Mall’s denial that this conversation ever took place is a blatant lie. 

47 Mr Cleve Richard Woollams, General Manager, gave evidence that he became involved with Mr Mall in August 2004, 
following Mr Amaral’s departure.  He says that Mr Mall was a difficult employee. When he first arrived in Onslow there was a 
problem whereby Mr Mall would not allow the trainee pilot, Mr Machado, to travel in the same vehicle.  As a result two 
vehicles had to be used.  Mr Mall was totally uncooperative and put himself first and would never assist the company.  There 
was an issue with Mr Mall not wanting to drive if it was getting dark.  On a number of occasions he asked Mr Mall to do the 
right thing but he never would.  He says that Mr Mall told the company that when his wife went into hospital, he would leave 
work immediately and drive back to Dampier.  Consequently, one week prior to the birth, the company forced Mr Mall to take 
leave.  On at least three occasions when he spoke to Mr Mall about his actions being unreasonable, Mr Mall’s response was, 
“Well sack me then”.  Two weeks prior to Mr Mall’s termination an incident occurred.  Mr Silic was at work and had to return 
home as a result of a medical problem.  Mr Mall refused to attend the vessel to replace Mr Silic.  Mr Mall advised that he 
would not attend the vessel as Mr Silic had abused him.  Mr Mall said he would not work until he received an apology.  Mr 
Silic was met at the airport and he advised that he had nothing to apologise for as nothing had occurred.  Mr Woollams rang a 
representative of the Australian Maritime Officers Union.  He advised him of the situation and requested that he speak to his 
member.  An hour later the representative rang back and advised that Mr Mall had agreed, after much cajoling, to go to work.  
Mr Woollams believes that this incident occurred on 9 or 10 February 2005.  Mr Woollams says that in his opinion Mr Mall 
was an asphalt sailor, i.e. a sailor that does not want to go to sea.  He says that on a Monday he saw a draft letter of dismissal 
and agreed with its contents. 

48 Under cross examination Mr Woollams agrees that the issue between Mr Mall and Mr Machado related to allegations of 
fighting and threats.  Mr Machado was willing to travel in the same vehicle, however, Mr Mall was not.  The issue forced the 
company to no longer send Mr Machado to Onslow.  He says that you could not force someone to drive at night.  He requested 
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Mr Mall to do so but never directed him.  In December 2004 the issue of Mr Mall driving back was raised.  Mr Mall demanded 
that he not be left in Onslow for 6 or 7 days.  This resulted in the company having to make relief arrangements.  Mr Woollams 
said that it was an absolute joke and he told Mr Mall so.  Mr Mall yelled in response, “Well, sack me then”.  Mr Woollams 
never issued a direct order to Mr Mall, as he was the type of person that would not take a direct order.  Mr Woollams says that 
he did not agree to the number of days Mr Mall would work without relief, but his obligation to the company was to ensure 
that pilots were available to honour Saybolt’s contract.  On investigation, Mr Silic denied abusing Mr Mall.  The AMOU 
became involved in that matter.  Mr Woollams says that on three occasions, over the telephone, Mr Mall yelled at Mr 
Woollams to sack him.  This was usually in response to him asking Mr Mall to do something to assist the company.  Mr Mall 
would refuse.  Mr Woollams would convey his disappointment, and Mr Mall would say, “sack me then”.  He says that he 
never directed Mr Mall to do things or took up the offer to sack him.  He is not aware of any disciplinary proceedings taken 
against Mr Mall for his failure to do certain duties. 

49 Mr Frano Silic gave evidence that he joined the respondent on 21 September 2004 as General Manager.  He was responsible 
for the quantity and quality of surveys and pilotage.  Upon his commencement there was a shortage of pilots and there was no 
back up for Mr Mall.  Mr Silic went to Onslow to become a gazetted pilot, so that he could be a back up.  He spent 
considerable time with Mr Mall and found him to be very difficult to deal with.  Mr Mall would never take into consideration 
the interests of the company or anyone else.  Mr Mall was not training anyone to be the back up pilot.  Mr Dayo was employed 
at that time and Mr Dayo’s role was that of warping master, surveyor and trainee pilot.  Mr Silic attended the Launceston 
Maritime College with Mr Dayo and Mr Lucero and says that he was impressed with Mr Dayo, but felt Mr Lucero needed 
more training.  He says that in November 2004 he found the situation untenable.  When he relieved Mr Mall they made 
arrangements as to when Mr Mall would come back and relieve him.  On two or three occasions Mr Mall called back and said 
he would not be attending.  This resulted in alternative arrangements having to be made; that is either flying in a replacement 
from Perth or staying on the vessel himself. 

50 In relation to Exhibit A3, Mr Silic says that he had been working in the North West for quite a long time.  He received a call 
from Mr Woollams asking him to relieve Mr Mall for a day or two.  Mr Mall had been working for four or five days straight.  
He understood that he was to be relieved by Mr Mall on 11 February.  He received a call from Mr Woollams on 10 February 
advising that Mr Mall would not be attending on 11 February.  Mr Silic was on the Trans Friendship vessel with Mr Lucero 
and the Captain of the vessel.  He removed himself from their presence and telephoned Mr Mall to ascertain what was going 
on.  He believes that he was 10 to 12 metres away from them.  Mr Mall during their conversation advised that he had not had 
enough rest and was not ready to return.  Mr Silic concluded the conversation by telling Mr Mall that he was carrying on like a 
“fucking shithead”.  He denies that he used the phrase “go fuck yourself you fucking shithead”.  He says that he was speaking 
in a raised voice and denies using the phrase “fucking Indians”.  Mr Silic says that he has worked with many different 
nationalities through his career and that he is disappointed over the allegation.  When training to be a pilot in Onslow he 
performed three outs and five ins.  The accepted minimum is three ins and outs.  He found Mr Dayo to be a very good ship 
handler. He did some 40 voyages but was never qualified to be a pilot.  The number of voyages is unusual and he discussed the 
issue with Mr Mall.  He was concerned that Mr Dayo was not being allowed to have hands on experience while under Mr Mall.  
He says that Mr Thompson made him aware of the AQIS issue involving Mr Mall and that Mr Mall’s request was highly 
unacceptable and highly unusual.   

51 In relation to the Sea Luck, Mr Silic says that they received a request from the vessel to conduct a survey.  They were going to 
be anchored 7 miles out for a couple of days and they wished to make sure if there were problems they could rectify them.  He 
instructed Ms Nicol to contact Mr Mall and have him go out to the vessel.  He says that Mr Mall was on the Sunny Success 
which had berthed at Onslow and there were no pilotage duties to attend to.  In emergencies the pilot simply needs to be 
contactable and in the vicinity so that he could return to the vessel.  In loading a vessel, the warping master warps the vessel up 
and down the wharf using winches and ropes as the Onslow port has a fixed loader.  To ensure that the survey was carried out 
Ms Nicol contacted Mr Pinto who was in Dampier to come and perform the survey.  He says that Ms Nicol’s email indicates 
that she received advice from Mr Mall that he would not perform the survey.  Mr Silic took up the matter with Mr Mall who 
advised him that his duties would not allow him to perform the survey.  He believes that there was plenty of time for Mr Mall 
to perform the survey. 

52 On 26 November 2004 he sent Mr Mall an email [Exhibit R3] asking for an explanation in regards to the training of Mr Dayo.  
The email states in part: 

“Bearing this in mind I am more than happy to continue giving Vincent ‘hands on’ experience and hope that you will 
extend him the same professional courtesy and not to dismiss him as not having the necessary qualities for becoming an 
Onslow Pilot without giving him the opportunity to demonstrate his abilities”. 

He says that Mr Mall responded by email on 28 November 2004 [Exhibit R4] requesting that the company provide an 
indemnity to him while he was training Mr Dayo.  This is something Mr Silic had never heard of.  Mr Silic says that he found 
Mr Dayo to be extremely competent.  He says that if pilots did not want to travel at night they were able to check into the 
Mackerel Motel in Onslow.  Mr Silic says that he does not have a problem with Mr Mall’s stance that his family comes first.  
Mr Silic says that he came up with a contingency plan of replacing Mr Mall for two weeks whilst his wife was expecting.  He 
suggested to Mr Mall that he take the week off prior to the birth of the child.  He believes that Mr Mall had previously 
requested a week’s leave following delivery of the baby.  He believes that Mr Mall did in fact take two weeks leave.  Mr Silic 
did a number of stays with Mr Mall and excessive hours were not an issue.  Mr Silic introduced work rest sheets.  He did 
receive one stay where the hours worked seemed excessive.  Mr Silic contacted Mr Mall who advised that they were having 
difficulties with the ship.  He advised Mr Mall that if difficulties occur he should contact him.  Mr Silic then compared the 
hours of the two men on the ship and discovered they were doing the same hours.  There was an element of bad time 
management and he could not understand why they were both working the same hours.  He told Mr Mall to pay attention, to 
get rest and that there was no need for both of them to be up at all hours. 
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53 In relation to the Pine Trust vessel Mr Silic attended the vessel as Mr Mall had asked to be relieved.  The vessel was due to sail 
on 14 December.  He had other matters to attend to on 15 December and it appeared that the vessel was going to be delayed in 
departure.  He had his assistant contact Mr Mall to forewarn him that he may be required in Onslow on 14 or 15 December.  
He says that Mr Mall took umbrage at this.  Ms Nicol sent Mr Silic an email relating to Mr Mall’s poor conduct during a 
telephone discussion [Exhibit R16].  Mr Silic discussed the issue with Ms Nicol who indicated that she did not find the whole 
experience pleasant.  He says that he then sent an email to Mr Mall on 15 December 2004 [Exhibit R6].  In the email he sought 
to address the issue of Mr Mall’s allegation that Filipinos received preferential treatment.  He raised also the issue of Mr Mall 
relocating to Onslow.  He says that the last paragraph of the email was a warning to Mr Mall.  It states in part: 

“Milan in closing we have no option but to issue this email as an official warning that your current attitude is not 
acceptable and will not be tolerated.  The company is prepared to put all of this behind us and start afresh.  We truly 
hope that you feel the same way and look forward to your full co-operation and understanding in the future, that we 
know you are capable of.” 

He says that he had hoped that the email would give Mr Mall a jolt but that it seemed to have the reverse effect.  
54 Mr Mall sent to Mr Thompson and Mr Silic an email on 16 December 2004 [Exhibit R8], in response to their earlier email of 

13 December 2004 [Exhibit R5].  Mr Silic says of the issues raised in Mr Mall’s email, that he was not aware of any accidents 
occurring and that Mr Pinto had completed the survey in three hours.  He says that in response to this email Mr Thompson sent 
a further email to Mr Mall on 17 December 2004 [Exhibit R9], which states: 

“Enough is enough. The company does not and will not endanger its staff at any time.  Finally – let’s move on instead 
of squabbling like children”.  

55 A further email was sent by Mr Mall on 17 December 2004 [Exhibit R10] and Mr Silic then sent to Mr Mall an email on 20 
December 2004 [Exhibit R11] which states: 

“Have today read you e-mail of Friday last. Have also read and concur fully with Craig’s response enough is enough 
let’s concentrate on the task(s) at hand. My biggest remaining concern, from an operational point of view, is your 
refusal to train Captain Vincent Dayo something you seem to have overlooked in your various emails. Is this a general 
stance or something pertaining to Capt Dayo? Would appreciate your thoughts on this”. 

56 He did not receive a response to this email.  He says that he had had enough of contending with Mr Mall.  Mr Silic was 
terminated with Saybolt and offered a different role.  Mr Thompson contacted him on 26 February 2005 and explained the 
contents of a call he had received from Mr Mall relating to Mr Mall’s demands for an increase in pay and for Mr Thompson to 
attend Karratha on 1 March.  Mr Thompson advised him that he could not carry on like this anymore and that he had sacked 
Mr Mall.  Mr Thompson was very upset and agitated.  Mr Thompson detailed to him the call he had received from Mr Mall.  
Mr Mall had demanded a $20,000 pay rise, a $10,000 rise for the other men, that he be relocated to Perth and that Mr 
Thompson attend Karratha on 1 March.  He says that the matter was not discussed in detail, simply the issues that Mr Mall had 
raised with Mr Thompson, and that since Mr Mall was not going to be there, Mr Thompson required Mr Silic to look after the 
ships in Onslow.  He supported Mr Thompson’s decision to terminate Mr Mall and he was surprised that his employment had 
lasted as long as it did. 

57 Under cross examination Mr Silic says that to be gazetted he presented his log and his qualifications to the Governor.  The log 
contains a record of what duties have been undertaken, whether observation or piloting.  Mr Mall signed his personal log.  He 
says that all Mr Dayo had performed was observation under Mr Mall.  Mr Dayo never had hands on experience.  He says that 
in Launceston Mr Dayo handled himself competently.  He allowed Mr Dayo to pilot ships in and out of Onslow under his 
supervision and found him to be quite competent.  He did not put Mr Dayo up to be gazetted as he had only completed one in 
and out and that was not enough.  Further, as Mr Mall was the principal pilot, it was more appropriate for him to do it.  He says 
that Mr Dayo did not have sufficient training under observation.  He believes that he piloted 10 ships in Onslow during Mr 
Mall’s time and on at least six occasions Mr Dayo attended with him.  He agrees that by the end of 2004 Mr Dayo had 
completed the minimum three ins and outs, but he did not seek to have him gazetted as a pilot.   

58 During his five ins and three outs with Mr Mall, when Mr Silic first commenced employment, he found Mr Mall a difficult 
man to deal with.  There was no problem with Mr Mall’s pilotage.  Mr Mall declined to turn up to a vessel on three or four 
occasions.  He believes that during the time he was employed Mr Mall piloted 20 ships.  Mr Silic did roughly 10.  Mr Mall was 
required to relieve him on some of those 10 ships and did so in the majority of cases.  Mr Mall did not turn up for “Pine Trust”, 
“Sanko Sincere” and two other vessels.  In relation to the “Pine Trust”, Mr Silic had gone to substitute for Mr Mall.  He wanted 
Mr Mall to come and relieve him.  He agrees Mr Mall was due to attend a surveyors meeting on the day prior.  Mr Silic says 
that it was the case that Mr Mall may have been required; it was a contingency plan.  In response, Mr Mall flew off the deep 
end.  The situation arose as a result of the loading of the “Pine Trust” being delayed.  He is not aware of Mr Mall relieving him 
and he believes that Mr Amaral relieved him.   

59 On another occasion Mr Silic received a call from Mr Woollams to relieve Mr Mall for a day or two as he had been working 
for 5 days.  They agreed on a relief plan.  Subsequently, Mr Mall refused to attend.  He agrees that Mr Mall’s email of 11 
February 2005 [Exhibit A3] indicates that he would return on 12 February, but this did not occur.  He called Mr Mall from the 
ship following his discussion with Mr Woollams.  He asked Mr Mall what the problem was and why he was not attending.  He 
agrees that he went off at Mr Mall over the phone. He admits that he called Mr Mall a “fucking shithead” and says that it was 
not his best moment. 
CLOSING SUBMISSIONS 

60 Mr Jones for the respondent addressed firstly the contractual benefits claim.  He submitted that there was no firm evidence 
from Mr Mall to substantiate the claim for annual leave.  Mr Johnson gave evidence that 6.5 days were owed to Mr Mall.  The 
claim for notice is tied to the outcome of the unfair dismissal claim.  If Mr Mall could justifiably have been dismissed, and 
dismissed summarily, then the claim must fail.  Mr Jones submitted that the Commission importantly would have to reconcile 
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the honesty of the witnesses.  There are critical parts of the evidence where there exists a direct clash between the evidence of 
Mr Mall and the evidence for the respondent.  Mr Mall, throughout his employment was a very difficult person to manage.  He 
made absurd claims such as refusing to drive a car which had paint peeling of it.  He did not qualify Mr Dayo as a pilot in 
Onslow notwithstanding he was supposedly training him for over 10 months.   

61 The turning point in the employment relationship may have been 17 December 2004 when Mr Thompson, after a flurry of 
emails, sent Mr Mall an email stating, “Look, enough is enough.  Let’s get on with it.  Let’s behave ourselves and get on.”  Mr 
Mall confirmed that sentiment, yet in a little over a month the relationship deteriorated to the point where Mr Mall had to be 
terminated.  During that time Mr Mall made false accusations about Mr Silic.  He received an apology from the company, after 
Mr Thompson had investigated the incident, yet 10 days after the apology Mr Mall rang Mr Thompson and made unreasonable 
demands and threatened him.  Mr Mall denies this conversation took place.  This was the end of the road for Mr Thompson.  
Mr Mall unreasonably insisted that Mr Thompson fly to Karratha on 1 March 2005, demanded additional money and stated 
that he not report for duty if his demands were not met.  Mr Mall told Mr Thompson to sack him if he did not like it.  Mr 
Thompson reflected on the conversation and decided to dismiss Mr Mall.  Mr Thompson perceived the tenor of the call to be 
threatening.  Whilst Mr Mall denied that he called Mr Thompson, Exhibit R14, the telephone records, supports the evidence of 
Mr Thompson.  Mr Mall’s actions in making that call and threatening Mr Thompson that he would not attend at work amounts 
to misconduct.  The conversation on the Saturday before the dismissal was such that it went to the root of the employment 
contract.  If the respondent is wrong in that assertion then the contract could have been terminated on notice in any event.  The 
evidence of Mr Woollams supports the view that the respondent was not going to put up with Mr Mall any longer. 

62 Mr Stubbs for the applicant submitted written submissions in closing and spoke briefly to them.  He submitted that even if the 
respondent’s evidence was accepted, then the respondent’s case, at its highest, does not justify summary dismissal.  For a 
summary dismissal the conduct complained of must be of such a serious nature as to constitute a repudiation of the contract.  
The respondent submitted that Mr Mall was a difficult employee and the evidence of Mr Thompson is that there may have 
been cultural differences.  Mr Mall is of Indian background and there may have been difficulties in understanding the power 
relationship of the employment.   

63 However, the respondent encouraged Mr Mall.  They increased his salary.  There was never any allegation that Mr Mall in his 
conduct or performance ever disobeyed a lawful direction.  The problem for the respondent is that if Mr Mall was a difficult 
employee then you deal with that situation appropriately; you do not encourage the difficulty.  The company’s position is that 
if Mr Mall made a demand they would accede to it.   

64 The respondent complains that Mr Silic did not qualify Mr Dayo, but Mr Silic or Mr Amaral could have done so.  The 
respondent did not address the problem.  Mr Mall was never criticised or warned for lack of performance or told that his job 
was on the line.  Instead there was almost active encouragement of him by the company.  This is a significant factor in this 
matter. 

65 Mr Stubbs submitted that there was arguably a telephone conversation between Mr Mall and Mr Thompson on 26 February 
2005, but the content of the conversation as per the evidence of Mr Thompson is at odds with the evidence of Mr Mall and Mr 
Downham (the customer) that Mr Mall had made arrangements that he would be in Onslow on 1 March 2005 to deal with the 
vessel.  Therefore, when seen in this context there was no repudiation of the contract.  
ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS 

66 It is not possible to accept the evidence of Mr Mall and the evidence on behalf of the respondent.  They do not sit as differing 
recollections of events.  The evidence is instead in direct conflict on key issues; in particular the telephone conversation 
between Mr Mall and Mr Thompson on Saturday, 26 February 2005.  Having seen each of the witnesses giving evidence I 
have no difficulty in accepting the evidence of each of the respondent’s witnesses and I doubt greatly the evidence of Mr Mall.  
I say this with one qualification.  The evidence of Mr Johnson, Mr Silic and Mr Woollams can be accepted without question.  
The evidence of Mr Thompson must be tempered to a degree when one reads the respective emails by him to Mr Mall.  It is 
difficult to see how, if all of Mr Thompson’s evidence is to be accepted at its fullest, he did not dismiss Mr Mall much earlier.  
Instead he wrote that he did not question Mr Mall’s professionalism.  I accept also without question the evidence of Mr 
Downham. 

67 I am confident that Mr Johnson, Mr Woollams and Mr Silic were frank and truthful in giving their evidence.  They did not 
embellish the evidence to discredit Mr Mall.  I accept the evidence of Mr Thompson, but it needs to be tempered and weighed 
more carefully than that of the other witnesses for the respondent.  I am also confident that the evidence was not rehearsed in 
anyway.  It is then improbable to think that, given the separate difficulties each of the individuals experienced with Mr Mall, 
they have simply made it up.  Indeed it is obvious that Mr Mall was in fact a difficult employee. 

68 The performance of Mr Mall as a pilot and marine surveyor is not in question.  The respondent instead challenges Mr Mall’s 
attitude, behaviour in certain respects and his lack of co-operation.  This is made plain in Exhibit R5.  In an email from Mr 
Thompson to Mr Mall dated 13 December 2004, Mr Thompson states: 

“For the record the company recognises that you conduct yourself in a professional manner however we are concerned 
about your general attitude with regard to helpfulness and willingness to extend your role apart from undertaking pilotage 
duties at Onslow.” 

69 In an earlier email [Exhibit R3] Mr Thompson stated: 
“Although the two matters are in no way connected we would like to express our dissatisfaction with what we see is a 
lack of co operation on your part in the following two instances. 

• Carrying out surveys for AQIS (your refusal unless you kept the fee). 
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• Refusing to carry out survey on “Sea Luck” as you did not want to leave John Baker alone on “Sunny Success”, 
although this was exactly what you planned to do if your wife required your presence in Karratha.  As you know 
on this occasion we had to send Joe Pinto to Onslow. 

Frankly Milan we expect more co-operation from our staff particularly as we are a small business.” 
70 It is clear from Mr Downham’s evidence that, at least a major client, found the performance by Mr Mall of his duties to be very 

good.  However, it is also clear from the evidence and the exhibits that Mr Mall’s attitude and the extent to which he would co-
operate were raised as issues several times and by different managers. 

71 Throughout the hearing a question occurred to me as to whether Mr Mall was being asked to work too hard, whether the 
demands upon him were excessive.  Alternatively, did Mr Mall only do things his own way?  Did he make excessive demands 
and complaints and/or would not reasonably co-operate with his employer?  I am convinced, having weighed the evidence, that 
the latter scenario is the correct one.  Mr Mall was a difficult employee and was successively found to be so by Mr Thompson, 
Mr Silic, Mr Johnson and Mr Woollams. 

72 There is then the crucial conversation on 26 February 2005 which led to Mr Mall’s dismissal.  Mr Mall says he does not 
remember a conversation on 26 February 2005 with Mr Thompson (Transcript p.14).  He says he did not remember having the 
telephone conversation at all (Transcript p.88).  He reluctantly agrees that there could have been a discussion, but denies 
emphatically any wrongs on his behalf (Transcript p.86).  Mr Jones is right to submit that the telephone record [Exhibit R14] 
should be accepted as a basis for accepting that Mr Thompson and Mr Mall had a discussion on that day, and for doubting Mr 
Mall’s evidence.  I find that Mr Mall did call Mr Thompson on 26 February 2005.  Mr Jones further submitted that having 
rejected Mr Mall’s evidence on this crucial point, then Mr Thompson’s account of the conversation should be accepted.  I 
accept Mr Thompson’s recollection of the conversation.  This was a crucial event which led to the dismissal of Mr Mall on the 
Monday following.  I accept that Mr Thompson considered the conversation, and the demands made by Mr Mall, and decided 
that he had had enough and that the employment relationship had to end. 

73 In fact, if one were to accept Mr Mall’s evidence about the telephone conversation on 26 February 2005, then one would have 
to wonder why Mr Mall was dismissed two days later.  Mr Mall would have the Commission believe that the respondent was 
trying to get rid of him.  However, when one weighs the evidence in total, the conduct of the respondent historically could be 
characterised as seeking to appease Mr Mall rather than seeking to terminate his services.  He was the only gazetted pilot for 
Onslow who resided in the North-West.  The respondent was dependent upon him for performance of their contract. 

74 It is the case that denial is the approach adopted by Mr Mall in much of his cross-examination.  Mr Mall’s evidence would 
have the Commission believe that the respondent acted harshly towards him during his employment in the demands they 
placed upon him and in their lack of response to his valid concerns.  The evidence for the respondent is that they sought at all 
times to accommodate Mr Mall as he was the only qualified pilot for Onslow who was resident in the North-West and they 
could not afford to jeopardise their contract.  In the end they say that they lost that contract due to the difficulties experienced 
with Mr Mall.  Indeed, Mr Stubbs for the applicant in his closing submissions seeks to make something of the concessions the 
respondent says that they afforded Mr Mall.  I do not seek to misrepresent Mr Stubbs’ submissions.  He makes this submission 
on the basis that, whilst the applicant does not accept the respondent’s version of the employment relationship, the 
respondent’s evidence when taken at its highest cannot justify a summary dismissal as they condoned what they say was the 
bad behaviour of the applicant.  However, in reconciling the differing evidence, and without rehashing all the claims and 
counterclaims of specific incidents, I cannot accept the evidence of Mr Mall. 

75 The prime question is whether the behaviour of Mr Mall in the conversation on 26 February 2006 is such that it justified his 
summary dismissal.  There is no indication prior to this that the respondent intended to dismiss Mr Mall.  The opposite is true.  
Mr Thompson’s evidence is that it was that conversation which made him decide he had had enough.  Mr Stubbs correctly sets 
this against the background of behaviour which the respondent says was bad or difficult, but which is obvious was in the main 
not redressed and even condoned.  The dismissal was clearly summary in nature.  Mr Mall was hand delivered a letter [Exhibit 
A2] on 28 February 2005 and was asked to return all of the company’s possessions.  He was allowed to remain in the 
company’s house for one month.   

76 The question of misconduct and whether it may justify dismissal is covered fully in the Full Bench decision of the Hon 
President and Kenner C in Gonzalo Portilla v BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd 85 WAIG 3441 @ 3453.  They state: 

“The Nature of the Misconduct  
128 It is worth recalling, for the purposes of this matter, considering the seriousness of the various acts of 

misconduct that summary dismissal is a common law remedy available because:- 
“…. a contract of service is but an example of contract in general, so that the general law of contract will 
be applicable, it follows that, if summary dismissal is claimed to be justifiable, the question must be 
whether the conduct complained of is such as to show the servant to have disregarded the essential 
conditions of the contract of service.”  

(See North v Television Corp Ltd (1976) 11 ALR 599 at 600 where the judges quote what was said in Laws v 
London Chronicle (Indicator Newspapers) Ltd [1959] 2 All ER 285 at 287 and 289). 

129 Then there is the well known dictum of the High Court in Blyth Chemicals Limited v Bushnell [1933] 49 CLR 
66 at 81, where it was said:- 

“Conduct which in respect of important matters is incompatible with the fulfilment of an employee's duty, 
or involves an opposition, or conflict between his interest and his duty to his employer, or impedes the 
faithful performance of his obligations, or is destructive of the necessary confidence between employer 
and employee, is a ground of dismissal……But the conduct of the employee must itself involve the 
incompatibility, conflict, or impediment, or be destructive of confidence.  An actual repugnance between 
his acts and his relationship must be found.  It is not enough that ground for uneasiness as to its future 
conduct arises.” 
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130 The lawful exercise of the power to summarily dismiss depends upon, first, determining whether there has been 
a breach by the employee of the express or implied terms of the contract or a demonstrated intention not to be 
bound by those terms, and secondly, an assessment of whether the breach is sufficiently serious to allow 
summary termination of the contract (see Bruce v AWB Ltd (2000) 100 IR 129 at paragraph 15; and Macken, 
O’Grady, Sappideen and Warburton, “The Law of Employment” (5th edition) pages 196 to 199). 

131 No rule of law defines the degree of misconduct which would justify summary dismissal without notice.  This 
is a matter which turns on the facts and circumstances of each case.  However, whilst it is only in exceptional 
circumstances that an ordinary employer is entitled at common law to dismiss an employee summarily, as 
Kirby J said in Concut Pty Ltd  v Worrell (op cit), but Gillard J in Rankin v Marine Power International Pty Ltd 
[2001] 107 IR 117 at 142, suggested that the authorities, in particular Blyth Chemicals Limited v Bushnell 
(op cit), do not support the proposition that summary dismissal is available only in exceptional circumstances.  
His Honour said:- 

“The authorities do establish that the employee's breach of contract of employment must be of a serious 
nature, involving a repudiation of the essential obligations under the contract or actual conduct which is 
repugnant to the relationship of employer-employee, before an employer may terminate the contract 
summarily.  Isolated conduct usually would not suffice.  Each case must be considered in the light of its 
particular circumstances, but nevertheless, the seriousness of the act of termination and the effect of 
summary dismissal are factors which place a heavy burden on the employer to justify dismissal without 
notice.  The circumstances do not have to be exceptional, but nevertheless, must establish that the breach 
was of a serious nature.” 

132 We respectfully agree with His Honour Gillard J’s opinion of what the authorities say. 
133 We should add that an employer does not have to accept an act of such a nature as to warrant summary 

dismissal and act on it by effecting summary dismissal.  If the employer does not act, the act of misconduct is 
then said to be condoned but may then be revived by subsequent misconduct (see Macken, O’Grady, Sappideen 
and Warburton, “The Law of Employment” (op cit) at pages 219-220), that is, previously and waived 
misconduct may be taken into account in determining whether fresh misconduct justifies summary dismissal 
(see John Lysaght (Australia) Ltd v Federated Iron Workers; York Industry Commission (1972) 14 AILR 517; 
and McCasker v Darling Downs Co-operative Bacon Association Ltd (1988) 25 IR 107).” 

77 The respondent would have the Commission accept that Mr Mall behaved badly on many occasions prior to 26 February 2005.  
He refused to co-operate in driving with Mr Machado, driving back from Onslow in the dark, relieving Mr Silic, attending to 
another ship while the ship he had piloted was in berth, driving in a car with peeling paint, telling his employer they could sack 
him if they did not like what he was doing, telling his employer to ‘fuck off’, yelling at his employer and so forth.  I accept that 
Mr Mall behaved badly.  However, the respondent never treated this behaviour as misconduct, never warned Mr Mall and 
never told him that his employment was in jeopardy.  They simply told him they did not agree with him, or they wanted him to 
co-operate or they wanted him to get on with the work and employment relationship.  The only warning recorded was that 
given by Mr Silic on 15 December 2004 after Mr Mall had spoken harshly to Ms Nicol. 

78 Mr Thompson’s evidence then is that Mr Mall demanded a number of things during their conversation on 26 February 2005.  
He demanded that Mr Thompson fly to Karratha on 1 March 2005 to discuss Mr Mall’s concerns and that of the other 
employees.  Mr Mall represented himself as acting also on behalf of these men.  Mr Dayo confirmed this point with Mr 
Thompson.  There is a signed statement from these men.  They were not called to give evidence as they now reside overseas.  
Mr Thompson tried to establish an alternate, suitable date as he had other business demands and this was rejected.  This 
behaviour by Mr Mall can be found to be unreasonable.  Mr Mall demanded an extra $20,000 per annum in salary for himself 
and an extra $10,000 for the other two men.  This demand can be seen as unreasonable giving the immediacy with which Mr 
Thompson was supposed to deal with it and given the increases in salary which Mr Mall had received previously.  Mr Mall 
said if Mr Thompson did not like it he could sack him.  Again this is hardly a reasonable or sensible approach to dialogue with 
his employer.  Mr Mall was demanding during the conversation, shouted at Mr Thompson and the conversation was heated.  
Mr Thompson found the conversation to be threatening.  Again this is not a reasonable approach.  Similarly there is nothing 
obvious from the evidence which could serve as a justification for such demands.  However, each demand could have simply 
been rejected by Mr Thompson and Mr Thompson could have warned Mr Mall about his behaviour.  Indeed it would have 
been appropriate in my view to have given Mr Mall a final warning at that time.  In particular, given the developments over the 
previous two to three months.  Mr Mall told Mr Thompson that he would not attend to a ship in Onslow on 1 March 2005 if 
Mr Thompson did not accede to his requests.  This is more serious and is not reasonable, but on the evidence of the respondent 
this was not a new threat.  Mr Mall had, only weeks prior to that, threatened not to work unless he received an apology for Mr 
Silic’s comments. 

79 It is clear from Mr Thompson’s evidence that there is no part of that conversation which amounts to a repudiation of the 
contract.  This does not condone or lessen the unreasonableness of the behaviour.  However, it is clear from the evidence of the 
respondent that Mr Mall’s bad behaviour had previously been tolerated, and indeed placated, because it was very difficult to 
get experienced pilots in the North-West.  More specifically, Mr Mall was the only gazetted pilot for the Onslow port working 
for the respondent who resided in the North-West.  The respondent could and did use Mr Amaral and Mr Silic at various times 
at the Onslow port.  However, that was more for relief and on a fly-in basis.  The respondent’s evidence is that they were keen 
to have Mr Dayo qualified as pilot at that port, it was Mr Mall’s job to do this and he failed to do so over ten months.  This was 
a key concern for the respondent.  Even though, given the evidence of Mr Silic that Mr Dayo was a good pilot, it should have 
taken about 3 to 5 outs and ins at the port for Mr Dayo to be proficient with the specific requirements of that port.  In summary, 
the respondent needed Mr Mall’s services to ensure that they could perform the contract for pilotage which they had at that 
port.  They gave into Mr Mall’s unreasonable demands, in their view, because they had to retain his services.  The evidence of 
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Mr Woollams and Mr Thompson makes this clear.  Mr Silic evidence also supports this view even though he says that he does 
not know why Mr Mall was not taken to task earlier. 

80 The respondent appeased Mr Mall when they provided two cars for Mr Machado and him to drive from Karratha to Onslow as 
Mr Mall would not travel with Mr Machado.  They appeased him when they acceded to his demands about a car with peeling 
paint and when he did not want to drive at night.  They did not warn him or take corrective action when he failed to cooperate 
with shift relief for Mr Silic.  They appeased him when he complained as to his length of stay in Onslow.  They did not want to 
loose the services of the only pilot in the location who was gazetted for the Onslow port.  Against this background it is 
understandable that Mr Mall might continue to make demands on his employer.  This comment does not justify Mr Mall’s 
behaviour or condone it as being reasonable, but it does mean that no standard was set for Mr Mall.  It was not the first time 
that Mr Mall had failed to comply with the wishes of his employer, had abused his employer or had told his employer that if 
they did not like it they could sack him. 

81 Mr Stubbs is correct in submitting that the employer has not pleaded that Mr Mall failed at any stage to obey a lawful 
direction.  In fact, the respondent does not complain about Mr Mall’s performance as a pilot or marine surveyor.  The evidence 
of Mr Downham, the client of the respondent company, supports Mr Mall’s work performance.  It can be said also that there is 
no evidence that the respondent had a difficulty with the actual performance by Mr Mall of his surveying and piloting duties.  
He was competent at his job and performed the duties properly.  The complaint is more about what Mr Mall would not do.  He 
was not very flexible to the demands of the job.  The evidence is that he did not respond to a request to pilot a ship when he 
would have been without duties as the ship he was on was berthed.  The complaint is that Mr Mall did not act to advance the 
interests of the respondent.  However, Mr Downham, the client seemed to be happy with the service he received from Mr Mall. 

82 What I do not understand and what is not apparent from the evidence is why the respondent did not get another pilot, eg Mr 
Amaral or Mr Silic, to qualify Mr Dayo at the Onslow port.  It was certainly Mr Mall’s job to do this.  However, he did not do 
so over a ten month period even at the encouragement or complaint of the respondent.  This is one of the respondent’s chief 
complaints.  This course of action would seemingly have left them with another option for the Onslow port and perhaps less 
readiness to accede to Mr Mall’s demands.  Mr Silic provides the only answer to this when he says it was Mr Mall’s job to do 
this.  Mr Silic in an email to Mr Mall dated 15 December 2004, stated: 

“As you are well aware the Onslow business is growing and as such we need a local backup pilot to ensure fatigue 
management issues are not compromised.  Due to your attitude on this matter I have no option but to undertake the 
supervision of training at Onslow at a great expense to the company. 
………. 
Milan in closing we have no option but to issue this email as an official warning that your current attitude is not 
acceptable and will not be tolerated.  The company is prepared to put all of this behind us and start afresh.  We truly hope 
that you feel the same way and look forward to your full co-operation and understanding in the future, that we know you 
are capable of.” 

83 Mr Mall seemed not to accept the warning and there was another flurry of emails leading to Mr Thompson stating, two days 
later, in an email that enough was enough and they should simply get on with the work. 

84 I agree with the submission by Mr Stubbs, that in the context of this employment relationship, the respondent has not 
discharged their onus to prove that the conduct complained of on 26 February 2005, was of such a nature that it warranted 
summary dismissal.  It did not constitute a repudiation of the contract by Mr Mall.  Mr Mall had made arrangements with Mr 
Downham that he would attend to the ship on 1 March 2005.  It appears perhaps that Mr Mall was not being frank with his 
employer.  Mr Mall’s behaviour in that conversation did, in my view, constitute behaviour whereby Mr Thompson would have 
been correct to say enough was enough, and to advise Mr Mall that his employment was in jeopardy.  In saying this I have 
weighed into my consideration the circumstances of the respondent’s business.  They could not afford to have Mr Mall not 
attend for work and have a ship delayed.  However, on previous occasions, and at their expense, the respondent had either 
rostered around Mr Mall or ensured other personnel were on hand to cover the contingency of Mr Mall’s absence.  It was 
therefore a case of having to manage the issue properly, rather than simply resorting to dismissal.  I have also weighed the fact 
that Mr Thompson says the conversation was threatening.  However, the threat was for payment and withdrawal of labour.  
Part of the abuse was something Mr Thompson had heard before. 

85 If I apply then the principles enunciated in Undercliffe Nursing Home –v- Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of 
Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch 65 WAIG 385 of a fair go all round, I find that Mr Mall was 
dismissed unfairly on 28 February 2005.  Reinstatement is impracticable. 

86 There is a question raised by the respondent as to whether Mr Mall could have been fairly dismissed on notice.  For the reasons 
expressed I do not consider that such a course of action would have been fair.  However, there is a real question as to whether 
Mr Mall’s employment would have lasted in any event.  In the case of Ramsay Bogunovich –v- Bayside Western Australia Pty 
Ltd 79 WAIG 8 Kenner C says at page 13: 

“As to loss and injury, it is not the case that an applicant who has been found by the Commission to have been unfairly 
dismissed, and who is to be awarded compensation, is automatically entitled to an award of compensation for loss 
representing the loss of wages or salary from the date of dismissal to the date of the hearing. That may be the ultimate 
outcome after findings are made and an assessment by the Commission, as to the quantum of compensation having regard 
to s 26 of the Act and factors such as the employee’s duty to mitigate his or her loss. All the circumstances of the case 
need to be considered. For example, it well may be that despite the Commission’s finding that the dismissal was harsh, 
oppressive and unfair, it was characterised as such by reason of the manner or process leading to the dismissal rather than 
the substantive reasons for the dismissal itself, in the sense in which that principle is referred to in Shire of Esperance v 
Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891. In such a case, it may be open to find as a fact on the evidence, that the unfairly dismissed 
employee could have been fairly dismissed by the employer shortly after the actual dismissal in any event. In a case such 
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as this, it would be open for the Commission to find that the unfairly dismissed employee’s loss is limited to that period 
between the date of the employee’s actual dismissal, and when he or she could have been fairly dismissed in any event.” 

87 Mr Mall’s approach when challenged by the respondent was to challenge the respondent in return.  This is understandable if 
Mr Mall could be said to be on firm or reasonable ground.  He was not.  Mr Mall refused to accept that he was warned.  He 
denied that he abused Ms Nicol.  He argued instead with the respondent about their other demands.  Mr Mall also falsely 
accused Mr Silic of racist comments.  Indeed he made this accusation about Mr Thompson also. 

88 Mr Silic admits he swore at Mr Mall but he denies vehemently that he used the phrase “fucking Indians”.  This issue of racial 
abuse was not raised in cross examination by Mr Stubbs and further the applicant’s own email of 11 February 2005 [Exhibit 
A3] indicates that this abuse was not said on the day:  

“…… when I tried to explain my situation he was very abusive and shouted at me unprovoked, He told me Quote “go 
fuck yourself, you fucking shit head” ………… In the past (my emphasis), in presence of Filippino Saybolt Surveyor, 
Frano has made racist & derogatory statement Quote “Fucking Indians”  

89 Mr Mall’s evidence in relation to what Mr Thompson said to him on 28 February when they were speaking regarding the 
return of company property is questionable.  He says Mr Thompson said, “You fucking shithead. You bloody Indian. I will – 
I’ve got you where I wanted you”.  Mr Thompson denies this and says under cross examination that he spoke to Mr Mall on 
that day regarding the return of property and that he would get the police involved.  Mr Stubbs did not question Mr Thompson 
over Mr Mall’s allegations of racial abuse. 

90 Mr Mall refused to accept Mr Silic’s apology and suggested that he would not work in the face of the abuse he received from 
Mr Silic.  This can be seen as an emotional or perhaps indignant response to Mr Silic’s comments.  Certainly Mr Silic was 
wrong to have sworn at Mr Mall and he was moved as a result.  However, the matter was investigated and addressed. 

91 Mr Mall also at varying times challenged the respondent to dismiss him.  Mr Woollams only came into contact with Mr Mall in 
August 2004 and yet he says that Mr Mall said this to him several times.  It occurred as a result of Mr Woollams attempting to 
get Mr Mall to co-operate.  Mr Mall clearly wanted matters his own way and boldly put to the respondent that they could 
terminate his services if they did not like it that way.  I have no doubt that Mr Mall’s behaviour on 26 February 2005 required 
strong redress.  I have no doubt that some of his earlier behaviour required that he be directed to behave and that he be warned 
for his actions.  Equally, I have no doubt that had Mr Mall been given a final warning he would have acted poorly in response.  
His habit was to make demands of his employer.  He did not see anything wrong with his actions.  He had shown a disregard 
for the reasonable authority of the respondent. 

92 I do not consider therefore that Mr Mall’s employment would have lasted more than another four weeks, if that.  It is the lack 
of management of a problem employee, in terms of attitude, co-operation and abusive behaviour, that is apparent here.  Having 
said that, I do not think Mr Mall would have changed his approach. 

93 I consider that Mr Mall’s employment would have come to an inevitable conclusion, whereby his services would have had to 
be terminated on notice.  In light of this I would calculate the loss in the amount of 2 months i.e. one month for the remaining 
period of employment and one month for the loss of proper notice under the contracts.  The applicant’s remuneration is 
displayed at Exhibit A1.  It states in part: 

“EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT – ADDENDUM NO. 2 
Salary $ 73,000 
Superannuation $ 6,570 
Motor Vehicle $ 20,000 
Telephone $ 1,500 
Rent $ 22,154 
Utilities (Max) $ 5,000 
TOTAL PACKAGE $ 128,224” 

94 It may be that some of these figures are matters of reimbursement or provision for costs incurred, however, the respondent 
made no challenge to these remuneration figures.  I would therefore calculate the compensation as $128,224 by 2 divided by 
12.  This will be expressed in the order as $21,370.67, less any taxation payable to the Commissioner of Taxation.  If either 
party requires a more specific breakdown of this payment, in the order, then they may raise this at the Speaking to the Minutes 
if they so require a Speaking to the Minutes. 

95 The evidence of Mr Johnson is that he investigated the applicant’s claim and found that the applicant was due no more than 8 
days of outstanding annual leave benefit (Transcript p.167), accrued in previous 12 months.  Mr Thompson says that Mr 
Johnson advised him that Mr Mall was due 6.5 days of annual leave.  Mr Mall’s claim is for 30 days of annual leave.  The 
evidence of Mr Mall is that he had accumulated approximately 30 days annual leave (Transcript p.14), over the last year of 
service (Transcript p.92).  He says that the respondent was forcibly making him take leave when there was no work (Transcript 
p.73).  The contest being that they wrongly deducted leave from him.  I doubt Mr Mall’s evidence.  I accept the evidence of Mr 
Johnson.  The respondent submitted also that the benefit was not due as Mr Mall was dismissed for misconduct.  The 
respondent applies the same logic to the claim for notice.  This issue has been answered.  The applicant is due 8 days annual 
leave.  Mr Stubbs in his written submissions calculates a day as $280.77.  Therefore 8 days annual leave equates to $2,246.16 
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2006 WAIRC 05340 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES MILAN MALL 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
SAYBOLT AUSTRALASIA PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD 
DATE THURSDAY, 24 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO. APPL 250 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05340 
 
Catchwords Termination of employment – Calculation of compensation 
Result Dismissal unfair; compensation awarded 
 Denied contractual benefits granted in part. 
Representation  
Applicant Mr G Stubbs of Counsel 
Respondent Mr D Jones as agent 
 

Supplementary Reasons for Decision 
1 Reasons for decision were issued in the above mentioned matter on Friday, 11 August 2006 and the parties were provided with 

the Commission’s draft Minute of Proposed Order on the same date.  By correspondence of Thursday, 17 August 2006 Mr 
Jones, agent for the respondent, submitted that there had been a double counting in the calculation of compensation in that the 
applicant had remained in the employer-provided accommodation for one month following his termination.  The parties have 
subsequently agreed that an amount of $1,846.16 being one month’s rent should be deducted from the Commission’s draft 
order. Order 3 will be amended from an amount of $21,370.67 to an amount that incorporates the deduction for rent of 
$1,846.16 to give a compensation amount of $19,524.51.    

 

2006 WAIRC 05341 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES MILAN MALL 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
SAYBOLT AUSTRALASIA PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD 
DATE THURSDAY, 24 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO APPL 250 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05341 
 
Result Dismissal unfair; compensation awarded 

Denied contractual benefits granted in part 
Representation 
Applicant Mr G Stubbs of Counsel 
Respondent Mr D Jones as agent 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr G Stubbs of Counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Jones on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby: 

(1) DECLARES that the applicant, Milan Mall, was dismissed unfairly by the respondent on 28 February 2005; 
(2) DECLARES that reinstatement is impracticable; 
(3) ORDERS that the said respondent do hereby pay within 7 days of this order, as and by way of compensation the 

amount of $19,524.51 to Milan Mall, less any taxation that may be payable to the Commissioner of Taxation. 
(4) ORDERS that the said respondent do hereby pay within 7 days of this order, as and by way of annual leave the 

amount of $2,246.16 to Milan Mall, less any taxation that may be payable to the Commissioner of Taxation. 
(Sgd.)  S WOOD, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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2006 WAIRC 05391 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES TROY ROBERT MITCHELL 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
ERTECH PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
HEARD THURSDAY, 24 AUGUST 2006 
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO. U 327 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05391 
 
CatchWords Show cause – matter dismissed - Industrial Relations Act, 1979 
Result Dismissed 
Representation  
Applicant No appearance for the Applicant 
Respondent Ms M. Ivanovski of counsel appeared for the Respondent 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 The application was filed on 18th April 2006, together with an application for fee waiver.  The Respondent, represented by Ms 

Ivanovski, of counsel, filed Answers circa the 12th May 2006 the matter allocated to Deputy Registrar Rossi for conciliation 
purposes on 23rd May 2006. 

2 Rather than recite all of the correspondence on the file I place on the record a report from Deputy Registrar Rossi which rates, 
inter alia: 

“The conciliation conference scheduled for the 6th of June did not proceed because the applicant was unavailable 
because he had started a new job and was away.  I have made numerous attempts at trying to obtain available dates 
from the applicant and had been unsuccessful.  He explained he was on short-term contracts that took him away 
from Perth.  It has been 7 weeks since the scheduled conference and no available dates have been provided by him. 
He has been given the option of participating by teleconference which he rejected.” 

And the report then ends. 
3 There is nothing on the file which indicates that the applicant has done what he is obliged to do, and that is pursue his 

application.  On the contrary, it appears that notwithstanding the considerable efforts of the Deputy Registrar to get him to 
participate in resolution of the matter that effort was unsuccessful.  The applicant has not shown the requisite diligence in 
pursuing this application and therefore pursuant to s.27 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 and, in particular, s.27(1), (2) and 
(4), the Commission will dismiss this application.  An order of dismissal will now issue. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05392 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES TROY ROBERT MITCHELL 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
ERTECH PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO/S U 327 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05392 
 
Result Dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant No appearance for the Applicant 
Respondent Ms M. Ivanovski appeared for the Respondent 
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Order 
HAVING heard Ms Ivanovski on behalf of the Respondent and there being no appearance for the Applicant, the Commission 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 
 THAT the application be, and is hereby dismissed. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05292 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES LYDIA HELENE MITTON 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
BLUEJACS PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
HEARD MONDAY, 31 JULY 2006 
DELIVERED THURSDAY, 17 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO. B 47 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05292 
 
CatchWords Contractual benefits claim - Entitlements under contract of employment - Application granted - 

Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 29(1)(b)(ii) 
Result Order made Respondent to pay $1,740.00 
Representation  
Applicant In person 
Respondent No appearance 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 This is an application made under s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”).  Lydia Helene Mitton (“the 

Applicant”) claims that she is owed $554.00 as wages deducted from her pay on 22 November 2004 and $918.00 for 54 hours 
worked in April 2005.  The Applicant claims she is entitled to these amounts under her contract of employment, not being a 
benefit under of an award or order of this Commission. 

2 The matter was listed for hearing on 31 July 2006.  The Applicant appeared at the hearing.  There was no appearance on behalf 
of Kelly Susan Graham who was named as the Respondent to the application.  A notice of hearing by registered mail was sent 
to Ms Graham on 26 April 2006.  Australia Post informed the Commission that the mail was unclaimed and the notice of 
hearing was returned to the Commission on 2 June 2006.  Attached to the notice of hearing was a note stating that at the 
hearing the Commission would consider whether the name of the Respondent should be changed to Bluejacs Pty Ltd.  The 
notice of hearing containing that note was also sent to Bluejacs Pty Ltd ACN 109 822 059 at its registered address, Café 1, 
Bluejacs, Dolphin Quay, Mandurah WA 6210 on 26 April 2006, by registered post on 27 April 2006.  The Commission 
received from Australia Post a delivery confirmation and advice receipt which was signed on behalf of an agent of Bluejacs 
Pty Ltd on 9 May 2006.  However, there was no appearance at the hearing on behalf of Bluejacs Pty Ltd. 

The Evidence 
3 In 2004, the Applicant together with Ms Sharon Reed sought to purchase an interest in a business.  A business broker 

introduced the Applicant and Ms Reed to Ms Graham and they entered into discussions and negotiations to purchase an interest 
in Bluejacs Pty Ltd, which at that time was operating Vulcanoes Restaurant at Hillarys Boat Harbour where Ms Graham was 
the Restaurant Manager.  On 23 July 2004, the Applicant formally signed an expression of interest to purchase shares in 
Bluejacs Pty Ltd (Exhibit 5).  Although, the Applicant later paid for those shares, the shares were not transferred to her.  She 
also entered into an agreement with Ms Graham to work as a part-time bookkeeper at the Vulcanoes Restaurant.  Ms Reed 
entered into an arrangement to work at the restaurant as a duty manager.  The Applicant commenced employment as a 
bookkeeper on 24 August 2004.   

4 The Applicant says that it was agreed that she would be paid $17.00 an hour for each hour she worked.  From 24 August 2004 
until 31 October 2004, the Applicant worked 150 hours.  Consequently, the Applicant says that for that period she should have 
been paid a gross amount of $2,550.00.  On 22 November 2004, the Applicant was paid for those hours a net amount of 
$1,728.00 (Exhibit 2).  The Applicant later received advice from the Australian Taxation Office (“the ATO”) that no income 
tax had been deducted from that payment.  Although, the Applicant claims she is owed $554.00 as wages for that period 
because no income tax was paid, she is owed $822.00.  On 13 October 2005, the Applicant made a statutory declaration to the 
ATO in which she stated that during her entire period of employment with Bluejacs Pty Ltd, she did not receive a payment 
summary for tax withheld from payments made to her (Exhibit 6).   
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5 The Applicant says that at all material times she was employed by Bluejacs Pty Ltd.  She says that when paid, she was paid by 
Bluejacs Pty Ltd.  In support of her oral evidence in relation to this point she produced copies of two cheques for wages.  The 
first cheque was dated 25 January 2005 and was for an amount of $1,297.00 and the second cheque was dated 23 March 2005 
and was for an amount of $445.00 (Exhibit 1).   

6 The Applicant says that during the month of April 2005 she worked eight hours on seven days but was not paid for that work.  
In support of her evidence she produced a time and wages record, which is headed Rosemount Holdings / Vulcanoes 
Restaurant Fortnightly Time Sheets (Exhibit 3).  That document records that the Applicant worked a total of 54 hours from 
5 April 2005 until 25 April 2005.  Consequently, the Applicant claims that she is owed $918.00 being $17.00 an hour for 
54 hours of work.  The Applicant says that in April 2005 the Vulcanoes Restaurant closed for renovations and did not reopen.   

Conclusion 
7 Having heard the uncontradicted evidence of the Applicant, I am satisfied that the Applicant has proved that her employer was 

Bluejacs Pty Ltd and that the amounts of $822.00 and $918.00 are contractual benefits due to her under s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the 
Act.  Accordingly, I will make an order that the name of the Respondent be changed to Bluejacs Pty Ltd and I will make an 
order that Bluejacs Pty Ltd pay the Applicant the amount of $1,740 without deduction of income tax on the basis that the 
Applicant undertook in these proceeding to pay any income tax owing on those amounts to the ATO.   

 

2006 WAIRC 05334 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES LYDIA HELENE MITTON 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
KELLY SUSAN GRAHAM 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 23 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO/S B 47 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05334 
 
Result Respondent’s name changed 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent No appearance 
 

Order 
HAVING heard the Applicant in person and no appearance on behalf of the Respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders – 

THAT the name of the Respondent be deleted and that be substituted therefor the name, Bluejacs Pty Ltd. 
(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05335 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES LYDIA HELENE MITTON 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
BLUEJACS PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 23 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO/S B 47 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05335 
 
Result Respondent ordered to pay the Applicant $1,740.00 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent No appearance 
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Order 
Having heard the Applicant in person and no appearance on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby: 

1. DECLARES that the Applicant is owed contractual entitlements by the Respondent; and 
2. ORDERS that the Respondent pay the Applicant within 14 days of the date of this Order the sum of $1,740.00. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05411 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES RUBEN ALBERTO SANZANA 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
M.A. DONALDSON MANAGER HUMAN RESOURCES C.P.A. 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
HEARD FRIDAY, 23 JUNE 2006, WEDNESDAY, 5 JULY 2006 
DELIVERED MONDAY, 11 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO. U 230 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05411 
 

Catchwords Industrial Law (WA) - Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal – 
Applicant summarily dismissed – Principles applied – Lack of procedural fairness – Applicant 
harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed – Application upheld – Reinstatement impracticable – 
Loss not mitigated - No compensation ordered – Compensation for Injury ordered -  Industrial 
Relations Act, 1979 s29(1)(b)(i) 

Result Upheld and Order issued 
Representation  
Applicant Mr R Sanzana on his own behalf 
Respondent Ms M Ivanovski (of counsel) 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 On 25 November 2005 Ruben Alberto Sanzana (“the applicant”) lodged an application pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the 

Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) claiming that he was unfairly terminated on 9 November 2005 from his position as a 
carer with the Cerebral Palsy Association (“CPA”) (“the respondent”).  The respondent denies that the applicant was unfairly 
terminated. 
Change of name of respondent 

2 At the commencement of the proceedings it became clear that the respondent had been incorrectly named and as a result the 
applicant sought leave to amend the respondent’s name.  Given the respondent’s consent to this course of action and the 
Commission’s powers under s27(1) of the Act, and having formed the view that it was appropriate in the circumstances to 
grant the amendment, I propose to issue an order that M A Donaldson Manager Human Resources CPA be deleted as the 
named respondent in this application and be substituted with the Cerebral Palsy Association of Western Australia. 

3 Two witnesses who had been summonsed by the applicant, Ms Donna Weaver and Mr Karl Gosper, did not attend the initial 
day of the hearing.  The Commission was advised that Mr Gosper was an in-patient at Royal Perth Hospital that day and 
Ms Weaver’s non-attendance was not explained.  Prior to the hearing the respondent’s representative sent the Commission 
copies of reports completed by a Clinical Psychologist about the state of health of both Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper as well as a 
covering letter from their General Practitioners stating that it was inappropriate for Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper to attend the 
hearing as it was their view that the proceedings would be intimidating for them and both Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper had 
limited capacity to answer questions asked of them. 
Background 

4 The applicant commenced employment as a relief care giver with the respondent in 2000 or 2001 on a casual basis working 
with children with cerebral palsy.  On 3 February 2005 the applicant’s position changed to that of a casual relief worker 
working across the respondent’s operations.  In the role of care giver the applicant attended to the needs of the respondent’s 
clients who are all affected by cerebral palsy.  The duties the applicant undertook included housework, feeding and showering 
clients, cooking clients’ meals and administering medication to clients.  The applicant’s latest terms and conditions of 
employment were detailed in a letter of offer to the applicant dated 3 February 2005 (Exhibit R1/4.4). 
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5 The incident which resulted in the applicant’s termination took place on 16 October 2005 and involved Ms Weaver (“the 
incident”).  The alleged incident took place at a home in Somers Street which is a home caring for usually five residents with 
cerebral palsy.  The applicant concedes that an incident involving both he and Ms Weaver occurred whilst he was caring for 
her on 16 October 2005 but the applicant maintains that he did not physically mistreat Ms Weaver during this incident. 

6 On 31 October 2005 the applicant was given the following letter by the respondent’s Manager of Human Resources Mr Mark 
Donaldson (formal parts omitted): 

“I have recently received an incident report from a resident at Somers street (sic) alleging that she was mis-treated by you.  
Following enquiries by the Manager and Coordinator of Community Living South, it is confirmed that you were the carer 
whom the complaint is made about. 
You are required to address the issue listed below, in writing, by close of business Thursday 3 November 2005.  Once I 
have received your response I will then meet and go through it with you.  The issue is: 
1. On the 16th October 2005 you used unnecessary force on Donna Weaver by grabbing her by the arm and 

dragging her along the passageway into the living room causing her to fall to the ground. 
A second resident who has been stressed by what he observed witnessed this incident.  Obviously this issue is of major 
concern to the Association and we need to fully ascertain what occurred as soon as possible.  Until the matter is resolved, 
you are ‘stood down’ from duty and will receive full pay for any shifts you have been pre-booked to do as of the (sic) 
31 October 2005.  In the meantime, you are not permitted to make contact with any resident or staff members at Somers 
Street. 
As stated earlier, you are required to respond to these concerns, in writing, no later than close of business on Thursday 
3 November 2005.  Following receipt of your response and further discussion with yourself, a decision will be made as to 
the appropriate course of action to be taken by the Association. 
Please feel free to bring your advocate or union representative with you to any subsequent meetings that make (sic) take 
place on this matter, (sic)” 

(Exhibit R1/4.8) 
7 The applicant responded on 1 November 2005 in the following terms (formal parts omitted): 

“This is to respond to your letter, dated 31/10/2005, regarding an allegation against me from a client from Sommers (sic) 
Street House. 
First I would like to say I completely deny the allegation made at point 1 of your letter. 
On that day, I (sic) far as I can remember, the resident Donna Weaver, asked me for assistance to use the toilet as she 
normally does many times during a shift.  When I was going to support her, she tripped over my foot.  I quickly caught 
her.  I couldn’t avoid her falling, but I managed to help her landing softly on the floor.  After that, I asked her if she was 
ok and she responded “yes” moving her head.  I helped her to get on her foot (sic) by holding her by the arm. 
Donna is a mobile resident with a very bad body balance.  She asks for physical support to use the toilet, many times 
during the night or daytime.  After the fall that day, she asked me few more times for help to use the toilet. 
I did not considered (sic) the fall a mayor (sic) incident as she did not hit the ground hard and not (sic) injuries occurred.  
I did not grab her arm.  I held her by the arm to help her to get up and then guide her to ensure her safety going to the 
toilet or lunchroom. 
In the nearly four years I have worked for CPA, I have never been accused of abusing or mistreating physically a resident 
or another staff member. 
I have supported so many times Donna to use the toilet and there were (sic) never been any issue with her before or any 
other resident in the Sommer (sic) St house. 
This is a serious allegation, I would like to ask why it took such a long time to formalise the complaint?  It put me in a 
very disadvantage (sic) and unfair position.” 

(Exhibit R1/4.9) 
8 On 31 October 2005 the applicant was stood down on full pay whilst the incident with Ms Weaver was being further 

investigated. 
9 At a meeting convened by the respondent on 9 November 2005 the applicant was asked if he wanted to add any further 

comments to his written response and he declined to do so.  The respondent then advised the applicant that in light of the 
investigation into the incident involving Ms Weaver the respondent was of the view that the applicant had behaved in an 
inappropriate manner and the applicant was therefore not going to be offered any more shifts with the respondent. 

10 The applicant’s letter of termination is as follows (formal parts omitted): 
“Thankyou (sic) for meeting with Gary Taylor and myself on the 9th (sic) November 2005 to discuss the allegation made 
by a resident. 
Having considered your response, the evidence provided by the resident who made the allegation and the supporting 
statement of another resident we have formed a view that the allegations are substantiated. 
We also have no basis to believe that there were any reasons for the residents to falsify such a serious allegation. 
The Association takes any incident against a client as extremely serious and have a duty of care to protect them at all 
times from harm. 
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Accordingly, it has been decided to terminate your casual relief engagement and not offer you any further shifts.  
Appropriate payment in lieu of notice is included in your final pay.” 

(Exhibit R1/4.12) 
11 A number of relevant documents were tendered at the hearing by the respondent (see Exhibit R1). 

Applicant’s evidence 
12 The applicant stated that when he worked with the respondent he was not given any formal warnings about his conduct or 

behaviour but he stated that in March 2005 the respondent raised issues with him about the way in which he was undertaking 
his duties (see Exhibit R1/4.6).  The applicant stated that the complaints made against him by colleagues in this instance 
related to procedural issues and he stated that because he worked at a range of different residences with different clients who 
had different routines it was difficult to be aware of each individual’s requirements.  The applicant stated that once he was 
made aware of the resident’s requirements in this house he ensured that the needs of the residents were met. 

13 The applicant stated that on 16 October 2005 his shift, which went from 8.00am to 4.00pm, was uneventful.  The applicant 
stated that a staff member did not arrive for the 1.00pm shift that day and he was therefore unable to shower the residents.  The 
applicant stated that at approximately 3.00pm he left the house to hire some movies for Mr Gosper and at 4.00pm he went 
home.  Subsequent to this date he continued to work his normal shifts at other residences for the respondent without any 
problems.  The applicant stated that there was a history of complaints from this house by residents against staff. 

14 The applicant stated that the respondent did not raise the allegations against him about Ms Weaver until two weeks after the 
incident took place and he claimed that it was unfair to have to respond to the allegation so long after the incident. 

15 The applicant stated that he made it clear to the respondent on 9 November 2005 when he was terminated that he would contest 
his termination and the applicant stated that he has consistently denied the allegations against him concerning his interactions 
with Ms Weaver. 

16 The applicant stated that he was sceptical of the complaint made by Ms Weaver against him because she is unable to speak and 
he stated that even though Ms Weaver can walk unassisted she has very bad balance. 

17 The applicant stated that on 16 October 2005 there was a minor incident between himself and Ms Weaver which occurred after 
he saw Ms Weaver in the hallway of the house from the office where he was working.  The applicant then walked towards 
Ms Weaver in the hallway as he understood she wanted to be assisted to use the toilet.  The applicant stated that as he walked 
towards Ms Weaver she tripped on his foot and fell.  The applicant stated that he cushioned Ms Weaver’s fall, he pulled her up 
from the floor using her right arm and he then asked her if she was okay.  The applicant stated that he then took Ms Weaver to 
the toilet.  The applicant stated that he gave Ms Weaver support on four more occasions that day. 

18 The applicant gave evidence that Mr Gosper was able to view the incident which occurred between himself and Ms Weaver. 
19 The applicant stated that a summary completed by Ms Karen O’Shea, the respondent’s Acting Co-ordinator for Community 

Living, Central and Southern of what took place whereby Ms Weaver was able to pull herself up from the floor was untrue as 
this was impossible and the applicant pointed out that this assertion was contrary to what Mr Gosper told Ms O’Shea about the 
incident and the report of the Clinical Psychologist about Ms Weaver (see Exhibit R1/4.18).  Ms O’Shea’s summary is as 
follows: 

“Investigation following incident report with regard to Relief Staff member Ruben Santana (sic). 
Monday 31st/10/05 
Karen O’Shea Acting Coordinator for Community Living received an incident report in regard to staff member Ruben 
Santana (sic).  The report had been written on behalf of Donna Weaver resident of Somers Street Community Home by 
house staff member Jude Talbot. 
The incident report claims Ruben Santana (sic) had dragged Donna Weaver from her bedroom up the passage way into 
the living room area. 
There is a witness Karl Gospher (sic) who is also a resident at Somers Street and substantiates her claim. 
Karen O’Shea and Rachael Russell Acting Manager for Community Living met with Karl Gospher (sic) at Somers Street.  
On (sic) Friday 28/10/05 at 4pm before interviewing Donna (sic). 
Both stories were very similar claiming Ruben had dragged Donna by the arm from her bedroom into the living room area 
in a rough manner which was alarming and disturbing to both residents. 
The recount varies in the following way only. 
Karl observed Donna falling onto the ground and he was under the impression Donna had lost her footing because of the 
force being used to drag her along.  Karl also said Ruben pulled Donna up from the ground.  Donna indicated to us she 
resisted Ruben dragging her along and she dropped onto the ground and she got herself up from the ground. 
The impression Karen and Rachael were given by both residents were that they were relieved the matter was being taken 
seriously.” 

(Exhibit R1/2.1) 
20 The applicant maintained that if the incident had occurred in the manner alleged by the respondent then Ms Weaver would 

have broken some bones because she has a history of breaking bones from falls.  The applicant maintained that a report was 
not made by other carers on the day of the incident because no incident occurred in the manner alleged by the respondent. 

21 The applicant believed that he was being victimised by the respondent because he made a complaint to the respondent’s Chief 
Executive Officer (“CEO”) after the respondent raised a number of concerns with him in March 2005 (see Exhibit A1). 
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22 The applicant claimed that the respondent deliberately ensured that Mr Gosper was unable to give evidence at the hearing 
because he could have verified the applicant’s version of events. 

23 The applicant stated that it made no sense that he would treat someone as weak as Ms Weaver in the way alleged and in front 
of a witness. 

24 The applicant stated that when he was terminated he was advised by the respondent that his other full time employer, the 
Disability Services Commission (“DSC”), would be advised about the incident.  In February 2006 the applicant received a 
letter from DSC about the incident and the applicant stated that notwithstanding DSC being notified about this incident he has 
continued to work as a full time carer with DSC (Exhibit A2). 

25 The applicant stated that he did not seek out alternative employment after his termination because he has a full time job at DSC 
and because DSC had advised him that he should not have obtained other employment without its approval. 

26 The applicant stated that his termination has had both an emotional and economic impact on him and the applicant stated that 
he was very stressed by the incident.  The applicant stated that he worked as a teacher with disabled children from 1996 
through to 2001 in schools and since 2001 he has worked with a number of different organisations that deal with people with 
disabilities.  During this period the applicant has never before been accused of mistreating a client.  The applicant maintained 
that the matters raised with him by the respondent in March 2005 were not related to mistreatment of clients.  The applicant 
stated that he wanted this issue resolved because it was important for him to retain his current position with DSC. 

27 The applicant maintained that the information given to the respondent by Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper lacked credibility 
particularly when reviewed in light of the view of the Clinical Psychologist about Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper (see Exhibit 
R1/4.18). 

28 Under cross-examination the applicant was asked about the meeting he had with Mr Donaldson on 31 October 2005.  The 
applicant recalled that he told Mr Donaldson that he could not remember any incident involving Ms Weaver taking place on 
16 October 2005 and the applicant complained that he was not given an opportunity to discuss the incident any further at this 
meeting.  The applicant recalled advising Mr Donaldson that he would need some time to remember the details of his 
interactions with Ms Weaver that day. 

29 The applicant stated that the incident between him and Ms Weaver was an accident and the applicant stated that he would not 
trip Ms Weaver over on purpose.  The applicant again described the incident with Ms Weaver.  The applicant stated that 
Ms Weaver came up the hallway of the house to the vicinity of the office where he was working and he understood she wanted 
him to take her to the toilet.  When Ms Weaver turned around to return to the toilet which was at the bottom of the hallway she 
tripped on his foot, she fell to the floor and he picked her up by lifting her right hand whilst supporting her back. 

30 When issues were raised about the applicant’s interactions with some patients in March 2005, the applicant conceded that he 
could have handled his clients better and that once the correct procedures were explained to him about how to handle his 
clients his interactions with these clients went smoothly.  The applicant stated that he worked at that same house many times 
after these complaints were made.  The applicant stated that even though he had made procedural mistakes in the past when 
caring for clients he has never mistreated a client and the applicant stated that if there was an issue concerning his interactions 
with clients the relevant staff member should have raised it with him at the time instead of writing a report. 

31 The applicant stated that he has worked with DSC for approximately three years. 
32 The applicant was adamant that he has never physically or verbally mistreated a client. 

Respondent’s evidence 
33 Ms Thi Kim My Trinh has been employed by the respondent since June 2004 and she is currently employed as a relief care 

worker.  Ms Trinh works at a range of the respondent’s houses including the one at Somers Street and she stated that she 
knows the clients living at this venue well.  Ms Trinh knows Ms Weaver and she stated that she spends a lot of time with her.  
Ms Trinh stated that she communicates with Ms Weaver by using body language – in particular following her eyes and 
observing her expressions. 

34 Ms Trinh stated that on 16 October 2005 she commenced her shift one hour early due to staff shortages.  Ms Trinh stated that 
she noticed Ms Weaver sitting on the couch with a terrified look on her face and she was not moving and when she approached 
Ms Weaver and asked her how she was there was no response.  Ms Trinh stated that Mr Gosper then approached her and told 
her that the applicant was ‘dragging her and stuff like that’ (transcript page 62).  Ms Trinh stated that she took Ms Weaver to 
her room and asked her for more details based on the information given to her by Mr Gosper.  Ms Trinh stated that she asked a 
series of questions which led her to believe that the applicant had pulled Ms Weaver.  Ms Trinh stated that Ms Weaver showed 
Ms Trinh that she had been dragged by bending her big toe back and Ms Weaver indicated that her toe was hurting. 

35 At the end of the shift at approximately 11.00pm Ms Trinh advised her replacement Ms Rivkah Burch, who was a permanent 
staff member, about the incident involving Ms Weaver and the applicant as she understood that Ms Burch would follow up the 
complaint.  Ms Burch responded by saying she would take further action only if Ms Weaver approached her.  When working 
her shift at Somers Street the following day Ms Trinh approached Ms Weaver and told her to tell Ms Burch about the incident.  
Ms Trinh stated that on 21 October 2005 Ms Weaver had told her that she had told Ms Burch about the incident but nothing 
had been done about it so Ms Trinh then advised Ms Judith Talbot about the incident.  Ms Talbot told her that she would 
follow up the complaint.  Ms Trinh stated that she did not have any more involvement with this issue.  Ms Trinh stated that she 
had difficulties with the applicant on a previous occasion because he had not completed a number of duties when she arrived 
on shift and Ms Trinh stated that on 16 October 2005 the applicant refused to cook the residents’ dinner and did not take some 
of the residents to the video shop as he should have. 

36 Ms Trinh stated that she received a reprimand for not filing a report about the incident at the time it occurred however she did 
complete a report on 7 November 2005 after being requested to do so (Exhibit R1/3.7). 
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37 Under cross-examination Ms Trinh conceded that the details in her report about the incident differed from the evidence she 
gave at the hearing as there was no reference in her report to Mr Gosper speaking to her about the incident and she did not 
know why this information was missing from her report.  When asked how Ms Trinh obtained information from Ms Weaver, 
Ms Trinh stated that she gave Ms Weaver a number of options to respond to and she stated that she based her questions on 
what Mr Gosper had told her.  Ms Trinh stated that she did not file a report about the incident because she was a relief staff 
member and she was extremely busy on the day of the incident.  Ms Trinh therefore made a verbal report to a permanent 
member of staff.  Ms Trinh stated that she did not know why she did not mention Ms Weaver’s injury to Ms Burch and she 
reiterated that Ms Weaver stated that her toe hurt.  Ms Trinh stated that she was upset with the applicant that day for not 
undertaking a number of jobs. 

38 Ms Burch commenced employment with the respondent as a relief care worker in November 2004 and is currently on 
maternity leave.  Ms Burch normally undertakes her duties at the Somers Street house.  Ms Burch stated that she has met the 
applicant on two occasions. 

39 Ms Burch stated that on 16 October 2005 Ms Trinh told her about an incident involving the applicant and Ms Weaver.  
Ms Burch stated that Ms Trinh told her that Ms Weaver had told her that the applicant had pulled her down the hallway and 
she fell over.  Ms Burch stated that she told Ms Trinh to tell their manager Ms Rachael Koch (nee Russell) as she did not want 
to interfere as Ms Weaver had not told her about the incident directly and it was therefore not her responsibility to report it.  
Approximately ten days later Ms Talbot reprimanded Ms Burch for not reporting the incident.  Ms O’Shea then asked her to 
put in an incident report which she did on 4 November 2005 (Exhibit R1/3.6). 

40 Under cross-examination Ms Burch was asked about her discussions with Ms Trinh concerning the incident.  Ms Burch stated 
that she told Ms Trinh to take the matter up with Ms Koch and she did not recall Ms Trinh mentioning a discussion with 
Mr Gosper.  Ms Burch recalled Ms Trinh telling her that Ms Weaver approached her and told her that the applicant had 
dragged Ms Weaver down the hallway and that she had fallen over and that Ms Trinh did not mention that Ms Weaver was 
injured.  Ms Burch stated that she was unaware that Ms Weaver had sustained any injuries that day and Ms Burch stated that 
she always checked clients when she was showering them and she did not see any injuries on Ms Weaver when she showered 
her two days later.  Ms Burch stated that Ms Weaver frequently falls over. 

41 Ms Talbot (“Mason”) has worked continuously for the respondent since 1997 except for a period of six months.  Ms Talbot is a 
residential care worker at Somers Street and she stated that she knows Ms Weaver well and spends a lot of time with her.  
Ms Talbot stated that she first became aware of the incident on 21 October 2005 when Ms Trinh asked her if anything had 
happened about the incident. 

42 Ms Talbot stated that she spoke to Ms Weaver after she was told about the incident.  Ms Talbot stated that Ms Weaver’s claims 
about the incident were consistent with her behaviour the previous week as she had kept motioning to her about her arm.  
Ms Talbot stated that she had also “been a little bit out of sorts” during this period.  Ms Talbot also stated that Ms Weaver was 
agitated when the applicant’s name was mentioned.  After consulting her manager Ms Koch about the incident the following 
Monday she was advised to help Ms Weaver file an incident report and did so the next day on 25 October 2005 (see Exhibit 
R1/3.5).  Ms Talbot stated that Ms Weaver was relieved to be able to lodge a complaint against the applicant and she stated 
that she knew this because Ms Weaver smiled when questioned about the incident.  It was Ms Talbot’s view that Ms Weaver 
comprehended the questions asked of her about the incident.  Ms Talbot stated that she asked Ms Weaver a range of yes/no 
type questions, for example she asked if anything had happened to her the previous week.  Ms Weaver told her that the 
incident happened on a Sunday, it started in her bedroom and she told her that she was then pulled up the hallway.  Ms Talbot 
stated that she spoke to Mr Gosper and asked him to describe what he had seen.  Mr Gosper told her that he had seen the 
applicant pulling Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper said that “on the Sunday, he had seen Donna being pulled by (sic) Rueben by the 
lounge room” (transcript page 84). 

43 Under cross-examination Ms Talbot again stated that Ms Weaver was not her usual self in the week after the incident.  
Ms Talbot conceded that without Mr Gosper’s contribution about the incident it would have been difficult for her to clarify 
Ms Weaver’s recollection about the incident.  Ms Talbot stated that Mr Gosper did not mention the incident to her of his own 
volition.  When asked exactly what Mr Gosper told her, Ms Talbot stated that he said the incident happened at the top of the 
hallway, he saw the applicant dragging Ms Weaver and he saw Ms Weaver fall on the floor after being dragged.  Ms Talbot 
stated the following: 

“WITNESS: I asked him when and he had said on the Sunday. I asked him who it involved and he said, "Rueben." I asked 
him what he saw and he said he saw Donna being dragged, and he was in the lounge room and he - - and he said it had 
happened at the top of the hallway, right where the lounge room is. 
MR SANZANA: So he didn't say that - - when I collect her from her room, drag her all along the corridor and drop down 
the - - near the lounge room. He didn't say that, did he?---He couldn't have seen. He - -  
No, no, no - - ?--- - - he didn't say that. 
- - ...(indistinct)...?---No, he did not say that, because he was sitting in the lounge room. All he saw was what happened at 
the top of the hallway by the lounge room. 
What exactly he said he saw?---He said he saw, "Rueben dragging Donna," and he saw Donna fall on the floor - -  
So I dragged her first - - ?--- - - by the lounge.  
- - and then she fall?---I guess so. 
You guess so?---Well - -  
That what he said?---That's what he said or he - - he said - -  
Are you 100 per cent - - ?--- - - he saw you dragging her by her arm and that she fell on the floor. 
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MR SANZANA: Afterward?---After - -  
After I drag her by the arm, then she fall?---Yes. 
Are you sure about that?---Can - - 
Are you 100 per cent sure - - ?--- - - can you just - - 
- - he said that?--- - - clarify what you're asking? 
Well my story of event what really happen is that she fall first and then I picked her up and then I help her, holding her 
arm, to the toilet. That what really happened. So if Karl said that I - - she fall on the ground and then I dragged her in the 
corridor, it wouldn't make sense?---No, no, that's - - that's not the way that he saw it. He saw it as her being dragged and 
then dropped.” 

(transcript pages 89-90) 
44 When asked about the reference to a bruise or scratch on Ms Weaver’s upper arm in Ms Weaver’s report about the incident 

Ms Talbot stated that she verified that Ms Weaver had something on her arm however she stated that Ms Weaver frequently 
had bruises or scratches on her from incidents. 

45 Ms Koch has worked with the respondent for some time and has been the Acting Manager of Community Living, Central and 
Southern since September 2005.  Ms Koch is in charge of nine group homes and she manages the staff and the well being of 
clients.  Ms Koch knows Ms Weaver. 

46 Ms Koch stated that on 24 October 2005 Ms Talbot told her about the incident.  As Ms Koch felt this complaint was serious 
she asked Ms Talbot to put in an incident report to enable further investigations and she understood that this report was given 
to Ms O’Shea.  Ms Koch stated that after reading the incident report she visited the Somers Street house with Ms O’Shea on 
28 October 2005 to investigate the allegations.  Ms Koch stated that they met with Mr Gosper and he told them that he was 
happy with the staff members however he was angry when the applicant’s name was mentioned and his tone of voice became 
raised.  Ms Koch stated that Mr Gosper told her that he was in the lounge room and he saw the applicant grab Ms Weaver by 
the arm and pull her down the hallway and she then fell to the ground.  Ms Koch stated that she and Ms O’Shea acted out 
various scenarios for Mr Gosper in order to get a definite response from him.  Mr Gosper told her that the applicant was using 
force to pull Ms Weaver.  Mr Gosper said that “he saw Mr Sanzana grab Donna by the arm and pull her down the hallway, in 
which (sic) she fell to the ground, due to the force that she was pulled, and then he - - Mr Sanzana” pull her up again (transcript 
pages 94-95).  Ms Koch stated she and Ms O’Shea then spoke to Ms Weaver.  Ms Koch stated that when the applicant’s name 
was mentioned she reacted and tried to say something.  Ms Koch stated that Ms Weaver nodded when asked if the applicant 
had done something to her and if he had hurt her and she identified her arm as the area where she was hurt.  By asking her 
questions, Ms Weaver told them that the incident started in the bedroom, she was then dragged up the hallway and she 
indicated that she had fallen in the lounge room.  Ms Koch stated that the office at the house was at the end of the hallway near 
the lounge room.  Ms Koch stated that Ms Weaver told her that after she fell over she was able to get herself up off the floor 
and she then went to the breakfast table.  Ms Koch stated that Ms Weaver landed on her knees when she fell to the floor.  
Ms Koch stated that Mr Gosper and Ms Weaver were relieved that they had spoken to them about the incident and when she 
told them the incident would be further investigated.  After interviewing Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper, Ms Koch then contacted 
Mr Donaldson and told him that she believed Ms Weaver’s allegations against the applicant were true.  Ms Koch completed a 
statement about her involvement in the investigation in the week following 28 October 2005 (Exhibit R1/2.3). 

47 Under cross-examination Ms Koch stated that the interviews with Mr Gosper and Ms Weaver on 28 October 2005 took 
approximately 45 minutes in total.  Ms Koch stated that Mr Gosper was interviewed first to ensure that she was aware of the 
correct version of events.  Ms Koch stated that she had seen Ms Weaver get up by herself and she stated that the psychologist’s 
report stating that she could not was incorrect.  Ms Koch stated that she believed she knew Ms Weaver long enough to 
understand her when she communicated with her.  It was put to Ms Koch that it was impossible to find out exactly what had 
happened on 16 October 2005.  Ms Koch stated that she had spent long enough with Ms Weaver to understand what had 
happened to Ms Weaver and she stated that Ms Weaver had also acted out the incident for her.  Ms Koch believed that her 
understanding of Ms Weaver’s complaint was correct as she pointed to her arm and the incident was confirmed by Mr Gosper. 

48 Ms Koch did not believe that Ms Weaver does not understand simple questions.  Ms Koch then stated that it was her view that 
Ms Weaver could not give credible evidence in a court room setting. 

49 It was put to Ms Koch that there were similarities between the applicant’s version of events and Mr Gosper’s version of events 
as detailed in Ms O’Shea’s summary of the incident (Exhibit R1/2.1).  Ms Koch stated that even though this may have been the 
case both Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper stated that the applicant had dragged Ms Weaver down the hallway.  Ms Koch stated that 
even though there were difficulties communicating with disabled persons this was not the case in this instance.  Ms Koch 
stated that she had no further dealings with this issue after filing her report. 

50 Ms Koch was asked to comment on the report completed by Ms Trinh which refers to Ms Weaver being dragged from her 
bedroom to the kitchen (Exhibit R1/3.7).  Ms Koch stated that the kitchen is attached to the lounge room and the rooms are in 
the same area.  When asked about Ms Weaver’s inconsistent recollection about the incident taking into account what she told 
to Ms Trinh, Ms Koch stated that she could only go on the information given to her by Ms Weaver. 

51 Ms Koch stated that even though Ms Weaver has been known to make up stories in the past she believed what Ms Weaver was 
telling her and she stated that she has had more experience than Ms Trinh interviewing clients.  Ms Koch stated that Mr Gosper 
was not known to make up stories and that the issue of concern in this instance was Ms Weaver being dragged down the 
hallway by the applicant. 

52 Ms Koch stated that she understood that Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper could not appear to give evidence because they would be 
intimidated by the proceedings. 
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53 Ms Koch stated that she believed that the applicant dragged Ms Weaver down the hallway on 16 October 2005 based on 
information from both Mr Gosper and Ms Weaver.  Ms Koch stated that both residents were relieved by being able to tell their 
story and she maintained that Mr Gosper and Ms Weaver did not collude about this issue or make it up because they did not 
communicate with each other.  Ms Koch stated that she did not take into account the applicant’s version of events when 
interviewing Ms Weaver because any further follow up was a matter for Mr Donaldson.  Ms Koch disagreed with the 
psychologist’s report that Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper cannot respond to simple questions.  Ms Koch stated that she did not 
speak to another resident called Robert living at the house on 16 October 2005 about the incident because he did not approach 
anyone about it. 

54 Ms O’Shea has worked with the respondent for approximately 14 years and she is currently the Acting Coordinator of the 
Community Living Programme.  In this role she oversees the health and well being of the respondent’s clients and she 
supervises staff and maintains its houses including Somers Street.  Ms O’Shea stated that she had met the applicant on one 
occasion.  Ms O’Shea heard of the incident involving Ms Weaver and the applicant from Ms Talbot and she was advised that 
the applicant had dragged Ms Weaver down the hallway.  Ms O’Shea stated that she was disturbed and upset by the allegation 
against the applicant. 

55 Ms O’Shea stated that she visited Somers Street with Ms Koch on 28 October 2005 and that Mr Gosper was initially 
interviewed as he had been a witness to the event.  Ms O’Shea stated that initially general questions were asked of him and 
Mr Gosper looked afraid when the applicant’s name was mentioned.  When he was asked if something had happened involving 
the applicant he raised the issue of the applicant dragging Ms Weaver down the passage way.  Mr Gosper stated that he had 
seen Ms Weaver fall and that it had looked like she had come from her bedroom.  Ms O’Shea stated that Mr Gosper said that 
“he had seen Donna fall as well and that it looked like she had come from like the direction of her bedroom, up the 
passageway, into the dining room area (transcript page 135).  Ms O’Shea stated that the kitchen, dining and lounge/living area 
at Somers Street are part of one space.  Ms O’Shea stated that when Ms Weaver was interviewed she was initially asked 
general questions and she stated that when relief staff were mentioned Ms Weaver became concerned.  When the applicant was 
specifically mentioned Ms Weaver looked upset and frightened and looked like she felt she was unprotected.  Ms Weaver then 
motioned towards her room and her right shoulder and Ms Weaver indicated that she had been dragged and she had then fallen 
to the ground.  Ms O’Shea stated that Ms Weaver pointed to her arm being involved in the incident and she went down on the 
ground to show that she had fallen.  When asked if Ms Weaver had been able to get herself up from the floor she stated that she 
showed how she backed herself into the wall and used it for support to get up.  Ms O’Shea then stated that Ms Weaver cannot 
“pick herself up off the floor” (transcript page 137).  Ms O’Shea stated that she was satisfied that the incident had occurred as 
claimed by Ms Weaver and she stated that she knew that something had happened because of the reactions of Ms Weaver and 
Mr Gosper when questioned and she stated that Mr Gosper and Ms Weaver felt unprotected and unsafe in their own home.  
Ms O’Shea stated that Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper could not have colluded about the incident because they do not 
communicate.  Ms O’Shea stated that after interviewing Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper she then made a report about her 
investigation to Mr Donaldson (Exhibits R1/2.1 and 2.2). 

56 Under cross-examination Ms O’Shea stated that she reported to Mr Donaldson what she believed had happened and she 
confirmed that she had not seen the applicant’s response to the allegation and that she did not re-interview Ms Weaver and 
Mr Gosper after the applicant provided his response to the allegation.  Ms O’Shea stated that she had no involvement with the 
incident after completing her report. 

57 Ms O’Shea stated that Mr Gosper was spoken to before Ms Weaver because he witnessed the incident and she wanted to 
understand what had happened to Ms Weaver as Ms Weaver was non-verbal and it would be difficult to interview Ms Weaver.  
Ms O’Shea stated that Mr Gosper could speak but was difficult to understand even if you knew him well.  Ms O’Shea stated 
that she and Ms Koch continued to question Ms Weaver until they understood what had happened. 

58 Ms O’Shea agreed that there was a difference in the evidence of Mr Gosper and Ms Weaver about the incident in that 
Mr Gosper stated that Ms Weaver tripped over and the applicant pulled her up as opposed to Ms Weaver stating that she pulled 
herself up.  Ms O’Shea stated that Ms Weaver demonstrated that she could get up after a fall by using the wall.  Ms O’Shea 
stated that she thought that Ms Weaver had been roughly treated by the applicant. 

59 Ms O’Shea stated that Ms Weaver was not asked if she was going to the toilet at the time of the incident as she did not know 
this matter was in issue. 

60 When asked if Ms O’Shea interviewed Ms Trinh to whom the incident was first reported when undertaking her investigation, 
Ms O’Shea stated that she had received information about the incident from Ms Talbot.  When asked about the differences 
with Ms Trinh’s account and the results of her investigation Ms O’Shea stated that she believed an incident happened, that 
Ms Weaver was roughly treated and that Ms Weaver was unhappy, concerned and felt unsafe.  Ms O’Shea stated that her 
report was based on what she believed had happened to Ms Weaver after interviewing her.  Ms O’Shea agreed that her 
investigation was not undertaken taking into account Ms Trinh’s comments or the applicant’s version of events about the 
incident and she reiterated that she believed what was reported to her by Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper.  After reviewing the 
clinical psychologist’s report about Ms Weaver, Ms O’Shea stated that she agreed with the contents of the report (Exhibit 
R1/4.18). 

61 Mr Donaldson worked with the respondent from January 2002 through to January 2006.  In October 2003 he was appointed as 
the respondent’s Human Resources Manager.  Mr Donaldson stated that the applicant was terminated for gross misconduct. 

62 Mr Donaldson stated that a number of issues were raised about the applicant in March 2005 about not following procedures 
and completing his normal duties (see Exhibits R1/3.1-3.4 and 4.6).  Mr Donaldson stated that as a result of these complaints 
he met with the applicant and reinforced the need to follow the respondent’s procedures.  The applicant acknowledged that he 
had made mistakes and he stated that he had not meant to commit these errors.  After these complaints were made the applicant 
was supervised for one month and in June 2005 he was advised that he could work unsupervised (Exhibit R1/4.7). 
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63 After Ms Weaver lodged a report about the incident Mr Donaldson advised Ms Koch to investigate the incident and she did so 
with Ms O’Shea on 28 October 2005.  Mr Donaldson spoke to Ms Koch that evening and was advised that Ms Weaver and 
Mr Gosper corroborated the events that had already been reported.  Mr Donaldson then had a meeting with the applicant on 
31 October 2005 and gave him a letter specifying the allegation against him and the applicant responded in writing to this on 
1 November 2005 (Exhibit R1/4.8 and 4.9).  Mr Donaldson stated that he considered the applicant’s response to the allegation, 
he discussed the issue with Mr Chas Kumar the General Manager and Mr John Knowles the CEO and they discussed options 
such as terminating the applicant, moving him to a different area or reducing his shifts.  As the applicant was unable to prove 
that the incident on 16 October 2005 did not occur and based on the evidence the respondent had before it, it decided to 
terminate the applicant because of the necessity to protect the residents.  On or around 8 November 2005 a further meeting was 
held with the applicant and he was asked if he had anything further to add.  When the applicant stated that he did not have 
anything to add he was advised that the respondent believed the incident had occurred in the way in which Ms Weaver had 
alleged and Mr Donaldson stated that the applicant was upset when told about this decision.  Mr Donaldson then terminated the 
applicant and this was confirmed in writing (Exhibit R1/4.12). 

64 Mr Donaldson stated that based on the information given to him he believed that the applicant had dragged Ms Weaver up the 
hallway on 16 October 2005. 

65 Under cross-examination Mr Donaldson stated that the decision to terminate the applicant was based on the results of the 
investigation completed by Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea and the evidence of Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper about the incident.  
Mr Donaldson stated that the applicant’s response to the allegations was considered by the respondent and Mr Donaldson 
stated that there was no need for any further investigation because he believed the information he had been given about the 
incident by Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea.  Mr Donaldson stated that there was no necessity to reinterview Mr Gosper and 
Ms Weaver after the applicant provided his response to the allegation as the reports from Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea were clear 
about what had occurred and he did not wish to further stress Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper.  Mr Donaldson stated that even 
though there were different versions about Ms Weaver going to the kitchen, lounge room or hallway in reports and he agreed 
that there was a long distance from the hallway across the lounge room to the kitchen he believed that the “intent” of the 
allegation was the same.  Mr Donaldson stated that it was not necessary to take into account whether Ms Weaver has made 
false allegations in the past and Mr Donaldson stated that in any event Mr Gosper was asked about the incident and he 
corroborated Ms Weaver’s version of the incident. 

66 Mr Donaldson stated that even though the evidence given by Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper to the Commission could well have 
been unreliable they were still capable of giving information to their carers. 

67 Mr Donaldson stated that the applicant’s letter to the respondent’s CEO in March 2005 raising issues about how the 
respondent’s policies and procedures were implemented had no impact on the respondent’s decision to terminate the applicant.  
Mr Donaldson stated that the respondent notified DSC of the applicant’s involvement in the incident dated 16 October 2005 
after being contacted by DSC. 

68 Mr Donaldson believed that the respondent conducted a fair investigation into the incident.  Mr Donaldson stated that he 
believed Ms Koch’s report in preference to that of Ms Trinh and Mr Donaldson reiterated that after the applicant sent his letter 
to the respondent on 1 November 2005 there was no need to make any further investigations.  Mr Donaldson stated that when 
deciding on whether or not to terminate the applicant he relied on Ms Weaver’s complaint and the reports completed by 
Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea and the applicant’s response to the allegations. 
Submissions 
Applicant 

69 The applicant submitted that even though the respondent had a duty of care towards its clients this has to be balanced with a 
duty of care towards its employees.  The applicant stated that he never denied that Ms Weaver had fallen on 16 October 2005 
however this was not a serious fall and he stated that because of Ms Weaver’s poor balance she frequently experienced 
difficulties. 

70 The applicant maintains that the respondent’s investigation into the incident was incomplete and incompetent.  The applicant’s 
version of events was not tested as the investigation was completed prior to the applicant being advised of the allegation and 
the applicant was therefore at a disadvantage.  The conclusions reached by the respondent about the incident were therefore not 
open to be made by the respondent.  The applicant also argues that the delay in investigating the incident prejudiced the 
efficacy of the investigation and the applicant also maintains that the timeframe of approximately 45 minutes was inadequate 
to properly interview two persons given the disabilities which they had. 

71 The applicant stated that the reports about the incident were contradictory and the applicant believed that he was being 
victimised. 

72 The applicant was denied the opportunity to question Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper about the incident as they did not appear at 
the hearing even though they were summonsed on two occasions and the applicant stated that when he served the second 
summons on Mr Gosper to attend the hearing he stated that he would be in attendance.  The applicant argued that Mr Gosper 
was capable of giving evidence and that some of his evidence corroborated the applicant’s evidence. 

73 There was no evidence that the applicant had a short temper and there was no reason for the applicant to treat Ms Weaver in 
the manner alleged.  Furthermore, Ms Weaver had a history of making up stories. 

74 The applicant stated that he has never been accused of this type of action before and he wanted to be cleared of any 
wrongdoing. 
Respondent 

75 The respondent submits that it has a duty of care to protect its clients and that Ms Weaver has physical and mental disabilities 
and residents such as her rely on carers for almost everything and it is important that they feel safe. 
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76 The respondent maintains that it had a reasonable belief based on the information available to it and not just a suspicion that 
the applicant had used unnecessary force with respect to Ms Weaver on 16 October 2005 and that as a result she had fallen on 
the ground.  In this regard the respondent relies on the authority of Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 59 SAIR 342.  The 
respondent also argues that the applicant’s conduct was incompatible with and destructive of his relationship with the 
respondent (Blyth Chemicals Limited v Bushnell (1933) 49 CLR 66). 

77 The respondent accepts that because the applicant was terminated for misconduct the onus is on the respondent to demonstrate 
that it had good reason to terminate the applicant. 

78 The respondent argues that notwithstanding the difficulties obtaining information from Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper it 
conducted a full and extensive investigation into the incident and that the applicant was given a reasonable opportunity to 
respond. 

79 The respondent maintains that because Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper were not called by the respondent to give evidence no 
adverse inference should be drawn as they were not medically fit to give evidence. 

80 The respondent argues that the incident occurred as alleged by Ms Weaver and the respondent relied on the incident report 
completed by Ms Talbot on behalf of Ms Weaver, the reports of Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea, the statutory declaration of 
Mr Gosper and the respondent maintains that a number of witnesses including Ms Koch, Ms O’Shea, Ms Talbot and Ms Trinh 
as well as Ms Weaver believe that the incident occurred.  The respondent argues that the applicant breached a number of its 
policies concerning the treatment of residents, the care of its residents and the respondent’s code of conduct and ethics which 
formed part of the applicant’s contract of employment (see Exhibits R1/1.1 to 1.4). 

81 The respondent maintains that the evidence of the respondent’s witnesses should be preferred to the applicant’s evidence as the 
respondent’s evidence is overwhelming that Ms Weaver had been mistreated.  The respondent maintains that the applicant’s 
evidence was not credible and the respondent’s witnesses gave their evidence truthfully and their evidence contrasted with the 
applicant’s version of events.  Further, the applicant’s evidence about him being a good care worker lacked credibility because 
of the complaints about the applicant made by a number of carers in March 2005. 

82 Even though there was a delay in initiating the investigation this did not impact on Ms Weaver’s ability to recall the incident as 
her story never changed. 

83 The respondent canvassed alternatives to terminating the applicant however it believed in the circumstances that it was 
inappropriate to continue employing the applicant. 
Findings and conclusions 
Credibility 

84 I listened carefully to the evidence given by all of the witnesses in these proceedings.  In my view the applicant was a 
straightforward witness who gave consistent and plausible evidence and his evidence was not broken down during extensive 
cross-examination.  The applicant’s evidence was also in accord with some of the documentation submitted during the hearing.  
In my view the respondent’s witnesses also gave their evidence honestly and in a forthright manner.  On this basis I have no 
hesitation accepting the evidence given by each of the witnesses in these proceedings, including the applicant. 

85 In this instance the applicant was summarily terminated.  The onus is therefore on the applicant to demonstrate that the 
dismissal was unfair on the balance of probabilities, however, there is an evidential onus upon the employer to prove that 
summary dismissal is justified (see Newmont Australia Ltd v The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, 
Industrial Union of Workers (1988) 68 WAIG 677 at 679). 

86 The question of whether a person is guilty of misconduct justifying summary dismissal is essentially a question of fact and 
degree (see Robe River Iron Associates v Construction, Mining Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of 
Australia – Western Australian Branch & Ors (1995) 75 WAIG 813 at 819). In most cases the employee should be given an 
opportunity to defend allegations made against them.  In Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 53 IR 224 at page 229 the Full Bench 
of the South Australian Commission observed: 

“Where the dismissal is based upon the alleged misconduct of the employee, the employer will satisfy the evidentiary 
onus which is cast upon it if it demonstrates that insofar as was within its power, before dismissing the employee, it 
conducted as full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct as was 
reasonable in the circumstances; it gave the employee every reasonable opportunity and sufficient time to answer all 
allegations and respond thereto; and that having done those things the employer honestly and genuinely believed and had 
reasonable grounds for believing on the information available at that time that the employee was guilty of the misconduct 
alleged; and that, taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the 
employee’s work record, such misconduct justified dismissal.  A failure to satisfactorily establish any of those matters 
will probably render the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable.” 

87 It is possible to find that an employee can be unfairly dismissed whether a person is employed on a casual basis or not given 
that a dismissal is a broad and general concept (see Swan Yacht Club Inc v Leanne Bramwell (1997) 78 WAIG 597) 

88 On the facts as I find them I am satisfied, at least on balance that the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant was 
guilty of gross misconduct justifying summary dismissal.  Further, I am satisfied that the applicant was treated unfairly and 
harshly because he was not given sufficient opportunity to defend himself against the allegations relied upon to effect his 
termination.  He was not afforded “a fair go all round” (see Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ 
Union of Australia, Hospital, Service  and Miscellaneous, WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385). 

89 Paragraphs 4 through to 11 set out the relevant background to this application. 
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90 I find on the evidence that the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant misconducted himself in relation to his 
dealings with Ms Weaver on 16 October 2005 and I also find that the respondent did not conduct a full and adequate 
investigation into the events of 16 October 2005. 

91 The allegation against the applicant which led to his termination, as set out in the letter given to the applicant dated 31 October 
2005, is as follows: 

“On the 16th October 2005 you used unnecessary force on Donna Weaver by grabbing her by the arm and dragging her 
along the passageway into the living room causing her to fall to the ground.” 

(extract Exhibit R1/4.8) 
92 The respondent terminated the applicant for breaching his responsibilities towards Ms Weaver as it believed that the applicant 

had mistreated Ms Weaver.  The respondent also believed that Ms Weaver’s allegation against the applicant had been 
substantiated on the basis that her allegation was supported by Mr Gosper and the respondent was of the view that there was no 
reason for Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper to falsify this allegation (see applicant’s letter of termination Exhibit R1/4.12). 

93 The issues in dispute in these proceedings are what happened between Ms Weaver and the applicant at the Somers Street house 
operated by the respondent after the applicant commenced his shift at 8.00am on 16 October 2005 and whether or not the 
incident as claimed by Ms Weaver was witnessed by Mr Gosper. 

94 It was not in dispute that Ms Weaver did not complete a written complaint about the incident until 25 October 2005, some time 
after the incident was alleged to have occurred, and that this incident report was completed by Ms Talbot because Ms Weaver 
is unable to speak or write.  As Ms Weaver can only communicate through physical responses to questions or by making 
gestures including facial expressions the complaint by Ms Weaver was gleaned from Ms Talbot’s questioning of Ms Weaver 
after speaking to Ms Trinh about the incident. 

95 Unfortunately neither Ms Weaver nor Mr Gosper attended the hearing to give direct evidence about the incident or to be cross-
examined by the applicant even though they were summonsed on two occasions by the applicant to give evidence on both days 
of the hearing.  Whilst I acknowledge that claims were made by their general practitioners about the deleterious impact on 
Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper if they gave evidence and their inability to give credible evidence if cross-examined in a court 
setting this eventuated in the applicant being the only person to give direct evidence about the incident. 

96 After considering the evidence given in these proceedings I am not convinced that the incident occurred as claimed by the 
respondent and I find that the incident which was alleged to have occurred was not witnessed by Mr Gosper.  In the 
circumstances I find the applicant’s recollection about the events of the incident should be preferred to Ms Weaver’s 
recollection about the incident. 

97 In reaching the view that the applicant’s version of events about the incident should be accepted in preference to Ms Weaver’s 
recollection about the incident I take into account that the applicant’s recollection about the incident was consistent with the 
account he gave to the respondent prior to his termination (see Exhibit R1/4.9) and it is my view that the applicant’s account of 
the incident was plausible.  I am also of the view that parts of the applicant’s account about the incident were consistent with 
some of the evidence given by other witnesses and written documentation tendered as part of these proceedings which in my 
view adds weight to the veracity of the applicant’s recollection about the incident.  I therefore find that on the morning of 
16 October 2005 Ms Weaver walked up the hallway of the Somers Street house and that when the applicant saw her from the 
office he was in, he walked towards Ms Weaver to assist her to use the toilet.  I find that when the applicant approached 
Ms Weaver she tripped on his foot and fell over and I accept that the applicant cushioned Ms Weaver’s fall, he then pulled her 
up using her right arm for assistance, he asked Ms Weaver if she was okay and then guided Ms Weaver to the toilet, which was 
not an unusual occurrence. 

98 I find that the applicant’s account of the incident was plausible as there was evidence from both the applicant and Ms Weaver’s 
clinical psychologist that Ms Weaver was generally unsteady on her feet and is prone to falling, which is in accord with the 
applicant’s evidence and there was undisputed evidence that Ms Weaver requires assistance when using the toilet, which the 
applicant claimed was the reason for Ms Weaver approaching him on the morning of the incident.  The applicant gave 
uncontested evidence that it was Ms Weaver’s normal practice to approach him to seek assistance to use the toilet and that the 
applicant helped her in this regard many times on the day of the incident.  Ms Weaver indicated to Ms Trinh on the day of the 
incident that she had hurt her toe on 16 October 2005 which is consistent with the applicant’s evidence that Ms Weaver tripped 
over his foot and Mr Gosper told Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea that the applicant assisted Ms Weaver to get up after she fell which 
is consistent with the applicant’s evidence about what happened after Ms Weaver fell over his foot (see Exhibit R1/2.1 and 
3.7).  I also find that Mr Gosper’s statutory declaration supports the applicant’s evidence as to where Mr Gosper was when the 
incident took place which was at the top of the hallway as Mr Gosper refers to an incident between the applicant and 
Ms Weaver occurring two metres away from him whilst he was sitting in front of the television having his breakfast. 

99 I am of the view that there were inconsistencies in what Ms Weaver told Ms Trinh, Ms Talbot and Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea 
about the incident notwithstanding the best efforts of Ms Trinh, Ms Talbot, Ms O’Shea and Ms Koch to obtain what they 
understood to be Ms Weaver’s account of the events of the incident.  I also find that there was a lack of injuries to Ms Weaver 
to corroborate her claim about the events of the incident. 

100 The statements written by Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea about their discussions with Ms Weaver and the investigation report 
completed by Ms O’Shea claims that Ms Weaver told them that the applicant dragged her the length of the hallway in a 
manner which caused her to fall and they claimed that Mr Gosper witnessed the incident (see Exhibit R1/2.1, 2.2 and 2.3).  
This contrasts with the incident report completed by Ms Talbot on 25 October 2005, after questioning Ms Weaver, which does 
not refer to Ms Weaver falling after being dragged by the applicant the length of the hallway.  Ms Weaver’s report about the 
incident, completed on 25 October 2005 by Ms Talbot, is as follows (in part): 
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DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT 

What happened? 
1. Describe the incident. 

Ruben Sanzana (Relief) was working at Somers.  I was getting up for breakfast when he dragged me by my right arm 
from my room to the top of the hallway. 

2. Who was first notified and when. 
Kim Trinh (relief) @ (sic) 1500 when she commenced work. 

3. What immediate action was taken? 
Kim informed Rivkah Burch as she felt it should be handled by a permanent staff member.  As she didn’t approach me 
about (sic) I tried telling Jude Talbot.  Unfortunately it took a whole week for the story to come out as I am unable to 
speak. 

4. What led up to the incident / contributed to / triggered the incident? 
Nothing that I am aware of. 

What was the outcome? 
1. Did an injury occur?  If so, describe to whom and which part of the body was involved. 

I got a bruise/scratch on my upper R (sic) arm. 
2. Was first aid/medical attention/counselling required?  What was done? 

__________________ 

3. Did property damage occur?  If so, please describe. 
__________________ 

 

4. What effect, if any, did the occurrence have on other clients, family, other staff members, community. (sic) 
Karl Gosper was very upset as he had witnessed it. 

(Exhibit R1/3.5) 
101 The reports completed by Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea are also at odds with parts of Ms Weaver’s complaint to Ms Trinh.  

Ms Trinh’s report about the incident, completed on 7 November 2005, is as follows (in part): 

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT 

What happened? 
1. Describe the incident. 

I came on shift @ 1500 (1 hr. earlier than I had to because a staff (sic) didn’t show up for their shift) Donna was 
sitting on the couch, looking scared.  I asked her what was wrong.  She told me that her big toe was hurting.  She said 
that she was dragged from her room to the kitchen by Ruben (staff).  She said that it happened this morning, later on 
when I talked to her again about it, she said it happened 2 days ago. 

2. Who was first notified and when. 
I notified the next staff that was coming on (Rivkah) because she was permanent staff.  Wasn’t sure what to do 
because I couldn’t get the full story from Donna & it wasn’t consistant (sic) either.  I was also working with agency 
staff & finishing off work from morning shift.  Donna was also changing her mind as to whether to report it or not. 

3. What immediate action was taken? 
When I told Rivkah, she told me that Donna sometimes makes up stories if she doesn’t like the staff.  Rivkah said that 
she’ll do something about it if Donna approaches her about it.  Told Donna this, so she told Rivkah.  I also told Jude 
(permanent staff) about the incident as well. 

4. What led up to the incident / contributed to / triggered the incident? 
 

What was the outcome? 
1. Did an injury occur?  If so, describe to whom and which part of the body was involved. 

Donna said that her big toe was injured during the incident. 
2. Was first aid/medical attention/counselling required?  What was done? 

I bandaged up the toe, it wasn’t bleeding or anything.  The skin was extremely dry & cracked but it looked like it had 
been in that state for a while now. 

(Exhibit R1/3.7) 
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Ms Trinh’s understanding of the incident, after she questioned Ms Weaver after speaking to Mr Gosper about the incident, was 
that the applicant had dragged Ms Weaver from her bedroom to the kitchen which I understand was at one end of the hallway, 
near the lounge room.  Ms Trinh’s report does not mention that Ms Weaver fell after being dragged along the hallway by her 
arm, nor is there any mention that her arm was hurt from being dragged.  Ms Weaver told Ms Trinh that the incident could 
have happened two days prior and even though Ms Weaver complained that her toe was injured in the incident Ms Weaver did 
not tell Ms Talbot, Ms O’Shea and Ms Koch of this injury. 

102 I accept the applicant’s undisputed evidence that if he had treated Ms Weaver in the manner claimed by her she would have 
sustained significant and obvious injuries and on the evidence before me it does not appear that Ms Weaver sustained any 
significant injury during the incident.  Ms Weaver initially told Ms Trinh on the day of the incident that she had hurt her toe in 
the incident and Ms Trinh did not state that this injury was significant.  Ms Burch gave evidence that she regularly checks 
clients for any injuries when bathing clients and she stated that when she bathed Ms Weaver two days after the incident she 
saw no indication of any injury or any bruising to Ms Weaver’s arm.  Even though Ms Talbot saw a bruise or scratch on 
Ms Weaver’s arm she interviewed Ms Weaver nine days after the incident Ms Talbot conceded that Ms Weaver frequently had 
bruises or scratches on her. 

103 I find that Mr Gosper was not in a position to view all of the incident that Ms Weaver claims took place and that this therefore 
undermines the respondent’s claim that Mr Gosper was a witness to the incident which Ms Weaver alleged took place.  
Mr Gosper’s declaration reads as follows (formal parts omitted): 

“I, Christopher Karl Gosper of 16 Somers Street, Belmont in the State of Western Australia do solemnly and sincerely 
declare as follows:- 

1. I am a resident at the Somers Street Care Facility and know Donna Weaver (“Weaver”). 
2. I also know Ruben Sanzana (“Sanzana”) as a former Care Worker. 
3. I’m not sure of the date, but I remember one incident when I was sitting in the lounge room having my 

breakfast. 
4. I was sitting in front of the television and I saw Sanzana pull Weaver by the arm and she fell over.  

Sanzana pulled Weaver’s arm hard. 
5. I didn’t see that Weaver hurt herself but I was afraid that she could have hit her head on the floor. 
6. When this happened, Weaver and Sanzana were about two (2) metres away from me. 
7. Weaver and I never discussed what happened. 

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue of Section 106 of “The 
Evidence Act 1906”. 

(Exhibit R1/4.15) 
104 Ms Weaver, Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea claimed that Mr Gosper witnessed the incident and Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea gave 

evidence that Mr Gosper told them that he saw the applicant dragging Ms Weaver along the hallway.  Mr Donaldson stated 
that because Mr Gosper had witnessed the incident this was verification that the incident had occurred in the manner alleged by 
Ms Weaver.  The applicant gave evidence that Mr Gosper was only in a position to view the incident which the applicant 
claimed took place, and which occurred close to the top of the hallway.  Mr Gosper states in his statutory declaration 
completed on 19 June 2006 about the events of 16 October 2005 that he was about two metres away from Ms Weaver and the 
applicant when the incident occurred.  Clearly this statement does not corroborate the respondent’s claim that Mr Gosper 
witnessed the applicant dragging Ms Weaver along the hallway.  Mr Gosper does not state that he saw the applicant pull 
Ms Weaver along the hallway from her bedroom to the lounge and/or kitchen area as claimed by Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea and 
under cross-examination Ms Talbot conceded that Mr Gosper did not state that he had seen the applicant drag Ms Weaver 
down the length of the hallway. 

105 In forming the view that the applicant’s account of the incident should be accepted in preference to that of Ms Weaver’s 
recollection I also take into account Ms Trinh’s evidence that she told Ms Weaver to report the incident to Ms Burch but she 
did not do so which in my view indicates that the incident may not have been as problematic for Ms Weaver as claimed by her 
carers and I also note that Ms Trinh stated in her report that Ms Burch told her that Ms Weaver sometimes makes up stories if 
she does not like a staff member. 

106 I find that Ms Weaver’s complaint about the applicant as understood by Ms Talbot, Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea must be viewed 
in light of the report completed by the clinical psychologist about the physical and mental health of Ms Weaver.  I find that 
parts of this report are consistent with the applicant’s evidence as this report confirms that Ms Weaver needs assistance getting 
up, she is unsteady on her feet and she has a tendency to overbalance and fall and this report also confirms that Ms Weaver has 
difficulty engaging in meaningful communication.  The clinical psychologist’s report dated 16 June 2006 which was attached 
to a letter by Ms Weaver’s General Practitioner states, the following (in part): 

“FUNCTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING: According to the initial medical (sic) of Dr. Tony Davis, dated 09/10/2000, 
Ms. Weaver is heavily dependent for all Activities of Daily Living (ADLs).  According to the assessment report of Sue 
Cannell, dated 04/08/2004, Ms. Weaver requires full support as she cannot move her arms.  She needs support walking 
and cannot get up if she falls down.  She is reported as unsteady on her feet (my emphasis).  During 2005 it was reported 
that there was increased tendency to over-balance and fall (Individual Review 15/10/2005, Rosemary Colliver).  
According to the Community Living Statement of Needs and Capabilities dated 05/12/2004 Ms. Weaver is said to need 
assistance in making major decisions. 
COMMUNICATION: All documents at hand report that Ms. Weaver is non-verbal.  Staff read her facial responses to 
direct questions.  In the community she uses pre-written communication cards.  She also uses a communication book, 
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pointing to pictures with her nose.  In the assessment report of Sue Cannell it is noted that familiar care staff are required 
to assist interpretation.  She is unable to spell words other than her name. 
FORMULATION 
Ms. Donna Weaver is a 53 year old woman who has acquired brain damage consequent to contracting meningitis at the 
age of six years.  This damage has resulted in severe physical disability in the form of Spastic Quadriplegia.  Although 
she can walk with some difficulty, she is unable to move her arms.  She requires assistance in all ADLs.  Since 2005 she 
has an increased tendency to over-balance and fall (my emphasis). 
Ms. Weaver is unable to communicate verbally, and can only communicate in the affirmative or negative by nodding or 
shaking her head, or raising her eyes.  She is able to point with her nose to pre-written cards, however familiar care staff 
are required to assist interpretation. 
Ms. Weaver lived with her mother until her mother’s death in 2003.  When she lived with her mother, her mother aided 
all ADLs, communication and financial management.  Ms. Weaver is said to need assistance in making major decisions. 
She has been a permanent resident in a CPAWA Group home since 2004.  She thus has very restricted life experience, 
and has always lived in a highly protective environment. 
CONCLUSION 
In my opinion Ms. Weaver does not have the capacity to provide credible evidence in court for a number of reasons, as 
outlined below. 

PHYSICAL 
Ms. Weaver is severely restricted physically, and is unable to move her arms, therefore she cannot communicate by 
gesture or by sign language.  In my opinion, these physical restrictions, together with the fact that she is unable to 
communicate verbally, doubly disadvantage her capacity to express herself, to provide credible evidence or to respond to 
cross-examination. 

COMMUNICATION 
As noted, Ms. Weaver can only respond in the affirmative or negative to direct questions – she is non-verbal.  In my 
opinion this severely impedes her capacity to give credible evidence.  Because she cannot give evidence verbally, she is 
unable to expand in any way in her responses to questions put to her.  She is also entirely confined to replying to 
questions put to her, which is a significant impediment to meaningful communication (my emphasis).  I do not believe 
that Ms. Weaver is able to respond meaningfully to cross-examination in a court room. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL 
In my opinion, Ms. Weaver would be severely compromised if called to give evidence.  Because of her limited life 
experience as a consequence of her acquired brain damage, and having lead (sic) a very sheltered and protected life, she 
would be confused if asked to give evidence.  Furthermore, in my opinion she would be intimidated by any adversarial 
questioning, which would further limit her capacity to give credible evidence.” 

(Exhibit R1/4.18) 
107 I find that there was no evidence that the respondent took into account Mr Gosper’s limited ability to recall events when 

evaluating Mr Gosper’s recollection about the incident.  The clinical psychologist’s report about Mr Gosper completed on 
15 June 2006 confirming this, states the following (in part): 

“COMMUNICATION: Limited verbal communication, dysarthric with a stutter.  Difficulty remembering (my 
emphasis). 
INTELLECTUAL CAPACITY 
The Psychology Report of J.A. Taylor dated 23/04/1986 provides the outcome of three previous intelligence quotient (IQ) 
tests, and one conducted in 1986. 

♦ At the age of 10 years (31/03/1952), when assessed using the Binet L, Mr. Gosper’s mental age could not be 
ascertained due to incomplete findings. 

♦ A further Standard Binet assessment conducted on 04/06/1958, when Mr. Gosper was 13 years 2 months of age, 
indicated a mental age of 7 years 10 months (I.Q. 60). 

♦ Further assessment on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) on 12/10/1960, when Mr. Gosper 
was aged 15 years 6 months, placed his Mental age at 8.5 years (I.Q. 57). 

♦ He was last assessed on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale – Revised (WAIS-R) on 23/04/1986, aged 44 
years.  His verbal IQ was 66 (Mildly Retarded).  He was reported as better at general knowledge and 
vocabulary than in common sense, abstract thinking and short-term memory (my emphasis). 

In the document Statement of Needs and Capabilities, dated 02/07/2004, Pauline Gosper, Mr. Gosper’s sister, rates 
Mr. Gosper’s capability in daily activities, such as choice of food and clothing preferences, at 50%.  She also rates his 
capability in making minor decisions, such as on what to spend $20.00, at 50%.  She rates his capability to make major 
decisions as 0%. 

FORMULATION 
Mr. Gosper is a 64 year old man who has a diagnosis of Spastic Quadriplegia and mental retardation following a difficult 
assisted birth. 
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His most recent IQ assessment was conducted 20 years ago, at which point his performance on the WAIS-R placed him in 
the Mildly Mental Retarded range of intellectual functioning.  At that time he had an estimated mental age of 7 – 8 years.   
His intellectual capacity will not have improved with time, and might have deteriorated considering his age and already 
compromised neural pool, and deteriorating physical function. 
His capacity to make major decisions is rated by his sister as 0% - he requires 100% assistance. 
Mr. Gosper appears to be able to comprehend most of what is said to him.  However, his expressive language is limited, 
and dysarthric with a mild stutter. 

CONCLUSION 
In my opinion Mr. Gosper does not have the capacity to provide credible evidence in court for a number of reasons, as 
outlined below. 
INTELLECTUAL 
Mr Gosper’s intellectual function 20 years ago, at the age of 44 years, placed him in the in the (sic) age range 7 – 8 years.  
His sister rates him as having 0% capability to make major decisions.  This would severely compromise his ability to give 
credible evidence in court. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
Mr. Gosper is an emotionally sensitive man with limited life experience who has lead (sic) a very sheltered and protected 
life (sic) who has previously been treated for anxiety.  In my opinion he would feel intimidated if required to provide 
evidence in a court of law.  He would react badly to any adversarial cross-examination.  This would negatively influence 
the credibility of his evidence.” 

(Exhibit R1/4.18) 
108 In the circumstances I find that the respondent has not demonstrated that it had sufficient credible evidence before it to find 

that the applicant mistreated Ms Weaver on 16 October 2005 in the manner claimed by the respondent in its letter to the 
applicant dated 31 October 2005 (Exhibit R1/4.8). 

109 It is encumbent on an employer to investigate all relevant matters surrounding alleged misconduct as is reasonable in the 
circumstances (see Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper [op cit]).  In this instance it is my view the respondent did not conduct a full and 
extensive investigation into the incident.  Even though the respondent advised the applicant on 31 October 2005 that it would 
fully ascertain what occurred on 16 October 2005 and the applicant was invited to give his version of events within this context 
it is my view that the respondent did not make sufficient efforts to clarify the events surrounding the incident and to properly 
investigate and assess what occurred during the incident. 

110 Mr Donaldson gave evidence that the respondent formed the view that the applicant had misconducted himself based on the 
reports completed by Ms O’Shea and Ms Koch and the complaint about the applicant completed by Ms Talbot on 
Ms Weaver’s behalf.  It was not in contest that after receiving the applicant’s version of events about the incident on or about 
1 November 2005 the respondent did not re-interview Ms Weaver to question her about the applicant’s version of events about 
the incident.  I find that when the respondent did not undertake this exercise to take into account the alternative scenario put to 
the respondent by the applicant about the incident this seriously compromised the respondent’s investigation.  Mr Donaldson 
stated that the respondent did not believe that it was necessary to re-interview Ms Weaver after receiving the applicant’s 
version of events about the incident, however given the difficulty in obtaining details about the incident from Ms Weaver as 
she is only able to respond by facial expressions and gestures to direct questions asked of her and having based questions about 
the incident on limited feedback from Mr Gosper the respondent should have at least put the applicant’s version of events to 
Ms Weaver prior to reaching the conclusion that the incident occurred in the manner claimed by Ms Weaver to Ms Koch and 
Ms O’Shea.  In not doing so it is my view that this omission gives rise to sufficient doubt as to whether or not the incident 
occurred as alleged by Ms Weaver. 

111 The respondent did not take a statement from Mr Gosper about what he saw of the incident at the time of the incident and none 
of the other occupants in the house were interviewed about the incident.  Even though other residents in the house, it appears, 
were not in the vicinity of the incident when it occurred they may have been able to give evidence about the applicant’s 
interactions with Ms Weaver later that day which the applicant stated were normal and about her demeanour during these 
interactions.  I am also of the view that Mr Donaldson should have satisfied himself personally about Mr Gosper’s recollection 
about the incident before concluding that Mr Gosper’s recollection about the incident was in accord with Ms Weaver’s 
complaint.  In the circumstances I find that the respondent did not complete a full investigation as was reasonably appropriate 
in the circumstances when investigating the incident. 

112 I am of the opinion that there were a number of critical issues which the respondent should have given weight to and did not do 
so when investigating the incident and assessing whether or not the applicant behaved in the manner claimed by the respondent 
in its letter to the applicant dated 31 October 2005.  The respondent should have taken into account that there were 
inconsistencies in the accounts of the incident given by Ms Weaver to Ms Trinh, Ms Talbot and Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea, the 
respondent should have found that there was a lack of physical evidence corroborating Ms Weaver’s claims to Ms Talbot, 
Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea about the events of the incident and the respondent should have taken into account inconsistencies 
between Mr Gosper’s account about the incident and Ms Weaver’s account of the incident.  Specifically, Mr Gosper told 
Ms Koch and Ms O’Shea that Ms Weaver was helped up by the applicant after falling, which is in line with the applicant’s 
account of the incident, and his recollection in this regard contradicts Ms Weaver’s recollection about the incident.  It also 
appears that the respondent did not give any weight to the fact that Ms Weaver did not complain about the incident to 
Ms Burch when told to do so by Ms Trinh and that she did not make a formal complaint about the applicant until nine days 
after the incident even though she was told by Ms Trinh to raise the incident with Ms Burch. 
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113 I have concerns about the process adopted by the respondent when terminating the applicant.  I accept that the respondent 
notified the applicant about the allegation against him and gave him the opportunity to respond to the alleged incident however 
Mr Donaldson stated that once the applicant had given his version of events about the incident his response was effectively 
disregarded as the applicant’s version of events was not believed and he was unable to categorically demonstrate that the 
incident did not occur as claimed by Ms Weaver.  Mr Donaldson stated in his evidence: 

“ - - I believed that the events occurred based on what Ms Weaver and Mr Gosper had told Ms Koch and your [the 
applicant’s] response had indicated that a fall had occurred and I just believed based on the evidence that they had given 
and the belief that Ms Koch had come back to me with is that it occurred in their sequence - - in their sequence of events 
and not yours. 
MR SANZANA:  So basically there’s nothing wrong with my response, it it?- - -The response as far as I'm concerned did 
not indicate that nothing had occurred.  It indicated that a fall had occurred but I believed what the others have said was 
more accurate.” 

(transcript page 165) 
In my view the respondent had no credible basis for effectively disregarding the applicant’s version of events and I find that 
the respondent did so without proper reason.  In doing so I find that the applicant was denied the opportunity to have his 
version of events appropriately considered by the respondent and to have his version of the events properly evaluated prior to 
the respondent forming the view that the applicant should be terminated. 

114 In the circumstances if find that the applicant has demonstrated that he was unfairly terminated as he was not afforded a fair go 
all round (see Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Hospital, Service  and 
Miscellaneous, WA Branch (op cit)). 
Reinstatement 

115 The applicant is not seeking reinstatement and given the circumstances of this case it is my view that reinstatement is 
inappropriate. 
Compensation 

116 I therefore now turn to the question of compensation.  I apply the principles set out in Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia 
Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 3635 and Tranchita v Wavemaster International Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 1886.  As the applicant 
conceded that he did not seek out alternative employment after his termination I am satisfied that the applicant did not take any 
steps to mitigate his loss after his employment with the respondent ceased.  I accept that at the time of the incident the 
applicant was also employed as a full time carer with DSC and when it was brought to the applicant’s attention on or around 
1 February 2006 that there were issues associated with DSC employees working for another employer the applicant decided 
not to seek out additional work over and above his normal full time job.  As the applicant did not look for alternative 
employment after he was terminated by the respondent in my view he has therefore not demonstrated that he is entitled to any 
compensation for loss of earnings as a result of his unfair dismissal. 
Injury 

117 The notion of injury must be treated with some caution.  In AWI Administration Services Pty Ltd v Andrew Birnie (2001) 81 
WAIG 2849 Coleman CC and Smith C observed at 2862: 

“It is accepted that there is an element of distress associated with almost all employer initiated terminations of 
employment.  For injury to be recognised by way of compensation and thereby fall outside the limits which can be taken 
to have normally been associated with a harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal there needs to be evidence that loss of 
dignity, anxiety, humiliation, stress or nervous shock has been sustained.  Injury embraces the actual harm done to an 
employee by the unfair dismissal.  It comprehends ‘all manner of wrongs’ including being treated with callousness 
(Capewell v Cadbury Schweppes Australia Limited (1998) 78 WAIG 299).” 

118 I find that the manner of the applicant’s termination as well as the lack of sensitivity shown to the applicant by the respondent 
when terminating the applicant without proper regard to his views about the incident led to the applicant suffering injury over 
and above that which is normally associated with a dismissal.  I accept that the applicant has had a long and successful history 
of working with clients with disabilities which is ongoing.  I take into account the applicant’s evidence that he was very 
stressed by his termination and I accept that his termination could have a major impact on his long term employment prospects 
in his chosen career of caring for people with disabilities.  I accept the applicant’s evidence that prior to this incident he had 
not been accused of mistreating any of his clients whilst workings as a carer.  I am also of the view that the incidents of 
concern involving the applicant in March 2005 related to procedural issues at a new venue that the applicant was placed in and 
that once the applicant was properly trained in how to deal with the special needs of the clients housed at these venues these 
problems did not arise again.  It was also not in dispute that the applicant returned to normal duties at this house after these 
incidents were reported and that the applicant did not receive any formal warnings about his conduct or behaviour whilst 
working with the respondent.  As I consider the respondent’s treatment of the applicant in relation to the incident was 
unwarranted and callously handled I find that it caused the applicant injury over and above that which is normally associated 
with a termination.  In the circumstances it is my view that an award for injury of $1000 should be made to the applicant. 

119 A minute of proposed order will now issue. 
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2006 WAIRC 05423 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES RUBEN ALBERTO SANZANA 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
DATE THURSDAY, 14 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO/S U 230 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05423 
 

Result Upheld and Order issued 
 

Order 
Having heard Mr R Sanzana on his own behalf and Ms M Ivanovski of counsel on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby: 

1. ORDERS that the name of the respondent be deleted and that the Cerebral Palsy Association of Western 
Australia be substituted in lieu thereof. 

1 DECLARES that the dismissal of Ruben Alberto Sanzana by the respondent was unfair and that reinstatement is 
impracticable. 

2 ORDERS the respondent to pay Ruben Alberto Sanzana the amount of $1000.00 as compensation for injury 
within fourteen (14) days of the date of this order. 

(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05268 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES BOWEN SUMMERTON 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
DIRECTOR GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
HEARD MONDAY, 26 JUNE 2006 
DELIVERED FRIDAY, 11 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO. U 311 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05268 
 

Catchwords Industrial law – Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal – Whether 
commission of criminal offence justified dismissal of applicant – Criminal offence occurring outside 
of workplace – Principles applied – Commission satisfied that sufficient connection between offence 
committed and nature of employment – Applicant not harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed – 
Application dismissed – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 29(1)(b)(i); Public Sector Management 
Act 1992 (WA) s 92 

Result Order issued 
Representation  
Applicant In person 
Respondent Ms R Hartley of counsel instructed by the State Solicitor’s Office 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 At all material times the applicant was employed by the respondent as a school psychologist and had been so engaged 

since in or about August 2002.  The applicant's employment was terminated by the respondent effective 16 March 2006.  
The applicant now disputes the respondent's decision to dismiss him and brings this application pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(i) 
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) alleging that his dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair.  The 
applicant seeks reinstatement in his former employment.   
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Factual Background 
2 The essential facts are not in dispute and are as follows.  The applicant commenced his employment with the respondent 

on 5 August 2002 as a school psychologist.  The applicant was engaged on successive contracts of one years’ duration 
and was most recently engaged under a contract working three days per week.  As a school psychologist, the applicant 
provided support and counselling assistance to school students. 

3 In August 2005 the applicant was charged with the criminal offence of fraud.  The offence involved the alteration of a 
cheque made out to another person, which came into his possession, in his favour.  The offence occurred in late February 
and early March 2005.  On or about 2 August 2005 detectives attended the Greenwood Senior High School where the 
applicant was working, and took him to the premises of the major fraud squad where an interview was conducted.  The 
applicant made full admissions as to his conduct.  The day after on 3 August 2005 the applicant telephoned Ms Dornan of 
the respondent’s Complaints Management Unit to inform her of these events.  He advised her that he intended to plead 
guilty to the charge.  Ms Dornan confirmed that this contact was made, and that the applicant was requested to inform the 
respondent of the outcome of the proceedings.  There is one issue in dispute as to the conversations between the applicant 
and Ms Dornan that I will turn to later in these reasons. 

4 On 18 October 2005, the applicant appeared before the District Court of Western Australia on the fraud charge.  A copy 
of the transcript of those proceedings before Chief Judge Kennedy was tendered as exhibit A1.  In those proceedings, the 
applicant pleaded guilty to the offence as charged and his counsel put submissions in mitigation to the court.  In those 
proceedings, the applicant's counsel submitted that the applicant had a recognised propensity towards dishonesty 
previously but had made a commitment to substantially change his behaviour.  Given the seriousness of the events, the 
court refused to record a spent conviction and sentenced the applicant to an intensive two-year supervision order with a 
program of counselling and treatment to accompany it.  An order of restitution was also made payable to the relevant 
bank. 

5 After the applicant was convicted, he contacted Ms Dornan to inform her of these events.  She requested that he send to 
her a confirmation in writing of his conviction for the offence of fraud.  The applicant did so by letter dated 11 November 
2005.  The matter of the applicant's conviction was also brought to the attention of the Psychologist Board of Western 
Australia in relation to the applicant's registration under the Psychologist Registration Act 1976.  Their deliberations had 
not concluded at the time of the hearing of his matter.   However, the board has resolved not to take steps to cancel or 
suspend the applicant’s registration as a psychologist.     

6 Following his conviction, by letter dated 2 December 2005 from the respondent's Executive Director Human Resources, 
the respondent notified the applicant that it had, in light of the applicant's conviction for fraud, decided to take action 
under s 92 of the Public Sector Management Act 1992 (“the PSM Act”) in respect of that conduct.  This provision, in 
addition to any penalty imposed by a court, in respect of an offence, empowers the respondent to take disciplinary action 
against an employee convicted of an indictable offence which may include a reprimand and/or transfer to another office 
or dismissal.  The letter referred to the seriousness of the offence of fraud and informed the applicant that the respondent 
considered his conduct to “constitute a serious act of misconduct and represents a significant breach of the existing 
relationship of trust between the employee and the employing authority and the general public.”  The respondent advised 
in the letter that it proposed to take the action of dismissal of the applicant.   

7 Before doing so, the applicant was afforded an opportunity of providing to the respondent a written submission which he 
did by an undated letter received by the respondent on 20 December 2005.  This letter, tendered as exhibit A3, referred to 
his conduct as a “singular and opportunistic offence” and referred to some personal circumstances.  The applicant also 
referred to his work history and his good working relationship with others in the workplace.  He also referred to keeping 
the respondent informed of the proceedings against him and noted that he pleaded guilty at the first opportunity and 
expressed remorse.  The applicant requested the respondent consider an alternative to dismissal in these circumstances.  
Attached to the same letter were various letters of support from work colleagues and others with whom the applicant was 
associated. 

8 The applicant returned to work after these events.  Additionally, in the meantime by letter dated 23 January 2006, the 
applicant was reappointed for a further one-year fixed term to 13 December 2006.  A copy of this letter was tendered as 
exhibit A4.  It appeared that the process under s 92 of the PSM Act was continuing in relation to the applicant's 
conviction, despite his reappointment on a further fixed term contract.  I will also return to this matter later in these 
reasons.   After his return, the applicant testified that he was discussing with his manager the possibility of an additional 
two days per week of employment. 

9 When the applicant received exhibit A4, his reappointment for a further fixed term of one-year, he was informed by the 
respondent's West Coast District Office that he would be returning to the Greenwood Senior High School as previously.  
The applicant also referred to the respondent's criminal screening program which was referred to in the evidence of Mr 
Denton, the manager of the Complaints Management Unit.  Mr Denton said that whilst the policy was not strictly relevant 
to the applicant's case, under it crimes involving children and fraud offences are regarded as very serious matters. 

10 On 9 March 2006 the applicant said he received a telephone call from the Principal of the Greenwood Senior High School 
to make an appointment with the applicant and the relevant District Director who had a letter for the applicant.  This 
meeting was arranged for later in the afternoon.  At the meeting, the applicant was given a letter of the same date from the 
Executive Director Human Resources of the respondent advising him that after having considered the applicant’s written 
submissions the respondent had maintained that dismissal was the appropriate response.  Whilst the applicant's 
employment was terminated with payment in lieu of notice, he was required to leave the school premises that same day 
which he did.  The applicant complained that this did not have due regard to his professional obligations as a registered 
psychologist.  It was the respondent's evidence through Mr Denton that the applicant was not required to work out his 
notice as a part of the respondent's general risk management strategy where employees are notified of their dismissal. 
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11 Additionally, Mr Denton said that in making decisions as in the applicant's case, whilst the respondent does consider an 
employee’s work history and any past incidents, the seriousness of the relevant offence is a most important consideration.  
As to why the Complaints Unit did not interfere with the reappointment of the applicant for a further fixed term of one 
year in January 2006, Mr Denton testified that his unit is deliberately independent of the Human Resources department 
and it does not seek to influence decisions taken by those other departments so as to avoid any suggestion of a 
predetermined outcome. 

12  One issue where there was some conflict on the evidence, was as to the applicant's assertion that he was informed at an 
early stage by the Complaints Management Unit, that if he did not receive a custodial sentence when his case went to 
court, then  his employment was not at risk.  This was disputed by Ms Dornan who said that whilst she had several 
conversations with the applicant, she did not discuss possible outcomes and their effect on the applicant's employment as 
this was not a matter within her decision making authority.  The role of the Complaints Management Unit is to investigate 
and make recommendations for decision making by the respondent’s Senior Executive.  In this regard, Mr Denton 
testified that the applicant's position as a school psychologist was to guide and give assistance to students experiencing 
difficulties.  There was a high degree of trust in this role.  The respondent took the view that the applicant's conviction 
was a serious crime and that the trust relationship was substantially damaged. 

13 As to the conflict in the evidence between the applicant and Ms Dornan regarding the penalty that may be imposed, in my 
opinion little ultimately turns on this issue because it was clear that Ms Dornan did not have any authority to make final 
decisions as to penalties to be imposed on employees undergoing the complaints process.  That is the respondent could 
not be bound by anything Ms Dornan had said to the applicant.   I therefore do not need to deal with that issue further. 

14 I find accordingly. 
Consideration 
15 In this matter the issue to be determined is whether or not the respondent's decision to dismiss the applicant was harsh, 

oppressive or unfair.  The test to be applied in this regard is well settled:  Miles trading as the Undercliffe Nursing Home 
v The Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch (1985) 65 
WAIG 385.  The relevant test is whether the legal right exercised by the employer has been exercised so harshly to 
amount to its abuse.  The test is not whether the Commission should sit in the chair of the employer and judge whether the 
same decision would have been made in all of the circumstances.   It is for the Commission to consider objectively, 
having regard to all of the circumstances, whether the lawful right to terminate has been exercised unfairly in each 
particular case.   

16    In the case of the commission of criminal offences at work, if an offence is serious, this will generally justify summary 
dismissal for misconduct.  In the case where a criminal conviction occurs as a consequence of conduct outside of the 
workplace, somewhat different considerations arise.  In these cases, the issue to be determined is to what extent the 
relevant conduct in question has a connection with the employment of the employee concerned.  For example, it has been 
held that an employee of a bank who was convicted of credit card fraud outside of the workplace, was justifiably 
dismissed given the nature of his work and the nature of the conviction: Hussein v Westpac Banking Corporation (1995) 
59 IR 103.  A similar approach was taken in HEF of Australia v Western Hospital (1991) AILR 249; (see also Civil 
Service Association of Western Australia Inc v Director General of Department for Community Development (2002) 82 
WAIG 2845 per Anderson J at 2850). 

17 Teachers in schools in this State and those on the teaching staff such as the applicant providing psychological services are 
in a particular position of trust in the community.  Such employees are responsible for the education and care of young 
people within their control.  Parents and the community generally, expect no less than the highest standard of care and 
attention accompanying those responsibilities.  In particular, the applicant as a school psychologist was entrusted with 
providing professional assistance to school students, some of whom may be seriously troubled.  In those circumstances, 
the respondent and the community must be able to have the highest degree of trust and confidence in such employees at 
all times.  Whilst there was no evidence challenging the professional competence of the applicant, his conviction for the 
serious crime of fraud and admissions during the sentencing proceedings as to a prior propensity to dishonesty, in my 
opinion, caused the respondent to legitimately call into question the essential trust relationship between it and the 
applicant.  It is to be noted that the applicant expressed remorse for his conduct and that assurances were given that 
further transgressions would not occur in the future.  Whilst this is acknowledged, the respondent could not in my 
opinion, reasonably have come to the conclusion that such assurances in the face of the seriousness of the offence, would 
outweigh its obligation to ensure the very high level of trust and confidence between it and its employees was maintained. 

18 In these circumstances therefore, the Commission is of the opinion that there is a sufficient connection between the 
offence committed by the applicant and the nature of his employment to conclude that the respondent's decision to 
terminate the applicant's employment, on notice as it was, and not summarily for misconduct, could not be objectively 
regarded as harsh, oppressive or unfair. 

19 I however comment on one final matter.  As noted above, during the course of the disciplinary process, the applicant was 
reappointed for a further fixed term one year contract from about mid January 2006.  This was prior to being notified of 
the respondent's decision to confirm its intention to terminate the applicant’s employment. Given that the respondent was 
made aware of the applicant's conviction and that it had notified the applicant that it proposed to act under s 92 of the 
PSM Act, I do not consider that the reappointment of the applicant could be construed as condonation and waiver of the 
applicant's conduct: Federal Supply and Cold Storage Co of South Africa v Angehrn (1910) 103 LT 150; McCasker v 
Darling Downs Co-op Bakers Association (1988) 25 IR 107.  Clearly in this case the applicant was on notice that the 
respondent had commenced a review of his employment and termination of employment was a possible outcome.   
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20     However, in my opinion, the respondent may wish to reconsider its approach to these matters and to at least make it clear, 
on any future occasion that a reappointment pending disciplinary proceedings is made subject to those proceedings and is 
not to be seen as a waiver of the employee's conduct.  This will go some way to avoiding potential misunderstandings in 
the workplace where an employee who is reappointed in such circumstances, may in their own mind, conclude that their 
prior conduct will not be acted upon by the employer. 

21 For the foregoing reasons the application is dismissed. 
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Order 
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Ms R Hartley of counsel on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”) hereby orders – 

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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CatchWords Termination of employment - Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal - Position made redundant - 
Principles applied - Dismissed - Contractual benefits claim - Dismissed - Application for allowance 
for witness expenses - Dismissed - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 27(1)(c), s 29(1)(b)(i), 
s 29(1)(b)(ii), s 33(1)(a), s 33(1)(b), s 33(1)(c) and s 33(2) 

Result Applications dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent Ms M Ivanovski (of counsel) 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 William Anthony Thomas ("the Applicant") claims he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed on 8 November 2005 

by Torrens Real Estate ("the Respondent").  The Applicant's claim is made under s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 
1979 ("the Act").  The Applicant also makes a claim under s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Act.  He claims he has been denied by the 
Respondent a contractual benefit namely $7,000 as monetary assistance for the purchase of a vehicle in exchange for additional 
duties and responsibilities with no allowance or reimbursement of expenses for the running of the vehicle.   

The Name of the Respondent 
2 The Applicant claims that he was employed jointly by four companies that traded as Torrens Real Estate at five different 

locations namely Hexane Pty Ltd as trustee for the Hexane Trust trading as Torrens Real Estate - Ballajura; Torrens Real 
Estate - Page & Page which was located at Maylands and owned by Torrens Page & Page Pty Ltd; Torquay Securities Pty Ltd 
as trustee for the Torquay Trust trading as Torrens Real Estate which is located at Morley; Torrens Real Estate - Yokine which 
is a sub-branch of the Morley office and Woodville Property Pty Ltd trading as Torrens Real Estate - Woodville which was 
located in North Perth.  

3 The Respondent says that at all material times the Applicant was employed by Hexane Pty Ltd as trustee for the Hexane Trust 
trading as Torrens Real Estate - Ballajura.  The Respondent concedes that the Applicant provided marketing services to the 
five offices but says that at no time was the Applicant employed by any other company or body other than Hexane Pty Ltd. 

4 Mr Oscar D'Souza and Mr Gavan Antonovich were directors and part owners of each of the four companies.  Mr D'Souza and 
Mr Antonovich each owned 50 per cent of the Morley business, 25 per cent of the Yokine business, 25 per cent of the Ballajura 
business, 10 per cent of the North Perth business and 10 per cent of the Maylands business.  Mr John Page owned a 25 per cent 
share in the Ballajura business and a share in the Maylands and North Perth businesses.  Mr Trevor Schorer owned a 25 per 
cent share in the Ballajura business and was also a director of Hexane Pty Ltd.  Mr Graham MaGee owned a 50 per cent share 
of the Yokine business and the Maylands business. 

Background 
5 The Applicant became a full-time mature age student in 1997 and completed a Bachelor of Commerce majoring in marketing 

at the end of 2002.  In the last week of his university course, the Applicant was informed by one of his lecturers that Torrens 
Real Estate had a vacancy for a marketing position.  The Applicant contacted one of the principals of Torrens Real Estate, 
Mr D'Souza.  When interviewed by Mr D'Souza, Mr D'Souza explained that they were looking for someone to carry out 
analytical marketing on a part-time basis.   

6 The Applicant was engaged to work at the Ballajura office which was owned by Hexane Pty Ltd.  The Applicant commenced 
work on 2 December 2002 and worked approximately 20 hours per week and was paid $20 an hour for each hour he worked.  
At that time the Applicant had no transport and lived in Thornlie.  The Applicant was able to organise his own hours of work, 
so he worked from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm each day.  It took him two hours to travel to work and two and a half hours to get 
home.  Part of the Applicant's duties was to review and publish a newsletter used by three offices of Torrens Real Estate, 
namely the Morley, Yokine and Ballajura offices.  At that time the Maylands office had not been opened and the North Perth 
office had not been purchased. 

7 On 1 July 2003, the Applicant was offered a full-time position.  He then started work at 9:00 am each day.  Mr D'Souza 
became concerned that the Applicant did not have a vehicle and an agreement was reached that Mr D'Souza would provide the 
Applicant with an amount of $7,000 towards the purchase of a 2003 model two-door Daihatsu Charade.  The Applicant says 
that the amount of $7,000 was paid in consideration of him (the Applicant) using the vehicle for work duties.  In exchange, he 
(the Applicant) did not claim any expenses for the running and maintenance of the vehicle.  After the Applicant's employment 
was terminated Mr D'Souza took steps to recover the sum of $7,000 and placed a caveat on the Applicant's house.  The house 
was sold and at settlement Mr D'Souza was paid an amount of $7,000.  The Respondent says that at all material times the 
arrangement in relation to the amount of $7,000 was made between the Applicant and Mr D'Souza, and not the Applicant and 
Torrens Real Estate.  Further, the Respondent says that the arrangement cannot at law be characterised as a contractual 
entitlement but was a loan from and requiring repayment to Mr D'Souza.   

8 The Applicant was informed in a meeting with Mr Page and Mr D'Souza that his position was to be made redundant.  The 
Applicant at that time was given four weeks' notice, which he chose to work.  Prior to the notice period expiring, the period 
was extended by a further three weeks to 18 November 2005 and the Applicant chose to work the extended period of notice.   

9 The Applicant's employment, however, suddenly came to an end on 8 November 2005.  The Respondent says that on that day 
the Applicant advised Mr Page that he intended to copy confidential information which belonged to the Respondent.  As a 
result, the Applicant's employment was terminated immediately and the Applicant was asked to leave the premises.  The 
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Applicant refused to leave and the police were called.  The police informed the Applicant that if he did not leave the premises 
he would be arrested, so the Applicant chose to leave.   

10 The Applicant says that the decision of the Respondent to make his position redundant was not genuinely made.  He says that 
during the notice period he continued to carry out the same duties that he did before and there was still work to be done after 
his employment was terminated.  In particular, he says the common website for Torrens Real Estate is still in existence and the 
newsletter is still published by the "business" that trades as "Torrens Real Estate".   

11 The Respondent says that the Applicant's position was made redundant as the Maylands office had closed and each of the other 
four remaining businesses were to be split and each intended to conduct their marketing independently.  This came about 
because in early 2004, Mr D'Souza suffered a heart attack.  Mr D’Souza later made a decision that he could not continue an 
active role in the running of five offices and it was determined by the directors of the four companies that traded as Torrens 
Real Estate that one office would be sold and the remaining four offices would run independently or be closed.  Consequently, 
the joint corporate structure was to be disbanded.  However, except for the closure of the Maylands office this information was 
kept confidential and was not revealed to the Applicant prior to the termination of his employment.   

The Applicant's Evidence  
12 The Applicant says that his main duties were analytical marketing, internet marketing and production of a bi-monthly/quarterly 

newsletter.  He was also required to scrutinise and evaluate information technology ("IT") projects, planning and development 
of IT.  He also says he was responsible for corporate IT expenditure, policing of the Morley Microsoft Outlook exchange 
server for pornography and nuisance emails.  He was also responsible for the advertisement copy for Community Newspapers 
and miscellaneous human resource management assignments.  The Applicant also describes himself as a corporate 
whistleblower.   

13 When the Applicant was first employed, he was engaged to work at the Ballajura office.  He later relocated to the Maylands 
office for a short period and not long after that he relocated to the Morley strata management office where he worked until his 
dismissal.  The first job he was given was to review the Torrens Real Estate monthly newsletter.  The Applicant says that 
although the newsletter existed before he was employed, it was not published in a four page glossy format that he developed.  
When cross-examined, it was put to the Applicant that the Respondent was a member of an organisation called "Best Practice" 
who sent a pro forma for the newsletter each month.  The Applicant agreed that although Best Practice provided generic 
articles he contended that preparing the newsletter required more than a cut and paste scissor approach.  The Applicant testified 
that Robert Bevan, one of the principals of Best Practice, telephoned him from Sydney and told him that the Torrens newsletter 
was one of the best real estate newsletters in Australasia.  

14 The Applicant testified that he drafted an IT user policy, which all the employees were required to sign, after Mr Antonovich 
directed the Applicant to block access to pornographic sites.  The Applicant made arrangements to erect a firewall with a 
computer contractor but there were some problems with some employees getting around the firewall.  He then began to check 
the archive system of the Microsoft Outlook server everyday to see if anyone was breaching the IT user policy.  When the 
Applicant was cross-examined, he agreed that the policy prohibited the employees sending emails that were inappropriate.  
When an email derogatory of his wife's alleged sexual preferences which was headed “a personal and private message” sent by 
the Applicant on 18 October 2005 to eight people, including three of the Respondent's directors, Mr Page, Mr Antonovich and 
Mr D'Souza, was put to him, the Applicant claimed that this was a private email which was sent to his friends and he did not 
see anything wrong with sending this email because he did not have email facility at home. 

15 By 1 July 2003, the Applicant was very busy at work.  Because it took him so long to travel Mr D'Souza suggested to the 
Applicant that he buy a car.  The Applicant wanted to buy a new car and he had saved an amount of $7,000.  Mr D'Souza told 
him that he would give the Applicant $5,000 but with that amount the Applicant could not purchase a new car, so Mr D'Souza 
asked the Applicant how much did he need.  The Applicant studied the market and asked Mr D'Souza for $7,000.  The 
Applicant says that he needed an automatic car with air-conditioning, as he was doing a lot of travelling and he would be 
travelling more as they were setting up two new offices and there was a large amount of stationery to be ordered.  The 
Applicant says that he told Mr D'Souza to pay the car yard directly so as to avoid paying income tax on the money that was 
paid.  The Applicant testified that Mr D'Souza's cheque was rejected by the car yard, as it was not a bank cheque.  After a bank 
cheque was produced the Applicant took delivery of the car.  The Applicant later told Mr D'Souza that he would pay the 
money back by 1 July 2004 and Mr D'Souza later told the Applicant, "I have done many charitable acts in my life.  If you don't 
pay it back, well and good, otherwise the old man upstairs will look after it."  When Mr D'Souza told him that, he testified that 
he thought, "That's it, I won't charge them for petrol."  The Applicant says that once he had obtained the car, he used the car for 
company business and had to replace car tyres and service the car more often because of the extra driving.  However, the 
Applicant concedes that he never had any discussion with Mr D'Souza or any other directors about the running expenses for his 
car.  When it was put to the Applicant in cross-examination that the other directors did know about the arrangement the 
Applicant had with Mr D'Souza to purchase the car, the Applicant simply said that as soon as he got the car everybody knew 
about it.   

16 It is common ground that Mr D'Souza did not seek repayment of the sum of money until after the Applicant's employment was 
terminated.    

17 The Applicant agreed that he received two letters from Mr D'Souza after his employment was terminated requesting repayment 
and he ignored both of those letters.  When asked why he ignored those letters, he said that he decided he had no reason to 
repay the money and he did not respond to "liars".  He also testified that he wanted to let Mr D'Souza make "the first move" 
but it came as a complete surprise to him that Mr D'Souza lodged a caveat on his house which he had no notice of until the day 
before settlement.  The Applicant denied that he told Mr D’Souza he would repay the money when his property settlement with 
his wife was finalised.  The Applicant testified that the caveat caused him a great deal of stress and anguish because he had to 
delay the settlement so arrangements could be made to pay Mr D'Souza and for the removal of the caveat papers to be 
prepared.   
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18 When asked what extra work he did which required him to use the car, he said that he dropped off cheques and picked up and 
delivered stationery.  After the Applicant received notice that his position was to be made redundant, the Applicant says that 
Mr Antonovich asked him, "Can we take the car money from your six weeks' redundancy?"  The Applicant refused and told 
Mr Antonovich that was a "dirty trick".  The Applicant also testified that at about the same time Mr Antonovich said to him, 
"Why doesn't he take $100 a month out of your salary?" 

19 The Applicant testified that he also used the car to drive Mr D'Souza on several occasions for business activities.  On one of 
those occasions the Applicant drove Mr D'Souza to Officeworks on the day before he was informed that his employment was 
going to be terminated. 

20 The Applicant also said that he used his vehicle to attend courses whilst he was employed by the Respondent.  He says that 
flyers for courses often came across his desk.  On one occasion a flyer had a note written by Mr Antonovich which said, 
"William, I think it a good idea if you attend."  He also says that Mr Page wrote similar notes to him about events.  The 
Applicant said that if he did not have a car he would not have attended the courses or events and having a car opened up new 
possibilities for him.   

21 In support of the Applicant's contention that part of his main duties were miscellaneous human resource management 
assignments and corporate whistleblower, the Applicant testified that he carried out what he termed as "diagnostics" of staff 
complaints which he reported to Mr D'Souza and Mr Antonovich.  When asked what was meant by the term "diagnostics", the 
Applicant said that when a human resource problem arises the aggrieved parties are interviewed with the view to achieving 
staff harmony.  In relation to his contention that he was engaged in what he says was whistleblowing, he testified that he 
discovered that one of the property managers had put her own private properties for rent on the Respondent's internet site to 
prominent effect, whilst at the same time she neglected other vacant properties she was charged to lease out saying she had no 
time to attend to these.  The Applicant says that this did not make him popular.   

22 In 2003, the Applicant says that he was required to conduct a "diagnostic" at the Yokine office in relation to the dissatisfaction 
of employees about Mr MaGee who was the licensee of the Yokine office.  The Applicant says that at the request of 
Mr D'Souza, he (the Applicant) researched and conducted formal interviews with the receptionist, Mr D'Souza, Mr Antonovich 
and Mr MaGee.  One of the complaints was that Mr MaGee had bad body odour.  The Applicant said that he placed potpourri 
and incense in the office.   

23 The Applicant contends that in May or June 2004, Mr D'Souza and Mr Antonovich required him to carry out an investigation 
in relation to the conduct and behaviour of Mr Page.  Mr Page was the licensee of the Ballajura office.  Some of the sales 
representatives at the Ballajura office made allegations that one of the female representatives was being favoured by Mr Page.  
The Applicant says that he was asked by Mr D'Souza and Mr Antonovich to investigate.  The allegation was that, in return for 
sexual favours, Mr Page had passed on listings to a particular employee and not to other sales representatives.  The Applicant 
says that he telephoned each staff member and asked them if they were willing to talk about the matter and he then organised a 
meeting of disgruntled sales representatives with Mr D'Souza and Mr Antonovich.  At that meeting the allegations were 
discussed.  The Applicant says that Mr Antonovich told Mr D'Souza to raise the issue with Mr Page but the whole matter was 
dropped.  After this investigation the Applicant says Mr Page had a "grudge" against him (the Applicant).  Prior to that event 
the Applicant says that Mr Page was his friend.  The Applicant said that Mr Page did not like the fact that he was investigated 
by the Applicant and the Applicant claims he was dismissed because Mr Page wanted to get rid of him.  When asked in cross-
examination whether he made notes of the investigation, the Applicant said that the investigation was "too volatile" to be 
written down.  In relation to the investigation of Mr MaGee, the Applicant claims that he destroyed all the documents that 
recorded his investigation and there was no point keeping what he described as "garbage" as he was told to find out what the 
problem was but "not fix it". 

24 The Applicant claims that he was discriminated against because he is from the Indian subcontinent.  In particular, he claims 
that he was discriminated by Mr D'Souza and Mr Page who are also from the Indian subcontinent.  The Applicant claims that 
Mr D'Souza told him that the directors of the Respondent were against him because he was "up himself".  The Applicant 
claims that he was also discriminated against because he was excluded from two property manager conferences or meetings, 
one which he described as a "junket".  The first was held at Swan Valley in early 2005.  The Applicant carried out the 
analytical marketing for the property managers and he had been told in previous years by Mr Antonovich that he should attend 
the property manager conference yet no invitation was forthcoming.  After the Swan Valley conference all of the paperwork 
from the conference came back for analysis.  In particular, the Applicant was required to undertake a property survey of the 
rent rolls of the five offices.  This survey took the Applicant nine months to complete.  When it was put to the Applicant that 
the conferences and the courses on property management were for property managers and that the Applicant would have not 
obtained any benefit from them, the Applicant testified that he would have been able to help the property managers with their 
marketing.  He, however, initially conceded that he did not know what the conference in Busselton was about and he then said 
the conference was about marketing.  The second conference occurred on 6 November 2005, which was two days before the 
Applicant's employment was terminated.  By that time the Applicant had completed the survey and provided the survey results 
to the property managers.  The Applicant also complained when he gave evidence that Mr D'Souza took the property managers 
who were at a meeting on Monday, 7 November 2005, to lunch at the Sheraton and he was not invited.  The Applicant said that 
at no time did he complain whilst he was employed that he was not invited to the conferences.  He says that he was not in a 
bargaining position because he needed his job.  

25 The Applicant also says that he was discriminated or bullied by Ms Minnie Melder who was a sales representative at the 
Ballajura office.  The Applicant says that Ms Melder was an inexperienced sales representative.  A dispute arose after Mr Page 
asked the Applicant to assist Ms Melder with the preparation of some brochures.  Whilst doing so, Ms Melder asked if he was 
from Malaysia and he told her no, he was from India and it emerged that both the Applicant and Ms Melder came from 
Calcutta.  The Applicant says that after they had that discussion about where they came from, Ms Melder lost respect for him.   
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26 The Applicant along with all the other people employed at the Ballajura office were required to attend weekly sales meetings.  
Mr Page chaired each one of those meetings.  Some time in June 2005, the Applicant says that Trevor Schorer, one of the 
directors, whispered at a meeting that the Applicant had caused Mr D'Souza's heart attack and people laughed.  The Applicant 
later reported the comment to Mr D'Souza and two other directors.  At the sales meeting the following week, the Applicant 
testified that Mr Schorer told everyone, "Oh, we're sneezing because William has just come into the room."  On 16 August 
2005, Mr Page sent the Applicant an email asking why the Applicant did not attend the last sales meeting.  In the email to the 
Applicant, Mr Page said,  

"I believe that you did not attend as you were upset with your reception at the previous meeting.  We did try to contact 
you on Friday but your mobile was diverting to voicemail.  I would hate to think that you just ignored the meeting.  
Maybe, you could enlighten me?  Regards John Page Principal." 

27 The Applicant responded to that email on the same day and said he did not attend because Ms Melder had insulted him.  In his 
email he stated: 

"1. Thanks, John. 
2. In fact, I was hoping I might have been extended an opportunity to de-brief, earlier, on the incidents occurring 

Friday week, 
the 5th August 2005. 
a. On the 5th, Ms Minnie Melder rebuked, attacked and insulted me in view of all present. 

i. I am uncertain whether the rebukes were pre-meditated. 
b. Anyway, in connection with the first insult, where she publicly challenged me for apparently furring my 

eyebrows, was totally unnecessary. 
c. If Minnie was uncomfortable with my professional behaviour and assistance in the production of her 

flyers, she might have said so in private. 
i. I would have been content to walk away in gentlemanly fashion. 
ii. No need to use the open forum of the organization's weekly Friday morning meeting. 
iii. I involved myself because you had specifically requested that I provide assistance. 

3. The second insult by Minnie that every week I come and talk the same drivel at the meetings, was not for her to 
raise. 
a. You chair the meetings, mostly, and it might have been far more lady-like for her to address you, after I 

had spoken. 
b. Alternatively, she might have allowed me to 'save face'. 
c. I can think of no reason why I might have reason to merit this insulting behaviour, in front of the entire 

team. 
d. And judging from the small talk, after the meeting, Minnie's personal opinion of my professional 

capacity was neither unanimous, nor was it universal. 
i. Richard Goder was as shocked as I was. 
ii. He even went so far as to counsel me to 'nip this thing in the bud...' 

4. But surely I might expect that you would do this on my behalf, John. 
a. You know how I felt when Trevor Schorer crossed boundaries and let slip, sotto voce, that I was 

responsible for Oscar D'Souza suffering a hear [sic] attack. 
b. And then, the following week, again, sotto voce, that everybody in the room was sneezing because of 

being allergic to me. 
c. Minnie took this pattern of behaviour one step further by publicly heckling me, when protocol 

demanded that I be allowed to say my piece. 
5. Far from it, I did not ignore your invitation to attend the weekly Sales meeting of last Friday, the 12th August. 

a. However, the junior-most member had brazenly caused me public humiliation and hurt, 
b. She violated my personal space. 
c. I could not bear to subject myself to a second serve. 

William" 
(Exhibit D 2.1) 

28 Mr Page responded to the Applicant's email as follows:  
"I hear what you say William.  However, I would have appreciated your apologises for not attending the meeting. 
Just not fronting up, is somewhat of an insult that I feel is directed at the company and me.  Having done this job for 
sometime now I dont [sic] shy away from an uncomfortable situation. 
I invite you to the meetings because I believe that you have something valuable and constructive to contribute, just as all 
the others do.  If you or the others disagree with any aspect of the meeting, then your opinion is respected.  I on behalf of 
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the company do not have to agree or dis-agree with all or anyone person.  The meetings are a great venue for an 
exchanging of opinions. 
You need to be able to sell your service and value to the team. 
I have confidence in your knowledge and what you can contribute.  The question is can you convince the others? 
Regards 
John Page 
Principal" 

(Exhibit D 2.1) 
29 The Applicant testified that he had an argument with Ms Melder over the price of printing.  She asked the Applicant what he 

was frowning about and she then said, "You come to these meetings every Friday and talk a lot of shit and rubbish.  Can't you 
tell us something new every time you come here on Friday?"  When cross-examined the Applicant said that Ms Melder had 
tried to obtain the brochures at a cheaper price by contacting the designer's wife.  The Applicant claimed that Ms Melder was 
jealous of him because she did not have a salaried position.  Following the complaint about Ms Melder, the Applicant refused 
to attend sales meetings at the Ballajura office.  The Applicant said that if he had allowed the Ms Melder incident to "wash 
over" he would not have been dismissed.  He says that from that time onwards the Respondent was looking for a way to get rid 
of him, as Mr Page was affronted by the fact that the Applicant refused to attend any more sales meetings.   

30 The Applicant made a generalised allegation that sales representatives shouted at him that he knew "jack shit" about sales.  He 
regarded this as discriminatory. 

31 On Thursday, 22 September 2005, Mr D'Souza asked the Applicant to take him (Mr D'Souza) to Officeworks as Mr D'Souza 
was looking for 2006 diaries.  The Applicant drove Mr D'Souza to Officeworks in his own vehicle.  They stopped at a kebab 
shop and consumed a kebab where Mr D'Souza casually asked the Applicant to make himself available at 12:00 o'clock on the 
following day.  The Applicant said that he was going on two weeks' holiday on 23 September 2005, as it was the school 
holidays and he was going to spend some time with his children.  On 23 September 2005, at about 12:00 o'clock the Applicant 
received a telephone call to come to Mr D'Souza's office at Morley.  At that time the Applicant was located in the strata 
management office of the Morley office which was in a separate building.  The Applicant met with Mr D'Souza and Mr Page.  
Mr D'Souza told the Applicant that they had decided to make his position redundant and he could continue to produce the 
newsletter from home and work for other companies as a contractor but Mr Page told him he would escort him (the Applicant) 
out of the building without going back to his desk.  However, Mr D'Souza said, "Let's go to lunch."  The Applicant refused.  
He told them he was going on leave and that he had his Family Court trial coming up in October 2005.  The Applicant testified 
that he felt “dazed”.  Mr D'Souza said to him that they could either pay him out his four weeks' notice or he could work out the 
notice period.  The Applicant decided to work out his four weeks' notice and continued to work after his holiday.  The 
Applicant later received a letter from Mr D'Souza stating that his employment was terminated and his position was made 
redundant.  The letter was dated 23 September 2005 and stated as follows: 

"Dear William, 
Further to our meeting at the Morley office on the 23rd September at 11:30am, which was also attended by John Page the 
Licensee of the Ballajura office, I wish to confirm our conversation. 
At this meeting you were advised, with regret, that the position you held as the Customer Service Manager was made 
redundant and was no longer considered a position within the organization effective from today.  Accordingly you were 
offered all your current annual leave entitlements accumulated to date.  PLUS four (4) weeks notice as a gesture of 
goodwill on behalf of the company.  You may choose to accept 4 weeks wages in lieu. 
Further as discussed, any matter presently in progress needs to be finalized and completed within the notice period. 
I would like to thank you for your loyalty, dedication and support and wish you all the very best with your future 
endeavours. 
Yours faithfully 
TORRENS REAL ESTATE – BALLAJURA 
OSCAR D'SOUZA 
DIRECTOR" 

(Exhibit D 3.5) 
32 After the Applicant returned from two weeks' holiday, he found that his email access had been cut.  The Applicant claimed in 

his evidence that his access had been cut by Mr Page and that he had been informed of this by Brandon Payne who was the 
director of Corporate Computers, the Respondent's service provider.  The Applicant spoke to Mr Antonovich who told him he 
knew nothing about the Applicant's email access being blocked but Mr Antonovich spoke to Mr Payne about it and by 
11:00 am on that day the Applicant's email and internet access was restored.   

33 In early October 2005, the Applicant had a discussion with Mr D'Souza which resulted in the Applicant's notice period being 
extended by a further three weeks.  The Applicant explained to Mr D'Souza that the timing of the redundancy was inopportune 
as he had his Family Court case hearing in October 2005.  When cross-examined, the Applicant was asked whether he 
approached Mr D'Souza to extend the notice period.  The Applicant first said yes and then he said no.  Mr D'Souza later sent 
the Applicant a letter advising him that the notice period would be extended until 18 November 2005.  The letter was dated 
24 October 2005, and stated as follows: 
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"Dear William 
We refer to our letter of 23 September 2005 and our subsequent brief discussion the week after your leave, when you 
highlighted the inopportune timing of the termination and how a later date would help your personal situation.  
Accordingly, I discussed your concerns with the other directors to see if we could accommodate you with more notice 
period. 
I am pleased to confirm our brief discussion of 20 October 2005 that we have agreed to extend the notice period by three 
weeks.  This now equates to the final day being the 18 November 2005.  As before, you may choose to accept the extra 
notice period wages in lieu. 
We sincerely hope this has been a help.  Thank you for your support and we wish you all the very best with your future 
endeavours. 
Yours sincerely 
TORRENS REAL ESTATE – BALLAJURA 
OSCAR D'SOUZA 
DIRECTOR" 

(Exhibit D 3.6) 
34 On 7 November 2005, Mr D'Souza attended a property managers' meeting at which the Applicant presented.  Mr D’Souza 

discussed a contract he had negotiated with realestate.com.  In particular, he discussed how he had negotiated a contract with 
them and how clients were going to be charged.  The Applicant told Mr D'Souza that was his (the Applicant's) job.  The 
Applicant was offended that Mr D'Souza had taken over his job.  During that afternoon the Applicant decided to make a 
complaint by email to the Equal Opportunity Commission in Sydney alleging discrimination and bullying and he also made a 
complaint on the same day to WorkSafe in Western Australia about the same matters.  The Applicant contends that on the 
following day, Mr D'Souza and Mr Page "got wind" of the two complaints which were sent by email and decided to throw him 
(the Applicant) out of the building.   

35 On the following day, Mr D'Souza and Mr Page came to see the Applicant.  The Applicant says that they came to see him 
because they found out about the Equal Opportunity Commission and WorkSafe complaints.  He claims that they had the 
master access codes to the archives, so they had the ability to look at the exchange server everyday.  Despite this contention the 
conversation commenced by Mr D'Souza and Mr Page asking the Applicant why he did not want a farewell lunch.  The 
Applicant told Mr D'Souza and Mr Page that he was not comfortable with the idea for personal reasons and because he was not 
a hypocrite.  Mr D'Souza then said to the Applicant that he saw a position advertised in the newspaper that would suit him and 
why didn't he apply.  The Applicant told Mr D'Souza that it was his prerogative whether he applied or not.  It was his opinion 
the redundancy was fake.  However, it is not clear from his evidence that the Applicant told Mr D'Souza and Mr Page this.  
Mr D'Souza and Mr Page then discussed with the Applicant what was going to occur on the last day of the Applicant's 
employment on 18 November 2005.  They asked him what were the arrangements for handing over the laptop and mobile 
phone.  The Applicant told Mr D'Souza and Mr Page that he would give them to Veronica Baker who was in charge of the 
strata management office.  He then told them that he had certain private files on the laptop and he had personal numbers in the 
mobile phone.  The Applicant contended that Mr D'Souza and Mr Page twisted his statement around to say that he was going 
to copy all the business information.  Mr D'Souza and Mr Page then left the Applicant's office and at 4:30 pm Mr Page 
returned with a property manager, Hazel McDonald, and Mr Antonovich.  The Applicant claimed that Mr Page told him to 
drop the mobile phone, the laptop and to get out.  The Applicant told Mr Page that he could not do that because he still had all 
of his personal documents on the laptop.  During the conversation the Applicant's mobile phone rang and Mr Antonovich 
snatched the telephone from the Applicant.  Mr Page told the Applicant, "If you do not go we will call the police."  The 
Applicant said, "Yes, do that" and tried to dial 000.  Mr Page snatched the telephone away from the Applicant and called the 
police.  The police arrived and spoke to Mr Page and the Applicant separately and asked for their version of events.  The 
Applicant was told by the police that he could not remove any documents from the Respondent's premises that had the Torrens 
logo on it.  Consequently, the police refused to allow him to take a dozen files of materials from courses he had attended which 
were paid for by Hexane Pty Ltd and a file of letters from clients who had thanked the Applicant for his work.  The Applicant 
said that he was stunned that Mr Page claimed that he intended to copy confidential information belonging to Torrens Real 
Estate.  When cross-examined, the Applicant conceded that he was told by Mr Antonovich that arrangements could be made 
for someone from Corporate Computers to come into the office the next day to copy all of his (the Applicant's) personal files 
and his personal telephone numbers in the mobile phone.  The Applicant declined the offer.  The Applicant refused to leave the 
building but was told by the police that if he did not leave they would remove him.  The Applicant then left the premises and 
his employment came to an end on that day.  The Applicant, however, was paid by the Respondent until 18 November 2005.   

36 The Applicant claims that the redundancy was contrived and false.  When it was put to the Applicant that since his 
employment was terminated that some of the offices have been sold and others are for sale, the Applicant said that all that 
occurred was that the shareholding between the directors had been re-jigged.  He said that he knew the offices had been sold 
but it was a "rearrangement of the deckchairs on the Titanic".  The Applicant pointed out that he worked as normal until his 
employment abruptly came to an end on 8 November 2005 and there was still work to be done when his employment was 
terminated.  He also says that Mr D'Souza was carrying out his (the Applicant's) role, as Mr D'Souza took over the production 
of the newsletter and that Torrens Real Estate still has a joint website which was maintained by him (the Applicant).  Further, 
that the production of stationery and forms which are essential to any real estate business are still being produced. 

37 After his employment was terminated the Applicant was in dispute with the Respondent about payment of his redundancy pay 
and correct calculation of his annual leave.  The Applicant sought the intervention of the Department of Consumer 
Employment Protection and his claim was resolved in February 2006.  The Applicant says that he has had difficulty obtaining 
work because he is unable to obtain a reference from the directors.  He testified that he has applied for up to 25 jobs a week 
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since his employment was terminated.  The Applicant registered with Centrelink on 9 November 2005.  He recently was on the 
short list for a position to analyse data which would have paid him $50,000 per annum.  However, because Mr D'Souza and 
Mr Antonovich refused to provide a reference, the Applicant was unsuccessful in obtaining that position.  The Applicant is 
very indignant about the fact that the Respondent has refused to provide a reference to a prospective employer.   

The Respondent's Evidence 
38 Mr D'Souza testified that he was a director of each of the four companies together with Mr Antonovich and Mr Page.  The 

other directors of the companies did not own a share in all five businesses.   
39 Mr D'Souza said that the Applicant was keen to learn and he was encouraged to go to courses.  Mr D'Souza says that Mr Page 

helped the Applicant a lot and the Applicant learnt quickly. 
40 Mr D'Souza says his practice was to visit the Ballajura office about twice a week and prior to the Applicant purchasing a 

vehicle if he left the Ballajura office late in the afternoon he gave the Applicant a lift to the Perth Railway Station.  On one 
occasion he asked the Applicant why did he not have private transport and the Applicant told him that he could not afford to 
borrow because of his family situation.  Mr D'Souza told the Applicant that he would be happy to lend him the money for a car 
and said, "You know you can pay me in your time when you can afford to do it."  Some time later the Applicant told 
Mr D'Souza that he had found a car and the amount he needed.  On 14 August 2003, Mr D'Souza went to Goldy Motors and 
wrote out a cheque for $7,000 payable to Goldy Motors (Exhibit B).  The money was paid from a personal account held by 
Mr D'Souza and his wife (Exhibit A).  Within the first week of buying the car the Applicant came to Mr D'Souza and said, 
"You know, I'll always be indebted to you and I'll try to pay that to you by the 1st of July the coming year."  Mr D'Souza says 
he told the Applicant that if that did not happen it could be later and the Applicant replied, "Definitely when my settlement 
goes through.  It won't go any further."  Mr D'Souza says he understood by the words that the Applicant meant that when his 
martial property settlement was finalised he would repay the debt. 

41 Mr D'Souza says that he did not discuss the loan with Mr Page or Mr Antonovich.  Some time after 8 November 2005, a staff 
member made a comment to Mr D'Souza, "Oh, William said you gifted him $7,000."  Mr D'Souza became concerned and 
wrote to the Applicant on 28 December 2005 as follows: 

"Dear William, 
On the 14th August 2003 I paid Goldy Motors of Great Eastern Hwy, Midland an amount of $7000.00 by cheque towards 
the purchase of your Hyundi [sic] motor vehicle.  As you will remember it was a gesture to assist you in your time of 
need.  Whilst you made a verbal commitment to repay the full amount to me by 1st July 2004, to date there has been no 
effort to repay any portion of the $7000.00 lent. 
In the passing of time I trust the funds have been of assistance to you and now I look forward to receiving the full amount 
forthwith. 
An early response to the communication will be appreciated.  In the meantime, all the best for the Festive season and the 
New Year. 
Kind regards 
Oscar D'Souza" 

(Exhibit D 3.8) 
42 Mr D'Souza received no reply so he sent a similar letter on 22 January 2005 but again the Applicant did not respond.  On 

24 February 2006, Mr D'Souza lodged a caveat on the Applicant's house.  He was later paid $7,000 following the settlement of 
the sale of the Applicant's marital home. 

43 Mr D'Souza testified that he only travelled in the Applicant's vehicle two or three times.  One of those occasions was when he 
went with the Applicant to look at diaries at Officeworks.  Mr D'Souza says that he asked the Applicant to go and have a look 
at Officeworks for diaries and the Applicant suggested that Mr D'Souza accompany him.  Mr D’Souza testified that he did not 
require the Applicant to carry out any extra duties after the Applicant obtained the vehicle.  He also testified that if the 
Applicant was required to use his vehicle to carry out his duties be would have been paid mileage. 

44 Mr D'Souza says that the Applicant always tried to do his best and was a loyal and dedicated employee who always offered to 
help but he had his ups and downs.  Mr D'Souza agrees that the Applicant's role was to perform work initially for three offices 
and later five offices.  Mr D'Souza said that each one of the five offices shared the cost of the marketing.  When it was put to 
Mr D'Souza that it meant that each of the offices paid the Applicant's salary, Mr D'Souza said that was only on the basis that 
the Applicant's salary was part of the marketing costs.  Mr D'Souza testified that initially the Applicant's title was Customer 
Service Officer and was later changed to Customer Service Manager.  However, the Applicant decided that he wanted to be 
called Corporate Customer Service Manager and because the directors did not mind the Applicant changed his job title.  When 
cross-examined about the Applicant's duties, Mr D'Souza was not able to give evidence about the Applicant's day-to-day duties 
in any detail.  For example, Mr D'Souza was under the impression that the Maylands's office sales staff maintained the 
information about current properties on the website and not the Applicant.   

45 Mr D'Souza denied that the Applicant was responsible for human resource issues that arose at the Yokine office.  However, 
when cross-examined about the matter he recollected that the Applicant complained to him about a particular sales 
representative who worked in the Yokine office.  When it was put to Mr D'Souza that Mr Marron had insulted the Applicant at 
a staff meeting by saying, "You can't comment on real estate because you haven't sold a property in your life."  Mr D'Souza 
said that Mr Marron was out of line and he (Mr D'Souza) spoke to Mr Marron about that.  Mr D'Souza denied that he and 
Mr Antonovich told the Applicant to check on or investigate any allegations made about Mr Page.  Mr D'Souza, however, 
agreed that the Applicant did arrange a meeting of Ballajura employees at which it was discussed that the sales representatives 
believed that Mr Page had favoured a particular employee.  Mr D'Souza says that he asked Mr Page about the rumours of an 
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affair and Mr Page told him that it was not true and Mr D'Souza accepted that.  However, Mr D'Souza conceded that the 
Applicant told him at some stage that he had carried out some investigations at the instigation of other directors.   

46 When it was put to Mr D'Souza that the Applicant was from time to time given conflicting instructions by each of the directors, 
Mr D'Souza said that it was an issue but it was resolved.  Mr D'Souza then went on to say that the Applicant had a habit of 
going from one person to another with information to the point where it became a joke, if you wanted information to be 
conveyed you would "telephone, telegraph and tell William".  Mr D'Souza testified that because the Applicant told him 
"stories", when he (Mr D'Souza) wanted a message to go to Mr Antonovich he told the Applicant.  Mr D'Souza says that the 
Applicant's behaviour caused a lot of conflict which was the reason why the Applicant moved offices.  He says that the 
Applicant first moved from Ballajura to Maylands because he felt uncomfortable working in the Ballajura office.  He then 
became uncomfortable working in the Maylands office so he shifted to the Morley strata office.  Mr D'Souza made it plain in 
his evidence that these moves were made by the Applicant himself but he (Mr D’Souza) did not object as the location of where 
the Applicant worked was immaterial.  Mr D'Souza said that the Applicant chose to work in the strata management office in 
Morley because it was a quieter office and the Applicant could get more done there.   

47 Mr D'Souza said that the Applicant received most of his direction from Mr Page but towards the end of the Applicant's 
employment it was agreed by the directors that the Applicant should report to him (Mr D'Souza).  Mr D'Souza has a degree in 
marketing so he was somewhat qualified in that area.   

48 Mr D'Souza gave evidence in relation to two minor issues about the Applicant's performance.  The first related to the 
production of calendars in 2003.  Mr D'Souza said that it was the practice of each sales team to send out Christmas cards to 
clients but it was very expensive.  He received a prototype of a 13 month calendar from a friend in Canada which ran from the 
beginning of December to the end of the following December.  Mr D'Souza made some enquiries and ascertained that 
producing a similar calendar would not cost much more than sending out Christmas cards and he thought that they would be 
more advantageous to the business as the calendars would be hung on business walls for 13 months.  In early 2003, 
Mr D'Souza gave the Applicant a prototype of the calendar.  He told the Applicant the calendars would need to be completed 
by the middle of October 2003 or no later than November 2003.  Mr D'Souza went on holidays in September 2003.  When he 
returned the calendar had not been printed despite the fact the quotes had been in before he left.  He asked the Applicant why 
the calendars had not been printed and the Applicant told him that the other directors were unwilling to provide him with 
instructions to complete them.  Mr D'Souza's response was, "Well, I am at the end of a phone.  You just had to telephone me."  
Consequently, Mr D'Souza hastily spent time with the graphic artist to finalise the calendars but once the calendars were 
ordered the Applicant took over the distribution.  The other issue was that on 22 September 2005, when at lunch after visiting 
Officeworks, Mr D'Souza had a discussion with the Applicant about collecting revenue from the sale of advertising space in 
the newsletter.  Mr D'Souza asked the Applicant whether he had put in place any steps to collect the money and the Applicant 
told him no, that it was the responsibility of Sue who sends out the invoices.  Mr D'Souza then told the Applicant that if he 
delegates a job he should make sure it gets done. 

49 When asked whether he was aware of any issues of discrimination which arose in relation to the Applicant, Mr D'Souza said 
that the only time he became aware of any complaint to the Equal Opportunity Commission in Sydney was when it was 
mentioned by the Applicant when he gave evidence in these proceedings.  He said, however, that he received a telephone call 
and a visit from WorkSafe after the Applicant's employment was terminated.  He says that he had not seen any discrimination 
arise in relation to the Applicant.  He said that they often describe the business as a "league of nations" as they have many 
people from different nations working for them.  He said that he was aware of the incident about Ms Melder as the Applicant 
had reported that to him but he had not observed anyone verbally harass or abuse the Applicant.   

50 Mr D'Souza gave evidence about the events in 2005 that led to the Applicant's position being made redundant.  In March 2005, 
Mr D'Souza had a heart attack and a stent was inserted into his heart.  He was told by his doctors not to work for six weeks.  
He was also informed by a cardiologist that if he did not change his work habits the pain in his chest would continue.  His four 
children wanted him to sell his shares in the companies and he decided to do that.  Once he informed the other directors of the 
four companies, they all decided that they wanted to go their own way and separate the offices.  He said that at a meeting of 
directors of the four companies convened on 1 June 2005, the directors discussed the fact that a couple of the offices were 
finding it difficult to contribute to the cost of marketing as they had one common worksite which required each office to 
equally contribute to marketing expenditure.  In the minutes of the meeting on 1 June 2005 (Exhibit D 4.11), it is recorded that 
the Applicant's best use was considered and that decisions would be made whether to retain the marketing department or 
change the Marketing Officer, to set a budget, whether the position should be part-time or full-time and to clarify the job 
description.  It was decided at that meeting that the future of the marketing department would be decided at the next meeting.  
That did not occur.  The minutes of the meeting of the directors on 6 July 2005 records that it was the opinion of the directors 
that the corporate structure was unsuccessful due to the lack of commitment from all proprietors, the unpopular Corporate 
Service Manager and expensive to maintain causing cash flow problems.  On 11 July 2005, a further meeting of the directors 
was held.  Also in attendance were two of Mr D'Souza's children.  At that meeting and at the meeting on 6 July 2005, it was 
agreed that the Maylands office would be closed, the North Perth office would be sold to Mr Page who would run the business 
with his brother and his brother's wife and Mr Antonovich would relinquish his share in the North Perth office and 
Mr D'Souza's share would be reserved.  In relation to the Ballajura office, it was agreed that all the directors and owners would 
sell the office and no shares in the business would be retained.  In relation to the Yokine office, the minutes state that 
Mr Antonovich indicated that he would be willing to buy that office subject to his North Perth and Ballajura interests.  
Mr MaGee, however, indicated that he had no strong desire to sell his interest in the Yokine office.  In relation to the Morley 
office, Mr Antonovich was willing to sell and Mr D'Souza was prepared to take a 50 per cent share.  It was agreed that each of 
the offices would be valued by an independent valuer and that simultaneous settlements would be arranged.  It was agreed on 
11 July 2005 that the Maylands business be relocated to the North Perth office.  In relation to the Applicant it was agreed to 
retain him to maintain the website and the newsletter for at least a further two issues, maintain the corporate stationery and 
complete the survey and for Mr D'Souza to make enquiries to REIWA as to alternatives for website maintenance.   
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51 Mr D'Souza said that as a result of the decisions made at the meeting on 11 July 2005, the licensee for the Maylands office, 
Bev Denver, was made redundant and was given two months' notice.   

52 The minutes of the meeting of the directors on 25 August 2005, state that prospective purchasers had been found for the 
Morley and Ballajura offices.  The minutes record that Mr D'Souza was to advise the Applicant that his position was made 
redundant and to give him one month's notice from the end of the following week to expire no later than 30 September 2005 
and during that period of notice to attend to the following:  

"1. Instruct how and when to locate revamped stationery, to exclude Maylands office, forms, etc. 
2. Current newsletter currently in progress. 
3. Finalise Morley's Corporate Computers' account, negotiations. 
4. Tenant Survey currently in progress." 

(Exhibit D 4.11) 
53 Mr D'Souza testified that he sold his share in the North Perth office and so did Mr Antonovich.  Consequently, the North Perth 

office is now solely owned by John Page, Trevor Page and Trevor Page's wife.  That business has been re-badged as 
"Woodville Property".  The settlement of the sale occurred some time in March or April 2006.  In relation to the Yokine office, 
Mr Antonovich decided to buy out all of the other partners and at the time of giving evidence Mr Antonovich and Mr D'Souza 
were the sole proprietors of the Morley office.  They are still negotiating with interested parties to sell the Morley office and 
when that occurs, Mr Antonovich will purchase Mr D'Souza's share in the Yokine office so that Mr D'Souza will no longer 
have an interest in any of the four companies. 

54 Mr D'Souza said that the decision was made to make the Applicant's position redundant because they were looking at ways of 
getting his work done by other means.  He said that they never went to the market to sell the offices it was done by word of 
mouth.  He said that until an agreement to sell the Ballajura office was made, it was important to keep the decision to sell the 
businesses confidential, as it had not been announced to other staff who would be affected and whose positions would be made 
redundant.  Mr D'Souza says that all of the staff who were employed by Hexane Pty Ltd at the Ballajura office were ultimately 
made redundant, including Mr Page.   

55 Mr D'Souza testified that he and Mr Page met with the Applicant to inform him that his position was being made redundant.  
At that time, the Maylands office had been closed.  Mr D'Souza says he cannot recall exactly what he said to the Applicant but 
he recalls telling the Applicant that it was a difficult decision to make and they thanked him for his work.  They offered to pay 
him out his period of notice.  After that meeting the Applicant told Mr D'Souza that his Family Court case was still ongoing 
and that the termination had come at a very inopportune time.  Mr D'Souza spoke to the directors and told them that the time 
was not right to terminate the Applicant's employment and they should give him more time.  Mr D'Souza testified that it did 
not take much to convince the other directors that the Applicant's notice period should be extended.   

56 Mr D'Souza said that if anyone has been employed for longer than 12 months they have a farewell and everyone contributes for 
a present and the business matches the money for a gift.  On the day the Applicant's employment was terminated, Mr D'Souza 
was told the Applicant did not want to have a farewell.  He went with Mr Page to speak to the Applicant about it and talk to 
him about what would happen on the final day of employment which at that time was going to be 18 November 2005.  When 
Mr D'Souza spoke to the Applicant, he told him that he had seen an advertisement in the newspaper that weekend for a 
marketing position but the Applicant replied curtly, "I am not looking for a job."  Mr D'Souza then asked the Applicant about a 
farewell and the Applicant told him that he did not want one.  Mr D'Souza then said to the Applicant that on his (the 
Applicant's) last day he was required to hand over his keys, mobile phone and laptop computer.  Mr D'Souza testified that the 
Applicant responded by saying, "Yes, but I will be copying all information from the laptop."  As a result of that statement 
Mr Page asked Ms Baker to come into the office and asked the Applicant to repeat what he had said.  Mr D'Souza said he told 
the Applicant that all information on the computer is company information and he should not be taking any information but the 
Applicant said that he would take everything he was involved in.  Mr D'Souza became concerned because the Applicant was 
involved with surveys of landlords and tenants and to complete the recent survey he had vital information which could be sold 
to another real estate agency.  This information was a company asset.  The Applicant told Mr D'Souza that he had already 
copied some information from the laptop computer.  Mr D'Souza and Mr Page left the Applicant's office.  They decided to 
terminate the Applicant's employment that afternoon.  Mr Page told Mr D'Souza to stay in his office because he (Mr Page) 
wished to avoid Mr D'Souza getting upset. 

57 Mr D'Souza testified that after the Applicant's employment was terminated they were aware that they had to pay the Applicant 
all his entitlements but they were not sure whether to pay him his redundancy pay as they received the unfair dismissal claim 
so they decided to wait.  After the Department of Consumer and Employment Protection came to see them and a conciliation 
conference was convened at the Commission, the redundancy payment was made to the Applicant.   

58 In relation to the Torrens Times newsletter, Mr D'Souza testified that prior to the Applicant commencing employment they had 
an in-house newsletter.  The Applicant created a new form of the newsletter.  However, they received information from 
Mr Bevan from Best Practice in the form of a generic newsletter each month.  Mr D’Souza testified that he did not know how 
much effort the Applicant put into the newsletter but he was aware that it was a joint effort between the Applicant and the 
graphic artist.  Mr D'Souza says that the Applicant’s role may have been simply to change a few words of the generic 
information.  After the Applicant's employment was terminated, the newsletter has continued and all Mr D’Souza has done is 
provide the articles from Best Practice to the graphic artist to input the necessary information.   

59 Mr D'Souza testified that he recently received a telephone call from Julia Ross Recruitment Agency who sent him a reference 
form for him to complete.  Mr D'Souza said that after he read the form, he spoke to a representative from Julia Ross 
Recruitment Agency and told them that he was not willing to provide a reference for the Applicant and that the Applicant 
would know why.   
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60 Mr John Page testified that he joined the Yokine office in 1988 as a salesman.  In 1989 he moved to the Morley office.  He 
later moved to Ballajura and became a director of Hexane Pty Ltd and the licensee of the Ballajura office in 1997.  Mr Page 
says that the Applicant was appointed by Mr D'Souza because Mr D'Souza wanted to appoint a marketing person or a customer 
service person.  Mr Page said that he could see the benefits that could be derived from that position and he encouraged the 
Applicant in his marketing work.  He said that most of the direction to the Applicant came from Mr D'Souza, as it would have 
caused confusion if all of the directors gave the Applicant instructions.  Mr Page said that he did not have any problems with 
the Applicant, he knew him at a business level but he did not know him personally.  He says he did not have any reason to 
have a grudge against him.  In particular, he says that he was not aware of any investigation conducted by the Applicant 
relating to any alleged misconduct. 

61 Mr Page testified that the Applicant provided services for each one of the offices but Hexane Pty Ltd paid the Applicant's 
salary and charged out the cost of the Applicant's services equally to each of the offices each month.   

62 Mr Page says that he approved numerous courses for the Applicant to attend.  If he saw that a particular course would be 
beneficial for the business, he authorised the Applicant to attend and Hexane Pty Ltd paid the course fee.  Mr Page also 
testified that he never directed that the Applicant's access to the email system be cut but he said that he did not want the 
Applicant to access employees' email or internet sites.  However, he was aware the Applicant offered to assist Mr Antonovich 
to vet employees' emails as some employees were accessing pornographic sites.   

63 At some point in time, Mr Page became aware that Mr D'Souza had lent the Applicant money.  The Applicant told him that 
Mr D'Souza offered to lend him money for a new vehicle and the Applicant told him (Mr Page) that he intended to pay the 
money back.  Mr Page says the loan for the money for the car had nothing to do with the business, that it was a personal matter 
between the Applicant and Mr D'Souza.  Mr Page also said that after the Applicant purchased the car he did not ask the 
Applicant to carry out any duties which involved the use of a vehicle.   

64 Mr Page also testified that he was not aware of any discriminatory behaviour by anyone in the business towards the Applicant.  
He said that the business was composed of people from lots of different backgrounds and he never observed anyone verbally 
harassing the Applicant.  In relation to the Applicant's complaint about Ms Melder, Mr Page testified that the Ballajura office 
had regular sales meetings and he encouraged everyone to attend including the Applicant.  Mr Page was at the meeting at 
which the Applicant complained that he was insulted by Ms Melder.  Mr Page says that he did not hear anything untoward at 
the meeting in question.  He says that sales meetings get heated from time to time.  After the sales meeting on 5 August 2005, 
the Applicant informed him that he would not attend a sales meeting again and he did not do so.   

65 Mr Page says that the reason why the Applicant's position was made redundant was because after Mr D'Souza's heart attack, 
Mr D'Souza only worked a few hours a day and they decided that the overall structure of the five offices was not working.  He 
said that the Maylands office was operating at a loss and the North Perth office was not making any money.  A decision was 
made to close the Maylands office which resulted in the licensee, the receptionist and the sales secretary of the Maylands office 
being made redundant.  Each office wanted to do its own thing and running the five office structure using economies of scale 
was not working, as it required communication with too many people.  This made it difficult to make decisions.  Mr Page said 
the Applicant's position was made redundant because a decision was made to sell each one of the offices which had to be done 
on a gradual basis and in a way not to undermine the businesses and to minimise any cost.  Mr Page said that Hexane Pty Ltd 
was shouldering responsibility for the Applicant's employment.  They had to minimise the costs of that office whilst 
maintaining the viability of the office for sale.  Unfortunately, the role undertaken by the Applicant was not adding profit, so it 
was decided to make the Applicant's position redundant.  Mr Page said that they would have kept the Applicant on if they had 
work for him to do but they had to minimise the costs of Hexane Pty Ltd, as the Maylands office was not paying their bill.   

66 Mr Page entered into discussions with his brother to buy out the North Perth office and re-badge it.  The Ballajura office 
ceased operating on 17 March 2006 and he moved to the North Perth office in April 2006.  Mr Page testified that when the 
Ballajura office was sold all the staff were made redundant including himself.  He said that the sales staff had an option to 
move to other offices or were paid redundancies.  All of the administrative staff were made redundant and were paid 
redundancies.  In late April 2006, he, his brother and his brother's wife bought out the shares of Mr D'Souza of the North Perth 
office.  Mr Page no longer has any association with Torrens Real Estate. 

67 On the day the Applicant's employment was terminated, Mr Page and Mr D'Souza spoke to the Applicant because the 
Applicant had cancelled his farewell lunch.  Mr Page said that Mr D'Souza told the Applicant that on his last day he would 
have to hand over his laptop computer.  The Applicant replied that he would be happy to do so after he had copied any data 
that he had been involved with.  Mr Page became alarmed as the rent roll of all the offices had been sent to the Applicant to 
complete the recent survey.  Consequently, Mr Page excused himself and asked Ms Baker to enter the room and for the 
Applicant to repeat again what he had said.  Mr Page said that the Applicant did that and Ms Baker then left the room.  
Mr Page and Mr D'Souza left the Applicant's office, went back to Mr D'Souza's office and met with Mr Antonovich.  They 
decided they would pay the Applicant out his notice but terminate his employment that day before he had time to copy 
documents which were on his computer.  When Mr Page and Mr Antonovich went back into the Applicant's office with 
Ms McDonald, Mr Page said to Applicant, "I'm sorry but you've forced us into a position to do this, and I'm going to have to 
terminate your employment with the company immediately because you indicated that you will copy data."  The Applicant 
refused to leave the Respondent's premises.  The police were called.  The police spoke to Mr Page and then to the Applicant.  
The police asked the Applicant to leave and told him he could not take anything belonging to the company.  The Applicant still 
refused to leave, so the police told him if he did not leave he would be arrested.  Mr Page says that they told the Applicant that 
if he wanted to come back the following day they would bring in an IT person who would copy any personal information 
which was on the computer and also copy any personal telephone numbers that were on the mobile phone.  When the 
Applicant left the premises he threatened that he would take legal action against him (Mr Page) and Torrens Real Estate.  
Mr Page testified that the police told him to make contemporaneous notes of the events that occurred that day.  Mr Page says 
he did so after the Applicant left the office (Exhibit D 4.5). 
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68 Mr Gavan Antonovich gave evidence that he works in the Morley office and at the time of giving evidence he is the proprietor 
of the Yokine office.  He is also the licensee of the Morley office.  Mr Antonovich said that he had no involvement of the 
recruitment of the Applicant.  He also says that he was not aware until near the end of the Applicant's employment that 
Mr D'Souza had provided a sum of money to the Applicant to purchase a car.  Mr Antonovich testified that the Applicant told 
him that Mr D'Souza had personally given him $7,000 towards a car.   

69 Mr Antonovich substantially recounted the same events that Mr D'Souza and Mr Page gave about the reason why the decision 
was made to terminate the Applicant's employment.  He said that Mr D'Souza wanted to scale back his activities to run a small 
operation on his own and the Ballajura office was going to close, as it was difficult to obtain a licensee and that it was a natural 
progression to amalgamate the Maylands and North Perth offices.  Further, he testified that at the time of giving evidence, 
Torrens Real Estate only operates two offices, Morley and Yokine. 

70 Mr Antonovich said that on the day the Applicant's employment was terminated, he became aware that a threat had been made 
by the Applicant to copy information from the Respondent's computer system.  He was asked to speak to the Applicant with 
Mr Page as he had been informed that the Applicant and Mr Page were getting a bit tense.  Mr Antonovich tried to reason with 
the Applicant to hand over his mobile phone and laptop and after some discussion the Applicant did so.  Mr Antonovich said 
that he told the Applicant that if he had any personal information on the computer he could come back the following day and 
sit down with an IT person and retrieve that information.  He said, however, that the Applicant rejected that offer and told him 
that he had what he wanted.  However, the Applicant would not leave until after the police came and told the Applicant that if 
he did not do so he would be arrested.   

71 Mr Antonovich denied that he ever asked the Applicant to conduct an investigation with respect to any employees.  Further, he 
says he did not ask the Applicant to investigate whether Mr Page was having an affair.  When questioned about this in cross-
examination, Mr Antonovich conceded that he had lunch with the Applicant at Chatters Restaurant because the Applicant 
wanted to report on his opinion of some private affairs of Mr Page.  He agreed that he had met with a number of employees at 
the Ballajura office with Mr D'Souza and that the Applicant attended that meeting.  However, he recalled that grievances were 
discussed but he could not recall what was discussed.  Mr Antonovich also denied that he had any discussion with the 
Applicant about a car loan being written off against the Applicant's $6,000 redundancy payment.  

72 Mr Antonovich said that he also was asked by Julia Ross Recruitment Agency to provide a reference but he had declined to do 
so.   

73 Mr Antonovich says that he never saw anyone act in a way that could be said to discriminate against the Applicant or harass 
him.  He was not aware of any complaint being made to the Equal Opportunity Commission in Sydney.  He only became 
aware that there had been a complaint to WorkSafe when WorkSafe visited the Respondent's premises.   

74 In cross-examination, it was put to Mr Antonovich that the Applicant had used his vehicle to carry out his duties.  
Mr Antonovich denied that was necessary.  He said that the Applicant visited the graphic designer and the website providers 
when it was not necessary to do so as those enquiries could have been made from his desk.  He said that if he had instructed the 
Applicant to use his vehicle for duties associated with employment, he would have ensured the Applicant was paid mileage.   

Credibility 
75 I have heard the evidence given by each of the witnesses and observed them carefully.  I did not find the Applicant or 

Mr Antonovich entirely truthful witnesses.  Notwithstanding that Mr D'Souza's recollection of some matters was vague; I am 
of the opinion that he gave his evidence honestly.  I also found Mr Page to be an honest and reliable witness.  Although the 
Applicant claimed that an adverse finding should be made against his employer because Ms Baker was not called to give 
evidence, I am not satisfied that an inference that Ms Baker would not have assisted the employers' case should be drawn 
against the employer (see Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298).  The rule in Jones v Dunkel (op cit) applies where a witness 
who appears to be in a party's camp is not called and no explanation is given for their absence the court may draw the inference 
that the witness would not have assisted that party's case.  In this matter the Applicant claimed that Ms Baker was his friend 
and his "camp" but that she informed him she did not wish to be called to give evidence. 

76 The Applicant claimed that he was accused of stealing sales information.  In support of his claim he tendered into evidence a 
copy of a letter he received from solicitors acting for Torrens Real Estate, McCallum Donovan Sweeney, dated 21 November 
2005 (Exhibit 1).  However, that letter does not support the Applicant's contention.  The letter states that the Applicant was not 
entitled to make use of confidential information which includes marketing and financial information, client lists and price lists.  
Prior to termination of his employment, the Applicant had access to the rent roll of each office which included information 
such as client names.  This information was patently not only confidential but valuable.  The Applicant made many 
exaggerated statements during the hearing of this matter and was not convincing about many matters.  For example, he claimed 
that on the day settlement of his house was due "they could not find out who the caveat was against".  That statement cannot be 
correct.  A copy of the caveat can be obtained from the Titles Office by any person.  In addition, his evidence that Goldy 
Motors rejected Mr D'Souza's personal cheque is plainly false.  Exhibits A and B show that the cheque drawn for $7,000 and 
payable to Goldy Motors was deducted from Mr and Mrs D'Souza's account.  Further, his allegations of racial discrimination 
were vague.  His evidence about these allegations show at the highest that he engaged in conflicts with some employees and on 
occasions some of those employees made inappropriate comments to him or about him.  However, I am not satisfied that the 
conflicts arose because of the Applicant's race.  In addition, his contention that the sending of an email that contained 
derogatory material about his wife was acceptable is not credible.   

77 In relation to Mr Antonovich, I do not accept that he has no recollection of what grievances were raised by members of the 
Ballajura employees when he attended a meeting at which Mr D'Souza and the Applicant were present.  When cross-examined 
about the allegations made about Mr Page, Mr Antonovich was plainly evasive. 

78 As to Mr D'Souza, I found he generally gave his evidence in an open and honest way.  Further, he was considered and 
forthright.  Although, he was vague in relation to some matters, he was not evasive.  I also found Mr Page to be a reliable 
witness.  He too gave evidence that was forthright and considered. 
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79 For these reasons I prefer the evidence given by Mr D'Souza and Mr Page to the evidence given by the Applicant and 
Mr Antonovich where their evidence departs. 

Was the Applicant's Employer a Group known as Torrens Real Estate? 
80 It is common ground that the Applicant was paid by Hexane Pty Ltd as trustee for the Hexane Trust trading as Torrens Real 

Estate - Ballajura ("Hexane").  It is also common ground that Hexane paid the Applicant's superannuation contributions 
(Exhibit D 4.10).  The Employment Separation Certificate was completed on behalf of Hexane by Mr Page as a director of that 
company (Exhibit D 4.6).  The letters to the Applicant confirming he had been advised that he had been made redundant and 
providing for notice of termination were signed by Mr D'Souza in his capacity as a director of Torrens Real Estate - Ballajura 
(Exhibits D 3.5 and D 3.6).  Further, the evidence given by all of the witnesses establishes an inference can be drawn that the 
Applicant only reported to Mr D'Souza, Mr Page and Mr Antonovich and not all of the directors and/or owners of the four 
companies.  However, the minutes of the meeting of directors/partners of the four companies and Torrens Real Estate - Yokine 
(Exhibit D 4.11) record that it was the decision of all of the directors and owners of the four companies to make the Applicant's 
position redundant.  At law each company is a separate entity and the employee of one company is not usually regarded as the 
employee of another company unless the corporate veil can be pierced.  The legal principles which apply to piercing the 
corporate veil were recently summarised by Kenner C in Leo v Community Choice Financial Services Pty Ltd (2006) 86 
WAIG 1541 at [29] as follows: 

"Upon the incorporation of a company, it becomes a separate legal entity from its members and controllers.  The separate 
legal entity doctrine is one of long standing as established by the case of Salomon v Salomon and Co Ltd [1897] AC 22.  
Despite the separate legal entity doctrine, on occasions courts and tribunals may pierce the corporate veil where it can be 
demonstrated that some special circumstance exists.  There is no common unified principle setting out circumstances in 
which the corporate veil will be pierced: Briggs v James Hardie and Co Pty Ltd [1989] NSWLR 549; Adelaide Timber 
Company Pty Ltd v The West Australian Timber Industry Industrial Union of Workers (1990) 71 WAIG 325; Australian 
Liquor Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union v Burswood Catering and Entertainment Pty Ltd (2001) 82 WAIG 
544.  The cases are not definitive as to the circumstances in which the corporate veil may be lifted.  However, special 
circumstances that may exist include, for example, where the corporate entity is used to justify a wrongdoing; to protect 
fraud or to otherwise conceal what is a sham transaction.  Furthermore, in cases where a corporate entity has been formed 
to avoid an existing legal obligation, the veil has been lifted: Ord and Anor v Belhaven Pubs Ltd (1998) BCC 607; 
Creasey v Breachwood Motors Pty Ltd (1992) BCC 638 (overturned by Ord).  (See also generally the discussion in Ford's 
Principles of Corporations Law 12th Ed at par 4.250 onwards).  It is also arguably the case, that in circumstances where 
the piercing of the corporate veil requires a finding of impropriety or illegality, the test in Briginshaw v Briginshaw 
(1938) 60 CLR 336, as to the standard of proof, should have application." 

81 Having regard to all the relevant evidence in this matter, I am not satisfied that the Applicant has established that the corporate 
veil should be pierced.  There is no evidence before me to establish that the employment of the Applicant by Hexane was a 
sham.  The fact that the Applicant performed work for all of the Torrens Real Estate offices and each office was billed a 
percentage of the cost of his services is not sufficient to lift the corporate veil.  Even if I am incorrect in reaching this 
conclusion, the decision made by me to dismiss the Applicant's claims under s 29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Act, would not 
change. 

82 For these reasons the name of the Respondent will be amended to Hexane Pty Ltd as trustee for the Hexane Trust trading as 
Torrens Real Estate - Ballajura. 

Findings of Fact 

83 The Applicant's allegation that his employment was terminated because Mr Page had a grudge against him is unfounded.  
Further, the contention that he was dismissed because he refused to let the Ms Melder incident "wash over" him is also 
unfounded. 

84 Much of the Applicant's evidence about how he was a "corporate whistleblower" is substantially irrelevant.  However, I accept 
that the Applicant was a gossip and from time to time Mr D'Souza made use of that to convey messages to others. 

85 I accept that the Applicant was generally a hardworking loyal employee but I also accept Mr D'Souza's assessment of the 
Applicant's character that the Applicant made "mountains out of molehills".   

86 I do not accept the Applicant's contention that the restructure of the business was a sham.  Exhibits D 3.12 to D 3.14 and 
D 4.11 show that the Maylands office was closed, the Ballajura office was sold and the North Perth office ceased to be part of 
the Torrens Real Estate group of companies.  That left two offices.  These two are likely to be split as the Morley office is on 
the market. 

87 The Respondent was entitled to restructure its business and make the Applicant's position redundant.  I do not accept that 
because the website for Torrens Real Estate still exists and the Torrens Times newsletter is still being published that the 
decision to make the Applicant's position redundant was not genuine.  The Applicant argues that because Mr D'Souza has 
taken over some of his duties, the job held by the Applicant still exists.  The Full Bench of this Commission recently dealt with 
a similar argument in Sealanes (1985) Pty Ltd v Foley and Buktenica (2006) 86 WAIG 1239.  At [23] to [27] the Full Bench 
observed: 

"A well known and often quoted statement of what a redundancy is was provided by Bray CJ in R v Industrial 
Commission of South Australia; Ex parte Adelaide Milk Supply Co-operative Limited (1977) 16 SASR 6 at 8, where His 
Honour said:- 
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'[T]he concept of redundancy in the context we are discussing seems to be simply this, that a job becomes 
redundant when the employer no longer desires to have it performed by anyone.  A dismissal for redundancy 
seems to be a dismissal, not on account of any personal act or default of the employee dismissed or any 
consideration peculiar to him, but because the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has been doing 
to be done by anyone.' 

In Quality Bakers of Australia v Goulding (1995) 60 IR 327, Beazley J at 332-333 said:- 

'A redundancy will arise where an employer has labour in excess of the requirements of the business; where the 
employer no longer wishes to have a particular job performed; or where the employer wishes to amalgamate 
jobs:  R v Industrial Commission of South Australia; Ex parte Adelaide Milk Supply Co-operative Ltd (1977) 
44 SAIR 1202 per Bray CJ at 1205; Gromark Packaging v FMWU (1992) 46 IR 98, per Franklyn J at 105.  It is 
not necessary for the work to have disappeared altogether.  As was said in Bunnetts' case (Bunnett v 
Henderson's Federal Spring Works Pty Ltd) (1989) AILR 356: 

'Organisational restructuring may result in a position being abolished and the functions or some of 
them being given to another or split amongst others.' 

At page 333, Beazley J also stated:- 

'An employer might decide to make certain positions redundant with the sole intention of increasing the 
profitability of an already profitable business.  Such a decision would relate as much to the operational 
requirements of the business as would a decision as to redundancies taken in the case of a business which was 
in a parlous financial condition or when a certain type of work was no longer undertaken by the business.' 

Additionally, as indicated by Ryan J in Jones v Department of Energy and Minerals (1995) 60 IR 304 at 308, a 
redundancy may occur where an employer rearranges their organisational structure by breaking up the collection of 
functions, duties and responsibilities attached to a single position and distributes them among the holders of other 
positions, including newly created positions.  His Honour said that what is 'critical for the purpose of identifying a 
redundancy is whether the holder of the former position has, after the re-organisation, any duties to discharge'.  If not, 
then their position has become redundant. 

In Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd, EM Heenan J (with whom Parker J agreed) at paragraph [74] described the 
termination of employment on the basis of redundancy in the following way:- 

'The need to terminate a contract of employment may arise because of some change in the nature of the 
employer's business, or a shift of business location, or some restructure genuinely considered by the employer 
to be necessary for the improvement or refinement of its business operations or for some other reason quite 
independent of the performance of the individual employee or employees.  Terminations of employment for 
these reasons are often described as being because of redundancy, a term of somewhat variable meaning 
depending upon the context and circumstances.' " 

88 Clearly it was open to Mr D'Souza to take over some functions of the Applicant's duties and for other duties, such as the 
compilation of the newsletter, to be outsourced to the graphic artist and for contracts to be entered into with websites to 
advertise listings. 

89 For these reasons the Applicant is unable to prove that the decision to terminate his employment was harsh, oppressive or 
unfair. 

90 However, the question that must be considered is whether the manner of the Applicant's termination of employment on 
8 November 2005 was harsh, oppressive or unfair.  Whilst the Applicant had been given a substantial period of notice that his 
employment was to be terminated, it is clear that what occurred on 8 November 2005 amounted to a summary dismissal. 

91 As a general principle during the period of employment employees are bound by an implied duty of good faith or fidelity.  
During the employment relationship the employer is entitled to control and take the benefit of information generated or 
acquired by workers performing their duties required by their contract of service.  Any unauthorized use of this information 
will breach this duty.  Once the employment relationship comes to an end, the duty of fidelity will not prevent the employee 
from drawing on that information unless it is protected by the duty of confidentiality.  Unlike the duty of fidelity, the duty of 
confidentiality applies after the employment relationship has ended.  However, the duty is only breached by the disclosure of 
secret information (A Stewart, Drafting and Enforcing Post-Employment Restraints (1997) 10 AJLL 181 at 187-188). 

92 Mr D'Souza, Mr Page and Mr Antonovich had cause to believe that the Applicant was about to breach his duty of fidelity and 
good faith by removing from the computer confidential information concerning the rent rolls of the offices, as the Applicant 
told them he intended to take any information that he was involved in.  Clearly, by stating this intention, the Applicant at law, 
was stating that he intended to breach one of the fundamental conditions of his contract of employment, that is, the duty of 
fidelity and good faith.  As the Applicant refused to retract his intention his immediate dismissal can be said to be justified. 

93 For these reasons the Applicant's claim that he was unfairly, harshly and oppressively dismissed will be dismissed. 

Contractual Benefits Claim 

94 The Applicant characterised his contractual benefits claim as an entitlement to payment of $7,000 towards the purchase of a 
vehicle in consideration of using the vehicle for the performance of his duties and on condition that he not make any claims for 
payment for running expenses. 
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95 The Applicant's claim fails on a number of grounds.  Firstly, even if the amount of $7,000 could be characterised as a 
contractual promise in the manner contended, I am not satisfied that the Applicant has proved the amount was paid by 
Mr D'Souza in his capacity as a director of Hexane Pty Ltd or any of the other companies.  Mr D'Souza's evidence and Exhibits 
A and B unequivocally establish that the amount was paid from the personal funds of Mr and Mrs D'Souza.  Secondly, I accept 
the evidence given by Mr D'Souza that the money was paid as a loan.  Thirdly, I am not satisfied that the promise to pay 
$7,000 was supported by consideration.  I accept the evidence given by Mr D'Souza and Mr Page that the Applicant was not 
required to use the vehicle for his work duties.  Further, even if regard is had to the Applicant's evidence in relation to this 
point, his evidence goes no higher than to establish that after Mr D'Souza agreed to provide him with the money he (the 
Applicant) decided that he would not claim running expenses.  His intention not to do so was not discussed with Mr D'Souza 
or any of the other directors.   

96 For these reasons the Applicant's claim that he is owed a contractual benefit will be dismissed. 

Application for witness costs – Section 33(1)(b) of the Industrial Relations Act 

97 Ms Fiona Stanton, Barrister and Solicitor and partner of McCallum Donovan and Sweeney was served with a summons to 
appear to give evidence by the Applicant in relation to claim B 212 of 2006.  Ms Stanton was paid $20 for travel to attend.  
Pursuant to s 33(1)(a) of the Act the summons required Ms Stanton to produce all documents in her possession or under her 
control, in particular, she was required to produce documents in relation to her letter dated 21 November 2005 and ensuing 
developments.  The letter in question is referred to in paragraph [78] of these reasons for decision. 

98 Ms Stanton made an application under s 33(2) of the Act for cause to be shown as to why she should appear and give evidence 
in this matter. 

99 At the hearing to show cause on 6 July 2006 at 9:30 am, the Applicant stated that the reason why he sought to call Ms Stanton 
as a witness was because her firm had written the letter dated 21 November 2005 on behalf of Torrens Real Estate and she had 
not informed him that her firm was not acting for the Respondent in these proceedings.  The Commission was not satisfied that 
cause had been shown as Ms Stanton sent an email to the Applicant on 27 June 2006 attaching a copy of a letter to the 
Commission in which Ms Stanton stated that the only documents on her firm’s file were privileged from production except for 
a copy of the letter to the Applicant dated 21 November 2005.  Ms Stanton also stated in the letter that the only instructions 
they received from Torrens Real Estate were to send the letter to the Applicant and they had not acted further for Torrens Real 
Estate. 

100 Consequently, Ms Stanton was not required to appear and give evidence in these proceedings.  Pursuant to s 33(1)(b) of the 
Act, Ms Stanton made an application that she be paid $180 as an allowance for expenses for attending court for half an hour. 

101 Although, I have formed the view that the amount sought by Ms Stanton is not an unreasonable sum as an expense for a 
partner of a law firm to attend court for half an hour, I am not satisfied that the s 33(1)(b) of the Act empowers the 
Commission to make the order sought where the person who is summoned is not required to attend and give evidence.  
Sections 33(1)(a), (b) and (c) and (2) provide: 

“(1) With respect to evidence in proceedings before the Commission —  

(a) the Registrar shall, on the application of any party, or by direction of the Commission, issue a 
summons in the prescribed form to any person to appear and give evidence before the Commission 
and the summons may require that person to produce before the Commission any books, papers, or 
other documents in his possession, or under his control, in any way relating to the proceedings; 

(b) a person who attends the Commission in accordance with such summons shall be entitled to receive 
from the party at whose instance he was summoned an allowance for expenses as determined by the 
Commission; 

(c) subject to subsection (2), a person duly served with such summons, shall not without good cause, 
proof of which is on him, fail to attend or to duly produce any book, paper, or document as required or 
refuse to be sworn as a witness or to answer any question which he is required by the Commission to 
answer; 

… 

(2) Where a summons is issued to, and duly served on, a person to appear and give evidence before the 
Commission, the person may make application to the Commission for cause to be shown for him to so appear 
and, if on the hearing of the application such cause is not shown, he is not required to so appear.” 

102 The Commission has no power at large to award costs.  Its power to do so is limited to the circumstances set out in s 27(1)(c) 
and s 33 of the Act.  Section 27(1)(c) has no application to this matter.  In my opinion s 33(1)(a) and (b) must be read together.  
Section 33(1)(b) of the Act makes it clear that it is a precondition to the making of an application for costs under s 33(1)(b) of 
the Act that the person attend the Commission in accordance with the summons.  The summons required Ms Stanton to appear 
before the Commission at 10:30 am on 6 July 2006.  Ms Stanton did not appear and give evidence as she was not required to 
do so.  Consequently, the claim by Ms Stanton for an allowance for expenses fails. 
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2006 WAIRC 05382 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES WILLIAM ANTHONY THOMAS 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
TORRENS REAL ESTATE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO/S U 218 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05382 
 
Result Order issued to change the Respondent's name 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent Ms M Ivanovski (of counsel) 
 

Order 
Having heard the Applicant in person and Ms Ivanovski of counsel on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the name of the Respondent be deleted and that be substituted therefor the name, Hexane Pty Ltd as trustee for the 
Hexane Trust trading as Torrens Real Estate - Ballajura. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05381 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES WILLIAM THOMAS 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
TORRENS REAL ESTATE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO/S B 212 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05381 
 

Result Order issued to change the Respondent's name 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent Ms M Ivanovski (of counsel) 
 

Order 
Having heard the Applicant in person and Ms Ivanovski of counsel on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the name of the Respondent be deleted and that be substituted therefor the name, Hexane Pty Ltd as trustee for the 
Hexane Trust trading as Torrens Real Estate - Ballajura. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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2006 WAIRC 05384 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES WILLIAM ANTHONY THOMAS 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
HEXANE PTY LTD AS TRUSTEE FOR THE HEXANE TRUST TRADING AS TORRENS REAL 
ESTATE - BALLAJURA 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO/S U 218 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05384 
 
Result Dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent Ms M Ivanovski (of counsel) 
 

Order 
Having heard the Applicant in person and Ms Ivanovski, of counsel on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders – 

THAT the s 29(1)(b)(i) application be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05383 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES WILLIAM THOMAS 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
HEXANE PTY LTD AS TRUSTEE FOR THE HEXANE TRUST TRADING AS TORRENS REAL 
ESTATE - BALLAJURA 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO/S B 212 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05383 
 
Result Dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent Ms M Ivanovski (of counsel) 
 

Order 
Having heard the Applicant in person and Ms Ivanovski of counsel on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders – 

THAT the s 29(1)(b)(ii) application be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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SECTION 29(1)(B)—Notation of— 

Parties Number Commissioner Result 
Aaron Dick Kullarri Employment 

Services 
U 122/2006 Senior Commissioner 

J F Gregor 
Withdrawn 

Abderrazak  Trad Chandler MacLeod For 
Forstaff 

B 352/2006 Commissioner S 
Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Adeline Chia Institute of Australian 
Education Pty Ltd 

B 219/2006 Commissioner P E 
Scott 

Application 
Dismissed 

Alan Cone Cornerstone Cartage 
Contractors 

APPL 470/2005 Commissioner J H 
Smith 

Leave granted 

Andrew Gerard Edmonds Reading Entertainment 
Australia Pty Ltd 

U 128/2006 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Andrzej Patron OHMAC Electrical 
Contractors 

B 52/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Andrzej Patron OHMAC Electrical 
Contractors 

U 52/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Barry Edward Chambers Thomas Berrigan B 310/2006 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Carol Dalton Keith & Dale Stuart t/a 
Batavia Coast Coromal 

B 113/2005 Commissioner J H 
Smith 

Dismissed 

Cathy Louise Billett Centrepoint Alliance Limited U 248/2006 Commissioner S J 
Kenner 

Application 
discontinued 
by leave 

Colin John Bourke The Bishop of Broome U 118/2005 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Dan Nguyen Institute of Australian 
Education Pty Ltd 

B 188/2006 Commissioner P E 
Scott 

Application 
Dismissed 

Darren O'Connor Straits Resources Ltd B 316/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Dismissed 

Darren O'Connor Straits Resources Ltd U 316/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Dismissed 

David John Nicholls West Australian Surface 
Protectors Pty Ltd 

U 42/2006 Commissioner S 
Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Debra McBride Swan Villages Care Inc U 160/2005 Commissioner J L 
Harrison 

Discontinued 

Dianne Catherine O'Dwyer Ecos Consulting (Aust) Pty 
Ltd 

U 268/2005 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Donna Laura Leo Community Choice Home 
Loans 

APPL 1331/2004 Commissioner J L 
Harrison 

Discontinued 

Douglas Arthur Allmark Clicksoftware Pty Ltd APPL 701/2005 Commissioner J L 
Harrison 

Discontinued 

Emmanuel Lardis Gilete Consulting B 383/2006 Commissioner P E 
Scott 

Application 
Dismissed 

Fiona Maria Asbroek Tangent Nominees Pty Ltd 
AFT The Summit Homes 
Group 

B 351/2006 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Fiona Maria Asbroek Tangent Nominees Pty Ltd 
AFT The Summit Homes 
Group 

U 295/2006 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Hayden John Stein Mills & Ware /KH Foods Pty 
Ltd 

B 138/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Huan Hien Ha Town of Victoria Park B 4/2005 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Huan Hien Ha Town of Victoria Park U 4/2005 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Jane Marree Louise 
Etherington 

Quito Pty Ltd Trading As - 
Benara Nurseries 

B 404/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Jay Collins Fletcher Looma Community Inc B 171/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Jay Collins Fletcher Looma Community Inc U 171/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 
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Parties Number Commissioner Result 

Jeffery Kulen-Smith John Paul College Kalgoorlie 
and the Roman Catholic 
Archbishop of Perth 

U 423/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Jeffery Kulen-Smith John Paul College Kalgoorlie 
and the Roman Catholic 
Archbishop of Perth 

B 423/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Jennifer Anne  Lee Sun Block Blinds (WA) Pty 
Ltd 

U 133/2006 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
struck out for 
want of 
prosecution 

Jessica Marie Mitchard Inspired Life Health Club B 334/2006 Commissioner J L 
Harrison 

Discontinued 

Jessie Jones Kresta Holdings Limited 
(ABN 26 008675 803), 
Kresta Blinds Ltd (ACN 009 
093 038) 

APPL 687/2005 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

John Jenkins Armstrong Theiss Pty Ltd APPL 742/2005 Commissioner S 
Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Kate Leanne Marris Panto Pty Ltd B 294/2006 Commissioner P E 
Scott 

Application 
Dismissed 

Kate Mckay Turner Hairdressing U 315/2006 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Katherine Palmer Merizzi Travel Service U 435/2006 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Katrina Louise Miller Resolve FM Pty Ltd APPL 304/2005 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Kevin Morris Westpoint Corporation Pty 
Ltd 

U 331/2005 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 

Kristy Ann Scanlon Wanneroo Coffee Lounge APPL 821/2005 Commissioner J L 
Harrison 

Discontinued 

Lara Putter Drake Australia Pty Ltd APPL 716/2005 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Leo Beswilan Barminco Limited U 370/2006 Commissioner S J 
Kenner 

Application 
dismissed for 
want of 
prosecution 

Lily Angelina Cortie; David 
Alan  Wilson 

Mr Ken Madgwick & Mr 
Juraj Bauk of Grafton 
Holding Pty Ltd, Trustee for 
the A.T.V. Unit Trust 
Trading as Hillside Garden 
Village ACN 009364854 

U 205/2006 Commissioner S J 
Kenner 

Discontinued 
by leave 

Linda Perkins Western Australian Turf Club U 172/2006 Commissioner S J 
Kenner 

Application 
discontinued 
by leave 

Mark Costa The Chief Executive Officer 
of the City Bayswater 

U 258/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Mary Smyth Ms Christine O'Farrell, CEO, 
WA Country Health Service 

APPL 428/2005 Commissioner S 
Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Mimi Mary Brooks Central Wheatbelt Division 
of General Practice Inc ABN 
73 639 952 959 

U 330/2006 Commissioner S J 
Kenner 

Application 
discontinued 
by leave 

Mr Luke Harman Alfagomma Australia Pty Ltd APPL 1646/2004 Commissioner J H 
Smith 

Dismissed 

Paul Loomans Northam Cleaning Service B 227/2005 Commissioner P E 
Scott 

Application 
Dismissed 

Robert Lawrence Toohey Theresa Boylan  & Christian 
Smith Century  21 
Ellenbrook 

B 269/2006 Commissioner S 
Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Robert Wallace Debin Pty Ltd T/A Freo 
Machinery 

U 438/2006 Commissioner S J 
Kenner 

Application 
discontinued 
by leave 

Roger Charles Davis Wayne Cook & Peter 
Henderson of Alternative 
Kitchens 

B 389/2006 Commissioner S M 
Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 
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Parties Number Commissioner Result 

Ross James Theedom Workpower Incorporated U 141/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Scott Illingworth Biniris (Aust) Pty Ltd B 408/2006 Commissioner P E 
Scott 

Application 
Dismissed 

Simon Biancotti Kathy of A'N'K Budget Bins 
and Recyclers 

B 432/2006 Commissioner P E 
Scott 

Application 
Dismissed 

Stephen Ronald Healy Bradys Building Products Pty 
Ltd 

U 253/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Steven Henry Wallace Downer Connect Pty Ltd APPL 478/2005 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Victoria Marie Hainsworth Entertainment Solutions B 388/2006 Commissioner S 
Wood 

Application 
dismissed for 
want of 
prosecution 

Vladimir Tusa Peter- D "Amaranti " 
Engineering 

U 414/2006 Senior Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Settled 

Zlatko Jasa Total Trolley's U 406/2006 Commissioner S 
Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

 

CONFERENCES—Matters arising out of— 

2006 WAIRC 05225 
DISPUTE REGARDING TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT OF UNION MEMBER 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURING WORKERS' UNION 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
CARBIDE TOOL INDUSTRIES PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
HEARD MONDAY, 17 JULY 2006, WEDNESDAY, 12 APRIL 2006 
DELIVERED TUESDAY, 8 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO. C 43 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05225 
 
CatchWords Termination of employment – unfair dismissal – whether Commission has discretion to refer a matter 

for hearing – meaning of ‘may’ in s.44(9) – no discretion – matter referred – Industrial Relations Act, 
1979, s.44 

Result Matter referred for hearing and determination 
Representation  
Applicant Mr A. Talbert appeared for the Union 
Respondent Mr K. Trainer appeared for the Respondent 
 

Preliminary Reasons for Decision 
1 This application was filed in the Commission on 27th March 2006.  The subject matter dealt with a dispute between the 

Australian Manufacturing Workers Union (the Applicant Union) and Carbide Tool Industries Pty Ltd (the Respondent) over 
the dismissal of Mr Sydney Sampey a member of the Applicant Union.  Mr Sampey had been employed by the Respondent for 
five and half years as tool and cutter grinder.  He alleges in February 2005 he was ill and claims he telephoned the Respondent 
to inform them he would not be in on that day.  In the next pay period he was denied pay for the sick day absence, when he 
attempted to discuss the issue with the Manager he was told he needed a medical certificate before he would get paid.  He 
sought advice from the Union who told him that the Respondent had to pay the day sick pay in accordance with the Award.  He 
again tried to discuss the matter with the Respondent’s officer who Mr Sampey says refused to listen to him and told him to 
‘get out’ of the Company.  Mr Sampey says although he became upset he did not abuse or swear at the officer.   

2 The first matter came before the Commission in Application C34 of 2005.  That application was the subject of a conference 
before the Commission, the matter was not resolved and it was stood over to allow the parties an opportunity to resolve the 
matter privately.  Nothing was heard from the Applicant Union and the file was eventually closed.  The Union attempted to 
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revive Application C34 of 2005 in January 2006, the Commission declined to do so and a new application No. C43 of 2006 
was filed.  A further conference was held on 4th April 2006 and the matter was not settled.  Because of the delays in the matter 
it was listed for the Union to show cause why the Commission should exercise its discretion and refer the matter for hearing.  
The Respondent opposes the application by the Applicant Union that the matter be referred.   

3 The question of whether the Commission has a discretion in this situation is not a new one, it was subject to detailed treatment 
in the Civil Service Association of Western Australia v. Commissioner of Police in the Decision of the Full Bench issued on 1st 
September 2004 (2004WAIRC12663).  This was a case where the Full Bench reviewed a Decision of the Public Service 
Arbitrator to exercise a discretion to extend time in which to institute an appeal against a reclassification. 

4 The matter involved the use of the powers contained in s.44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) which provides 
at the conclusion of a conference held in accordance with s.44 where a matter that had been not been settled by agreement the 
Commissioner by determination, may confer rights and benefits on persons.  The conventional wisdom is that the Commission 
had discretion to decide whether to refer a matter on or not.  This discretion was exercisable after consideration of the facts, the 
equity and all relevant circumstances. 

5 The Full Bench per Sharkey P found that approach was wrong and the Commission is empowered to do only one thing and that 
is to deal with the matter, that is hear and determine it.   

6 It was held that the word ‘may’ in the section is enabling and not discretionary see Robertson v CSA (2003) 83 WAIG 
3938(IA) per Heenan J at page 3945, Hasluck J agreeing, and see also Finance Facilities Pty Ltd v Federal Commissioner of 
Taxation [1971] 127 CLR 106 at 134-135 and Ward v Williams [1955] 92 CLR 496 at 505-507 per Dixon CJ, Webb, Fullagar, 
Kitto and Taylor JJ.  What the Commission must do is hear and determine the question dispute or disagreement and make an 
order binding on the parties in relation to the matters not settled.  The Full Bench held that if there is no agreement between the 
parties the word ‘may’ in this section is not discretionary; therefore the Commission is required to make a decision upon an 
arbitration.  In the terms of the jurisdiction conferred on the Commission by s.44(9) there are powers for the purpose of 
determining rights and benefits of persons.  The Application was properly made, as it was here, the Commissioner was 
required to deal with the matter by referring it if no agreement was reached for hearing and determination.  There is no power 
contained in the Act to decline to refer a matter for arbitration if no agreement is reached.  It could be argued that the 
Commission failed to discharge a duty imposed on it statutorily by s.44(9) of the Act.  Such an order for failure to deal with the 
matter could be well be ultra viries at least in the opinion of the Full Bench. 

7 Without labouring the point this Decision of the Full Bench covers the issues dealt with in this case.  Although I respectfully 
disagree with this entirely narrow interpretation of s.44(9), I am nevertheless required to apply the law as it was stated in that 
Decision by the Full Bench in CSA v Commissioner Police. 

8 The matter will therefore be listed in due course for hearing and determination.  The matter will become subject of a 
Memorandum of Matters for Hearing and Determination.  The minutes of which are published herewith.  The parties are 
invited to comment upon the minutes within seven days of the date of these Reasons.  Thereafter a Memorandum of Matters 
for Hearing and Determination will issue and the matter will be listed for hearing. 

 

CONFERENCES—Matters referred— 

2006 WAIRC 05206 
REFUSAL TO EMPLOY A UNION MEMBER 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY  MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
BHP BILLITON IRON ORE PTY LTD, INTEGRATED GROUP LTD T/AS INTEGRATED 
WORKFORCE 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD 
HEARD WEDNESDAY, 2 AUGUST 2006  
DELIVERED FRIDAY, 4 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO. CR 128 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05206 
 
CatchWords Refusal to employ – Discovery – Remedy to apply - Inconsistency – Unfairness – Safety breaches 
Result Discovery ordered in part 
Representation  
Applicant Mr D Schapper of Counsel 
Respondents Ms G Archer of Counsel and with her Ms K O’Rourke of Counsel on behalf of BHP Billiton Iron Ore 

Pty Ltd 
   No Appearance for Integrated Group 
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Decision 
1 The substantive application is due to be heard on 14 August 2006.  The matter came on again for directions hearing on 2 

August 2006 to deal with issues of discovery, location of hearing, the evidence of a Mr Goss and whether an expert witness 
should be called.  A course of action was decided for each of these matters except for discovery.  I reserved my decision on 
discovery for further consideration.  Albeit I directed that discovery be given to the applicant in relation to incidents on the 
BHBP railway system involving failure to open the brake pipe cock or damage to a digitair.  These are the types of safety 
breaches which Mr Brandis is said to have committed in December 2004 and February 2005 respectively.  Mr Brandis was 
employed by Integrated at that time and working on the BHBP railway system.    BHPB is responsible for applying the 
operating rules and regulations for that system.  In my view these matters may be directly relevant to the standards the 
respondent applies to such matters.  They are relevant also to any argument the applicant wishes to make regarding the 
inconsistency of treatment of persons.  I will deal more with this latter point. 

2 The applicant requested discovery of documents in the power or possession of the respondent relating to incidents listed in 
paragraphs 1(a) and (b) of an email from Mr Schapper of 12 June 2006.  That email includes a request at 1(c) for the record of 
radio transmissions relating to any incident in which Mr Brandis was allegedly involved.  The respondent submitted that they 
do not have those transmissions as they were taped over after a period of some 6 weeks.  Mr Schapper’s original request for the 
transmissions post-dated this occurrence.  I take that no further at this time.  The applicant also sought discovery of documents 
relating to incidents involving damage to a digitair.  That discovery has been granted. 

3 I do not need to go to each aspect of the submissions of the parties.  Essentially Mr Schapper submitted that the documents are 
necessary so that he can consider whether there is any unfairness toward Mr Brandis in the handling of safety incidents by the 
respondent.  He referred to the Full Bench decision in Gonzalo Portilla v BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd 85 WAIG 3441 where 
the relevance of inconsistent treatment was canvassed.  He submitted that the respondent had previously and wrongly sought to 
argue that documents were not relevant as they did not directly affect the treatment of the applicant’s member.  He submitted 
that he did not have many details of the incidents listed in 1(a) and (b), however, he was instructed that they were all matters of 
interest. 

4 Ms Archer for the respondent submitted that the Full Bench had determined that Mr Brandis was unfairly refused employment.  
The issue now on remittal was the remedy to be applied, given the further evidence which the parties now seek to put before 
the Commission.  Ms Archer challenged the relevance of the documents and stressed that the remedy is the important issue to 
be addressed and whether the Commission should intervene to require the respondent to employ Mr Brandis, if there were a 
possibility that he would be a risk to safety on the railway system.  She submitted that Mr Brandis was not an employee and the 
argument the applicant seeks to make would be akin to comparing apples with chickens. 

5 I understand the above to be the essential components of the respective submissions.  If either counsel is concerned that these 
brief synopses of their submissions do not do justice to their submissions, I am sure that either party is capable of alerting me 
to any further matters that need to be considered prior to the substantive hearing.    

6 The task for the Commission now is that expressed in the judgement of Le Miere J in BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd v 
Construction, Forestry, Mining & Energy Union of Workers & Another [2006] WASCA 49 (S)).  He stated: 

“75 In all the circumstances the Full Bench, having found that the Commissioner erred in not finding that BHPB 
had unfairly or unreasonably refused to employ Mr Brandis, should have remitted the case to the Commissioner to further 
hear and determine whether it should order BHPB to employ Mr Brandis. 
76 Subsection 90(3) of the Act provides that this Court may confirm, reverse, vary, amend, rescind, set aside, or 
quash the decision the subject of appeal and may remit the matter to the Full Bench for  hearing and determination 
according to law.  The appropriate course in this case is to vary the decision of the Full Bench by substituting an order 
that the case be remitted to Commissioner Wood for further hearing and determination in lieu of order 2 made by the Full 
Bench.  The parties before the Full Bench agreed that that course should be followed.  Furthermore, remitting the case to 
the Commissioner would enable the Commissioner to consider receiving the further evidence concerning the safety issue 
and, if it receives the evidence, to test the evidence by cross-examination and make the necessary findings of fact.  That is 
a course more appropriately undertaken by the Commissioner, whether or not the Full Bench has power to receive further 
evidence on appeal.  Finally, the President has now retired and the case could not be remitted to the same Full Bench that 
made the decision appealed from.” 

7 The task for the Commission is to consider further evidence and decide the remedy.  The prime question remains, however, in 
light of the further evidence whether it is unfair to refuse to employ Mr Brandis.  This does not and cannot involve a re-
inventing of the Full Bench decision.  The matters concern events after the selection process.  I say this because the 
submissions of the parties are in conflict as to whether a question of inconsistent treatment is relevant at all or of much 
importance.  It may be relevant to an argument of unfairness. 

8 The test the Full Bench (Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers v BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd 85 
WAIG 1924) applied to the Brandis case was expressed as follows: 

“This was an appeal against the finding that the refusal to employ Mr Brandis was not unfair in all of the circumstances.  
This was a matter which was required to be judged according to s26(1)(a) of the Act, according to the equity, good 
conscience and the substantial merits of the case, and having regard to the interests of all those directly and indirectly 
interested (see s26(1)(c)).” 

9 Mr Archer submitted there are multiple factors which may have bearing on how employees are treated, the real focus is on 
remedy.  The matter is also one of refusal to employ as opposed to unfair dismissal.  Mr Brandis was not an employee.   
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10 Mr Schapper relied on the Portilla case.  In that matter the Hon President and Kenner C joined in judgement and stated: 
“If an employee is treated so inconsistently that, on an objective consideration of the matter, he/she ought to be and feel 
aggrieved, then the dismissal may be unfair.” , and …  
 In principle, a dismissal of an employee which is otherwise not harsh, oppressive or unfair may be so if another 
employee of the same employer, at a contemporaneous point in time, having committed similar acts of conduct or 
misconduct, are not dismissed. The principle is one of consistency of treatment (Capril Aluminium Ltd v Sae (1997) 75 
IR 65 at [68]). Notions of fairness necessarily include whether the employee has received a “fair go all round” when 
compared to others in a similar position employed by the same employer.”  

11 Both the Portilla and Capril cases involved matters of dismissal.  The question being whether the discrepancy in treatment 
between two employees could give rise to a justified sense of grievance; noting that consistency does not necessarily mean 
equality.  The Full Bench in the Portilla case also had much to say about the issue of summary dismissal and the tests to be 
applied, which are not relevant here.  In this matter, the issue is not simply the standards applied by the respondent to safety 
matters.  In deciding the question of ‘unfairness’, given the further evidence, the parties may seek to apply a range of factors to 
the assessment.  From my knowledge of the respondent’s railway operations, in matters of safety and judgements about 
employees’ roles in safety incidents, various factors are taken into account.  These include the seriousness of the incident, the 
awareness of the policy or regulation, the intent of the individual, the frankness of the individual, the history of the individual 
in terms of safety adherence.  I do not seek to be exhaustive.  Whilst Mr Brandis was not an employee of the respondent it is 
the case that he previously worked for BHBP, and had worked on the BHBP railway system for Integrated for sometime.  In so 
doing he was bound by the rules and regulations which applied to the system and which were controlled by BHBP.  In my 
mind, I should remain open, at this stage, to an argument that the respondent may have adopted a differential approach in a 
matter of safety towards Mr Brandis.  It would be wrong in my view to simply exclude the argument at this point.  Put 
differently, if it were to be found that Mr Brandis was responsible for the safety breaches and did so by neglect or intent, yet 
breaches of these kinds are not typically treated with much seriousness, then that could be seen to have bearing on the remedy.  
I am therefore open to an argument of inconsistency and as in Portilla the breaches do have to be like for like. 

12 Unfortunately I have little information by which to gauge the relevance of the incidents that the applicant seeks documentation 
about.  In respect of the incidents in 1(a) I have only the incidents numbers.  I can assume that they are all safety incidents and 
probably occurred on the railway system, but no more.  I am therefore in doubt as to their relevance and hence would not order 
discovery in relation to those incidents at this time.  In relation to the incidents listed at 1(b), at least the description allows me 
to identify that the incidents may relate to neglect by an engine driver.  I would grant discovery in relation to the matters listed 
in 1(b). 

13 Counsel are capable of cooperating to ensure that the matters covered in these reasons, and the directions given on 2 August 
2006, are completed promptly.  However, if either party requires a formal direction to issue, then they should alert my 
Associate by 2pm on Monday, 7 August 2006 and provide a draft of the direction sought. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05395 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY  MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
BHP BILLITON IRON ORE PTY LTD AND INTEGRATED GROUP LTD T/AS INTEGRATED 
WORKFORCE 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S WOOD 
HEARD MONDAY, 14 AUGUST 2006, TUESDAY, 15 AUGUST 2006, WEDNESDAY, 16 AUGUST 2006 
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO. CR 128 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05395 
 
CatchWords Refusal to employ - Matter remitted on appeal - Alleged breaches of safety - Should respondent be 

required to employ - Honesty - Severity of incidents - Treatment of similar incidents - Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 s.44 

Result BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd to employ Mr Brandis 
Representation  
Applicant Mr D Schapper of Counsel 
Respondents Ms G Archer of Counsel and with her Ms K O’Rourke of Counsel on behalf of BHP Billiton Iron Ore 

Pty Ltd 
   No Appearance for Integrated Group Ltd 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 In this decision any reference to the respondent is a reference to BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd (BHPB).  Integrated Group Ltd 

through its solicitors advised the Commission on 2 August 2006 that they would not be taking any further part in the 
proceedings. 
Background  

2 This matter concerns whether the Commission should order BHPB to employ the applicant’s member, Mr Gregory Brandis.  
The original application was lodged in the Commission on 10 June 2004.  The application covered two issues; refusal to 
employ and joint employment.  I issued an order on 13 September 2004 dismissing the application.  The Full Bench heard the 
appeal (FBA 36 of 2004) on 13 and 14 December 2004, 15 and 16 March 2005 and 22 June 2005 and issued an order to 
employ Mr Brandis from 7 May 2004.  The matter was appealed to the Industrial Appeal Court (IAC 5 and 6 of 2005) and a 
stay application was heard by Wheeler J on 27 July 2005.  A partial stay was granted, covering the retrospective aspect of the 
Full Bench’s order, and Mr Brandis was then ordered to be employed with effect from the date of the Full Bench order, being 
28 June 2005.  The substantive appeal was heard by the IAC on 1 and 2 November 2005 and 7 April 2006.  An order issued on 
17 May 2006 which remitted the matter to the Commission to hear evidence concerning the safety breaches allegedly 
committed by Mr Brandis on 10 December 2004 and 15 February 2005.  The respondent sought unsuccessfully to put this 
evidence before the Full Bench during the second set of hearing dates on 15 and 16 March 2005.  Following the IAC order the 
applicant applied to the Commission for an interim order that the respondent employ Mr Brandis pending the outcome of the 
Commission’s hearing.  This interim order was granted and issued on 14 June 2006.  The interim order required the respondent 
to employ Mr Brandis, pending the outcome of the substantive hearing, with effect from 14 June 2006.  The substantive matter 
was heard in Port Hedland from 14 to 16 August 2006.  I outline briefly this history because it has been referred to, in part, by 
each party in their submissions. 

3 To make sense of the matter it is also necessary to view the history of employment of Mr Brandis on the BHPB railroad system 
(“the railroad”).  Mr Brandis is a locomotive driver. He worked on the railroad for BHPB from December 1978 to May 1999.  
He took redundancy at that time and his evidence is that he, in part, did this because one person as opposed to two persons 
train operations were being introduced.  Then in June 2001 Mr Brandis commenced work again on the railroad and was 
employed by Integrated Workforce.  Integrated is a labour hire firm and supplies locomotive drivers to BHPB under contract.  
Mr Brandis was said to be a casual employee.  Mr Brandis from May 2001 applied for employment directly with BHPB as a 
Rail Transport Technician to drive locomotives.  He applied several times and was not interviewed.  However, in January 2004 
BHPB advertised for locomotive drivers and, following another job application by Mr Brandis, put Mr Brandis through their 
selection processes.  Mr Brandis was unsuccessful.  I do not go to the detail of this process as it is covered in the original 
decision and the decision of the Full Bench.  Throughout this time Mr Brandis continued to work on the railroad and was 
employed by Integrated.  In December 2004 and February 2005 Mr Brandis is alleged to have committed safety breaches.  I 
will refer to them respectively as the Brake Pipe Cock (BPC) incident (December 2004) and the Digitair incident (February 
2005).  For the BPC incident he received a final warning and a six shifts penalty from Integrated.  After the Digitair incident, 
following investigation by BHPB and disciplinary review by Integrated, Mr Brandis was dismissed.  He ceased working on the 
railroad on 8 March 2005.  These incidents and his dismissal occurred whilst the matter was before the Full Bench.  Mr 
Brandis, by virtue of the orders of the Full Bench and Wheeler J, then recommenced on the railroad on 28 October 2005, 
employed by BHPB, and was back paid to June 2005.  He then ceased employment on 17 May 2006 when the IAC upheld the 
appeal.  The respondent had employed him contingent upon the outcome of the appeal.  He resumed actual work on 27 June 
2006 under the interim order and is currently working on the railroad under supervision.  He has worked under supervision 
since resuming on the railroad on 28 October 2005. 

4 The safety and work record of Mr Brandis when he worked for BHPB from 1978 to 1999 was covered in my original decision 
and I do not need to deal with it here.  It was not the subject of further evidence or submission in this hearing.  The relevant 
safety incidents which were covered by both parties were the BPC and Digitair incidents and a safety breach in August 2002 
when Mr Brandis overrode the ATP system.  The ATP is a secondary safety system which may only be overridden with the 
permission of Train Control.  Mr Brandis failed to obtain that permission.  The details of this incident, as opposed to its 
relevance to later events, were not covered in any great detail at this hearing.  The matter is covered in my earlier decision.  
The focus of this hearing is primarily the BPC and Digitair incidents.   

5 Mr Brandis was stood down after the BPC incident and returned to work in mid January 2005.  He was stood down again after 
the Digitair incident.  Hence he worked for about one month between the two incidents.  I say this because it is clear that 
following the August 2002 incident and following the BPC incident Mr Brandis was penalised but returned to work on the 
railroad.  It stands therefore as a matter of logic that he was not considered at that time to be such a risk, or potential risk, to 
safety that he could no longer work on the railroad.  It was after the Digitair incident that Mr Brandis lost his employment with 
Integrated.  His earlier safety history would of course have been relevant.  In June 2006, in light of the progress with this 
dispute, Mr Bartholomew, Manager, Railroad Operations for BHPB, had cause to review the Digitair incident, in conjunction 
with the earlier matters, and decided that Mr Brandis was a risk to safety and could no longer be trusted to work on the 
railroad.   

6 Mr Bartholomew has a legal obligation to ensure that those persons who work on the railroad are safe.  He says in his evidence 
that he made his decision based on a review of the ATP, BPC and Digitair incidents and a discussion with Mr Jolly, 
Superintendent, concerning problems identified with Mr Brandis in a psychological report during the selection process.  In 
answer to a question from the Commission as to whether Mr Brandis might still be employed but for the Digitair incident, Mr 
Bartholomew says that Mr Brandis might still be employed.  Similarly, counsel for the respondent in closing submissions, in 
response to the Commission, conceded that Mr Brandis could still have been employed but for the Digitair incident.  The 
Digitair incident therefore takes on some importance.  It cannot be seen in isolation because Mr Bartholomew weighed up Mr 
Brandis’ history of safety breaches and the seriousness of each breach before deciding.  However, if Mr Brandis was not 
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responsible for the damage to the Digitair then he might still have been employed.  This is, of course, barring further incidents, 
but that point is hypothetical to these proceedings.   

7 The respondent sent a letter to the Commission, with a copy to the applicant on 11 August 2006 stating: 
“Please be advised that we have been informed by our client that Mr Brandis has recently been involved in a further 
incident.  Our client proposes to conduct an investigation into this matter”. 

Neither party sought to make any mention of this at hearing. 
8 Mr Bartholomew also says that he considered Mr Brandis’ accounts/responses to the incidents and weighed this into his 

consideration.  He was not convinced that Mr Brandis was honest in responding to the safety breaches and this was a factor in 
his decision.  He says that he values honesty as he treats safety investigation as a training exercise whereby people learn from 
mistakes.  He treats attitude as incorporating personal honesty.  I mention this because the issue of Mr Brandis’ honesty 
became a key component of Ms Archer’s cross-examination of Mr Brandis, her closing submissions and the closing 
submissions of Mr Schapper, counsel for the applicant.  Ms Archer says that Mr Brandis was not honest after each of the ATP, 
BPC and Digitair incidents and at hearing.  Mr Schapper submitted that the supposed issue of Mr Brandis’ honesty was an 
eleventh hour attempt by the company to patch over the fact that Mr Brandis was not responsible for the Digitair incident.  It 
was a last minute change of attack to bolster their otherwise failing case against Mr Brandis.  He submitted that up to just prior 
to the hearing, i.e. as at 31 July 2006, honesty was never mentioned as a factor in the decision not to continue with Mr Brandis’ 
employment.  It did not appear in either Mr Bartholomew’s statement or reply statement.  It was not in issue, Mr Schapper 
submitted, until the company had to discover the download information for the Digitair incident and realised their case would 
fail.   

9 I will cover the submissions and evidence in detail later but I mention this because it is a prominent arm to the respondent’s 
case; denied emphatically by counsel for the respondent.  Mr Schapper submitted, in turn, that the Commission should make a 
finding in support of Mr Brandis’ honesty, due to the attacks and the litigation which has been a long and wearying episode for 
him.  The finding would also send a signal to the respondent.  It is the case that the Commission must assess the credibility of 
the evidence of all witnesses at hearing.  The respondent referred to this but also whether Mr Brandis had been honest at 
relevant times about the actual incidents.  In dealing with the evidence and actual incidents, the issue of the honesty of Mr 
Brandis following the Digitair incident is important.  If Mr Brandis can be found to have damaged the Digitair by propelling 
his locomotive into it at the Cowra siding, then he has been manifestly deceitful in his conduct following the incident.  Mr 
Schapper, in his submissions, accepts this point.  He submitted however that Mr Brandis could not possibly have damaged the 
Digitair at the Cowra siding.  The other aspect to the Digitair incident is whether Mr Brandis can be said to be culpable or 
dishonest if the damage was caused by a roll-back at the Shaw siding. 

10 The applicant also presented documents relating to a series of safety breaches on the railroad [Exhibit A15].  Discovery of the 
documents was sought by the applicant and granted by the Commission.  The applicant submitted that the respondent had not 
acted more severely on any of those incidents other than to put a note to file on the drivers’ records.  The applicant compared 
this to Mr Brandis’ treatment for what could be seen as lesser breaches.  I turn then to the evidence of the BPC and Digitair 
incidents. 

11 Evidence for the respondent was given by Mr Bartholomew, Manager, Railroad Operations for BHPB.  Evidence for the 
applicant was given by Mr Brandis and Mr Johncock, CFMEU Convenor.  The respondent sought also to call Mr Goss, a 
Senior Consultant (Psychologist) with Chandler McLeod, to give evidence.  Following submissions from the parties I 
determined that he could not give evidence, and indicated that I would publish my reasons at the time of this decision.  My 
reasoning is as follows. 
Goss’ Evidence 

12 BHPB sought to lead evidence from Mr Goss about the psychological assessment of Mr Brandis which he undertook as part of 
the selection process in early 2004.  A further opinion was sought from Mr Goss by the respondent for these proceedings and 
in light of the BPC and Digitair incidents.   

13 Mr Goss was the psychologist who tested Mr Brandis early in 2004 as part of the original selection process.  Mr Goss was 
requested by the respondent to review the test results, in light of the safety incidents involving Mr Brandis and to make 
comment about his findings.  The evidence of Mr Goss also related to his position and qualifications, an explanation of the 
testing and an incident sometime following the testing involving Mr Brandis and his representative, Mr Damian Clarke. 

14 The applicant objected to Mr Goss being called to give evidence.  The objection was that the evidence could have been 
adduced at first instance, was addressed in the appeal to the Full Bench, the findings of the Full Bench were not challenged and 
are binding on the Commission, the new evidence agreed to be heard relates to the two safety incidents and the remittal relates 
to the two safety incidents.  The evidence would be outside the terms of remittal.  The respondent submitted that the applicant 
conducted their case at first instance on the basis that the selection panel had taken account of the test results without query, 
when the results sat at odds with the fact that Mr Brandis had successfully driven locomotives on the BHP Railroad system, 
without incident, for many years.  Hence the evidence which the respondent now seeks to adduce was not able to be led at first 
instance.  The challenge the applicant made originally being a challenge to the manner in which the selection committee 
conducted the process.  It was now important to view the validity of the tests and test information, as they have bearing on the 
respondent’s view as to whether to employ Mr Brandis.  They underline his unsuitability in terms of his tendency to ignore 
safety measures.  The respondent submitted that it would be absurd to exclude the evidence on a technical point when such 
evidence could have been obtained afresh by the respondent and been led at hearing. 

15 The matter remitted is clearly stated in the judgment of Le Miere J at paragraphs 74, 75, 76.  He states: 
“74 …  Furthermore, BHPB wished to lead evidence of incidents which occurred in mid-December 2004 in 
mid-February 2005 which BHPB submitted raised safety issues and made it inappropriate for the Commission to order 
that BHPB employ Mr Brandis.  Importantly, BHPB and the Union agreed before the Full Bench that if the Full Bench 
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found that the Commissioner had erred then the case should be remitted to the Commissioner and the allegations 
concerning the breach of safety issues in December 2004 and February 2005 should be the subject of further hearing 
before the Commissioner. 
75 In all the circumstances the Full Bench, having found that the Commissioner erred in not finding that BHPB 
had unfairly or unreasonably refused to employ Mr Brandis, should have remitted the case to the Commissioner to further 
hear and determine whether it should order BHPB to employ Mr Brandis. 
76 …  The appropriate course in this case is to vary the decision of the Full Bench by substituting an order that the 
case be remitted to Commissioner Wood for further hearing and determination in lieu of order 2 made by the Full Bench.  
The parties before the Full Bench agreed that that course should be followed.  Furthermore, remitting the case to the 
Commissioner would enable the Commissioner to consider receiving the further evidence concerning the safety issue and, 
if it receives the evidence, to test the evidence by cross-examination and make the necessary findings of fact.” 

16 Ms Archer submitted unchallenged that the scope of that evidence was never presented or defined.  I accept this, albeit some 
evidence in relation to the safety incidents were put before Wheeler J in the application to stay the order of the Full Bench.  
Equally, I accept that relevant evidence arising subsequent to the hearing at first instance, may properly be put before the 
Commission on re-hearing.  I understand that point is not the challenge made by the applicant, at directions hearing or the 
substantive hearing.  However, the issue here is whether the evidence of Mr Goss should be put before the Commission, given 
that the Full Bench has decided that Mr Brandis was unfairly refused employment and the Commission is bound by that 
decision.  The respondent submitted that the Commission, however, is not bound by the obiter comments of members of the 
Full Bench.  The Commission is only bound by the decision that Mr Brandis was unfairly refused employment. 

17 It is the case that the Full Bench in arriving at their decision weighed the initial report of Mr Goss, and Mr Brandis’ long, good 
driving record (paragraphs 271 and 272 of their decision).  It is plain from the decision that the driving record of Mr Brandis 
was important to the conclusion of the Full Bench.  It is the case also that the driving record is the subject of this hearing.  
Specifically, whether Mr Brandis can be said to be a safety risk due to the BPC and Digitair incidents.  Mr Goss did not 
perform a further test on Mr Brandis.  He simply was asked to review the earlier test results and make further comment.  By 
this evidence the respondent seeks to add weight to the view that they are correct now in not employing Mr Brandis.  That Mr 
Brandis has certain attributes, based on psychological testing, which disqualify him for employment.   

18 The respondent seeks to give more relevance, persuasion or weight to the testing.  However, the opinion of Mr Goss was 
already that Mr Brandis was not suitable.  It is not clear to me what a review of the test information in light of the two safety 
incidents would show other than Mr Brandis continues to be unsuitable based on the same test results.  However, it was then 
and is now the driving record of Mr Brandis and his general conduct with the respondent that is primarily relevant.  If Mr 
Brandis can be considered to be a safety risk based on the two new incidents then Mr Goss’ earlier opinion is supported.  If Mr 
Brandis cannot be considered a safety risk, on an objective assessment of the evidence concerning the BPC and Digitair 
incidents, then Mr Goss’ earlier opinion is not supported.  It may not invalidate that opinion, but the driving record of Mr 
Brandis and his conduct would lend no weight to it.  The relevant evidence is what has bearing on an understanding of the 
actual incidents, not something less tangible. 

19 The evidence of Mr Goss was also not presented as being expert testimony.  He did not conduct any further assessment.  
Testimony which the applicant might seek to counter through their own psychological report on Mr Brandis.  Mr Bartholomew 
did not have direct regard for the actual results.  His evidence is that he spoke to Mr Jolly who advised him that concerns were 
expressed about Mr Brandis in his psychological assessment during the selection process.  That limited knowledge, imported 
from Mr Jolly, then became part of his consideration in finding Mr Brandis unsuitable for employment.  To now give greater 
and separate weight to Mr Goss’ advice than had been given by Mr Bartholomew would not be correct in my view.  In simple 
terms if Mr Brandis is a safety risk, based on the two incidents, he should not be employed.  If he is not a safety risk, based on 
the two incidents, he should be employed.  It should not be the case that, absent the two incidents Mr Brandis, should be 
considered a safety risk and hence not employed.  It should also not be the case that the psychological assessment, outside of 
the selection process which is the context in which it was used by the respondent, should take on greater significance now.  To 
take this approach would then counter the order of the Full Bench, the manner in which this matter has progressed, and the 
instruction given by the Industrial Appeal Court. 

20 It is the case that the evidence of Mr Goss was opposed initially at a directions hearing on 2 August 2006.  Given the 
submissions at that time I made no judgment as to whether Mr Goss’ evidence should be allowed at all or in part.  I left the 
decision concerning exclusion of parts of the evidence to the substantive hearing and directed that Mr Bartholomew provide by 
way of declaration a statement as to whether he considered Mr Goss’ opinion in forming his view.  At hearing in making my 
judgment concerning whether to admit Mr Goss’ evidence I did not have regard to Mr Bartholomew’s statement.  It was not 
part of the evidence at that time.  I wanted the statement to understand better the relevance of Mr Goss’ evidence.  I was not 
convinced that it had played any part, given the submissions, in the making of a decision about Mr Brandis.  From Mr 
Bartholomew’s evidence at hearing this would appear to be so.  Of course, the respondent is not just Mr Bartholomew, but he 
was the one tasked with doing a review of the incidents and it is his view which is relied on.  I considered also whether the 
evidence of Mr Goss could have been obtained afresh.  This is based on the submission of the respondent that it would be 
absurd to bar such evidence on technical grounds.  Mr Goss’ evidence may be new in that he is asked to express further 
opinion based on the original results.  However, he is asked to do this for the purpose of this case, not as part of any judgment 
made about Mr Brandis’ suitability back in March 2004.  This is clear to me from the evidence of Mr Bartholomew at hearing, 
if it was not apparent by implication from his earlier statement.  It is unfortunate for Mr Goss and the respondent that Mr Goss 
had to sit through two days of hearing in Port Hedland and yet not be called. 

21 The difficulty I have is that the matter comes to me on remittal due to the BPC and Digitair incidents, which both parties 
agreed should be heard, if the Full Bench found for the union.  Mr Brandis’ culpability, lack of honesty, disregard for safety or 
capacity to take shortcuts is displayed or not displayed by his behaviour and the events surrounding those incidents.  If he is 
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culpable it is because he did or did not do certain things.  It is because the pattern of behaviour demonstrated it to be so.  It is 
not because he took a psychological test some eight or more months prior to the BPC incident and now someone comes along 
to say, “see I was concerned about him doing something like this”.  I mean no disrespect to Mr Goss by this comment or to the 
basis of psychological testing.  However, as this matter comes to me, Mr Brandis should be judged on his actual behaviour and 
not some behaviour or ‘attributes’ displayed at testing.  If he is responsible for smashing the Digitair and hid that fact, he 
should not be employed.   

22 The respondent submitted that they would seek costs in relation to Mr Goss’ attendance at hearing in South Hedland. 
Brake Pipe Cock Incident – 10 December 2004 

23 It was not in dispute at hearing that Mr Brandis failed to open the BPC behind a locomotive which then connected to the 
second rake of ore cars. 

24 On 10 December 2004 Mr Brandis was working in the yard at Port Hedland making up a 300 car train for departure.  He was 
working with Mr Reed and Mr Baker on the task.  Mr Yuryevich discovered and reported that there had been a failure to open 
the BPC on locomotive 86.  (The event notification [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB2] reads as follows: 

“When locos 70 and 86 were coupled to a rake on 102 road in the south yard the yardman failed to open the brake pipe 
cock between the rake and loco 86.  This rake was dragged up the yard and coupled to the rear of the “A” portion of train 
1863 without brakes being operative on the rake.  This fault was picked up upon investigation after locotrol BP test 
failed.” 

25 The fault was rectified.  The risk assessment was rated as moderate in a scale which provides for low, moderate, high and 
extreme ratings.  The investigation findings was that the “Yardman failed to open brake pipe cock”.  The BPC is a locking 
device at the end of the air hose which connects to the next cab or locomotive and when open ensures airflow to the following 
carriages.  Mr Brandis had to adjust the lever to open the device.  The airflow is vital to the braking system through the length 
of the train. 

26 Mr Robeck, the Electrical Training Officer, sent an email [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB7] to Mr Jolly, the Superintendent, at 3:28 pm 
that day.  He stated in part: 

“At approximately 0845 I received a call from the maintainers that a 300 car train would not pass the Brake Pipe Test 
after the flow rate had dropped to zero it was coming up with “Brake Pipe Test error check train”. 
When I checked the lead loco it was observed that the flow on the A & B portion was at zero and the flow rate on the C 
was approximately 49 CFM. 
Some time after I arrived it was discovered that the Brake Pipe Angle Cock was closed between the B Remote Locos and 
the B portion of the train. 
…. 
When a Brake Pipe Test is performed the following happens a Minimum Application is initiated on the LEAD LOCO 
ONLY the B Remote is waiting to sense a Flow, when the B Remote senses Flow it then makes a Minimum Application, 
the C Remote is waiting to sense Flow when the C Remote senses Flow it makes a Minimum Application. 
This Brake Pipe Test ensures that the Flow Sensors are operating and that the Locos are in the correct sequence in the 
train.” 

27 Mr Brandis provided a statement to Mr Jolly on 11 December 2004 [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB4].  He stated: 
“My recollection of events is that I dropped S Reed on loco 70 and a SD40 aprox 0515 am and used hand signals back 
onto rake released handbrakes and positioned myself for a roll out for this portion to go up onto another portion lead 6651 
up at 202 switch which myself and T Baker made up.  During the rollout standing by the yardmans vehicle I noticed 
nothing unusual.  Departed yard office at 1325 after ringing Basil yard control for home.” 

28 Mr Reed’s statement [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB5] states: 
“On receiving instruction from the yard controller I boarded loco 70 which was parked outside the crib room on 102 or 
103 Rd?  I called Yard Control for permission to move I was hand signalled by yardman to couple on to cars as there was 
other radio traffic, when we were coupled the yardman put the air through and signalled me that he was standing clear, 
and ready for roll by.  I called Yard Control, and received instruction to roll down 102 or 103 rd and set locotrol for loco 
66 lead on pulling down the train seamed to roll or, I was informed on the radio that the roll by was ok, I coupled to the 
lead portion and set loco 70 for lead remote on the locotrol.” 

29 Mr Yuryevich’s statement [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB6] says: 
“Re Delay to 1000 hrs departure, Nelson Point. 
Geoff, upon connecting up the “C” portion of the train (Serial 1863) N Clark and myself proceeded to the front loco to set 
up locotrol and do the brake tests.  All loco’s linked ok but we could not perform the brake tests and help was requested 
from workshops.  The end result was that the problem was found to be a closed air cock located on loco 86, the trailing 
unit on the “B” portion.” 

30 Then on 11 December 2004 Mr Jolly wrote a report to Mr Hudson, Manager, Integrated [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB9] and stated in 
part: 

“An investigation was commenced into this incident where it was discovered that Greg Brandis was the Yardman who 
had coupled the locomotive to the ore cars. 
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Greg had been given the task of coupling a set of locomotives to a rake of ore cars and then rolling out (observing the cars 
and locomotives as they passed, where he was positioned, for proper operation or defects).  This train is driven up and 
coupled to another rake of cars and locomotives, waiting at the top of the Nelson Point Yard. 
By not opening the brake pipe cock this train did not have a fully operational air brake through the entire rake of 104 cars.  
Only the locomotive air brake was operational.  Should this train have been required to stop in an emergency it would not 
have possible as the stopping distance was now severely affected.” 

31 There are two other matters mentioned in Mr Jolly’s letters.  Mr Jolly says that, whilst on the mainline, the driver of the train 
set up by Mr Brandis, found that the handbrakes on ore car 3086 were applied.  Mr Jolly says the ore car (which sat directly 
behind locomotive 6070) was not set up correctly by Mr Brandis.  This matter was not pursued at hearing.  Mr Jolly says also 
that Mr Brandis left the yard early on 10 December 2004 without his supervisor’s permission.  Mr Brandis covered this matter 
in his initial statement.  He was asked at hearing under cross-examination about this point.  He said that he did have permission 
to leave.  The matter was not pursued further at hearing; albeit the matter was referred to by Integrated in the warning issued to 
Mr Brandis. 

32 Then on 14 December 2004 Mr Jolly, via the Administration Officer, sent further documents to Mr Hudson, National Manager, 
Mining and Resources at Integrated.  These documents included part of the event notification and the statements of Mr 
Brandis, Mr Reed and Mr Yuryevich [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB10].  On 15 December 2004 Mr Brandis wrote another report of his 
recollection of the events on 10 December 2004.  This report was at the request of an Integrated representative, Mr Wallis 
[Exhibit BHPB6, HJB11].  This statement replicated his earlier statement [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB4], and stated that he had 
asked the safety representatives to be in attendance.  I assume that is in relation to any meeting or investigation that may have 
been undertaken by Integrated.  On 17 December 2004 Mr Brandis received a letter from Mr Hudson, [Exhibit BHPB6, 
HJB12] which stated: 

“Re Failure to Open Brakepipe Cock on Loco 86-Rake B 1863 
It has been bought to Integrated’s attention that you were allegedly involved in a safety breech in the rail yard at BHP 
Billiton, Nelson Point, on 10 December 2004, involving the coupling of locomotives to a rake of ore cars when the brake 
pipe cock had not been opened. 
The result of this brake pipe cock not being opened resulted in the Locomotive not having full or suitable braking 
capacity to allow it to start its journey.  This safety breech necessitated a lengthy delay in the locomotives journey until 
BHP Billiton’s engineers could locate the cause of the braking reduction. 
As a result of this incident, an investigation was conducted by BHP Billiton & Integrated to determine all of the facts 
surrounding the breach, and to determine what, if any, disciplinary action should be taken. 
I have been advised that you cooperated with BHP Billiton & Integrated staff, in providing statement’s detailing your 
involvement in this incident. 
The enquiry found, that you had breached BHP Billiton Iron Ore Railroad Operating Rule #’s 2.5, 2.6, 8.3land 8.4 a fact 
not denied by you.  This breach is seen as a serious breach of BHP Billiton Iron Ore Operating Rules and procedures, as 
well as your contractual obligations to Integrated to which disciplinary action is warranted. 
In addition, to the above safety breech it has been reported that you also left site prior to the completion of your rostered 
shift and without obtaining permission from the Rail Supervisor on the l0th of December 2004, a breech of BHP Billiton 
Iron Ore Railroad Operating Rule # 2.9 and again in breach of your contractual obligations to Integrated, a fact not denied 
by you. 
As you were stood down without payment of wages pending the investigation by BHP Billiton and Integrated on Saturday 
11 December, and flown from site on the same day, you have missed a total of six (6) twelve hour shifts from your roster, 
due to finish Thursday 16 December.  In the circumstances, this suspension is deemed by Integrated as appropriate in 
light of your actions and non-denial of the events as reported. 
Greg, this is not the first serious breach of safety rules that you have been disciplined for over in the last 12 months.  
Please be advised that any further breaches of BHP Billiton Iron Ore Operating Rules and procedures, or any other breach 
of your fiduciary duties under your contact of employment with Integrated may result in termination of your services by 
Integrated. 
This letter will stand as a first and final letter of warning and will be held on your personnel file. 
You will be advised of the details of your next tour in due course.” 

33 Mr Damian Clarke, then an industrial agent and friend of Mr Brandis, wrote to Mr McLean of Integrated on 28 February 2005 
concerning the BPC and Digitair incidents.  He sought payment for 8 shifts, other costs and stated, “Mr Brandis hereby denies 
that there was a failure to open the brakepipe cock on Loco 86-Rake B1863”. 

34 The breaches of rules quoted, in part, relate to Duty of Care, Shunting and Hand Brakes to be Released [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB 
8, HJB 17].  Integrated refers to the failure to open the BPC as a serious breach.  The investigation conducted by BHPB 
referred to the risk assessment as being moderate.  There is no mention of Mr Brandis’ honesty or lack thereof.  In fact the 
letter from Integrated says Mr Brandis did not deny the ‘fact’ of a breach of contractual obligation to Integrated.  It is not clear 
to me what other “serious” breaches of safety rules Mr Brandis is said to have committed in the preceding 12 months.  There 
are none that I am aware of at any hearing before me.   

35 It is also not clear whether further inquiry was made as to whether Mr Brandis received approval to leave the Yard.  I do not 
know who “Basil” is so I do not know whether he was a supervisor of Mr Brandis.  I assume Yard Control is Train Control, 
hence Basil is seemingly a Train Controller, and I have heard argument previously about Train Control directing duties.  In any 
event it was not a point of significance at hearing. 
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36 Mr Johncock’s evidence goes to the seriousness of the breach.  The points of contention being whether the train could have left 
the yard untested for air brake pressure and whether the train was dangerous in the yard if an emergency stop was necessary.  
Mr Johncock says, in part that: 

“2. When making up trains in the yard it is my experience that the train’s air brakes are not used.  This is so that the 
air in the train brake system is saved thus speeding up the operation of assembling the train.   It also saves on 
wear and tear on the train’s brakes.  Stopping the train is done by using the independent and/or dynamic brakes 
which do not depend on the pressure in the brake pipe. 

3. Furthermore, it is the responsibility of the locomotive driver to ensure that the air is through the brake pipe by 
monitoring the gauges in the cabin.  The mandatory tests carried out prior to departure prevent trains from 
departing until all the brakes are fully operational. 

6. Oversights are not uncommon in the ordinary work situation at BHP.  For example, after spotting the dumper it 
is necessary to shut off a cock.  This is overlooked from time to time.” 

37 At hearing, Mr Johncock refuted evidence by Mr Bartholomew that the train would not have had an air brake test prior to 
departure from the yard.  Mr Bartholomew’s contention is that if the train had been broken down from a 300 car to 200 car 
train the train could have operated at speed on the mainline without braking capacity to the rear 100 cars.  A situation that 
could be potentially very dangerous. 

38 Mr Johncock says that a test would have been carried out and he explained the sequence of testing the rakes and receiving a 
minimum brake application from A to B to C rakes.  The explanation is similar to that given in Mr Robeck’s email.  Mr 
Johncock agreed also, under cross examination, that it was possible to get ‘bottled’ air and a fake air reading on the cabin 
gauges. 

39 Mr Brandis says in his statement that he cannot remember opening the BPC and states “It seems I didn’t and this was an 
oversight on my part”.  He then provides an explanation as follows: 

“12. The rear locomotive of the B consist was an SD40 slave locomotive.  With this type of locomotive, and only 
this type, the locomotive cock can be on the opposite side of the brake pipe on the ore car.  This means it may 
be necessary, depending on the length of the hose, to climb over the locomotive to connect the pipe.  In such a 
case it is necessary to climb over the locomotive to open the cock.  All other types of locomotives have 2 cocks 
– one of each side – so as to avoid the need to climb over the locomotive to either connect the pipe or to open 
the cock”. 

40 Mr Bartholomew explained that when making up trains in the yard the locomotive drivers are required to couple the 
locomotives to the rake, connect the air hoses between rear locomotive and first car of the rake, open the brake pipe cocks on 
both the rear locomotive and first car and release any handbrakes on the cars.  He explained that the train brake is the only 
brake that can stop a train in an emergency.  When the locomotive is started an air compressor on the locomotive supplies 
compressed air to the train brake.  If the BPC is not opened the air cannot flow to the ore cars.  Mr Bartholomew says that, 
“Prior to a train departing the yard, a brake pipe test is required to be conducted”. 

41 Mr Bartholomew in his statement says that a controlled simulation of the BPC incident showed that it took a train 403 metres 
to stop with no train brakes as opposed to 52 metres with brakes.  He says also: 

“4. ……  The driver of the Consist would not have been aware that no air had been put through to the rake, as when 
the locomotives were started up air would have been pumped through the pipes on the locomotive and remained 
bottled or trapped in the pipes of the locomotives as the brake pipe cock was closed. Because there was air in 
the locomotive pipes the driver would have received an air pressure reading on the gauges in the cabin and 
assumed the brake pipe cocks were in the open position. 

19. …… The location of the tap on the locomotive does not in any way alter a yardman’s responsibility to ensure 
the brake pipe cocks are in the right position prior to allowing a vehicle to be moved in the Yard.” 

42 Mr Bartholomew says that due to Mr Brandis’ failure to open the BPC when Mr Reed drove the B portion of the train to the 
departure sign there were no train brakes.  He says, “This was a serious incident, as if Mr Reed was required to stop the train 
quickly, particularly in an emergency, he would not have been able to stop.”  He says the maximum speed in the yard is 35 Km 
per hour.  Approval is required from him to move trains with air to the train brakes.  The failure by Mr Brandis, “may have 
resulted in a collision causing injury to Mr Reed and damaging the locomotive and the rake”.  At a speed of 35 Km per hour it 
would have taken approximately 400 meters to stop B portion without train brakes.  He says, “Mr Brandis’ failure to open the 
brake pipe cock and allow a train to be moved without train brakes is a safety breach that is unacceptable from a locomotive 
driver with Mr Brandis’ experience”. 
Brake Pipe Cock Assessment 

43 Ms Archer says that Mr Brandis denied initially failing to open the BPC and later claimed payment for the six shifts he was 
penalised.  She submitted that as Mr Bartholomew said, safety is balanced by the potential risk.  She described the risk as very 
serious.  She encouraged the Commission to consider it in light of the August 2002 incident which was a very serious override.  
She submitted that whether or not the train got out of the yard, Mr Reed could not have stopped his train in under 400 metres.  
If the last 100 cars had been cut off then the departure test would not have failed.  Hence the driver would have thought he/she 
had reasonable air brake pressure.  Mr Schapper submitted, the failure was simply because Mr Brandis forgot, no serious 
incident eventuated and Mr Brandis suffered a penalty of 6 shifts.  Counsel for both parties submitted that the Commission 
should reconcile the evidence as to the potential danger arising from the BPC incident. 

44 The failure by Mr Brandis to open the BPC is an error of omission in my view.  I am convinced that he simply forgot to adjust 
the lever.  His initial statement is consistent with this view.  If he forgot he cannot say he knew about the event unless, once 
prompted, he remembered his actions and that they did not include opening the BPC.  The letter by his representative, Mr 
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Clarke, challenged the penalty (as Mr Schapper put it) but also denied this failure to act.  Mr Brandis’ original and duplicated 
statements were attached and they simply indicate that he was not aware of the problem.  The cross-examination of Mr Brandis 
about Mr Clarke’s letter does not shed any more light on the subject for me.  Mr Brandis at hearing accepts that he failed to 
open the BPC by saying, “it seems I didn’t”, and refers to it as an oversight.  He then provides some explanation as to why he 
might have forgotten.  This of course does not excuse his actions, but it is a human error.  In weighing this evidence the 
obvious answer is that he forgot. 

45 Mr Brandis’ failure to open the BPC displays a lack of attention to duty.  It does not display a contempt for safety or an 
ignorance of safety.  The breach was a mistake and from that mistake and the August 2002 ATP incident I cannot conclude that 
somehow Mr Brandis displayed an attitude to safety that was so unmindful or adverse so as to cause his employment to be in 
jeopardy.  This finding is reinforced when one looks at the penalty applied.  He received a penalty of six shifts and a final 
warning.  I do understand why a final warning was given and I do not understand the comment in the letter of warning that he 
had had other serious breaches in the preceding 12 months.  The letter was sent by Integrated and they were not present at 
hearing.  What I do know from the earlier hearing in this matter, and Mr Bartholomew’s evidence, is that BHPB could have 
demanded that Mr Brandis no longer be supplied as a driver on the railroad.  They did not.  They could also have chosen to 
retrain or re-accredit Mr Brandis as a driver.  They did not.  Mr Johncock says unchallenged that mistakes are made on the 
railroad.  The railroad is a human endeavour and mistakes can naturally be expected.  The material in Exhibit A15 reinforces 
that view. 

46 As to the seriousness of the breach the penalty applied surely reflected the perceived seriousness at the relevant time.  The risk 
assessment was moderate.  Mr Bartholomew’s evidence goes to what could have happened if the train had left the yard as a 
200 car train, and the danger if Mr Reed, in the yard, had to stop in an emergency.  I accept the evidence of Mr Bartholomew 
that the train, in an emergency stop, would have taken 400 metres to come to a halt.  The information arose from a specific test 
run.  Mr Johncock’s evidence does not really counter this view.  It is more that other brakes are used to control the train in the 
yard, as opposed to an emergency stop.  I accept that this could have been a serious incident.  The evidence though is not about 
what did happen as opposed to what could have happened.  The error was discovered, a test was applied, and the fault was 
corrected.  In terms of the operation of the train in the yard by Mr Reed, again the problem did not occur and the penalty 
imposed at the time seemingly took all matters of seriousness into account.  

47 I do not need to deal with the issue of whether the train would have left the yard without being tested properly.  However, I 
accept that if the train had been reduced to 200 cars it is possible that a false reading due to bottled air could have occurred.  
Mr Johncock accepts this point.  The fact is that what did happen is that the pre-departure test did pick up the error.  The rest is 
somewhat hypothetical but if it presents a real concern to the respondent then they should adjust their procedures where a train 
goes from 300 cars to 200 cars. 

48 In the end I am persuaded that the seriousness of the event is best judged by the actual penalty which was applied; that is Mr 
Brandis was penalised by the loss of six shifts.  At the same time he took a brief leave of absence.  Therefore, shortly after the 
incident Mr Brandis recommenced work on the railroad unsupervised.   
Digitair – 15 February 2005 

49 The Digitair incident is more complex.  On 15 February 2005 Mr Kelaher, a locomotive driver, was taking a 200 car loaded 
train from mine to port on the mainline.  He suffered a mechanical failure.  The train therefore lacked sufficient power to get 
over the hill between the Cowra and Shaw sidings (a relatively steep gradient).  It was decided that Mr Brandis, who was 
taking a train of empty cars from port to mine, should assist by banking (i.e. pushing) Mr Kelaher’s train over the hill.  Mr 
Brandis was required to pull into the siding at Cowra, cut off his two lead locomotives, apply handbrakes to his rake of cars, 
wait for Mr Kelaher to arrive, enter the mainline with those two locomotives and back onto the end car of Mr Kelaher’s train.  
Before connecting he had to disengage the air hose, remove the Digitair, place Digitair on his train, couple up and then 
commence the propelling action.   

50 At the conclusion of the propelling action, at the Shaw siding, Mr Brandis had to cut his locomotives from the back ore car of 
Mr Kelaher’s train, move forward to separate the locomotives from the ore cars, re-connect the Digitair and air hose, ensure the 
driver (now Mr Fitzpatrick as Mr Kelaher had to be replaced due to having finished his 12 hour shift) had an air reading and 
then drive back to Cowra to resume his journey with the empty cars. 

51 A Digitair or End of Train Monitor (EOT) is a secondary safety device which attaches to the rear of a train.  The type of 
Digitair in this instance was mounted on the knuckle of the coupler of the ore car.  There is another type of Digitair which 
attaches to a higher point and can remain in place when coupling, however, this is not seen as ‘good practice’ (Edwards report 
at section 4.1 [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB13] and Mr Bartholomew’s evidence).  There is no contest that the Digitair was damaged.  
It was discovered after Mr Fitzpatrick’s train had finished its journey to port.  The damage to the Digitair is shown in a series 
of photographs at [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB13].  The Digitair has a fibreglass casing.  The device was not smashed and 
unworkable.  About two minutes after Mr Fitzpatrick’s train obtained a reading from the device it faltered briefly, then 6 
minutes later it ceased to work at all. 

52 The respondent’s contention is that Mr Brandis propelled into the device at Cowra, hence damaging the device.  This is the 
conclusion of Mr Bartholomew and Mr Edwards, the investigator.  The respondent contends also that whilst at the Cowra 
siding, and waiting for Mr Kelaher’s train, Mr Brandis turned the ATP system on and off five times without authority from 
Train Control.  The applicant’s contention is that the device was most probably damaged by a roll-back at Shaw.  A roll-back 
according to the applicant and unchallenged is when the departing train, Mr Fitzpatrick’s train, starts to move and in so doing 
the train stretches under load, the rake of cars roll-backs (extends) such that the last ore car makes contact with the locomotive 
behind it.  Mr Bartholomew describes a roll-back at paragraph 74 of his statement as an unbunching of cars which have been 
bunched during a propelling exercise.  In each instance it is said that the driver of the rear locomotive would not have left 
sufficient space between the locomotive and the end car to prevent the roll-back.   
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53 The applicant argues also that there is a third possibility, namely that the Digitair was damaged by some means after Mr 
Fitzpatrick’s train left Shaw.  The respondent submitted that this is not an option as there was no other ‘attache’ involving Mr 
Fitzpatrick’s train following its departure from Shaw.  An ‘attache’ seemingly being an instant whereby the train connected 
with other rolling stack.  The markings on Mr Brandis’ coupler were also consistent with it having made contract with the 
Digitair.  It is not in dispute that the Digitair was not damaged at the time that Mr Brandis arrived at Cowra. 

54 The event notification [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB3] identifies that the incident was reported on 16 February 2005 by Mr Hawke.  
The incident was said to have occurred at approximately 1440 hours on 15 February 2005.  Mr Gilbert, the Rolling Stock 
Maintainer is ticked as being a witness to the events.  The event description is: 

“While banking train #2663 from Cowra to Shaw with locos 71 and 97 detached from train #2666 Digitair no. 87305 
attached to last car of train #2663 was crushed.” 

55 The investigation required was filled out as ‘Minor’ and the risk assessment was marked a ‘low’ in a 
low/moderate/high/extreme rating and the ‘value’ being ‘2’.  The comment by Mr Edwards dated 24 February 2005 was 
referred to ‘Integrated Workforce for review’.  Mr Jolly and Mr Bartholomew both ‘noted’ and signed the event on 24 
February 2005. 

56 Mr Gilbert provided a report/statement on 15 February 2005.  It states: 
“After rolling in train ID 2663 approx 19.59 pm went to set up for a train inspection and noticed that the EOT unit was 
smashed and the alloy bracket buckled.  Took it off and placed in back of RSM5.  Later I passed it on to G. Gorange who 
reported to P Hawke.” 

57 Mr Brandis provided a statement to his shift supervisor which appears to be dated 16 February 2005.  It states: 
“Arrived Cowra 1319 hrs sat outside at CAN3.  Waiting track machines to clear proceeded onto passing track handbraked 
train detached locos and waited for the 74 with a lead B Lemate off line 55 and banked from Cowra to Shaw with a meet 
at Hesta detached bankers at Shaw and replaced Digitair onto back of train, drivers changed over and I asked relief driver 
if he had a last car reading and he said all ok and departed back to Cowra 1625 hrs from Shaw.  This is to the best of my 
knowledge and nothing unusual as the loaded S/N 2663 had departed Shaw.” 

58 A preliminary report of an investigation done by Mr Edwards, Rail Transport Supervisor, was sent by Mr Jolly to Mr Hudson 
on 18 February 2005 [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB18].  The report says that Mr Kelaher’s train (#2663) arrived at Cowra at 14:12 
hours and that the Digitair (#87305) registered a brake pipe pressure of 620 kpa (a good pressure reading).  Mr Brandis’ 
locomotives then “propelled towards the rear of serial #2663 and attached to the rear ore car” (section 1.4).  Mr Brandis then 
assisted Mr Kelaher’s train to Shaw and arrived at 15:51 hours.  Mr Gilbert reported that, “on arrival at Nelson Point the End 
of Train Monitor of serial #2663 was damaged” (section 1.6).  Mr Edwards then says as follows: 

“1.7 On Wednesday the l6th of February, the auto coupler of locomotive 3097 was inspected and found to have 
recent deep scrape markings and fibreglass consistent with composition and colouring of an the End of Train 
Monitor embedded in the coupler.  From this inspection it was evident that locomotive 3097 had recently 
impacted with an End of Train Monitor. 

1.8 The version of events as described in driver Greg Brandis’s written statement regarding his actions during this 
incident is brought into doubt by the fact that locomotive 3097 has impacted with an End of Train Monitor, that 
End of Train Monitor 87305 was reported as damaged on arrival at Nelson Point and no other attaches were 
performed to serial #2663 after driver Brandis detached locomotives 6071/3097.” 

59 Mr Edwards then outlined the sequence of events in the second section of the report.  He stated: 
“2.5 Serial #2663 (conveying 6074/3091 + 102 cars 5655/5668 + 99 cars) proceeded to Cowra arriving at 14:12 
2.6 Locomotives 6071/3097 were transferred from the Cowra Passing Track to the rear of serial #2663 and attached 

to the last ore car. 
2.7 Serial #2663 assisted by locomotives 6071/3097 departed Cowra at 14:20 hrs and proceeded to Shaw with a 

crossing at Hesta. 
2.8 End of Train Monitor 87305 was transmitting a signal to lead locomotive 7074 from the arrival of #2663 at 

14:12 hrs until communications loss at 14:32 hrs at the 242.235 km position. 
2.9 End of Train Monitor 87305 transmitted briefly at the 233.7 km position and subsequently lost communications 

again. 
2.10 Serial #2663 arrived at Shaw at 15:51 hrs 
2.11 Locomotives 6071/3097 were detached at Shaw 
2.12 Serial #2663 departed Shaw in the “Up” direction at 16:20 
2.13 End of Train Monitor 87305 transmitted briefly at the 211 km position and subsequently lost communications, 

no communications were received after this time. 
2.14 Locomotives 6071/3097 departed for the return journey to Cowra at 16:25.” 

60 The reference to lead locomotive 7074 must be a reference to 6074.  This report records Mr Brandis’ train leaving Shaw 5 
minutes after now Mr Fitzpatrick’s train left Shaw.  This is inconsistent with the download information, and it is accepted by 
both parties that Mr Brandis’ train left Shaw first.  The report also records the Digitair as transmitting a signal ‘at 14:12 hrs 
until communications loss at 14:32 hrs at the 242.235 km position’, then again transmitting briefly at the 233.7 Km position.  
Those positions are during the propelling exercise according to the report.   
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61 As per the Train Control Chart [Exhibit BHPB7] the Cowra siding commences at 254.4 km mark and runs to the 249.8 Km 
mark.  The Hesta siding is at 234.6 km mark and runs to the – 231.5 km mark.  There was a crossing at Hesta, i.e. a passing of 
trains.  The Shaw siding is between the 220.5 and 216.4 Km positions.  There was no communication after the 211 km 
position.  Mr Kelaher/Fitzpatrick’s train was travelling towards the zero km position, i.e. Hedland yard. 

62 Mr Edwards at sections 3 and 4 of the report stated as follows: 
“3.0 ROOT CAUSE OF THE INCIDENT 

The root cause of this incident was determined as: 
3.1 The locomotive driver of Locomotive 6071 propelling locomotive 3097, attached to the rear ore car of serial 

#2663 without first removing End of Train Monitor 87305. 
4.0 CONTRIBUTING FACTORS 
4.1 There are two types of End of Train Monitors, (1) one version is mounted above the auto coupler of the ore car 

to which it is monitoring and whilst it is not seen as “good practice” locomotives may be coupled to the ore car 
without first removing this type of End of Train Monitor. (2) the second version (as used in this incident) is 
mounted on the “knuckle” of the auto coupler and as such locomotives cannot be attached unless the End of 
Train Monitor is removed prior. 

4.2 The driver of the assisting locomotives was required to propel and attach to the rear of serial #2663 without 
assistance.  The vision from the drivers cabin would have been limited, but this does not preclude the driver 
from ensuring that the couplers are aligned and that the End of Train Monitor is removed prior to coupling.” 

63 In other words, it is assumed that Mr Brandis thought it was a type 1 Digitair.  He then supposedly, either in haste or neglect, 
attempted to couple up without first removing the device at Cowra.  On its face, the description in paragraph 4.2 above is 
different to the position canvassed with Mr Bartholomew under cross-examination.  Namely, Mr Brandis did not just attempt 
directly to couple up.  Instead he got off his train and detached the air hose, but left the Digitair in position, then coupled up. 

64 Mr Brandis was stood down on 18 February 2005.  He states in an email to Mr Hudson on 21 February 2005 [Exhibit BHPB6, 
HJB20] that, “I told Les that I noticed nothing wrong and that the train left Shaw and the digit air was fully operational”.  He 
complained about being stood down and stated, “I am not responsible for any damage that I have been accused of as the train 
monitor in question was in full working order when attached at main line Shaw and tested and confirmed working by driver D 
Fitzpatrick who departed for Hedland.” 

65 On 23 February 2005 Mr Hudson sent a registered letter to Mr Brandis seeking a detailed response to the allegation that he had 
been responsible for what is referred to as the ‘substantial’ damage to the Digitair [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB21].  The allegation 
was detailed in the letter as follows: 

“Whilst undertaking this exercise, it is alleged that the end of train monitor (digitair), which had been in good working 
condition without structural damage when departing Yandi 2, sustained substantial damage.  This damage was 
identified when inspected upon arrival at Nelson Point, being the completion of the loaded ore train journey. 
BHPBIO has investigated the damage to the digitair and rolling stock involved in the alleged incident on 15 February.  
The coupler on the locomotive under your control, as inspected by BHPBIO personnel and supported by photographic 
evidence, was found to have recent deep scrape markings and fibreglass consistent with the composition and colouring 
of an end of train monitor.  As a result of this inspection, it was evident that locomotive 3097, being part of serial #2666 
had very recently impacted with an end of train monitor. 
These facts therefore suggest that the digitair was in good working order at the commencement of the journey, and at 
journey’s end was found to have substantial damage and was malfunctioning.” 

66 There is a letter from Mr Clarke to Mr McLean on 28 February 2005 [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB23] in which Mr Clarke complains 
that there had been no proper investigation into the Digitair incident.  Following is a signed account by Mr Brandis (dated 25 
February 2005) regarding the events of 15 February 2005.  Mr Brandis states: 

“Train control advised me that I would be banking the loaded train from cowra as their was a locomotive failure on his b 
remotes locomotive 55. 
At approx 1320 hrs as I approached cowra north arrival 3 signal which was at stop awaiting track machines to clear into 
the back track after this was clear I proceeded after I received a restricted signal into the passing track stopped my train 
with a service application unlinked locotrol asked control for the required hand brakes needed to secure my train and 
proceeded back to secure my train and detach the locomotives. 
Waiting for the loaded train with the disabled loco to clear on to the main line cowra so that I could attach to the back of 
him and bank him to Shaw.  In the meantime another loaded train loco 62 ex jimblebar junction went past first at approx 
1350 hrs the second loaded loco 74 with the failed b remote arrived at approx 1410 hrs main line Cowra. 
I proceeded out of the south end passing track clear of the cowra south signal to go behind loaded train 74 at cowra main 
line I stopped my 2 locomotives approx 4 cars short of the end of his train as I had noticed when he went past that he had 
a new style digit air one which drops into the end knuckle coupler of the train and not the old style digit air. 
I spoke to the driver of the loaded train Mr B Kelleher he said that he had come to a stand and the brake was applied and I 
said I would be taking his digit off the back of the train to bank him over the hill to Shaw and when I shut the tap and 
removed the digit air physically not to be alarmed as he would receive a no last car reading. Which he acknowledged.   
I lifted the digit air off the coupling and carried it and placed it safely on the short hood cat walk end of my trailing 
locomotive 86 I walked back up to the lead loco 71 and shunted back onto the loaded train coupling up I gave a small 
stretch to see if I was hooked on properly which I was, and I proceeded to push the loaded train over the hill. 
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We stopped on the main line hesta 1507 hrs – 1535 hrs and departed for Shaw the loaded train pulled in clear up to the 
north end and stopped.  He let me know he had stopped and the brake was applied and it was ok to uncouple off the back.  
Which I acknowledged I said I will let him know when I am standing clear and the digit air is back on his train.  As he 
was changing over with another driver Mr D Fitzpatrick.  As I got off my loco and walked back I picked up the digit air 
off the end of the trail unit 86 and placed it clear on the ground near the side of the train I then lifted the pin to uncouple 
and walked back to the lead unit and pulled away clear approx 4-5 car lengths I stopped and walked back to the end of the 
loaded train and placed the digit air on to the coupler put up the hose bag put the tap down and opened the air on the train, 
I pressed the button on the side of the digit air and checked the pressure, armed it and tested battery ok.  Contacted the 
driver Fitzpatrick and asked if he had a last car reading he said yes all ok I said I am standing clear and he departed Shaw 
for hedland their was no visible damage that I could see as it departed Shaw if their was substantial damage and a 
malfunction as described by Mr Hudson the driver would not have got a reading.  As described in Mr C Hudson letter 
23/02/05 allegations of misconduct. 
I did not return to hedland until 16/02/05 on loaded train 2673 # locos 73/97# 103 cars from yandi 2 arrived back at 
approx 1500 hrs pulled the train in at 51 road port end and went back to yard office to complete my shift. 
Mr L Standen then asked me if I had noticed any damage to that digit air at Shaw which I replied no Les as I had 
physically taken the digit air off to bank the train from Cowra to Shaw.  Mr Standen had asked me to put in an incident 
report to that effect.  I presume the loco got back to the hedland yard after departing Shaw.” 

67 I note that Mr Brandis says effectively that he saw that the Digitair was a type 2 device, i.e. it sat on the ‘knuckle’ of the 
coupler.  He says also that he detached and re-attached the device and nothing was wrong.  At Shaw he tested the Digitair for a 
reading and the battery tested ‘ok’.  He then says there ‘was no visible damage that I could see as it departed Shaw’. 

68 Mr Clarke and Mr Brandis met with Mr McLean and other of Integrated’s officers on 3 March 2005.  The minutes of the 
meeting [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB16] record Mr Brandis as saying at various stages of the meeting: 

 “I never received any report of the investigation.” 
“Les [Standen] approached me – asked “did you notice any damage to the digitair?”  I said no – when I lifted it off and 
onto the train, it was intact.  I asked the driver, Daryl Fitzpatrick – “have you got the last car reading?”  He nodded and 
went off.  Everyone’s saying the train rolled back onto the digitair, and this can’t have happened.  I saw the train roll off 
into distance.” 
“I remember this digitair – I physically removed it and put in on the back of [another vehicle].” 
“those locos would have been uncoupled at Hedland.  The back portion is left up in the yard.  Sometimes they remove the 
digitair – this is when they found the damaged digitair.  Rock could have fallen onto the digitair from the car.  I’ve seen 
this happen.  Iron ore rocks are large – but I don’t know about the scuff marks.  Sometimes you can use locos to shunt 
around the yard and put compressor cars on the back – if someone shunted this one, the damage could have been done 
them.” 
“Also, trains pass [each other] all the time – there is the possibility of rock flying off as they pass and damage being 
caused then.  I didn’t do any damage to the digitair.” 
 “the trail unit of my loco – scuffs can happen in may ways – eg years of coupling up trains.  I’ve seen plenty of damaged 
knuckles in my time, I’ve been working in this industry for 20 years, gouges and scrapes, metal on metal.  There are too 
many variables to explain how the damage occurred to the digitair.  It could have been thrown into the back of a truck.” 
 “if you had pushed the car onto a train, it [the digitair] would have smashed.  Trains have rolled back onto digitairs 
before, but this didn’t happen to mine.  I removed the digitair physically myself.  These reports need to go to my safety 
reps up there [on site] and they need to investigate.” 
“I saw the train go off into the distance and the digitair was operational.” 
“I didn’t do it.  In the past I have owned up to my breaches.” 

69 Mr Brandis’ employment ceased on 8 March 2005.  The letter states in part [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB1]: 
“We have considered all these matters carefully and have taken into account all correspondence and submissions from 
you and Mr Brandis.  Integrated is not satisfied with the explanations or account of either incident.  Accordingly, 
Integrated has determined that Mr Brandis will not be offered any further work providing services to BHP Billiton Iron 
Ore.” 

70 Mr Johncock’s evidence again goes to the seriousness of the incident.  In his statement [Exhibit A17] he says: 
“4. Digitairs are damaged from time to time.  Whilst the Digitair is a useful device to measure the brake pipe 

pressure at the end of the train it is not essential to the safe running of the train.  Trains can and do run without a 
Digitair.  There are other means available to the driver to allow him to be satisfied that the integrity of the brake 
pipe has not been compromised. 

5. When a train is stationery on a passing track on the mainline the ATP would normally show “ATP active”.  
Overriding the ATP in such a situation is of no effect and serves no purpose”. 

71 Mr Brandis in his statement refers back to his statements of 16 and 25 February 2005 and says that they are true and accurate.  
He says it has clearly been his practice to remove the Digitair before attaching to the rear of a train.  He does not believe that at 
Cowra he overrode the ATP at all and says, “There was no reason to do so anyway it would have no effect”. 

72 Mr Bartholomew in his statement says drivers have a duty of care to avoid damage to equipment and works, and to report such 
damage.  He says also that whilst turning the ATP on and off at Cowra would have had no effect, Mr Brandis showed disregard 
for the Railroad rules and safe working practices by so doing.  Mr Bartholomew says also that Mr Brandis now seeks to justify 
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it by saying that the breach of rules “would have no effect”.  If the rule is not observed it destroys the integrity of the safety 
system.  

73 Mr Bartholomew says that a Digitair is, “connected to the brake pipe on the rear of the train which transmits the brake pipe 
pressure at the last car on the train to the lead locomotive”.  He says, “Prior to banking a train, the banker driver is required to 
remove the EOT Monitor from the back of the train they are banking and place the EOT Monitor on their own locomotive”.  
He says, “After pulling away, the banker driver stops approximately one locomotive length from the rear of the train, and 
replaces the EOT Monitor on the rear of the train”. 

74 Importantly, Mr Bartholomew states: 
“72 The safety investigation revealed that Mr Brandis’ locomotive damaged the EOT Monitor on the loaded train 

as: 
(a) The damage to the EOT Monitor was consistent wit the coupler on Mr Brandis’ locomotive; 
(b) Photographs showed that there was fibreglass embedded onto the coupler of Mr Brandis’ locomotive.  

This fibreglass was consistent with that of the damaged EOT Monitor on the back of the loaded train; 
(c) The loaded train was receiving a normal EOT reading prior to banking (that is it had a normal EOT 

reading going to the mine and coming back from the mine until it reached Cowra); and 
(d) The loaded train did not interact with any other train on its return trip to the mine. 
[refer: Attachment “HJB14” - Photos of Damaged EOT Monitor] 
[refer: Attachment “HJB15” - Train Downloads] 

73 I have reviewed the locomotive downloads from this incident in conjunction with Rollingstock Engineers on 
site. 

74 The downloads, when reviewed in isolation, are inconclusive.  However, when these downloads are interpreted 
with the information detailed at paragraph 72 above, only two feasible explanations as to how the damage to the 
EOT Monitor occurred can be identified. These are: 
(a) Mr Brandis attempted to couple to the back of the loaded train without removing the EOT Monitor as 

required; or 
(b) When Mr Brandis finished banking, and pulled away, he did not pull back far enough from the rear of 

the loaded train.  Consequently, when the loaded train pulled off, it rolled back onto Mr Brandis’ 
locomotive.  Roll backs can occur when the ore cars which become bunch up during banking, 
unbunch causing a slight roll back. 

75 In the disciplinary interview with IW, Mr Brandis denies that the loaded train rolled back onto his locomotive 
stating that: 
(a) “Everyone’s saying the train rolled back onto the digitair, and this can’t have happened. I saw the train 

roll off into the distance”; 
(b) ‘Trains have rolled back onto digitairs before, but this didn’t happen to mine”; and 
(c) “I saw the train go off into the distance and the digitair was operational”. 
[refer: Attachment “HJB16” -Minutes of Meeting with Brandis, Integrated offices dated 3 March 2005] 

76 Given these assertions by Mr Brandis, the EOT Monitor could only have been damaged when Mr Brandis 
attempted to couple to the rear of the loaded train. 

77 Most of the EOT Monitors used on the mainline sit on top of the coupler.  Whilst it is not a condoned practice 
on the BHPBIO railway, it is possible to bank a train with this type of EOT Monitor without first removing the 
EOT Monitor. 

78 The reason this practice is not condoned is that the hose from the EOT Monitor may be damaged if it is hanging 
down below the coupling at the time the banker locomotive couples to the rear of the train.  

79 In this case, the EOT Monitor sat over the knuckle of the coupler.  In my view, it is likely that Mr Brandis 
attempted to couple straight up to the back of the loaded train without removing the EOT Monitor, as he 
believed that the EOT Monitor was the type that sits on top of the coupler. 

80 The BHPBIO Operating Rules require all persons on the railway to report any damage that may effect the safety 
of the railway.  The damage to the EOT Monitor was not reported by Mr Brandis, but was noticed by the 
Maintainers when the loaded train returned to the Yard. 
[refer: Attachment “HJB17” - Rule 2.5.4 of the BHPBIO Railroad Operating Rules] 

81 The downloads also show that whilst Mr Brandis was waiting in the passing track at Cowra he turned off the 
Automatic Train Protection System on his locomotive on at least 5 occasions.  There is no indication that Mr 
Brandis sought permission from train control.  This is a breach of the BHPBIO Railroad Operating Rules that 
Mr Brandis has breached in the past.” 

75 In paragraph 79 Mr Bartholomew, after reviewing all the information, came to the same view as Mr Edwards, who did the 
investigation.  That is Mr Brandis, “attempted to couple straight up to the back of the loaded train without removing the EOT 
Monitor”.  He considers Mr Brandis mistook the type of Digitair.  Mr Bartholomew also complained that Mr Brandis had 
turned off the ATP five times.  This was not mentioned in the investigation.  He based his conclusion on the logic that Mr 
Brandis denied a roll-back at Shaw so the damage must have happened at Cowra (paragraphs 75 and 76).  The statements by 
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Mr Brandis which Mr Bartholomew relied upon were made during Mr Brandis’ interview with Integrated.  Mr Schapper 
submitted that the Minutes of that meeting were triple hearsay, cast doubt on their accuracy by the author and submitted they 
should be disregarded entirely. 

76 Mr Bartholomew in his statement then says: 
“92 In view of the safety incidents involving Mr Brandis I have significant concerns regarding his ability to perform 

his duties safely unless he is supervised. 
93 The integrity of a safe working system in rail is underpinned by peoples’ behaviours.  If people don’t do what 

they are supposed to do the whole safe work system is flawed. 
94 The incidents Mr Brandis’ has been involved in indicate that he has a tendency to take short cuts where safety is 

concerned. 
95 Whilst Mr Brandis is able to adequately drive a train, I am not satisfied that Mr Brandis is competent to 

discharge his safety obligations as a locomotive driver independent of supervision.” 
77 In short, Mr Bartholomew concluded that Mr Brandis turned off the ATP without permission, mistook the type of Digitair 

device, tried to couple directly at Cowra without disconnecting or checking, did not report the damage and cannot be employed 
because he has a tendency to take shortcuts on safety.  There is nothing stated explicitly about a lack of honesty. 

78 Under cross-examination Mr Bartholomew was taken through the sequence of events at Cowra, using the downloads as a basis 
for understanding.  The relevant exchange is as follows:: 

“Right. So your evidence is that it is possible that Mr Brandis stopped his train, walked 10 metres to the digitair, turned 
the cock off to cut off the air supply to the digitair, left it there, went back to his train, attempted to couple up, crushed it, 
then reversed, then turned his ATP off, then removed the digitair, put it on his train, then coupled up and then moved off. 
That's possible?---Well, it's the only conclusion that I can draw given  
… 
It's highly unlikely to say the least, isn't it?---It would be strange and different.  
Strange, different and unique I suggest to you, Mr Bartholomew. You have to say the answer for the transcript?---Yes, 
sir.”(Transcript p.64) 
“Can you postulate any circumstances in which a driver would do that? That is, stop short, get off, turn off the air to the 
digitair, but leave it there, get back on his train, crush the digitair, move back, turn the ATP off, get there and then remove 
the digitair?---Not any driver that's focussed purely on safety in those things, no.  
Right, but because Mr Brandis isn't focussed on safety you say he may well have done that. Is that your evidence?---Yes. 
(Transcript p.62) 

79 Mr Bartholomew was questioned also on why he came to the conclusion that the Digitair had been crushed at Cowra.  He says: 
“So why was it that you picked the option, the crusher at Cowra, rather than that there was a roll back at Shaw?---Because 
of the comments that Mr Brandis had made in his statements.  
Yeah. But Mr Brandis had said also not merely that there was no roll back at Shaw, but that it wasn't crushed at Cowra. 
So why did you decide, given those options, that it was crushed at Cowra rather than there being a roll back at Shaw?---
Well, basically as I've just stated there were two conclusions drawn by the engineers and myself. The two conclusions 
drawn were it was either a roll back or it was impacted at the beginning. If the roll back was excluded, there's only two 
conclusions.” (Transcript p.69) 
 “Why didn't you do it the other way round? Why didn't you say, well, I'll believe him what he says at Cowra but not 
believe him what he says about Shaw?---Because I guess there were other issues in relation to the ATP cutting in and out 
that I had concerns about the whole behaviour of the bagging action.  
The ATP cutting in and out. What do you mean by that?---When Mr Brandis moved his train away from the passing loop 
the ATP had been turned on and off on at least five occasions which in my view was unusual behaviour. There was a 
penalty application as well, which was unusual, and I guess my view was that the whole operation - - the bagging 
operation at the beginning of it was suspicious, if you want to put it that way.” (Transcript p.70) 

Mr Bartholomew then went on to say: 
“Mr Brandis would have been honest and open about it. There wouldn't have been discipline process.” (Transcript p.71) 

80 I put the following question to Mr Bartholomew: 
“Mr Bartholomew, I want to ask you another question because I'm not totally sure about your answer. If I take away the 
Shaw Cowra incident would Mr Brandis still be working there for Integrated?---Yes, he would, Commissioner, because 
my understanding was he was given a final warning after the brake cock incident, and if he never had another incident 
there'd be no reason why he still wouldn't be working there.” 

81 Then in re-examination Ms Archer put a similar proposition to Mr Bartholomew.  I say similar because the proposition put 
relate to whether Mr Bartholomew would have been ‘concerned’.  At hearing I thought Mr Bartholomew’s position had 
reversed in re-examination.  That was my impression.  On reading the transcript I can see there is another interpretation 
possible.  However, Mr Bartholomew gave me a direct response to my direct question and I have no doubt that the position is 
that, but for the Digitair incident, Mr Brandis would have remained employed, subject of course to no other misdemeanours.  
He said: 

“All right. And I want to stick with this topic just briefly because Mr Schapper was asking you, "Well, if this one hadn't 
happened, what would your view have been? If this one hadn't happened, what would your view have been?" And I just 
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want to make sure that it's clear to the Commissioner what the factors were, and what factors would have been sufficient 
on their own and what factors perhaps wouldn't have been. Okay? Now, you said that the factors that are operating on 
your mind or were operating on your mind was the ATP in 2002?---Yes.  
The brake pipe cock, the digitair and the psych testing. Now, if we - - if the digitair incident hadn't even happened, so 
forget roll-back, forget crushing; if it hadn't even happened at all, would the other incidents on their own be sufficient for 
you to have your concerns?---Yes.  
All right. If you didn't know anything about the psychometric testing - didn't know a thing about it - would the other 
incidents on their own be enough to give you a concern?---To give me a concern, yes.  
All right. Now, again, stop me when this gets too complicated. If you just had the ATP and with that the brake pipe cock, 
but you didn't have anything to do with the digitair, didn't even happen, and you didn't know about the psych testing, 
would those two on their own be enough to give you a concern?---Yes.” (Transcript p.136) 

Downloads/Assessment of Digitair Incident 
82 Ms Archer submitted that the investigation of the incident was less than perfect.  The Digitair was working prior to the banking 

operation.  It was not working when Mr Fitzpatrick finished his trip.  There was no other contact with that train.  The damage 
to the Digitair is consistent with the marks on Mr Brandis’ locomotive coupler, namely fibreglass markings and the height of 
the coupler in relation to the Digitair.  The damage to the Digitair was not intensive so the damage is not consistent with a roll-
back.  This is the evidence of Mr Bartholomew as the weight of the cars would have caused a greater damage in a roll-back.  
The Digitair behaved strangely after being connected and the pressure did not reach required level, then cut-out after 8 
minutes.  Ms Archer submitted that it was more likely that the Digitair was damaged in coupling.  Mr Bartholomew says he 
cannot imagine that a driver would act so as to leave the Digitair on whilst leaving disconnected the air pipe, but he says this is 
if a driver was focused on safety and Mr Brandis was not.  Mr Brandis does not behave as one expects. 

83 The applicant sought discovery of the radio communications between drivers and Train Control relating to the Digitair 
incident.  These were not available as the respondent submitted, and Mr Bartholomew’s evidence suggests, that the recording 
tapes were normally taped over a matter of some 4 to 6 weeks after the recordings.  I note that there was no apparent resort to 
the recordings of the radio communications during the investigation of the incident by BHPB.  Mr Bartholomew at paragraph 
81 also says that, “There is no indication that Mr Brandis sought permission from train control”.  The investigation was 
conducted at a time when the recordings would have been available.  Recordings of this type have been used previously in 
matters before the Commission, and have been an important part of the evidence.  The evidence of Mr Bartholomew is that the 
investigation was not adequate.  I agree with this observation as from my knowledge of these recordings they could have shed 
light on what had transpired during the Digitair incident.  Mr Bartholomew under cross-examination accepted this point.  They 
could have at the very least provided information as to whether Mr Brandis sought any permission to turn off the ATP system, 
whether he communicated with Mr Kelaher and Mr Fitzpatrick as he said he did, and consequently whether he had been 
forthright in his description of the events.  It is unfortunate that the recordings were not available.  This is particularly so given 
that Mr Brandis was dismissed as a result of the incident and shortly thereafter, and that the application concerning refusal to 
employ and joint employment was before the Full Bench at that time.  In fact, in March 2005 the Full Bench resumed hearing 
the matter and the respondent requested the Full Bench to entertain evidence concerning the BPC and Digitair incidents 
(Paragraph 67 of the Full Bench Decision).  On the evidence, the recordings should not have been taped over during that time 
frame.  I do not draw a negative inference from the unavailability of the tapes.  I do say it is unfortunate as they could have 
most probably shed considerable light on these matters. 

84 The respondent displayed a series of photographs [Exhibit BHPB6, HJB14] of the damaged Digitair and the coupling at the 
front of the slave locomotive which was propelled by Mr Brandis.  The coupling displays some fibreglass marking which the 
respondent says are consistent with the coupling having come into contact with the fibreglass casing of the Digitair.  The 
applicant submitted that this evidence is not necessarily reliable as Mr Brandis, following the Cowra/Shaw exercise, then 
hooked that coupling to his empty rake of cars and drove to Yandi mine.  Later he completed another loaded journey to Port 
before any inspection of the coupling was undertaken.  The applicant’s submission is that it is not possible in the circumstances 
to conclude conclusively that the coupling made contact with the Digitair.  I accept on the evidence before me that the 
fibreglass markings are consistent with Mr Brandis’ train having made contact with the Digitair.  Whilst the photographs show 
markings and I cannot tell whether they were caused by damage to a fibreglass object, this part of the evidence was not really 
challenged.  I find that the respondent has drawn a reasonable conclusion that the markings on the coupler are consistent with 
the damage to the Digitair. 

85 The actual damage to the Digitair is best described as crushed sufficiently to break the casing, whilst leaving the casing intact.  
The casing is pushed in slightly, has a larger and longer split on one side from front to back and the reflector markings on the 
exterior are partly removed.  The photograph 04546.JPG shows that one of the two boxes within the casing, which appears to 
be a metal box (the bottom) has been damaged.  It is the case that the device worked for some 8 minutes after first giving a 
reading at Shaw.  Certainly the photographs of the damage show that the damage is consistent with some forceful impact from 
the rear and more to the left of centre of the Digitair.  It is also notable that the device is not severely crushed.  The device 
remained largely intact after impact.  It did not fall apart.  Again this suggests that the impact was not severe.  

86 The applicant sought directions, which were granted, that the respondent discover the downloads of data relevant to the 
Digitair incident.  The respondent’s track and locomotive monitoring systems provide various recordings as to the location and 
performance of rolling stock on the railroad.  Several laminated charts were tendered in evidence.   

87 Ms Archer submitted that the downloads do not assist greatly.  The downloads revealed two possibilities but were otherwise 
inconclusive.  She stated: 

“Now it's true that the investigation was less than perfect but the objective evidence showed, firstly, that the digitair was 
working before the banking; secondly, it wasn't working by the time its trip was over; thirdly, the loaded train did not 
come into contact with any other train on that trip; fourthly, the damage to the digitair was consistent with the coupler on 
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Mr Brandis' locomotive. The height of the damage matched the height of the marks on the coupler and there was 
fibreglass embedded on the coupler consistent with the fibreglass from the digitair.” (Transcript p.281) 

88 Mr Schapper submitted in close that: 
“The downloads show, Mr Bartholomew agreed, only one of two things could have happened.  One of those things is that 
the account that Mr Brandis gave of what happened at Cowra was precisely and entirely truthful and correct. The only 
other scenario is the scenario accepted it seems by Mr Bartholomew - at least he persisted with it in the box - the scenario 
whereby Mr Brandis got off the train before he had attempted to couple up, disconnected the air hose to the digitair but 
left it there, then attempted to couple up thereby crushing it; then moving back, then turning his ATP off, then getting out 
of the train and removing the digitair crushed, then moving forward and linking up and then maybe or maybe not giving a 
little stretch back and then setting off.” (Transcript p.313). 

89 Mr Bartholomew’s evidence is that he sat with two engineers for four hours and discussed the incident, including the 
downloads.  One engineer did not have an opinion.  The other engineer said that most probably the incident occurred at Shaw; 
i.e.  a roll-back. 

90 The seven downloads are as follows: 
“1. MT Graph 0520 to 0620 – B1 
2. MT Graph 0620 to 0720 – B2 
3. MT Graph 0720 to 0820 – B3 
4. LD Graph 0620 to 0715 – LD1 
5. LD Graph 0725 to 0825 – LD2 
6. Graph 0620 to 0640 – Overlay 1 
7. Graph 0805 to 0825 – Overlay 2 

91 The downloads B1, B2 and B3 relate to Mr Brandis’ train.  LD1 and LD2 related to Mr Kelaher’s train.  Overlay 1 and Overlay 
2 shows both trains.  The numbers, e.g. 0620 to 0715 represent a time sequence, however, it seemingly does not correspond 
with the actual time of the incident which occurred in the early afternoon.  The downloads do display the position on the 
mainline at the bottom of the page in terms of kilometre reference points.  The descriptions at the side have been provided by 
the respondent to highlight points of interest on the downloads.  I will not go to a description of each of the type of readings.  I 
am not equipped to do so.  The downloads do show the speed of the train, its position, the ATP Brake Pipe and EOT Brake 
readings and whether a train is reversing or moving forward.  To propel in this instance, Mr Brandis’ train had to move in 
reverse. 

92 Ms Archer submitted that when one compares B2 and Overlay 1, it shows that Mr Brandis reversed up to the loaded train, then 
there is a gap where nothing happens, that is when the Digitair was removed or turned off.  There is then a movement which 
could be then coupling, then a little forward and reverse, which could be a stretch test or Mr Brandis moving off the damaged 
Digitair.  B3 does not show many readings as Mr Brandis’ ATP was rightly turned off during the banking operation.  The ATP 
was later turned on and the locomotive driven away; apparent also in Overlay 2. 

93 Ms Archer submitted that Mr Bartholomew’s evidence was that the damage was not insignificant.  He said it would have been 
a relatively slight impact likely to be caused by coupling rather than a roll-back.  During coupling the train moves very slowly 
and does not have the force of loaded cars as in a roll-back.  Ms Archer submitted that the evidence was unchallenged and 
should be accepted.  The Digitair behaved oddly after being started again.  Mr Brandis said that a good Digitair will pick up a 
reading quickly.  The Digitair was reading properly before the banking.  Hence the evidence with the downloads suggests that 
the damage occurred during the banking exercise.  The respondent does not rely on the downloads though.  Mr Bartholomew 
cannot understand why anyone would damage the Digitair, in the circumstances presented, if focussed on safety.  Ms Archer 
submitted that Mr Brandis does not act as expected, and his oral evidence is testimony to that. 

94 Ms Archer submitted: 
“if we assume for a moment that Mr Brandis was telling the truth about something, if he was telling the truth when he 
said he didn't leave his cab after he turned his ATP on, then the downloads prove the damage occurred at Cowra and this 
is even more likely to be so if his evidence and Mr Johncock's evidence about how a functioning digitair should work is 
accepted.”   

She went on to say: 
“we know that Mr Brandis lied - whether there was a roll back or a crushing, we know that he lied.  And it is a matter of 
human experience that a liar may be more likely to lie about a serious event than a less serious one.” (Transcript p.287) 

95 Ms Archer submitted that: 
“Yet in his evidence, he was adamant that he had not turned around and watched the train go away. He agreed he'd not 
seen the train go off into the distance and he agreed he had left first.” 
… 
“he finally admitted that he said at that time that it couldn't have been a roll back as he'd seen the train depart with no 
signs of damage.” 
….. 
“he was willing to say that on several occasions in order to demonstrate that it couldn't possibly have been anything to do 
with him. And he gave that explanation to you on his oath.” (Transcript p.291) 
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96 I am cautious about dealing with the download charts.  I have come to understand various aspects of the respondent’s rail 
operations through dealing with some of their industrial matters over recent years.  However, I have not seen these charts 
previously and do not pretend that I know what all the measurements mean.  The downloads do show the direction of a train.  
The middle chart headed “Direction/ATP Loc Div” represents this measurement.  This measurement is seemingly fairly 
sensitive.  If one looks at B2, which was produced by the respondent and has descriptions to assist at the side, then one can see 
that Mr Brandis’ train at Cowra was put in a reverse direction (6:26), driven in a reverse direction and stopped (6:26 to about 
6:31), then travelled about 10 metres in reverse (about 6:35 and just after), then travelled a short distance forward (about 6:36).  
At about 6:36 also the ATP was turned off.  Then if one looks at Overlay1 Mr Brandis’ train ‘stopped short of Last Car of 
Worked Train’ (6:31).  The Digitair on Mr Kelaher’s train ceased reading about 6:33, i.e. while Mr Brandis’ train was stopped.  
Mr Brandis’ train coupled onto rear of Mr Kelaher’s train (6:35:30 roughly).  Then Mr Brandis/Mr Kelaher’s trains departed 
(6:39). 

97 Hence the sequence is that Mr Brandis reversed, stopped, the Digitair ceased reading, Mr Brandis reversed, pulled forward a 
short distance, the ATP was turned off and the two trains departed. 

98 Under this sequence it is improbable that Mr Brandis, at Cowra, could simply have forgotten about the Digitair, through 
negligence, and propelled directly into Mr Kelaher’s train whilst the Digitair was attached.  Mr Brandis stopped 10 metres 
short and the Digitair ceased reading.  The sequence does not suggest that Mr Brandis just forgot, was not paying attention, or 
mistook the type of Digitair and propelled straight into the back of Mr Kelaher’s train. 

99 The sequence is consistent with Mr Brandis having stopped, detached the air hose and Digitair, coupled up, stretched the front 
rake of cars, turned off the ATP and commenced banking. 

100 The sequence is also consistent with Mr Brandis having stopped, detached the air hose only, attempted to couple up, smashed 
the Digitair, pulled back, detached the Digitair, turned off the ATP and commenced banking. 

101 The problem with the last scenario was displayed in Mr Schapper’s cross-examination of Mr Bartholomew.  Under that 
scenario Mr Brandis is supposed to have disconnected the air hose but left the Digitair in place.  He is supposed to have 
mistaken the type of Digitair whilst standing directly in front of it.  It has to be thought of as improbable at best and most likely 
highly improbable.  This scenario Mr Bartholomew, under cross-examination, agrees would be strange, different and unique.  
He added that it would be so for one focussed on safety.  The implication being that Mr Brandis is a person who is not 
focussed on safety.  The Digitair is not a small device.  It can hardly be missed.   

102 Mr Brandis is a driver of considerable experience and Mr Bartholomew does not question his driving ability; simply his 
attitude to safety.  Mr Brandis is said to take shortcuts.  It is not likely that Mr Brandis would not have known the difference 
between the two types of Digitair, and know that the position of this Digitair required it to be removed.  Mr Brandis in his 
statement says that his practice is to remove both types of Digitair.  Mr Brandis would have had to have been either very 
mindless or very purposeful to have damaged the Digitair under this scenario.  One could say that Mr Brandis simply missed a 
step in the procedure, as he did in the BPC incident.  However, I do not think this is likely.  Mr Bartholomew also considers it 
would be ‘unique’.  The other option is that he intended and did damage the Digitair.  This latter point makes no sense and is 
not consistent with any of his history of driving.  He has never been accused of intentionally damaging company property. 

103 There is then the evidence of Mr Bartholomew that after 4 hours discussion with two railroad engineers, one engineer did not 
have an opinion as to what happened and the other engineer thought it was probable that the Digitair was damaged by a roll-
back at Shaw.  Mr Bartholomew’s evidence is also enlightening in that he comes to the conclusion that the damage had 
occurred at Cowra, by a process of deduction.  His logic is that it had to have occurred at Cowra or Shaw.  I accept this.  
However, he concluded that it did not happen at Shaw because Mr Brandis denied three times that there had been a roll-back 
and because he says Mr Brandis turned off his ATP five times at Cowra (whilst waiting for Mr Kelaher’s train).  This was 
without authority and was suspicious.  Hence the assessment of the material does not lead immediately to a conclusion that the 
damage occurred at Cowra.  It is because it occurred, because Mr Brandis was emphatic that there was no roll-back and 
because Mr Bartholomew did not believe Mr Brandis.  Mr Bartholomew took no part in questioning Mr Brandis.  In fact, no 
one questioned Mr Brandis except Integrated personnel.  The assessment by Mr Bartholomew was based on material before 
him.  He is an experienced person and I do not query his judgment lightly, except that his own evidence, his own judgment, 
leaving aside his disbelief/belief of Mr Brandis, is that, given the actual sequence, it would be ‘strange, different and unique’ 
for the damage to have happened at Cowra.  This must be the summary derived from his evidence under cross-examination. 

104 I note also that seemingly, if Mr Brandis had propelled directly and unknowingly into the Digitair, and if the Digitair had then 
remained on Mr Kelaher’s train during the banking operation, one would expect that the damage would have been significantly 
more (see Transcript p.109). 

105 Having weighed the evidence I cannot reach the conclusion that in all probability the Digitair was damaged at Cowra. 
Third Option 

106 Mr Schapper submitted that it was most probable that the damage to the Digitair occurred at Shaw.  He submitted though that it 
was possible that the damage occurred other than at Cowra or Shaw.  The company say this is not likely as Mr Fitzpatrick’s 
train had no other attaches and the damage and markings on Mr Brandis’ coupler were consistent.  Mr Schapper submitted that 
Mr Brandis’ train did considerable work prior to an inspection of the coupler.  Hence the markings are not necessarily from the 
damage to the Digitair.  Mr Brandis was asked about this at the meeting with Integrated on 3 March 2005.  He stated: 

“those locos would have been uncoupled at Hedland.  The back portion is left up in the yard.  Sometimes they remove the 
digitair – this is when they found the damaged digitair.  Rock could have fallen onto the digitair from the car.  I’ve seen 
this happen.  Iron ore rocks are large – but I don’t know about the scuff marks.  Sometimes you can use locos to shunt 
around the yard and put compressor cars on the back – if someone shunted this one, the damage could have been done 
them.” 
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And 
“the trail unit of my loco – scuffs can happen in may ways – eg years of coupling up trains.  I’ve seen plenty of damaged 
knuckles in my time, I’ve been working in this industry for 20 years, gouges and scrapes, metal on metal.  There are too 
many variables to explain how the damage occurred to the digitair.  It could have been thrown into the back of a truck.”   

107 I have accepted that the markings on Mr Brandis’ train were caused by contact with the Digitair.  They are said unchallenged 
to be fibreglass markings consistent with an impact with the Digitair.  They are not said to be metal on metal scuff marks.  Mr 
Brandis is not saying that his train came into contact with any other fibreglass device.  I do not know whether it is possible that 
a Digitair may be damaged by rocks falling onto it.  But this would not explain the fibreglass scuff marks.  The evidence 
unchallenged is that Mr Fitzpatrick’s train has no other attaches after the banking operation and before the damage was 
discovered.  Hence, on the evidence, the probability of a third option is very small.   
Roll-back 

108 If Mr Brandis did not crush the Digitair at Cowra and a third option is remote, then this leaves the possibility that Mr 
Fitzpatrick’s train rolled back at Shaw and hit Mr Brandis’ train sufficient to cause damage to the Digitair.  Mr Bartholomew 
discounted this possibility because Mr Brandis denied several times that this occurred.  Mr Bartholomew says also that the 
behaviour at Cowra in turning off the ATP was suspicious.   

109 Mr Bartholomew could not properly answer why, if Mr Brandis said that it did not happen at either Cowra or Shaw, and he 
accepted Mr Brandis’ denials in relation to Shaw, did he then believe it happened at Cowra.  Neither engineer with whom Mr 
Bartholomew reviewed the evidence was called to give evidence.  One of those engineers was of the opinion that the damage 
most likely happened at Shaw.  Ms Archer supports the logic of Mr Bartholomew by submitting that if a person lies they are 
more likely to lie about a big matter as opposed to a small one.  This suggests that damage at Cowra would be a big issue and 
damage at Shaw a small issue.  

110 Mr Bartholomew was cross-examined about an issue involving a Mr Ariagarda (Transcript pp.113-114).  The incident 
concerned a roll-back and a crushed Digitair.  What is clear from Mr Bartholomew’s evidence is that it is not normal to allow a 
distance for a roll-back and if there had been a roll-back at Shaw then Mr Bartholomew would not consider that Mr Brandis 
took short-cuts with safety. 

111 Mr Bartholomew says that it is not likely that the damage was caused by a roll-back as the weight of the loaded train would 
have caused more damage.  I do not pretend to have much knowledge of railroads, however, surely the extent of damage would 
depend on the extent of impact.  If the train only rolled back a distance whereby the impact was slight, then surely the damage 
would have been less significant than if the roll-back was potentially more pronounced.  Mr Schapper refers to the possibility 
that the two trains “kissed”.  I do not see why this is not a possible scenario, and particularly so if the timing had been such that 
Mr Brandis’ train was departing as the contact took place.  Mr Schapper also cross-examined Mr Bartholomew about another 
incident where a Digitair was smashed significantly when a train propelled into it at low speed. 

112 There are then two issues that speak against a finding that a roll-back occurred at Shaw.  Firstly, Mr Brandis said there was no 
roll-back at Shaw.  Secondly, the parties both say that Mr Brandis’ train left Shaw before Mr Fitzpatrick’s train departed and 
yet Mr Brandis said at various times that he saw the other train depart Shaw and the Digitair was alright.  It is difficult to 
imagine how Mr Brandis could have seen the other train depart if his train left first. 

113 The damage had to have occurred after Mr Brandis re-attached the Digitair and before he drove away.  The evidence is that the 
Digitair is likely to achieve quickly a reading once it becomes operational.  This would appear to have happened at Shaw.  It is 
most likely that the damage occurred after this point.  Therefore, either Mr Brandis was not aware of the damage or he was and 
is being untruthful and did not report the damage. 

114 Mr Brandis in his  original statement on 16 February 2005 says as follows: 
“… and I asked relief driver if he had a last car reading and he said all ok and departed back to Cowra 1625 from Shaw 
this is to the best of my knowledge and nothing unusual as the loaded SN 2663 lead departed Shaw.” 

115 On 21 February 2005 Mr Brandis in an email to Mr Hudson states: 
“On the 16/02/06 a request was made by Mr L Standen Shift supervisor BHPBIO if I noticed anything unusual 
regarding an end of train monitor [digit air] on my journey the day before. I told Les that I noticed nothing wrong and 
that the train left Shaw and the digit air was fully operational Les asked for a report to that effect which I did. 
I am lodging a grievance over the standown by Mr C Hudson as I am not responsible for any damage that I have been 
accused of as the train monitor in question was in full working order when attached at main line Shaw and tested and 
confirmed working by driver D Fitzpatrick who departed for Hedland”. 

116 Both those earlier statements by Mr Brandis concentrate on the fact that he attached the device, tested it and it was operational.  
They do not convey much about the departure of the trains.  We know the device did work originally at Shaw.  Hence this is 
consistent with Mr Brandis’ statements. 

117 Under cover of a letter from Mr Clarke to Integrated on 28 February 2005  Mr Brandis made a further statement, dated 25 
February 2005, which in part states: 

“ . I pressed the button on the side of the digit air and checked the pressure, armed it and tested battery ok. Contacted 
driver Fitzpatrick and asked if he had a last car reading he said yes all ok I said I am standing clear and he departed 
Shaw for hedland their was no visible damage that I could see as it departed Shaw if their was substantial damage and a 
malfunction as described by Mr Hudson the driver would not have got a reading. 
…… 
Mr L Standen the asked me if I had noticed any damage to that digit air at Shaw which I replied no Les as I had 
physically taken the digit air off to bank the train from Cowra to Shaw. Mr Standen had asked me to put in an incident 
report to that effect.” 
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118 So in a statement signed by Mr Brandis, not a document of Mr Clarke, Mr Brandis says that there, “was no visible damage that 
I could see as it departed Shaw”.  This statement of Mr Brandis suggests he watched Mr Fitzpatrick’s train depart and this is 
improbable.  Mr Schapper submitted that we do not know what ‘departed’ means in the sequence of the trains preparing to 
leave.  Mr Schapper submitted: 

“Departing means to a locomotive driver in this situation, well, the procedure has commenced, the air brakes are coming 
off, he’s departing, and under a verbal slight of hand by the use of the language that Mr Brandis has used in this letter, 
Miss Archer accuses him of telling lies.  The truth of course is far more mundane.  Mr Brandis used an appropriate form 
of words for the situation having regard to the fact that he’s been a railway man for many years and this is a railway 
situation, and that’s the use of the language made by him in these circumstances.” 

119 There is then the minutes of the meeting of 3 March 2005 at Integrated offices, in which Mr Brandis says: 
“Les [Standen] approached me – asked “did you notice any damage to the digitair?” I said no – when I lifted it off and 
onto the train, it was intact. I asked the driver, Daryl Fitzpatrick – “have you got the last car reading?” He nodded and 
went off. Everyone’s saying the train rolled back onto the digitair, and this can’t have happened. I saw the train roll off 
into the distance”. 

120 In this report of the discussion Mr Brandis is recorded as saying squarely that he saw the other train depart.  Of his 25 February 
2005 statement Mr Brandis agrees that it indicates that he watched the train depart Shaw.  He says that he probably consciously 
would have said that.  He says that was his recollection of events at the time.  He denies that he was attempting to get out of 
responsibility for damaging the Digitair. 

121 Under cross examination Ms Archer put to Mr Brandis a number of statements that he made in the meeting with Integrated.  
He says variously that they were not his words, he does not know who said them, it could have been anyone and the meeting 
was quite heated.  In regards to the statement, “I saw the train roll off into the distance”, he says that he cannot recall, but he 
accepts that it is wrong.  He says: 

“Right. So you deny that the digitair was damaged either when you first moved the train or when the loaded train left 
you; is that right?---No. I haven't denied that I've damaged the digitair, but I can't recall saying that in that meeting” 
(Transcript p.231). 

He says that it is possible that the train rolled back but he cannot be sure as he was walking back to his train and departing.   
122 Mr Schapper attempted to persuade the Commission that the minutes of the meeting of 3 March 2005 should not be relied on 

for various reasons.  I do not agree.  The minutes appear to be a reasonably extensive coverage of the discussion at the 
meeting.  They are not a verbatim record and hence there should be some caution in reading them.  Mr Schapper did not put 
these minutes to any of the witnesses.  They contain important points of relevance and he chose not to put them to Mr Brandis 
to deny directly their content.  I accepted the minutes as part of the evidence without challenge. 

123 There was evidence as to what might have occurred if there had been a roll-back at Shaw and where Mr Brandis might have 
been.  This was directed at whether, if there was a roll-back, Mr Brandis should have heard, saw or felt the impact of the trains.  
There was some suggestion that Mr Brandis might have been returning to the cab of his locomotive or in that cab at the time of 
the roll-back impact.  Remembering that the cab of his locomotive was more than two locomotives in distance away from the 
back of Mr Fitzpatrick’s train.  Mr Bartholomew says that Mr Brandis should have been aware of what was happening.  
However, he agrees that it is possible that Mr Brandis would not have heard an impact if the front train had been releasing air 
and the ore cars were clunking.  This is on the basis that Mr Fitzpatrick was preparing his train for departure.  Mr Bartholomew 
says that Mr Brandis should have felt the impact, if he had been in the cab.  This suggests that the impact would have been 
considerable.  If the impact had been considerable I would have thought that the damage to the Digitair would have been 
greater.  Mr Bartholomew agrees though that if there had been a ‘kissing’ contact, then Mr Brandis may not have felt an 
impact.  The third possibility is that Mr Brandis was at the rear of Mr Fitzpatrick’s train at the time of impact.  In that situation 
he surely would have heard or seen the impact, in my view. 

124 On the evidence of Mr Brandis and Mr Bartholomew I cannot be sure where Mr Brandis was at the time of impact.  The 
downloads do not assist.  However, if Mr Brandis had been in the cab or returning to the cab it is possible that he would not 
have heard or felt the impact.  Mr Brandis’ early statements are consistent with him not having been aware of any damage to 
the Digitair. 

125 This evidence must be weighed together with the issue of whether Mr Brandis saw the other train depart as he said he did 
during the investigation by Integrated.  I have considered this point very carefully and I have come to the conclusion that Mr 
Brandis most probably embellished his later statements to Integrated (i.e. 25 February and 3 March 2005) to convince them 
that no damage had happened at Shaw.  The two earlier statements make no mention that he saw the train depart.  Mr Brandis, 
in the two earlier statements, does not say this.  He says instead, in effect, that there could not have been damage at Shaw 
because he re-attached the device, tested it and it was operational.  He was saying that he did not have any knowledge of any 
impact or damage.  I think it is possible that after Mr Brandis tested the Digitair, and checked with Mr Fitzpatrick, he simply 
returned to his cab and prepared to depart.  This would be a logical sequence both in a work sense and as the incident occurred 
in February in the afternoon in the North-west.  It would have been fairly hot standing on the track.  As stated, it is possible 
that Mr Brandis, if he had been in his cab or returning to his cab at the time of impact would not necessarily have noticed the 
impact. 

126 In my view it is probable that Mr Brandis did not see or know that the Digitair was damaged until he was later told of the 
incident.  If this is the case then all Mr Brandis is guilty of is that he embellished later statements to Integrated to convince 
them.  Mr Brandis was on a final warning at the time.  I do not understand why, on the evidence before me, he was given that 
final warning.  Mr Brandis’ original statements had not been accepted.  Otherwise Integrated had no need to engage in the 
further discussion.  There had not been an adequate investigation into the event.  In the circumstances I can comprehend, while 
not endorse, why Mr Brandis added to his statement in an effort to convince.  If one compares this potential scenario to that in 
Gonzalo Portilla v BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd 85 WAIG 3441 where the employee sought originally to mislead 
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purposefully his employer as to his position on the stockpile, one can see that Mr Brandis’ culpability is considerably less.  Mr 
Portilla was dismissed and this decision was overturned, not at first instance, but by the Full Bench. 

127 The other possibility, which I have not concluded is probable, is that Mr Brandis did know that the Digitair was damaged in a 
roll-back and sought to conceal this.  If this were so, I am not clear as to how Mr Brandis could have believed the damage 
would not be found and ascribed to him.  If this scenario is correct then, apart from the issue of honesty, the culpability of 
Mr Brandis would appear to be that he did not set back his locomotive far enough and did not report the damage.  There was 
no argument made that somehow Mr Brandis left Mr Fitzpatrick in an unsafe position by re-attaching a damaged Digitair to the 
train and not reporting it.  Mr Fitzpatrick’s train proceeded to the port even though the Digitair ceased to give a reading shortly 
after Shaw. 

128 In reality, the culpability would only be a failure to report and to be honest in subsequent investigations.  Mr Bartholomew 
gave evidence in relation to Mr Ariagarda that it was not normal to allow a distance for roll-back.  He says variously the set-
back would be one car (statement) or two cars (Transcript p.80) in distance.  In cross-examination and re-examination though 
Mr Bartholomew stressed the importance of honesty in his assessment of incidents (see Transcript pp.75, 120, 136 and 137) 
Honesty 

129 Ms Archer made extensive submissions in closing as to Mr Brandis’ lack of honesty.  It is the case that BHPB investigated the 
BPC incident and Mr Jolly reported it to Mr Hudson of Integrated.  He made no mention of Mr Brandis’ candour or lack of 
candour in that investigation.  Mr Hudson in his letter of final warning stated that Mr Brandis had cooperated in the 
investigations by BHPB and Integrated.  Mr Hudson stated also that Mr Brandis did not deny that he had breached BHPB’s 
Railroad operating Rules in failing to open the BPC and not obtaining permission from the Rail Supervisor to leave site early.  
He then says that the penalty of missing 6 shifts was appropriate in the circumstances, “in light of your actions and non-denial 
of the events as reported”.  Hence in consideration of the penalty to be applied, Integrated weighed into that consideration the 
fact that Mr Brandis had not denied the breaches. 

130 Mr Schapper in his closing submissions says that Mr Brandis, in the August 2002 incident, was noted and commended for his 
honesty at the time.  He made no attempt to cover up what he had done.  He admitted that he had done it and was being 
pigheaded.  Ms Archer in her closing submissions says that Mr Schapper’s submissions were not accurate.  She referred to 
[Exhibit BHPB2; GCJ1], and submitted that Mr Brandis in fact did not report the malfunction, did not tell train control and 
admitted that he undertook to conceal his actions by inaction.   

131 GCJ1 consists of a number of documents.  There is a two page document entitled “BHP Incident Report”, an Investigation 
Report from Mr Jolly with a number of attachments, including statements, downloads, notes from a disciplinary inquiry, a 
document entitled Safety Inquiry; a memorandum to all locomotive drivers and finally an email from Mr Murray to Mr Jolly.  

132 The report from Mr Jolly makes no finding as to Mr Brandis’ honesty or otherwise in relation to the incident, it finds 
specifically that : 

“The driver failed to have a competent employee ride with the train as the loco was travelling long end leading. 
The driver used override on 10 separate occasions without first obtaining permissions from train control. 
The driver failed to communicate to Train Control that the ATP on loco 5643 was not operating in a safe and proper 
manner. 
The driver used the override switch without looking at the display to ascertain why it was sounding an alarm”. 

133 The safety actions were that Mr Brandis was immediately taken for a D&A test, stood aside pending investigation, a safety 
inquiry was held, a full investigation was held and Mr Brandis was to be retrained in the use of the override switch. 

134 Mr Brandis’ hand written statement of 5 August 2002 recounts his version of events, and refers to it as an “error in judgement 
made by myself”.  There are then the notes of the Disciplinary Inquiry of 7 August 2002 where a number of propositions were 
put to Mr Brandis; most relevantly this question: 

“Based on your answers to the previous questions, would it be correct to conclude that you operated a locomotive without 
proper authority, and that you did not communicate this to anyone, but undertook to conceal it by in-action? 
 Yes” 

135 The difficulty with this is that if one looks at the interview as a whole Mr Brandis was very direct in his replies.  He was then 
asked a multiple question and responded “Yes”.  I do not know whether this means he agreed that he operated without 
authority, or did not communicate his actions to anyone, or undertook to conceal it, or all three.  However, my assessment of 
the interview as a whole is not that Mr Brandis acted dishonestly. 

136 There is then the Digitair incident.  Given my findings Mr Brandis can hardly be said to have acted dishonestly.  He did not 
damage the Digitair at Cowra.  He was not aware of a roll-back at Shaw.  He did embellish some later statements by saying he 
saw Mr Fitzpatrick’s train depart.  That is the only action on his part which was not straightforward.  

137 Ms Archer submitted that Mr Brandis lacked credibility at hearing, whereas Mr Bartholomew was clearly a credible witness.  
Mr Schapper made no submission about Mr Brandis’ credibility at hearing and his submissions about Mr Bartholomew were 
more to do with the lengths the company would go to deny employment to Mr Brandis.  Mr Schapper did submit that Mr 
Bartholomew would not recant on his view even though under cross-examination his views were shown to be untenable.  
There was no submission about Mr Johncock and he was plainly a good witness. 

138 I had no difficulty at the hearing in 2004 with the evidence of Mr Brandis.  I have no difficulty at this hearing with the 
evidence of Mr Bartholomew.  He answered directly, conceded readily points which were put to him by Mr Schapper; 
notwithstanding that he visibly at times did not enjoy the experience.  He held to his view which he derived from considerable 
examination and discussion of the data, reports and a yard test for braking.  The evidence of Mr Johncock is that the treatment 
of disciplinary matters have improved under Mr Bartholomew.  He says they were atrocious beforehand.  That evidence is 
some testimony to Mr Bartholomew’s approach or fairness in deciding disciplinary issues.  From my assessment at hearing I 
accept that Mr Bartholomew adopts a considered approach and values honesty.  I do have a difficulty with Mr Brandis’ 
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evidence at this hearing.  It was plain for anyone to witness in the court that Mr Brandis did not answer directly.  He did not 
listen to questions and give straightforward answers, even after instruction from the Commission.  He could not recall many 
points even though many of the events happened approximately 18 months previously and he would have had cause to review 
them given the history of this matter.  The most obvious difficulty experienced by Mr Brandis under cross-examination was 
evident when he reversed his evidence about whether he had taped a discussion he had had with Mr Goss.  All of this 
behaviour as a witness cannot be attributed singly to nerves or the pressure this lengthy process has put Mr Brandis under.  Mr 
Brandis’ approach to questioning was more than cautious and less than forthcoming.  In the circumstances I am not surprised 
that Mr Schapper made no submission in closing as to Mr Brandis’ credibility at hearing. 

139 This matter though needs to be approached with some caution.  The submission by Mr Schapper that the company’s case is 
based on the issue of honesty and that this issue was an eleventh hour approach has some substance.  I am not persuaded by his 
rhetorical utterances about the depths the company will go to, or his criticism of his learned friend’s approach.  In some 
respects Ms Archer would have been errant if she had not pursued that issue in closing and in cross-examination.  However, 
there was no real history of conduct by Mr Brandis to build that case upon.  Certainly Mr Brandis has been upset by some of 
his treatment.  That is natural.  Certainly he has sought to put himself across in the best light.  That is natural.  Importantly 
though Mr Brandis prior to the Digitair incident cannot be said to have had a record of deceit or lack of frankness.  That is not 
a conclusion, in my mind, that I can come to on the basis of the evidence before me at this hearing or a review of the earlier 
hearing.  My assessment of the Digitair incident also does not lead me to a conclusion that the honesty of Mr Brandis should be 
a serious concern for the respondent. 

140 I clearly disagree with Mr Bartholomew that the Digitair was damaged at Cowra, but I am not working from a base that Mr 
Brandis denied a roll-back at Shaw.  Mr Brandis cannot be thought to be lacking in honesty about what occurred at Cowra with 
the coupling.  This only leaves an examination of a roll-back at Shaw, subsequent events, and the credibility at hearing.  
Leaving to one side the hearing, in all of this Mr Brandis has had to defend himself against a backdrop of an inadequate 
investigation.  Mr Brandis has not simply approached matters by denial.  His statements do not read this way.  The statements 
of the other drivers who were involved directly do not shed any adverse light on Mr Brandis.  Mr Brandis has then embellished 
his position by saying he saw Mr Fitzpatrick’s train depart Shaw, most probably to convince Integrated that the situation he 
was unaware of was not his fault.  He gave explanations about the possibility of damage to the Digitair by rocks, in a situation 
where he was not directly aware that the Digitair had been damaged.  It is a reasonable point to submit that the question of 
honesty is an eleventh hour strategy, given Mr Bartholomew’s two earlier statements did not make mention of it.  More 
importantly though the issue does not have a substantive basis in Mr Brandis’ driving history.  In these circumstances I am not 
swayed overly by Mr Brandis’ approach to the hearing, albeit I am critical of it.  
ATP and EXHIBIT A15 

141 The incidents and evidence covered in Exhibit A15 are not matters that I need to consider in any detail.  The incidents relating 
to Mr Ariagarda’s roll-back and the other smashed Digitair are relevant and I have referred to them earlier.  The other incidents 
arise through a variety of circumstances and it is not necessary or relevant to canvass them here.   

142 As for the question of the ATP shutdown at Cowra, Ms Archer submitted that Mr Brandis said he did not shut down the ATP 
system, then under cross-examination admitted it was possible he did but he could not recall it.  The logs [Exhibit BHPB6, 
HJB15] display several shutdowns of the ATP.  Mr Schapper submitted that it could have been a software malfunction. 

143 The turning on and off of the ATP on Mr Brandis’ train, if that is what it was, occurred prior to Mr Brandis’ train moving on to 
the mainline at Cowra to couple onto Mr Kelaher’s train.  It is not clear to me why this should be thought of as ‘suspicious’ in 
the context of assessing the Digitair incident.  This is Mr Bartholomew’s evidence.  He gives it as one of the reasons why he 
reached the conclusion that the Digitair was damaged at Cowra.  It is clear that there would have been no effect, safety or 
otherwise, if Mr Brandis did turn off the ATP five times at that point because his train was stationary and with brakes applied.  
It would have been odd behaviour and if performed without clearance from Train Control would have been contrary to the 
Regulations.  However, I am not sure how it can be said to be suspicious in connection with the Cowra coupling. 

144 What Mr Brandis actually said was that he did not turn off the ATP at that time and that he could not recall (Transcript pp.213 
and 255).  He did not say it was possible that he did it.  There is no coverage of this issue in the statements or investigations at 
the time of the incident.  We do not have the radio communication but they are seemingly not relevant for this point because 
Mr Brandis says he did not do it.  I note that this issue was not raised in the investigation by Mr Edwards, was not raised as 
part of the allegations by Integrated, Mr Brandis was not required to respond to it and it was not part of the discussion on 3 
March 2005 with Integrated, and it did not receive any mention in the letter of dismissal of 8 March 2005.  The point being that 
at the relevant time no one had identified or was concerned about a breach of procedure involving the ATP.   

145 In the circumstances, it is difficult to give this issue much weight in assessing the Digitair incident or in the question of 
whether to order that BHPB employ Mr Brandis. 
CONCLUSIONS 

146 In summary, it is clear from the above that I have concluded as follows: 
• Mr Brandis did not lack honesty during the August 2002 incident; 
• Mr Brandis forgot to open the BPC; 
• The seriousness of the BPC incident is best judged by the penalty applied, namely a six shifts penalty; 
• The Digitair was damaged by Mr Brandis’ coupler; 
• The Digitair was not damaged at Cowra; 
• The Digitair was damaged via a roll-back at Shaw; 
• Mr Brandis did not witness the roll-back; 
• Mr Brandis embellished his statements on 25 February and 3 March 2005 in saying effectively that he saw the other train 

depart Shaw. 
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147 Ms Archer for the respondent submitted that there are four factors relevant to the determination of this issue.  They are: 
a. The decision to employ Mr Brandis should not be made lightly.  This is especially so given that the respondent has 

legitimate concerns about Mr Brandis’ attitude to safety and his honesty. 
b. Mr Brandis is the wronged party.  He was unfairly refused employment and that decision stands.  He therefore 

deserves some remedy. 
c. Safety issues are paramount in the workplace. 
d. A decision in the applicant’s favour would mean the Commission is forcing the employer to employ a person it 

considers is unsafe.  This would put the employer in an invidious position as the company would be forced to treat Mr 
Brandis as a fully competent driver and arguably place him on the railway system unsupervised. 

148 Mr Schapper submitted that the only remedy available is an order to employ Mr Brandis or to dismiss the application.  There is 
no power for the Commission to order compensation.  The employment should be ordered to apply from the date of the order.  
The interim order will then cease to apply as it is an interim order pending the final determination of the matter.  The test to be 
applied is that outlined by the Full Bench.  It is no more onerous than the consideration of the matter according to equity, good 
conscience and the substantial merits of the case.  The question is whether the matters relied upon by the respondent are 
sufficient to refuse to order the employment of Mr Brandis, given that he was unfairly refused employment.  The Commission 
should order employment if it is right to do so.  The standard of proof is the same as for an unfair dismissal case.  The union 
does not say that Mr Brandis should be employed if the company proves that Mr Brandis may be unsafe at work.  However, the 
evidence shows that there was no disregard for safety on the part of Mr Brandis.  The evidence also shows that any mistake of 
Mr Brandis was subjected to a harsher assessment by the employer than the incidents represented in Exhibit A15.  The 
Commission must deal with the material before it and decide whether the case is made out.  The Commission is not then 
responsible for Mr Brandis’ conduct on the railroad system.  It would be absurd for the Commission to function in that way. 

149 Both parties agreed the question now is whether I should order the respondent to employ Mr Brandis.  The Full Bench has 
found that Mr Brandis was unfairly refused employment.  I am bound by that decision.  The test to be applied is simply the 
exercise of the Commission’s discretion subject to s.26 of the Act, namely equity, good conscience and the substantial merits 
of the case.  The applicant submitted that the only remedy is either to employ Mr Brandis or to dismiss the application, there is 
no power to award compensation.  In light of the history of this case and the manner in which it has been argued progressively, 
I accept that submission. 

150 The respondent submitted that the Commission should not lightly make the decision to force the employer to employ Mr 
Brandis, particularly where questions of honesty and safety are in issue.  I adopt the reasoning of Wheeler J, in the stay 
application, regarding the exercise of discretion where safety issues are in question.  She said,  

“While I accept, therefore, that the Court should err on the side of caution where the safety of Mr Brandis' fellow 
employees, and others, is concerned, it is my view that the appellant has not demonstrated that Mr Brandis poses such a 
safety risk that the order of the Commission should be stayed.  I would add that the order of the Commission is, of course, 
not such as to immunise Mr Brandis from whatever steps, in terms of supervision and the like, that the appellant may 
consider to be appropriate, nor would it prevent the appellant from taking measured and appropriate disciplinary action in 
the event of any further breaches of safety requirements.” 

151 However, having now heard all the evidence and submissions in detail, the comments of Wheeler J at paragraph 29 appear 
relevant:  

“Although the appellant expresses a concern to which weight should be given, that concern, it seems to me, is expressed 
in a way which tends to overstate the significance of the various incidents in which Mr Brandis has been involved, and 
it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that that view of the appellant may be coloured, to an extent, by its desire to avoid 
an order which, in its view, should not have been made in the first place.”. 

She had before her affidavit evidence about the two incidents.  The evidence before me is different but the comments remain 
appropriate.   

152 There is then the submission by the respondent that an order by the Commission forcing the company to employ Mr Brandis 
would create a difficult situation because arguably they would not be able to supervise him.  Counsel for the respondent 
encouraged the Commission to look at the practical consequences for the company and fellow employees in making the 
decision.  Counsel for the applicant took exception to this submission and submitted that the Commission is not responsible for 
future actions of the parties.  I accept that the Commission is bound to look at the practicalities of any decision.  This point in 
my view is obvious, but only goes so far as to consider the matters that are known to the Commission.  I do not possess a 
crystal ball as to what events or circumstances may present in the future.  My assessment is whether Mr Brandis, on the basis 
of what has gone before, can validly be considered to be a safety risk such that he should not be employed.  If he is a safety 
risk, the union submits he should not be employed.  To answer the question one looks at the actions and words of Mr Brandis, 
during his long driving career.  That is the basis for a valid assessment, not some hypothetical situation that may arise.  The 
verdict is whether Mr Brandis has or has not proven himself to be a safety risk.  I do not consider that Mr Brandis has proven 
himself to be a safety risk. 

153 The respondent complains that they may not then be able to supervise him in the future, if the Commission decides he should 
be employed.  Let me put that argument in this context.  There may arise reasons why Mr Brandis, or any other driver, in the 
future needs to be supervised.  The company has a legal obligation to manage safety.  My decision is that he should be 
employed.  I am not alleviating the company from their legal responsibilities under the Occupational Health and Safety Act.  
However, to be fair to Mr Brandis, the conduct of this case should not be allowed to govern the future attitude to him. 

154 Ms Archer submitted that it was critical to look at the context of Mr Brandis’ driving record.  He took redundancy from BHPB 
in 1999 due to the introduction of single driver operations.  Since then there has been the ATP override in August 2002, the 
BPC and Digitair incidents.  Hence Mr Brandis’ safety record as a single driver is not very good.  One incident of safety breach 
may be sufficient to warrant not employing him.  In fact, Mr Brandis committed the Digitair breach on his second shift back 
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after being suspended over the BPC incident.  Mr Bartholomew’s opinion should be given great weight given his experience 
and obvious integrity.  Mr Johncock’s evidence as to disciplinary matters under Mr Bartholomew also support the integrity of 
Mr Bartholomew.  In my view the August 2002 and BPC incidents were clearly perceived not to be incidents that were 
sufficient to put Mr Brandis off the railroad.  Having reviewed all the evidence, for the reasons expressed, I do not consider the 
Digitair incident means that Mr Brandis is a safety risk and should not be allowed to work on the railroad. 

155 For the reasons expressed I would order that BHPB employ Mr Brandis as a Rail Transport Technician with effect from the 
date of the order.  The application for costs will be heard soon if the respondent, following a consideration of these reasons, 
chooses to pursue the matter. 
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Order 
HAVING heard Mr D H Schapper of Counsel on behalf of the applicant, Ms G Archer of Counsel and with her Ms K O’Rourke of 
Counsel on behalf of the first named respondent and there being no appearance on behalf of the second named respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

(1) THAT the above named first respondent, BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd, do employ the said Gregory James 
Brandis in position No V56084 Rail Transport Technician as and from the date of this order. 

(2) THAT the above named first respondent’s application for costs is hereby dismissed. 

(Sgd.)  S WOOD, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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discontinued by 
leave 

Civil Service 
Association of 
Western Australia 
(Incorporated) 

The Director 
General of the 
Disability Services 
Commission 

Harrison C PSAC 
13/2006 

15/05/2006 
 

dispute regarding 
limited duties of a 
union member due 
to an injury 

Discontinued 
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Parties Commissioner 
Conference 

Number 
Dates Matter Result 

Civil Service 
Association of 
Western Australia 
(Incorporated) 

Commissioner of 
Police, Western 
Australian Police 

Scott C PSAC 5/2006 20/02/2006 
 

Dispute regarding 
personal leave 
entitlements 

Concluded 

Civil Service 
Association of 
Western Australia 
(Incorporated) 

Commissioner, 
Department of 
Corrective Services 

Scott C PSAC 
21/2006 

20/07/2006 
8/08/2006 
23/08/2006 
 

Dispute regarding 
allegations made 
against union 
member. 

Referred 

Liquor, Hospitality 
and Miscellaneous 
Union, Western 
Australian Branch 

Hospitality Pty Ltd 
t/as Best Western 
Hospitality Inn 
Carnarvon 

Mayman C CR 39/2006 N/A 
 

Dispute regarding 
termination of 
employment of 
union member 

Application 
discontinued 

United Firefighters 
Union of Australia 
West Australian 
Branch 

The Fire and 
Emergency Services 
Authority of 
Western Australia 

Harrison C C 74/2006 N/A 
 

Dispute regarding 
refusal by employer 
to implement 
transfers for two 
employees 

Discontinued 

 

CORRECTIONS— 

2006 WAIRC 05357 
CORRIGENDUM 

Whereas an error occurred in the publication of Appendix XIV - Organisation of Employees and Organisation of Employers 
registered under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 in the List of Appendices of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette covering 
period 10 December, 2005 to 16 June, 2006, Volume 86, Part 1, at page 328, the correct Appendix XIV is republished hereunder. 
Dated at Perth this 21st day of August 2006. 

(Sgd.)  J.A. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 

 

APPENDIX XIV 
Organisation of Employees and Organisation of Employers registered  

under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979. 
As at 30 June, 2006 

Organisation of Employees and Employers with names of the Primary Contact and Addresses. 

No. of 
Members 

Name of Union, Association 
or Organisation Primary Contact Registered Office 

Section 71 
Declarations 
Reference 

Reg. 
No. 
I.R. 
Act 

Emp- 
loyers 

Emp- 
loyees 

   Vol. Page 

255 148 0 Association of Independent 
Schools of Western Australia 
(Inc) 

A Jackson Suite 3, 41 Walters Drive 
Herdsman Business Park 
OSBORNE PARK 6017 

  

260 0 565 Association of Professional 
Engineers, Australia 
(Western Australian 
Branch), Organisation of 
Employees 

L B Cunningham Suite 1 12/14  
Thelma Street  
WEST PERTH 6005 

73 2665 

209 0 404 Australian Institute of 
Marine and Power 
Engineers, Western 
Australian Union of Workers 

C Blackmore 169 Stock Road 
PALMYRA 6157 

  

87 0 1185 Australian Municipal, 
Administrative, Clerical and 
Services Union of 
Employees, W.A. Clerical 
and Administrative Branch 

P Burlinson 102 East Parade  
EAST PERTH 6004 

65 1097 
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No. of 
Members 

Name of Union, Association 
or Organisation Primary Contact Registered Office 

Section 71 
Declarations 
Reference 

Reg. 
No. 
I.R. 
Act 

Emp- 
loyers 

Emp- 
loyees 

   Vol. Page 

107 21 0 Baking Industry Employers' 
Association of Western 
Australia 

D Nissan 26 Drake Street 
OSBORNE PARK 6017 

  

194 0 2 Building Trades Association 
of Unions of Western 
Australia (Association of 
Workers) 

K N Reynolds 82 Royal Street  
EAST PERTH 6004 

  

246 0 12781 Civil Service Association of 
Western Australia 
Incorporated 

T B Walkington 5th Floor, 445 Hay Street 
PERTH 6000 

73 2931 

249 0 6356 Communications, Electrical, 
Electronic, Energy, 
Information, Postal, 
Plumbing, and Allied 
Workers Union of Australia, 
Engineering & Electrical 
Division, WA Branch 

W E Game U24, 257 Balcatta Road 
BALCATTA 6021 

75 2693 

248 10 0 Construction Contractors 
Association of Western 
Australia 

J P Flecker 104 Grant Street 
COTTESLOE 6011 

  

137 0 114 Electrical Trades Union of 
Workers of Australia 
(Western Australian 
Goldfields Sub-Branch), 
Kalgoorlie 

No Current 
Official 

C/- AEEFEU, 401-403 
Oxford Street  
MT HAWTHORN 6016 

  

189 0 4429 Health Services Union of 
Western Australia (Union of 
Workers) 

D Hill 8 Coolgardie Terrace 
EAST PERTH 6004 

  

230 0 126 Licensed Car Salesmen's 
Association, Union of 
Workers of Western 
Australia 

No Current 
Official 

9-11 Brewer Street 
EAST PERTH 6004 

  

266 0 22159 Liquor, Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous Union, 
Western Australian Branch 

D Kelly 61 Thomas Street 
SUBIACO 6008 

81 398 

22 1082 0 Master Builders' Association 
of Western Australia (Union 
of Employers), Perth 

M G McLean 35-37 Havelock Street 
WEST PERTH 6005 

  

17 18 0 Master Plasterers' 
Association of Western 
Australia Union of 
Employers 

K J Spalding 8 Albert Street  
SOUTH PERTH 6151 

  

173 213 0 Meat and Allied Trades 
Federation of Australia 
(Western Australian 
Division) Union of 
Employers, Perth 

M J Darcy 4/170 Burswood Road 
VICTORIA PARK 6100 

  

264 0 1368 Media, Entertainment and 
Arts Alliance of Western 
Australia (Union of 
Employees) 

M R Sinclair-Jones 123 Claisebrook Road 
PERTH 6000 

  

59 47 0 Metal Industries Association 
(Industrial Union of 
Employers) of W.A. 

No Current official 190 Hay Street 
EAST PERTH 6004 

  

241 0 268 Murdoch University 
Academic Staff Association 

J Bradley Murdoch University 
Transportable 1, Room 8 
South Street  
MURDOCH 6150 

  

254 0 137 Real Estate Salespersons 
Association of Western 
Australia (Inc) 

Vacant No current address   
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No. of 
Members 

Name of Union, Association 
or Organisation Primary Contact Registered Office 

Section 71 
Declarations 
Reference 

Reg. 
No. 
I.R. 
Act 

Emp- 
loyers 

Emp- 
loyees 

   Vol. Page 

269 0 0 Restaurant and Catering 
Industry Association of 
Employers of Western 
Australia Inc 

None Specified 301 Fitzgerald Street 
WEST PERTH 6005 

  

207 0 0 Salaried Pharmacists' 
Association Western 
Australian Union of Workers 

D.P Hill 8 Coolgardie Terrace 
PERTH 6000 

  

176 0 44 Sales Representatives' and 
Commercial Travellers' 
Guild of W.A., Industrial 
Union of Workers 

J W Bullock 5th Floor 25 Barrack 
Street PERTH 6000 

  

215 0 764 Seamen's Union of Australia, 
West Australian Branch 

C. Cain 2nd Floor, 2-4 Kwong 
Alley 
NORTH FREMANTLE 
6159 

67 482 

252 0 34 The Australian Collieries' 
Staff Association, Western 
Australian Branch 

G B Herold Level 1, 491 Kent Street 
SYDNEY NSW 

  

268 0 650 The Australian Maritime 
Officers Union - Western 
Area Union of Employees 

F Lawrence Unit 14/15, 1 High Street 
FREMANTLE 6160 

  

133 0 10580 The Australian Nursing 
Federation, Industrial Union 
of Workers Perth 

M A Olson 260 Pier Street  
PERTH 6000 

60 1057 

265 0 1004 The Australian Rail, Tram 
and Bus Industry Union of 
Employees, West Australian 
Branch 

R J Christison 2/10 Nash Street  
PERTH 6000 

  

158 0 5381 The Australian Workers' 
Union, West Australian 
Branch, Industrial Union of 
Workers 

T P Daly Cnr Wellington & Lord 
Streets 
EAST PERTH 6004 

61 631 

259 0 12415 The Automotive, Food, 
Metals, Engineering, 
Printing and Kindred 
Industries Union of Workers 
- Western Australian Branch 

J K Ferguson 121 Royal Street 
EAST PERTH 6004 

79 3569 

9 0 109 The Boot Trade of Western 
Australia Union of Workers 

No Current 
Official 

110 Charles Street 
 PERTH 6000 

  

167 0 142 The Breweries and 
Bottleyards Employees' 
Industrial Union of Workers 
of Western Australia 

R J Murphy 11/64 Bannister Road 
CANNING VALE 6155 

  

2 0 334 The Coal Miners' Industrial 
Union of Workers of 
Western Australia, Collie 

G N Wood c/- Mineworkers Institute 
75 Throssell Street 
COLLIE 6225 

73 231, 
1918 

267 0 6769 The Construction, Forestry, 
Mining and Energy Union of 
Workers 

K Reynolds 82 Royal Street  
EAST PERTH 6004 

  

244 0 3503 The Disabled Workers' 
Union of Western Australia 

G Cassidy Suite 1/82 Beaufort Street 
PERTH 6000 

  

226 398 0 The Electrical and 
Communications 
Association of Western 
Australia (Union of 
Employers) 

R J Hale 22 Prowse Street  
WEST PERTH 6005 

  

53 0 65 The Federated Brick, Tile 
and Pottery Industrial Union 
of Australia (Union of 
Workers) Western Australian 
Branch 

J R Bainbridge 14 Prospect Road 
ARMADALE 6112 
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No. of 
Members 

Name of Union, Association 
or Organisation Primary Contact Registered Office 

Section 71 
Declarations 
Reference 

Reg. 
No. 
I.R. 
Act 

Emp- 
loyers 

Emp- 
loyees 

   Vol. Page 

39 0 198 The Federated Millers and 
Mill Employees' Union of 
Workers of Western 
Australia 

No Current 
Official 

110 Charles Street 
NORTH PERTH 6006 

  

219 0 283 The Food Preservers' Union 
of Western Australia, Union 
of Workers 

J W Bullock 5th Floor, 25 Barrack 
Street PERTH 6000 

  

164 18 0 The Footwear Repairers' 
Association of W.A. (Union 
of Employers) 

R.K Cann C/- Rodney K Cann & Co 
Suite 18/2nd Floor,  
25 Walters Drive  
OSBORNE PARK 6017 

  

262 0 236 The Forest Products, 
Furnishing and Allied 
Industries Industrial Union 
of Workers, W.A. 

T P DALY "Wellington Fair" Cnr 
Wellington & Lord Streets 
PERTH 6000 

  

198 0 3417 Independent Education 
Union of Western Australia, 
Union of Employees 

T I Howe C/- Dwyer Durack 
Lawyers 
Level 6, 44 St George’s 
Tce 
PERTH 6000 

  

131 276 0 The Master Ladies 
Hairdressers' Industrial 
Union of Employers of W.A. 

J S Buckley 9th Floor, 321 Adelaide 
Terrace PERTH 6000 

  

89 67 0 The Master Painters, 
Decorators and Signwriters 
Association of Western 
Australia (Industrial Union 
of Employers) 

T Martella 106 Caledonian Avenue 
MAYLANDS 6051 

  

200 369 0 The Master Plumbers' and 
Gasfitters Association of 
Western Australia (Union of 
Employers) 

T Martella 106 Caledonian Avenue 
MAYLANDS 6051 

  

237 0 9 The Mining Unions 
Association of Employees of 
Western Australia (Iron Ore 
Industry) 

D Bartlam PO Box 6289  
EAST PERTH 6004 

  

10 0 712 The Plumbers and Gasfitters 
Employees' Union of 
Australia, West Australian 
Branch, Industrial Union of 
Workers 

M Mitchell U24/257 Balcatta Road 
BALCATTA 6021 

76 4149 

100 137 0 The Printing and Allied 
Trades Employers' 
Association of Western 
Australia (Union of 
Employers) 

D A Lamb 111-113 Burswood Road 
VICTORIA PARK 6100 

  

60 0 21425 The Shop, Distributive and 
Allied Employees' 
Association of Western 
Australia 

J W Bullock 5th Floor, 25 Barrack 
Street PERTH 6000 

  

240 0 13151 The State School Teachers 
Union of W.A. 
(Incorporated) 

D A Kelly 150-152 Adelaide Terrace 
EAST PERTH 6004 

  

42 0 24 The West Australian 
Hairdressers' and 
Wigmakers' Employees' 
Union of Workers 

J W Bullock 5th Floor, 25 Barrack 
Street PERTH 6000 

  

263 0 3307 The Western Australian 
Branch of the Australian 
Medical Association 
Incorporated 

P Jennings 14 Stirling Highway 
NEDLANDS 6009 
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No. of 
Members 

Name of Union, Association 
or Organisation Primary Contact Registered Office 

Section 71 
Declarations 
Reference 

Reg. 
No. 
I.R. 
Act 

Emp- 
loyers 

Emp- 
loyees 

   Vol. Page 

35 4 0 The Western Australian 
Branch of the 
Commonwealth Steamship 
Owners' Association 
Industrial Union of 
Employers (Fremantle) 

A.J Chapple 1a Pakenham Street 
FREMANTLE 6160 

  

20 0 58 The Western Australian 
Clothing and Allied Trades' 
Industrial Union of Workers 

J W Bullock Level 5 25 Barrack Street 
PERTH 6000 

  

183 0 26 The Western Australian 
Gold and Nickel Mines 
Supervisors Association 
Industrial Union of Workers 

No Current 
Official 

18 Sturt Pea Crescent 
KAMBALDA WEST 
6444 

  

79 0 2267 The Western Australian 
Municipal, Road Boards, 
Parks and Racecourse 
Employees' Union of 
Workers 

A G Johnson 112 Charles Street  
WEST PERTH 6005 

  

110 0 5097 The Western Australian 
Police Union of Workers 

K J See 639 Murray Street  
WEST PERTH 6005 

  

114 0 9794 Transport Workers' Union of 
Australia, Industrial Union 
of Workers, Western 
Australian Branch 

J L McGiveron Suite 302, 3rd Floor 
82 Beaufort Street 
PERTH 6000 

61 1501 

242 0 821 Union of Australian College 
Academics, Western 
Australian Branch, Industrial 
Union of Workers 

A D Needham Curtin University  
Kent Street  
BENTLEY 6102 

  

233 0 948 United Firefighters Union of 
Western Australia 

D Browers 63 Railway Parade  
MT LAWLEY 6050 

73 2341 

243 0 332 University of Western 
Australia Academic Staff 
Association 

T Koppi W2 Winthrop Tower 
University of Western 
Australia  
NEDLANDS 6907 

  

16 0 0 W.A. Dental Technicians' 
and Employees' Union of 
Workers, Perth 

D Hill 8 Coolgardie Terrace 
EAST PERTH 6004 

  

23 0 1586 West Australian Branch, 
Australasian Meat Industry 
Employees' Union, Industrial 
Union of Workers, Perth 

G.J. Haynes 1st Floor, Unity House 
79 Stirling Street  
PERTH 6000 

61 631 

63 0 332 West Australian Psychiatric 
Nurses' Association (Union 
of Workers) 

L.K MacLeod Suite 3, Labor Centre  
82 Beaufort Street  
PERTH 6000 

  

239 0 199 West Australian Railways 
Officers' Union 

W De Prazer Kenafick House  
102 East Parade 
EAST PERTH 6004 

  

195 0 93 Western Australian Grain 
Handling Salaried Officers 
Association (Union of 
Workers) 

K Gray Room G7, 22 Delhi Street 
WEST PERTH 6005 

  

238 532 0 Western Australian Hotels 
and Hospitality Association 
Incorporated (Union of 
Employers) 

B Woods 38 Parliament Place 
WEST PERTH 6005 

  

129 0 1300 Western Australian Prison 
Officers' Union of Workers 

J E Welch 63 Railway Parade  
MT LAWLEY 6050 
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2006 WAIRC 05377 
THE SCHOOL EDUCATION ACT EMPLOYEES' (TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS) GENERAL AGREEMENT 

2006 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES DIRECTOR GENERAL FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING AND 
THE STATE SCHOOL TEACHERS' UNION OF WA (INC) 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
(NOT APPLICABLE) 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
DATE TUESDAY, 5 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO. AG 63 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05377 
 

Result Order issued 
 

Correction Order 
WHEREAS on 3 August 2006 the School Education Act Employees’ (Teachers and Administrators) General Agreement 2006 (“the 
Agreement”) was registered in the Commission; and 
WHEREAS by email dated 30 August 2006 the Department of Education and Training (“DET”) informed the Commission that 
there were a number of errors in the Agreement and requested that a correction order issue; and 
WHEREAS on 31 August 2006 the State School Teachers’ Union of WA (Incorporated) consented to a correction order issuing in 
the terms sought by DET; and 
WHEREAS the Commission agreed to issue a Correcting Order; 
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the School Education Act Employees’ (Teachers and Administrators) General Agreement 2006 be corrected in 
accordance with the following Schedule. 

(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 3. – Parties Bound:  Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

The Parties to this General Agreement are the Director General for the Department of Education and Training and the 
State School Teachers’ Union of W. A. (Incorporated). 

2. Clause 9. – Definitions:  Delete the definition of “Agreement” in subclause 9.1 of this clause and insert the 
following in lieu thereof: 
“Agreement” means the School Education Act Employees’ (Teachers and Administrators) General Agreement 2006 

3. Clause 9. – Definitions:  Delete the definition of “Dependant” in subclause 9.1 of this clause and insert the 
following in lieu thereof: 
“Dependant” means, for the purposes of Clause 81 Locality Allowance, in relation to an employee: 
(a) a spouse/de facto partner who is resident within the State and is not in receipt of an income exceeding the 

separate net income (SNI), as set by the Australian Taxation Office for the purposes of the dependent spouse tax 
offset; 

And/or, 
(b) a student child under the age of eighteen (18) years who is not in receipt of income exceeding the separate net 

income (SNI), as set by the Australian Taxation Office for the purposes of the dependent spouse tax offset; 
(c) means, for the purpose of the remainder of the Agreement in relation to an employee: 

(i) a partner 
(ii) child/children; or 
(iii) other dependent family 

who resides with the employee and who relies on the employee for support. 
4. Clause 9. – Definitions:  Delete the definition of “Parties” in subclause 9.1 of this clause and insert the following in 

lieu thereof: 
“Parties” means the Director General for the Department of Education and Training and the State School Teachers’ Union 
of W. A. (Incorporated); 
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5. Clause 9. – Definitions:  Delete the definition of “Union” in subclause 9.1 of this clause and insert the following in 
lieu thereof: 
“Union” means the State School Teachers’ Union of W. A. (Incorporated) (SSTUWA); 

6. Clause 10. – Context:  Delete the sentence before the dot points in subclause 10.1 and insert the following in lieu 
thereof: 

10.1 The Department and the State School Teachers’ Union of W. A. (Incorporated). 
7. Clause 49. – Payment of Salaries:  Delete subclause 49.4 of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
49.4 Casual employees shall be paid pursuant to Clause 13 and the rates specified in Clause 50.3. 
  

Automatic deductions for overpayments can be made in accordance with Clause 58 Recovery of Overpayments of this 
Agreement. 

8. Clause 69. – Long Service Leave:  Delete subclause 69.4(b)(ii) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(ii) any continuous period of absence on workers' compensation that does not exceed 26 weeks; and 

9. Clause 71. – Public Holidays:  Delete the words ‘New Years Day’ in subclause 71.1 and insert in lieu thereof ‘New 
Year’s Day’. 

10. Clause 73. – Sick Leave:  Delete subclause 73.5 of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
73.5 Re-employment of Medically Retired Teachers 

Where an employee who has retired from the Employer on medical grounds resumes a duty therein, sick leave credits at 
the date of retirement shall be re-instated.  This provision does not apply to an employee who has resigned from the 
Employer and is subsequently reappointed. 

11. Clause 77. – Allowances Payable on Appointment, Promotion or Transfer:  Delete the word ‘dependents’ in 
subclause 77.4 and insert in lieu thereof ‘dependants’. 

12. Clause 82. – Motor Vehicle Allowance:  Delete the amount ‘6.0 cents’ where it appears in subclause 82.5 and insert 
in lieu thereof ‘6.5 cents’. 

13. Clause 84. – Relieving Allowance:  Delete the amount ‘$140.00’ where it appears in subclause 84.4 and insert in 
lieu thereof ‘$157.00’. 

14. Clause 85. – Removal Allowance:  Delete subclause 85.1 of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
85.1 An employee who is relocated in the ordinary course of appointment, promotion or transfer or on account of illness due to 

causes over which the employee has no control shall be reimbursed: 
(a) the actual reasonable cost of conveyance of the employee, the employee’s spouse/de facto partner and 

dependants; 
(b) the actual reasonable cost of the packing and the conveyance of the employee’s furniture, effects and appliances 

including insurance of such property whilst in transit; 
(c) an allowance of $525.00 for accelerated depreciation and extra wear and tear on furniture, appliances and 

effects. 
  
Payment of this allowance to employees shall be made on every appointment, promotion or transfer, provided that the 
employer is satisfied that the value of household furniture, effects and appliances moved by the employee is at least 
$3,143.00. 
Where in the circumstances it is reasonable to do so, the furniture, effects and appliances of the employee may be 
transported on two (2) separate dates not more than six (6) months apart. 

15. Clause 86. – Summer Vacation Travel Concessions:  Delete subclause 86.6 of this clause and insert the following in 
lieu thereof: 

86.6 When an employee and the family of the employee travel together by rail, first class rail fare shall be allowed for the 
employee, the employee’s dependent spouse/de facto partner and dependants. 

16. Clause 86. – Summer Vacation Travel Concessions:  Delete the word ‘dependant’ in subclause 86.7(a) and insert in 
lieu thereof ‘dependent’. 

17. Clause 91. – Financial Incentives:  Delete the reference to ‘Clause 90.6’ where it appears in subclause 91.5 and 
insert in lieu thereof ‘Clause 91.6’. 

18. Clause 91. – Financial Incentives:  Delete the reference to ‘90.6’ where it appears in subclause 91.7 and insert in 
lieu thereof ‘91.6’. 

19. Clause 91. – Financial Incentives:  Delete the reference to ‘90.6(a) or (b)’ and ‘Clause 90.5’ where they appear in 
subclause 91.8 and insert in lieu thereof ‘91.6(a) or (b)’ and ‘Clause 91.5’ respectively. 

20. Clause 91. – Financial Incentives:  Delete the reference to ‘Clause 90.3’ where it appears in subclause 91.9 and 
insert in lieu thereof ‘Clause 91.3’. 

21. Clause 100. – Remote Teaching Service Leave:  Delete the reference to ‘Clause 99.1’ where it appears in subclause 
100.3 and insert in lieu thereof ‘Clause 100.1’. 
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22. Clause 101. – The Ability to Take Remote Teaching Service Leave:  Delete the reference to ‘Clause 100.3’ where it 
appears in subclause 101.4 and insert in lieu thereof ‘Clause 101.3’. 

23. Clause 103. – RTS Travel and Location:  Delete subclause 103.3 of this clause and insert the following in lieu 
thereof: 

103.3 Where it can be shown that it is less costly or cost equivalent for an employee to travel to a centre other than the centre 
designated in Schedule N Remote Teaching Schools and Main Centre, an application may be made to the District Director 
for the designated centre to be varied. 

24. Clause 106. – Part Time Specially Organised Class Teachers:  Delete the reference to ‘108.2(c)’ where it appears in 
subclause 106.2(d) and insert in lieu thereof ‘106.2(c)’. 

25. Clause 107. – Swimming Instructors:  Delete paragraph (c) of subclause 107.5 of this clause and renumber 
paragraphs (d), (e) and (f) as (c), (d) and (e) respectively. 

26. Clause 107. – Swimming Instructors:  Delete the word ‘Australian’ where it appears in subclause 107.7(b)(iii). 

27. Clause 111. – Grievance Resolution Procedure:  Delete subclause 111.7(b)(v) of this clause and insert the following 
in lieu thereof: 

(v) In circumstances where the grievance relates to a School Administrator and the District Director, the 
resolution process may require the grievance to be considered by another District Consultative 
Committee. 

28. Clause 111. – Grievance Resolution Procedure:  Delete subclause 111.9(a)(vi) of this clause and insert the following 
in lieu thereof: 

(vi) Where the Worksite Grievance Committee is unable to reach an agreed conclusion to the  grievance 
they will inform all parties to the grievance of the fact.  The aggrieved party will then have a period of 
five (5) working days in which he or she may elevate the grievance to the second level of the process.  
The aggrieved party is then required to inform the Union and the District Director. 

29. Clause 111. – Grievance Resolution Procedure:  Delete subclause 111.9(b)(ii) of this clause and insert the following 
in lieu thereof: 

(ii) A District Consultative Committee shall be constituted within ten (10) working days for each 
grievance at this level.  The District Consultative Committee shall be made up of the District Director 
and one Union member nominated by the President of the Union.  If the grievance is against the 
District Director another District Director will be appointed to the District Consultative Committee. 

30. Schedule E. – Travelling, Transfer and Relieving Allowance:  Delete the amount 14.15 adjacent to Lunch that 
appears in subclause (12) of this schedule and insert 18.70 in lieu thereof. 

31. Schedule J. – Summer Vacation Travel Concessions:  Delete this schedule and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

Mode Of Travel 
To Be Allowed 

Concessions 

(a) Air - employee and family travelling 
together 

Free Passes for the employee and dependants. 

(b) Sea - employee and family travelling 
together 

Free passes for the employee and dependants. 

(c) Road - employee and family travelling 
together 

Full rates for use of private motor vehicle in accordance  
with Clause 86.7 Summer Vacation Travel Concessions 

(d) Air and Road – employee travelling by 
private motor vehicle and remainder of the 
family by air 

Full rates for use of private motor vehicle in accordance  
with Clause 86.7 Summer Vacation Travel Concessions 

(e) Sea and Road – employee travelling by 
private motor vehicle and the remainder of 
the family by sea 

Full rates for use of private motor vehicle in accordance  
with Clause 86.7 Summer Vacation Travel Concessions.   
Free passes for the employee's dependent spouse and  
dependants. 

(f) Sea and Air – employee travelling by air 
and remainder of family by sea 

Free passes in each case for the employee, the employee's  
dependent spouse and dependants. 

32. Schedule M. – Schedule of Differential Salary Location Allowances:  Delete the word ‘Ngarapita’ where it appears 
in this schedule and insert in lieu thereof ‘Ngalapita’. 
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2005 WAIRC 00113 
TRANSPORT WORKERS' (GENERAL) AWARD NO. 10 OF 1961 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES TRANSPORT WORKERS' UNION OF AUSTRALIA, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF WORKERS, 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
 GORDON & GOTCH (AUSTRALASIA) LTD & OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE FRIDAY, 21 JANUARY 2005 
FILE NO. APPL 474 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 00113 
 
Result Correction Order 
Representation  
Applicant Mr N Hodgson 
Respondents Mr J Uphill (as agent) 
 

Correction Order 
WHEREAS on the 23rd December 2004 an order in this matter was deposited in the office of the Registrar; and 
WHEREAS the schedule attached to the said order contained an error. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act 1979, the Commission hereby orders: 

THAT the schedule to the said order be corrected in so far as the instruction and clause in 2.7.3 and be replaced with the 
following schedule: 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
(1) Clause 2.7.3 – Severance Pay: Delete this subclause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
2.7.3 Severance Pay 

In addition to the period of notice prescribed for ordinary termination in 2.1 - Contract of Service, and subject to further order 
of the Commission, an employee whose employment is terminated for reasons set out in 2.7.1.1 shall be entitled to the 
following amount of severance pay in respect of a continuous period of service. 

Period of continuous service Severance pay 
1 year or less Nil 
1 year and up to the completion of 2 years 4 weeks 
2 years and up to the completion of 3 years 6 weeks 
3 years and up to the completion of 4 years 7 weeks 
4 years and up to the completion of 5 years 8 weeks 
5 years and up to the completion of 6 years 10 weeks 
6 years and up to the completion of 7 years 11 weeks 
7 years and up to the completion of 8 years 13 weeks 
8 years and up to the completion of 9 years 14 weeks 
9 years and up to the completion of 10 years 16 weeks 
10 years and over 12 weeks 

"Week's Pay" means the ordinary time rate of pay for the employee concerned.  Provided that the severance payments shall 
not exceed the amount which the employee would have earned if employment with the employer had proceeded to the 
employee's normal retirement date. 
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2006 WAIRC 05421 
CORRIGENDUM 

Whereas an error occurred in the Publication of the “Variation Schedules” at (86 WAIG 1661) following the General Order 957 of 
2005 which issued on the 4 July 2006.  The “Variation Schedules” with respect to the “Grain Handling Maintenance Workers 
Award” is hereby republished. 
Dated at Perth this 8th Day of September 2006. 

(Sgd.)  J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 

______________ 

GRAIN HANDLING MAINTENANCE WORKERS AWARD  
NO. C 477 OF 1979 

4.1. – MINIMUM ADULT AWARD WAGE 

4.1.1  No adult employee shall be paid less than the minimum adult award wage unless otherwise provided by this clause. 

4.1.2  The minimum adult award wage for full time adult employees is $504.40 per week payable on and from 7 July 2006. 

4.1.3  The minimum adult award wage is deemed to include all arbitrated safety net adjustments from State Wage Case 
decisions. 

4.1.4  Unless otherwise provided in this clause adults employed as casuals, part-time employees or piece workers or employees 
who are remunerated wholly on the basis of payment by result shall not be paid less than pro rata the minimum adult 
award wage according to the hours worked. 

4.1.5  Juniors shall be paid no less than the wage determined by applying the percentage prescribed in the junior rates provision 
in this award to the minimum adult award wage. 

4.1.6   

4.1.6.1 The minimum adult award wage shall not apply to apprentices, employees engaged on traineeships or Jobskill 
placements or employed under the Commonwealth Government Supported Wage System or to other categories 
of employees who by prescription are paid less than the minimum award rate. 

4.1.6.2 Liberty to apply is reserved in relation to any special categories of employees not included here or otherwise in 
relation to the application of the minimum adult award wage. 

4.1.7 Subject to this clause the minimum adult award wage shall –  

4.1.7.1 apply to all work in ordinary hours. 

4.1.7.2 Apply to the calculation of overtime and all other penalty rates, superannuation, payments during any period of 
paid leave and for all purposes of this award. 

4.1.8 Minimum Adult Award Wage  

 The rates of pay in this award include the minimum weekly wage for adult employees payable under the 2006 General 
Order Wage Case Decision.  Any increase arising from the insertion of the adult minimum wage will be offset against any 
equivalent amount in rates of pay received by employees whose wages and conditions of employment are regulated by 
this award which are above the wage rates prescribed in the award.  Such above award payments include wages payable 
pursuant to enterprise agreements, consent awards or award variations to give effect to enterprise agreements and over 
award arrangements.  Absorption which is contrary to the terms of an agreement is not required.   

Increases under previous State Wage Case Principles or under the current Statement of Principles, excepting those 
resulting from enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset the adult minimum wage. 

4.1.9  Adult Apprentices 

4.1.9.1 Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause, an apprentice, 21 years of age or over, shall not be paid less than 
$421.70 per week. 

4.1.9.2  The rate paid in paragraph 4.1.9.1 above is payable on superannuation and during any period of paid leave 
prescribed by this Award. 

4.1.9.3  Where in this award an additional rate is expressed as a percentage, fraction or multiple of the ordinary rate of 
pay, it shall be calculated upon the rate prescribed in this award for the actual year of apprenticeship. 

4.1.9.4 Nothing in this clause shall operate to reduce the rate of pay fixed by this award for an adult apprentice in force 
immediately prior to 5 June 2003. 

4.2 - WAGES 

4.2.1 (a) The rate of wages payable weekly to adult employees covered by this Award shall be as follows:- 
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Classification Relativity 

 
 

% 

Wage 
Rate 

 
$ 

Arbitrated 
Safety Net 
Adjustment 

$ 

Total Rate 
 
 

$ 
Tradesperson Level 4 115.0 524.40 179.00 703.40 
Tradesperson Level 3 110.0 501.60 179.00 680.60 
Tradesperson Level 2 105.0 478.80 179.00 657.80 
Tradesperson Level 1 100.0 456.00 181.00 637.00 
Maintenance Employee Level 4 92.4 421.40 181.00 602.40 
Maintenance Employee Level 3 88.0 401.30 179.00 580.30 
Maintenance Employee Level 2 84.0 383.00 179.00 562.00 
Maintenance Employee Level 1 79.2 361.20 179.00 540.20 
Driver Articulated Vehicle exceeding 20 tonne capacity 98.44 448.90 181.00 629.90 
Driver Motor Vehicle exceeding 7 tonne capacity 94.76 432.10 181.00 613.10 

(b) The rates of pay in this award include arbitrated safety net adjustments available since December 1993, under 
the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment Principle.  These arbitrated safety net adjustments may be offset against 
any equivalent amount in the rate of pay received by employees since 1 November 1991 above the rate 
prescribed in the Award, except where such absorption is contrary to the terms of an industrial agreement.  
Increases in rates of pay otherwise made under the State Wage Case Principles, excepting those resulting from 
enterprise agreements, are not to be used to offset arbitrated safety net adjustments. 

4.2.2 In Charge Allowance 
(a) In addition to the appropriate total rate prescribed in 4.2.1 an employee shall be paid: 

(i) If placed in charge of one to ten employees $22.20 
(ii) If placed in charge of not less than 11 and not more than 20 other 

employees $33.90 
(iii) If appointed by the Company as a Senior Tradesperson at a Grain 

Handling Terminal or if placed in charge of more than 20 other 
employees $35.00 

(b) For the purpose of calculating authorised paid leave and overtime payments only, any in charge allowance paid 
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be included in, and form part of, the ordinary weekly wage 
prescribed in the award. 

4.2.3 Apprentices 

Percentage of the Tradesperson's Level 1 rate per week - 
 

 

(a) Four Year Term  
 4th year 88% 
 3rd year 75% 
 2nd year 55% 
 1st year 42% 
(b) Three & A Half Year Term  
 Final year 88% 
 Next year 75% 
 Next year 55% 
 First six months 42% 
(c) Three Year Term  
 3rd Year 88% 
 2nd Year 75% 
 1st Year 55% 

4.2.4 Tool Allowance: 
(a) Where the employer does not provide a tradesperson or apprentice with the tools ordinarily required by that 

tradesperson or apprentice in the performance of their work as a tradesperson or as an apprentice the employer 
shall pay a tool allowance of - 
(i) $12.60 per week to such tradesperson; or  
(ii) In the case of an apprentice a percentage of $12.60 being the percentage which appears against the 

year of apprenticeship in 4.2.3, 
for the purpose of such tradesperson or apprentice supplying and maintaining tools ordinarily required in the 
performance of their work as a tradesperson or apprentice. 
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(b) Any tool allowance paid pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be included in, and form part of, the 
ordinary weekly wage prescribed in this clause. 

4.2.5 Where two or more mobile cranes or forklifts are engaged on any one lift the driver thereof shall be paid an additional 
amount for the time occupied at the rate of $3.80 per week. 

4.2.6 A casual employee shall be paid 20% of the ordinary rate in addition to the ordinary rate for the classification in which 
they are employed. 

4.2.7 Reclassification will be according to the following principles - 
(a) Reclassification to any higher level shall be in accordance with 4.3 – Classification Structure and contingent 

upon such additional work being available and required to be performed by the employer. 
(b) In the event that there is a claim for reclassification by an existing employee to a higher level under the new 

structure on the ground that the employee possesses equivalent skill and knowledge gained through on-the-job 
experience or on any ground the following principles apply - 
(i) The parties agree that the existing award disputes avoidance procedure shall be followed. 
(ii) Agreed competency standards shall be established by the parties in conjunction with TAFE (and 

SESDA when operative) for all levels in the new classification structure before any claims for 
reclassification are processed and shall be incorporated in the Implementation Manual as they become 
available. 

(iii) The Implementation Manual shall lay down procedures for testing the validity of an employee's claim 
for reclassification.  These procedures shall be undertaken by an independent third party recognised 
by SESDA (when established) and/or the National Training Board, e.g. TAFE. 

4.2.8 (a) Notwithstanding the above, employees will be able to enter into negotiations with the employer with respect to 
an individual salary package. 

(b) For the purposes of this award "salary packaging" shall mean an arrangement whereby the wage or salary 
benefit arising under a contract of employment is reduced, with another or other benefits to the value of the 
replaced salary being substituted and due to the employee. 

(c) An employer and employee bound by this award may enter into a salary packaging arrangement subject to the 
following – 
(i) The employer shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that any salary package complies with taxation 

and other relevant laws. 
(ii) The employer shall record the arrangement at the time it is entered into, and provide a copy to the 

employee before the arrangement comes into effect. 
(d) The record shall include details of the employee's classification and salary level applying immediately prior to 

the salary packaging, coming into effect, and the details of the package. 
(e) The value of any agreed package, viewed objectively, shall not be less than the value of entitlements under this 

award which would otherwise apply. 
(f) The value of any agreed salary package, viewed objectively, shall not be greater than the value of the 

contractual benefits which would otherwise be due to the employee. 
(g) Salary packaging arrangements will be done in accordance with the CBH Salary packaging Policy, which will 

be consistent with the requirements of this clause. 
(h) If an employee negotiates an individual salary package, they will be required to enter into a separate agreement 

with the employer that sets out the terms and conditions applying to the provision of their salary/wages and 
fringe benefits. 

 

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS AND ORDERS— 

2006 WAIRC 05378 
PRINTING AWARD 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES CITY PRINTING AND DESIGN, CO-OPERATIVE BULK HANDLING LIMITED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING & KINDRED INDUSTRIES 
UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE TUESDAY, 5 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO/S APPL 1353 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05378 
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Result Leave granted 
Representation 
Applicant Mr P Moss (as agent) 
Respondent Mr L Edmonds  
 

Order 

WHEREAS this is an application to be joined as a party or intervene in APPL 1214 of 2003; 

AND WHEREAS on 12 December 2005, the Applicant filed a Notice of withdrawal or discontinuance in respect of the application; 

AND WHEREAS on 14 December 2005, 10 July 2006 and 18 July 2006 the Commission wrote to the Respondent seeking consent 
to discontinue the matter; 

AND WHEREAS on 5 September 2006, the Respondent had not provided any correspondence or contacted these chambers in 
respect of this matter; 

NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by leave. 
(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05308 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY  MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
HANSSEN PTY LTD PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE TUESDAY, 22 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO APPL 439 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05308 
 

Result Discontinued 
 

Order 

WHEREAS on 31st March 2004 The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers (the Applicant), applied to the 
Commission for an order pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 against Hanssen Pty Ltd (the Respondent); and 

WHEREAS on 18th April 2004 the Commission conducted conciliation proceedings between the parties and the matter was later 
listed for hearing and determination on 31st August 2004; and  

WHEREAS on 15th April 2005 the Commission conducted conciliation proceedings between the parties and the matter was later 
listed for hearing and determination on 12th May 2005 and later the matter was stood over pending further advice; and 

WHEREAS on 23rd February 2006 the Applicant filed a Notice of Discontinuance and the Commission decided to discontinue the 
proceedings. 

NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders: 

 THAT the application be, and is hereby, discontinued. 
(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 
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2005 WAIRC 02841 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES DONNA LAURA LEO 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
COMMUNITY CHOICE HOME LOANS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
DATE MONDAY, 17 OCTOBER 2005 
FILE NO/S APPL 1331 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 02841 
 

Result Application to adjourn hearing 
 

Order 
WHEREAS this is an application pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”); and 
WHEREAS the application is set down for hearing and determination on 18 and 19 October 2005; and 
WHEREAS by facsimile received in the Commission on 11 October 2005 the respondent requested an adjournment of the hearing 
as the respondent’s key witness, its Managing Director Mr Brandenburg, was unavailable to attend the hearing for medical reasons; 
and 
WHEREAS on 12 October 2005 the applicant’s representative advised the Commission that the applicant opposed the granting of 
an adjournment; and 
WHEREAS on 14 October 2005 the matter was set down for hearing to allow the parties to put submissions to the Commission in 
relation to the respondent’s application to adjourn the hearing; and 
WHEREAS at the hearing on 14 October 2004 the respondent’s representative argued that there will be a serious injustice to the 
respondent if its application to adjourn the hearing is not granted as Mr Brandenburg is its main witness, he was directly involved in 
the applicant’s termination and his evidence about the circumstances surrounding the applicant’s termination cannot be given by 
any other person; and 
FURTHER Mr Brandenburg’s medical condition was unexpected and requires attention as a matter of urgency as confirmed by two 
medical certificates tendered at the hearing; and 
FURTHER the respondent argues that the applicant will not suffer serious injustice if the application to adjourn is granted as she is 
not seeking reinstatement and in any event was not herself available for hearing until after 15 September 2005; and 
WHEREAS the respondent relies on Myers v Myers (1969) WAR 19 and the Commission’s powers pursuant to s27(1) of the Act in 
support of its application; and 
WHEREAS the applicant’s representative argues that the applicant does not object lightly to the application to adjourn the hearing 
however the applicant was unaware until the date of this hearing of the nature of Mr Brandenburg’s illness and there has been a 
history to this application; and  
  
FURTHER the applicant is concerned about recent events that indicate that the respondent is winding up its business and intends 
setting up another entity under which to trade and that if the hearing was adjourned this would therefore result in a significant 
prejudice to the applicant; and 
FURTHER the applicant concedes that Mr Brandenburg is a crucial witness for the respondent; and 
WHEREAS after hearing from the parties and considering whether the Commission should exercise its discretion to grant an 
adjournment and whether a refusal to adjourn would result in a serious injustice to one party (Myers v Myers [op cit]), the parties 
were advised that it was the Commission’s view that an adjournment of the hearing set down for 18 and 19 October 2005 should be 
granted because the medical evidence provided at the hearing confirms that Mr Brandenburg will be unavailable to attend the 
hearing due to medical reasons and the Commission accepts that the  presence of Mr Brandenburg at the hearing will be integral to 
the respondent’s case; and 
FURTHER in doing so the Commission notes that the letters tendered from his medical practitioners refer to Mr Brandenburg being 
impaired for two weeks and the parties were advised that the matter will therefore be re-listed for hearing for two days 
approximately two weeks after the adjourned hearing dates given the applicant’s concerns about the respondent winding up its 
business, unless the Commission is convinced otherwise; and   
FURTHER the respondent was advised that it will have until the close of business Monday 17 October 2005 to provide further 
submissions to the Commission in relation to Mr Brandenburg’s ability to attend for hearing two weeks after the vacated hearing 
dates; and 
WHEREAS as the Commission was advised at the hearing that the parties had not complied with a direction that issued on 1 July 
2005 for discovery and the exchange of witness names in preparation for hearing the parties were advised that an order would issue 
in relation to discovery and the exchange of witness names;  
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NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, and in 
particular s27(1), hereby orders: 

1) THAT the hearing of application 1331 of 2004 scheduled for 18 and 19 October 2005 is adjourned to a date to 
be fixed. 

2) THAT the parties are to exchange the names of witnesses to be called to give evidence by no later than 24 
October 2005. 

3) The parties are to exchange copies of all documents they will be relying on at the hearing and any additional 
documents relevant to the proceedings by no later than 24 October 2005. 

4) THAT liberty to apply is granted to the parties in relation to points 2 and 3 above. 
(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05270 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES COLIN JOHN BOURKE 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
THE BISHOP OF BROOME 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 
DATE FRIDAY, 11 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO B 118 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05270 
 
Result Change of respondent's name 
Representation 
Applicant Mr C. Bourke 
Respondent Mr K. Wroughton  
 

Order 
WHEREAS an application was lodged in the Commission pursuant to Section 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979;  
AND WHEREAS the matter was listed for mention only on 28 July 2006;  
AND WHEREAS the Commission formed the view that the respondent had been incorrectly named in the application; 
NOW THEREFORE, I the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred on me, and by consent, hereby orders – 

THAT the name The Director, Catholic Education WA and Another be deleted and The Bishop of Broome inserted in lieu 
thereof. 

(Sgd.)  S M MAYMAN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05316 
ENTERPRISE ORDER PURSUANT TO SECTION 42I 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING & KINDRED INDUSTRIES 

UNION OF WORKERS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING SERVICES PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE TUESDAY, 22 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO APPL 24 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05316 
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Result Discontinued 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 23rd March 2006 The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union of Workers, 
Western Australia and Another (the Applicant Unions) applied to the Commission for an order pursuant to the Industrial Relations 
Act, 1979; and 
WHEREAS the matter was listed for hearing on 10th July 2006 and vacated by consent; and 
WHEREAS on 11th July 2006 the Applicant Unions lodged a Notice of Discontinuance and the Commission decided to discontinue 
the proceedings. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders: 
 THAT the application be, and is hereby, discontinued. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05188 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES AUSTRALIAN MUNICIPAL, ADMINISTRATIVE, CLERICAL AND SERVICES UNION OF 
EMPLOYEES - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN CLERICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
CAT HAVEN 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 2 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO. C 71 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05188 
 
Result Direction issued 
Representation  
Applicant Mr W Lipp 
Respondent Mr J DeJose 
 

Direction 
HAVING heard Mr W Lipp on behalf of the applicant and Mr J DeJose on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to 
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs – 

1. THAT the respondent file and serve upon the applicant any signed witness statements upon which it intends to rely 
by no later than 16 August 2006. 

2. THAT the applicant file and serve upon the respondent any signed witness statements upon which it intends to rely 
by no later than 30 August 2006. 

3. THAT the parties file and serve an outline of submissions no later than 3 days prior to the date of hearing. 
4. THAT the matter be listed for preliminary hearing as to jurisdiction for half a day. 
5. THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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2006 WAIRC 05345 
DISPUTE REGARDING RATES OF PAY 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
MINISTER FOR CORRECTIVE SERVICES 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE THURSDAY, 24 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO. PSAC 22 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05345 
 

Result Recommendation Issued 
 

Recommendation 
WHEREAS the Public Service Arbitrator (“the Arbitrator”) convened conferences for the purposes of conciliation on Tuesday, the 
8th day of August 2006 and Wednesday, the 23rd day of August 2006; and 
WHEREAS at the conference on Wednesday, the 23rd day of August 2006, having heard from the parties, the Arbitrator issued a 
recommendation in respect of the appropriate level and increment for payment of existing Aboriginal Visitors employed on 
statutory contracts; 
NOW THEREFORE, the Public Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
hereby recommends: 

1. THAT for the purposes of the parties resolving the dispute as to the conditions to apply to existing Aboriginal 
Visitors employed on statutory contracts, that their rate of pay be linked to Government Officers Salaries, 
Allowances and Conditions Award 1989 (No. PSAA 3 of 1989), Level 1, Increment 4 (Level 1.4). 

2. THAT the rate of pay and conditions for future Aboriginal Visitors be negotiated between the parties. 
(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 

Commissioner, 
[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05322 
DISPUTE REGARDING BARGAINING FOR AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES COMMISSIONER OF POLICE 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE TUESDAY, 22 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO. PSAC 23 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05322 
 

Result Recommendation issued 
 

 Recommendation 
WHEREAS on Thursday, 3 August 2006 and Tuesday, 22 August 2006, the Public Service Arbitrator (“the Arbitrator”) convened 
conferences between the parties for the purpose of conciliation in respect of the parties’ endeavours to reach a new industrial 
agreement through good faith bargaining; and 
WHEREAS the Arbitrator is aware through those conferences, of the general endeavours being made by the parties to come to an 
agreement, however, is concerned that they are far apart and that their positions may be becoming entrenched; and 
WHEREAS the Arbitrator has formed the view that it would be most desirable for the parties to resolve the dispute by agreement 
rather than to have the Arbitrator determine the outcomes for a number of reasons including: 
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(a) The length of time arbitration would take compared with the prospects of an early agreement; 
(b) The expenditure of resources by both sides for the purposes of preparation and presentation of their cases before 

the Arbitrator; 
(c) That the parties’ positions would become further entrenched and would remove opportunities for the parties to 

create further goodwill between themselves by reaching an agreement; 
(d) The outcomes of an arbitration would be beyond the control of the parties whereas any agreement they might 

reach would be within their control; and 
WHEREAS the Arbitrator is aware that the following issues require consideration: 

(a) The unique circumstances applying to police in Western Australia, including the special relationship between 
the Commissioner of Police, police officers and the community in Western Australia. 

(b) The need for the community to have confidence in their police service and the effect of the dispute on that 
confidence.  

(c) The current economic environment in Western Australia, and the security environment in Western Australia and 
Australia generally, which are playing a significant role in Western Australian police officers being attracted 
away from the Western Australian Police. 

(d) The importance to the community of retaining competent and experienced officers in the Western Australian 
Police in the face of that attraction elsewhere. 

(e) The relative position of Western Australian Police salaries and conditions vis-à-vis police officers elsewhere. 
(f) The cost of attracting and training officers in the Western Australian Police. 
(g) The many changes to the work requirements which affect the work value of police officers, particularly in terms 

of their levels of skill, responsibility and the environment in which they work. 
(h) The current economic situation in Western Australia. 
(i) The appropriateness of government maintaining control over its expenditure. 

NOW THEREFORE the Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby recommends: 
1. THAT the Commissioner of Police and the Western Australian Police Union of Workers each compromise on 

their positions in respect of: 
(a) the level of increases in salaries to be paid to police officers; 
(b) the changes to conditions applicable to police officers; and 
(c) the term of the agreement. 

2. THAT the parties shall communicate to each other their changed positions no later than Tuesday, 29 August 
2006. 

3. THAT the parties report to the Arbitrator as to their respective negotiating positions following this 
recommendation, no later than Friday, 1 September 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

2006 WAIRC 05373 
DISPUTE REGARDING ALLEGATIONS MADE AGAINST UNION MEMBER. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES CIVIL SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED) 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
COMMISSIONER, DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIVE SERVICES 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE MONDAY, 4 SEPTEMBER 2006 
FILE NO/S PSACR 21 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05373 
 

Result Interim Order Issued 
 

Interim Order 
WHEREAS this is a matter referred for hearing and determination pursuant to Section 44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the 
Act”); and 
WHEREAS on Thursday the 31st August 2006 the Applicant requested an urgent conference and sought an interim order that the 
Respondent not make any final decision to terminate the employment of Mr Amourous until this matter is finally determined; and 
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WHEREAS on Monday the 4th day of September 2006, the Public Service Arbitrator (“the Arbitrator”) convened a conference for 
the purpose of  dealing with the Applicant’s request; and 
WHEREAS at the conference the Arbitrator heard from the parties regarding the interim order sought by the applicant; and 
WHEREAS the Arbitrator considered the requirements of s 44(6)(ba) of the Act and the tests set out in Thomas James Brown v 
President, State School Teachers Union of WA (Inc) and Others (69 WAIG 1390); and 
WHEREAS at the conclusion of the conference the Arbitrator decided that the interim order sought should issue and in particular 
considered that: 

(a) the issuing of the interim order would prevent the deterioration of industrial relations between the parties until 
arbitration resolved the matter, on the basis that should the order not issue, the Applicant’s member, Mr 
Amourous, would most likely be dismissed; and 

(b) there is a substantial case to be tried in respect of issues of process and fairness during the course of a number of 
years and a number of investigations; 

(c) the detriment to Mr Amourous in the interim order not issuing would be greater than the detriment to the 
respondent in such an order issuing; 

(d) the interim order would not be irreversible in that it would apply only until the matter was heard and 
determined; 
(d) there had been no undue delay in the Applicant seeking the interim order; and 
(e) the granting of the interim order sought would be fair and equitable and in accordance with the objects of the 

Act; and 
WHEREAS the parties advised that they did not require a speaking to the Minutes in respect of the interim order; 
NOW THEREFORE, the Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

(1) THAT the Respondent not make any final decision to terminate the employment of Mr Amourous until this 
matter has been heard and finally determined. 

(2) THAT there shall be liberty to apply in respect of this Order. 
(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 

Commissioner, 
[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

2006 WAIRC 04722 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES LILY CORTIE & DAVID ALAN  WILSON 
APPLICANTS 

-v- 
MR KEN MADGWICK & MR JURAJ BAUK OF GRAFTON HOLDINGS  P/L TRUSTEE FOR 
THE A.T.V. UNIT TRUST TRADING AS HILLSIDE GARDEN VILLAGE ACN 009364854 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE MONDAY, 10 JULY 2006 
FILE NO/S U 205 OF 2006, U 206 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 04722 
 
Result Order issued 
Representation 
Applicants Mr G Stubbs of counsel instructed by Dwyer Durack Lawyers 
Respondent Mr N Pillay of counsel 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr G Stubbs of counsel on behalf of the applicants and Mr N Pillay of counsel on behalf of the respondent the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

(1) THAT leave be and is hereby granted for the applicants to amend the named respondent in the herein 
applications to Grafton Holdings Pty Ltd as Trustee for the ATV Unit Trust trading as Hillside Garden Village 
ACN 009364854. 

(2) THAT each party shall give an informal mutual discovery by serving its list of documents by no later than 21 
July 2006 

(3) THAT inspection of documents shall be completed by no later than 28 July 2006. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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2006 WAIRC 05200 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES MILENA FILOMENA IACUSSO 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
ROBYN BULL - FABRICS BY ROBYN (AUSTRALASIA) PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE FRIDAY, 4 AUGUST 2006 
FILE NO/S U 401 OF 2006, B 401 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 05200 
 
Result Order issued 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent Ms R Bull 
 

 Order 
HAVING heard the applicant on her own behalf and Ms R Bull on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders –  

1. THAT the respondent pay to the applicant the total sum of $2,000.00 by way of commission payments due and an 
additional weeks pay in lieu of notice less any amount payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the 
Income Taxation Assessment Act 1936 and actually paid within 7 days of the date of this order. 

2. THAT upon receipt by the respondent of the remaining outstanding sales monies the respondent pay to the applicant 
a further sum of $713.00 by way of further outstanding commission payments. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT—Notation of— 

Agreement 
Name/Number 

Date of 
Registration Parties Commissioner Result 

Christ Church 
Grammar School 
Inc (Enterprise 
Bargaining) 
Agreement 2006 
AG 65/2006 

4/09/2006 Christ Church 
Grammar School (Inc) 
AND THE 
Independent 
Education Union of 
Western Australia, 
Union of Employees 

(Not applicable) Commissioner J L 
Harrison 

Agreement 
registered 

Christ Church 
Grammar School 
Inc (Support Staff 
Enterprise 
Bargaining) 
Agreement 2006 
AG 66/2006 

4/09/2006 Christ Church 
Grammar School Inc 
AND OTHERS 

(Not applicable) Commissioner J L 
Harrison 

Agreement 
registered 

Governor's 
Establishment 
Garden Staff 
General 
Agreement 2006 
PSAAG 11/2006 

6/09/2006 Liquor, Hospitality 
and Miscellaneous 
Union, Western 
Australian Branch 

The Official Secretary 
to the Governor of 
Western Australia 

Commissioner J L 
Harrison 

Registered 
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RECLASSIFICATION APPEALS—Notation of— 

File Number Appellant Respondent Commissioner Decision Finalisation 
Date 

PSA 5/2004 Peter William 
Hurst 

Department of 
Fisheries 

Scott C Dismissed 1/09/2006 

PSA 49/2005 Trinity Kay 
Brookes 

Department for 
Planning & 
Infrastructure 

Scott C Reclassification 
Appeal 
Dismissed 

17/08/2006 
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